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Foreword ICoSI 2019

ɑssalamu’alaykum wr.wۖ.,
The Third International Conference on Sustainable Innovation 2019 has developed this proceeding. This
event was held ۖy Universitas Muhammadiyah Yogyakarta. It’s a ۗontinuous work from the second one in
2014 which already published in Springer (https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007%2F978-981-287-6614?page=1#toc). Unfortunately, the existence of the first conference cannot be traced down to provide the
evidence of its continuity.
This book of proceeding is a remarkable work of scientific effort, trying to serve as a scientific showcase
of vast range of field from technology and engineering, health sciences and nursing to social sciences, law,
humanity, education and religious sciences. Basically, comprising all schools that exist in this university.
At this point, it is a prove of a significant improvement from the previous conference in 2014. While, the
previous event only covered three field of agriculture, economics and technology, current conference
composed of 9 fields incorporating 9 focal conferences. Those are International Symposium of Engineering,
Technology and Health Science (ISETHS), International Symposium of Social Science, Humanity,
Education, and Religion Studies (ISHERS), International Symposium of Civil, Environmental, and
Infrastructure Engineering (ISCEIE), International Conference of Islamic Economic and Finance Inclusion
(ICIEFI), International Conference of Nursing Science (ICoNurs), Asian Conference on Comparative Laws
(ASIAN COL), International Conference on English Language Teaching, Literature & Linguistics
(ICoELTics), International Conference on Sustainable Agriculture (ICoSA) and International Conference
on Islamic Studies in Digital Era (ICISDE).
The abundance of focal conference led to the massive participation and, of course, the richness of works
presented, which to the other end meant the difficulty in the organization of the whole event. The
complexity of the work can also be found in the selection process of the articles. Indeed, this proceeding
has served as the basic platform for the selected participants to present their works apart from others indexed
platform. Nevertheless, as can be seen from the articles, the quality of the works is still unquestionable.
With the theme of “Sustainaۖle Innovation in Disruptive Era”, this ۗonferenۗe estaۖlished two key points
of “sustainaۖility” and “innovation” whiۗh served as an umbrella theme for the 9 focal conferences. It is
also a prove of a sustainability process following theme of “Teۗhnology and innovation ۗhallengers in
natural resourۗes and ۖuilt environment management for humanity and sustainaۖility” from the previous
ICoSI 2014. The relevancy of those words has taken into a more prominent place, nowadays, with the
emergence of current issue of sustainability in industry 4.0, where innovation is playing as a prominent
factor. Therefore, this conference has successfully lift itself up to act as a showcase for academician,
policy maker and students alike to give broaden perspectives of how to keep innovative in this disruptive
era.
We are looking forward to seeing the next ICoSI 2020.
Wassalamu’alaykum wr.wۖ.
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Preface ICoSI 2019
ɑssalamu’alaykum wr.wۖ.,
Welcome to the Proceeding of ICoSI 2019.
This book is a showcase of articles presented at the ICoSI 2019, composed of a various range of field
incorporating the 9 focal conference. The production of the proceeding was based on the 9 focals, those
are: International Symposium of Engineering, Technology and Health Science (ISETHS), International
Symposium of Social Science, Humanity, Education, and Religion Studies (ISHERS), International
Symposium of Civil, Environmental, and Infrastructure Engineering (ISCEIE), International Conference
of Islamic Economic and Finance Inclusion (ICIEFI), International Conference of Nursing Science
(ICoNurs), Asian Conference on Comparative Laws (ASIAN COL), International Conference on English
Language Teaching, Literature & Linguistics (ICoELTics), International Conference on Sustainable
Agriculture (ICoSA) and International Conference on Islamic Studies in Digital Era (ICISDE).
The ISETHS consists of two main field of technology and engineering, and health sciences with several
topics: Mechanical engineering, Electrical engineering, Informational engineering, Industrial engineering,
Environmental engineering, Medicine, Dentistry, Pharmacy, Biomedical, Public Health, and Health
administration. Biomedical, Public health and Health administration.
The ISHERSs incorporates articles from various field those are communication, government studies,
education, religious studies, and international affairs. Under the field of communication several topics are
developed: journalism, marketing communication, broadcasting, advertising, public relations and
communication and new media. The field of government studies comprises of democratic government,
public policy and gender and equality. The field of education discuss about educational leadership,
technology in education, teaching and learning, assessment, curriculum, cultural issues in education,
instructional design and character education. The field of religious studies explores several topics range
from Religious and Spiritual Discourses in the Digital World, New Religious Media and Shift of Religious
Authority, Digital Religious Learning and the Formation of Self-Piety, The Role of Social Media in
Religious Radicalism and its Eradication, Transformations of Religious Rites, Rituals, and Festivals in the
Digital Era, Teaching Religious Studies in A New Digital World, Religious Communities and their Role in
the Digital Economy, Interfaith Conversations and Debates in the Virtual World., The Future of Digital
Religion: Strengthening or Destroying Conventional Religion?. Digitalization of Religious Texts and
Interpretive Practices in Contemporary Society. The international relations dig deeper into the topics of
Area Studies, Diplomacy and Foreign Policy, Security, Conflict and Resolution, Global and Transnational
Issues, Gender and International Relations, New Thinking of International Relations Theory.
The focal of ICoSA discusses several topics include of food security, sustainable agriculture, natural
resource productivity, Advances in biotechnology, information and engineering technology, management
of agricultural practices.
The ICoNURS covers a various range of topics such as nursing education, bio-psycho-social-spiritual in
nursing practice, palliative care, spiritual care, and other specialistic topics in nursing such as community,
mental health, and surgical nursing.
For ICIEFI, this event served as the fourth international conference. Current event provided 4 sub theme
under the main theme of “ɒalanۗing Innovation and Sustainaۖility in Disruptive Era”, those areμ Islamic
Economics & Halal Industry, Economics, Banking and Finance Innovation; Assessing Environment
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Vulnerability, Energy Innovation, Ecotourism and Disaster Management; Islamic Philanthropy (Zakah &
Waqf) and Innovation in Education, Health and Social System; and, Small Medium Enterprise, Fintech &
International Trade in Industrial Revolution 4.0. All sub-themes were directed toward the spirit of
sustainable economic development in disruptive era.
The ISCEIE focused on various field in civil engineering. It covered the field of: Structural Engineering;
Construction Materials; Construction and Asset Management; Geotechnical Engineering; Transportation
Systems and Engineering; Water Resources Engineering; Environment Engineering; Disaster Mitigation
and Prevention.
The ICoELTICs covered a vast field of: Teaۗher Professional Development, Teaۗhers’ Identity, Teaۗher
Training Education, Teaۗhers’ Competenۗies in the EIL 4.0, Pre-service Teachers Readiness in facing the
EIL 4.0, 21st Century Skills and Training, Digital Literacy, Character Building in EIL 4.0, Best Practices
of EIL 4.0 in School Contexts, Changing Policies in EIL 4.0, Curriculum Development, New Approaches,
Methods, and Techniques, Current Trends in Assessment and Evaluation in Language Learning,
Recent Issues in Literary Studies, Linguistics and Applied Linguistics, New Trends in Translation,
Fostering Entrepreneurship and Innovation, Online and Distance Learning, The Implementation of Elearning Management System, Blended Learning: Effective Tools and Approaches, ICT-based Instructional
Design in Language Learning, Immersive Learning with Augmented Reality/ Virtual Reality/ Mixed
Reality, Revolutionising Higher Education with Artificial Intelligence, Gamification to Revolutionize
Learning Experience.
The ASIANCOL explored the main topic of comparative law, within the perspective of location,
geography, space or place. It also questioned traditional narratives of comparative law in the context of the
increasing complexity of legal orders within, between and beyond states. The continuity of comparative
law in contrast to the law of the states; the implication of this circumstances to the plural legal system; how
does the different type of laws (dis/re)-located?
The ICISDE comprised of several topics: Quran and Hadith studies in the Digital Era; Islamic Theology,
Philosophy, Mysticism, and Psychology in the Digital Era; Islamic Economics and Finance: Opportunities
and Challenges of the Digital Era; Islamic law and politics in the Digital Era; Islamic Education:
Opportunities and Challenges of the Digital Era; Islamic Digital Humanities; Innovation and Sustainability
in Muslem world; Islamic Communication in New Media; Halal markets, brands, and industries; Islamic
ethics in a social media communication; The Divergence of Islamic Authority in the Digital Era; Exploring
New Ways of How to be Muslim and Pious in the Digital Era.; Islam and Socio-Political Transformation
in the Digital Era; Islam, Radicalism, and Social Media; Islamophobia, Muslim advocates, and Social
Media.
In the production of this valuable work, let me convey my gratitude. First of all, to Allah swt, the mighty
God, who has given the blessing, so this event has accomplished fruitful. To the Rector of Universitas
Muhammadiyah Yogyakarta, specially for the Vice Rector for Academic Affairs who has taken the
responsibility to assure this event was accomplished successfully. To all the participants who have share
their ideas and effort to presenting their works. To all faculty members of UMY; Dean and Vice Dean, who
have supported us in encouraging and supporting their faculty members in presenting their works. To all
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supporting staff of UMY in assuring the event was running very well. Last but not least, to all committee
members of ICoSI, for their great effort and dedication; especially for the vice chairpersons who have given
their full support, considering my paucity of experience and knowledge in conducting such a great event.
For me they are not only associates but also the best of friends. Friends who have been spent the last year
of sweat and tears to assure all preparation has done perfectly, almost. Just an expression, since there is no
perfection in this earthy-world, except in Jannah; the day after. Thus, hopefully, Allah would give you all
the best of rewards there, in syaa Allah.
Wassalamu’alaykum wr.wۖ.
Iman Permana
Chairman of ICoSI 2019
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The Role of Puۖliۗ Relations (PR) in Soۗially
Responsiۖle ɒusinessμ ɑnalysis of ɑqua Danone in
Water and Environment Preservation Programs
1st Yeni Rosilawati
Communication Department
Faculty of Social and Politics
Universitas Muhammadiyah Yogyakarta
(UMY)

2nd Aswad Ishak
Communication Department
Faculty of Social and Politics
Universitas Muhammadiyah Yogyakarta
(UMY)

Abstract— Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
encourages the company to look further beyond the usual base to
a wider region, which is social at large and communities. This
paper aims to identify the role of Public Relations (PR) in CSR
of Aqua Danone Klaten in socially responsible business in water
and environment programs which were implemented in Polan
Harjo Village, the local community that lives around the
operating factory of Aqua. This paper used qualitative approach,
specifically using case study method. It employed in-depth
interviews that were conducted with the local community and
working managers who deal with CSR issues and strategy on
day-to-day basis. Secondary data was gathered in the form of
information about CSR programs from regular reports
downloaded from the company’s website, mass media news
downloaded from the internet and other resources. The research
found that PR process is involved in CSR steps from fact-finding
until monitoring. The study also found that Aqua Danone Klaten
carried out proactive dialogue with stakeholders. The planning
until the assessment was conducted through discussions with
community leaders, communities, and local governments to give
ideas, criticisms, and testimonials towards CSR programs. The
research also identified that Public Relations (PR) also adopt
stakeholder engagement strategy. In this strategy, business
enterprises prioritize dialogue and engagement with
stakeholders and develop interactive systems with various
stakeholders.
Keywords— CSR; Role of PR; business; stakeholders;
engagement.

INTRODUCTION
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is an obligation to
take actions that can contribute to the benevolence and interests
of the community extends beyond legal and economic
obligations to obtain long-term benefits that are beneficial to
the communities (Daft, 2012).
According to Luu Trong Tuan (2012), Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) as an ethical and ethical trade company
that is responsible for holders of selari with cases that may be
accepted in civil society. Social meaning means responsibility
for the economy and environment. The aim is to create a better
standard of living, while maintaining the continuity of the
growth of the trade company through increasing profits and
value for the livelihood of people both inside and outside the
company. Frederick (1986) opined that CSR is the principle of
ethics of management in the formation of commercial police
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3rd Atik Septi Winarsih
Government Studies
Faculty of Social and Politics
Universitas Muhammadiyah Yogyakarta
(UMY)

companies. CSR embraces ethical guidelines which rely on
human awareness, society and development in a handsome
manner.
CSR considered as a package that gives maximum impact
to the community, by encouraging people to become more
empowered. CSR needs two main pillars: business
partnerships and community development, to provide welfare
to the people of Indonesia. In Indonesia, the obligation for
companies to do CSR activities is listed in act number 40 of
2007 article 74 of the Limited Liability Company. CSR
activities are carried out to preserve the sustainability of the
natural environment directly or through collaboration with
other stakeholders. CSR activities are usually performed
through environment campaign, education, and training,
forestation, the establishment of green open spaces and parks,
saving of natural resources that are used in factories or stores,
the application of recycling and reuse of products.
CSR evolved from charitable activities to business-oriented
activities. It describes the business image itself. Businesses
should also look into social issues as well as financial issues.
In real business governance, emphasis on economic aspects
alone can have a negative impact on the environment and
society (Nor Hadi, 2014).
CSR encompasses management as a result of decisions and
activities on society and the environment. This concept can be
carried out through transparency and ethical behavior that
advocates for sustainable development, including health and
welfare, taking into account the goals of the stakeholders and
complying with the laws and rules set with international norms.
In Indonesia context, according to Prayogo (2013), the
concept of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) in Indonesia
is closely related to the aspects of sociology, namely the
relationship that occurs between the company and the local
community. When trading companies exploit natural and
mineral resources, the local community is positioned as the
main holder.
Aqua Danone Background
The CSR of Aqua Danone is deeply rooted in the
commitment of the company. The commitment is the way to
conduct the business which does not only concern with
economic performance but also on social issues. This idea is in
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accordance with the principles of the founder of Aqua, Tirto
Utomo, who believes that businesses should contribute
towards soۗiety. This idea is revealed in “ɑqua Lestari” whiۗh
were has been developed since 2006 as a sustainable initiative
which was using DANONE WAY and ISO 26000 as a
Sustainability
Report
reference
(https://aqua.co.id/keberlanjutan).
AQUA Group was awarded the MDG Awards (IMA) for
its support of MDG (Millennium Development Goals) in
Indonesia. Other programs that were awarded include the
School Supporting Program di Keboncandi, Gondang Wetan
Area, Pasuruan Region, East Java became a winner in the
education category. Program Water Access, Sanitation, and
Hygiene (WASH) and the clean water access and Hygiene won
the 2nd place for Access for Clean Water Service and School
Sanitation Program “Sahaۖat Mata ɑir” program in Pasuruan
Region, East Java became the nominator of education category
(http://www.aqua.com/beranda).
Danone group also gained the number one rating in Access
to Nutrition Index (ATNI) in 2013. This index measured over
25 companies in the world in terms of their commitment to
issues related to poor nutrition and related disease. ATNI aims
to support the ۗompanies to inۗrease the ۗonsumer’s awareness
towards nutritious food and drinks awareness through product
formulation, pricing and distribution and to examine the effect
of ۗompany to the ۗonsumer’s preferenۗe, and the ۗompanies
behavior through their marketing, labeling and promoting
healthy
diets
and
active
lifestyles
(http://www.accesstonutrition.org/).
LITERATURE REVIEW
a. The Concept of CSR
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is a evelving
concept from time to time and is influenced by community
development. More definitions have been given by scholars
than in various fields. According to Ullman (1985), Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR) is the interests of commercial
companies to take on the role of being responsible for society
has become the main topic in scientific studies in several
decades. There are many definitions of CSR, varying from
simple definitions to complex ones and various terms and
ideas. Various definitions are definitions that can be exchanged
such as corporate sustainability, corporate citizenship,
corporate social investment.
Shafiqur Rahman (2011) summarizes Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) to the ten dimensions namely "protection
of the natural surroundings, economic development, practice
of trade ethics, fulfillment of legislation, volunteerism, human
rights (HAM), transparency and accountability and the
involvement of stakeholders".
CSR is derived from business ethics (Nor Hadi, 2014).
Ethics is an effort that was born since the collapse of moral
values in the Greek culture system. The good and bad views
can be no longer trusted, so the philosophers are asked to
explain the norms of societies. Ethics is a critical view of the
lesson or moral thoughts (Suseno, 1987)
Business is the relationship between people to people.
Business is the interaction that occurs due to the lack of needs
and wants that we cannot achieve by yourself. Through
business, people can fulfill their needs (Panuju, 1995). The
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standards of business ethics which can easily to see is honesty
and transparency. In business, people entrust all things such as
reputation, his or her family, the future of the employee, and
the future of the society (Keraf, 1998). Business is an important
activity of the society. Business is a modern phenomenon that
cannot be avoided by society nowadays.
They are two ways of how a person can make an ethical
decision: fist is through prescriptive approaches, to provide
tools to make a decision, and the second is through the
psychological approach. The psychological approach relates to
individual ethical decisions. Individual differences and
cognitive process create different thinking and will give an
impact on how a person think and act ethically.
b. Public Relations (PR) and CSR
Many Public Relations (PR) professionals believe there is
a strong connection between public relations and CSR, and that
public relations play a big role in making this a priority for a
business. Benneth Freeman, former US deputy assistant
secretary of a state for democracy, human rights, and labor,
claims that in this era of scrutiny, corporate reputation and
corporate responsible are inseparable.
Bennet and Rentschler (2003) emphasized that the
company's reputation is a concept that relates to a public
appraisal of company quality, trust, and reliability. Reputation
plays an important role in the success of an organization. Esen
(2013) emphasizes the reputation of a meaningful competitive
advantage and is regarded as a very important asset to the
company. Subtle elements such as the investigation and
development of intellectual property rights, convenience,
workers, consumers and reputation itself build a reputation
Esen (2013) opined that CSR is a way of how a business
company supports policy demands from the community
uplifting the reputation of a business company. A good
reputation will increase the value of the brand and the goodwill
of a business company. The company has no reputation alone
at a time. Reputation depends on the attention of stakeholders.
Brand interactions, related stimuli (including mass
communications, employees, agents or others or other brands
associated with the brand), allow stakeholders to form their
perceptions of business companies.
Morsing and Schultz (2006) emphasized three types of
relationships with stakeholders in the activities of companies
involved in Corporate Social Responsibility communication
developed from the Grunig & Hunt (1984). According to
Morsing & Schultz (2006) in the Stakeholder Information
Strategy, communication is always one way, i.e. from the
company to the stakeholders. Communication is seen as
"auctioned, not listening" (telling, not listening). One-way
communication has the purpose of delivering orders rather than
by persuading them to inform the company in real terms about
the company. The company uses a stakeholder information
strategy model in the form of press relations, news for the
media, as contained in brochures, magazines, facts, figures,
and schedules to the public.
In response to stakeholder models, communications are
implemented from and to the public. In this strategy, business
prioritizes stakeholder responses, but not on their involvement
in the communication process. Stakeholders are influenced by
companies but are considered passive in responding to
business initiatives. The last is the Stakeholder Engagement
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of Danone, they are water conservation and
strengthening the local economy.
The
implementation of CSR should be based on local
culture as well as local wisdom which belongs to
society. Polan Harjo village is a suburban area where
most residences are farmers. They have their own
local wisdom value such as gotong royong (mutual
help) and also “srawung” (people should blend into
society), and also tepa selira (tolerance). These local
wisdom are common local wisdom which is held
strongly by the Javanese people.

strategy. In this strategy, business enterprises prioritize
dialogue and engagement with stakeholders and develop
interactive systems with various stakeholders. Communication
exists in a balanced bilateral dialogue. Communication goals
are mutual understanding, consent, and awareness of both
parties. With these three models of communication strategies,
CSR managers can learn the techniques and communications
of CSR to encourage stakeholder engagement.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This paper used a qualitative research approach,
specifically the inquiry case study method. In-depth interviews
were conducted with the local community and working
managers who deal with CSR issues and strategy on a day-today basis. Secondary data included information about CSR
program based on sustainable reports downloaded from the
ۗompany’s weۖsite, mass media news downloaded from the
internet and other resources.

According to him, CSR should be in line and in
harmony with the local wisdom, such as building a
coop. It represents the gotong royong (mutual help)
value of the society of Polan Harjo. The local wisdom
facilitates social capital to succeed the programs
Social capital is a social resource that belongs to the
community. As a resource, social capital giving the
strength in some social conditions in the community.
Social capital refers to the main aspect of social
organization, such as trust, norms, and networks that
will enhance the efficiency of society. Almost all of
the CSR programs include cleaning the Pusur River
which is done regularly by communities and Aqua
Danone forestation, the building of the wells and
biopori, managing waste and environment, conducted
the POSYANDU programs and building of public
facilities such as road and other facilities.

FINDINGS & DISCUSSIONS
Aqua Danone is the biggest bottled water in Indonesia,
ۗontrols around 40 % perۗent of Indonesia’s ۖottled water
market and is owned ۖy Franۗe’s Danone. ɑqua Danone whiۗh
invests around $100 million a year in Indonesia, currently has
17 Aqua plants in the country and aspires to launch 10 more
within the next few years. Aqua Danone performs CSR
through community development in education, health,
facilities, and environmental conservation in accordance with
the function, objectives, and CSR Dimensions (Profit, People,
and Planet). The CSR program is based on sustainable
development, which is systematic. Aqua Danone implements
CSR in two ways, which not only give benefit to the company
but also the local community.

According to a local community member in Polan
Harjo, he said that the local wisdom such as gotong
royong is used to solve the community’s proۖlem in
Polan Harjo and become the key aspect to support
CSR programs. For instance, when the waste bank is
founded, the local community give their support by
doing mutual help (gotong royong). Some of them
were giving bricks and the rest were giving clay tile,
so they built the building of waste bank by their own
resourۗe. They also use “gotong royong” value to
solve some of the ۗommunity’s proۖlems, and also
doing discussion and consensus (musyawarah and
mufakat) to solve their own ۗommunity’s problem.

The CSR steps that are carried out by Public Relations
(PR):
1.

Identification of the problem (Planning Phase)
This process involves community participation which
involves different stakeholders. They are the local
community, the local government, and the NGOs.
The planning phase is carried out by using PRA
(Participatory Rural Appraisal) and ZOPP . In the
planning phase, the local community tries to identify
their own problem. In addition, they also try to find
ways to solve the problem. As a company that
conducts CSR, Aqua Danone Klaten will classify the
suitable program according to their CSR values and
visions. CSR complies with the main pillar of CSR
Danone, which is water conservation and to
strengthen the local economy. According to him, s a
multinational corporation (MNC) CSR is undertaken
beyond the guidelines of Danone, Danone Way and it
is based on the local needs that may vary from one
host country to another. In addition, according to him,
CSR program conducted by Danone should be
appropriate to the local wisdom of the society. As
explained by the Sustainability Development
manager:
Altogether they are 8 villages that have been chosen
as beneficiaries of CSR. The villages are directly
affected by the activities of the factory. The CSR
Program of Aqua Danone is based on the CSR pillars
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2.

Implementing the program
Public Relations (PR) involve different stakeholders
including the local community, local government,
and also NGOs in the CSR Programs. The CSR
activities that are conducted by Aqua Danone are as
follows:
a. Aqua Danone Klaten and the community of Polan
Harjo carried out a traditional ceremony called
“Merti ɒumi”. This traditional ۗeremony is ۖased
on local wisdom that belongs to the local
community. Merti bumi is a tradition of Javanese
society to express the gratefulness in the harvest.
Merti bumi symbolizes grateful feelings and
prayers to God. They also express gratitude for
welfare, safety, and peace. Merti Bumi consists of
sharedness value, gotong royong (mutual help)
value which is important in the Javanese culture.
b. Organic Farm: Aqua Danone Klaten collaborated
with the community that comprises of farmers
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named “Tani Mulyo” in Polan Harjo Village,
Klaten Region, Central Java Province. The
program was intended to cultivate rice fields using
organic systems. They used the organic system
twice during the growing season and then expand
their area. They planned to grow 75% of the area
with the eco-friendly rice fields. Aqua Danone
also builds a factory of organic fertilizer and a
training ۗenter as a support faۗility. “Tani Mulyo”
7 hectares of rice fields have already harvested in
the first week of February. This program was
aimed to give useful information and awareness to
other groups of farmers who are still using
chemicals and pesticides. To inculcate the concept
of organic farming, Aqua Danone prefers an
individual approach to the farmers involved. They
were persuaded to join and optimize the group that
has been formed. Through their participation in
the group, farmers can learn and share information
and knowledge with each other
c. The ministry of Koperasi and SME established the
ۗoop “Pusur Lestari”. The ۗoop “Pusur Lestari” is
the coop founded by the farmers in Klaten, Central
Java Province. It aims to help 385 farmers from 36
villages. This coop is another CSR effort of Aqua
Danone that is in line with government efforts to
grow the economy, improve labor skills and being
eco-friendly. “ɑqua Danone” also faۗilitates the
coop by giving farmers who live in the area of
Pusung River access to market their products.
This helps farmers to market their products
directly without having a deal with the middleman. Their products are now readily accessible in
the modern retail store.
d. Managing waste through WASH (Water Access
Sanitation & Hygiene) campaign. Waste is one of
the main problems in many villages. To solve the
problem, the local community empowers
themselves by building the capacity to manage
waste. This began with the comparison study to
Yogyakarta, as they tried to classify waste, and
then attempt to try to create a product from waste.
The intention was to create new products that have
an economic value of the waste. Besides, they also
ۖuilt “Waste ɒank” or ɒank Sampah in ɜarangLo
Village and Polan Village. Beside managing
waste, they also make a campaign to keep the river
to be clean, and handwash with soap (Cuci Tangan
dengan Sabun), and to properly manage water for
consumptions.
3.

Evaluation and mitigation
The community is involved in measuring and
reducing the negative impacts of development and
monitoring. Monitoring means ensuring that project
activities are implemented according to plan. The
monitoring of programs is done regularly with the
community members and others involved in a project.
This includes working collaboratively in developing
the evaluation plan, conducting the evaluation and
sharing and using the results
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Aqua Danone Klaten employed the CSR through
community development in education, health, facilities and
environment conservation based on the functions, objectives,
and dimensions of CSR (Profit, People, Planet). The CSR
program was based on the concept of sustainability
development, and through systematic and long- conducted
orientation. In addition, they implement the CSR in both two
ways, which do not only give benefit to the company but also
give benefit to the local community
Through the CSR programs of Aqua Danone Klaten, the
local community are motivated to engage in their own society
and actively participate as members. This is evidenced through
the sharing of ideas, solving problems together and using the
values in local pearls of wisdom. The study found that CSR
implemented by Aqua Danone Klaten involves stakeholders.
In the implementation up to the monitoring process, Aqua
Danone Klaten involves local communities, non-governmental
organizations (NGOs), local government,
foundations,
universities and scholars to be involved through various
approaches and cooperation.
The study found that Aqua Danone Klaten had a regular
and proactive dialogue with stakeholders. The assessment was
conducted through discussions conducted by community
leaders, communities and local governments to give ideas,
criticisms, and testimonials to the CSR programs. According
to Morsing & Schulz (2006) on stakeholder engagement
strategies. In this strategy, the company prioritizes dialogue
and engagement with stakeholders and develops interactive
systems with various stakeholders. Communication exists in a
balanced bilateral dialogue. Stakeholders are involved,
participate and provide recommendations on corporate
responses and implement reconstruction of CSR. The
involvement of local communities and other stakeholders, such
as local government, community and customary figures,
various non-governmental organizations, foundations, and
educational institutions within CSR effort to develop value
through the approach towards stakeholder.
The CSR programs of Aqua Danone Klaten were planned
collaboratively with the local community. Participation
becomes an important part of achieving goals. The process
involved is: 1) identification of the problem. Society together
with the planners and the authorities access issues in group
discussions, brainstorming, identify opportunities, potentials
and constraints; 2) The community are involved in planning
process and strategies that are based on the results; 3) the
implementation of development projects; 4) evaluation; 5)
mitigation people involved in measuring and reduce the
negative impacts of development 6) monitoring CSR programs
that were conducted by Aqua Danone also strengthened local
knowledge. For instance, in the Merti Bumi program, they tried
to maintain the local wisdom traditions that belong to society.
The other program suۗh as the ۖuilding the ۗoop “Pusur
Lestari”, they tried to emۖody the loۗal wisdom gotong royong
(mutual help) and in every CSR programs that were carried out,
the loۗal wisdom suۗh as “gotong royong” (mutual help),
musyawarah and mufakat (discussion and consensus),
“srawung” (ۖlend into the soۗiety) funۗtioned as soۗial ۗapital
that builds the capacity of community to reach the goals.
CONCLUSIONS
1. ɑqua Danone’s CSR initiatives are ۗarried out in many
programs including the water and forest conservation
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system, and the strengthening of the local economy. These
programs involved strategic stakeholders including the
local community, local government, and NGOs. The CSR
process including facts and findings, implementing and
communicating and end up with monitoring the programs.
2. In order to manage relationships with stakeholders
appropriately, Public Relations (PR) does not only adopt
CSR as an integral part of the company's mission, but it is
also effectively communicated to stakeholders. CSR
initiatives consider local characteristics and are based on
social cultures as well as local wisdom employed by the
community. The local characteristics such as local
wisdom are a social capital that can be developed and
supported through CSR. CSR also synergizes and based
on national and local government programs. CSR
programs play an important role in the push to create a
balance in economic development and social
environments. Local communities as key stakeholders and
also the main beneficiaries of the CSR program requires
companies to be more responsive to social and
environment and local conditions.
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3. Public Relations (PR) placed the community as a key
player in every stage of the program implementation and
involves them in selecting and fix issues to be
incorporated into the CSR which includes community
development,
economic
empowerment,
social
coordination and the environment simultaneously. Public
Relations (PR) also adopted a community-based approach
by placing the needs and values that are occurring in
society as the ultimate goal of organizing CSR programs.
Public Relations (PR) was also aware that living and
maintaining a sustainable business company is heavily
dependent on community support. That's why good
relationships between business and community become
the capital base of business. The stakeholders are a
strategic part of the CSR implementation carried out by
Aqua Danone Klaten and establish communication with
stakeholders not only in CSR programs but also in other
activities such as community relations.
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Abstract— The world is now entering the era of
industrial revolution 4.0, which emphasizes the pattern of
digital economy, artificial intelligence, big data and robots
or commonly known as the phenomenon of innovation
chaos. With the rapid development of electronics,
Information and Communication Technology (ICT),
better known as ICT-based electronic advances, this has
an impact on international and domestic trade. There is
progress in ICT, in this case making distance less
influential in trade. This is because there is no need for
meetings or face-to-face meetings because they have been
replaced by electronic mail or cellphones. In this study, we
want to examine the impact of ICT on international trade,
especially the total service trade between the ten highest
service sector exporters to Indonesia. This study uses a
panel data with gravity model framework for the period
of 2012-2016. The results show that, ICT has a positive and
significant impact on export of ten countries services to
Indonesia. Other variables such as the GDP of the
exporting country have a positive effect on trade service,
while export destination countries have negative effect on
trade services. In addition, distance, has negative and
significant effect on service trade. This is in line with the
gravity model theory, whether distance has negative
relationship on trade In this case, distance represents
transportation cost. Country characteristic such as
openness of exporters hasa positive and significant effect
on service trade. In contrast, openness of destination
country has negative and significant effect on service
exports to Indonesia.
Keywords—information and communication technology
(ICT), service trade; gravity model, disruptive innovation
I. INTRODUCTION
Currently, the development of digital technology or socalled the Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
is growing rapidly that it reaches almost all aspects of human
life. Technological advances have brought a rapid change and
shift in a life without limits in this Industrial Revolution Era of
4.0. The development of information technology forms a new
world society that is no longer hindered by territorial
boundaries and has reversed everything that has become so
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close that the development of ICT has reduced eveneliminated
the barriers that information cannot be accessed.
Therefore,eventually, small entrepreneurs and traders have
better access to international markets. Information and
Communication Technology has become a new resource for
economic growth, as can be seen from the impact of the use of
ICT in a broad manner. Allowing the implementation of more
efficient ways for consumption, distribution and production of
goods and services (Syafrin, 2010). The use of technology also
encourages rapid business growth, because various
information can be presented through long-distance
relationships and no need for face-to-face meetings when
traders want to make a transaction, since it has been replaced
by telephone, e-mail and etc. (Detter, 2014). ICT has made a
significant contribution to the globalization of the world
economy by enabling cross-border ideas, knowledge, expertise
and innovation (Choi, 2010). In the 2000s, there have been
remarkable changes that have occurred such as increased
economic activity and accelerated productivity growth as a
result of the ICT revolution. One example of a significant
increase in service trade that coincides with the progress of
ICTs (Liu and Nath, 2016).

36.000.000.000
34.000.000.000
32.000.000.000
Series 1

30.000.000.000
28.000.000.000
26.000.000.000
2012 2013 2014 2015

Source: UN-COMTRADE (2019), Author Estimation
Even though technological advances are increasingly rapid,
international trade transactions in the service sector sent to
Indonesia have decreased. The picture above shows the
number of services sent to Indonesia over the past four years.
In 2012, the number of services sent to Indonesia reached
33,652 million USD and in 2013 it increased by 34,641 million
USD. But in the following years the value declined to reach
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30,170 USD. This has become an interesting phenomenon to
study about what factors are the causes of the decline in export
services. Considering information and communication
technology that should increase the value of trade between
countries because of the use of ICT which enables the
application of efficient methods for consumption, distribution
and production of services and goods. In addition, technology
in trade makes it easy to access information so that producers
have better access to international markets.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESIS FORMULATION
The research conducted by Liu and Nath's (2016) research
results in his research using panel data for 49 countries during
the period of 2000-2013, they reveal that IDI has a positive and
significant influence on service exports. In addition, Nath
(2016) analyzes the impact of IDI on international trade
between Turkey and its trading partners. His research is
applying gravity models and using panel data for 35 countries
exporting during the period 2000-2014, and results show that,
GDP, IDI and distance have influence on exports. Moreover,
IDI has a positive and significant effect on exports, as well as
GDP which has a positive and significant effect on exports.
Meanwhile, distance has a negative and significant effect on
exports. Next is the research of Li, Song and Zhau (2008)
which defines that economic distance is the distance that
represents the transportation costs by a country when
conducting trade activities. Distance affects trade between
countries in the form of decreasing trade, the farther the
distance, the greater the transportation costs incurred, the lower
the volume of exports, although according to Detter (2014)
progress in ICT results in distance or distance deaths being less
influential in trade, because there is no need for meetings or
face to face because it has been replaced by telephone, e-mail
and other means of telecommunication.
Furthermore, Abidin et al. (2013), they analyze the effect
of Malaysian exports on OIC countries by using panel
regression and gravity models during the 1997-2009 period. At
the one percent level of significance, openness has a significant
and positive impact on export. For distance it is found
significant but has a positive sign, that is, on the contrary to the
logic of the gravity model. Amador and Cabral (2008) find that
technology and types of goods have great influence on country
decisions (importer) in buying goods from the exporting
country. Simorangkir (2006); and Iskandar (2006) show that,
trade openness has a negative influence on output growth in
Indonesia, this is due to lack of preparation or anticipation
policies so that domestic industrial products cannot compete
with foreign products. Dlamini et al. (2016) in his study which
analyzed the effect of Swaziland sugar exports on 24 partner
countries using panel regression and gravity models over the
period 2001-2013 found that openness / openness of Swaziland
and destination countries had a negative and significant impact
on sugar exports, then the GDP of destination countries also
had negative and significant impacts on exports. Beseses and
Byle (2010) in their study explain in Latin America that the
duration of exports is an important factor in influencing the
demand for export of importing countries in the long run.
Amador and Cabral (2008) found that technology and types
of goods greatly influence the decisions of importing countries
in buying goods from exporting countries. Next is a study from
Afolabi, Aziz & Bakar (2016) who analyzed the general impact
of the ECOWAS regional integration agreement on bilateral
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trade using gravity model. The results show that distance has a
negative and significant relationship on trading volume
between 15 ECOWAS countries. This result is in line with the
gravity model. Then, trade openness or openness also has a
negative and significant relationship and for the GDP variable
has a positive and significant sign
b. Reasearch Frame work
In this discussion, the author will explain the research
model which is the rationale for examining export relations
with independent variables in the model. Furthermore,
information about the research model is as follows
Distance

GDPi

GDPj

-

+

-

Service
trade
Opennessi

Opennessj

+

-

IDIj
+

. From the previous frame of mind, the writer wants to
examine whether the distance between countries, country of
origin GDP, destination country GDP, open country of origin,
openness of destination countries and ICT-IP affect service
exports.
III. METHODOLOGY
The data are used in this study, are secondary data obtained
from several reliable sources such as UN-COMTRADE
(www.comtrade.un.org) for service trade data. Data of distance
between countries are obtained fromwww.distancefromto.net.
The World Bank (WB)is for the data of GDP and openness of
reporter and partners. Also, International Telecommunication
Union (ITU-United Nation) for the data of Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) Development Index socalled IDI. Employing panel data, the analytical tool Stata 13
is used in this research. The observation is the 10 main
countries service exporters to Indonesia, such as Singapore,
Australia, USA, Netherlands, Canada, UK, Luxembourg,
Belgium, Iceland and Slovakia in 2012 to 2016. Ten countries
were selected as samples in this Study because 10 countries
were highest in exporting services regularly to Indonesia in the
last 5 years.
This analysis method includes panel data regression
analysis with gravity models. The panel data is a combination
of time series data and cross data. Timed data includes several
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periods such as daily, monthly, quarterly, or yearly. Regression
model of ICT in this study is presented as follow:

Netherlands, Canada, UK, Luxembourg, Belgium, Iceland and
Slovakia. Data is taken from the World Bank in 2012-2016.
6.

LogExijt= a + b1 logDistit+b2 logGDPit + b3 log GDPjit+
b4
Opnsit+b5
Opnsjt
+
b5
IDIit
+
eijt……………………………………
Where:
Exij

: Service Export (Million USD)

a

: Constant

Dist

: Distance (miles)

GDPi : GDP of reporters: 10 countries (million USD)
GDPj : GDP of partner: Indonesia (million USD)
Opnsi : Openness of reporter (%)
Opnsj : Openness of partner (%)
IDIi

: ICT Development Index

e

: Term Error

t

: Time (year)

ij

: Country

A. Definition of Operational Variables
1.

Export

The export variable was chosen as the dependent variable
in this study. Exports are sales of goods and services from
within the country that are sold abroad using the payment
system, quantity, quality and other sales conditions that have
been approved by the importer and exporter. Data is taken from
UN-COMTRADE in 2012-2015 and is calculated in units of
million USD
2.

Distance

The distance variable in this study is the distance from the
country of origin to Indonesia which is calculated in miles.
Distance is measured by air between the capitals of the two
countries. Data is obtained from www.distancefromto.net
3.

GDP of reporters

The GDP of the country of origin in the study is income
derived from countries of origin, namely Singapore, Australia,
USA, Netherlands, Canada, UK, Luxembourg, Belgium,
Iceland and Slovakia, including income obtained from foreignowned production factors, expenditure on total goods and
services produced in a constant from.
4.

GDP of partner

. The GDP of the destination country in the study is the
income earned by the State of Indonesia, including income
obtained by foreign-owned production factors, expenditure on
the total goods and services produced in a constant from .
5.

Openness of reports

In this study openness is a trade openness figure from 10
exporting countries, namely Singapore, Australia, USA,
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Opennes of prtner

In this study openness is a number of trade openness from
Indonesia. Data is taken from the World Bank in 2012-2016.
7.

ICT Development Index (IDI) of reports

, In this study IDI is an Information and Communication
Technology Development Index from 10 exporting countries,
namely Singapore, Australia, USA, Netherlands, Canada, UK,
Luxembourg, Belgium, Iceland and Slovakia. Data is taken
from the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) in
2012-2016.
IV. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
There are three tests that can be done to choose panel data
estimation techniques according to Widarjono (2007). The first
step is to select the model that is done by means of the Fstatistic test or the chow test to select the common effect or
fixed effect to be used. If the result of the F-statistical
probability in the chow test is smaller than 0.05, Hausman test
will be conducted. The second step is the Hausman test to
choose the fixed effect method or random effect. If the
probability of the Hausman test is less than the significance
level of 0.05, then the fixed effect is chosen, but if the Hausman
test probability value is more than the 0.05 level, then the
random effect will be selected. Third, the Lagrange Multiplier
(LM) test is performed to choose between the common effect
method and random effect. If the LM value is smaller than the
Chi-Squares critical value, the chosen model is the common
effect.
Based on the regression results of the model selection that
has been done, the chow test shows that Fixed Effect is a better
model compared to the Common Effect. However, in the
subsequent regression the Hausman test shows that Random
Effect is a better model than Fixed Effect, this is supported by
the Lagrange Multiplier (LM) test whose results show that the
Random effect is better to use. After doing some statistical tests
on what models will be used in the study, it can be concluded
that the Random Effect model will be used in this study. The
following are the estimation results from this study:
Table.1 Estimation Results
Variabel
Dependent:
Exijt
Konstanta
Standar Error
P-Value
Logdist
Standar Error
P-Value
Loggdpi
Standar Error
P-Value
Loggdpj
Standar Error
P-Value

Common
Effect
320.548
(134.803)
0,022
-1.306*
(0.184)
0.000
1.382*
(0.080)
0.000
-11.793**
(4.784)
0.018

Model
Fixed
Effect
145.102
(0.029)
0,151
(omitted)
(omitted)
(omitted)
4.935
(3.909)
0.215
-9.290**
(3.441)
0.011

Random
Effect
257.840
(73.127)
0,000
-1.386**
(0.472)
0.003
1.253*
(0.194)
0.000
-9.360*
(2.602)
0.000
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IDI
0.088*
0.029
0.055**
Standar Error
(0.010)
(0.029)
(0.020)
P-Value
0.000
0.332
0.007
Opnsi
0.008*
0.001
0.005***
Standar Error
(0.001)
(0.005)
(0.003)
P-Value
0.000
0.726
0.065
Opnsj
-0.128**
-0.854
-0.105**
Standar Error
(0.070)
(0.037)
(0.035)
P-Value
0.022
0.151
0.003
R-Squared
0.9036
0.5195
0.8774
Source: The Results of panel data processing using stata
Note : *p<0.01; **p<0.5; ***p<0.10
. Based on the regression results above, we find that, all
variables can explain service trade flow by 0.8774 is indicated
by R-Squared. From our estimation results, this study reveals
that, distance has a negative and significant effect on service
exports to Indonesia at the confidence level of 5%. The
distance coefficient value is -1.386, which means that, there is
1% increase in distance between countries at the confidence
level of 5%, then service exports to Indonesia decrease at about
1.386% holding other variables constant. This explains that the
distance factor becomes very important in influencing service
exports to Indonesia. The farther the distance between
countries will cause the reduction in the number of service
exports to Indonesia. This is consistent with the research
conducted by Li, Song and Zhau (2008) which defines that
economic distance is the distance that represents the
transportation costs by a country when conducting trade
activities. Distances affect trade between countries in the form
of decreasing trade, the farther the distance, the greater the
transportation costs incurred, the lower the export volume.
Although according to Detter (2014) the progress in ICTs has
caused distance or distance deaths to be less influential in trade
because there is no need for meetings or face-to-face meetings
because they have been replaced by telephone, e-mail and so
on. However, in this study the distance still has an influence on
service exports even with a low value.
The GDP of reporter also has a positive relationship to
service exports to Indonesia. Therefore, at 5% confidence
level, every increase in 1% of GDP of reporter will increase
service exports to Indonesia by 1.253%. Similar to the research
conducted by Nath (2016), he argues that, the GDP of the
country of the origin has an influence on service exports. This
is in accordance with the theory that there is a positive
relationship between the GDP of the country of origin and the
export made. It can be explained why the influence of GDP on
exports through the concept of vent for surplus as stated by
Adam Smith, where exports have to do with surplus or excess
results of domestic production output, because the increase in
production surplus which is usually marked by GDP growth
will encourage increased exports due to excess domestic output
will then be channeled through exports.
The next variable is GDP of country partner that has a
negative relationship on service exports to Indonesia.
Therefore, for 1% degree of ۗonfidenۗe, 1% inۗrease of GDP’s
partner will decrease service exports to Indonesia by 9.360%.
According to Sukirno's theory which states that the increase in
GDP will increase the total income per capita which has an
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impact on increasing consumption, conversely if the GDP
obtained by a country goes down it will reduce income per
capita, so that the ability to buy the desired goods and services
will decrease (Sedyaningrum, Suhadak and Nuzula 2016).
However, according to Adi (2017) on the other hand an
increase in a country's per capita income will also increase the
ability of the community to carry out the production process so
as to encourage people to export to other countries.
The openness variable of reporter has a positive and
significant effect on service exports to Indonesia. Therefore,
for each 10% degree of confidence, 1% increase in openness
will increase service exports to Indonesia by 0.005%. This is
in line with the research conducted by Abidin, Bakar and
Sahlan (2013) which states that openness has a positive and
significant effect on exports. This is illustrated by efforts to
promote free trade such as the elimination of quotas,
rationalizing subsidies or it could be by reducing trade taxes.
In contrast, the openness of country partner have a negative and
significant onservice exports to Indonesia. Consequently, for
each 5% degree of confidence, 1% increase on openness will
decrease service exports to Indonesia at 0.105%. This result in
consistent with the theory of Simorangkir (2006) and
Yanikkaya (2003) which states that trade openness is a
measure of economic openness policy that aims to control
international instruments, the instrument is an effort to prevent
economic dependence which will ultimately damage the
dynamics of the national economy. Dependence in question is
dependence on imports and dependence on foreign capital. The
last variable is IDI which has a positive and significant on
service exports to Indonesia. At each 5% degree of confidence,
1% increase in IDI will increase service exports to Indonesia
by 0.055%. This is in accordance with Liu's (2016) study
which says that IDI has a positive and significant impact on
trade.
CONCLUSION
This study aims to determine the effect of Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) on service trade to
Indonesia. Based on estimation results, ICT has positive and
significant effect on service exports. While the variable
distance between countries has a significant negative effect on
service exports. This results explain that the farther the distance
between the two countries will cause a reduction in the amount
of service exports to Indonesia. Then the variable GDP and the
openness of reporter have positive and significant effect on
service exports. This explains that, the higher the GDP and the
openness of country reporter, the higher the number of service
exports of 10 ۗountries to Indonesia. When ۗountry reporter’s
GDP is increasing, this will encourage the reporter to export to
Indonesia, and with the existence of high openness, this create
efforts to promote free trade such as eliminating quotas,
rationalizing subsidies also reducing tariffs. GDP and openness
of country partner, both have negative and significant effect on
service exports to Indonesia. This explains that the higher the
GDP of Indonesia, the lower the number of services exported
to Indonesia and the higher the openness of the country of
Indonesia, the lower the number of services exported to
Indonesia.
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Abstract— Football is one of the most popular sports
in society. People could enjoy football games through
television or see it directly at the stadium. Football has
a huge impact on the economy. Football benefit society,
especially a group of traders who are in Indonesia.
Merchants can take advantage and benefit of the
presence of football competition in the field of
economy. The methods used in this study is descriptive
qualitative. The informants in this study are Surajaya
Stadium traders. The process of collecting data
through observation, interviews and the literature
review. Techniques in analyzing data using interactive
data collection and presentation of data. The theory
used to analyze is of George Homans Exchange theory.
The findings from the data in this study there are
several variations of data about football and economy,
through success and stimulus proposition. The
findings from the interviews, it was discovered that,
football in the stadium Surajaya was able to increase
revenue for the Group of merchants, ranging from
food, beverages, accessories and jersey. Traders
choose Open lapak selling around the stadium felt
getting a lot of profit. Traders choose to open stalls
selling around the stadium because of the enthusiasm
of the people who come to see football matches at the
StadiumSurajaya.
Keywords— Football, Economy, Traders.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Sport is a human creation and nature. More than that,
sport is the creation and manifestation of the humanity.
Therefore sports should be increased into culture and even
civilization [1]. Sport continues to evolve beyond just a
physical activity, rather be it becomes a place of refinement
of human mind which exudes honesty, justice, fighting
spirit, readiness,
sacrificial,
hard
work and
sportsmanship[2].
Sport is a serious business and opens up many jobs.
Many organizations always pay attention to sports statistics
with economic activities. For example, in February, the
European Central Bank published a report on the volume of
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stock trading during a football match at the 2010 World Cup.
The result? The average volume of trading in the stock in a
country down by more than 50 percent during the match
involving the national teams of the country.
Football is one of the most popular sports in the world,
soccer has become an industry in the modern era. That is
what helped make everything about football crowded by the
public. Football is not just a game of scoring wins and
losses, football is more than that, it contains drama about
humans and life. Football is considered the most appropriate
to unite a multicultural society. Football is used as a means
of discussing differences in ethnicity, nation, race, language,
culture, and soon.
Football can be used as a medium to encourage
economic growth. In addition in terms of marketing,
entertainment, and the sale of the broadcasting rights
that provide advantages for the organizers, soccer is also
often used as a tool of nation’s adhesion and a multiplier
of society nationalism which will later encourage a
ۗountry’s eۗonomiۗ. This is the reason of a football
competition, particularly in Indonesia. Football
competitions in Indonesia has an important role in
economic activities.
Professional football competition creates
enormous job opportunities for soccer players,
businessmen, culinary entrepreneurs, t-shirts or
convection
entrepreneurs,
transportation
entrepreneurs, hotel or lodging entrepreneurs, and
other economic principals. Through the determination
of professional football competition in Indonesia
clearly has an influence on economic and social
welfare of Indonesian people[3].
Many Indonesian people are interested in football.
Football in the value of being able to provide
entertainment for the community. Football in Indonesia
had long been contested. League 1 competition
(Indonesia Premier League) often called Liga 1, has
been going well and has attracted quite a lot of
audiences. The competition guarantees the economic
life of football players, referees, administrators, ticket
sellers, sellers of accessories, drivers, hotels, parking
attendants, and those involved in the business of
providing field, vehicles, and all the kind of things
related to football.
A football game gives excitement for football
lovers. After being observed and it turns out that
football has a significant influence, for the lower
middle class people and merchant groups. A group of
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traders feel at lot more profitable by football
tournament, especially a group of merchants who sell
around the stadium. Crowded community a lot of
market demand, utilized as much as possible in the
morning a group of traders to benefit by selling around
Surajaya Stadium in Lamongan.
Surajaya Stadium is strategic for public riders, on the
side of the Surajaya Stadium has a rest area and place of
worship. The strategic location of Surajaya Stadium
make the group of merchants choose to build stalls for
selling, such as the sale of clothing, accessories, and
food, but on a typical day, the stadium seems deserted
and the merchant groups lacked income or profits on
ordinary days. Activities and realities at Surajaya
Stadium in Lamongan will look different when there is a
football competition, the crowd and the density of
vehicles and people who come to see football matches,
making groups of traders interested in opening stalls to
sell.
Surajaya Stadium is one of the homebased of
Indonesian Football Club, namely Persela Lamongan.
When Indonesian League competition started the
competition, Surajaya Stadium Persela is the place to hold
matches. At the time Persela competed to make the main
attraction for the group of traders to open a booth selling
around Surajaya Stadium. The name persela has attraction
for traders and people to come to Surajaya Stadium.
Surajaya Stadium is crowded by people carrying attributes
and t-shirts with the color of the greatness Persela
Lamongan, which is light blue.
A group of merchants who sell around
Surajaya Stadium is an average group of traders who
sell food and beverages, supporters accessories, jersey
or football shirts. The accessory and jersey merchant
groups certainly sell all their identifiable merchandise
or the distinctive features of the Lamongan Persela
team, all the kinds in light blue. Community or group of
supporters who come to the stadium to see football will
certainly take advantage of time to buy accessories and
bring it into the stadium to support their pride team
(Persela Lamongan). Crowded people or group of
supporters who arrived at the stadium, certainly made it
easier for the merchant groups to benefit from the results
of its economicactivities.
The ongoing football performances at Surajaya Stadium,
make traders feel lucky with the football tournament.
Football tournaments at Surajaya Stadium make people
come to see football matches being contested, the presence
of the community or football supporters providing distinct
advantages for the group of traders, of course this is a
tradition for merchant groups, this kind of activities are used
by merchant groups around Surajaya StadiumLamongan.
Traders felt benefited by many people who come to the
Surajaya Stadium. The crowd at the stadium certainly
makes the opportunities for demand and sales increase
from in the usual day. The crowd of football performance
took place; it is time for the opportunity for merchants to
reap good profits from the sale of shirts, accessories or
food andbeverages.

The situation will turn around if the Surajaya Stadium
does not have a football match, without football
performances at Surajaya Stadium, groups of traders who
are around the stadium would find it difficult to make a
profit. This is one of reasons the author interested in
writing about football and the economy through the theory
of social exchange George C Homans, where the football
competition in Indonesia is able to provide benefits for the
economy especiallyfor a group of traders.

II.

RESEARCHMETHODS

Based on its objectives, this study belongs to empirical
research and uses quantitative methods. This method is
expected to be able to test hypotheses, by examining the
relationship between global economic variables on SUN
and SBSN and looking for differences in the effect
produced by the dependent variable on the two
independent variables studied. This study uses a
multivariate regression model with the ordinary least
square (OLS) equation.
Data and variables
The research variables that will be processed using data
as summarized in the table 1 below:
Table 1. Description Variables
Variables
SUN
(SUN
)
SBSN
(SBSN
)
Global
Referenc
e Rate
(FFR)
Rupiah
Exchang
e Rate
Against
US
Dollars
(KURS)
world oil
prices
(OIL)
World
gold
prices
(GOLD)

Description
The SUN total return index
provided by IBPA is the
return from tradable SUN
series in Rupiah.
The SBSN total return index
provided by IBPA is a return
from tradable SBSN series in
Rupiah.
Global Reference Rate in this
case the Fed Funds Rate provided
by the Federal Reserve which is
the United States central bank
(percentage)
Rupiah Exchange Rate Against US
Dollars provided by Bank
Indonesia (Rupiah/USD)

West Texas Intermediate/WTI
world oil prices provided by
NYMEX (USD/barrel)
World gold prices provided by
COMEX (USD/troy ounce)

The total SUN return index (INDOBeX Total
Government Returns) and the Total SBSN Return Index
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(Indonesian Government Sukuk Index / IGSIX Total
Returns) provided by the Indonesia Bond Pricing
Agency (IBPA). This index describes the movement of
the rate of return of the entire bond where the
calculation is based on the increase or decrease in bond
prices, accumulated coupons, and return of annual
coupons that are reinvested so that the index is more
accurate in describing the performance of bonds
(Indonesia Stock Exchange & Indonesia Bond Pricing
Agency,2018).
In order to explain the interest rate, this paper use the
Federal Funds Rate (FFR) issued by the Federal Reserve
which is the central bank of the United States. The Fed
Funds Rate is the base interest rate for commercial bank
activities and FFR is the interest rate charged by banks to
other banks for overnight loans with nominal $ 1 million
or more (Jordan, Miller Jr, & Dolvin, 2012). TheFed
The method used in this study is qualitative descriptive.
Qualitative research is a special research object that is not
precisely researched statistically or quantitatively. In this
research researchers try to illustrate how the benefits of
football competitions on the traders economy, methods
and types of research are expected to help explain in detail
the benefits of football competitions on traders In
Lamongan Surajaya Stadion. The informant in this
research is a traders who sells around Surajaya Lamongan
Stadium. For more details traders of food and beverage
traders, T-shirts or Jersey, and accessories traders. The
data collection process uses two types namely primary
data and secondary data. Primary data is obtained through
observation and interviews. Observation stage, perform
observations as a first step to know how the activities that
occur related to the merchants who sell around Surajaya
Lamongan Stadium. Observations were observed in the
activities of traders selling around Surajaya Lamongan
Stadium. Interviews, researchers conducted a live
interview with a trader who sells around Surajaya
Lamongan Stadium, researchers ask questions about
subjects that are specified to get an answer or data directly
through questions and answers with group traders.
Secondary data obtained from various literature studies
supporting the book, journals, articles and other data
related to the theme of the study. The technique of
conducting interactive data analysis is data collection and
data presentation then, the data that has been analyzed, is
interpreted with the theory used in this study, which then
resulted in the proposition used to assist and directing in
the process of drawing conclusions. The location of this
research is located at Surajaya Stadium, Homebase team
PerselaLamongan.
III.

DISCUSSION OFRESULTS

The actors in this study are a group of traders, of
course the researchers will discuss the reality and
interactions performed by traders around Surajaya
Stadium using the George C Homans exchange theory.
The exchange seen in this phenomenon is the interaction
made by the group of traders with the community or
support group at Surajaya Stadium when there is a
football game. Interaction of traders with the community
is seen as an economic activity or buying and selling, a
group of traders as sellers and communities as buyers.
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Interactions between traders and communities are
exchanges, which are characterized by traders earning
money from proceeds, while the public gets goods from
the proceeds of purchase.
From the outcome of the field data, the trader chooses
to open a stall around the stadium certainly not without
reason, the reason traders choose to sell around the stadium
at the time of the competition because they see the group
Sopurter who came watching football Match (Persela). In
this section, we will explain the results of the research and
discussion on the benefits of football competitions for
traders at the Surajaya Lamongan Stadium. Here I will link
the findings of the field using social exchange theory. There
are two types of proposition according to the researchers
to review the problem of football competition benefits for
traders in the stadium SurajayaLamongan.he first is a
successful proposition and the second is the stimulus
proposition.
1.

Proposition aSucces

Like what is said by Goerge C Homans in his book, "If
a person often commits an action and the person earns the
reward of what he or she does, the more likely he will do
it in the future". In general the behavior that aligns with
the success proposition includes the three stages i.e. first
person action, both results are rendered and third
repetition of the original or minimal action action that is
in some respects resembles the originalaction.
If the success proposition of George C Homans is
attributed to the results of the field of discovery,
merchants opening stalls and selling around Surajaya
Stadium are actions such as what Homans mean in his
theory, traders choose to sell in Surajaya Stadium because
traders feel the choice is able to give their own advantages
and benefits for them. This advantage is what makes a
tendency for the group of traders to always choose to open
stalls and sell in Surajaya Stadium at the time of football
matches. Such Momentum is utilized by traders, because
the football matches in the stadium Surajaya not every day
in the match, but one time in two weeks.
Profits and revenue generated Group of traders is
increasing if compared upon opening the same in other
places, this is what makes a Group of traders chose the
side of the stadium that made sellers to trade especially
during Festival the football competition. The large
number of supporters who came to see football utilized
traders to profit. A Group of traders who sell on the side
of the stadium is Surajaya varies, but the traders groups
feel in have an advantage with the choices that have
chosen Surajaya Stadium in trade at the time of entry for
the football competition. The number of society flocked
to see football, exploited by a group of traders to sell
around the stadium where able to improve sales results
wares inprofit.
Like other traders selling food and drinks. Food and
drink one of the much-needed goods by spectators or
supporters at the sight of soccer. A football game that is
long enough to make sure the audience in search of food
and drinks to enjoy breaks half time. Chance like this are
utilized traders of food and beverages. Food and beverage
traders Chosen an immediate trip down all the way to the
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corner of the stadium in offering food and drink
merchandise, however, and there are also traders who
chose to stop in one place. traders along the stadium's
average drink vending mineral water, ice, coffee and
snack foods such as tofu, lumpiya, beans and rice wrap.
While the food traders to stop in one place are those
groups of traders who sell food such as chicken soup
rawon, lively coffee shop and became the resting place of
the audience did not enter thestadium.
Each trader has its own way and differs in promoting
his trades, if the group of food and beverage merchants
sell by going through the stadium, so it is different from
the group of accessories and jersey merchants,
accessories traders and Jersey stopped at one place,
they selling is on the outside of the stadium Surajaya
Lamongan, so not the trader who came to Costumer,
but costumer who came to the place of traders selling
accessories and jersey. A group of Jersey traders saw an
increase in Jersey sales if selling at the stadium when
there was a football show, this is the choice for traders
to sell in the Surajaya stadium. Like what George C
Homans said in his success proposition, the group of
traders choose to sell or open the stalls around Surajaya
Stadium at the time the football competition takes place
is an action they choose with the purpose of obtaining
profit or reward from their buying and selling activities.
Knowing the advantages and rewards they get is very
significant, making traders utilize the momentum of
football competition to always open the stalls and sell in
the stadium SurajayaLamongan.
2.

The Proposition ofStimulus

What is said by Goerge C Homans in his book, If in the
past there is a certain stimulus, or a series of stimuli is a
situation where a person's actions are rewarded, it is
increasingly similar to the current stimulus with the
stimulus of the past The greater the tendency of the person
repeats the same or similaractions.
With a experience experienced directly by the traders
when opening the field and selling around Surajaya
Stadium is certainly able to assess how rewards and profits
when selling at the time of ' football performances in the
Surajaya Stadium. Traders are able to assess that the
football performances in the Surajaya Stadium are able to
invite and attract the community widely to come saw
football matches in SurajayaStadium.
Crowded of football matches and the high the of the
public is certainly used massively by a group of traders,
one of which is a group of accessories traders. The group
of accessories traders is also interested in opening a trade
stalls around Surajaya Stadium when there is a football
game in the stadium. The group of accessories sells varies
from Club flags (Persela), Shal, doll and trumpet. Sell the
accessories of Surajaya Stadium when the football
performances are certainly notwithout reason.
The group of accessories traders see the opportunity of
big profit when selling club accessories around the stadium
when there is a game persela as a host, a lot of supporters
or LA Mania before entering the stadium bought shal,
trumpet and flags that Later in use to support teams in the
competition. These habits of LA mania or supporters of
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Persela are utilized by the group of accessories traders so
they are interested in opening a trading stalls when there is
a football game in the Surajaya Stadium. This is what
makes the trader choose to open the stalls and sell around
Surajaya Stadium at the time of football competitions,
many advantages or rewards theyget.
Football matches are certainly capable of attracting
many supporters or communities, in the world of football
called supporters or fans. The number of supporters who
come to see football are used by traders to earn profit. The
football competition that took place at Surajaya Stadium
was able to increase the income of the group of merchants
selling around Surajaya Lamongan Stadium. The group of
traders found it helpful and benefited by the football
performances at the stadium Surajaya Lamongan.
Earnings and rewards are earned by traders when selling
in the Surajaya Stadium in the sense of being able to give
profit, therefore the tendency of traders to always open the
stalls and sell at Surajaya Stadium at the time of the match
Football. Tim Persela Lamongan As the host, the tendency
of traders to sell jersey and distinctive accessories is the main
choice to be traded, although there are some other jersey
such as the Insonesia national team jersey.
Surajaya Stadium is a homebase of the team of Persela
Lamongan, of course, jersey traders selling Persela
Lamongan jersey, it is able to attract the community or the
audience who come to the stadium. In addition to selling
jersey Persela Lamongan, traders also sell the Jersey
national team of Indonesia. Traders are able to see profit
opportunities when selling at Surajaya Stadium, they sell
jersey or product from home team or Persela so that the
support group is interested to buy a jersey Persela. Selling
the Persela jersey is certainly an option that is deemed
appropriate for the trader to be able to gainprofit.
The characteristic and identity of the team Persela
Lamongan is a light blue color, certainly the accessories
that are sold by the traders of light blue accessories as the
greatness of the team Persela Lamongan, either shal,
slayer, or flag. As with jersey sales, traders are more likely
to choose a trade jersey. Traders choose this action by
looking at the animo and enthusiasm of the militant
supporters of Persela, so it is a big one for traders to reap
profits.
The target of the jersey sale market is not just for
adults, a variety of sold jersey ranging from small children
to adults, from a price of one hundred thousand to thirty
thousand. Traders look other than adults who come to see
football, small children also flock to see a football game,
this is why traders sell jersey with varying size and price,
certainly following market demand or costumer.
As said by George C Homans about the stimulus
proposition, the stimulus that occurs in the group of
traders is characterized by the profit or income they get
when there is a football match in the stadium Surajaya,
the number of Community or supporters who come to the
stadium Surajaya in the use of a group of traders to sell or
open stalls in the stadium Surajaya, this is what makes the
trend of the group of traders always open stalls and sell
around Stadium at the time of the football competition.
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Abstract
This study aims to analyze the competitiveness of
Indonesian cocoa between its several derivate products from
2006 to 2015 of two importing countries. Germany and The
USA are chosen as the representative of the international
markets because of three reasons. First, those two countries are
the most prospective markets of cocoa products. Second, they
consume large amount of cocoa processing products for their
Industries. Third, as the core players of trade, they always
import processed cocoa producs from Indonesia in the
pastdecade. We use Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA)
approach to analyze the competitiveness of processed cocoa
products, followed by Revealed Symmetric Comparative
Advantage (RSCA) approach to avoid upward-biased problems
from the previous steps. RSCA enables us to manipulate the
RCA index to be symmetrical with interval values between -1
and +1 (Prasad, 2004). The results showed that in Germany,
cocoa paste products and cocoa butter the two products that
have high competitiveness, whereas cocoa powder was not
competitive. In the USA, Indonesian cocoa butter was
competitive while cocoa paste and cocoa powder were not
competitive. Indonesia should focus on cocoa paste and cocoa
butter to maintain their competitiveness through pricing,
contract negotiations, and trade relations.

Keywords: cocoa, competitiveness, international market.
PRELIMINARY
Indonesia is one of the world's leading producers of
cocoa. The total area of Indonesian cocoa plantations is 1.4
million hectares with a production of approximately 500
thousand tons per year, placing Indonesia as the world's third
largest producer country after Ivory Coast (Ivory Coast) and
Ghana. Ivory Coast with an area of 1.6 hectares and
production of 1.3 million tons per year and Ghana at 900
thousand tons per year. In the world, there are around 50
countries producing cocoa plants, including those in 3
continents, namely Africa (65%), Asia (20%) and Latin
America (15%). Indonesia is ranked seventh in the world
under the Netherlands, America, Germany, Ivory Coast,
Malaysia, and Brazil when viewed from the side of the cocoa
processing industry. The area of cocoa plantations in
Indonesia has continued to increase over the past 5 years.
Thus, the opportunity to increase cocoa production is still
wide open, including increasing the added value of products
from cocoa (Ragimun, 2012).
The government has implemented export costs for
cocoa beans with the aim of tightening the release of cocoa
commodities in the form of seeds or raw materials. Minister
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of Finance Regulation Number 67 / PMK.011 / 2010
concerning the determination of export goods subject to
export duty states that export goods subject to export duty
are rattan, leather, timber, oil palm, Crude Palm Oil (CPO)
and derivatives, and cocoa beans. This policy is one of the
strategies for cocoa beans to be processed into finished or
semi-finished products before being sold to international
markets. Syadullah (2012) found that there was a clear causal
relationship between the implementation of the Export Duty
(BK) policy and the increasing domestic cocoa processing
industry. Since the implementation of BK, the export of
cocoa beans has decreased significantly.
According to Syakir, et al (2010), cocoa plants can
grow well and produce good quality cocoa beans in
Indonesia. Following are the schemes for processing cocoa
beans into cocoa powder and cocoa fat:

Cocoa
beans
that have
been
fermente
d and
dried

Sorting

Roasting

Skin
Separatio
n

Nib

Paste
Processin

Compression

Coco
a
Paste

Cocoa
Butter

Sead
Coat

Cocoa
Powde

Picture 1. Stage of Cocoa Beans Processing (Hatmi, 2012)
Basically, the level of competitiveness of a country in the
arena of international trade is determined by two factors,
namely the comparative advantage factor and the
competitive advantage factor.
Germany is one of the European countries that has
the largest cocoa processing industry, but still imports cocoa
products for their processing into chocolate and some are
exported to other countries. According to data from ITPC
Hamburg (2010), Germany is known as a consumer country
of chocolate and cocoa products, with an average
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consumption per capita of 8-9 kg. USA is a country with high
Xj
= total commodity exports i (Indonesian cocoa) to
demand for cocoa seen from the level of consumption of the
Germany or USA
country towards cocoa-based products. The high level of
Xiw = export of commodity i (world cocoa) to Germany or
cocoa demand is also because USA is one of the countries
USA
that have the largest cocoa processing industry in the world.
Xw = total commodity exports i (world cocoa) to Germany
So that the demand for cocoa raw materials such as cocoa
or USA
beans and semi-finished materials is needed in Germany and
the USA to meet these manufacturing needs.
RSCA (Revealed Symmetric Comparative
Indonesia as a cocoa producer country should aim
Advantage) is used to avoid upward-biased problems from
at potential markets specifically for cocoa processed
the RCA index value. With RSCA we can make the RCA
products such as cocoa paste, chocolate powder and
index symmetrical with interval values between -1 and +1
chocolate fat in Germany and the USA. However, some of
(Prasad, 2004). The RSCA value positively indicates that
the problems faced are not yet known how much the
Indonesian cocoa products have a high comparative
competitiveness of these cocoa products in Germany and the
advantage in the German or USA market. Conversely, if the
USA.
RSCA value is negative then Indonesian cocoa products do
This study aims to (1) Analyze the competitiveness
not compete in the German or USA markets because they do
of cocoa paste products, cocoa powder and cocoa butter in
not have comparative and inefficient advantages. Here's the
Germany and the USA. (2) Test the calculation results of the
RSCA formula:
RCA index of cocoa paste, cocoa powder and cocoa butter
in Germany and the USA.
−
=
+
RESEARCH METHOD
The type of data used for this study is secondary
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
data. The data and information used are time series data
Since the enactment of the Minister of Finance
between 2006 and 2015 from the United Nations Commodity
Regulation Number 67 / PMK.011 / 2010 which imposes
Trade Statistics Database, coupled with data and information
export fees for cocoa beans, cocoa businessmen have begun
from various related sources including FAO, ICCO, Central
processing cocoa beans into semi-finished products.
Bureau of Statistics, Indonesian Ministry of Trade, Coffee
According to Syadullah (2012), there is a clear causal
Research Center and Indonesian cocoa and additional data
relationship between the implementation of BK policies and
from sharing literature.
the increase in the domestic cocoa processing industry. Since
The subject of this study is a database of
the implementation of BK, the export of cocoa beans has
comtrade.com which is a source of official international
decreased significantly. The number of cocoa processing
trade data for various commodities throughout the world
industry companies increased from the original 5 companies
published by the United Nations. The object of this research
to 16 companies in 2011.
is information about the trade of Indonesian cocoa chocolate
Competitiveness in Germany
products on the international market, volume and prices in
Table 1. Indonesian RCA Index to Germany (2006-2015)
importing countries namely Germany and the USA.
Year
Butter
Pasta
Powder
Germany and USA were chosen as importing countries in
this study because Germany and the USA are one of the
2006
0.98
0.16
0.49
largest importing countries of cocoa products from Europe
2007
0.50
1.91
0.28
and America, have the largest cocoa processing industry in
2008
0.61
5.54
0.33
the world, cocoa international trade players have even
2009
0.47
5.68
0.39
become countries that influence cocoa internationally,
2010
0.51
2.22
0.11
besides that Germany and the USA for the past 10 years have
2011
1.58
8.84
0.07
always imported cocoa (butter, powder, paste) products from
Indonesia.
2012
4.32
3.16
1.16
RCA and RSCA approaches
The RCA (Revealed Comparative Advantage)
approach is used to analyze the competitiveness of
Indonesian cocoa products (cocoa paste, cocoa powder, and
cocoa fat). If the calculation of the RCA index> 1,
Indonesian cocoa products are competitive and if the RCA
index <1 then Indonesian cocoa products are not
competitive. Mathematically RCA is formulated:
=

/
/

Xij = export of product i (Indonesian cocoa) to Germany or
USA
Universitas Muhammadiyah Yogyakarta, Yogyakarta, Indonesia

2013

3.65

2.82

3.63

2014
2015

2.92
3.69

2.33
1.86

4.11
0.84

Average

1.92

3.45

1.14

Source: Comtrade, 2016 (data processed)
Table 1. Shows data from 2006 - 2015 Indonesian
cocoa butter products have competitiveness on the German
market with an average RCA index of 1.92 and RSCA 0.51.
Cocoa paste has competitiveness with an average RCA index
of 3.45 and RSCA 0.38. The competitiveness of Indonesian
cocoa powder in Germany shows the average RCA 1.14 and
RSCA index -0.24 which means that for these products
Indonesia does not yet have competitiveness.
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Competitiveness in the USA
increase in trade relations or contract negotiations with
Table 2. Indonesian RCA and RSCA Index to USA (2006Germany and the USA to increase the volume of
2015)
Indonesian exports.
2.
The government needs to provide guidance, training and
Year
Butter
Pasta
Powder
business cooperation with plantation business actors and
2006
0.86
0.07
0.10
cocoa processing from upstream to downstream, the
2007
1.29
0.21
0.31
export subsidy policy can be done to motivate cocoa
business operators to export.
2008
1.58
0.06
0.10
3. Further research is needed on the flow of cocoa product
2009
1.06
0.11
0.08
exports from Indonesia abroad related to the dominance
2010
1.12
0.09
0.08
of multinational companies in Indonesia such as Cargill,
2011
4.05
0.01
0.09
Nestle, Cadbury Schweppes, Mayora, and others whether
exports are carried out by foreign companies and occur
2012
4.26
0.00
0.06
due to material movements standard within the company.
2013
4.40
0.00
0.04
2014
3.48
0.07
0.06
2015
3.67
0.34
0.04
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Average
2.58
0.10
0.10
Source: Comtrade, 2016 (data processed)
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Table 2. Shows the competitiveness of cocoa
products in the USA in 2006 - 2015. Cocoa fat products
(cocoa butter) have an average RSCA index of 0.33 so that
Indonesian cocoa fat products have competitiveness in the
USA market. as mentioned by Amelia et.al. (2015) that
cocoa butter has the highest competitiveness than other
cocoa derivatives products in USA markets. The average
RSCA index for Indonesian cocoa paste products is -0.8 this
shows that Indonesian cocoa paste does not yet have
competitiveness in the USA market. Indonesian cocoa
powder products have an average RSCA index of 0.83
indicating this product cannot compete in the USA market.
As shown in result above, to increase the overall
competitiveness of Indonesian cocoa and its derivatives
products, Indonesia needs maintaince the competitive
products and increasing the less competitive products.
Indonesia as cocoa producer country need to maintain its
plantation area, the quality of seed, and to make sure the
quality of cocoa beans along with characteristic of cocoa
butter indirectly. Government rapid and continuous
intervention such as pricing, contract negotiations, and trade
relations also needed to support the downstream industry for
cocoa paste and cocoa butter.
CONCLUSION
Based on the data analysis in this study, it can be
concluded as follows:
1. In Germany, cocoa paste products and Indonesian cocoa
butter have competitiveness, while cocoa powder does
not have competitiveness.
2. In the USA, Indonesian cocoa butter has
competitiveness, while cocoa paste and cocoa powder do
not have competitiveness.
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SUGGESTION
Based on the results of research and discussion, it is
suggested as follows:
1. Consumption of cocoa processed products in Germany
and the USA continues to increase every year so that raw
material requirements also increase. There needs to be an
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Abstract— Muamalah and business develop along with
technological developments and human needs. When the
business model and muamalah develop, this development
must be responded to appropriately and carefully. Not only
related to the aspects of benefits, harm and legal conditions
that govern it, but also must be prepared and developed the
model and accounting system needed. One form of the new
trading business is e-commerce. Namely business activities
involving consumers, manufacturers, providers, and
brokers using computer networks, namely the internet. So
that e-commerce transactions have several characteristics,
including: unlimited transactions, anonym transactions,
digital and non-digital products, and intangible goods.
Based on several characteristics found in e-commerce
transactions, the applicable law related to the transaction is
the law regarding long-distance buying, salam and salaf
law, hawalah law and electronic money. With the different
viewpoints and legal basis for e-commerce transactions, the
accounting treatment between conventional and Sharia
systems also has several differences. Sharia Accounting
ɒai’ as-Salam is a buying and selling accounting system
that is most suitable for e-commerce transactions.
Keywords— muamalah, e-commerce, bai’ as-salam
I. INTRODUCTION
Aggressive competition marked by the emergence of
new companies and technological advancements today
makes business competition increasingly globalized. This
competition makes companies get pressure to always survive
in dynamically changing environmental conditions. The key
to winning the competition is through innovation. No matter
conventional companies or economic business units that are
managed and operated based on the Islamic economic
system.
The survival of the economic unit depends on how
quickly and responsively the economic unit is facing the
changes. So that technology and innovation are important
factors in increasing the profit, positioning and performance
of business units in the face of market changes. By
innovating, economic units react to market changes that are
always dynamic and create or maintain their
ۗompetitiveness. Can ۖe said that “innovation is an almost
oۖligatory survival strategy” (Druۗker, 1λ85). Eۗonomiۗ
units that succeed in creating competitive advantage are
economic units that are able to create innovation and
creativity through an effective and planned innovation
process. Therefore, new ways or strategies are needed in
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creating and producing new products or making
improvements by increasing the ability of new ways of
providing services to customers or customers.
Globalization and technology are the two most
significant drivers of business performance. With
globalization and technology will increase profits from
economies of scale and scope by utilizing global technology,
as well as for economic units that want to operate globally.
Almost every economic unit in the business world that is
related to buying and selling transactions requires
technology that has a very important role as a media link
between producers and consumers. With this technology,
marketing, sales and purchasing activities can be carried out
through electronic systems with internet media.
The presence of modern computers and information
technology has created vast opportunities for managers and
organizations to use their resources. With more than 500
million users worldwide and increasing exponentially, the
internet and all global subnetworks have become one of the
most dominant enablers for better, faster and cheaper
business operations. Distance and time are no longer a
problem.
On the other hand, Islam as a perfect religion and in
accordance with human nature, certainly has a perfect and
perfect life concept. It not only regulates human relations
with God, but also regulates human relations known as
muamalah. Even according to research conducted by
Jalaluddin Rahmat, Islam is a religion that emphasizes the
business of muamalah is greater than the matter of ritual
worship. Islam turns out to pay much attention to aspects of
social life rather than aspects of ritual life.
Although muamalah and business continue to change
and develop along with the development of technology and
human needs, in Islam there is no unregulated case but all
there are boundaries of the Shari'a that govern it.Included in
the economic field, especially e-commerce transactions,
how Islam responds and regulates these contemporary
transactions. And what are the similarities or differences in
conventional accounting with Islamic accounting for ecommerce transactions.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Definition of E-Commerce
The term E-Commerce is short for Electronic
Commerce. E-commerce is part of Electronic Business. In
general, e-commerce can be defined as all forms of trade
transactions of goods or services using electronic media.
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The choice of the internet as an electronic media is
chosen because of the convenience that this electronic
network has:
1- The internet as a very large public network, as
befits an electronic public network, which is cheap, fast, and
easily accessible.
Using electronic data as a medium for delivering
messages or data, so that information can be sent and
received easily and concisely, both in the form of analog and
digital electronic data.
While Onno W Purbo and Aang Wahyudi, citing David
Baum's opinion, stated that e-commerce is a dynamic
technological device, application and business process that
connects companies, consumers and communities through
electronic transactions and trade in goods, services and
information carried out.
So e-commerce is business activities that involve
consumers, manufactures, service providers and brokers
using computer networks, namely the internet. Or it can be
said that e-commerce is a business transaction between a
company and another company, between a company and a
customer, or between a company and an institution engaged
in public service.

The scope of e-commerce
In summary, e-commerce is expected to be able to handle
the following
problems:
1Automation: an automation process that replaces
manual processes.
2- Integration: an integrated process that will improve
the efficiency and effectiveness of the process.
3- Publication:
providing
promotional
and
communication services for marketed products and services.
4- Interaction: exchange of data or information
between various parties that will minimize "human error".
5- Transaction: an agreement between two parties to
conduct transactions involving other institutions as the party
handling payments.
B. Characteristics of E-Commerce
E-commerce transactions have
characteristics, namely:

some

special

•

1. Electronic Markets (EMs): EMs are a facility that
uses information and communication technology to bid in a
market segment, so that buyers can compare the various
types of prices offered.

Unlimited transactions: Today with the internet
anyone
can
market
their
products
internationally simply by creating a website or
by placing advertisements on internet sites
indefinitely (24 hours), and of course customers
from all over the world can access the site and
do transactions online.

•

2. Electronic Data Interchange (EDI): EDI is a means
to streamline the exchange of large numbers of recurring
regular transactions between commercial organizations.

Anonymous transactions: Sellers and buyers in
transactions over the internet do not have to
meet each other.

•

Digital and non-digital products: Products that
are digital can be marketed via the internet by
downloading them electronically, including
daily necessities.

•

Product intangible goods: Many companies
engaged in e-commerce by offering intangible
items such as data, software and ideas sold
through the internet.

If classified, e-commerce systems are divided into three
types of applications, namely:

3. Internet Commerce: Internet Commerce is the use
of internet-based information and communication
technology for trade.
While the scope of E-Commerce practices includes:
•
Electronic Business: is the scope of electronic
trading activities in a broad sense.
•
Electronic Commerce: is the scope of trade carried
out electronically, which includes:
Trade via the Internet (Internet Commerce);
Trade with internet Web facilities (Web
Commerce);
Trade with an electronic data interchange / EDI
system.

C. E-Commerce Mechanism
On-line contracts in e-commerce according to Santiago
Cavanillas and A. Martines Nadal, as quoted by Arsyad
Sanusi have many types and variations, namely: Contracts
through Chat and video conferencing; contract by e-mail;
Contract through the web or site.
Next, the mechanism is as follows:
1- For online products in the form of software, buyers are
allowed to download them;
2- For products that are physically tangible, the delivery
of goods is carried out to the customer's home;
3- For the purchase of services, suppliers provide to serve
consumers according to the time and place that has been
determined in accordance with the agreement.
For e-commerce payments, many alternatives are offered
to buyers, including using credit cards, debit cards and ecash..
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III. METHODOLOGY
The methodology used in this research is through library
research, which does not use quantitative analysis with
statistics, but through a qualitative approach, namely
research that emphasizes the analysis of processes from
deductive and inductive thinking processes related to the
dynamics of the relationship between observed phenomena,
and always uses scientific logic. The data source used is a
variety of qualitative data that maintains its quality and takes
the form of words or sentences derived from various sources
of books and scientific works.
This research was conducted with a comparative method,
namely research conducted to compare a variable object of
research, between different subjects or different times.
The data source of this research is secondary data sources
consisting of previous relevant scientific research works, in
the form of scientific books that discuss e-commerce
transactions in various perspectives.
Data processing is done by: (i) analyzing by paying
attention to the correlation or relationship between various
data sources that are relevant to the context of the research.
(ii) compare and analyze the differences in e-commerce
transactions in conventional accounting and Islamic
accounting. (iii) Conclude according to the existing
theoretical framework for the research that have been
conducted.
IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A. RESULTS
Based on this description, trade transactions through ecommerce can be described as follows:
1- The seller and buyer are not in the same place, can
be in different cities, regions or countries;
2- The goods traded in e-commerce transactions do
not exist in one place, where the seller and buyer meet. The
item is only an image, photo or film that is shown to the
buyer before the transaction takes place;
3- Payment is made by the buyer in front in cash, then
the item will be sent by the seller to the buyer;
4- The payment instrument used is money transferred
through a credit card, debit card or smartcard.
Based on the facts above, it can be concluded that the
applicable law relating to e-commerce transactions is the law
of long-distance buying, salam, and hawalah.
a-

Islamic Law concerning Long-distance Trade

In a simple sense, bai 'as-salam means the purchase of
goods delivered later, while payments are made in advance.
Long-distance trade is the exchange of assets with assets
in the form of transfer of ownership, where the presence of
sellers and buyers is in two different places. As in the general
terms of sale and purchase, Shari'a has made liking factors
like as a basic requirement for sale and purchase contracts.
Although sellers and buyers are in two different places.
Therefore, the place does not prevent the occurrence of
ijab and qabul. The meeting between the ijab and qabul in
the assembly of long-distance sale agreements, both by
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telephone, fax, telex, internet, and so on, basically has the
same law as buying and selling in the same place.
Al-Kasani said, that ijab and qobul are by message, even
though the seller and buyer are not in one place, then buying
and selling like that is legal.
b-

The law of buying and selling as-salam

Sale and purchase of Salam is the sale and purchase of
goods described in the responsibility. Salam are also a form
of buying and selling by surrendering current payments for
compensation described as being in a certain tempo. Imam
an-Nawawi explained that salam is an agreement on
something described in the responsibility with immediate
compensation. Called salam, because the surrender of prices
occurs in the contract assembly, and the price is paid in
advance.
Salam is legal (masru ') based on the word of Allah SWT
in the Quran surah al-Baqarah [2]: 275.
Buying and selling in the verse also includes salam,
because salam is a form of buying and selling. The legality
of salam is also indicated by the word of Allah SWT in surah
al-Baqarah [2]: 282.
The hadith is narrated by Ibn Majah, "He who does the
salam, he should do with a clear measure and a clear scale
for a known period of time.”
Based on the description and legal basis of the sale of
Salam, it can be concluded that e-commerce or e-business is
a fact of Salam buying and selling, ie the seller and buyer
meet in a contract assembly, because of the long distance
factor, goods offered to buyers cannot be handed over
directly. In other words, the goods that are intended to be
sold through the internet are those described (dhimmah
maushufah) in the hands of the seller. Because what is shown
to the buyer is the image or film of the item. In addition, the
payment terms at the front of every buying and selling
transaction through e-commerce are the conditions that
apply in the sale of salam.
c-

Law of Hawalah

According to Ibn Rushd, hawalah is a form of legal
transaction, and is exempt from the practice of repaying debt
with debt. The law of hawalah is basically mubah. It's not
going to happen, when muhil doesn't have the rights that
exist in the muhtal, which can be transferred to third parties
(muhal'alaihi). Therefore, Ibn Qudamah, states that hawalah
is the same as taslim (surrender of rights / dependents). In
practice, hawalah is not only in the form of dabit from certain
bank card users' funds, but it can also be in the form of
transfers and remittances. This can also be categorized as
hawalah practice.
d-

Accounting for E-Commerce Transactions

Accounting is defined as a collection of procedures for
recording, classifying, summarizing and reporting in the
form of financial statements, transactions that have been
carried out by the company, and interpreting. Whereas
sharia accounting is accounting that is applied in shariabased institutions to ensure the creation of economic justice
through the formalization of procedures, activities,
measurement of objectives, control and reporting in
accordance with sharia principles.
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. To record sales and purchases of merchandise, there are
sales journals and purchase journals. The sales journal is a
journal that is used to record all the selling points of
merchandise made on credit. Whereas the purchasing
journal is a journal used to record all merchandise purchases
made on credit.
For more details, the following two examples illustrate
e-commerce transactions:
First illustration:
On July 1, 2019 Mr. A bought online (via: Online
Shopping Application) in the form of a pair of shoes with
certain specifications to Mr. B in another city. For the
transaction through the online shopping application Mr. A
was asked to transfer through Bank X for IDR 100,000, plus
the shipping fee of IDR 10,000, - Mr. B after getting a
notification of the goods order from the online shopping
application, immediately prepare and send the order. Dated
July 5, 2019 Mr. A has received the order according to the
specifications. Then Mr. B immediately gets a payment
through a virtual bank account of IDR 110,000,The journal for the transaction in accordance with PSAK
is:.
Date

Subject

Transaction

July
01,
2019

Buyer

July
01,
2019
July
01,
2019

Bank
X

D: Purchase
receivables – OL
D: Cost of shipping
K: Cash
D: Cash
K: Deposit (wadiah)
1 - Virtual Account
D: Receivable –
Sales OL
K: Inventory - Shoes
K: Cash
D: Inventory – Shoes
K: Purchase
receivables – OL
D: Deposit (wadiah)
– Virtual Account
K: Virtual Account –
OL
D: Virtual Acount Bank X
K: Receivable –
Sales OL

Seller

July
05,
2019
July
05,
2019

Buyer

July
05,
2019

Seller

Bank
X

Conventional
Acc.
(IDR)
(D) 100.000,-

(D) 100.000,-

(D) 10.000,(K) 110.000,(D) 110.000,-

(D) 10.000,(K) 110.000,(D) 110.000,-

(K) 110.000,(D) 110.000,-

(K) 110.000,(D) 110.000,-

(K) 100.000,(K) 10.000,(D) 100.000,(K) 100.000,-

(K) 100.000,(K) 10.000,(D) 100.000,(K) 100.000,-

(D) 110.000,-

(D) 110.000,-

(K) 110.000,(D) 110.000,(K)
110.000,-

Sharia Acc.
(IDR)

(K) 110.000,(D) 110.000,(K) 110.000,-

Second illustration:
A leather jacket entrepreneur requires funds of USD
200,000 to order 200 pieces of jacket products. He submitted
a request for funds to the Islamic bank for this purpose. After
being analyzed and declared eligible for a loan, on July 2,
2019 the bank made a salam agreement with the
entrepreneur. The way the bank will buy a jacket with certain
specifications as much as 200 pieces at a price of USD
200,000. Because the bank does not need a leather jacket for
its own needs, after the leather jacket has been produced on
July 12, 2019, the bank can sell it to other parties or ask
employers to find buyers at a higher price, for example USD

1,100 per piece. Thus the bank gets a profit of USD 20,000
(USD 100 x 200).
Date

Subject

Transaction

July
02,
2019
July
02,
2019
July
12,
2019

Entrepren
eur

D: Cash / Saving
K: Debt - Salam

Sharia
Bank

D: Inventory –
Salam
K: Cash
D: Debt – Salam
D: Cost of Salam
K: Cash

-

July
12,
2019

Sharia
Bank

D: Cash
K: Inventory –
Salam
K: Benefit of
Salam

-

Entrepren
eur

Conventi
onal Acc.
(USD)
-

-

Sharia Acc.
(USD)
(D) 200.000
(K)
200.000
(D) 200.000
(K)
200.000
(D) 200.000
(D) 20.000
(K)
220.000
(D) 220.000
(K)
200.000
(K)
20.000

From the explanation and the two illustrations of the
transaction, it can be understood that between conventional
accounting and Islamic accounting in the transaction
treatment is relatively the same, both in the technical
acceptance of money, payment or transfer, used computer
technology, and financial statements. What distinguishes the
two is in terms of products and procedures for producing
them. Where not all products in a conventional industry can
be accepted in the Islamic system, including the procedure
for producing a product. If the procedure or production
process is not in accordance with sharia rules, of course the
results of such production cannot be accepted because they
are not in accordance with sharia principles.
B. Conclusions and Recommendations
Conclusions
Based on the discussion of this paper, it can be concluded
that e-commerce transactions are:
The survival of the economic unit depends on how
quickly and responsively the economic unit is facing the
changes. Technology and innovation are important factors in
increasing the profitability, positioning and performance of
business units in the face of market changes. While
globalization and technology are the two most significant
drivers of business performance.
E-commerce transactions are all forms of trade
transactions of goods or services using electronic media. Ecommerce transactions are also defined as business
transactions between a company and another company,
between a company and a customer, or between a company
and an institution engaged in public service. With ecommerce transactions, it is expected to be able to overcome
several problems: automation, integration, publication, and
interaction.
The applicable law related to e-commerce transactions is
the law of long-distance buying and selling, salam, and
hawalah. Long distance buying and selling is the exchange
of assets with assets in the form of transfer of ownership,
where the presence of sellers and buyers is in two different
places. Salam is a form of sale and purchase by surrendering

1 Al-Wadi'ah is a deposit from one party to another, both an individual
and a legal entity, which must be guarded and returned at any time if the
requester wishes. (Anggadini, Sri Dewi and Komala, Adeh Ratna, 2017).
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current payments for compensation described in a certain
period of time. While hawalah is not only in the form of debit
from certain bank card user funds, but also can be in the form
of transfers and remittances.
Conventional accounting and sharia accounting in
practice are relatively the same. What distinguishes the two
is in terms of products and production processes. Where not
all products and production processes in a conventional
industry can be accepted in the sharia system. If the
production process of a product is not in accordance with the
rules of sharia, the product it produces is also categorized as
non-halal products, and Islamic banks cannot provide
services to non-expensive products or whose halal status is
still in doubt.
Recommendations
Sharia-based economics and accounting should be able
to be introduced and developed, especially in Islamic
campuses as the most appropriate means to develop and
develop a sharia-based economy which currently continues
to grow.
The government should bridge and encourage the
development of sharia-based financial institutions, with
various policies and provide greater opportunities for the
participation of Islamic financial institutions in nationalscale economic development.
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Abstract — This study is to address a current issues about
how important of audit quality for supporting firm’s
performance, due still there a research gap from previous
literatures about the effects of audit quality on earnings
management. This paper aims to illustrate and examine the
effect of audit quality on the relationship of tax planning
rates and leverage on earnings management, based on
evidence in Indonesia. This quantitative study using
secondary data obtained from the company's annual report.
The research population is LQ-45 firms listed on the
Indonesia Stock Exchange in 2013-2017 as many as 45
companies. The data analysis technique used was multiple
linear regression analysis using SPSS 22 for Windows. The
results of this study indicate that tax planning and leverage
affect earnings management. While audit quality as a
moderating variable strengthens the relationship between
tax planning and leverage on earnings management. This
study provides futher evidence of earnings management
related about audit quality, tax planning and leverage
separately for academically side. For practitioners, it can be
used as a consideration in making investment decisions, that
there is a connection between the things that become
variables in this study. Keywords— Audit Quality, Tax
Planning, Leverage and Earnings Management
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Accounting information can be relevant, if it can
meet the needs of all parties who use it. Not only internal
parties, but external parties who have interests also need
information in financial statements. This difference in
interests causes differences in information needed between
one party and another (Sulistyanto, 2008) [3]. Many
companies in managing company finances practice earnings
management to cover the lack of financial statements in a
certain period in order to look more attractive to users of
financial statements (Anhara, 2015) [4]. According to Sari &
Ahmar (2014) [5] profit is a component derived from the
difference between income and expenses. Therefore, income
and expenses can be used as management targets for
managing earnings. Various types of earnings management
detection models can be used to measure earnings
management in a company.
Some studies on earnings management are mostly

Introduction

associated with company performance by comparing how the
company performs before and after offering shares due to

The company always strives to maximize the

earnings management activities (Barus & Sembiring, 2012)

achievement of the best performance in order to maintain its

[6]. In general, earnings management can be done because the

existence in business competition. Maintaining stakeholder

basis of recording transactions is accrual, where the recording

trust is important, because companies that have gained trust

of these transactions without having to be accompanied by

from stakeholders will have the opportunity to gain success

cash receipts or disbursements. The manager’s attitude ۗan ۖe

and survive in business competition (Susanto, 2017) [1].

the embodiment of earnings management, especially to

Presentation of financial statements is the final product of

intervene in financial statement information by utilizing

financial accounting, where an important aspect in financial

freedom in choosing and using accounting methods, where

accounting is an assessment / measurement (valuation /

managerial engineering activities are difficult to detect.

measurement) through a balance sheet approach or income

Financial statement users will find it difficult to find out

statement (Sunarto, 2009) [2].

whether the information on the financial statements has been
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engineered or not just by reading the financial statements

2017). The problem starts when earnings management carries

(Sulistyanto, 2008) [3].

a negative influence and tends to mis-lead information users

An example case about manipulation of financial
statements by PT. Timah (TINS) in 2015. PT Timah

in their financial reporting (Prasetya & Gayatri, 2016) [10] .
This action covers the selection of accounting policies where

(Persero) Tbk allegedly provided fictitious financial

management can regulate the rise, fall or even the average

reports in the first semester of 2015. This fictitious financial

profit that the company produces, this behavior is known as

report activity was carried out to cover PT Timah's financial

earnings management (Sari & Asturi, 2015) [11] .

performance, which continued to worry. Chairman of the Tin

Yunita & Darmawati (2013) [12] states that

Employee Association (IKT), Ali Samsuri revealed that PT

management conduct earnings management usually for

Timah's financial condition had not been healthy for the past

various purposes such as avoiding political costs, avoiding

three years. The inability of the PT Timah Board of Directors

violations of debt agreements, in an effort to influence capital

to come out of the loss trap has resulted in the surrender of

market decisions and also to get bonuses and other

80% of PT Timah's mining area to business partners. The

compensation. Earnings management practices can influence

surrender of PT Timah's mining area to business partners has

the relevance of financial statement presentation, this is

negative consequences for PT Timah's future, especially for

because the financial statements presented are not helpful, but

7,000 employees in this state-owned company. Previously, the

mislead the users. The actual state of a company is often

Board of Directors had also decided to close the operations of

associated with earnings management behavior, because

the large mining area owned by PT Timah, namely in TB

earnings management is considered not always displaying the

Mapur, TB Nudur and TB Tempilang which were then handed

actual situation and the action is based on various reasons,

over to business partners. If referring to the real conditions

including to meet the interests of company owners by

that occur at PT Timah (Persero) Tbk's fictitious financial

increasing the value of the company so that corporate

statements for the first semester of 2015, PT Timah. Because

uncertainty is low (Putra, 2009) [13] ; (Maulana, 2014) [14] .

in the first semester of 2015 PT Timah's operating profit

Earnings management practices are closely related to

suffered a loss of Rp. 59 billion. So the financial report that

agency theory, namely the existence of differences in interests

states that PT Timah has succeeded in carrying out efficiency

between management and owners of companies and the

activities and the right strategy and positive performance is a

government. Earnings management practices are also

big lie (Eginius, 2016) [7].

influenced by several factors such as tax planning, namely the

On other hand, PT Timah also recorded an increase

process of controlling actions to avoid the consequences of

in debt of almost 100 percent compared to 2013. In 2013, the

unwanted taxes, and controlling the amount of tax paid by tax

company's debt only reached Rp263 billion. However, the

avoidance and not tax smuggling (Wardani and Santi, 2018);

amount of this debt increased to IDR 2.3 trillion in 2015

Zain (2003) [15]. According to Djoko Muljono (2009) [33]

(Arfianto, 2016) [8] .An investment decision making requires

tax planning is one of the company's planning activities

information about the income received by the institution,

related to business activities carried out by entrepreneurs to be

which is often the target of opportunistic engineering to

able to carry out obligations and get rights related to taxation,

maximize the interests of management, so that it can endanger

which will have an adverse effect on employers.

investors (Christiani & Nugrahanti, 2014) [9]. The tendency

Sulistyanto (2008) [3] stated that managers tend to

of stakeholders to pay attention about earnings reports that can

try to minimize their obligations, among them the obligation

motivate managers to plan certain strategies, so that the

to pay taxes. For managers, the smaller the tax must be paid

reports produced are in accordanۗe with the stakeholder’s

to the government, the smaller the obligation. There are

expectations, which is to do earnings management (Susanto,

various ways that managers can do to manage profits to reduce
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the value of corporate taxes, for example, companies make

With management actions in managing earnings, an

inventory purchases at the end of the year to reduce their taxes.

independent party is needed to mitigate the existence of

In normal economic conditions which tend to rise, companies

information asymmetry so that it reflects that the company's

that use the LIFO inventory assumption will generate high

performance is far better.

principal selling prices. Conceptually, if the basic price is

Auditors are expected to be able to mitigate the

higher, it will reduce the company's profit. As a result, the

actions of the company's management in managing revenue,

taxes paid to the government will be lower.

can minimize information asymmetry and detect financial

Earnings management is also closely related to

statement discrepancies (findings), and their opinions can be

leverage, when viewed from agency theory, leverage can be

used as a reference for investors as investment considerations

used as an additional oversight mechanism for management

or vice versa, so that they are more confident investing in

that can reduce agency costs incurred by shareholders (Utami

companies with reasonable audit opinions without exception

& Meiranto, 2017) [16]. The higher the leverage, the higher

(Herianti and Marunda, 2015) [21]; (Yunita and Darmawati,

the company's dependence on debtholder so that the desire to

2013) [12]. However, with high audit quality, financial

avoid violating the debt contract will also be higher. Leverage

statements will be more relevant and credible, so that the risk

is the level of securities with debt used in a company's capital

of misstatement can be avoided which can also have an impact

structure, leverage is the ratio used to measure the extent to

on the payment of obligations (Nihlati and Meiranto, 2014)

which a company is financed by debt. Debt can have good or

[22]; (Dwianika, Amin and Setiyadi, 2018). It is encouraging

bad influence for the company, this phenomenon is evidenced

researchers to conduct further studies.

by the fact that on the one hand, companies must be able to

Annisa and Lulus (2012) stated that the financial

generate profits to be able to cover their obligations to

statements audited by the Big Four are suspected to be of

shareholders and to avoid making loans to external parties for

higher quality with a lower level of fraud, when compared to

the survival of the company (Sambora, Handayani, & Rahayu,

companies audited by non-Big Four. The principal is

2014) [17]. In companies that have a high debt to equity ratio,

considered to be more trustworthy in the report of the big

company managers tend to use accounting methods that can

name auditor with high integrity and independence possessed

increase income or profits (Ramadhan, 2017) [18].

by the big auditor. But with the increase in KAP, the agent

This results in financial reports being unreliable

will try to minimize earnings management on an accrual basis,

because the information contained in them is biased, does not

but it will increasingly improve its earnings management in

display actual information, for which a quality audit is able to

real terms (Nihlati & Meiranto, 2014) [22].

limit earnings management practices so that financial reports

The results of this study are expected to contribute

can be accounted for. Auditing financial statements carried

both academically and practically. Academically it can be

out by the auditor has different qualities, therefore, high-

used as reference literacy for further research related to

quality auditing will act as a deterrent to effective earnings

earnings management practices. For practitioners, it can be

management, because the reputation of management will be

used as a consideration in making investment decisions, that

destroyed and the value of the company will drop if reporting

can be learned whether or not there is a connection between

this wrong is detected and revealed (Amijaya & Prastiwi,

audit quality, tax planning, corporate debt in earnings

2013) [19]. Audit quality can be interpreted as all possibilities

management practices, so that it is expected to get sufficient

that can occur when the auditor audits the client's financial

information to decide which investment choices are

statements and finds violations or errors that occur and reports

appropriate.

them in the audited financial statements (Dewi & Jati, 2014)
[20].
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Literature Review and Hypothesis Formulation

The stakeholder theory considers the impact of

Agency Theory

company disclosure policies when there are differences in

The company is the center of contractual agreements

stakeholder groups within a company. Disclosure of

between various parties, each of which has different interests,

information by companies is used as a management tool to

namely shareholders, management represented by managers,

manage information needs needed by various groups

suppliers and other parties including potential investors and

(stakeholders), therefore management discloses information

employees. The theory that explains the relationship between

on social and environmental responsibility in order to manage

these parties (principal and agent) is called agency theory. The

stakeholders so that companies get support from them. This

underlying problem of agency theory is the conflict of interest

support can affect the survival of the company (Anhara, 2015)

between owners and managers in the company. Managers,

[4].

called agents and owners, called principals, are two parties

Profit in Earnings management according to Scott

who each have different goals in controlling a company,

(2011) [26] is "The choice by managers of accounting policies

especially regarding how to maximize satisfaction and

so as to achieve some specific objective". This means that

importance of the results achieved through business activities

earnings management is a decision of managers to choose

(Anhara, 2015) [4].

certain accounting policies that are considered able to achieve

This theory can explain about the asymmetry

the desired goals, both to increase profits or reduce the level

information which is a condition of imbalance in information

of

acquisition between management and shareholders (Christiani

management) in a narrow definition only relates to the

& Nugrahanti, 2014) [9]. Agency theory explains the

selection of accounting methods. Earnings management in a

relationship between the agent and the principal. Agents are

narrow sense can be defined as management behavior to

company management, while the principal is the owner

"play" with the discretionary accruals component in

(shareholder). Agency theory describes the separation of

determining the amount of earnings. Whereas in broad

company property rights and responsibility for decision

definition, earnings management is an act of managers to

making (Jasen & Meckling, 1976) [23]. Agency relations

increase or reduce reported earnings at this time on a unit

always cause problems between owners and agents because of

where managers will be responsible, without causing an

differences in mindset and prominent differences in interests

increase or decrease in the long-term economic profitability of

(Jasen

the unit (Zumrotun, 2013) [27].

&

Meckling,

1976)

[23].

Stakeholder Theory

reported

losses.

Earnings

management

(earnings

Healy (1985) states that there are two approaches that

The existence of a company is strongly influenced by

can be used to detect management behavior in managing

the support given by stakeholders to the company, the

earnings. First, controlling the type of accruals, where

company is not an entity that only operates for its own

accruals are broadly defined as the portion of revenue and

interests but must provide benefits to its stakeholders

expenses items in the income statement that are not

(shareholders, creditors, consumers, suppliers, government,

represented by cash flows; and second, changes in accounting

society, analysts and other parties) (Chariri : 2008) [24].

policies. Furthermore, Healy (1999) [28] states that

Stakeholder support can affect the survival of the company.

discretionary accruals are used as a total accrual proxy. The

Companies must seek support by carrying out activities that

assumption used is a relatively small non-discretion accrual to

show attention to the interests of stakeholders, so that

discretionary accruals, so that high total accruals contain high

disclosure of social responsibility is considered a powerful

discretionary accruals. Accrual totals can be calculated in two

way to get support from stakeholders (Gargauri & Ridha

ways. First, calculate changes in each balance sheet account

Shabau, 2010) [25].
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that is the subject of accruals; and second, calculating the

experiencing a double loss of obtaining false information and

difference between net income and cash flow.

issuing a bonus for something that is not appropriate.

Scott (2009) [29] suggests several motivations for

b. Debt (equity) hypothesis, a company that have a larger

management:

debt ratio will tend to use accounting methods with earnings

a. Bonus Purpose, managers who have information on net

reports that tend to be higher and tend to violate the debt

income will act opportunistically to make earnings

agreement if there are certain benefits and benefits obtained.

management

profits.

The profit is in the form of profit games so that debt

b. Political Motivation, Earnings management is used to

obligations can be postponed for a period the next so that all

reduce reported earnings due to public pressure which has

parties who want to know the condition of the company that

resulted in the government setting stricter regulations.

actually gets the wrong information and makes business

c. Motivation Taxation, Tax saving motivation is the most

decisions is also wrong.

obvious motivation for earnings management. Various

c. Political Cost Hypothesis, a company tend to choose and

accounting methods are used with the aim of saving income

use accounting methods that can reduce or increase the

tax.

reported profits. This concept discusses that company

d. CEO (Chief Executive Officer) Substitution, CEOs who

managers tend to violate government regulations. Managers

are approaching retirement will tend to increase income to

will play with profits so that the payment obligations are not

increase their bonuses. If the company's performance is bad,

too high so that profit allocation is in accordance with the

it will maximize revenue so that it is not terminated.

wishes of the company.

earnings

by

maximizing

current

e. Initial Public Offering (IPO), Companies that will go

There are various types of earnings management

public do not have market value, and cause managers of

detection models can be used to measure earnings

companies that will go public to do earnings management in

management in a company (Sari & Ahmar, 2014) [5]. Jones

their prospectus in the hope of increasing the company's stock

model is the first earnings management detection model

price.

introduced by Jones (1991) [31] which was later developed by

f. The Importance of Providing Information, Information

Dechow et al. (1995) known as the modified Jones model.

about company performance must be conveyed to investors so

According to Stubben (2010) [32], there are several

that earnings reporting needs to be presented so that investors

weaknesses of the modified Jones model model revealed as a

continue to assess that the company is in good performance.

cross-sectional estimation which indirectly assumes that

Whereas according to Watts and Zimmerman (1986)
[30] there are three hypotheses to motivate earnings
management as bellow:

companies in the same industry produce the same accrual
process.
In addition, the accrual model also does not provide

a. Bonus Plan Hypothesis, a plan of bonus or managerial

information for the component of managing corporate

compensation will tend to choose and use accounting methods

earnings where the accrual model does not distinguish

that will make the reported profits higher. This concept

discretionary increases in earnings through income or expense

addresses that the bonus promised by the owner to the

components. Seeing the weaknesses of research on earnings

company manager not only motivates the manager to work

management, Stubben (2010) [32] developed a model that

better but also motivates the manager to carry out managerial

uses the main component of income, namely accounts

fraud. Managers will play with the size of the accounting

receivable to predict earnings management. The use of

numbers in the financial statements so that the bonus will be

revenue models in detecting earnings management can be

earned every year. This results in the company owner

applied to companies in Indonesia, but not many studies have
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used this model because it is a new model that can be used to

taxable income of more than Rp. 100 million can

detect earnings management.

make changes in natural gifts to employees as

The Revenue Discretionary Model was introduced
by Stubben (2010) [32] on the basis of dissatisfaction with the

benefits in the form of money.
2.

Tax Avoidance, is an effort to efficiency the tax

accrual model commonly used today. There are two formulas

burden by avoiding taxation through transactions that

in the revenue discretionary model that are used as

are not taxable objects. For example, companies that

measurements of earnings management. First is revenue

are still experiencing losses, need to change

model, this model focuses on income that has a direct

employee benefits in the form of money into natural

relationship with accounts receivable. Second, the conditional

gifts because nature is not an object of tax Article 21

revenue model, this model was redeveloped with the addition

income tax.

of company size (size), company age (age), and gross margin

3.

Avoid violations of tax regulations, by mastering the

(GRM) which can be used to detect accrual earnings

applicable tax regulations, companies can avoid tax

management regarding the provision of loans related to

penalties in the form of:

accounts receivable. Firm size is a proxy of financial strength.

a. Administrative sanctions: fines, interest or

Company age is a proxy for the company stage in the business

increase;

cycle. As a proxy for operational performance from a

b. Criminal sanctions: criminal or confinement

comparison of companies with competitor companies, gross

4. Delaying payment of tax obligations without

margins are used.

violating applicable regulations can be done through

Tax Planning

a delay in VAT payments. This delay is carried out

Tax planning is one way that can be utilized by

by delaying the issuance of output tax invoices to the

taxpayers in conducting tax management of their business or

allowable deadline, especially for credit sales. In this

income, but it should be noted that the intended tax planning

case, the seller can issue a tax invoice at the end of

is tax planning without conducting a constitutional or taxation

the following month after the month of delivery of

law that applies (Muljono, 2009) [33]. Tax planning (tax

the goods.

planning) is part of tax management and is the first step in

5. Optimizing permissible tax credits. Taxpayers often

conducting tax management (Aditama & Purwaningsih, 2014)

lack information about paying taxes that can be

[1] .

credited which are prepaid taxes. For example,
According to Suandy (2011) [34] tax planning is the

Article 22 Income Tax for the purchase of diesel and

first step in tax management by collecting and researching tax

/ or import and Fiscal Foreign Affairs for official

regulations so that the types of tax-saving measures to be

travel of employees.

selected can be selected. The purpose of tax planning is to get

Leverage

around so that the tax burden can be reduced as low as possible

According to Van Horne et al (2007) [35], leverage is

by utilizing existing regulations to maximize income after tax,

the use of fixed costs in an effort to increase profitability.

because taxes are an element of sharing to shareholders and to

Leverage is a tool to measure how much a company depends

be reinvested.

on creditors in financing company assets, where the level of

According to Zain (2008) there are several general
strategies for tax planning, namely as follows:
1.

leverage of each company will vary (Roskha, 2017) [36]. The
lower this ratio, the higher the level of corporate funding

Tax Saving, is an effort to efficiency the tax burden

provided by shareholders. Every company has a different debt

through the selection of alternative tax imposition at

policy and debt level. Company leverage can be influenced by

a lower rate. For example, companies that have

various factors. These factors can be in the form of size, source
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of income, level of guarantee, cost of debt, opportunities for

of Pricewaterhouse Coopers, KPMG, Deloitte and EY. If the

growth, reputation, and liquidity (Yuliana & Yuyetta, 2017).

company whose financial statements are audited by KAP

The consequences of leverage according to Weston

affiliated with the big four, it is given a value of 1, whereas if

and Copeland (1997) if the use of debt turns out that the return

it is audited by a non big four KAP then it is given a value of

on assets is greater than the cost of debt, leverage is profitable

0.

and returns on capital with the use of leverage also increase,

The results of research conducted by Lucy Citra

conversely if the returns on assets are more less than the cost

Fitriany (2016) show that Tax Planning has a significant

of debt, leverage will reduce the rate of return on capital. The

influence on Earnings Management. This research is in line

greater the leverage used by a company, the greater the

with Hapsari et al (2016) who conducted a similar study with

reduction. As a result, leverage can be used to increase

the same results, where Tax Planning has a significant

profitability, but at the risk of increasing losses in dismal

influence on Earnings Management. However, it is different

times. So the profits and losses will be enlarged by leverage,

from the research conducted by Aditama & Purwaningsih

and the greater the leverage used by a company the greater the

which states that Tax Planning has no effect on Profit

inaccuracy or ups and downs of profitability. Leverage is a

Management,

double-edged sword which if the company's profit can be

hypothesis:

enlarged, and vice versa. In other words, the use of leverage

H1 = Influential Tax Planning on Profit Management

in a company can increase a company's profits, but if

Then

so

for

researchers

Leverage

propose

variables

the

on

following

Earnings

something does not go as expected, the company can suffer

Management there are several studies that have been

losses (Roskha, 2017) [36].

conducted, including (Roskha, 2017) [36], where the results

Audit Quality

of these studies indicate that Leverage has an effect on

De Angelo (1981) defines audit quality as the

Earnings Management. This is in line with the research

probability that an auditor finds and reports about a violation

conducted by Priharta, et al. (2018) [37] which states that

in his audit accounting system. Audit quality is seen as the

Leverage has a significant effect on Earnings Management.

ability to enhance the quality of corporate financial reporting,

But different from the results of research conducted by

with high audit quality expected to further increase investor

Gunawan and Waluyo (2015) [38] which states that leverage

confidence so that the market will react positively if the

does not affect earnings management, so researchers propose

financial statements are audited by qualified auditors

the second hypothesis below:

(Christiani & Nugrahanti, 2014) [9].

H2 = Influential Leverage on Earnings Management.

Audit quality is the suitability of audits carried out

Furthermore, for the Audit Quality variable several

by auditors based on established audit standards (Watkins et

previous studies have been carried out, including those

al., 2004). In this study, audit quality was measured by the size

conducted by Rustiarini & Sugiati (2013) [39], where the

of KAP auditing clients who were sampled. The Public

results of the study stated that the size of KAP had an effect

Accountant Office (KAP) can be divided into two categories,

on Profit Management. But this is not in line with the research

namely KAP affiliated with the big four, namely KAP which

conducted by Dewi & Nugraharti (2014) [40] which states that

is categorized as large scale and non big four KAP or KAP

Company Size has no effect on Profit Management.

which are categorized as small scale. Previous research has

According to research conducted by Herianti & Marunda

found evidence that Big 4 has a higher level of accuracy in

(2016) states that Audit Quality is able to moderate the

reporting GC opinions compared to non-Big 4 (Francis 2004;

relationship

Geiger and Rama 2006). In other words, Big 4 has a lower

Management. In addition, according to research conducted by

reporting error GC than the big four non-Big KAP consisting

Naftalia & Marsono (2013) [41], states that Audit Quality can
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be moderating, so researchers propose a third hypothesis such
as

the

following:

H3 = Audit Quality moderate the relationship of Tax
Planning and Leverage on Profit Management.
Methodology
The approach in this study is to use a quantitative
approach, and based on its objectives, this type of research is
causal, namely research that explains the effect of an
independent variable (independent variable and moderating
variable) on the dependent variable (dependent variable). The
independent variables in this study include the Intensity of
Tax Planning and Leverage for the moderating variable
namely Quality Audit and for the dependent variable in this

2. In this study there are 2 independent variables whose

study

relationship relates to the effect on earnings management, the

is

Profit

Management.

Definition and Operationalization of Variables

firstly is company tax retention rate and secondly leverage.

According to Bougie and Sekaran (2013) [42],
=

variables are anything that can take different things or vary
values. Values can be different at the same time the object or

��� � � ���
������ � � � ���� ��

person is at the same time for different objects or people.

-TRR = company tax retention rate i in year t.

1. The dependent variable in this study is earnings

-Net Income it = company net profit i in year t.

management.

-Pretax Income (EBIT) it = corporate income before tax i in

The measurement of the dependent variable in this study uses

year t.

the Revenue Discretionary Model introduced by Stubben

Leverage is a tool to measure how much a company

(2010) [32]. There are two formulas in the Revenue

depends on creditors in financing company assets. Companies

Discretionary Model which are used as a measure of earnings

that have a high degree of leverage mean that they are very

management. First is revenue model, this model focuses on

dependent on external loans to finance their assets (Jayanti,

income that has a direct relationship with accounts receivable.

2011) [43]. In this study tax planning is measured by total debt

Second, the conditional revenue model, this model was

divided

developed again with the addition of company size (Size),

c. The moderating variable in this study is audit quality. It is

company age (Age), and gross margin (GRM), as detail

the suitability of audits carried out by auditors based on

bellow:

established audit standards (Watkins et al., 2004) [44]. In this

by

total

of

assets.

study, audit quality was measured by the size of KAP auditing
clients who were sampled. The Public Accountant Office
(KAP) can be divided into two categories, namely KAP
affiliated with the big four, namely KAP which is categorized
as large scale and non big four KAP or KAP which are
categorized as small scale. The big four KAP consists of
Pricewaterhouse Coopers, KPMG, Deloitte and EY. If the
company whose financial statements are audited by KAP
affiliated with the big four, it is given a value of 1, whereas if
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it is audited by a non big four KAP then it is given a value of

the average value of 0.9500 and the standard deviation is

0.

0.21978.
4. Profit Management variable has the lowest value of -1.59,

Descriptive Statistics

namely at Bukit Asam Coal Mine (Persero) Tbk, the highest
Minim Maximu Mea
N

um

m

n

Std.

value is 0.35, that is at PT Astra International Tbk, the average

Deviation

value of -0.4910 and the standard deviation is 0.40651.
From the descriptive statistic table shown

P_PAJAK
LEV
K_AUDIT
M_LABA
Valid N
(listwise)

60

,42

1,16

,7596

,07641

60

,16

1,27

,5211

,24046

the

calculation of tolerance value shows that there is no
independent variable that has a tolerance value of <0.10, the
value of tolerance tax planning is 0.827, leverage is 0.876 and

60

,00

60

-1,59

1,00

,9500

,21978

audit quality is 0.874. The VIF calculation results have no

,35 -,4910

,40651

variable that has a VIF value> 10, where the tax planning VIF
value is 1,270, leverage is 1,142 and audit quality is 1,145a

60

and it can be concluded that free from multicollinearity.

The population of this research is manufacturing

T Test Result

companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange. The
sample used in this study is the LQ-45 company listed on the
IDX. The sampling method used was purposive sampling
which is sampling based on the following criteria: 1).
Companies listed in the LQ45 category on the Indonesia Stock
Exchange (IDX) 2). Companies that have statistical data and
financial reports disclosed to the public from 2013 to 2017 to
facilitate the calculation process in this study.

3).

Model
(Constant)

1,826

P_PAJAK

2,516

Companies that provide audited financial reports and
LEV

audit reports for 2013-2017.

Coefficientsa
Standard
Unstandardiz
ized
ed
Coeffici
Coefficients
ents
Std.
t
Sig.
B Error
Beta

4,183

4). Companies that use rupiah in financial reporting.
K_AUDIT

Result and Analysis
Descriptive statistical results of Tax Planning,

,904

2,019

1,180

-,473

1,061

-2,474

4,511 1,323

2,131
3,944

2,415 3,410

,048
,037

,000
,001

a. Dependent Variable: Earnings Management

Leverage, Audit Quality and Profit Management variables
show that: 1). The Tax Planning variable has the lowest value

Based on the table above, it can be seen that the Beta

of 0.42 at PT Bukit Asam Coal Mining (Persero) Tbk, and the

value for the Tax Planning variable is -2,516 with a significant

highest value is 1.16 at PT Bank Rakyat Indonesia (Persero)

value of 0.37. in accordance with the provisions of first-way

Tbk, the average value (Mean) is 0.7596 and has a standard

decision making, a significant value is less than 0.05 (0.037

deviation of 0.7461. 2). Leverage variable has the lowest value

<0.05) then H1 is accepted. Based on the provisions of

of 0.16 at PT Kalbe Farma Tbk, the highest value is 1.27 at PT

decision making the second way, if t table> t count then H1 is

Matahari Department Store Tbk, the average value is 0.5211

accepted. Judging from the table (df = 60-1-1 (n-k-1); two

and

0.24046.

sides / 0,025) = 2,002 and t count -2,131> 2,002 then H1 is

3). Variables Audit quality has the lowest value of 0.00, that

accepted. This means that Tax Planning has a negative effect

is, for companies audited by Non Big Four KAP, the highest

on Earnings Management.

the

standard

deviation

is

value of 1.00 is for companies audited by the Big Four KAP,
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This states that every increase of 1 (one) in Tax

companies audited by KAP Big Four tend to have a low level

Planning will reduce Profit Management by -22.156. Based on

of fraud and tend to reduce the level of earnings management.

the table above it can be seen that the Beta value for the

This research has implications both theoretically and

Leverage variable is -4.183 with a significant value of 0.00. in

practically, including the results of this study can expand

accordance with the provisions of the first way of decision

previous research, especially in research related to earnings

making, a significant value is less than 0.05 (0.00 <0.05) then

management. For the company, the results of this study are

H2 is accepted. Based on the provisions of decision making

expected to be a consideration for both owners and managers,

the second way, if t table> t count then H2 is accepted. Judging

so that it can be used as material to increase knowledge and

from the table (df = 60-1-1 (n-k-1); two sides / 0,025) = 2,002

insight into Profit Management, so that company management

and t count -3,944> 2,002 then H2 is accepted. This means

can design mechanisms for implementing the company well,

that leverage has a negative effect on earnings management.

without illegally manipulating financial statements.

This states that every increase of 1 (one) on leverage,

Moreover, limitations and sugesstions in this study

it will reduce profit management by -4,183. Based on the table

include:

above it can be seen that the Beta value for the Audit Quality

1. Use of measuring instruments that have been used in

variable is 4.511 with a significant value of 0.01. In

previous research, suggestions for further research in order to

accordance with the provisions of the first way of decision

use proxies or other measuring devices so that they get

making, a significant value is less than 0.05 (0.01 <0.05) then

different results and can be compared with the results of

H3 is accepted. Based on the provisions of decision making

previous

the second way, if t table> t count then H3 is accepted. Judging

2. The research area is still limited to a particular industrial

from the table (df = 60-1-1 (n-k-1); two sides / 0,025) = 2,002

sector, so the researcher suggests further research to be able to

and t count 3,410> 2,002 then H3 is accepted. This means that

use a broader sample of companies such as companies in the

Audit Quality is able to moderate the relationship between

best category of 100 companies by Fortune Magazine, or

Tax Planning and Leverage on Earnings Management.

expanding in the Asia Pacific region and a wider time span.

Conclution and Recommendation

long

so

studies.

that

it

can

be

generalized

better.

From the results of data analysis and the results

3. Does not expand to other possibilities in the measurement

obtained, the researchers made the conclusions of this study

so the results can be biased. Further research is suggested to

as follows:

be able to measure and calculate audit quality with different

1. Tax Planning has an effect on Profit Management with a

measurements such as comparing the composite measure and

significant level of 0.37. This is because companies that tend

can be compared with conventional measures in a wider area

to do tax planning will also do earnings management to obtain

and

a more efficient tax rate.

4. Measurement of earnings management uses only one

2. Leverage has an effect on Profit Management with a

model, suggestions for further research can use other models

significant level of 0.00. This is because companies that tend

such as the Jones model for robustness testing, so that it can

to have high leverage ratios will do management because the

be compared and concluded more accurately.

company is threatened with default, ie it cannot fulfill its debt

5. The research variables used are not too broad, so further

repayment obligations on time.

research is suggested to add other independent variables such

3. Audit Quality is proven to moderate the relationship

as information asymmetry, Good Corporate Governance,

between Tax Planning and Leverage simultaneously to Profit

Corporate Social Responsibility or Knowledge Management

Management with a significant level of 0.001. Because

Systems

more

that

are

observable

considered

to

influence

periods.

earnings

management, and are still rarely done in previous studies.
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Abstract—English has the primary role as a communication
tool in industrial revolution 4.0 because it was an
international language. In this era, the developments of
technologies facilitated people around the world to
communicate through social media, email, website, and
others. Through those communications, they can enhance
their business, developing their studies, or expanding their
relations. However, every country has its norms in
conversation, so that politeness strategies are the core
component in achieving the successfulness of
communications. This study was one of qualitative research
which primarily focuses on exploring the student's
perceptions on the role of politeness strategies in using
English in online communication. The data was collected by
delivering the questionnaire to the 40 students in SMA
Negeri 1 Kretek Bantul, Yogyakarta, Indonesia, and
interviews with some of them. The data of this study were
analyzed using a content analysis approach. The results
described that the students consider politeness strategies as
their policies during the communications. The implications
of this study were to help the teachers identify the student's
need in the development of politeness strategies and to
prevent
miscommunication
during
the
online
communication process.
Keywords— Politeness Strategies, Indonesian
Learners, Online Communication, Digital Era

EFL

INTRODUCTION
Politeness strategies are considered as one of the crucial
element to determine the successfulness of communication. In
this digital era, communication does not only face-to-face
communication, but there is also online communication. The
development of technology communication brings the
researchers in the last two decade investigating the use of
politeness strategies in computer-mediated communication
(CMC), (Saidi & Khosravi, 2015). Follows are some of the
researchers who investigated the politeness strategies in CMC.
First, Li (2012) look into how the small group of English
foreign language (EFL) learners utilizes politeness strategies in
the wiki space. Her study found that politeness strategies are a
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significant aspect of developing group contribution and
cooperation. It also leads to the successfulness of interpersonal
interaction. Second, Adel, Davoudi and Ramezanzadeh (2016)
who is their study, revealed that Iranian EFL learners used
positive politeness to show their solidarity and friendship
during the blog class. Third, Kavanagh (2016) who studied on
emoticon as a reflection of politeness strategies in American
and Japanese blog communities revealed that both of American
and Japanese have the same reason in using the emoticon as a
reflection of positive and negative politeness. They used it to
assist the progress and maintenance of harmonious relation
during online communication in the blogging community.
Moreover, the development of communication also brings
several researchers interested in exploring politeness strategies
in the social network. For example, the study comes from
Maros and Rosli (2017). Their investigation of the twitter
updates of female Malaysian undergraduate students of
English language studies discovered that the students
frequently used positive politeness because the nature of CMC
encourages interpersonal communication and expression
between the users. Another research comes from FloresSalgado & Castineira-Benitez (2018). Their research on the
politeness in WhatsApp group of Mexican Spanish users
revealed that the members of the groups used politeness
strategies to establish the norm of communication, to sustain
the social relationship, and to achieve the communicative
goals.
Regarding the importance of politeness strategies in the
online communication such as explained in the previous
studies and the culture of Indonesia is different from the area
in the previous study, so the present study is conducted to
explore Indonesian student’s perception about the role of
politeness strategies in online communication. The researcher
conducts the research questions such as follows:
1. How does the student's perception of politeness strategies
in using English in online communication?
LITERATURE REVIEW
Perception
Perception is a mental process involving the five sense of
human to interpret an event or object (Stone & Nielson, 1985).
Leather (1992) stated that perception is a cognitive process
used by human to evaluate their surrounding environment.
Perception is the cognitive process which involves the internal
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and external stimuli to understand, view, and act about the
meaningful information of the world around them. So,
perception is not only about having opinion or belief about
something but also about how the individual using the
information that they have perceived in the future

5

6

Politeness Strategies
Politeness can be explained as the quality of showing or
having good character and consideration for others. Politeness
strategies are the attitude to maintain the feeling of others so
that they believe in treating well (Brown, 2015). Positive
politeness, negative politeness, bald on-record, and off-record
are four kinds of politeness strategies which realize in the
language (Brown & Levinson, 1987).
Online Communication
Online communication is authentic as offline interaction
(Locher, 2010) because it such a place to allocation the verbal
language components which are taken from both the written
and spoken language. In the online communication, language
is used to convey the actions and behaviors, while emoticons,
videos, and GIFS are used to convey physical action and
emotion, (Rezabeck & Chocenouor, 1994; Derks, Bos &
Grumbkow, 2007).
METHODOLOGY
This study intends to explore the student's perceptions of
the role of politeness strategies in using English in online
communication. The other methodology components of this
research will be explained as follows:
Participants
The participants of this research are the second-grade
students of SMA Negeri 1 Kretek Bantul, Yogyakarta,
Indonesia. The research is conducted during the English class.
Forty students were chosen randomly by the researcher as the
sample of this study.
Instruments
There are two kinds of the instrument in this research. The
researcher used two kinds of data collection method as the
data triangulation to get the validity of the data.
Questionnaire. The questionnaire contains ten questions,
such as follows:
TABLE I QUESTIONNAIRE OF STUDENT'S
PERCEPTION OF POLITENESS STRATEGIES IN
ONLINE COMMUNICATION
No
1

2

3

4

Questions
Can politeness strategies help the
students to maintain harmony in
online communication?
Are the politeness strategies able to
foster mutual understanding during
online communication?
Can politeness strategies affect the
foreigner's perception of Indonesia
when the students converse with
foreigners through online media?
Do the politeness strategies help
student's online communication with
foreigners be more effectively?

Y S N
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7

8

9

10

Can politeness strategies help the
students to apply values and norms in
online communication?
Can politeness strategies protect the
student's face when communicating
with foreigners in online media?
Can politeness strategies help the
students to accept and give opinion
efficiently
during
online
communication?
Do the uses of politeness strategies in
online
communication
expand
network?
Can the politeness strategies
strengthen the relationship among
the
participants
in
online
communication?
Can the politeness strategies
minimize the debate in online
communication?

*Note: Y=Yes, S=Sometimes, N=No
• Interview. The interview is conducted to get the validity
of the data. So, the researcher asks the students with one
simple questions suۗh as “How does your perۗeption
about the role of politeness strategies in online
communication? Especially in using English to
communiۗate”. Due to the limited time for the interview
session, the researcher interviewed six students who
volunteered to do the interview.
Data Analysis Method
The researcher used content analysis by Denscombe (2010)
to analyze the data. There were six steps in the content analysis
ۖy Densۗomۖe’s study. First, the researۗher analyzes the
questionnaire and transcripts the interview. During this
process, the researcher also chooses the appropriate sample of
text to be analyzed in the next step. Second, the researcher
breaks the chosen text into the smallest component units. Then,
the researcher developed some categories of relevant data to
analyze the data. Fourth, coding the data units based on their
categories. Fifth, calculate the frequency of how many times
the data units occur. For instance, the steps can be described as
follows:
TABLE II. THE FRAME OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
ANALYSIS
N
o
1

Component Units
Maintain the harmony

Cod
e

Frequen
cies
Y S N

Q1

*Note: Q1= Question number 1, Y= yes, S=Sometimes, N= No
The last step was analyzing the data based on their unit
frequencies and their relation with the other units in the
questionnaire. The same steps were applied to analyze the data
interview.
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• The result of the interview

FINDINGS, DISCUSSIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS
Findings
There were two kinds of findings in this research which
will be presented as follows:
• The result of the questionnaire
TABLE III.
N
o
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10

THE RESULT OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
ANALYSIS
Component Units

Maintain the harmony
Foster mutual understanding
Effeۗt
the
foreigner’s
perceptions of Indonesia
Help the communication more
effective
Help to apply value and norms
of communication in online
communication
Help to save face during the
online communication
Help to give and accept
opinion efficiently
Expanding
the
networking/relations
Strengthen the relationship
between the participants
Minimize the debate

Cod
e

Frequencies

Q1
Q2

Y
32
30

S
8
9

N
0
1

Q3

25

9

6

Q4

22

16

2

Q5

31

9

0

Q6

29

11

0

Q7

24

16

0

Q8

27

12

1

Q9

25

15

0

Q10

21

18

1

The result of the questionnaire in Table 4 showed that the
students seem to have ethical perceptions about the role of
politeness in online communication. As can be seen in Table 4,
as many as 32 students perceived that politeness strategies
could help them to maintain harmony during online
communication. It also showed that 25 students felt that
politeness strategies could affect the foreigner's perception of
Indonesia. It seems like when the students do online
communication with the foreigners; they will assume how the
Indonesian is based on the student's behave in online
communication. Besides, 22 students believed that politeness
strategies help them to communicate effectively during online
communication. It may cause of politeness strategies facilitate
the students to apply vale and norm in online communication;
31 students perceived about it.
Moreover, the students also perceived that politeness
strategies help them to save their face or their pride during
online communication, 29 students said yes about it. It also
supported by 24 students who seem believed that politeness
strategies in online communication can help them to give and
accept different opinion efficiently. Because of the politeness
strategies in online communication, 27 students supposed to
expand their network or relation. It was the effect of the
participants in the online communication can strengthen their
relationship by applying politeness strategies. Based on Table
4, 25 students have that kind of the point of view. The students
also perceived that the role of politeness strategies in online
communication could minimize the debate among the
participants. There we 21 students who make sure about it.
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Some points can be making sure based on the interview
result. First, politeness strategies in online communication
have a role in maintaining harmony during online
communication. It is also leading the successfulness of
communication goal. The conclusion is based on the statement
of the students below:
"In my opinion, politeness strategies play a role in maintaining
harmony in online communication. If we speak or write
politely during online communication, the audiences will give
their respect and willingness to listen to us properly. So, the
communication will go well, and our goals of communication
can be achieved" (IR/S1)
Second, the students perceived that politeness strategies in
online communication have a role in minimizing the conflict
among the participants. It is based on the student's interview
responses below:
“I think politeness strategies also play a role as a guideline
when we talk to people who are different from our country. The
possibility of misunderstanding can minimize by considering
the politeness” (IR/S2)
“Politeness strategies are used to respect each other during
communication. When we are in online communication or
communicate with foreign citizens, we have different cultures,
norms, and rules. If we are polite, we can avoid the conflict
with the other participants" (IR/S5)
Third, the students perceived that politeness strategies in
online communication are used as self-identity, which can
affect the foreigner's perceptions of Indonesia. It can be seen
in the student's statement below:
“ɑۗۗording to me, when we talk to people from other countries
in a polite manner, it will affect the perceptions of them
towards us. The communication can also influence the
perceptions of other citizens towards our country, namely
Indonesia. I believed that when we interact with people from
other countries or in the online forum, they are not only judging
ourselves but also evaluating where we come from" (IR/S3)
“Politeness has a role as self-identity and country-identity.
That is, when we as Indonesian citizens communicate politely,
the foreigners will surely judge Indonesia as a good and
friendly ۗountry” (IR/S4)
Last, the result showed that the students believed that
politeness strategies in online communication have a role in
expanding their relations or friends. It reflected in the student's
interview response below:
"Politeness strategies play a role in expanding networking. I
had experience making a friend on the online forum" (IR/S6)
Discussions
Based on the findings of the questionnaire and interview,
the researcher found that Indonesian students have a positive
perception of the role of politeness strategies in online
communication. It revealed that the students perceived some
point of view about the role of politeness in online
communication such as follows:
First, politeness strategies help the students to maintain
harmony in online communication and leading the success of
communication goals. This result is in line with the previous
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study conducted by Li (2012). In her research, Li (2012)
revealed that politeness strategies in the wiki space lead the
successfulness of interpersonal interaction. The result also
matches with the study conducted by Kavanagh (2016).
Kavanagh (2016) discovered that the uses of politeness
strategies in the blogging community are to maintain the
harmony of the communication among the members of the
blogging community. This result showed that communication
through the online space could happen as authentic as offline
or face-to-face communication (Locher, 2010)
Second, politeness strategies help the students to minimize
the conflict during online communication. Maros and Rosli
(2017) can relate to the result of the present research. Their
investigation of politeness strategies used by females
undergraduate students in twitter revealed that it encourages
interpersonal communication and expression between the
users. Another research that can relate to the result of the
present study comes from Flores-Salgado and CastineiraBenitez (2018). Their research on the politeness in WhatsApp
group of Mexican Spanish users revealed that the members of
the groups used politeness strategies to establish the norm of
communication, to sustain the social relationship, and to
achieve the communicative goals. This result means that online
communication has a significant risk of conflict due to
intercultural communication will happen in online space. So,
politeness strategies facilitate the participants of the online
community to avoid the problem.
Third, politeness strategies in online communication help
the students in expanding their friends or relation. Adel et al.
(2016) have resembled findings with the present study. Their
study revealed that Iranian EFL learners used positive
politeness to show their solidarity and friendship during the
blog class. Politeness strategies are the attitude to maintain the
feeling of others so that they believe in treating well (Brown,
2015). So that is why the present study proves that politeness
strategies have a role in expanding friendship and relation. It
proves that human is expecting to treat appropriately by
people. If people feel happy and comfortable when
communicating with someone, they will intend to have a good
relation with him.
Politeness strategies which applied in online
ۗommuniۗation ۗan affeۗt the foreigner’s perۗeption toward
Indonesia. This result seems like something new that has not
found in the previous study. It may cause a different culture
between Indonesia and the other countries where the previous
researcher was conducting their research. So, the different
culture, environment, and behavior can lead a different way in
perceiving something.
Conclusions
This study aimed to explore the student’s perۗeptions
about the role of politeness strategies in online
communication. The results showed that Indonesian students
have some positive perceptions about the role of politeness
strategies in online communication such as follows: (1)
politeness strategies help the students to maintain the harmony
in the online communication and leading the success of
communication goals, (2) politeness strategies help the
students to minimize the conflict during online
communication, (3) politeness strategies in the online
communication help the students to expand their friends or
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relation, and (4) Politeness strategies which applied in online
communication can affect the foreigner's perception toward
Indonesia.
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Abstract—This study aims to look at the development of
language owned by group B children in TK X Kamal,
Bangkalan using edutainment. On the implementation of
using mountain media erupted by performing a volcanic
eruption process simulation. Learning about volcanic
eruptions is expected to enable children to get to know the
environment, and explain the symptoms of nature. This
study uses quantitative descriptive research to determine the
number of students who can describe the process of erupting
the mountain verbally. The location of this study was
conducted at TK X kamal Bangkalan with a total of 16
students. The results of this study were to look at the
language development of children in group B in explaining
natural phenomena such as volcanic eruptions.
Keywords—edutainment,
volcanic erupted media

language

development,

I. INTRODUCTION
Education is an important aspect of human life. Education
if likened to oxygen (O2) in everyday life. The most important
period of human life to form a whole person is childhood. In
childhood or what is commonly called early childhood is a
period that many several figures are the golden age. The
golden age is the development period with an indicator of 80%
of the developing brain so that the role of parents is needed to
monitor the growth and development of the brain (Kompas,
2008).
Education is one of the rights of children that must be
fulfilled. It is also supported by a law that states that the State
guarantees its citizens to obtain education. Education for early
childhood is education which aims to optimize the
development of a child to prepare children later in adulthood.
The development of a child has several developmental aspects
including physical / motoric, language, social, emotional,
language, moral, and artistic creativity.
One important development in children is one of language
development. The development of children's language is a
development that is expressed by using words that mark an
increase in the ability and creativity of children (PAUD
Jateng, 2015). Language is the most important thing for
children to communicate, express thoughts, feelings from
children.
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The beginning of language development starts from
infancy and continues according to the role, experience in
mastering, and growth of language (Wyeth, 2017). Language
development has several indicators according to the stages of
age. Every child experiences some age differences in
achieving the language development indicator, some are
slower or some are faster. However, there is not much age
difference in going through these indicators.
Language development in early childhood especially in
children aged 5-6 years has characteristics such as children
have begun to understand the words of others, not only the
language for themselves but can communicate with others, for
example expressing rejection, admiration, interacting with
peers. Language can also be an indicator of whether a child
experiences developmental delays, for example in cognitive,
sensorimotor, psychological and emotional development
(Wyeth, 2017).
Language development can be optimized using the
application of edutainment. The concept of edutainment itself
actually exists when new children are born to get to know their
world, they play with themselves, and the environment as a
form of learning about the environment (White, 2016).
Edutainment is learning that is mixed with entertainment
concepts. Edutainment itself can be done in class or outside
the classroom, even using audio video tools, radio, using toys,
tv, podcasts, inviting museums (Edsys, n.d.).
Based on the above explanation, this study would like to
see how the concept of edutainment with the help of
continuous mountain media can affect the language
development of 5-year-olds at TK X Kamal, Madura.
II. FRAMEWORK THEORY
A. Early Childhood
Early Childhood is the period from birth to age 8 years,
marked at this age there is a rapid development of the brain
and continues to increase. At this stage, children are very
much influenced by the environment and the people around
them (UNESCO, 2019).
B. Feedback on Form vs Feedback on Content
Language is a communication tool used by someone to
connect with other people. Language is a communication tool,
so that a human being becomes effective and can
communicate with others. Stages of language development
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Early Childhood Language Function
Language function in early childhood is (Mulyani, 2018,
p. 107):
1) Become a tool for communicating
surrounding environment

with

the

2) Become a tool for developing cognitive abilities of
children
3) Become a tool to be able to develop children's
expression
4) Becoming a tool to be able to express feelings and
forms of mind to others.
C. Definition of Edutainment
The definition of edutainment itself according to Sutrisno
(2015, p. 31) is a form of learning process that is designed by
combining education and entertainment harmoniously so that
learning activities become enjoyable.
III. RESEARCH METHODS
The approach used in this study uses quantitative research
with experimental methods. The purpose of using the
experimental method is to see the effectiveness of the
application of edutainment with the help of the media gub =
nung erupting for the development of children's language
group B at TK X Kamal.
This study uses one group pre-test-posttest design. This
study uses pretest-posttest to see the language skills of
children in kindergarten B before and after the treatment is
given.
A. Pretest-Posttest One-Group Design Chart
Information:
O1 = value of pretest (before being treated)
O2 = posttest value (after being treated)
X = treatment given (independent variable).

Indicators in this study there are 4 indicators including
Communicating, Knowing vocabulary, Identifying symbols,
and Hearing and narrating then developed and adapted to the
needs of researchers into 8 items of statements where from
each indicator there are 1 and 2 statements.
The research method used in this study is the experimental
research method. The researcher used a type of one-group
pretest-posttest design, in this type of one-group pretestposttest design there will be a pretest before giving a
treatment. The existence of this pretest will be known more
accurately, because it will be able to compare with the
situation before being given treatment and after being given
treatment. The prerequisite test for data analysis in this study
is to find out data including normal distribution or not
normally distributed. Based on observations it is known that
the assessment of children before treatment consists of 7
undeveloped children (BB) and 8 children classified as
developing (MB) and 1 child classified as developing
according to expectations (BSH). The following data results
before treatment (pretest)
The implementation of treatment using edutainment with
volcanic media on the ability of language to speak in children
has increased, there are 5 children included in the category of
developing according to expectations (BSH), and 11 children
included in the very well-developed category (BSB).
After knowing the results of the observations made, To
find out the normal data or not, the researcher calculated the
data by Liliefors test for normality test, the results show
abnormal data and then did the calculation test using the
nonparametric test level test marked Wilcoxon.
TABLE III
Variable
Pretest
Posttest

HASIL UJI NORMALITAS
the highest L-value
0,6700
0,8070

L table
0,213
0,213

This study uses a non-probability sampling using 16
children from TK X in Kamal. The population of this study
were 16 children with saturated populations so that all
children included in TK B were included in the treatment. The
sample in this study used saturated samples by including all
16 children.

Pretest variables are normally distributed, if L-value ≤ Ltable. In the Pretest variable with a significant level of 0.05,
the highest L-value value was 0.6700 while L-table was 0.213.
So the value of L-value> L-table. Based on these results, it can
be concluded that Ha is accepted and H0 is rejected. This
means that pretest data is abnormally distributed

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
This research was conducted at RA Dewi Sartika Kamal.
In accordance with the research objectives that have been
formulated, this study aims to determine the effect of eruption
media assisted simulation methods on language skills in
children in group B.

Posttest variable is normally distributed, if L-value <Ltable. In the Posttest variable with a significant level of 0.05,
the highest L-value value was 0.8070 while L-table was 0.213.
So the value of L-value> L-table. Based on these results, it can
be concluded that Ha is accepted and H0 is rejected. This
means that the Posttest variable data is normally distributed.
Both variables are abnormally distributed.

The treatment given in the form of the application of a
simulated eruption method assisted by mountain media which
was carried out twice before treatment was given. The subjects
of the study were given a pretest to determine the initial ability
before treatment. After the treatment has been given to the
child, the final assessment (posttest) is carried out using the
same instrument, namely the observation instrument to see the
child's language skills.
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B. Discussion
The use of simulation methods in children can develop
language skills in science activities with erupting mountain
media simulations. One method that can be applied in science
learning in children is a simulation method. According to
Fadlillah (2014), the simulation method is learning that is
done by imitating a particular action or activity, so that it can
be stimulated more optimally for the material provided
through the simulation method
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With this method children can learn about science related
to natural symptoms, one of which is the symptom of a
volcanic eruption. Children are expected to be directly
involved in the erupting mountain simulation learning process
so that children can find out the process of erupting
mountains.
Based on observations before the treatment that the child
is not maximized in the language to communicate
appropriately. When asked to tell the process of the
occurrence of a mountain simulation erupting the child was
still in doubt. Similarly, when mentioning the types of tools
and materials used in the erupting mountain simulation
activities.
Through direct simulation activities the treatment of
children can do more good skills to communicate, scream and
learn and explain the process of erupting and more energetic
mountain simulation activities so that the material provided is
more easily absorbed by children using the simulation method
of children's language skills.
The involvement of children in learning provides a very
valuable experience. Children will begin to learn from the
events they experienced. Children learn to recognize the
symptoms of volcanic eruptions so that children can
understand the processes and causes of volcanic eruptions.
The involvement of children when giving treatment provides
new knowledge during learning activities that have an impact
on ability.
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Abstract—This research aims to find out the myths’
power relating to environmental preservation in Bali.
Myth is human creation that is rich of social and culture
value within it to describe phenomena around them.
Myth is still exist even it turns into behavioural
reference in Bali, moreover, Balinese rites are very
strong bounding people although modernization
develops rapidly. It is assumed that myths ecologyrelated correlate to semiological system that covers
signifier, signified, and sign which are potential
influencing human perception and behaviour to
preserve environment. This research uses descriptivequalitative approach. The data is collected by depthinterview
method
and
probing
technique.
Ecolinguistics’ framework especially social praxis
related that consists of three dimensions, namely a biological, a socio-logical, and an ideo-logical dimension,
and also culture approach contributing in analyzing
data. It concludes that myths’ existence is very strong; it
is powerful relating its impact to human, but powerless
toward environment preservation.
Keywords—
Myth,
Ecolinguistics,
Environmental preservation, Bali

Social,

I. INTRODUCTION
This researۗh aims to find out the myths’ power relating
to environmental preservation in Bali. It assumes that myths
ecology-related correlate to semiological system that covers
signifier, signified, and sign which are potential influencing
human perception and behaviour to preserve environment.
Myth is considered as fable or heroic tales since long time
ago ۖut reۗently “myth” word refers to stories that relate to
history or ethnology especially sacred ritual in certain
speech community (Itu, 2010). The Myth existence cannot
be separated from language and culture around it in the
same environment as quoted “the myth is the saying and the
ritual is the doing” ۗonvinۗes that there is linkages ۖetween
myth and language and also rite as part of culture (Frazer in
Itu, 2010). Three important units that stated before, live in a
certain environment, they interact, being interdependent,
and involving ecology aspect that strengthen myth existence
through their interactions. Furthermore, in order to know the
structure of human mind’s meۗhanism, myths phenomena
are needed because social phenomenon cannot be covered
and even it cause more questions about that structure
(Strauss, 2001, p. 75-76).
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Mentioning human mind, remind us about cognitive and
mediating scheme that is said that conceptual abstract
within brain intercedes and bridges stimulant reception of
stimulants by sensory devices and behavioural response
(Wallace in Casson, 1981, p. 19). Relating to myth that is
known and believed by speakers in certain environment and
idiosyncrasy scheme and culture take part in this case.
Idiosyncrasy scheme makes human mind unique such as
remembering name, date, arranging routines, and believing
a belief based on their experiences. Another scheme;
cultural scheme, that happen in certain community members
such as plants and animals taxonomy, disease diagnosis
procedure, and custom regulations in certain community
(Casson, 1981, p. 20-21). Myth is formed by the smallest
units of stories that are gathered containing sign and symbol
(Strauss, 2001). Dister (in Daeng, 2000) stated that the myth
referenۗe frame make human orientating to life’s origins.
Mbete (2014) stated that human as speaker realizes the
existence of a number of forms and meaning of certain
words in timeline contextually and contemporarily which is
dynamic, variative, and creative. The relationship of speech
community, myth, and mythical creatures in a circumstance,
and also relating to ecology cannot be separated from Tri
Hita Karana concept in Bali. That concept covers the
existence of harmonious relationship among God or
ancestors, human, and environment. Knowing that elements
make writer more focus to conduct this research and find
out myth’s power toward environmental preservation in
Bali. Some related research have been conducted; they are
Eidinow’s researۗh (2016) entitled “Telling storiesμ
Exploring the Relationship between Myths and Ecological
Wisdom”, Iswidayanti’s researۗh (2007) entitled “Fungsi
Mitos dalam Kehidupan Sosial Budaya Masyarakat
Pendukungnya (The Function of Myth in Social Cultural
Life of Its Supporting Community)”, Sufia, Sumarmi, and
ɑmirudin researۗh (2016) entitled “ɜearifan Lokal dalam
Melestarikan Lingkungan Hidup (Studi Kasus Masyarakat
Adat Desa Kemiren Kecamatan Glagah Kabupaten
Banyuwangi)”, and ɒutar-Butar, Sibarani, Setia, and
Widayawati reseaۗh (2017) entitled “Preservation of Lake
Toba Ecosystem through Batak Toba Folklore:
Eۗolinguistiۗ Study”. Those researۗh mostly ۗonۗern aۖout
myth and ecological preservation, one explained about
myth’s funۗtions that support present researۗh, and others
aۖout myth’s power that work thoroughly in eۗologiۗal
preservation, but those have not mentioned yet about
possiۖility of myth’s power laۗk as present researۗh’s
concern.
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Ecology and environment’s preservation issue is
questioned for long time until now and the topic can be
anything related to preservation itself. Although it is quite
new, some research about myth and ecology have been
ۗonduۗted. Firstly, Eidinow’s researۗh (2016) entitled
“Telling storiesμ Exploring the Relationship ۖetween Myths
and Eۗologiۗal Wisdom” that proposes Myth as eۗologiۗal
wisdom’s repositories and ۗontends that theoretiۗal and
actionable wisdom within myth. Researcher also analyses
myths and indigenous knowledge system’s relationship that
lead to thought about ecological futures. By understanding
both relationships, be assumed that researcher can create
new myth for sure with integrated knowledge systems. This
research is considered as cognitive research to explain
myth’s soۗio-cultural. Comparing to that research, present
research has similar concern that is myth and ecology. The
present researۗh foۗuses on myths’ power toward
Environmental preservation in Bali and have not conducted
further yet to creating new myth as previous research did.
Seۗondly, Iswidayanti’s researۗh (2007) entitled
“Fungsi Mitos dalam ɜehidupan Sosial ɒudaya Masyarakat
Pendukungnya (The Function of Myth in Social Cultural
Life of Its Supporting Community)” ۗonۗerns aۖout myths’
function in social-culture that be convinced can support the
society. There are three functions mentioned: to explain
meaningful
symbols
particularly
in
explaining
environmental phenomena around them, to be principle
maintaining social life among communities, and to be
effective education media aiming to embed cultural values,
social norms, and certain beliefs. Iswidayanti also stated
that myth is considered as transformative one, not
surprisingly, myth be exist in modern era someways.
Research about myth’s funۗtions strengthens present
researۗh’s argument aۖout how powerful myth should ۖe.
Thirdly, Sufia et al.’s researۗh (2016) entitled “ɜearifan
Lokal dalam Melestarikan Lingkungan Hidup (Studi Kasus
Masyarakat Adat Desa Kemiren Kecamatan Glagah
Kabupaten ɒanyuwangi)” ۗonۗerns aۖout loۗal wisdom in
Kemiren village, Banyuwangi and its role to preserve
environment. Sumarmi and Amirudin (2014) define local
wisdom as indigenous knowledge that use to hold on life
come together with belief system, norm, culture that be
expressed in tradition and myth’s emۖraۗe. The researۗher
found that ۗommunities’ life in ɜemiren Village are in
harmony, unconsciously, their beliefs about Buyut Cili have
a role in environmental preservation covers water resources,
field, and rice field.
Actually, research about myth can be discussed through
some disciplines such as discourse, semiotics, structuralism,
anthropology, and ethnography, but this research aims to
link linguistics (in this case, utterances about myth as data)
and ecology so that this research is analysed with
ecolinguistics. Fourthly, Butar-Butar et al. (2017) on their
sۗientifiۗ artiۗle entitled “Preservation of Lake Toۖa
Ecosystem through Batak Toba Folklore: Ecolinguistic
Study” disۗussed aۖout ɒatak Toۖa Folklore is funۗtioned
as support system in Lake Toۖa’s preservation. They also
took some points asserting Myth has a role in preservation
such as Myth in culture context, myth as education media,
and myth stimulates new creation and idea. Their research
was conducted in Samosir Island and the locals become
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their respondents. Collecting data by interview and record
on videotape, technically conduct by snowball technique
while interpretation technique is used in analysing data. The
results of their research are some folklore are known
containing message covers advice, prohibition, injunction,
and solicitation. It can be inferred that value in those
folklore relating to preservation aim. That research accords
with this research especially talking about preservation
through myth, folklore or other narratives. Different from
their research, this research specifically use three
dimensionality of Social Praxis in Ecolinguistics.
III. METHODOLOGY
A. Participants
This research used depth interview in collecting data
(Black & Champion, 1992). Besides, personal experience
method (Denzin & Champion, 1992) is also used. Probing
technique is used in collecting the data in order to dig more
information by questioning and clarifying the info to
informants. Personal experience method is needed because
this method makes informants easier to tell stories and their
experience that can reinforce data value. Their words use,
utterance, or maybe metaphor use also show their
interaction frequency to environment. As Voloshinov said
about word as Ideological vessel accompanied by selfawareness that is words’ internalisation as sign network that
keep forming definition and understanding (Takwin, 2003).
Recorder is instrument that used to collect data and it is
supported by note-taking technique. Purposive sampling
technique is used to select the informants in accordance with
the researۗh’s aim. In presenting data, desۗriptive method
and deductive technique are used in this research. As
mention before, myth is one of interesting topic and also
ۗlose to people’s lives especially in Bali that is known with
rite, culture, and spiritual.
The three dimensionality of the Social Praxis that is
proposed by Bang and Døør can be considered as theoretical
frame of understanding and explaining the environmental
constitution of language ( as cited in Lindø & Bundsgaard,
2000). Those dimensions are ideological dimension,
sociological dimension, and biological dimension. Bang
and Døør (1998) stated that three logical dimensions are
interrelated historical and dynamic system of recurrent
pattern and tendencies; in another words those dimensions
are not only supportive factors but also important things that
entangled in explaining the environmental constitution of
language. The sociological dimension, the one dimension of
the three logical dimensions, is the way in which the speech
community regulates their interrelation to maintain
individual collectivity, whether the individuals know each
other, familiar interaction, or strangers each other even with
something happening around them (Lindo & Bundasgaard,
2003). Another dimension is the biological dimension, this
dimension is about our biological collectivity and our
relationship with other species (animals, plants, soils,
oceans, microorganisms, macro-organisms, etc) (Lindo &
Bundasgaard, 2003). The last dimension is ideological
dimension; relates to mental collective, individual
cognitive, physic and ideology systems (Lindø &
Bundasgaard, 2003).
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IV. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
This analysis is started with utteranۗes’ informants aۖout
myths in Bali. These myths are known most Balinese
people.
There are many myths widespread especially relating to
rite and culture but this research focuses on myth that
engage with ecology, explain as below.
Ten dados ngaé uyut di peken, sekebesik beblanjan
ilang, jemak wong samar
(1)
Tidak boleh membuat keributan di pasar, satu persatu
barang belanjaan hilang diambil makhluk halus
It should not make a noise in the market, some buyers
ۖought goods and losing them one ۖy one ۖeۗause of spirits’
entanglement
That is one of myth found in Bali about occurrences in
market that is ۖelieved there is spirits’ entanglement. They
ۖelieved that some spirits like taking ۖuyers’ goods while
buyers get into arguments so that they avoid conflict despite
of feeling upset in market. Sociologically, that utterance
showed that people’s fear that oۗۗur ۖeۗause they ۖelieve
towards myth benefited for maintaining their relationship
among human. The myth has power to impaۗt people’s
attitude by their fear. They think that is good for their own.
Ideologically, people believe God does not just create
people but also others include spirits that can live together
in one environment. So that, people ۖelieve all of God’s
creation can be harmonious if there is no trigger to cause
ۖad things. ɑs Sufia et al.’s researۗh (2016) that found
Kemiren Village, Banyuwangi is in harmony because
people there hold on local wisdom, do the tradition, and be
obedient on myth and prohibitions in their community.
However, that fear comes from their intentions to protect
their own, more than that there is more important things;
that is environment. Ecology is not about environment but
also interaction among organisms and physical surrounding
that also affeۗt ۖy people’s ۖehaviour. For this phenomena,
myth is powerful because that myth concerning about
human and their loss. In line with Iswidayati’s researۗh
(2007), this myth functioned to explain phenomena around
them and loss incident as a meaningful symbol so that
people can remind each other to well-behaved there.
Besides, that myth also functioned as norm to maintain
social relationship among people. Eidinow (2016) also
mentioned about myth comprises actionable wisdom that
lead people’s proۗess to think aۖout eۗologiۗal future, and
their socio-cultural life.
Yén ngeliwatin punyan bingin, ingetang nge-bél,
nyelang margi pang slamet (2)
Jika melewati jalan yang ada pohon beringin, ingat
klakson, permisi agar selamat
If you pass banyan tree on street, do not forget honking
to ask permission
Banyan tree has strong scary impression because of its
appearance. Its big trunk and large leaf make area around it
become dark so that that scary impression get stronger.
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Balinese people believed that each banyan tree is dwelled
by spirits, they also cover banyan tree with poleng cloth
(chequered cloth) as a sign. Balinese people also make and
give offering there to harmonize the environment.
Therefore, each rider or driver pass banyan tree on the street
never forget honk vehiۗle’s horn to ask permission to
banyan tree dwellers. Sociologically, that phenomena has
benefit to take care each other because dark road, lack of
lights and are planted many trees are risky for riders or
drivers and also pedestrians. Honking the horn can warn
other rider or driver so that they can decelerate and avoid
accident. The existence of that myth also benefited the
banyan tree itself. People think many times to cut off the
banyan tree, they are afraid something bad will happen.
Moreover, funۗtionally ۖanyan tree’s roots hold ground
firmly preventing landslide and absorb water from the
ground. So environment is maintained and people around
them are still safe. However, the myth can be considered as
powerless relating to people’s haۖit partiۗularly dumping
garbage to the river or around banyan tree. Banyan tree
commonly grow near the river in Bali. Bali is not just facing
threat from pressure of mass tourism ۖut also people’s ۖad
habit that can destruct beauty of Bali.
There is certain research about film assumes that
spectator accept messages about ecology sustainability from
film, repository culture memory, and increase their
awareness as the result of engaging with ecosophy. The
banyan tree myth is supposed to be similar with that case
but not, in fact. People still dump garbage near banyan tree,
to the river. They ۖelieved that ۖanyan tree’s dwellers are
exist but they still lack of awareness about protecting
environment. This finding is different to some mentioned
researۗh. Eidinow’s researۗh (2016) stated that relationship
myth and indigenous knowledge system can lead to
powerful process to think about ecological future. It is
reasonable if different case relating to banyan tree myth
happened where people believed in myth but cannot break
bad habit to environment that possibly caused by inadequate
sense of belonging. Iswidayanti (2007) found that myth can
be functioned as education facility and banyan tree myth
potent in embedding social norm and value leading people
more thoughtful about ecological preservation.
Sube biasa blabar, taen blabar agung nganti ngliwatin
duur jembatan niki, yen nak ngorang wenten petapan lipi
anyud
(3)
Banjir itu sudah biasa, pernah sebelumnya banjir besar
sampai melewati atas jembatan ini, orang lain bilang ada
pertapa ular hanyut
Flood happens frequently here, previously, there was big
flood pass over the bridge, and people said there was snake
ascetic (mythical creature) floating off.
The informants live near Tukad Badung (Badung river)
for many years. That Place is considered as place more
frequent to flooding; is a serious concern but Balinese
people who live near the river think that is common
occurrence because it happened several times. Moreover,
there is myth heard in that story. They believed that there is
mythical creature snake-like that become ascetic is brought
by big flood and float over the bridge. Ideologically, they
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believed God and the manifestation and also some mythical
creatures are exist so that people give offering, make rite,
and increase their spiritual relationship with God to ask
protection from God by harmonizing relationship among
God, human, animals, plants, and ecology. However, they
ignore the fact that flood occurs because of excessive rain,
a rupture dam, and waste disposal that obstruct water
absorption. This myth also can be concluded lack of power
ۖeۗause its funۗtion to affeۗt people’s ۗognitive ۗannot
increase their awareness in protecting environment. It
ۗontradiۗts to Iswidayanti’s researۗh (2007) that found one
of myth’s funۗtion is explaining environmental phenomena
through meaningful symbols, because that myth is known
ۖut misinterpreted. Different to ɒutar ɒutar et al.’s researۗh
(2017) and Sufia et al.’s researۗh (2016) that ۗlaim myth
play a role in preservation, Myth (3) treats as acceptance so
that, people who live near Tukad Badung view some
incidents like big flood as common occurrence. That
misinterpretation cannot lead powerful process to think
aۖout eۗologiۗal futures as Edinow’s researۗh (2016).
Balinese people also have myth about sea, about
Varuna:God of Water, and also about Ratu Pantai Selatan:
Goddess of the Sea. Balinese elders usually prohibit their
children or family wearing red colored outfit to the sea
because they believed that Goddess of the sea will keen on
and catch them by dragging out them to sea. The similar
myth can also be found in Java but the prohibition is related
to anything green. We realized that cultures as social aspect
of society so that myth and local wisdoms are rich in
Indonesia as many as cultures that live and grow with
society itself. Unfortunately, myth affect differently to each
person’s ۖehavior relating to environment’s preservation.
Myth is powerful relating to human’s proteۗtion ۖut still
lack of power engaging with environment protection. As we
see and experience, many people still throw food waste to
the sea without thinking about serious damage for
environment. They are not just float up in the sea but also
are eaten by sea creatures. As Keraf (2014) stated, one of
Crisis and Environmental disaster’s root is mechanistic
paradigm in modern science that be model and dominant.
Finding out new perspective about universe is also mention
to overcome crisis and environmental matters. We are
demanded understanding universe as life system through
that perspective. Systemic, organismic, holistic, and
ecological elements are contained in that perspective
(Keraf, 2014, p. 70). So we can say that starting by having
new paradigm, awareness and common sense play a role,
mental process happens, then people consciously act for
environmental preservation and myth be powerful
thoroughly because it reinforces their action.
V. CONCLUSION
The implementation of e-learning provides unique
advantages to education, not to mention in the area of
English teaching in higher education. The massive adoption
of e-learning and paradigm shift from traditional to online
learning are without challenges. This current study has
attempted to explore the challenges facing students of an
English Education Department of a private university in
Yogyakarta in implementing e-learning and investigating
their strategies to overcome the challenges. Five lecturers
were interviewed to gather the data. 20 students were
recruited to be involved in the focus group discussion. In
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addition to interview and FGD, documents related to the
implementation of e-learning were analyzed.
The study revealed that several challenges were faced by
students in implementing e-learning including cognitive,
metacognitive, computer anxiety and learning styles
challenges. The strategies used to overcome the cognitive
challenges consisted of training in using the e-learning
functions as well as selection and comprehension of the
information. The strategies to overcome the metacognitive
challenges were goal setting, self-management, time
management, effort regulation and self-evaluation
strategies. The strategies to overcome the computer anxiety
challenges included the self-monitoring strategy for
checking the e-learning submission and the provision of
data back up to anticipate the data loss while the strategies
to overcome the learning styles was the adoption of video
conference and synchronous online discussion.
The implications of this study are related to both
students and lecturers. This current study has revealed the
types of challenges and strategies concerning the
implementation of e-learning. However, the major concern
of the students is that to a certain degree, they have more
preference on the discussion conducted in face-to face
classroom. This concern should become lecturers’
awareness that the shift from offline learning to online
learning is not only a matter of using internet technology,
but also cultivating the student-centered learning. Hence, elearning should be created in an interesting and dynamic
learning atmosphere so that students’ learning will ۖe
effective. As in the traditional classroom, lecturers should
ۖe faۗilitators who assist with students’ diffiۗulty and give
useful feedback to their learning.
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Abstract—This research deals with the problems
encountered by the students whose first language is
Sundanese language in learning English as a Foreign
Language. The focus of this study is to examine the
errors made by the students who have a Sundanese
cultural background in producing consonant sounds.
The study used descriptive qualitative research. This
study involved the first-grade students of Vocational
High School. The data were collected through
observations and recordings. The recording of the
students' English pronunciation was transcribed
phonetically. The data were analyzed by using
contrastive analysis techniques. The findings revealed
that Sundanese students met problems in English
consonant sounds while producing, [ð], [v], [f], and
sounds. Sundanese students tend to shift the English
consonant sounds to Sundanese sound systems when
they speak. The results indicate that the significant
differences between English and Sundanese sound
systems are the cause of interference. To reduce the first
language interference, the teacher should learn
something about phonetic features of the students' first
language sound systems so she or he can predict the
errors that students would probably make while
producing English sounds. Moreover, the students must
be familiarized to speak and to listen to English in the
teaching-learning process.
Keywords— first language, interference, Sundanese
language, English Pronunciation, Consonant sounds

I.
INTRODUCTION
Indonesia has numerous ethnic groups with different
background of native language that people use as a tool for
daily communication. Unfortunately, the opportunity to
speak English for the students in Indonesia become lesser
because it is only thought as a foreign language which
means that it is only be practiced in school even only in
English class. The numbers of native English speakers that
are not many in the students’ environment make the
challenge higher for the students (Tantra, 2015). The
students will not be accustomed to speaking English.
Furthermore, the speaking practice in the class among the
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students and the teacher become lesser because they often
add their first language while speaking English. The teacher
ۗan’t ۗontrol this situation ۖeۗause it will ۖe ۗhallenging to
deۗrease the students’ haۖits in using their mother tongue.
Unconsciously the students' way of speaking is affected by
the practices of using their first language, especially in
pronouncing English words. Dhillon (2016) conveys that
the students’ first language affeۗts their pronunۗiation.
Some experts have investigated related to first language
interference. The students of Sudan University who speak
Sudanese Spoken Arabic as their first language experienced
from first language interference. Hassan (2014) revealed
that these students met problems in pronouncing English
ۗonsonants namely [z] and [ð], [s] and /[ θ], [ۖ] and [p], [ʃ]
and [tʃ]. Moreover, Dhillon (2016) found out that the
students of Nommensen HKBP University with Batak Toba
as their first language met the difficulties in pronouncing
English phonemes such as vowels [ə], and [З]. The third
expert is Mu’in (2017), he proved that the students of
Lambung Mangkurat University found that learning English
pronunciation is a difficult matter. The students made errors
in speech sounds [i:] and [ɪ]. This is because of their habit
in using local language (Banjarese) is said to be strong.
This research aims to investigate the interference of the
first language in pronouncing English sounds for the
students with a Sundanese background. Sundanese use basa
Sunda as their first language. There are some differences in
the sound systems between English and Sundanese. Some
English sounds are not available in Sundanese sounds. Thus
it makes a bit difficult for them in pronouncing some
English words. Brown (1994) proposes that the differences
in the sound systems between the students' first language
and target language cause difficulty in learning
pronunciation. The Sundanese students usually
mispronounced some English sounds, e.g., consonant sound
[z]. The students even changed the English sound [z] into
[s] sound. For example, the word present /ˈpr znt/ they
pronounۗed it as /ˈpresnt/. ɒesides, in asserting [z] sound
especially in mentioning someone's name with the first
letter of [z] sound, they change it into [j] sound, e.g.,
Zaria Jaria. The errors in pronunciation that were made by
the students with the Sundanese background may not be
beneficial for them to build excellent communication in
society. Furthermore, this research is limited to the
interference of the first language in producing English
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ۗonsonant sounds [f], [v], [θ], [ð], and [z] made ۖy
Sundanese students in learning English.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Pronunciation
Pronunciation takes an essential side in our social lives
because our identity and our communities can be reflected
from the way we speak (Seidlhofer, 2001 as cited from
Shak, 2016). Moreover, as the development of English
language on its status as a universal tool of communication,
people grow their thoughts to not only understand what
people convey in English but also they have to be able to
produce their speech through English.
Cook as cited in Gilakjani (2016), defines pronunciation
as the creation of English sounds. According to Burgess and
Spencer as mentioned in Susanna (2015) pronunciation in
language learning refers to the use of phonological
knowledge of the target language and the interpretation of
that. Generally, the students of EFL encounter some
difficulties in learning pronunciation. They frequently
produce the wrong English sounds that make the listeners
may have a different interpretation. Moreover, building
excellent communication may not be achieved. Brown
(1994) states that the factors that cause the problems for the
students in pronunciation are the differences between their
phonological system of native language and their target
language. There are many students of EFL still cope with
mispronouncing English sounds. They tend to shift the
English sounds. Dhillon (2016) explains that their local
language may influence the way the students in
pronouncing an English word. This case is called
interference.
B. First Language Interference
According to Baloch (2013) a child acquires her/his
mother tongue as the main language and uses it for
communication needs and desires. A child egins to acquire
his/her mother tongue since his/her birth. People around
him/her communicate with her/him by using the same
mother tongue. Cognitively, it carved on her/his mind.
Furthermore, first language interference is the insertion of
the learners’ knowledge of their first language in the proۗess
of acquiring the target language (Subandowo, 2017).
Lekova (2010) defines the concept of interference as the
case when the learners make mistakes in spoken or written
while learning a foreign language by transferring language
habits from native to the foreign language meanwhile, they
ignore the rules of foreign language speakers.
First, language interference considered as a language
transfer effect that is divided into positive interference and
negative interference. Baloch (2013) enlightens that
positive interference occurs when the structures of both first
language and target language are the same, and the learners
are able to produce the target language correctly.
Conversely, negative interference is the application of
different structure of the first language that is applied in the
process of acquiring the target language (Baloch, 2013).
Furthermore, the case of the students' mispronunciation is
the most common types of interference of mother tongue in
learning the target language (Manrique, 2013). The
phenomena of interference might arise in some linguistic
areas, namely phonemics/phonology, morphology,
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semantics, and syntax. This study is limited in the field of
phonemic interference. The local language of Sundanese
students, basa Sunda, caused interference in the process of
learning English.
C. English Sound Systems
1) Vowels
According to Fromkin, Rodman, and Hyams (2017),
vowels are produced with little restriction of the airflow
from the lungs out through the mouth and the nose.
2) Diphthongs
According to Fromkin et al. (2017), a diphthong is a
sequence of two vowels sounds bonded together. The
English diphthongs in English are the vowel sound in the
word bite , the vowel sound in bout , the vowel sound in
Freud , and the vowel sounds in the word reign (Fromkin
et al., 2017).
3) Consonants
According to Fromkin et al. (2017), consonants are
produced with some restriction or closure in the vocal tract
that impedes the flow of air from the lungs (p. 189). There
are 24 consonant d 14 vowel sounds in English (Fromkin et
al., 2017). Here is the table of consonant and vowel sounds
in English:
TABLE I

D. Phonemic System of Sundanese Language
Generally, Tamsyah (2010) classifies Sundanese sound
systems into vowel sounds (aksara swara), consonant
sounds (aksara konsonan), and engang.
1) Vowel Sounds (aksara swara)
According to Tamsyah (2010) vowel sounds are sounds that
make the sound of the lungs coming out through the throat
that are not blocked by speech instruments such as lips,
teeth, tongue, and ceiling (p.15). Here are the examples of
the words with vowel sounds in Sundanese :
a) Vowel [a] in a word amprok (meet).
b) Vowel [i] in a word indit (go)
c) Vowel[u] in a word ulin (play)
d) Vowel [é] in a word saé (good)
e) Vowel [o] in a word hejo(green)
f) Vowel [e] in a word siem (gourd)
g) Vowel [eu] in a word eunteup (go down)
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2) Consonant sounds (aksara konsonan)
According to Tamsyah (2010), consonant sounds are
sounds that are coming out through the throat blocked by
speech instruments (p.17). Here are the examples of
consonant sounds in Sundanese:
a) Sound [p] in a word handap (bottom)
b) Sound [b] in a word loba (many)
c) Sound [m] in a word mitoha (mother in law)
d) Sound [w] in a word rawayan (bridge)
e) Sound [d] in a word babad (history)
f) Sound [l] in a word lila (take a long time)
g) Sound [n] in a word nagara (country)
h) Sound [r] in a word baraya (family)
i) Sound [s] in a word basa (language)
j) Sound [t] in a word peuting (night)
k) Sound [c] in a word cau (banana)
l) Sound [j] in a word jidar (ruller)
m) Sound [ny] in a word manyun (pout)
n) Sound [y] in a word rawayan (bridge)
o) Sound [k] in a word angkeut (chin)
p) Sound [g] in a word dagé (traditional food)
q) Sound [ng] in a word soang (goose)
r) Sound [h] in a word hade (want)
E. The Possibilities of Interference
It has been clearly explained that the English sound
systems are much various than Sundanese sound systems.
Furthermore, it is possible that interference of mother
tongue of Sundanese students occurs in the process of
learning English. The researcher supposed that Sundanese
students will meet the difficulties in pronouncing English
sounds.
The possibilities of mother tongue interference of
Sundanese students are:
1) Consonants [f]in a word five /faIv/ and
[v]vanilla /vəˈnɪlə/. The students may change the
consonants into [p] sound like in a word pamajikan
(wife).
2) Consonant [θ] in a word nothing /ˈnʌθɪŋ/ may ۖe
changed into [t] sound like in a word butut (bad).
3) Consonant [ð] in a word they /ðeɪ/ may be
changed into sound [d] like in a word damang
(good).
4) Consonant [z] in a word xenophobe /ˈz nəfəʊb/
may be changed into [s] sound like in a word mios
(go).
5) Consonant [ʃ] in a word sure /ʃʊə/ may be
changed into [s] sound like in a word sieun
(scared).
6) Consonant [ʒ] in a word treasure /ˈtr ʒə/ may be
changed into [s] like in a word seuri (laugh).
7) Consonant [tʃ] in a word cheers /tʃɪəz/ may be
changed into [c] sound like in a word cau (water).
8) Consonant [dʒ] in a word gentle /ˈdʒ nt(ə)l/ may
be changed into [j] sound like in a word jurig
(ghost).
According to the explanation above, the students with
the Sundanese background are supposed to interfere with
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producing English sounds. The difficulties in pronouncing
English sounds may take place because of the different
phonemic system between English and Sundanese.
III. METHODOLOGY
The methodology of this research was a descriptive
qualitative method. Maxwell (2005) states "Qualitative
study is the activities of collecting and analyzing data,
developing and modifying theory, elaborating or refocusing
the research questions, and also identifying and eliminating
validity threats are usually all going on more or less
simultaneously, each influencing all of the others" (p. 3).
The case study enables the researcher to explore the data
within a specific context. A case study examines and
investigates the phenomenon in a real-life through detail
contextual analysis of a limited number of events or
conditions, and relationships (Zainal, 2007). Different from
quantitative research which observes in macro data level,
case studies see the data at the micro-level. This research
investigated the students with a Sundanese background who
suffered from first language interference. This study was
focused on phonological approach, which analyzed the
English consonants sounds that were mispronounced by the
Sundanese learners. However, this study is descriptive
qualitative research. The goal of this study is to explain an
occurrence and its characteristics. Nassaji (2015) describes
that the descriptive research refers to what something
happen rather than how or why.This study is included as a
descriptive qualitative because it deals with the natural
phenomenon of the learners' pronunciation.
The sample of this research is 30 students of Vocational
High School in Majenang, Cilacap, whose first language is
Sundanese. The data collection technique was obtained by
asking the students to read English texts. The texts were
designed with the consideration in the possibilities of
mother tongue interference in some phonemes which are not
available in Sundanese. An audio recording was used to take
the students' pronunciation. Hassan (2014) used audio
recording as a tool for data collection. The students' audio
recording can be repeated as many as possible to identify
the mispronouncing made by the students with a Sundanese
background. The data was analyzed by collecting the
mispronounced words formed by the students. Then, the
analysis of phonemic interference was used contrastive
analysis. It means that the researcher compares the
Sundanese phonemic systems to English.
In order to assure the quality of the research,
trustworthiness was conducted in this study. Triangulation
technique was used in this study. Wilson (2014) argues that
triangulation is used with the purpose to enrich the data and
to confirm the results of the research. Moreover,
investigation triangulation was used in this study. Denzin
(1970) claims that investigation triangulation needs more
than one observer, interviewer, or analyst in the research.
Thus, in 2015, He conveys that the same results will not
appear precisely if two investigators do the research. The
intention of using investigator triangulation is to avoid the
bias data from each researcher.
IV. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
The data of this research were English words that had
been uttered inaccurately. The data were gathered through
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1.

reۗording during the students’ aۗtivity in reading aloud. The
data collections were assembled as follows:
The students changed consonant sound [f] with [p].
Examples:
TABLE 2
English
Words
Iphone
Photo
Saxophone
Photograph
Xelophane
Elephant
Joseph
Laugh
Coughing

Phonetics
Transcription
/ ˈaɪˌfəʊn /
/ ˈfəʊtəʊ/
/ ˈsæksəfəʊn /
/ ˈfəʊtəgr ːf/
/ ˈs ləʊfeɪn/
/ ˈ lɪfənt /
/ ˈʤəʊzɪf /
/ l ːf /
/ ˈk fɪŋ/

Students’
Pronunciation
/aipon/
/poto/
/sakopon/
/potograpi/
/kelopane/
/elepan/
/josep/
/laug/
/coging/

A. The students changed consonant sound [v] with [f].
Examples:
TABLE 3
English
Words
Very
Movie
Vacation
Voice
Whenever
Forgive
Leftover

Phonetics
Transcription
/ ˈv ri/
/ ˈmuːvi /
/vəˈkeɪʃən/
/ vɔɪs/
/ w nˈ və /
/ fəˈgɪv /
/ˈl ftˈəʊvə/

Students’
Pronunciation
/feri/
/mofi/
/fekesyen/
/fois/
/whenefer/
/forgif/
/lefofer/

B. The students changed consonant sound [θ] with [t].
Examples:
TABLE 4
English
Phonetics
Students’
Words
Transcription Pronunciation
Both
/ bəʊθ/
/bot/
heatre
/ ˈθɪətə /
/teter/
through
/ θruː /
/trogh/
things
/ θɪŋz/
/thigs/
Birthday
/ ˈۖ ːθdeɪ./
/birtdai/
C. The students changed consonant sound [ð] with [d] or
[t].
Examples:
TABLE 5
English
Words
The
There
Then
They
With
That
Them
Those

Phonetics
Transcription
/ ðə /
/ ðeə /
/ ð n/
/ ðeɪ /
/ wɪð /
/ðæt/
/ ð m/
/ðəʊz/

Students’
Pronunciation
/the/
/dere/
/den/
/dei/
/wit/
/tet/
/tem/
/dos/
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D. The students changed consonant sound [z] with [j]
or [s].
Examples:
TABLE 6
English
Words
Zander
Pretzels
His
Was
Present
Raspberry
Beans
Tacos
Raisins

Phonetics
Transcription
/ ˈzændə/
/ pretzelz/
/ hɪz /
/ w z/
/ˈpr znt /
/ ˈr ːzۖəri
/ۖiːnz/
/ˈtækəʊz/
/reɪznz/

Students’
Pronunciation
/jander/
/pretjel/
/his/
/wes/
/presen/
/rasberi/
/bins/
/tacos/
/raisin/

According to the collected data from the
interference of mother tongue that was occurred among
Sundanese students in learning English, these were being
described as follows:
A. The interference of mother tongue for the students with
a Sundanese background in the phoneme [f]. Practically,
the students have a tendency to shift the sound [f] with
[p]. The shifting happened because there is not available
[f] sound on their mother tongue. The [p] sound was
used to change the [f] since sound [p] has the closest
sound with [f] sound.
B. The interference of mother tongue occurred for the
students with a Sundanese background in pronouncing
[v] sound. The students tend to change the sound [v]
with the sound [f]. The mispronouncing of the sound [v]
happened among Sundanese students due to the nonexisting phoneme [v] in their sound systems, basa
Sunda. The influence of mother tongue interference with
a Sundanese background of the students may change the
meaning of the words that they had uttered. For
example, the word lives→/lɪvz /, the students
pronounced it as /lɪfs/.
C. The interference of mother tongue occurred for the
students with a Sundanese background in pronouncing
[θ] sound. The students tend to shift the sound [θ] with
[t] sound as they were familiar with the sound. They
have tendency to shift the words that include [θ] sound
with [t] sound whether the words are placed in front,
middle, or final. For example, the sound [θ] in the
word birthday→/ ˈۖ ːθdeɪ./ they uttered it as /bertdai/.
D. The interference of mother tongue occurred for the
students with a Sundanese background in pronouncing
[ð] sound. The students have the tendency to shift the
sound [ð] with [d] or [t]. For example, the word they→
/ðeɪ/, the students pronounced it as /dei/. It is
understandable for the fact that the students with
Sundanese background tend to change the sound
because, in the Sundanese sound systems, sound [ð] is
not available.
E. The interference of mother tongue occurred for the
students with a Sundanese background in pronouncing
[z] sound. The students tend to shift the sound [z] with
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[s] sound. This case happened because the students
change the sound into the familiar sound in their sound
system, which is [s] sound. For example, the word
present →/ˈpr znt / they read it as /presen/.
Ladefoged as cited in Hassan (2014) conveys that
mother tongue gives apparent influence on learning the
target language. In this, a Sundanese environment which
surrounds the students’ daily life influenۗes the students’
way in uttering English sounds. The students will use their
mother tongue frequently, even in the English classroom.
Wei in Demirezen and Kulaksiz (2015) defines that the
phonological fossilization is the repetition of phonological
errors that are caused from the incorrect acquisition of
pronunciation of target language, usually affected by the
first language. Thus, whether the students are aware or not,
the way they pronounce English sounds will be affected by
their mother tongue, in this case, is Sundanese. The amount
of usage of mother tongue will affeۗt the students’ aۖility in
uttering English sounds. Kosasih (2017) states that
mispronouncing English sounds will cause problems in
pronunciation. The message may not be sent well, the
listeners may have different interpretation about the
delivered message, and excellent communication may not
be achieved by the students, especially the students with a
Sundanese background.
Moreover, the needs of speaking English in Indonesia is
only be used as a foreign language, which means the
students may speak English only in English class. English
is not being practiced in daily life as a communication tool.
Preferably it is used as the curriculum demanding. Another
factor that possible to bring interference of mother tongue
among Sundanese students is the ability of the teacher to
ۗontrol the students’ haۖit in using Sundanese while
learning English. They tend to insert Sundanese language
while they have to speak in English. So the students can't be
accustomed to talk to English. Hassan (2014) explains that
the over the practice of the mother tongue affect the
mispronunciation in English phonemes. Practically, it is
tough to avoid the use of the mother tongue that it has
become fossilization for the students.

V.

CONCLUSION

A. Conclusions
The The findings of this research can be drawn as
follows:
1) The interference of mother tongue of Sundanese
students in learning English made the students
difficulty in uttering some English phonemes,
especially in consonant sounds.
2) The problems of students pronunciation are in the
ۗonsonant sounds [f], [v], [θ], [ð], and [z].
3) All the English phonemes that were mispronounced
by the Sundanese students are not available in their
language systems.
B. Recommendations
The researcher suggests the following points to be
sidered:
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1) For Teacher
Related to the English phonemes and stress materials
should be delivered by the teacher to the students clearly.
Phonological knowledge will help the students become
more aware in the English sound systems which have
different sound systems with their first language. Thus, the
teacher should be able to give correct pronunciation of
English words and to repeat the words with correct stressed,
to help the students in imitating the correct English
pronunciation.
2) For Other Researchers
The researcher supposes the other researchers to explore
the students' difficulties in uttering English words,
especially for the students who learn English as a Foreign
Language with different native language. The results may
contribute the other researcher in linguistics area, namely it
offers information about the influence of the first language
in students' pronunciation ability.
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Abstract—Peer teaching is a learning approach which
is developed for developing student’s English reading skill
at IPDN. This research is designed to solve some problems
in teaching English at three curriculum systems at IPDN,
especially English teaching problems at parenting
curriculum system. This research explores the concept of
peer teaching approach which utilizes peers in the form of
interaction among the same level students and also in the
form of junior and senior students who are more
knowledge of English. This research focus on the
collaboration among students, lecturers, trainers and
other staffs for solving English teaching problems at
IPDN. The method is mix methods (qualitativequantitative). The qualitative step is conducted by need
analysis (the strength, weaknesses, opportunities and also
the threat belong to IPDN). The data are collected in the
forms of documents, observations and interviews. The
offering teaching approach tested in limited and extensive
group. The results show that the pre-test score has
increase at post test score consecutively. from 51.78 when
the pre-test became 59.55, the first post-test, 75.11 at the
second post-test, and 81.33 at the 3rd post test, at limited
and extensive test. The other results are the development
of the students reading and speaking skills, the increase of
student’s interest of learning English, the embryo of
learning community among the students, teachers,
trainers, staffs of IPDN. The requirements for planning
the activities before being applied to real classes are also a
prerequisite for making learning in large classes
applicable.
Keywords— Need Analysis, Peer teaching, Reading
skill
I. INTRODUCTION
Administration Institute of Home Affairs (IPDN) is a
higher Education under Ministry of Home Affairs. This
institute has task to educate the cadre of civil servants and
leaders who come from all Indonesia areas. As boarding
school, IPDN has three curriculum systems (teaching
curriculum, training and parenting). English as foreign
language belongs to these three curriculum systems. The
implementation of English teaching has so many problems,
such as: a).The limitation of English lecturers; b). The
English lesson do not connected each other at these three
curriculum systems; c). The rule of teaching staffs indicates
that they ۗan’t ۗross to eaۗh other ۗurriۗulum. So it ۗauses
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some teaching learning problems in the parenting
curriculum, especially lack of English teaching staffs at
parenting curriculum.
Beside the limited number of English teaching staffs, the
other proۖlems are the student’s desire for learning English
haven’t aۗۗommodated yet. The tight sۗhedule of students’
activities make the time for learning English at parenting
curriculum to be constrained. The last problem is there is
not standard formats for teaching program at parenting
curriculum. These various problems encouraged researcher
to conduct research activities to find the answer of the
question, “what approaۗh ۗan ۖe used to solve English
teaۗhing proۖlems at parenting ۗurriۗulum system?”.
Public Administration Institute of Home Affairs (IPDN)
is a higher Education under Ministry of Home Affairs. This
institute has task to educate the cadre of civil servants and
leaders who come from all Indonesia areas. As boarding
school, IPDN has three curriculum systems (teaching
curriculum, training and parenting). English as foreign
language belongs to these three curriculum systems. The
implementation of English teaching has so many problems,
such as: a).The limitation of English lecturers; b). The
English lesson do not connected each other at these three
curriculum systems; c). The rule of teaching staffs indicates
that they can not cross to each other curriculum. So it causes
some teaching learning problems in the parenting
curriculum, especially lack of English teaching staffs at
parenting curriculum.
Beside the limited number of English teaching staffs,
the other problems are the students desire for learning
English haven’t aۗۗommodated yet. The tight sۗhedule of
students’ aۗtivities make the time for learning English at
parenting curriculum to be constrained. The last problem is
there is not standard formats for teaching program at
parenting curriculum. These various problems encouraged
researcher to conduct research activities to find the answer
of the question, “ what approaۗh ۗan ۖe used to solve
English teaching problems at parenting curriculum
system?”.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
F. Need Analysis
Determining factors and aspects that are needed in
improving the quality of learning in the class can be done
by using needs analysis (a process that educational needs
become a priority matter (Mc Neil, 2006, p. 97). The
process of identifying the things that are needed to
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encourage and improve the success of classrom learning
process.
The concept of need analysis stated by Mc. Neil is a
condidtion in which a discrepacy between learners
achievement (attitude) and a condition where there is a gap
between achievement (attitudes of students) that can be
aۗۗepted and the students’ ۗonditions oۖserved. Need
analysis can be used to anticipate what needs are needed to
minimize or even eliminate the gaps in the learning process.
The above opinion shows that need analysis is a process
to see the main priorities of education. Identifying problems
that arise in the educational process carried out by
curriculum developers. As a process, need analysis also has
roles and functions. The interpretation of need analysis as a
process with various descriptions and interpretations stated
by English & Kaufman in (Oliva, 1992, p.246) are:
”...a). ”need assessment is a process of defining
the desired end (or outcome, product, or result)
of a given sequence of curriculum development;
(b). Need assessment is a process of making
specific, in some intelligible manner, what
schooling should be about and how it can be
assessed. Need assessment is not by itself a
curricular innovation, it is a method for
determining innovation is necessary and / or
desirable; (c). Need assessment is an empirical
process for defining the outcomes of education,
and as such it is then a set of criteria by which
curricula may be developed and compared; (d).
Need assessment is a process for determining the
validity of behavioral objectives and if
standardized tests and / or criterion - referenced
tests are appropriate and under what
conditions;.
G. Peer Teaching
The basic concept of peer teaching was obtained from
two constructivism figures (Jean Piaget and Lev.
Vygotsky). Constructivism emerged as a big paradigm in
the late 20th century and one of the characteristics of
constructivism is unification of paradigms – linguistic
paradigm, psychological, and sociological paradigms
(Brown, 1994, p. 13). Constructivism is divided into a).
Cognitive constructivism that emphasizes the importance of
learners to build their own representation of reality.
Individual students must find and change complex
information if they want to master the information. In
relation to students, this concept directs students to be more
active in their own learning than is commonly found in most
classes. This concept was inspired by Piaget's in (Brown,
2007, p. 13) that learning is a development process that
involves change, self-appearance, and construction of each
individu that is built on previous learning experiences.
Social constructivism emphasizes the importance of
social interaction and cooperative learning in building
cognitive and emotional images of reality. Vygotsky
(Brown, 2007, p. 13) explained that thinking and forming
meaning in children are socially formed and emerge from
their social interactions with their environment.
Brown (2007) regards the meaning of learning according
to the constructivism paradigm as follows:
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Vygotsky views a unity in learning and
development. While Piaget views the stages of
development that determine preconditions, or
readiness, for learning. Piaget emphasized the
importance of individual cognitive development as
a relative solitary act. Biological and
developmental stages are fundamental affairs
interaction is only triggering development at the
right time (p. 13).
Piaget and Vygotsky developed two conceptions related
to learning theory. Piaget - Vygotsky (Sprinthall &
Sprinthall, 1974; Kessler, 1992, p. 56; Freeman & Freeman,
1994, p. 55-59; Pinter, 2006, p. 10) according to these
figures the opinions expressed by Vygotsky and Piaget
became the foundation used in the concept of peer teaching.
Vygotsky argued that learning is essentially the impact of
the process of dividual interaction with other individuals
who are more capable in process for solving problems as a
form of learning process..
H. Parenting Curriculum
Based on the decree of Minister of Home Affairs number
157 year 2004 about the Principle of Parenting students at
Public Administration Institute of Home Affairs. Parenting
curriculum is one among three system of curriculum at
IPDN. This curriculum consists of the fostering and
developing the students’ personalities and attitude at IPDN.
The development of students personalities are carried out
through educational activities, both in or outside the class
aۗtivities as the student’s daily life at IPDN ۖoarding
school.
In parenting curriculum has three components whose
responsibility for parenting the students at IPDN. They are
all members of IPDN staffs (staffs, lecturers, trainers,
structural officials), Local Government, Family, and
Societies. The Parenting methods are keeping each other,
mutual care and fostering. It also applies the Javanese
leadership principles (Ing Ngarso Sung Tulodho, Ing
Madyo Mangun Karso and Tut Wuri Handayani).
Whenever someone becomes leader he must be able to be
good example, If we are in the middle of the groups we must
support each other and if we are as follower we must give
supports. Another activities give by fellows (as similar as
student’s parents at IPDN). They have tasks for eduۗate
IPDN students outside the ۗlass for the student’s attitudes.
The techniques for Parenting Curriculum are a).
Persuasive, educative, humanist, example approaches; b).
Giving guidance and counseling; c). Conditioning structural
activities and atmosphere which must be done repeatedly
and continuously for the students daily life at IPDN. It will
be students behave like culture and agreed values and
become a provision for all IPDN students; d). Supporting
and directing all IPDN students so they can be can
participatory, critical, creative and innovative; e). Certain
instructions for IPDN students for something that they can
or can’t ۖe done.; f). Giving rewards to IPDN students in the
form of awards and sanctions.
Personality development materials consist of : a). Faith:
Obedient to worship, tolerance attitude and honesty; b).
Care consists of social sensitivity, adaptation and
responsibility; c). Ethics consist of personal, social ethics
and modesty; d). Performance are appearance attitude,
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personal
hygiene,
environmental
hygiene
and
communication ability; e). Leadership is in the forms of
ability to motivate, exemplary, decision making and
activating organization; f). Discipline are self actualization,
obedience the rules, self intention and independence.
I. Reading Skill
It According to Nuttall (1996) reading is able to be
interpreted as, "a). Decipher Decode, identify, etc; b).
Speak, pronounce, and articulate, and c). understand,
respond, meaning, etc (p. 2). Reading is interpreted as a
concept to read hidden messages, describe things or
activities to identify. Other concepts about reading are
speaking, articulating, speaking, and other similar activities.
Nuttall also interpreted reading as a process of
understanding, giving responses and meaning.
The three forms of above meaning will help the reader
to understand the concept of reading itself. So that the nature
of reading activities can be specified in various aspects of
activities such as the presence of text, relating to the transfer
process, the presence of speakers (can be writers or authors),
readers, and various forms of media (print or visual).
Reading is also interpreted as an activity related to
articulation, speech, and pronunciation activities. This
meaning is often found in English language teaching
activities, that relates to reading loudly. Therefore teaching
English tends to lead to the teaching of pronunciation.
Emphasis of teaching tends to train reading fluency,
including expression in speech, and so on
The essence of reading on this concept is the meaning
itself. Especially the process of meaning transfer of the
author's mind to the readers’ mind. It is not a simple process.
There is aside of interpretation of words in foreign language
texts. It is more emphasizes on how to explore meaning in
reading texts on reading process carried out by the reader.
Various reasons for reading foreign language texts are
not just the activities of reading loudly but also emphasizing
"pronunciation" and the use of grammar in the text itself.
But it is more emphasized on the aspect to get the essence
of the contents of the text that it reads. Readers do reading
activities because they want to get something from the
reading process (capturing the messages that is presented in
the text). The writer and the writing product are expected to
contribute to the reading process
The need for reading is important and be able to motivate
someone to increase their reading interest. Growing reading
motivation becomes a very important thing that needs to be
done and instilled early on, both by educators and parents.
Various skills related to reading activities are proposed by
Munby on Grellet (1990), such as:
…a). Determining the language’s script; b).
Concluding the meaning and adopting unfamiliar
lexical items; c). the interpretation stated
information explicitly; d). to grasp the information
which does not state explicitly; e). To Understand
the conceptual meaning; f). To Understand the
communicative function of utterances and
sentences; g). To determine the relationship of
utterances in the sentence; h). To Understand the
relationship between the parts of texts through
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lexical cohesion devices; h). To comprehend the
unity between parts of a text through grammatical
devices; i). to determine the text by going outside
it; j). Allowing the discourse’s indicators; k). to
identify the main point in a part of discourse; l). to
differentiate the main idea from supporting details;
m). to extract the salient points to conclude of the
text; n). to select the extract of relevant point from
a text; o). The main reference skills; p). Scanning
for identifying specifically required information;
q). Skimming; r). Diagrammatic display for
transcoding information (p. 4).
The activities and objectives of reading that someone
does, will have an impact on different strategies and
techniques. The way to read and use is very dependent on
the purpose of reading itself. It is similar with the opinions
expressed by (Adler, 1972; Grellet, 1990; Nuttall, 1996),
that reading is done to understand and capture the meaning
of the presented text.
III. METHODOLOGY
This research is conducted in one class with mix
methods (qualitative-quantitative). The first qualitative step
is conducted by made observation and interview at
preliminary study. In the observation, I observed 1).
English teaching at three curriculum systems at IPDN; 2).
The implementation of English teaching and doing some
identification of English teaching problems which emerged
in the class. The second steps, identified all the preliminary
study data to look for the
strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats of English teaching at IPDN. The
data will be used at need analysis. Based on the need
analysis, the researcher choose the the S-O strategy for
solving the problems of English teaching at parenting
curriculum system. The most strength is IPDN students
have high potency of English knowledge combined with
the opportunity for all IPDN alumni will become civil
servants. Based on S-O strategy, there is program for using
the high potency students in English to teach their
colleagues at parenting curriculum system via English Club
Union (ECU). The program is peer teaching program at
ECU activity and the material is reading. The last step is
developing the program by observing and evaluating .the
program qualitatively and measure the result quantitatively.
IV. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
Looking at the conditions, needs analysis can help to
solve problems and find alternative solutions based on
supporting data. The ECU as an organization for learning
English can be developed by involving parenting official
and also trainers, even though the trainers will not teach in
it, but they can discuss to give some inputs or concept for
developing learning. To anticipate the limitations of
teachers, the researchers utilize ECU members whose
knowledge of English better than other members in the form
of peer tutors. They become tutors for their peers. The
theoretical foundation for this concept is the sociocultural
theory of learning from Vygotsky as cited in by Velez,
Cano, Whittington, & Wolf (2011) as follows:
“….the aۗtive involvement of peers, adults, and
teachers in the learning process. Advanced or more
knowledgeable peers, teachers, or other adult greatly
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aided the learner in the construction of knowledge.
Adults or peers, with greater degree of knowledge,
are capable of assisting and directing the learner in
suۗh a way as to promote learning dialogue” (p. 41).
The Increasing of individual knowledge, was influenced
by the active involvement of people around him who are
more knowledgeable. Both peers, adults (teachers, parents)
in the individual learning process. It will contribute to the
development of someone's knowledge. According to Pinter,
the process of interaction in both individual and social
environments as mentioned aۖove will help person’s
cognitive development process. For the determination of the
three teaching staff from ECU members, they are carried out
through written tests and interviews and the best three of
them are given little knowledge and understanding
regarding the teaching approach.
Regarding the need analysis, a peer teaching approach
was chosen to solve the problem of learning English through
ECU student activities, with the prerequisites of educators
from the public provided first with simple theories of
teaching. The concept of teaching theory is still given to the
three praja who will be appointed as tutors. Remembering
teaching and learning activities also require new teachers
not only to learn to think as well as teachers, but also as well
as true instructors. Mary Kennedy in Hammond (2006)
argues that teachers need to enrich and multiply teaching
experiences that vary in a wide range simultaneously. So the
prerequisite for teaching and learning for beginners is to
understand and respond to various aspects related to the
essence of the class. They are also expected to be able to
build academics life and are able to design social goals at
each learning moment (Jackson, as cited in Hammond,
2006).
In addition to the aspects of the teaching approach, the
teaching materials were also offered in this study. The
materials that were set together by the lecturers, coaches and
caregivers. The chosen and agreed materials were the
material that related to the background of the students,
namely the governmental knowledge. They were taken
from the Culture ɒased’s ۖook. The ۗonsideration of
seleۗting the materials from Culture ɒased’s ۖook ۖeۗause
1). The materials in this book are still relevant to the
governmental knowledge. 2). The materials at CBU are
written by English language experts and have been tested in
several places. The other materials were also adopted from
the Jakarta Post newspaper, and from the internet that
related to the governmental knowledge.
In this study, the student’s volunteers are seleۗted from
the officials at English Community Union (ECU). The
reasons for selected ECU memۖer are 1). ɒeۗoming ECU’s
officials needed hard selection of English. In other word,
ECU officials are selected students in English lesson. 2).
Selected volunteer is also done by reading placement test.
The best 3 volunteers among 15 members will be the
volunteers of the activities.
The fifteen participants in the reading placement test
were divided into three (3) groups. They were asked to
choose material for the model development activities of the
three given materials. So they can choose one topic of
government reading texts that they are studying. The results
of their choice were asked to be typed and sent via email to
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the English teaching team at IPDN. The three reading
materials are: 1). Our Capital City; 2). Reformation should
deals with corruption; 3). Pancasila.
The three English teaching materials were processed by
IPDN English teaching staffs. They also determined the
format and scenarios of peer teaching learning concepts
with some steps, plan-do-see phases. These phases are
applied together with and without volunteers specifically
related to teaching and learning theories that will be given
to volunteers ۖefore. It’s also the material that will ۖe taught
by volunteers (praja). The evaluation activities will be
given in the end, and it will be used as a tool for comparison
between the result of learning before and after treatment.
In try out, the plan-do-see approach is carried out from
the initial to the final stages of peer teaching learning
activities. So does the supplying of teaching materials for
volunteers starting with and without providing teaching
knowledge to each volunteer up to the reflection activities
that contain supplying the teaching theory that was carried
out in the activity.
The various results were obtained at the initial treatment,
where volunteers were not given the teaching concept. In
the first trial conducted by the volunteers, were obtained: a).
Volunteer 1 (V1) taught the material by providing initial
illustrations related to the material/topic is, "Reformation
Should Deals with Corruption". In this step, V1 gave some
explanation of the corruption condition in Indonesia; b). V1
was very active, he told all the content in the reading text
and V1 taught his colleagues tend to be reading the story
telling. c). V1 tends to be very active and less attention to
his colleagues whose become his students; d). In the last
session V1 asked his friends to ask some questions about
the material and V1 would explain the answer. In the initial
treatment, the tendencies of teaching conducted by V1 tends
to be teacher centred (teacher is very active and less
participation of the students).
V2 equipped with various teaching knowledge. V2 also
had learned more from teaching reflection sessions at V1
activities. V2 has a little more knowledge than V1 in
teaching concept. In the implementation of peer teaching,
V2 tried to connect between material concepts with his
ۗolleagues’ question and answer sessions. V2 asked his
colleagues to read the reading text silently. Then the
questions related to the material were given to his
colleagues, it means V2 tries to make his colleagues more
active in the teaching learning process. V2 also observed
inactive colleagues by involving their colleagues with
questions so that they are also active. In this occasion, it
appears V2 like a facilitator who tried to activate his
colleagues to argue. His colleagues are more active in
learning guided by V2. Although in answering his
colleague's question, V2 is like forcing his own opinion.
The volunteer 3 (V3) is more ready with some
preparation of teaching before doing teaching in front of his
friends. V3 had some information about teaching learning
concept from English team teacher. V3 also followed the
reflection sessions of V1 and V2. V3 had more information
about teaching concepts. Before conducting the real
teaching, V3 practiced to teach V1 and V2, for preparing his
mentality, teaching materials and teaching strategies. V3
also had some reflection in the mini teaching with V1 and
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V2. The reflection became a kind of input for V3 in
preparing the teaching activities in fron of his colleagues.
The results of the learning activities conducted by V3 are a).
V3 was more ready to do teaching activities; b). V3 is still
nervous, ۖut it’s not too oۖvious; ۗ). The results of
interviews with participants who took part in the learning
program also said that V3 was more ready and had different
ways for delivering the material. d). V3 is more
communicative and flexible in providing and delivering
material. It can be identified from the interview results of
V3, such as:
V3μ that’s right mam, it is different when I taugh in team
teaching. I felt more confidence rather than
before, even I felt nervous in the beginning. But
I can manage myself so it made the situation
normal and the class can run well. I can explain
the materials to my colleagues. Thank you, mam,
I will try to learn more and more. I love teaching
activity. He also said that in the future he wants
to be IPDN lecturer.
Based on the steps that are conducted in this study, the
steps of peer teaching can be described below:

PLAN
(Planning)

DO
(Implement
ation)

SEE
(Reflection
&
Evaluation
)

Teaching Design is Team
teaching:.
1.The purpose of teaching
activities;
2.Target skills;
3 Selected English materials.
4. Pre-Implementation

The implementation of Peer
Teaching are: Volunteer
decided the implementation of
real teaching in front of his
friends. Presented the material
that has been preparen at team
teaching.

Reflection and
Evaluation are:
1. Sharing the preparation
and experiences oteaching
by volunteers;
2. Sharing the opinions of
the participants who
followed the programs;
3. Invited senior English
lecturer to follow the
teaching learning process.
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The implementation of English teaching via peer
teaching has been tested through limited group (15 students)
of English Community Union (ECU). It is also tested to
extensive group in one class show the effective results in
improving the ability English reading for IPDN students. It
can be seen from the increasing score in the pre-test and also
in the 3rd post-test in limited and extensive tests.
The results of pre-test score have increase at post test
score consecutively. from 51.78 when the pre-test became
59.55, the first post-test, 75.11 at the second post-test, and
81.33 at the 3rd post-test. At the limited and extensive test.
V. CONCLUSION
The problem of teaching learning English at the
parenting curriculum can be solved by using the Peer
teaching approach. It focused on reading material. The
offered concept of peer teaching to praja will be done well
when students are also collaborating with lecturers, trainers,
and other staffs of English as facilitators of the learning
activities.
The requirements for planning the activities before being
applied to real classes are also a prerequisite for making
learning in large classes applicable. This concept will be
more applicable to learning in boarding schools such as
IPDN because students live in the same place. So that the
use of students with English language skills that can be
more empowered to improve other English language skills.
Activities that can foster an independent spirit and
togetherness in learning a foreign language. From
the results of extensive testing and limited testing
it appears that learning activities with English on
reading material using the peer teaching approach
have an impact on significantly increasing the
ability to read praja.
The problem of teaching learning English at
the parenting curriculum can be solved by using
the Peer teaching approach. It focused on reading
material. The offered concept of peer teaching to
praja will be done well when students are also
collaborating with lecturers, trainers, and other
staffs of English as facilitators of the learning
activities.
The requirements for planning the activities
before being applied to real classes are also a
prerequisite for making learning in large classes
applicable. This concept will be more applicable
to learning in boarding schools such as IPDN
because students live in the same place. So that
the use of students with English language skills
that can be more empowered to improve other
English language skills. Activities that can foster
an independent spirit and togetherness in learning
a foreign language. From the results of extensive
testing and limited testing it appears that learning
activities with English on reading material using
the peer teaching approach have an impact on
significantly increasing the ability to read praja.
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Abstract—Translation competency consists of
knowledge and skills acquired by translators to produce a
good quality translation. Translation competency includes
formal education and / or translation trainings which
translators have ever taken. Even so, many translators in
Indonesia do not have backgrounds of acquiring formal
education and / or attending translation trainings. In this
regard, this literature study was conducted to investigate
regarding the relationship between the translation
competency and the translation quality. By examining
some related academic researches and supported by some
relevant theories, the result shows that the translation
competency affected the quality of translations produced
by the translators.
Keywords—Translation Competency, Translation
Quality, Educational and/or Translation Trainings

INTRODUCTION
Translation is generally interpreted as a form of transfers
of words, sentences, paragraphs, and a text from the source
language into the target language. Simatupang (2000)
described a process of translation as an activity of meaning
transferring from the source language to the target language
which was manifested in an appropriate form as possible,
according to the linguistic and language rules that applied
in the target country. Being appropriate means the
translators transfer the meaning with a high accuracy, so
that the content of the source text and the content of the
target text will be talking the same, and the translation will
be equivalent with the original text.
Furthermore, referring to the words ‘sewajarnya’
(equivalent) or ‘wajar’ (equivalent) that are similar in
meaning with the words ‘seimbang’ (level), ‘sepadan’
(matۗh), and ‘equivalen’ (equivalent) in Kamus Besar
Bahasa Indonesia (The Great Dictionary of Indonesian
Language), in the translating activities, the translators really
need to pay attention to the equivalence of the words and
meanings that are being translated. Some experts, such as
Pinhhuck (1977) emphasized that in the translation
activities, the translators needed to find the equivalence in
the target language for the conversations in the source
language. This statement was later supported by Bell (1991)
who also said that in finding the results of translations or
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expressions (conversations or writings) in other languages,
the translators must maintain the semantic equivalence and
language style from the source language. Furthermore, Nida
(In Lie, 2005) provided the clearest understanding regarding
to the translation process. He stated that translation process:
“...consists of reproducing in the receptor
language the closest natural equivalent to the
message of the (original) language, first in terms
of meaning and secondly in terms of style. By
natural, we mean that the equivalent meaning
forms should not ۖe ‘foreign’ either in form or
meaning.”
Thus, in translating a text or a conversation, the
translators are required to find the most natural or normal
equivalences in the realm of meaning and style of the target
language, so that the listeners or readers from the target
language countries do not find it strange or weird both from
the form of the text and the meaning of the text. Besides
that, the most natural and precise equivalents that have been
found will also determine the quality of translation results.
If the translators are unable to find the equivalence of the
words to be translated, it will consequently affect the quality
of the final translation. Directly, it will also hinder the target
readers to understand the content of the text easily.
In his thesis entitled Profile Case Study of Half
Professional Translators with Translation Educational
Background and without Translation Educational
Background and the Quality of Their Translation Results),
Christian (2015) stated that during Publisher and Translator
Meeting Forum at Atmajaya University on September 23,
2013, most of the present translators admitted that they did
not have any translation educational backgrounds. Many
translators claimed that they only had the provision of
foreign language skill and expertise in certain fields of
science. This indirectly implies that many translators in
Indonesia who do not have formal or non-formal translation
educational backgrounds are frugally determined to choose
the profession as a translator with only having a backup of
foreign language skills, which is practically not enough for
becoming a professional translator. In addition, this
phenomenon also shows that the role of formal and nonformal translation educational background are still ruled out
by most translators because they assume that mastering
foreign languages is enough to be used as a sole translation
competency that must be mastered to work as a translator.
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In one of the electronic articles of the Association of
Indonesian Translators, it explained that it was not a legally
and officially must if the people who wanted to choose the
profession as a translator have to acquire a diploma and / or
certain certificates related to the translation studies.
However, those people who wanted to become translators
were advised to take the formal education or translation
trainings to improve their skills and become a plus aspect or
strength for a translator. Like other professions, today’s
translators are required to continue sharpening their skills,
expanding their knowledge, and following the development
of foreign languages and general knowledge in order to
improve their quality as a translator (HPI, 2011). Similar
with the Association of Indonesian Translators, Listyo
(2009) also said the fact that was many sworn translators
have only one formal translation educational background,
for example literatures or law. However, if the translators
have mastered the two scientific backgrounds, coupled with
other disciplines, it will certainly be better for the
competency of the translators and the quality of their
translations.
Thus, from the two explanations above, it can be
concluded that currently in Indonesia, the attention of
translators towards the translation competency which is
related to the formal and non-formal education in translation
is still lacking. Eventhough the formal and non-formal
education of translation are not an absolute requirement that
must be full filled by a translator, this requirement will be
able to enhance the quality of the translators, so that they
are able to produce better and more accurate translations.
The purpose of making this article is to build the
conception more powerfully based on empirical researches
that exist. This article also wants to invite all translators to
understand the importance of formal and non-formal
education of translation in order to produce better quality
translations because a good quality translation will be
beneficial for the customers, but if the translation is not in a
good quality, the customers will also get the bad impacts
from their business related to the translation.
LITERATURE REVIEW

The success level of a translator in translating, the
professionalism of a translator and the credibility of a
translator can be measured by determining the quality of the
translation results that they have produced so far. With the
translation competencies that have been mastered so far, we
can measure and compare the quality of the translations that
have been produced. Larson (1984) described that there
were three aspects that needed to be considered in assessing
the quality of the translation results. The three aspects are
as follows:
1) Accuracy
Accuracy refers to the equivalence of source language
texts with the target language texts (Nababan, Nuraeni, &
Sumardiono, 2012). The intended equivalence means the
equivalence of the content and text messages. The
translators must be able to consider these matters, so that
there will be no content and text messages that are omitted,
added, changed, or ignored (Simatupang, 2000). The levels
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of accuracy of the translation results include: Accurate, Less
Accurate, and Inaccurate.
2) Acceptability
Acceptability is interpreted as the naturalness of a
translation text for the target readers related to the system of
language and the target cultures. It means that the words in
the target texts are acceptable and understandable for the
target readers from the perspective of their cultures.
Furthermore, Nababan, Nuraeni, and Sumardiono (2012)
also explained that the term of acceptability refers to
whether the translations that have been produced by the
translators are in accordance with the rules, norms, and
cultures that apply in the target language or not, both in the
micro level and in the macro level. The acceptability
parameter is divided into three levels which are: Acceptable,
Less Acceptable, and Unacceptable.
3) Readability
Richards (in Nababan, 2008) explained that the aspect
of readability referred to how easy a translation text can be
understood by the target readers. Being readable means that
the target readers do not have to do many repetitions in
reading the text to understand the meaning of a part of text.
This statement was also supported by Pinto (2001) who said
that, “one important measurement of quality should be the
ۗlarity and readaۖility of the final produۗt” (p. 2λ8). The
readability parameter is divided into three levels which are
High Readability, Moderate Readability, and Low
Readability.
With the existences of those three translation quality
assessment parameters, there is a possibility that the quality
of the translation results can be measured scientifically.
This procedure of assessment of the quality of translation
results has been used in many research studies related to the
field of translation, so that the credibility of this translation
quality assessment procedure is undoubtedly accurate
according to the academicians. However, to get high scores
in all those three parameters, what should translators do
about their translation?
Shreve (in Nababan, 2004) stated that the translation
competency was a part of communication competency that
discussed the translation and how to translate, how to
produce a perfect and accurate translation by considering
the origin and the appropriateness according to the cultural
contexts of the original country and the target country.
Therefore, the translation competency is an important
matter that must be mastered by the translators in order to
produce accurate, acceptable, and readable translations, or
in other words, the translators are able to produce good
quality translations. The translation competency itself
generally consists of the abilities related to the translation
process, including the knowledge about how to translate
well. In this regards, according to Gile (1995), the
translation competency is possibly to be achieved through
providing the translators with much translation knowledge
obtained from the formal education and / or non-formal
education of translation.
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1) Formal Education of Translation
The participants who want to be a translator take the
tiered academic education, such as at a university level
which provides undergraduate, postgraduate, and doctoral
levels of translation studies, and or intensive programs that
take six months to four years related to translation studies in
the public language institutions or private language
institutions.
2) Non-Formal Education of Translation
The participants receive trainings specialized in
translation studies with a relatively shorter period of time
than the formal education of translation. This educational
choice does not require the participants to take it in stages
like the formal education of translation, so that anyone can
take part in the trainings (Christian, 2015).
By attending the formal education and / or non-formal
education of translation, the translators and the prospective
translators will gain the theoretical and practical knowledge
which are useful about how to become an expert and
professional translator, so that they can produce goo quality
translations.
The skill level of translators itself has been mentioned
by Presas before. Presas (in Nababan et al., 2004), stated
that there were four main differences between the expert
translators and the amateur translators, which were based on
the special skills on linguistics, bilingual memory,
interference control when understanding and producing
information, and the transferability. For the amateur
translators, their special skill on linguistics are not as deep
as the expert translators. In the bilingual memory aspect, the
expert translators are categorized as coordinate translators
while the amateur translators are categorized as subordinate
translators. Then, in the relation to the interference control,
the expert translators can control the interferences properly
when understanding and producing information while the
amateur translators cannot do it as well as the expert
translators. Finally, in the term of transferability, the expert
translators tend to consider the transferring process at the
text level while the amateur translators view the translation
as a process of code switching at the word level, like a
bilingual person. So it can be assumed that the expert
translators have a higher translation competency than the
amateur translators, because they have more and deeper
knowledge and expertise related to the field of translation.
This will directly affect the quality of the translation results,
which also result in producing translations in a low or high
quality.
Furthermore, it cannot be denied that there are two main
competencies that must be mastered by a person before
deciding to take on the profession as a translator, namely
mastering of foreign languages and the field of translation
studies. For example, if someone wants to become an
Indonesian-English translator, s/he must master Indonesian
and English languages very well, and if s/he wants to take
up the field of law as the specialty of translation, s/he must
have a fairly deep knowledge in the field of law. This
statement is emphasized by Gile (1995) who stated that:
“Translators must know how to translate. This
component refers to the conceptual framework
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and technical skills. It involves comprehension of
principles of fidelity and of professional rules of
conduct, both technical and human, but it also
involves techniques for knowledge acquisition, for
language maintenance, for problem-solving, for
decision-making” (p. 5).
The point of Gile’s statement is that translators must ۖe
able to understand the framework of the translation concept
in more depth, adhere to the principle of translation loyalty
and rules of translation, and be able to make wise decisions
when encountering problems related to translation when
conducting translation activities, so that they can produce
good and accurate translations. In line with Gile, Said El
Shiyab (in Nababan, 2008) also mentions that,
“Teaching the theory of translation to students
of translation is important. If the theory stops
short at studying the semantics, syntactic
analysis of language, the students of
translation may find themselves unable to
render
the
text
effectively
and
ۗommuniۗatively into the target language” (p.
2).
Thus, to produce a more effective and communicative
translation, the translators or prospective translators need to
learn the basic theories of translation as well as advanced
theories of translation, so that they will be more careful in
translating a text or conversation and will be able to produce
good quality translations.
In addition to the translation competencies that have
been briefly described by Gile and Shiyab, in his thesis
entitled The Quality of Individual and Group Translation
Results (A Case Study of Translation Process and Results
of Postgraduate Students in Linguistics Study Program of
UNS with Translation Studies as the Main Concentration),
Kurnianingtyas (2008) also categorized the competencies
into several groups, which are:
1) Linguistic Competence
Linguistic competence is the most vital competency that
must be possessed by translators because the core of the
translation activities carried out by the translators is
transferring the text from one language to another language,
so that the linguistic skills of the translator greatly affect the
quality of the translation results. Viennes (as cited in
Kurnianingtyas, 2008) explained that the linguistic
competence was to master the source language and
produced it back into the target language.
2) Textual Competence
Schaffner described the textual competence as a
“knowledge of regularities and ۗonventions of texts, genres,
text types.” Thus, the translators must ۖe aۖle to reۗognize
various types of texts and be able to translate various types
of text with certain appropriate techniques.
3) Domain/ Subject Specific Competence
This competency refers to the skill of the translators to
master the text material which will be translated. It does not
mean that the translators must be an expert in a particular
field of science to be able to do the translation process, yet
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the translators must at least understand the field of science
of the translated text. According PACTE (as cited in
Kurnianingtyas, 2008), this matter was related to the general
knowledge and special knowledge that could be utilized in
accordance with the material of the translated text.
4) Cultural Competence
The translators must master or at least know the culture
of both countries of the source text and the target text. With
this skill, the translators will be able to find the equivalent
terms more easily because they have already had sufficient
knowledge of the cultures of the two countries of the source
text and the target text, and the translators will be able to
minimize the confusion and they will be able to make new
terms become acceptable for the target readers. This action
will also help the target readers to understand the text more
easily.
5) Research Competence
Orozco and Albir (as cited in Kurnianingtyas, 2008)
stated that, “strategiۗ ۗompetenۗe is essential ۖeۗause it
affects the others, making up for deficiencies and solving
proۖlems in all of them” (p. 376). This ۗompetenۗy is
closely related to the ability of the translators to solve
problems related to decision making in translation activities.
Decision making includes the translation method,
translation strategy, and translation technique because each
text is different and it needs special treatments according to
the genre or form of the source text.
6) Transfer Competence
This competency is related to the ability of the
translators to transfer messages from the source language
into the target language where the translators must be able
to maintain the meanings while expressing the meanings
precisely and clearly into the target language.
The six competencies are one compilation of
competency categories expressed by several experts, and
there are many other experts who are oriented in the field of
translation who have their own definitions and categories to
describe the concept of translation competency that a
translator must have. However, most experts agree that the
translation competency not only includes bilingual
competencies, such as mastering the two languages (the
source language and the target language) or more, but also
includes the linguistic and theoretical competencies related
to the field of translation. The translator are not only
responsible for transferring messages from one language to
another, but they are also required and responsible to transfer
forms, structures, styles, cultures, and so on. The transfers of
various aspects in the text are not enough to be done by only
using bilingual competency, but it demands more
competency which is the theory of translation.
METHODOLOGY

This research is a literature study research. The
researcher examines three academic articles related to this
topic which is the relationship between the translation
competency and translation quality. Meanwhile, the relevant
theories will also support and strengthen the analysis. This
result of this literature study research will be used to
strengthen the conception about the importance of
translation competency towards the translation quality with
the hope that many translators in Indonesia will consider
about the importance of translation competency, especially
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the translation knowledge acquired through formal
education and / or translation trainings, so that it will help
them to improve their translation skill.
RESULT AND ANALYSIS

After reviewing some theories that had been presented
by the experts regarding to the definition and urgency of
translation competency, the researcher then looked for some
research evidences through academic writings, journals, and
researches that were relevant to the topic. The researcher
found that there were several fields of research conducted
by some academicians regarding to this matter in Indonesia.
The academicians, journal writers, and researchers
questioned that whether the translation competency in the
field of education and / or translator training were important
to be acquired, and examined the influences of the
participation and non-participation of translators towards
the quality of the translation.
It had been mentioned previously that many experts had
their own definitions to describe the concept of translation
competency, one of whom was Schaffner, Adab, and
Anderson (in Nababan 2008) who said that the translators
must have translation knowledge, so that they can do the
translation process well. This knowledge included
declarative knowledge (knowledge of translation) and
procedural knowledge (knowledge of how to translate).
Anderson (in PACTE, 2005) then described these
declarative and procedural knowledge as follows:
“Declarative knowledge consists of knowing
what: it is easily verbalized; it is acquired by being
exposed to information and its use is normally
controlled (e.g., knowing the addresses of web
pages
that
are
useful
for
translator
documentation). On the other hand, procedural
knowledge consists of knowing how: it is difficult
to verbalize; it is acquired through practice and its
use is mainly automatic (e.g., knowing how to use
a web page to guarantee a translation's precision
and eۗonomy)” (p. 4).
In other words, the declarative knowledge includes what
the translators must possess before translating a text or a
work, for example of the theoretical knowledge, there are
the knowledge of structure and grammar of foreign
languages, the ability to use foreign languages, and the
knowledge of source language and foreign languages
cultures. On the other hand, the procedural knowledge
involves knowledge of how to use or how to apply the
declarative knowledge that has been acquired so far, about
what steps should be taken by the translators when
conducting the translation activities, such as considering the
structures of languages (source and target language),
language cultures (source and target language), or the type
of text that the translators wish to translate. Such knowledge
can only be obtained through education and translation
trainings. In the translation teaching institutions or any
institutions that provides knowledge regarding to the
translation studies, the students and participants will be
equipped with theoretical and practical knowledge of
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translation in a more directed and detailed manner with the
focus on the translation studies curriculum, learning design,
and syllabus that has been prepared by the educational
management of translation studies and training institutions.
For example, in the Undergraduate Translation Education
curriculum at Universitas Terbuka, the students are taught
English grammars, Indonesian grammars, and linguistics in
stages for 6 consecutive semesters. In the 3 years from 4
years of study, the students are taught grammars and
linguistics in a row. Another example is Universitas
Udayana, specifically the Linguistics Postgraduate Program
concentrated in Translation. In the curriculums of
Linguistics Postgraduate Program that have been compiled
for the concentration of Translation, the students are taught
about advanced translation theories, text genre analysis,
semantics, and translation practices. This curriculum shows
that the teaching materials included in the educational
curriculum are one of the real forms of declarative
knowledge and procedural knowledge needed by a
translator to improve their translating skills and the quality
of their translation results. It would be a bit difficult if the
translator wants to learn or obtain this knowledge by selftaught without taking an official education path because it
should be taught by professional teachers, so that they can
be directed to acquire the complete skill of translating. If the
translator learns this knowledge by self-taught, it will
automatiۗally affeۗt the translator’s understanding, and the
translator will also not get official recognition or official
diplomas / certificates that are needed by the translator to
convince the consumers that they are indeed professional
translators. Without any soundings regarding to this matter,
many translators then will only rely on their bilingual skills
and have no desire to improve their abilities in the field of
translation.
In his thesis entitled Profile Case Study of Half
Professional Translators with Translation Education
Background and Without Translation Education
Background and the Quality of Their Translation Results,
Christian (2015) examined and discussed the background of
the translators especially the translation educational
background, the quality of the translation results that they
produced, as well as the relationship between the
background and the quality of their translations. The
researcher chose three translators with different educational
and occupational backgrounds. From the results of the
study, it was found that Translator 1 had the best translation
quality for the type of text that matched its specialization
and the type of text outside its specialty, Translator 2 was
ranked 2nd for the level of quality of translation, and
Translator 3 was last, or it could be said that Translator 3
produced the lowest quality translation to begin with.
Furthermore, based on the research, it was found that the
translation educational background (Postgraduate Program
/ Master) possessed by Translator 1 had a major influence
for the translator to produce high quality translations. The
hypothesis was proven by the translation results of
Translator 1 which have high translation quality both in
terms of accuracy, acceptability, and readability after being
assessed by some expert judgments. In addition, the type of
occupation of Translator 1 also has a huge influence for the
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translator to produce high quality translations compared to
other two translators whose types of occupation are less or
irrelevant to the field of translation. For additional
information, Translator 2 works as an English teacher and
Translator 3 works as an owner of computer rentals and
bookbinding.
If the researcher considers the translation educational
background possessed by Translator 1, it is very possible if
he does master the declarative and procedural knowledge
that the translator really needs in the translation process, as
what Anderson had explained before. The theoretical and
practical knowledge were obtained by Translator 1 by
taking a Master degree in Translation. The expertise of
Translator 1 was proven by the quality of the translations
from Translator 1 which get the highest score among the
three translators even though the experiences of translating
Translator 1 is in the minimum time, compared to the other
two translators, which was only 1 year. On the other hand,
the translations of Translator 2 and Translator 3 got lower
scores than Translator 1, but Translator 2 still got a higher
score than Translator 3 with 3 years of translating
experience. This happened because Translator 2 still has
sufficient target language skills. In fact, he has taken the
English Language Education for the his undergraduate
program and is currently working as an English teacher, so
that the quality of the translation produced can still be
categorized as good according to the informants or raters
who assessed his translations. Translator 2 at least has
sufficient bilingual language skill to transfer the original
text into the target language. However, for Translator 3,
because he does not have a translation education
background or he does not acquire the target language
properly and sufficiently, it can be assumed that he lacks
adequate declarative and procedural translation knowledge,
as evidenced by the lowest translation score of the three
translators even though he has 10 years of translating
experience.
Furthermore, from the five basic premises of the holistic
model of translation competency described by PACTE
(2005), one of them stated that the translation competency
is different from the bilingual competency, but the bilingual
competence is one of the sub-competencies that must be
mastered by translators. Translation activities not only
involve the transfer of messages from one language to
another, but many things must be considered in the transfer
process, such as (Eser, 2015) pragmatics, sociolinguistics,
and grammar-lexical and textual knowledge of each of these
languages, and Translator 3 does not have these
competencies. If it is related to the research mentioned
earlier, Translators 1 and 2 have followed the translation
procedures well so as to produce high quality translations.
But for Translator 3, the translation process that he did was
only involving the bilingual competency with sufficient,
tend to not enough bilingual language skill, so that the final
result of translation has the low quality. Although from the
three translators, Translator 3 had the most working hours
of translation, which is 10 years, but this did not guarantee
that he would later become an expert in the field of
translation or his translation skill would improve.
Experience is one aspect that affects the quality of the
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results of the translation, but if the translator only relies on
his experience without providing it with sufficient
theoretical and practical knowledge then that is not enough
to improve his translation skill correlated with his
translation quality.
Similar to Christian’s researۗh (2015) on the importanۗe
of translation competencies to produce high quality
translations, Saksono and Inayati in their research entitled
“Strengthening Translation Trainings for ɑmateur
Translators as an Effort to Improve the Quality of
Translators in Madura” also disۗussed the importanۗe of
translation training to improve the quality of the translation.
In the study, it was found that most translators in Madura
did not have sufficient translation competencies. Many of
the translators do not recognize that multi-competencies are
needed for a translator, and the translation activities they do
all this time only involve the transfer of messages from the
source language to the target language by ignoring proper
translation procedures. The actions of the translators in
Madura were in contrast with the statement of PACTE
(2005) who stated that the sub-competencies of translation
includes bilingualism, extra linguistic, professional,
psychology, transfer, and strategy mastery, while in the case
of the translators in Madura, what they master and they
consider important is only the mastery of two languages. In
addition, from the research, it was found that translators also
did not understand the source language well. They were not
immediately able to understand the main ideas of source
language texts. They also faced difficulties in finding and
matching difficult words, and were unable to write in the
target language easily. The characteristics that have been
described from the translators in Madura are in accordance
with the criteria proposed by Presas about amateur
translators. Amateur translators, according to Presas (in
Nababan et al., 2004), did not have sufficient specialized
language skills, difficulties in capturing the main ideas of a
text, and have the ability to transfer text messages that are
still in word for word order of the translation process. These
conditions clearly affect the quality of the translation
produced when it was assessed from the parameters of
accuracy, acceptability, and readability. The translation
quality of professional translators and amateur translators
must also be completely different. Although it is not a
necessity for the translators to take part in translation
education or translation training if they do using the
translating profession as a side job and they are only limited
to the translation of certain texts or for certain purposes,
according to Machali (2000), by taking translation
education and translation trainings, they can fulfill two
important things, which are helping them if they want to
become professional translators for their self-development
and skills, and helping the self-development of translators
in a more directed and precise manner through joint
practices, workshops, and direct teaching-learning.
By improving the translation skills through translation
education or translation trainings, the quality of the
translations that they produce will also be better, and this will
certainly provide satisfaction for the consumers of the
translation services.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

After investigating some academic researches
accompanied by some relevant theories, from the literature
study above regarding to the relationship between the
translation competencies and the quality of the translation
results, especially those competencies obtained through
formal education and non-formal translation, it can be
concluded that:
1) Formal and/ or non-formal translation education are
important to be taken by translators and prospective
translators in order to get better translation quality and
to increase the professionalism of translators in the eyes
of the consumers.
2) The translation competencies obtained through
education and training include declarative and
procedural knowledge regarding to the science of
translation and the procedures to translate well and right.
The knowledge is manifested in numbers of
undergraduate and master education curriculums that
concentrate on the field of translation.
3) There are several field studies conducted in Indonesia
regarding to this matter and it was found that there is
indeed a positive correlation between educational
background and / or translation training with the quality
of the translation results. One study measured the quality
of translation from the level of accuracy, readability, and
acceptability by considering the background of the
translator and the translator’s experienۗe with the
quality of the translation results. Other studies examined
the translation quality of amateur translators and find
that the quality of the translations produced is still
relatively low because most translators only rely on
bilingual competency.
4) Experience is one of the translation competencies that
determine the quality of the translator’s translation, ۖut
it was not the only reliable competency. This
competency must be supported by other translation
competencies, namely theoretical and practical
(declarative and procedural) knowledge obtained
through education and / or translation trainings.
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Abstract—Nowadays, English learning still indicates
to English grammar approach to students and make
students find their difficult to understand their meaning.
The ability of English language as a second language in
English learning at the class make the students find
difficult because of their mother language that is
Indonesian language. Therefore, it needs to make English
grammar approach by study case grammar (Fillmore,
1968). This study has been done on the student in Dhyana
Pura University, English literature program in the 4th
semester in the academic year 2018/2019. There are 13
students for the sample of this research by finding their
sentence and based on the case grammar itself. Method of
collecting data is done by observe the student and giving
material of case grammar and give an activity by doing
exercise to write case grammar from the students. The
data is analyzed by checked and made correction of the
sentence. This study case grammar, the students gave the
examples of verb words by lecture and the students made
sentence and finally, made the correction for students. In
this study found 9 (nine) of study case grammar, they are
agentive, objective, instrumental, dative, locative,
benefactive, comitative, factitive and time. In case of
Agentive, example: Fajar prepared the table. This
sentence for Agentive described Fajar (a waiter) as a
subject of the sentence.
Keywords— approach; English; case grammar

I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, English learning still indicates to English
grammar approach to students and make students find they
are difficult to understand their meaning. So, that student
becomes wrong or lack of understanding with their
sentences made especially in the use of English grammar.
The era 4.0, English grammar still needed to everyone or
student that wants to learn English at the university level
and wants to find out their career in hotel and tourism. In
this case, the student at university-level that wants to be a
manager in hotel and tourism, at least they should know and
familiar with writing and speaking ability. In Bali, as the
island of tourist that come and enjoy the scenery, art,
culture, and foods, they want to know more about Bali, so
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we need to learn about English grammar. On the other hand,
the ability of the English language as a second language in
English learning at the class make the students find difficult
because of their mother language that is the Indonesian
language. Therefore, it needs to make English grammar
approach by study case grammar This is also related to the
use of the verb in English, for example in the case of
grammar according to Fillmore (in James, 1980) using caseframes, it is the word “open”. The word “open” ۗan issue
the sentence that refers to Agentive, Objective,
Instrumental, Dative, and Locative. Case Grammar is a
modification from Generative Transform Grammar that
explains argument and predicate in one of proposition
(Kridalaksana, 2013). This is also related to the statement
from Chomsky (in James, 1980) that refers to the case
grammar and used to Agentive, Objective, Instrumental,
Dative, and Loۗative. So, if the word “open” is made in a
sentence then it would be
a.

i.

The door open (-O)

b.

ii.

John opened the door (-O+A)

c.

iii.

The wind opened the door (-O+I)

d.

iv.

John opened the door with a chisel (O+I+A)

The use of the “open” verۖ ۗan ۖe made into a few
sentences for the use of case grammar with limitations on
use Agentive, Objective, Instrumental, Dative and Locative.
So that’s why grammar espeۗially for English grammar is
still needed and important also for 4.0. The other reason, in
the hotel for all staff members, they should know and
understand about English speaking and writing when they
interact or communicate to the guest. The general aim of
this study is to give the frame of learning implementation
about English study case grammar to the student in the 4th
semester in the year 2018/2019. The specific aims of the
study are to know about English case grammar learning to
the student in the 4th semester in the year 2018/2019. To
apply the used of English case grammar to the student in the
4th semester in the year 2018/2019. The benefit of this
research divides into 2 are benefit for academic and for
practical also. For the academic is to give the knowledge of
the study English case grammar and for the practical to learn
used for English case grammar to students. Based on the
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description of the introduction, there are 2 problems that
discussed
A. Is it effective to use of English case grammar for
English learning in the 4th-semester student academic year
2018/2019?
B. How does study English case grammar learning to
apply in the 4th-semester student academic year
2018/2019?
II. FRAMEWORK THEORY
The literature review for supporting of this research of
English case grammar that applied in the 4th semester
student in the academic year 2018/2019 and these studies
have been reviewed and the result of the previous studies as
follows:
First, taken from Suparnis (2008) of his journal with the
title is Case Grammar. He explained about the theoretical
about English Case Grammar and made the structure of the
sentences and examples to use of English Case Grammar.
So, that is why finding a research about English Case
Grammar for Student in the university.
Second, taken from Ye (2015) of her journal with the
title is Case Grammar and its Application in English
Vocabulary Teaching. By her research she explained about
learning a foreign language, vocabulary learning is the very
first step and also the basic step. Generally, the most
common way for Chinese learners of English to learn
vocabulary is through memorization their Chinese
equivalents. As a result, they will encounter many words
with the same Chinese meaning, which makes them
confused. Based on her research, she researched about
Chinese learners that want to learn English by using
vocabulary of English case grammar. That is the second
interesting to research about English case grammar to
students that learning English in the level of university
For the theory of case grammar is taken from Fillmore
(in Ye, 2015) which highlighted the fact that syntactic
structure can be predicted by semantic participants. It
focuses on the link between the number of subjects, objects
and so on of a verb and the grammatical context it requires.
The underlying structure of the syntactic and semantic
relationships between nouns and verbs related with it is deep
ۗase. This kind of ۗase doesn’t have to ۖe shown through
the change of the morphology of nouns and pronouns. The
case is determined based on the underlying structure of the
syntactic and semantic relationships between nouns and
verbs. Once these relationships have been determined, they
are fixed; no matter what position they are in the surface
structure, what grammatical relations they are with verbs.
The case in the deep structure has no correspondence
relationships with any particular language and grammar
concepts in the surface structure, such as subject, object, etc.
Fillmore in the beginning (1968) listed for case grammar are
Agentive (A), Instrumental (I), Dative (D), Factitive (F),
Locative (L), and Objective (O). But, he qualified again and
include for the others is Benefactive (B), Time (T) dan
Comitative (C). At last, he revised in 1969 his case grammar
and omitted for Factitive (F). Case grammar is modification
from generative transformation grammar which explained
about argument and predicator in proposition
(Kridalaksana, 2013). The listed of case grammar are
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1) The agentive case is 'the case of the (typically animate)
perceived instigator of the action identified by the verb.
Example: Tom Pruned the roses, in this example Tom is
agentive case
2) The dative case is 'the case of the (animate) being
affected by the state or action identified by the verb. For
example: John believed the story.
3) The instrumental case is 'the case of the inanimate force
or object causally involved in the state or action identified
by the verb'. For example: The hammer broke the window.
4) The objective case is 'the semantically most neutral case,
the case of anything representable by a noun whose role in
the action or state identified by the verb is identified by the
semantic interpretation of the verb itself'. For example: John
liked the movie.
5) The Factitive case is 'the case of the object or being
resulting from the state or action identified by the verb, or
understood as part of the meaning of the verb'. For example:
John built a table
6) The loۗative ۗase is “the ۗase whiۗh identifies the plaۗe
or spatial orientation of the state or action identified by the
object". They are stative locative and directional locative.
For example: The toys are in the box.
7) The comitative case is a grammatical case that denotes
accompaniment. For example: The children are with Marry.
8) Benefactive is the one who benefits from an event or
activity. For example: She opened the door for Tom.
9) Time is the time at which an object or event is located.
For example: The meeting lasted an hour.
III. RESEARCH METHODS
This study based on the research of Fillmore (1968)
about study of case grammar. The idea to create this
research when researcher studying to get magister degree,
and after that following for the research when teaching a
language class in the university-level. For the methodology
of this research is qualitative research. This research is done
to the students in the 4th semester in the academic year
2018/2019 majoring in English Literature study program,
Dhyana Pura University. There are 13 students for the
sample of this research by finding their sentence and based
on the case grammar itself. The 13 students here have
background working in hotel and restaurant. In hotel and
restaurant in Bali need also to learn about English grammar
and of the research used English case grammar, when they
interact to the guest from abroad.
Method of collecting data is done by observe the student
and giving material of case grammar and give an activity by
doing exercise to write case grammar from the students
related to hotel and restaurant. The students gave free words
about hotel and restaurant, and then made into sentence and
the last correlated with case grammar. The data is analyzed
by checked and made correction of the sentence.
IV. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
Fillmore’s theory ( In Cook, 1λ8λ) they are λ ۗase
grammar Agentive, Dative, Instrumental, Objective,
Locative, Factitive, Comitative, Benefactive and Time.
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Related to the effectiveness for teaching the English case
grammar is really important because from the research
found of some students still need to learn about this case
grammar. There are 2 students of 13 students need
improvement to learn about English case grammar.
However on this case grammar could make the students
make sentences and improve their sentences.
The effectiveness to teach or practice about English
grammar, for the case grammar found the sentence that
student made the sentence related to 9 case grammars. The
student learned and understood English grammar although
need to learn again about this case grammar. In the class, to
study English grammar the students get started from the 2nd
semester and learn also for case grammar.
For the sentences of students have done for the activity
in case grammar in 4th semester academic year 2018/2019
and the sentence related with hotel or restaurant related to
case grammar.
A. Agentive.
Student’s exampleμ Fajar prepared the taۖle.
ɒased on the Fillmore’s theory, this sentenۗe for
Agentive described Fajar (a waiter) as a subject of the
sentence.
B. Dative
Student’s exampleμ The knife was ۖelonging to Prinata.
ɒased on Fillmore’s theory, this sentenۗe for Dative
described Prinata (a chef) as an indirect object of the
sentence.
C. Instrumental
Student’s exampleμ ɜrisma used her hand to make a
cake.
ɒased on Fillmore’s theory, this sentenۗe for
Instrumental described her hand as direct object from the
word used.
D. Objective
Student’s exampleμ The guest looked in the glass.
ɒased on Fillmore’s theory, this sentenۗe for Oۖjeۗtive
and related of direct object from the action verb looked.
E. Locative
Student’s exampleμ
Stative Locative: The amenities are on the tables.
For Stative locactive for the marker of the sentence is on
(used state verb).
Directional Locative: The guest came from Australia.
For Directional locative for the marker of the sentence is
from (used motion verb)
F. Factitive
Student’s exampleμ Ester made a deliۗious ۗake
ɒased on Fillmore’s theory, this sentenۗe is effeۗted
verb of object not for subject. The word made is effected
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verb of object not for subject. In case, to cake not for the
person.
G. Comitative
Student’s exampleμ ɑnggreni is with Indayani in the
team.
ɒased on Fillmore’s theory, Comitative is marker ۖy
with and expressed about accompaniment. This sentence
explained commitative is marker by with Indayani,
accompaniment with her friend.
H. Benefactive
Student’s exampleμ He did the ۗook for Utari.
ɒased on Fillmore’s theory, ɒenefaۗtive is doing
something to someone and used preposition marker is for.
I. Time
Student’s exampleμ Sadani spent three hours to make a
delicious cake in the kitchen restaurant.
ɒased on Fillmore’s theory, Time indiۗates oۖjeۗt or event
is located. This sentence of verb used is spent (verb 2) and
for time indicates the object is a delicious cake.
V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
This section of the conclusion of this research is from 13
students in the 4th semester academic year 2018/2019
majoring English study program Dhyana Pura only 3
students which need improving again for grammar
especially for case grammar. For the result, there are 9 of
English case grammar that can be improved in sentence
related in hotel or restaurant; they are Agentive, Dative,
Instrumental, Objective, Locative, Factitive, Comitative,
Benefactive and Time. For recommendation, this case
grammar can be used to teacher, lecture or tutor to improve
their student’s aۖility and it ۗan ۖe used for English speۗifiۗ
purpose for teaching or learning. In the era 4.0, English
grammar still needed to all of students in the university level
especially the university that has based on hotel or tourism
level because they will create as a manager in the hotel
department. At least for student has familiar with writing
and speaking. So that’s why English ۗan ۖe learned in this
level.
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Abstract—Self-disclosure has been widely researched as
a way to enhance interactions in the classroom and to
improve the overall learning experience. Student selfdisclosure can be expressed through various media, one of
which is social media. Instagram, an indisputably visual
platform of social media interaction, has become immensely
popular among Millennials and Gen Z-ers. This study aims
to analyze the visual aspect of self-disclosing posts from 180
students in two universities in Bali Indonesia, under the
Instagram hashtag of “#myworld”, conducted at the
beginning of a semester term. Utilizing content analysis
method employing two coders with substantial inter-rater
reliability (Cohen Kappa > 0.61), the study finds that the
typology of self-disclosure falls into three categories:
descriptive, evaluative, and topical, with descriptive selfdisclosure as the clear majority (82.8%). The themes
emerging from the self-disclosing posts include (from the
highest prevalence): family, friends, religion, hobby, self,
significant other, things/possession, and work/study.
Further qualitative inquiry reveals that self-disclosure
through social media is perceived to have lower risk than
direct, face-to-face disclosure. It has the potential to be used
to get better acquainted to one another with lower perceived
risk.
Keywords—self-disclosure,
education,
interaction, social media, Instagram

classroom

I. INTRODUCTION
As a process of communication, self-disclosure occurs
when one deliberately and voluntarily discloses information
about herself to another (Jourard, 1971; Cozby, 1973; Yu, Hu,
& Cheng, 2015; Jacob & Karibeeran, 2017). The nature of the
shared information can be descriptive, evaluative, or topical;
it may include thoughts, feelings, aspirations, goals, failures,
activities, experiences, successes, fears, dreams, and
preferences (Yu et al., 2015; Jacob & Karibeeran, 2017). Selfdisclosure involves revealing significant information that
would be otherwise unknown. It can be intrinsically rewarding
as it fulfills fundamental needs for social connectedness
(Tamir & Mitchell, 2012), while it can be unnerving as it
involves signifiۗant risk related to one’s vulnerability as one
gives up some degree of privacy and personal control by
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disclosing significant information to others (Altman in
Bazarova & Choi, 2014).
In the classroom, self-disclosure is crucial to improve
student participation, to facilitate interaction, and to achieve
the learning objectives (Harper & Harper, 2006). However,
with the perceived-risk of vulnerability, particularly on the
part of the students, educators must consider different ways to
encourage student self-disclosure. Self-disclosure can be
achieved not only through direct face-to-face interactions, but
also through other medium, including online through social
media. By using social media as a platform for early
interaction self-disclosure, students can strategically utilize
elective disclosure to reduce the perceived information risk,
while meeting the desired goals of improved interaction and
participation (Bazarova & Choi, 2014). The students can post
their self-selected information online, typically visuals
including photos and videos, and subsequently these postings
can be discussed in the classroom. The potential for
anonymity and indirectness can be comforting for some
students, as opposed to the traditional direct classroom acts of
self-disclosure.
One of the most popular social networking platforms
among Millennial and Gen-Z students is Instagram, which
differentiates itself from other Social Networking Sites (SNS)
such as Facebook or Twitter due to the exclusively visual
aspect of its sharing mechanism (Williamson, Stohlman, &
Polinsky, 2017; Sagiyanto & Ardiyanti, 2018). Indonesia has
one of the largest number of users on Instagram, at over 60
million, of which 89% are in the 18 to 34 age range and are
accessing the platform at least once a week (Mailanto, 2016).
As with other social media platform, Instagram has allowed
self-disclosure to become habitual with less perceived risk.
Platforms suۗh as Instagram foۗus on users’ up-to-date online
presence and blur the lines between the real and virtual worlds
Sagiyanto & Ardiyanti, 2018).
Separate studies have cited the benefits of online-based
social networking platforms for self-disclosure (Harper &
Harper, 2006; Ko & Kuo, 2009; Okdie, 2011; Tang & Wang,
2012; Kusyanti & Safitri, 2016; Sagiyanto & Ardiyanti,
2018). A study of bloggers reveals that self-disclosure through
ۖlogging ۗan inۗrease the partiۗipants’ (i.e. ۖloggers’)
subjective well-being, as the activity can be seen as a way to
accumulate social capital, improve social integration, increase
interpersonal communication, and thus enhance the overall
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subjective quality of life (Ko & Kuo, 2009). One study
specifically exploring the benefits of blogging for student
interaction suggests that online self-disclosure through
ۖlogging has the potential to ۖeۗome “zone of refleۗtion” for
students that is lacking in face-to-face classroom interaction
(Harper & Harper, 2006).
Still, there are perceived risks posed by disclosing oneself
online, including in social media. One study suggest that
perceive risks related to self-consciousness and audience size
are always present in self-disclosure, including if online
platforms are used. Another study finds, however, that social
media platform such as Instagram decrease the risks related to
self-disclosure, as users perceive the security and privacy
features provided as a safeguard for the images and videos
they post—thus allowing them to enjoy the benefits of gaining
“likes” and “ۗomments” while maintaining the sense of
control over their shared contents (Kusyanti & Safitri, 2016).
Additionally, one study cites that Instagram specifically
allows individuals who are otherwise introverts in real life to
be able to better express themselves, particularly though selfdisclosing online gallery of quotes to reveal descriptive as
well as evaluative information Sagiyanto & Ardiyanti, 2018).
The current study seeks to analyze the visual aspect selfdisclosing posts from 180 students in two universities in Bali
Indonesia, under the Instagram hashtag of “#myworld”,
conducted at the beginning of a semester term. It aims to
understand the typology of the self-disclosure used by the
students, the themes that emerge from the self-disclosing
posts, and the perception of the students upon completing the
online-based self-disclosure assignment as well as their
reasoning in choosing certain typologies and themes in this
online-based self-disclosure.
METHODOLOGY
The current study collected 180 self-disclosing Instagram
posts from 180 students from two universities in Bali,
Indonesia over a period of one month, purposefully in the
beginning of the semester to allow the students and instructor
to get better acquainted with one another through the use of
online-based self-disclosure. The sampling used conveniencebased method as the students are all enrolled in one of the
author’s ۗourses in Consumer ɒehavior and Entrepreneurship.
Three Instagram posting activities was presented to the
students as supplements to face-to-face activities using
different hashtags, i.e., “#thisisme”, “#myworld”, and
“#myۖrand”. The instruۗtor took ۗareful steps to ensure that
the students are unaware about the research related to the
postings. Students were awarded full participatory points for
each posting regardless of content and quality. The instructor
also ensured that the students have a complete sense of
freedom in the content and form of their postings, as long as
they adhere to Instagram’s standards, not plagiarized, and
follow a common sense of decency.
Of the three topics in the semester, this paper discusses the
seۗond topiۗ (i.e., “#myworld”) as this topiۗ was seen to have
a wide-range of interpretation, and the students are deemed to
have caught on to the assignment as they had already done one
in the prior week (i.e., “#thisisme”). To allow students to
explore and disۗlose “their worlds” was seen as an opportunity
to better engage with the students and to get a sense of what
was important in their lives. After the cut-off date, all the
postings were downloaded using a third-party application that
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allowed the authors to download all postings related to the
given hashtag. In separate focus group discussions, one of the
authors (the instructor in the courses) showed selected postings
from the students and discussed the potential interpretations
and intentions of those postings.
The authors collected, coded and categorized the data using
Microsoft Excel separately. Upon categorizing the 180
postings into three typologies (i.e., descriptive, evaluative, and
topical), inter-rater reliability (IRR) was conducted between
the two authors as raters for eaۗh typology to arrive at Cohen’s
Kappa, The authors also applied Chi squared analysis to ensure
low probability of randomness in the results. The authors then
analyzed the data based on the frequency of each typology
(mutually exclusive of one another), and the general themes of
the postings (including family, friends, religion, hobby, self,
significant other, things/possession, work/study, which are not
mutually exclusive. This means that one post can only be
categorized into one of the three typologies, but can be contain
more than one themes.
Subsequently, the students were asked to participate in
focus group discussions for a qualitative inquiry on their
perception and feedback regarding the assignment, the
reasoning behind choosing one type of disclosure typology
compared to others, as well as the reasoning behind posting a
photo or video with a certain theme(s) compared to others.
FINDINGS
The findings are divided into two parts. Firstly, in order to
analyze the self-disclosing visual posts, the authors devised
together a mechanism to code the typography and the general
themes of the students’ Instagram posts. The typography was
based on the classification by Morton (in Harper & Harper,
2006): descriptive, evaluative, and topical. Descriptive selfdisclosures are marked by contents that depict factual
information (thoughts, experiences, activities, etc.), while
evaluative self-disclosures depict feelings and judgments
(including likes/dislikes, preferences, etc.), and topical selfdisclosure involves discussions and depictions of sensitive
topics such as sexual orientation, political stance, etc. (Chen,
2014; Suo, Hong, & Qian, 2008; Harper & Harper, 2006).
Then, the coded datasets were processed using inter-rater
reliability (IRR) measure for each of the three typology. As
indicated in Table I, all three measurements yielded high IRR
values (Cohen’s ɜappa > 0.61, p < 0.01) and high degrees of
percent agreement between the raters—i.e., the frequency of
agreement between the raters on each observation, either both
indicate that the observation meet the category or both indicate
otherwise. The descriptive typology of self-disclosure resulted
in ɜohen’s ɜappa value of 0.78λ (p < 0.01). This denotes a
high value of Inter-Rater Reliability. Similarly, the Kappa for
evaluative typology was 0.726 and for topical typology was
0.822 (p < 0.01), all denoting a high degree of Inter-Rater
Reliability. Percent agreement between the two raters were
also high across all typologies (> 90%).
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INTER-RATER RELIABILITY MEASURE (N=180)
Typolog
y

Inter-Rater Reliability
Percent
Cohen’s Significa
Agreeme
Kappa
nce (p)
nt

Descripti
ve
Evaluativ
e
Topical

0.789

<0.01

92.2%

0.726

<0.01

95.6%

0.822

<0.01

97.8%

Subsequently, Chi square analysis was conducted to ensure
low probability of randomness. The analysis resulted in a high
degree of confidence that the findings were not random, and
that the typologies differ significantly from the expected
frequency (x2=329.624, df=1, p<0.01, n=180). The study found
that most of the students’ Instagram-based self-disclosure were
descriptive in nature (152 posts, 84.4% of all posts). The
remaining two typologies were rarely used in the selfdisclosing posts. Evaluative disclosure was used in 16 posts
(8.9%), while topical disclosure only in 12 posts (6.7%).
Visual analysis on the self-disclosing Instagram posts
ۗategorizes the students’ self-disclosing posts into nine distinct
themes. The theme most often interpreted and thus disclosed
as related to the students’ worlds is “family”, seen in 52.2% of
the 180 posts. Whereas one post can only belong to one
typology, the themes of the posts are not mutually exclusive—
i.e. each post can belong to more than one themes. After the
theme of “family”, the general theme of “self” featuring the
students themselves (including self-portrait or selfie) is the
second most frequent theme in the posts. This theme is seen in
42.2% of all 180 posts. Interestingly, posts revolving or
“featuring signifiۗant other” (e.g. ۖoyfriends, girlfriends, or
fiancé(e)s are not listed as one of the top five themes related to
the students’ “#myworld” posts.The themes related to
“friends”, “hoۖۖy”, and “religion” round up the top five themes
most frequently used in this online self-disclosure assignment.
The complete distribution of self-disclosure themes is shown
in Table II. Samples of the Instagram posts with various visual
themes are show in Fig. 1 – Fig. 6.

Sample of Instagram Post with the theme “Family”

Sample of Instagram Post with the theme “Self”

Sample of Instagram Post with the theme “Friends”

DISTRIBUTION OF THEMES IN STUDENTS’ POSTINGS
Theme
Family
Self
Friends
Hobby
Religion
Things
Significant
other
Work/study
Abstraction

Distribution in
Instagram Posts
Frequency
Percentage
94
52.2%
76
42.2%
54
30.0%
37
20.6%
29
16.1%
28
15.6%
20

11.1%

16
12

8.9%
6.7%
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Sample of Instagram Post with the theme “Hoۖۖy”

Sample of Instagram Post with the theme “Religion”
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percent of all posts are marked for both the themes of
friendship and hobby. An interesting finding is the relatively
low frequency of posts related to significant other. Though
many students are already in relationships, not many are
willing to share about their significant others in this exercise.
As one participant noted,

Sample of Instagram Post with the theme “Signifiۗant Other”
DISCUSSION
The findings in this study confirms the findings by Harper
& Harper (2006), which discusses student self-disclosure using
the medium of blogs. In online-based self-disclosure, most
students tend to present new or expanded information about
themselves that would or could have not been shared in class
due to some limitations. Compared to other studies that use
online blogs as the medium of indirect self-disclosure (Harper
& Harper, 2006; Ko & Kuo, 2009; Okdie, 2011; Tang & Wang,
2012), the ability to mainly use visual elements in the current
study, including photos and videos, in addition to texts in the
form of captions is one key advantage of Instagram selfdisclosure. Still, the patterns of disclosure favoring descriptive
to evaluative and topical is consistent with the previous finding
by Harper and Harper (2006). As participants noted in the
focus group discussions, perceived risks are the primary driver
for them to stick with the descriptive type of self-disclosure,
favoring to disclose about activities and experiences rather
than feelings and judgments about certain issues. As one
student cited,
“…this is due to the “comment” feature in Instagram.
I don’t want my friends to bully me if I post something
too sensitive or opinionated.”
One encouraging finding from the focus group discussions
relates to the benefits of this activity. Participants note that this
activity allows them to reflect on what is really important in
their life and what they are willing to deliberately disclose
about their lives. Many classmates only know one another in
class, and this activity has allowed them to see the things that
are important, and perhaps previously unknown, about their
colleagues including families, talents and hobbies. Secondly,
some participants note that the activity is significantly less
risky than, as one noted,
“…making a fool of myself ۖy talking aۖout myself, my
family, and things about me that are important in front of
the classroom. With Instagram, I can just post and forget
about it.”
The focus group discussions strongly support the
categorization and reasoning for the themes that emerged. As
the focus of this self-disclosing Instagram post is not just about
oneself ۖut “one’s world”, most students interpret that their
worlds revolve not only around them but also something else
beyond them. As such, over half of the students depicted their
families as their worlds. The portraits and videos related to self
comes second, even so not many are exclusively of selfportraits (selfie). Most also relate to one’s relationship with
nature or his/her surroundings, which again brings forth the
idea of belonging to something larger than oneself.
Additionally, themes of friendship and hobby are also often
shared—in many cases the two are related. In fact, 7.2%
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“There’s quite a ۖit of a risk related to sharing aۖout
your boyfriend/girlfriend. Since my classmates and my
instruۗtor will see my posts, along with others, I didn’t
want to appear boastful about my relationships. That
doesn’t mean signifiۗant other is not important for me;
I’m just not ۗomfortaۖle sharing aۖout them.”
Additionally, this online self-disclosure activity allows for
reflection and gives an opportunity for students to interact with
one another across platforms, sharing information that would
otherwise be unknown to one another. Students tend to
gravitate towards ۗertain topiۗ that would garner more “views”
and “likes”, while avoiding negative “ۗomments”.
Encouragingly, students generally report positive experiences
from this activity. Online self-disclosure allows all students,
including ones who are less sanguine, to have an avenue to
express themselves and share something about them with new
friends and a new lecturer. This could potentially improve the
students’ offline partiۗipation and ۗlassroom interaۗtion.
CONCLUSION
Self-disclosure is an important avenue with which to
improve student participation, to facilitate interaction, and to
achieve the learning objectives—as previous studies have
shown. The current study shows that student self-disclosure
can be attained through social media interaction, one of which
is through posting photos and videos on Instagram on certain
topics that encourage self-disclosure. The findings from 180
self-disclosing Instagram posts from university students at the
beginning of a new semester indicate that the majority of the
students tend to disclose descriptive typology of visual posts,
due to their lower perceived risk compared to evaluative and
topical posts. Students are more willing to disclose their
experiences and activities, compared to evaluative and topical
typologies that are seen as having more perceived risked when
shared with fellow students and the lecturer.
From the students’ visual posts related to the theme
“#myworld”, several themes emerged in the Instagram images
and videos, namely family, self, friends, hobbies, and religion
as the top five recurring themes. These themes are also seen as
having less perceived risk, compared to for instance sharing
about activities with or affection towards a significant other.
Students generally perceive this activity positively, as a way to
interact with classmates and get to know one another better—
using online social media as the platform with which to achieve
out-of-class interaction. Using the Instagram posting as an
activity in the beginning of the semester, subsequent classroom
interaction can be enhanced due to the availability of the posts
online and the opportunity to use cross-platform self-disclosure
for the students.
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Abstract—Social media nowadays has been higher
degree for getting information sharing, collaboration and
community building. The information can be shared,
disseminated and processed has presented potential issues
that reflected social and political participation of social
media users. Instagram- as one of social media explores
many features, including automated translation.
However, there are many paucities in meaning the text. To
address the gap, this study examined and collated machine
translation’s result of Instagram automated translation
and google translation which meaning of source taken in
Indonesian gossip account in Instagram as social media’s
medium. The indicators of quality of translation were
analyzed by error findings that adapted from Popovic
(2018). There are five classifications used i.e. inflexional
errors, reordering errors, omission, addition, and
mistranslation. The result implied that grammar
knowledge and crowdsourced used in machine had been
better quality than Instagram’s, (such as: tense, word
order, etc.). Accordingly, it is necessary for Instagram as
a rising social media need to improve its crowdsources.
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translation (Castilho, et al., 2018). It indicated that human
translator still as a controller in assessing the quality of
machine translation.
Nowadays, translation issues have developed into new
paradigm, including to social media platform. Social media
nowadays ۖeۗame ‘new’ trend interaۗtion without
limitation of area, time, and cost. People gather with social
media platforms to get the latest news, gossip, or recent
updates. That is an accepted reason why social media better
has its automatic machine translation. Therefore, the
challenge for translation in social media is how target
language has equal meaning or got the ۗommuniۗation’s
meaning from source language. The previous researches
found the problems commonly were faced i.e. adequacy,
fluency, overall quality, as well as rating cognitive postediting efforts (Burchardt, Lommel, Bywood, Harris, &
Popović, 2016). However, automatic tool cannot
differentiate detail of error classes i.e. confusion of
mistranslation, omissions, and additions.
Therefore, this research determines and assess the
quality of Instagram automated machine and comparing
with the quality of free neutral translation machine
(Google’s) through error ۗlasses which adapted from
Popovic model. The indicators are used are inflectional
errors; recording errors; omissions; additions; and lexical
errors.

I. INTRODUCTION
Translation deals with cognitive complexity,
teۗhnologiۗal aۗtion, explaining aۗtion, and rating output’s
quality. Furthermore, the impact visualizes complexity to
search the idea of operational translation quality and
measurable. Therefore, the definition of translation quality
tries to catch the feature and interactions to design means of
rating translation quality formally for a particular purpose.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
As seen before, social media has various platforms,
generally internet based, that faۗilitate user’s
communication through a unique frame of reference.
Besides, the social media can be called a procedure by
which information and knowledge is rapidly shared.
Various platforms of social media and also its use cause
particular objectives (Roland, 2018).

Translation quality has become annual issues that
discussed if dealt with machine translation. Castilho,
Doherty, Gaspari, & Moorkens (2018) provided a critical
summary of set up and expanding approach to definition and
also measure human and machine translation quality
workflows over distance of research, educational
implication, and framework industry to be three typology
that consists of three elements included i.e. human
translation; machine translation; and human and machine

In a way in starting and also encouraging many
disciplinary dialogues, social media including Instagram is
seen by three specific areas in exploreing an on-going
research project on the subject of translation and social
media, such as: 1)the value of social media contextual that
given by proffesional translators; 2) phenomena of selftranslation on social media platforms; 3) the necessity of
human intervention in translating new social languages i.e
the use of emoji, GIF. (Desjardins, 2016) it indicates that
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use of social media increases intercultural studies that
impact of descriptive framework influence that consisted by
contextual research orientation for better understanding in
context of using social media
One of social media that influenced Indonesian viewers
is Instagram (Ganesha, 2017). Instagram recorded million
active users every month in Indonesia. Data showed that
Indonesian user grows 100 percent since last year. This
condition confirms the general assumption that Indonesians
are among active Instagrammers. It indicated that
Indonesian people accessed many things from Instagram,
including news accounts, which Indonesians popular
accessed is a gossip account.
Gossip accounts are popular in Indonesia because the
contents show activities including pictures or videos the
newest and hottest news around ۗeleۖrity’s information.
One of them is @lambe_turah. Lambe Turah had followers
reaching up to 6 million people (14/01/2019) followers. In
other words, the account is popular around Instagram’s
viewers. It caused by reading both accounts, people got
easier to access any information that people wanted to
know. ɑs in Irawan’s (2018) study, the information of the
content must be validated by trusted information. The
influence of the information brings confusion for viewers or
let the viewers are still in question as some lies and incorrect
news are put as if it is the truth. For this reason, this account
is one of popular Indonesian gossip account in Instagram
(Irawan, 2018).
Unfortunately, as public media, this account was read
not only Indonesians, but also outside the country. The
unique captions that found in accounts sometimes cannot be
translated in English or wrong meanings if only analyzed
without seeing the pictures related. The untranslated words
themselves showed that accounts in delivering the news that
would be the language choices of the accounts to make their
reports different. But sometimes the words would be some
problems to understand the content of the news itself, even
there are translation machine that can be clicked under the
captions. To solve the problems, this article will analyze the
captions in @lambe_turah compared the results of their
translation machine meanings both Instagram automated
machine and google translation. This research aims in
exposing comparison of both translation machine in
translating with source language context-oriented choice
that used in @lambe_turah will be compared the corpora by
lexical knowledge (morphological tables, grammar rules,
and lexicons) to check their clarity and accuracy in
translating Indonesian text to English versions.

maۗhines and Google’s. Next, the results ۗompared ۖy
checking their clarity and accuracy in translating Indonesian
text to English versions. On the other hand; it also explains
how translation of news media paves the way for a partial
interpretation in target language.
B. Procedure
In this research, the writer compared the output of
translation automated quality from Instagram automated
translation and google translation based on any duties and
approach. The error categories (i.e. an error typology or
taxonomy) should be clearly defined. This itself is a
demanding task for several reasons: the errors should reflect
all advantages and disadvantages of the MT system, which
are important for the task at hand as well as for the
languages involved; more detailed errors are more
informative but more difficult to distinguish; and the error
types should cover both linguistic aspects as well as
translation aspects. Although there is some work in progress
in this direction, there are still no general rules for defining
error categories, even on a broad level. (Burchardt et al.,
2016). The following subsection will present an overview
of error typologies for manual classification used in the last
decade (i.e. from the beginning until now) for different
tasks, including analysis of post-editing action. Writer used
particular of automatic error-classification judgement to be
described in the next section adapted from Popovic (2018).
(Popovic, 2018). Kinds the errors are: 1) inflectional errors,
2) reordering errors, 3) missing words (omissions), 4) extra
words (additions), and 5) lexical errors (mistranslations).
FIGURE I

III. METHOD
A. Material of Analysis
The data were taken from captions both of original
@lambe_turah and English version by translation machine
of google translation and Instagram automated translation.
The corpus scanned from April 6th – April 11th, 2019. The
data examined and compared the result of machine
translation of Instagram automated translation and google
translation which meaning of source taken in Indonesian
gossip aۗۗount in Instagram as soۗial media’s medium. In
order to do this, the data taken from Indonesian gossip
aۗۗount, then translated ۖy Instagram’s translation
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IV. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
Machine translation works well in events where the
source and target languages are quite identic in terms of
structure, morphology, concepts, etc. (Desjardin, 2017).
However, it cannot be happened in social media context.
The system should add availability of large amounts of
parallel bilingual texts that are similar enough to the
material that can be translated with respect to domain, text
type, etc. So that, the systems must extract all of the relevant
information. In this case, the errors are analysed into
inflectional errors; reordering errors; missing words
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(omissions); extra words (additions); and lexical errors
(mistranslations).
Based on data recorded, there are 158 data that
analysed based on the error types, here are the summaries
of error types:
TABLE I
Automated
Machine
Translation
Google
Translation
(neutral
translation
machine)

InstagramAutomated
Machine

Error
Types
Inflectiona
l Errors
Reordering
Error
Missing
Words
(Omissions
)
Extra
Words
(Additions
)
Lexical
Errors
(Mistransla
tions)
Inflectiona
l Errors
Reordering
Error
Missing
Words
(Omissions
)
Extra
Words
(Additions
)
Lexical
Errors
(Mistransla
tions)

Number
s of
Errors
6

Percent
age

Total

3,79 %

32,
26 %

13

8,23 %

15

9,49 %

8

5,06 %

9

5,69 %

22

13,92 %

18

11,39 %

14

8,86 %

25

15,82 %

28

17,75 %

Related to the data, there is an error in Instagram’s
machine. The word school kids which reflected to plural.
So, it should put are in there.
The error was classified into Inflectional errors. It refers
to the change of form to describe the function of grammar
or connect the tense, mood, person, number, case, and
gender. The problems arose when the target language did
not have the same grammar function with the source
language. Besides, another problem also found because of
lack of grammar ability. One of study as discussed by
Lanoë, Vidal, Lubin, Houdé, & Borst (2016) that analysed
ۗhildren’s writing noun ۗorreۗtly. ɒesides, the infleۗtion is
also happened in other linguistic context learning verb i.e.
when inhibiting overlearned and automatized strategies as
the use of (-s) to indicate plural form. (Lanoë, Vidal, Lubin,
Houdé, & Borst, 2016).
2. Source Language:
Ahhhh Siapa dia yaaa kira kiraaa. Ada lagi??? Ohh nooo.
(10/4/2011)
Google’s:
Ahhhh. Who is she? There are more??? Ohh nooo.
Instagram’s:
Untranslated

67,74
%

100
%
Here are samples of Google’s translation and Instagram
automated machine based on @Lambe Turah news:
Based on news taken from @Lambe Turah captions. Here
some of examples:
1. Source Language:
Ga tau yaa kalo anak sekolah jaman now hukuman nya
apaan. (11/4/2011)
Google’s:
I don't know if the schoolboys are now punishments.
Instagram’s:
I don’t know if the school kids nowadays what is the
punishment.
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It seemed that there was gap in transferring the equal
meaning with source language. The data expressed natural
spoken language so that MT cannot translate it well as seen
in Instagram’s or wrong ordering as seen in Google’s.
Google’s failed transferring ɑda lagi?? whiۗh is
interrogative form into English ordering correctly.
Interrogative form in English should ۖe “Is there any ??”
(Auxiliary verb + Subject + Main Verb).
Overall, the patterns of Lambe Turah’s ۗaptions
consisted by localization of Indonesian popular spoken
language, so that there are some gaps that found based on
reordering the sentence output of machine translations. The
issue shows that the linguistic that adapted in social media
platforms for new perspective is essentially based a form of
localization. In other words, research on localization could
be implemented in this context. Therefore, the topics
surrounding how the platforms are translated might not
produce recent concept. The second issue is concentrating
on maۗhine’s ۗrowdsourۗes of platform’s translation
equally i.e iconographic language and natural language.
(Desjardin, 2017)
In reordering error, it is related to check whether MT
systems are still deficient when providing translations
between languages with different word orders. Many
reordering techniques can be used to solve the challenges
and increase the translation accuracy. In this case, the source
of language ( Indonesian) word order was similar to that
seen in the target language (i.e. English) based on the
automatically learnt reordering rules from part of speech
that tagged source language text.(Roy & Popowich, 2010).
V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
The ɑs one of favorite ۗontent in Indonesia’s Instagram
account is gossip account. @Lambe Turah is popular
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account that consisted of celebrity information, commonly
happened privately. Besides, the captions sometimes were
not relevant with their posts. The language used are popular
language in Indonesia. So that, there are many challenges in
translating the captions even though had been translated
automatically in its Instagram automated machine. There
are also found some paucities also in neural translation
maۗhine (Google’s).
Based on errors, the quality of google translation had
higher improvement in inflectional errors, extra words, and
lexiۗal errors than Instagram’s. In implied that grammar
knowledge and crowdsourced used in machine had been
ۖetter quality than Instagram’s, (suۗh asμ tense, word order,
etc.). It can translate by whole sentences and use broader
context to help it figure out the most relevant translation. It
quite suitable to translate Indonesian gossip account such as
@Lambe Turah which its captions contained of Indonesian
human speaking language. However, if it is seen from
sociological perspectives, the crowdsource of google
translation are too broad and sometimes are not fitted with
the communication context. Whereas, social media reflects
direct communication of people through online. This
condition causes misunderstanding or misperception
beyond social media users.
The suggestion referred to Instagram automated
machine translation that still need improvement in provide
and consider crowdsources and grammar language so that
increasingly Instagram will be more popular platforms.
Therefore, as popular platform, Instagram also need to
develop the quality of its machine translation to eliminate
misinterpretation, especially if it is related to features of
instagram which is through pictures and video i.e. news
content, social content, art content, literary content, visual
content.
Overall, the patterns of Lambe Turah’s ۗaptions
consisted by localization of Indonesian popular spoken
language, so that there are some gaps that found based on
sentence output of machine translations. For next research,
it is important for continuing machine translation quality
research because it is needed for enhancing social
networking for business expansion.
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Abstract— With a view to quality teaching and learning,
EFL teachers need to professionalize themselves upon their
formal education at teacher colleges. A number of ways are
open to teacher professionalism. This study is an exploratory
survey to probe EFL teachers’ views of EFL teachers at the
lower secondary level of education on the areas for
professional learning. A number of 455 EFL teachers of the
lower secondary level of education are conveniently drawn
from a number of towns as a sample of the present study
representing experienced EFL teachers in East Java. A set
of reliable questionnaires (r =.633) has been developed to
collect data on their idea pertaining to aspects of developing
innovative instruction, performing classroom action
research, and writing research-based articles for
publication. The results of the present study are discussed
with respect to EFL teacher normative responsibilities and
concepts on professional development. Pedagogical and
theoretical implications of the findings are drawn with
reference to the context of English teaching.
Keywords— development, EFL, learning, professional,
teachers

INTRODUCTION
The role of teachers in conducting effective class activities
is undeniaۖly of utmost importanۗe for students’ optimum
learning. In a conceptual level, Harrison and Killion (2007);
Keller (2011); Cox (2018) outline that teachers may contribute
to effectiveness of their instruction as a resource provider,
instructional specialist, curriculum specialist, classroom
supporter, learning facilitator, mentor, school leader, data
coach, catalyst for change, learner, a class controller, learning
assessor, class manager, management stylist, resource person,
participant, investigator, a role model, a substitute parent, class
disciplinarian, counselor, bookkeeper, and a planner. Seen this
way, teachers essentially play multiple-tasks the ultimate goal
of whiۗh is students’ optimum learning. In the national context,
the importanۗe of teaۗhers’ role is vividly refleۗted in the Law
no. 14 year 2005 in terms of their competences – pedagogical,
professional, social, and personal – and expertise with the aim
of the achievement of the objective of the national education.
Considering the importanۗe of teaۗhers’ role in the
classroom, teachers need to update and qualify further their
skills to impaۗt students’ learning ۖetter that is teaۗhers need
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to always develop themselves professionally. The medium and
the corridor within which teachers can qualify themselves is
commonly called professional development – PD (Archibald,
Coggshall, Croft, & Goe, 2011; Darling-Hammond, Hyler, &
Gardner, 2017). As teachers are expected to have the
development throughout their career, such a professional
development endeavor is also referred to as continuous
professional development (CPD) or staff development, inservice training, professional learning, or continuing education
(Mizell, 2010). Another term, the so-called professional
learning (Calvert, 2016; Labone & Long, 2016) refers to more
modernized conducts with interactive nature during the
professional learning process. In this present article, the term
professional learning is used throughout in the rest part of the
article to mean any attempts made purposefully by teachers, be
they individually or in group, in a formal or informal context,
to always qualify themselves so as to make meaningful impacts
on students’ learning aۗhievement.
To achieve professional learning, teachers may have
choices of professional learning forms at their preference in so
far as it is concerned with a teacher-student link, the ultimate
objective of which is mainly twofold: improved teacher
teaching effectiveness as reflected in student learning success
and sustaining teacher professionalism throughout their career.
However, Mizell (2010) argues that by the term professional
learning, people have commonly associated it with formal
activities with which teachers undergo. These may take the
form like attending or presenting a paper in a conference,
seminar, and a symposium, or joining a workshop; performing
teaۗhers’ ۗollaۖorative learning in a work team; or joining a
course or pursuing further studies at a college or university. In
a wide-ranging spectrum, professional learning can also refer
to informal activities by teachers like mutually respectful
discussions, independent reading and research, observations of
a ۗolleague’s work, or other forms of learning from a peer. ɑ
broader and yet more conceptual notion of professional
learning forms has obviously been reflected the normative
framework of professional learning for teachers as adopted by
the government of Scotland in which professional learning is
seen naturally to be cyclical undergoing these segments:
planning professional learning, engaging professional,
impactful professional learning, evidence of impact, and
professional dialogs (The General Teaching Council for
Scotland, undated). In this scheme, sharing experiences in
implementing teaching innovation upon joining professional
learning activities seems to be a common view in Scotland
practice; nevertheless it seems to be less practiced, not to say
ever, elsewhere outside Scotland. In brief, professional
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learning offers to teachers a varied choice of means to make
them more qualified in their teaching job, be they formally or
informally, which is planned and performed incessantly, and
the result of the planning and implementation is reflected and
then shared with colleagues.
Originating in Japan, one model of professional learning
that has been widely adopted worldwide is lesson study
(Cerbin, 2011; Lewis & Hurd, 2011; Hopkins, 2014). Lesson
study refers to a different concept depending on the emphasis
or focus. To Tsui and Law 2007 lesson study is research
collectively conducted by teachers on most serious selected
area of concern with the objective to enhance their teaching
and their students’ learning. More speۗifiۗally, Dudley (2013)
characterizes a lesson study as recurring cycles of planned
actions in which small groups of teachers work collaboratively
to solve identified areas of concern as empirical evidence of
problems existing in their class. Then, they work together to
develop a lesson plan as a ‘researۗh lesson’ to address the
problem. One teacher then conducts the teaching learning
process based on the collaborative lesson plan they develop,
while other teachers of the same group then make observations
with a foۗus on what works on the students’ learning and what
does not. Following class observations, they discuss what they
find it working or not working with the plan on students’
learning activities during the teaching learning process, make
reflections, and finally they learn lessons from input provided
by an expert involved in the lesson study activity as a basis for
them to improve their already implemented intervention
(https://tdtrust.org/what-is-lesson-study).
This model of professional learning has demonstrated
fruitful impacts in a number part of the globe. As reviewed by
Cheung and Wong (2014), previous attempts to implement
lesson study as a model of professional development
conducted from 2000 to 2010 demonstrate empirical evidence
of the ۖenefits of lesson study in enhanۗing teaۗhers’ teaۗhing
role in the classroom and students learning. A study in primary
and secondary schools in the UK by Godfrey, Seleznyov,
Anders, Wollaston and Barrera-Pedemonte (2018) revealed a
similar positive impact of lesson study as a form of
professional learning on improvement of teachers’ teaۗhing
ۗonduۗt and students’ learning.
In the existing literature, professional learning that
partiۗularly emphasizes more and aims to enhanۗe teaۗhers’
professional learning through this three-pronged approach:
their teaching innovation, implementation of the teaching
innovation through CAR, and publication of their teaching
innovation through CAR is still rarely conducted to date. While
this three-pronged approach to professional learning is
considered vital to professionalize teachers, thus far, the
existing body of literature commonly has not addressed these
three areas adequatelyμ teaۗhers’ innovative teaۗhing, CɑR,
and publication. Most literature commonly deals with
classroom action research alone with a focus on planning,
implementing, observing, and reflecting as suggested by
scholars in favor of classroom action research (for instance
Kemmis & Mc.Taggart, 1992; Hopkins, 2014; McNiff,
Lomax, & Whitehead, 1996). While this inquiry in the form of
CAR to what works best as classroom pedagogy is useful for
teachers to be more aware of uniqueness of their teaching
practice, it is believed that no class is exactly similar in terms
of teaching learning context, teachers taking this professional
learning format tend to consign at a peripheral side. It is argued
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that those practitioners put a more focus on the completion of
the cycles with which classroom action research is commonly
associated. As a result, although teachers opine positive
impacts of conducting classroom action research in their
professionalism (Bissonnette & Caprino, 2014; Yigit &
Bagceci, 2017), they do not go beyond the steps of classroom
action research to the other essential aspects of it. In other
words, classroom research thus far has been not only
incomprehensively but also inadequately conducted. It is
undeniably argued that such inquiries result in providing
teachers with valuable information about their practice.
However, teaۗhers have not yet departed further into ‘more
suۖstantial and ۗritiۗal’ (ɒurns, 1λλλ. p. 13) praۗtiۗe with
classroom action research. As a result, little is known about the
best practice and innovation in their teaching practice as
reports publishing their inquiry through classroom action
research are still relatively few in number (Burns, 2005, p.
248). In Indonesian context in particular, this situation is due
to the fact that they still encounter problems in conducting
CAR (Burns & Rochsantiningsih, 2006). In other words, it is
argued that teaۗhers’ innovative instruۗtional planning and
designs, implementation of the instructional planning and
design in the form of classroom action research, and the
publication of their classroom action research work as well as
the dissemination of the results of their classroom action
research through a seminar or a roundtable with colleagues and
journal puۖliۗation seem to ۖe out of teaۗhers’ sight.
In the light of such a context, then it is desirable to reveal
further empirical pictures on three important areas pertaining
to teaۗhers’ attempt to professionalize themselves. This present
study aims to examine these issues: In a geographical context
of Indonesia, percentage of EFL teachers that have ever
conducted CAR; whether they have ever written any articles
for journal publication based on their CAR; their opinion about
the need for them to present research results to colleagues;
what motivates them to conduct CAR; benefits they think they
will get in conducting CAR; and their confidence in conducting
academic activities related to CAR.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Professional learning is a deliberate action taken to
empower teaۗhers’ attriۖutes in their profession so as to ۖe
more competent as a teacher (OECD, 2008: 19) implying that
This also means that teachers are positioned in a dual role as
both a learner and a practitioner (Schon, 1987). As learners ,
they are the ones of which qualification is being upgraded; and
as practitioners, they are assumed to be an active participant in
all professional activities set. Finally, professional learning is
conducted beyond pre-service training activities. Thus,
professional learning may take the form of in-service and onservice trainings.
Teacher professional learning aims at a number of
objectives. Kowalchuk (1999) and Quint (2011) identify that
teacher professional learning may be based on three
paradigms: the technical-developmental perspective, the
subject matter orientation, and ecological interpretation of
learning to teach. Meanwhile, OECD (1998) specifies the area
of concern of teacher development pertaining to hands-on
classroom immediate needs. In the first place, teacher
development serves as a medium for teachers to upgrade their
internal traits in the subject-matter content, their teaching
skills, their attitudes and approaches to teaching in line with
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the progress of teaching techniques and objectives, and new
educational research. In addition, teacher development also
enables them to adapt and to implement instructional changes
required in the curricular reforms by means of exchanging
ideas among colleagues and experts. Finally, professional
learning also enables instructionally low-performing teachers
to be better professionally.
Professional learning for teachers may also embrace a
wider scope of purposes. There are a number of forms of
professional training aimed at improving teaۗhers’ knowledge
and skills (http://edglossary.org/professional-development/),
enabling teachers to use their analytical skills for identifying
roots of learning proۖlems on the students’ part and using the
results as a basis to align their teaching strategies with students’
learning needs. Collaborative or interdisciplinary teaching
provides the opportunities for English teachers to teach classes
in teams with teachers from other disciplines as it happens in
adjunct EFL teaching (Brinton, Snow, & Wesche, 1989) in
which English teachers and content-area teachers team up
carrying out instructional activities together. Professional
learning also creates an opportunity for new teachers and
experienced ones to interact for taking and giving constructive
feedback. New teachers can learn from their senior teachers in
a collegial mentoring scheme. A tandem teaching collaboration
is a possible form of this activity.
A form of collaboration recently introduced to teachers
aims at providing them with knowledge and skills in
performing classroom action research. In such a training
teachers learn how to professionalize themselves by
identifying problems in their class, tracing the causes of the
problems, developing rational teaching strategies to solve the
problems, implementing the strategies, collecting evidence for
what works and what does not work in implementing the
strategies, and finally reflecting the results.
Effective professional learning programs are highly
desirable; otherwise they are a waste of time and resources.
However, not all professional learning programs are effective
in equipping teachers with necessary competences needed in
instructional context. In order to be operative in improving
teaۗhers’ ۗompetenۗes in their teaۗhing joۖ, several ۗonditions
are crucial. Richardson (2003) argues that the program is
considered effective when it shares several features, four of
which are worth noting. In the first place, it takes time. In
addition, subsequent activities should follow, aiming at
enhancing skills and knowledge introduced in the previous
activities. Unlike the training for teachers is commonly carried
out as a hit-and-run activity, effective professional learning
program needs to be subsequently followed up with other
ancillary activities once it is started. In addition to this,
professional learning is not a matter of instructions from a
master to a servant in which inequality of responsibility and
power exists. It is the one in which power and responsibility is
shared equally between the mentor and the trainees. That is,
training activities need to promote collegiality. Teachers as
trainees come with varied beliefs and practices in joining a
professional training program. Meaning that professional
trainings are not meant to make participants uniform in beliefs
and practices. Considering that teacher beliefs play a vital tool
in promoting educational practices (Borg, 2003; OECD 2008;
Xu, 2012), professional learning needs to accommodate the
existence of such different beliefs and practices. It is argued
that appreۗiating differenۗes in teaۗhers’ ۖeliefs and praۗtiۗes
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is essential (Scott & Gani, 2016), the aim of which is to support
educational reforms introduced to teachers that necessarily
come with perspectives different from the elements of the
reforms. Finally, effective professional learning involves
external mentors or facilitators. Teacher regular forums at a
district level involve facilitators among teachers themselves
who are considered to have more knowledge or skills.
However, using external mentors or facilitators offers teachers
several pluses. External mentors provide participants with
different angles in dealing with an issue. In addition, external
mentorships offer a sense of accompaniment to teachers in
facing educational reforms. In addition, external mentoring
enhances the growth of creativity on the parts of the teachers
as reforms are offered from different perspectives (Dalton,
2015).
Why do teachers need to develop professionally in their
teaching career? We can use several angles to respond to that
question. Two are worth addressing hereμ students’ side and
teaۗhers’ perspeۗtive. On students’ side, oۖviously students’
learning needs to be of high quality while high quality learning
stems from knowledgeable and skilled teachers with
competent expertise. Furthermore, considering the crucial role
of a teacher, students cannot grow appropriately in their
English competences without sufficient facilitation of great
teachers as Vygotsky (Walqui, 2006) has put it to theorize.
Students – no matter their attributes are – in the hand of great
teachers are with the right persons to learn better. These
teachers will guide and take their students to their right learning
needs for their lives. Students’ learning needs also
considerably differ from their era. For instance, Z generations
differ in their learning needs from the needs of baby-boomers
from which teachers come. Unless teachers make themselves
adapted to their students’ learning needs, teaۗhers of a
generation different from that of the students may encounter
challenges that can hinder their teaching effectiveness.
On teaۗhers’ perspeۗtives, learning is neۗessarily an everlasting process. So, when someone, including teachers,
graduates from their education, it does not mean that they have
to stop learning. They need to qualify themselves along the
way in their profession upon graduation. Therefore, continuous
learning let alone for teachers or anyone in professional
occupations is inevitably crucial. In teacher professional
development, teachers need to be aware themselves that they
are in the position as learners. Secondly, although they get
education from colleges with assumed functional sufficient
knowledge and skills for future jobs, these competences are not
sufficient for them to function properly in their new school
joۖs. ‘No matter how good pre-service training for teachers is,
it cannot be expected to prepare teachers for all the challenges
they will faۗe throughout their ۗareers’ (OECD, 200λ). Sۗhool
teaching demands vary substantially from one place to another
place, which college education cannot always meet
completely. Thirdly, innovations for instance ICT use in the
classrooms and advances in learning theories, as well as
government policies change dynamically over time. All these
mean that teachers should inescapably encounter. They need to
deal with these changes by making themselves catch up with
these changes properly.
Mizell (2010) exerts that teachers who do not get
professional learning in their career will not expand their
competences appropriately. When this happens, students will
get the impacts as teachers will not satisfactorily meet their
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students’ learning and their students’ learning will seriously
agonize ultimately. Several previous studies reviewed by
Marzano (2003) demonstrated that teacher professional
learning conducted on important educational variables
pertaining to teachers teaching aspects impacts positively on
students’ learning aۗhievement. Similar findings are oۖserved
by Jackson and Bruegeman (2009). Considering these points
described previously, therefore, teachers need further
professional supports in their profession.
In fact, several teacher professional learning programs
conceptually exist and are in use (Gaible & Burns, 2005, p. 25).
In terms of the dispensation, the first model is the cascade
model or the train-the trainer model. In this model, selected
competent teachers – probably master teachers - are trained at
the central level. During the training of the trainers, their skills
and knowledge from central training are then passed to the
teachers at the next lower level and so on until they are trained
to the teachers at the lowest level as the recipient of the
educational innovation. The next model is the teacher-centered
model. The focus of attention is on a teacher performance that
becomes the object of learning. Under the teacher-centered
model, Burns (2014) mentions five more models of teacher
professional development:
Observation/Assessment, Open Classrooms, Lesson Study,
Study Groups, Looking at Student Work (LSAW). Still, there
are other models as viewed from the initiatives: standardized
training, school-based training, and self-directed training.
Apart from the types of professional training described
previously, there are also other forms seen from praxis angles
which Ling (2003) puts it to say as field experience-based
training. These are ‘the apprentiۗeship, professional,
mentorship, and some modified models of professionalinternship, inter-professional’ (Ling, 2003, p. 14). Still another
model the so-ۗalled ‘refleۗtive training’ intended for
sustainable EFL teacher professional learning discovered by
Rachmajanti, Sulistyo and Suharyadi (2017) have practiced a
framework of professional learning activities containing
elements of teaۗhers’ appliۗation of knowledge, orientation to
practicing and doing, active participation, reflection, selfactualization, and alignment to classroom activities using stepby-step delivery strategies in which collegial coaching,
mentoring, collaborative teamwork, assessment and reflection,
and flipped class activities are exerted.
In brief, professional learning programs come with varied
models. The programs may be seen in general in terms of the
modus of training delivery, the initiator, and the kind of
learning experiences. Each model has their own aims; yet they
overlap. In addition, these models also provide angles on which
to synthesize and to make innovations on concepts for further
training to envisage.
METHOD
Conforming to its objectives, the present study then
employed a survey (Mathers, Fox, & Hunn, 2007). This survey
involved a number of 454 respondents - 139 (30.6%) males and
315 (69.4%) females - representing the secondary level of
education of English teachers in Indonesia. Of the respondents,
282 teachers (62.1%) were certified teachers and the rest – 172
teachers (37.9%) were not yet certified when the present study
was conducted. Their teaching experience varied: 77
respondents (17%) had a range of teaching experiences from 0
to 5 years; 89 respondents (19.6%) taught English in the range
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of 6 -10 years; 152 teachers (33.5%) experienced teaching
from a range of 11 to 15 years; and the rest – 136 teachers
(30%) taught English more than 16 years. The above data
indicate that the respondents of the present study were already
beyond the category of novice teachers (Michel, 2013). In
addition, the majority of the respondent – 385 or 84.8% had a
ۖaۗhelor degree; and 68 (15.2%) hold a magister’s degree of
English Education Program.
Scrutinizing teaۗhers’ viewpoint pertaining to instruۗtion
innovation, research, and article publication is an attempt to
reveal what teachers think - thinking attributes which naturally
exist in their mind as a part of cognition, thus it is unobservable
physically (Borg, 2009).
A number of measurement
techniques of unobservable thinking dimensions have been
existent, starting from those involving invasive measurement
procedures to non-invasive measurement ones of activity
within the human brain in which a very sophisticated
technology such as positron emission tomography (PET),
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), and
transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) (Driver, Haggard, &
Shallice, 2007) may be utilized. Besides, other measures of
non-observable existence of thinking processes are available:
self-report, behavioral, and physiological (Price, Jhangiani, &
Chiang, 2015). This present study employs an invasive strategy
for the data collection method in which self-report measures in
the form of a questionnaire (Mathers, Fox, & Hunn, 2007) are
involved under the considerations that these methods of data
collection offer a more number of advantages for the purpose
of the present study, despite their constraints (Dubois, 2019).
The questionnaire used in the present study measures
mainly respondents’ evaluation on the need to share researۗh
results, their motivation to conduct classroom action research,
their expected benefits of conducting classroom action
research, and their self-efficacy to conduct classroom action
research in which the respondents made their judgment on
these main areas on a four-Likert scale with values ranging
from 0 to 3 showing disagreement to agreement. The reliability
of the questionnaire was 0.633 which was considered beyond
sufficiency particularly for moderate stability of yielding
scores, which is to show that the items are not only practically
homogenous, but also has variance which is appropriately
exclusive. Nevertheless, this variance is not necessarily
correlated with each other in the set (Piedmont, 2014).
Quantitative descriptive statistical data analysis was
exerted to the teaۗhers’ response to the questionnaire with a
view to revealing the percentage of the frequency of the
respondents’ response on the respondents’ evaluation on those
four main variables.
IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Based on the result of statistical analysis, regarding their
knowledge and practice of conducting action research, it was
evident that about half of the respondents (54.4% or 247) had
conducted CAR and the rest (45.6% or 207) did not. Pertinent
to teacher research, most of them (96%) were of the opinion
that there was a need to present the research results in a seminar
to colleagues as well as to publish them in a journal due to such
reasons as satisfying self-obligation to innovate teaching
(100% ), fulfilling official rank requirements (91.9%), and
fulfilling government laws/regulation (97.8%). It is evident
that teachers were aware, as part of their beliefs and practices,
that they are to always learn to improve themselves by
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reflecting their ways of teaching through empirical studies.
This claim is in line with the ideas propose by Borg (2003),
Marzano (2003), OECD (2008), Mizell (2010), Xu (2012), and
Scott and Gani (2016). Moreover, the respondents realized that
conducting such studies provides them more benefits for their
ۗareer enhanۗement as well as for the students’ ۖetterment. The
respondents’ data on this matter is summarized in Taۖle 1
underneath.

TABLE 2 SELF EFFICIANCY IN CONDUCTING
CLASSROOM ACTION RESEARCH
N
o

Level of
Confide
nce in
Researc
h Areas

Fully
Agree

Agree

Disagre
e

f

f

F

%

%

%

Fully
Disagree
f

%

1.

TABLE 1 BENEFITS OF CONDUCTING CAR
N
o
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Benefits
in
Conduct
ing CAR
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Agree

f

f

%

%

Disagre
e
f

%
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Disagre
e
f

%

1.

To
1 32 29 65 10 2.
Improve
4 .4
7
.4
2
Teaching 7
Practice
2.
To
1 43 25 56 2
.4
1
.2
Provide
9 .0
6
.4
Feedback 5
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Teaching
Weaknes
ses
3.
To
1 29 31 68 9
2.
Widen
3 .3
2
.7
0
Perspecti 3
ves in
Teaching
Learning
Practice
4.
To
1 23 32 71 22 4.
1
.2
Enhance
0 .6
4
.4
8
Confiden 7
ce in
Teaching
Based on the results of statistical analysis in Table 1, it is
discovered that all respondents agreed that conducting CAR
will be to their benefit to improve teaching practice and widen
perspectives in instructional practice. Moreover, most of them
(99.7%) claim that doing research will provide feedback on
teaching weaknesses, and enhance confidence in teaching.
Oۖserving these, it is then assumed that the teaۗhers’ ۖeliefs
and practices in professional learning do not always go
congruent due to some obstacles as claimed by research
conducted by Burns and Rochsantiningsih (2006).

Conducti 2 5. 22 49 19 43 9
2.0
ng
3
1
6
.8
6
.2
research
as an
academic
responsib
ility
2.
Identifyi
3 7. 23 52 18 40 2
.4
ng
3
3
6
.0
3
.3
research
problems
3.
Finding
3 7. 23 52 18 40 2
.4
relevant
3
3
6
.0
3
.3
literature
sources
4. Selecting 2 6. 29 63 13 29 3
.7
research
9
4
0
.9
2
.1
designs
The results of statistical analysis in Table 2 reveal that
various levels of confidence appear in research areas in terms
of academic responsibility, research problems, literature
sources, research design, data analyses. As evidence, in the
first place, the majority of the respondents (53.9%, the
combined percentage of 5.1% and 49.8%) agreed that
conducting CAR was part of academic responsibility as
teachers, and the rest disagreed. In the second place, about
identifying research problems and finding relevant literature
sources while doing the research, most of them (59.3 %, the
combined percentage of 7.3% and 52.0%) felt confident but the
rest lacked confidence. Next, for the research designs, the
majority of them (70.3%, the combined percentage of 6.4%
and 63.9%) opined that they were confident about selecting the
designs, while the rest felt unconfident; finally, most of them
(74.2%) agreed that they felt confident about analyzing data
but the rest did not.
The results of data analysis on the respondents’ experiences
in writing journal articles for publication also reveal interesting
findings. In general the data revealed that about half (54.2 %)
of the respondents did not have the experience in writing
articles for journal publication. The data analysis on their level
of confidence in becoming a presenter and writing articles for
journal publication is summarized in Table 3.

With respect to the last variable, i.e., self-efficacy in doing
research, it was found out that the respondents of the present
study come up with different levels of confidence in the
research areas as depicted in Table 2.
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TABLE 3 LEVEL OF CONFIDENCE IN
DISSEMINATION OF RESEARCH RESULTS
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As shown in Table 3, only 48.2% of them (the combined
percentage of 45.8% and 2.4%) stated that they were
unconfident in presenting the research results to colleagues in
a seminar; and lastly, dealing with article writing for journal
publication, 57.1% of the respondents (the combined
percentage of 6.8% and 44.9%) claimed that they were
confident in the publication of an article in a journal but the
rest were unconfident for article publication in a journal.
Therefore, in order to scaffold those with low self-efficacy in
research areas, Richardson (2003), Dalton (2015), and
Rachmajanti et al. (2017) argue that any professional trainings
are to be followed up by other step-by-step academic activities
such monitoring, evaluating, supervising and mentoring or
collaborative research work between teachers and mentors to
be transformed into articles for publication for sharing best
practices.
V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In reference to the research findings and analysis, it can be
concluded that in one hand, EFL teachers have evidently ever
conducted CAR as, according to them, such research provides
more benefits for themselves as teachers to be more
professional as well as for the students’ learning aۗhievements.
However, on the other hands, some of them have accomplished
low self-efficacy to conduct academic activities related to
CAR, and write articles for journal publication to share
research results to colleagues.
Due to these, it is recommended for them to have such
following actions as proactively inviting university teaching
staff to train them how to conduct CAR (identifying research
problems, finding relevant literature sources, selecting
research designs and carrying out data analyses), and write a
scientific article for journal publication. The article writing
might be carried out through on-and-on mentoring until it is
ready to be published; collaborating with peers to present the
results of CAR in a seminar; and collaborating with a
university tutor to publish a teacher research article for a
journal publication.
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Abstract—The development of education information system is
now providing the access of learning resources for educators,
education staff and students. One of the learning media that uses
technology information is known as e-learning to facilitate the
distribution of learning material, examinations, quiz exercises
and assessments. UMY has an e-learning program that can be
accessed in every faculty. This e-learning was created using
social networking concept, so that it becomes one of the
supporting communication tools between lecturers and students.
In addition, Schoology has a similar concept to e-learning UMY.
However, besides supporting online learning, Schoology
provides a large selection of resources. The method used in this
research was a qualitative method. The research subject was
taken from UMY e-learning program and Schoology mobile
application, and the research object was in the form the practice
test results in both programs. The technique of data collection
was using documentation method. Documentation technique is
used to find data about things that have been determined, by
using this method, the writers can use free sentences. Both UMY
e-learning and Schoology have advantages and disadvantages.
The advantage of using UMY e-learning is that the students have
got used in using UMY e-learning, while in using Schoology, the
students can access it via the application. Although both UMY elearning and Schoology need internet access, the students do not
need to open the web to do the quiz and other academic activities.
Keywords—TOEFL, UMY e-learning, Schoology, mobile
application

I. INTRODUCTION
The Government of Indonesia encourages the
development of education information systems based on
technology and information to provide access of learning
resources for educators, education staff and students
(Government Regulation No. 17 of 2010, articles 48 and
59).
One of the learning media that uses technology
information is known as e-learning. The main concept of the
use of e- learning is to facilitate the distribution of learning
material, examinations, quiz exercises and assessments.
This is done through electronic media or internet, so
students can access anywhere and anytime (Tigowati,
2017). With the use of e- learning, it is expected to improve
student learning outcomes, functioning as supplement,
complement, or substitute conventional learning according
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to Siahaan's statement (Darmawan, 2014, in Tigowati,
2017).
Rahmawati (2016) in her research stated that the rapid
development of ICT (Information, Communication, and
Technology), Internet technologies, and Web-based
applications has initiated some efforts in universities all
around the world to implement e-learning strategies.
Similarly, there has been a growing interest in developing
an e-learning system in universities in Indonesian contexts.
UMY has an e-learning program that can be accessed in
every faculty. However, any definition of e-learning must
settle the issue of what is and what is not e-learning (GuriRosenbilt, 2005, in Sangra, 2012). The discussion of the
definition and practices of e-learning focuses on the
intersection of education, teaching, and learning with ICT
(Friesen, 2009, in Sangra, 2012).This e-learning was
created using social networking concept, so that it becomes
one of the supporting communication tools between
lecturers and students. In supporting the online learning
process, this UMY e-learning program is equipped with
some learning activities, such as quizzes, assignments, as
well as resources in the form of files and link. In addition,
Schoology has a similar concept to UMY e- learning.
However, besides supporting online learning, Schoology
provides a large selection of resources, that accommodates
the type of question (question bank), availability of
attendance / attendance facilities, message and analytic.
Besides that, Schoology uses different the course term (eye
lessons) and groups (Amiroh, 2013).
The UMY e-learning program is a social network based
on the environment of each faculty. This program provides
a safe and easy way to connect and collaborate between
students and teachers to share educational content, manage
projects, assignments and handle notifications of every
activity. UMY E- learning helps lecturers build a virtual
class according to learning conditions in the classroom,
based on the division of real classes in the study programs
of each faculty, where in the class there are assignments,
quizzes and assessment at the end of semester. The use of
media online learning as a new learning system encourages
organizing learning increasingly effective. As stated by
Permana (2018) that using blended learning offers
opportunity to place the students as the central of learning
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process. In blended leaning environment, the teaching and
learning process happens not only in classroom setting but
also in virtual setting.
An innovative Schoology platform built on inspiration
from Facebook (between face and model, fundamental
aspects with the presence of posts, status updates, sharing
and instant updating) and with that right goal to be a
learning tool (Tigowati, 2017). Amiroh (2013) mentioned
several advantages of Schoology including: a) Schoology
provides more choice of resources. b) Schoology can
accommodate question bank that will be used for quiz. c)
Schoology provides attendant facilities for checking student
attendance. d) Schoology also provides analytical facilities
for viewing all student activities on each course,
assignment, discussion and other activities prepared for
students.
Various alternative of e-learning platforms which is
used in learning causing confusion to choose. E-learning is
able to provide positive improvement. Therefore, it is
necessary to study about e-learning platform and
comparative studies between platforms, namely E-learning
UMY and Schoology. Both of these programs have
similarities in terms of features namely the existence of
assignment features, files and links, quizzes and gradebook.
On the other hand, there are different features namely:
Schoology has an attendance feature, analytic and can be
downloaded in the form of a mobile application. That reason
encourages to know the comparison to the second elearning platform.
To do the TOEFL test, participants need to prepare. If
they think that they do not know the tricks and tips in doing
the test, usually the institutions have TOEFL Preparation
program to help the participants improve their TOEFL
score. Usually, the participants will attend the TOEFL
preparation class for some meetings to study the tricks and
tips to do TOEFL test. However, it will be difficult for the
students who do not know about English at all, especially
for grammar. It is because the structure skill is needed as the
basic skill to learn TOEFL. The progress test is conducted
to review the students’ understanding and improvement.
The test used to be conducted by UMY e- learning program,
and now Schoology mobile application is used for the
progress test.

into meaning says researchers try to understand how others
make sense of their experience. Denzin and Lincoln (2000)
claim that qualitative research involves an interpretive and
naturalistiۗ approaۗhμ “This means that qualitative
researchers study things in their natural settings, attempting
to make sense of, or to interpret, phenomena in terms of the
meanings people ۖring to them”(p. 3).
The research subject is taken from UMY e-learning
program and Schoology mobile application, and the
research object is in the form the practice test results in both
programs. The technique of data collection is using
documentation method. Documentation technique is used to
find data about things that have been determined, by using
this method, the writers can use free sentences.
The data collection technique starts from collectingdata
from test results by using documentation technique, then the
writers analyze the data. After the analysis, the data are
identified and classified according to the effectiveness of
using those two programs. The instruments used in this
research are laptop and cellphone. The data analysis is using
discourse analysis.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The TOEFL pre-test was using UMY e-learning to see
the students’ TOEFL sۗore ۖefore they get the treatment.
The test consisted of 3 (three) parts, they are listening,
structures and written expressions, and reading
comprehension. The duration of the test was set in each
sections, listening was for 35 minutes, structures and written
expressions was for 25 minutes, and reading comprehension
was for 55 minutes. They did the test using computer,
because it was easier rather than using cellphone. The audio
for listening test used other device that did not include in elearning. Therefore, the test needed operator to help
conducted the test. Here are the steps how to do the test:
FIGURE 1. STEPS IN DOING TEST USING UMY ELEARNING

Based on problem identification, then the problems in
this study are:
a. Are there differences in using UMY e- learning
program and schoology towards cognitive learning
outcomes in the TOEFL Practice Test?
b. What are the faۗtors influenۗing the students’s
result?
II. METHOD
The method used in this research is a qualitative method.
In Ospina (2004), she compiled the definition of qualitative
research method. Shank (2002) defines qualitative research
as “a form of systematiۗ empiriۗal inquiry into meaning”(p.
5). ɒy systematiۗ he means “planned, ordered and puۖliۗ”,
following rules agreed upon by members of the qualitative
research community. By empirical, he means that this type
of inquiry is grounded in the world of experience. Inquiry
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From the test that was conducted, here are the average
of the test result when the researcher did the test for the 2015
students:
TABLE I. THE RESULTS OF TOEFL PRETEST USING UMY E- LEARNING
Skills Tested
Listening Part A
Listening Part B
Listening Part C

Average
Score
6
2
4

Converted
Score

37
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Structures
Written
Expressions
Reading
comprehension
Average score

5
7

36

20

40

FIGURE 2. THE PROCESS TO DO THE TEST IN
SCHOOLOGY

377

After they did the pre-test, the Mechanical Engineering
department conducts TOEFL Preparation Course as a
treatment for the students improving their TOEFL score.
The results of the test were announced manually since the
TOEFL score was in the form of conversion from total
correct answers of each skills (listening comprehension,
structure and written expression, and reading
comprehension). The treatment is conducted in a semester,
with the total meeting is 16 meetings, consisting 13
meetings for delivering the materials, 2 meetings for
progress test, and 1 meeting for post-test that is conducted
in Language Training Center UMY in the form of TOEFL
Paper-Based- Test.
During the treatment, students can download the
materials via UMY e-learning that are provided each
meeting. The materials consist of listening skills (skills 124) including the audio that can be downloaded, structures
and written expressions (skills 1-60), and reading
comprehension (skills 1- 13). By downloading the
materials via e-learning, the students do not need to copy
the printed TOEFL book, because it will be costly.
The advantage of using UMY e-learning is that the
students have got used in using UMY e-learning because
almost all the subjects in UMY have been conducting
blended learning (60% meeting in the class and 40% using
e- learning). They have been familiar with the content and
they find it easy to use because they can browse the website
using both computer and cellphone. Therefore, they can do
the assignment, quiz, download the materials anywhere and
anytime.
In doing the progress test, Schoology mobile phone
application is used as a tool for testing. The test consisted of
3 (three) parts, they are listening, structures and written
expressions, and reading comprehension. The duration of the
test was set in each sections, listening was for 35 minutes,
structures and written expressions was for 25 minutes, and
reading comprehension was for 55 minutes. They did the test
using their mobile phone, and the students can operate by
themselves. The audio for listening test is also set in the
application, so they can listen while do the test. Therefore,
the students can do the test independently. Here are the steps
how to do the test:
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After the progress test conducted, here is the test result
using Schoology application:
TABLE II.

THE RESULT OF TOEFL PROGRESS
TEST USING SCHOOLOGY

Skills Tested
Listening
Structures & Written
Expression
Reading comprehension
Average score

Average
Score
11
9

Converted
Score
35
31

8

28
313

The result shows that the students have less score when
they use schoology application than when they did pre test
using UMY e-learning. Therefore, the researcher can
conclude that actually the usage of using the device and
students’ preparation are very needed ۖefore they do the
test.
The advantage of using Schoology is that the students
can access it via the application. Although both UMY elearning and Schoology need internet access, the students
do not need to open the web to do the quiz and other
academic activities. They only need to download the
application and everything is provided there. However, they
are not familiar yet with this application, so they lack of
interest in using it rather than using UMY e-learning.
According to Hendrastomo (2008) there are 4
components supporting the sustainability of e-learning in
terms of infrastructure including internet access, hardware,
software and access costs. The use of both UMY e-learning
and Schoology is usually conducted out of the class,
because the online activity is a kind of supplementary
activity to support what they do in the class. The students
can access in the campus using Wi-Fi so they do not need
to pay. They can do it any time using their cellphone or
laptop. Besides, the application both UMY e-learning and
Schoology are free, so they do not need to pay when they
register. It can improve their motivation in doing online
learning.
If we compare between UMY e-learning and Schoology
based program, both have good effects for the students.
Since they live in digital world, they are more interested in
studying through virtual class rather than actual class. Those
applications make them more independent in learning,
studying, submitting assignment, downloading materials,
and doing quiz. Since the time is set up, they cannot submit
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the assignment after the due date. That makes them more
discipline because of the system. Karyawati and Ndadari in
Tigowati (2017) state that by using Schoology, we can save
time and money in delivering assignments, accessing
learning resources easily, feeling new sources of learning
and utilizing digital media to learn. However, UMY elearning program is still more favorite for them than
Schoology.
Since the students are limited by system, when they have
virtual class, the UMY E-learning and Schoology have
some disadvantages. For the assignment submission, they
are limited by time for the deadline that makes them
burdened. Sometimes, they are not interested to search some
sources via internet because it means that they have to be
always connected to the internet. When they have to do a
quiz, especially for essay quiz, they have to type. However,
students’ tendenۗy to ۗopy- paste is increasing since they do
virtual class. While in using Schoology, it is more practical
because they do not need to use laptop. It is easier to access
since it is in the form of application. Therefore, it improves
students to learn and do the quiz any time and any where.
The tools provided are also easy to understand and
appropriate with the function. Students have an interest in
using new learning media that is different from
conventional learning. Students are more active learning in
each task. Both e- learning programs foster students'
attitudes more independently and each student does not
have to interact directly with the teacher. In addition, the
programs also make learning more interesting, and can
increase knowledge because of the variety of resources
provided.
The most important factors that influence the tests both
using UMY e-learning and Sۗhoology are students’
preparation and their motivation in doing the test. Whatever
tool the lecturer uses, if the students did not have enough
preparation to do the test and they also did not have good
motivation to improve their score, the result will be the same
This study uses a non-probability sampling using 16
children from TK X in Kamal. The population of this study
were 16 children with saturated populations so that all
children included in TK B were included in the treatment.
The sample in this study used saturated samples by
including all 16 children.
IV. CONCLUSION
In can be concluded that the use of e-learning in the class
affeۗts students’ way of learning. The use of UMY elearning and Schoology mobile application has significant
differences, especially in the form of the application itself
and the features. To access UMY e-learning, students have
to be connected to the internet and browse
learning.eng.umy,ac,id. In contrast, to access Schoology,
the students only need to download it in their cellphone and
they can use the application anytime. They are not
constrained with the use of laptop. However, the use of
UMY e-learning is still more popular than Schoology
because it is the program from university that should be
conducted in all of the majors in UMY. Living in digital
world make the students are more interested in attending
virtual class than actual class.
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Abstract— The condition of the Kabupaten Batang is a
combination of coastal areas, lowlands and mountains that have
enormous potential for agro-industry, agrotourism and
agribusiness. The southern part of Kabupaten Batang has the
potential to be developed into a development area based on agroindustry and agro-tourism. However, the limited information
makes tourism in Kabupaten Batang has not well known yet among
tourists, so the number of tourist visits Kabupaten Batang has not
experienced a significant increase, and even tends to decline. In
achieving increased tourists’ visits to Kabupaten Batang is needed
for the use of information technology in the tourism sector, which
is put in the form of electronic tourism, better known as E-Tourism.
This research is a research and development research using the
System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) methodology. This study
aims to develop tourism destinations in Batang Heaven of Asia,
through the Tourism Information System (E-Tourism) as a tourism
promotion media. This study produced an E-Tourism design that
can facilitate visitors / tourists in exploring tourist destinations in
Kabupaten Batang, through this system, hotel bookings and
ordering of souvenir products can be done online with the ECommerce concept

carrying out business processes and value chains in the tourism
sector, namely travel agencies, hotels, hospital and culinary.

Keywords—Kabupaten Batang, Batang Heaven of Asia, ETourism.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Kabupaten Batang introduces the slogan 'Heaven of Asia'.
ۗalling for the tagline ‘Visit ɒatang Year 2022, Heaven of
ɑsia’. This new tagline seems to ۗonfirm that Kabupaten
Batang deserves to be a tourist magnet in Asia. The condition
of the region which is a combination of coastal areas, lowlands
and mountains in Kabupaten Batang is a huge potential to
develop regional development characterized by agro-industry.
Agro-tourism and agribusiness. The southern part of
Kabupaten Batang has the potential to be developed into a
development area based on agro-industry and agro-tourism.
This agroindustry base refers to various types of plantation
crops such as: tea, coffee, chocolate and vegetables. In
addition, it also has a prospective natural tourism potential in
the future because Kabupaten Batang has two potentials at
once, coastal and mountainous. Coastal with charming sea
tourism as well as mountain tourism with a calm, comfortable
and beautiful atmosphere.
In achieving increased tourist visits to Kabupaten Batang is
needed for the use of information technology in the tourism
sector, which is put in the form of electronic tourism, better
known as E-Tourism. E-tourism is an application of
information and communication technology in the tourism
industry [1]. The description of e-tourism is a digitalization in
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The design of E-Tourism-based tourism development
emphasizes the online ordering system. This design basically
provides a sufficient picture of how E-Tourism-based tourism
development systems should work, and as a reference in the
development of tourism in the future [2]. Maximum
implementation of E-Tourism can be an effective means of
marketing tourism [3]. The development of e-tourism-based
tourism, emphasizes the online ordering system. This design
basically provides a sufficient picture of how e-tourism-based
tourism development systems should work, it is hoped that this
system can become the backbone of tourism development in
the future. Based on some of these studies, it is said that the use
of technology has a significant impact on the tourism industry.
The difference in research that we did with the previous
research was located on the object of research, and system
output. At E-Tourism that will be developed here not only
produces a tourism information system about tourist objects in
Kabupaten Batang, but visitors can make hotel reservations
and order souvenir products online by combining E-Tourism
with E-Commerce.
A number of solutions have been proposed to improve the
performance of e-business services for tourism consumers to
buy tourism products and tourism services [9] but the problems
that exist in the current system are that marketing is still not
optimal. The information provided does not cover the tourism
potential in the entire Kabupaten Batang, it is not interactive
with tourists who want to get complete information about
Indonesian tourism, and the information is only an object
description of attractions, hotels, accommodations, but tourists
cannot book accommodation and accommodation based the
problem is, then the idea to maximize the use of IT in the
tourism sector or often called e-tourism is to develop solutions
to existing problems and put them into research entitled ETourism Design Trunk Heaven of Asia as Tourism Marketing
Media.
Based on the formulation of the above problem, this study
aims to design and develop tourism information systems (etourism) in the Batang Heaven of Asia as a media for tourism
promotion in Kabupaten Batang. This research is expected to
be able to develop knowledge in the field of marketing
management and information systems especially about ETourism. For Kabupaten Batang, to be used as input material
and consideration as a means of promoting tourism objects in
Kabupaten Batang to be better known by tourists from outside.
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Tourism
Tourism can be defined as something related to
Tourism has a big role in national development. Because
in addition to generating income and also as a foreign
exchange earner, the tourism sector is closely related to
foreign investment [10]. According to Yulia [11] and Wibowo
[12], tourism can be classified into several types: 1) Based on
the time of visit it is divided into Seasonal Tourism or tourism
based on seasons and Occasional Tourism or tourism based on
events. 2) Based on the conveyance used it is divided into Air
Tourism, Land Tourism and Sea or River Tourism. 3) Based
on its geographical location divided into Local, Regional,
National, Regional-International, and International Tourism.
4) Based on its influence on the balance of payments, it is
classified into Tourism Inbound Tourism and Outbound. 5)
Based on the number of people traveling it is divided into
Individual Tourism and Group Tourism. 6) Based on the
gender of tourists who carry out tourism activities are divided
into Masculine Tourism and Feminime Tourism. 7) Based on
price and social class divided into Deluxe Tourism, Middle
Class Tourism, and Social Tourism. 8) Based on the age of
tourists, it is divided into Youth Tourism and Adult Tourism.
9) Based on the purpose of the trip divided into Business
Tourism, Leissure Tourism, and Tourism Education. 10)
Based on the object divided into Cultural Tourism,
Recurrentional Tourism or also called health tourism, Sport
Tourism, Commercial Tourism and Religion Tourism.
B. E-Tourism
The Caribbean Tourism Organization (2005) provides
definitions for the term E-Tourism, namely the use of
information and communication technology to improve the use
of tourism, provide various tourism services to customers, and
make tourism marketing more accessible in the form of
Telematics. In the opinion of [13] e-tourism is the maximum
utilization of information and communication technology in
tourism management so that the performance of the tourism
industry is more effective and efficient.
Maximum implementation of E-Tourism can be an
effective means of marketing tourism. The development of etourism-based tourism, emphasizes the online ordering system.
This design basically provides a sufficient picture of how etourism-based tourism development systems should work, it is
hoped that this system can become the backbone of tourism
development in the future. E-tourism utilizes several features
of information technology, such as tourism information
databases, user databases, electronic payments, using
computer networks as a means of shipping and service
transactions, as part of e-commerce [14].
There are four main characteristics for developing an Etourism, namely 1). tourism products, 2). chain impact caused
by the tourism industry, 3). tourism industry structure, 4).
availability of communication and information technology
devices. In preparing E-Tourism characteristics, it is necessary
to develop to achieve improvements in the electronic market
such as existing system inheritance, diversity of information,
no global standard for unlimited data exchange operations. The
design of E-Tourism-based tourism development emphasizes
the online ordering system. This design basically provides a
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sufficient picture of how E-Tourism-based tourism
development systems should work, and as a reference in
tourism development in the future [16]
C. Tourism Marketing
Marketing is the whole system of business activities that
aims to plan, determine prices, promote and distribute goods,
services, and ideas to target markets in order to achieve
organizational goals [17]. Tourism can be defined as
something related to travel for recreation, tourism. Tourism
can also be seen as a business that deals with the supply of
goods or services for tourists and concerns every expenditure
for tourists or visitors on their journey.
Tourism marketing is a system and coordination that must
be carried out as a policy for tourism industry group
companies, both private and government in the local, regional
or international scope to achieve tourist satisfaction by gaining
reasonable profits [18]. Tourism marketing further
emphasizes who is actually a market segment and how it
behaves [19]. The emphasis is on communicating to the
market that the product offered (destination) is superior and
different from other products. Tourism marketing is the
implementation of improving the quality of tourism products
in order to achieve the objectives of the tourism industry, to
obtain tourist satisfaction so as to be able to attract larger and
more sustainable markets [20]. Therefore, tourism marketing
has an important role in increasing a country's tourism
competitiveness as a tourism destination. To obtain tourist
satisfaction, a destination in tourism marketing must
understand the basic wants & needs and target behaviors of
the target market [21].
III. METHODS
This study used a research and development design. This
study aims to develop tourism destinations in Kabupaten
Batang through a web-based Tourism Information System (ETourism). E-Tourism is intended for prospective tourists who
want to know information on tourism, lodging, food, travel &
tours in the Kabupaten Batang area. The methodology used
for designing and developing this E-Tourism system is a
structured methodology with the SDLC (System
Development Life Cycle) model, which is broadly divided
into the main activities, namely [22]:
1. System Planning Phase,
2. Analysis of System Analysis
3. Stage System Design
4. Program Design Phase
5. System Implementation and Testing
IV RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The proposed system is a Tourism Information System (ETourism) which contains: 1) Tourism News Information about
Kabupaten Batang tourism. 2) Information on Tourism Objects
which are divided into Nature Tourism, Cultural Tourism,
Artificial Tourism, Culinary Tourism, and Religious Tourism
which provide more complete information such as
profitability, facilities, price of admission, location, available
accommodation and others 3) Hotel Information , contains
complete information about hotels in Kabupaten Batang
(rooms, facilities, prices, location), visitors can also check the
availability of rooms and book (reservation) hotels online. 4)
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Travel Information, containing complete information about
accommodation and travel in Kabupaten Batang. 5)
Information for souvenirs, containing souvenir products in
Kabupaten Batang, visitors can order these products online (ecommerce).
A. Process Design
The flow of the proposed system as a whole is described by
the Context Diagram as shown in Figure 1 below:
OUTPUT
- News Information
- Destination Information
- Hotel Information
- Travel Information
- Souvenir Information

TOURIST/
TRAVELER

E-Tourism

INPUT
- Book a hotel room
- Order souvenir product

INPUT
- Tourist News Data
- Tourist Data
- Hotel Data
- Travel Data
- Culinary Data
- Product Data

Admin

OUTPUT
- Hotel Booking Report
- Product Sales Report

Figure 1. E-Tourism Context Diagram
From the Context Diagram above, in this process there are
2 (two) entities that interact, namely:

The main form is the display of E-Tourism when it was first
opened by Visitors, presenting summaries of E-Tourism
information, namely:
1. Social Media, visitors can interact with social media such
as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and Instagram belongs to
the Public Relations of Kabupaten Batang
2. Tourist Slider, visitors are presented slider tourist
attractions in the form of photos, tourist names, taglines
that attract visitors. If interested in visitors can immediately
click the visit button to go directly to the details of the
attraction
3. Search for Hotels, visitors can immediately search for
hotels, check availability of rooms by filling in the checkin date, check-out date, number of adult guests, children,
click hotel check-up, hotels will be available according to
the input
4. Photo Gallery, visitors can see photo galleries of tourist
objects in Kabupaten Batang
5. Lodging Info, visitors can see information about lodging
services in Kabupaten Batang
6. Tourism Profile Videos of Kabupaten Batang, visitors can
enjoy watching the tourist profile videos of the Kabupaten
Batang
SM

SM

SM

a. Traveler
Input

E-TOURISM – Batang of Heaven of Asia

: Booking hotel rooms, ordering souvenir
products

HOME |

NEWS |

TRAVEL & TOUR |

SOUVENIRS | CONTACT US |

TOURISM INFORMATION SLIDER
VISIT

Check In

Output

HOTEL |

DESTINATION |

: News information, attractions, hotels, travel
and tours, culinary, online shop

Check Out

Adult

Children

TOURIST GALERY 2

TOURIST GALERY 1

Check Availability

TOURIST GALERY 3

HOTEL INFORMATION

b. Admin
Input

HOTEL B

HOTEL A

HOTEL C

SEE ALL

: Admin login, Tourism News Data, tourist
attraction, hotel, travel, culinary, online shop

PRODUCT / SOUVENIR
BUY NOW

TOURISM VIDEO

Output

PLAY

: Reports such as hotel booking reports and
online shop reports

The process flow of the system proposed in detail is described
by the Data Flow Diagram as shown in Figure 2 below:

CONTACT US

Figure 3 Main Page View Design (Home)
b. News page

Tourism Slider
Check Avalability
Tourism Gallery
Hotel Slider

On this page, information about news, articles about
Kabupaten Batang is related to tourism, so visitors can update
tourism information around Batang.

1.0
Home

Tourism Video

Tourism News

2.0
News

News Data Input
SM

SM

SM

Natural Tourism
Culture Tourism
Culinerary Tourism
Religious Tourism

E-TOURISM – Batang of Heaven of Asia

3.0
Destination

Destination Data Input
HOME |

NEWS |

DESTINATION |

HOTEL |

TRAVEL & TOUR |

SOUVENIRS | CONTACT US |

Artficial Tourism
DESTINATION

Hotel Data

TOURIST

4.0
Hotel

Booking

NEWS / ARTICLE 1

Admin

Hotel Data Input

Read More

Data Booking

•
•
•
•
•

NATURAL TOURISM
CULTUR TOURISM
CULINARY TOURISM
RELIGIOUS TOURISM
ARTIFICIAL TOURISM

HOTEL

Travel Data

5.0
Travel

NEWS / ARTICLE 2

Input Travel
Read More

•
•
•
•
•

HOTEL A
HOTEL B
HOTEL C
HOTEL D
HOTEL E

•
•
•

TRAVEL & TOUR 1
TRAVEL & TOUR 2
TRAVEL & TOUR 3

TRAVEL & TOUR

Product Data
Order

6.0
Product

NEWS / ARTICLE 4

Product Data Input

Read More

Order Data

Figure 2. E-Tourism Flow Diagram Data
B. System Design (interface)
In this stage the system design will be built, the system
input design includes the following displays:
a. Home page
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<< Prev

Next >>

Figure 4. News Page
c. Tourist Page
On this page, information about tourism objects in
Kabupaten Batang is divided into sub-categories: natural
tourism, cultural tourism, religious tourism, and trunk tourism.
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Visitors can see details about attractions by clicking Read
More. Information presented such as tourist facilities, location,
ticket prices, and others

SM

SM

SM

E-TOURISM – Batang of Heaven of Asia

HOME |

SM

SM

NEWS |

SM

SOUVENIRS |

CONTACT US |

PRODUCT

E-TOURISM – Batang of Heaven of Asia

HOME |

TRAVEL & TOUR |

HOTEL |

DESTINATION

NEWS |

DESTINATION

HOTEL | TRAVEL & TOUR |

-----Sorting-------

PRODUCT
PHOTO 1

PRODUCT
PHOTO 2

PRODUCT
PHOTO 3

Product Name 1

Product Name 2

Product Name 3

Rp. XXX.XXX

Rp. XXX.XXX

Rp. XXX.XXX

Add to Cart

Add to Cart

Add to Cart

SOUVENIRS | CONTACT US |

Natural Tourism
Culture Tourism
Culinary Tourism
DESTINATION

Religious Tourism
•
•
•
•
•

Artificial Tourism
WISATA ALAM 1
Read More

NATURAL TOURISM
CULTUR TOURISM
CULINARY TOURISM
RELIGIOUS TOURISM
ARTIFICIAL TOURISM

PRODUCT
PHOTO 4

PRODUCT
PHOTO 5

PRODUCT
PHOTO 6

Product Name 4

Product Name 5

Product Name 6

Rp. XXX.XXX

Rp. XXX.XXX

Rp. XXX.XXX

Add to Cart

Add to Cart

Add to Cart

HOTEL
•
•
•
•
•

WISATA ALAM 2

HOTEL A
HOTEL B
HOTEL C
HOTEL D
HOTEL E

Read More
TRAVEL & TOUR
•
•
•

TRAVEL & TOUR 1
TRAVEL & TOUR 2
TRAVEL & TOUR 3

Figure 8 Souvenir Products page

WISATA ALAM 3
Read More

<< Prev

Next >>

Figure 5 Tourist Page
d. Hotel page
On this page presented about hotel information in the
Kabupaten Batang area, visitors can see details about the hotel
by clicking Read More. Information presented such as hotel
facilities, rooms, room prices, hotel location and others
SM

SM

C. Database Design
This stage is done by making database modeling. Database
modeling is done by making data modeling using ERD (Entity
Relationship Diagram) that shows the making of information,
storage, and use of information in a business system.
Id_hotel**

username
Email_
user
Id_user*

Total_Pay
ment

Id_bookin
g*

Addres_
user

Ordering
Hotel

Description

booking

do

SM

choose

E-TOURISM – Batang of Heaven of Asia
HOME |

NEWS |

DESTINATION

HOTEL | TRAVEL & TOUR |

SOUVENIRS | CONTACT US |

Price
CLOSEST TOURISM

MAIN PHOTO

PHOTO

Hotel
Description

TOURISM A
0.5 Km

PHOTO

TOURISM B
1 Km

PHOTO

Image

Id_Detail_
hotel*

Id_hotel*

TOURISM C
1.5 Km

TOURISM INFORMATION

Extra
Price

Description

CLOSEST HOTEL
PHOTO 1

PHOTO 2

PHOTO 3

PHOTO

MAP LOCATION

Other
Tourism

Id_Detail_
hotel**

Price
Detail_
hotel

Detail

HOTEL A
0.5 Km

HOTEL B

Email_
username

Id_user_
Buyer*

Other
Tourism

Id_product
**

username

HOTEL C
1.5 Km

Other
Tourism

Hotel_
Name

1 Km

PHOTO

Other
Tourism

Units

PHOTO 4
PHOTO

Other
Tourism

Hotel

have

Total_pay
ment

Id_
purchase*

Addres
username

Buyer

description

Purchase

do

Figure 6 Hotel Page
choose

e. Travel and Tour Pages
On this page, information on travel and tour
accommodation in the Kabupaten Batang region is presented,
visitors can see details about travel and tour accommodations
by clicking Read More. Information presented such as travel
facilities, advantages and prices
SM

SM

NEWS |

Product

have

Id_kategori_
produk*

Image

Id_product
*

Nama_kategori
_produk

Harga_
Extra

Detail_
kat_produk

Jumlah_
unit

Product
name

Product_p
rice

Id_detail_pro
duct

Detail_
product

Figure 9 Database Design

SM

E-TOURISM – Batang of Heaven of Asia

HOME |

Price_Pro
duct

Product
Description

DESTINATION

HOTEL |

TRAVEL & TOUR |

SOUVENIRS | CONTACT US |

DESTINATION

TRAVEL AND TOUR A INFORMATION

Read More

•
•
•
•
•

NATURAL TOURISM
CULTUR TOURISM
CULINARY TOURISM
RELIGIOUS TOURISM
ARTIFICIAL TOURISM

HOTEL

TRAVEL AND TOUR B INFORMATION

•
•
•
•
•

HOTEL A
HOTEL B
HOTEL C
HOTEL D
HOTEL E

•
•
•

TRAVEL & TOUR 1
TRAVEL & TOUR 2
TRAVEL & TOUR 3

Read More
TRAVEL & TOUR

TRAVEL AND TOUR C INFORMATION

D. System planning
Based on system analysis and system design that has been
done, the next step is to change the design of process data and
data modeling into programming languages. At this stage the
software used is Notepad ++ for editing HTML, Wordpress
Content Management System, Cascading Style Sheets, and
MySQL Database

Read More

<< Prev

Next >>

Figure 7 Travel and Tour Pages

g. Souvenir Products page
On this page it contains information on food products,
souvenirs in Kabupaten Batang, allowing visitors to order / buy
goods online.
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E. System Testing and Implementation
After the system design phase is implemented, the last
stage is System Testing and System Implementation which
aims to test the programs that have been made. The results of
the testing and implementation of the E-Tourism Batang
Heaven of Asia are as follows:
a. Home page
It is a menu display that was first accessed by visitors, the
Home page contains information on social media services,
tourism information, hotel search information, tourist galleries,
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ordering products online. The display of the Home menu as
shown in Figure 10. follows:

system can function properly from the start click the hotel
details to the hotel reservation menu. Hotel Page Views as
shown in Figure 13 below

Figure 13. Display of Hotel Page
Figure 10. Home Page Views
a. News page
On this page, information about news, articles about
Kabupaten Batang is related to tourism, so visitors can update
tourism information around Batang. The system can function
properly, visitors can choose the News menu then choose the
news to be read. Display of News Pages like Figure 11

Figure 11. Display of News Pages

d. Travel and Tour Pages
On this page, information on travel and tour
accommodation in the Kabupaten Batang region is presented,
visitors can see details about travel and tour accommodations
by clicking Read More. Information presented such as travel
facilities, advantages, and prices, in testing this menu the
system can function properly, visitors can select the Travel and
Tour menu, as shown in Figure 14 below

Figure 14. Display of Tour and Travel Pages

b. Tourist Page

e. "Gift" Product Page

On this page, information about tourism objects in
Kabupaten Batang is divided into sub-categories: natural
tourism, cultural tourism, religious tourism, and artificial
tourism. Visitors can see details about attractions by clicking
Read More. Information presented such as tourist facilities,
location, ticket prices, and others. In this test the system can
function properly, to display this page visitors can choose the
tourist menu and choose the available tourist categories.
Display of Page Objects as shown in Figure 12 below

On this page, presented information about souvenir
products in Kabupaten Batang, visitors can see product details
souvenirs starting from product descriptions, product stock,
product prices, product rating reviews, sorting products based
on lowest prices, highest prices, and many products purchased.
In addition, visitors can also order products online.
In this test, the system can function properly from starting
to click product details, sorting the product to the product
ordering menu online. To start shopping for souvenir products
typical of Kabupaten Batang, visitors can choose the souvenir
menu, then visitors can directly choose the product to be
purchased by clicking "Add to Cart", the selected product will
be displayed in detail, then click "View Cart "As shown in
Figure 15 below

Figure 12. Display of Tourist Page
c. Hotel page
On this page presented about hotel information in the
Kabupaten Batang area, visitors can see details about the hotel
by clicking Read More. Information presented such as hotel
facilities, rooms, room prices, hotel locations and others, in
addition visitors can also book rooms online. In this test the
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Figure 15. Product Page Display
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
The E-Tourism prototype produced in this study can be
used as a supporter of the Kabupaten Batang Tourism Media
according to the tagline "Batang Heaven of Asia", so that
tourism in the Kabupaten Batang is better known by outside
tourists. E-Tourims Kabupaten Batang displays information
about Travel Destinations, Lodging / Hotels, Travel and Tour
Information, Souvenir Products, and other tourism information
in Kabupaten Batang. E-Tourism makes it easy for tourists to
visit Kabupaten Batang, this application not only displays
tourist destination information, but hotel reservations and
purchases of souvenir products online can be done.
Suggestions from this study are that the application of etourism needs to be developed in accordance with the needs
and development of technology in order to continue to support
tourism promotion activities such as the use of technology
Virtual Reality Tourism.
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Abstract. Nowadays, there has been a paradigm shift in the
guidance and counseling approach from traditional,
remedial, clinical, and counselor-centered approach to
development-oriented and preventive approach. One of
counselors’ creative attempt is by developing and
establishing relationship with counseling through crosscultural counseling where problems can be measured in
terms of culture, ethnicity, and even gender. One of
problems frequently occurs recently is the lack of empathy.
Empathy is the ability to put ourselves in others, that we
understand how other people feel, and what causes their
reactions without being carried away by other people’
emotion. School counselors’ attempts in improving students’
empathy is merely instructional aiming at sudents’ cognitive
aspect. Accordingly, in this 21st century, new counselin
aproach is needed, cross-cultural counseling. According to
Paul Pedersen, cross-cultural approach is considered the
fourth influential approach after psychodynamic,
behavioral and humanistic approach. Cross-cultural
counseling involves counselors and counselees with
different cultural backgrounds, consequently, its process is
prone to counselor’s cultural biases resulting in ineffective
counseling process.
Keywords: Cross Culture Counseling, Empathy
I.
INTRODUCTION
Education, according to Mu'in (2011), is an essential
part of human life. First, education can be considered an
unintentional or natural process. Second, it can be considered
as a purposeful, planned, designed and organized process
carried out based on the law, for instance, Act no. 20 of 2003
on National Education System, which becomes the basis of
education. Guidance and Counseling is known as a service
provided for students in school. Guidance and Counseling is a
discipline in the field of human services. Fatur Rahman (2012)
states that the primary purpose of school guidance and
counseling is to provide support on personal maturity, social
and aۗademiۗ skill leading to individual’s ۗareer maturity
which is expected to be useful in the future. Kamaluddin
(2011) argues that school guidance and counseling is an
attempt in assisting students to develop personal and social
life, academic activity, as well as career planning and
development. Guidance and Counseling service facilitates
student's development in individual, group, and/or a classical
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manner in accordance with students' needs, potential, talent,
interest, development, condition, and opportunities. This
service also assists students to overcome their weaknesses,
hindrances, and problems they face.
According to Department of National Education
/Depdiknas (in Caraka, 2015), nowadays, there has been a
shift in guidance and counseling approach paradigm from
traditional, remedial, clinical, and counselor-centered
approach to development-oriented and preventive approach.
Damaiyanti (2008) argues that one of the problems often
issues recently is the lack of empathy. Eisenberg (in Panuntun,
2012) defines empathy as an affective response emerging
from an understanding of an emotional state or other
condition, and is similar to other’s feeling. It ۗan ۖe ۗonۗluded
that empathy refers to an emotion to be engaged in feeling
what other people are feeling without losing self-identity and
attitude.
Farida (in Faizah, 2017) states that today's technology
advancement does not only result in positive development but
also negative development of children' empathy. This may
unsharpen the children' sense of empathy since they are used
to see or play with aspects of violence. Accordingly, various
forms of violence emerge such as punching, shooting, or
killing, and these are considered normal.
Based on the data from the National Commission of
Child Protection (in Priliawito & Ruqoyah,2012), in 2012, the
number of student's brawl show increase in the first six
months. Until June, there had been 139 students’ brawls in
Jakarta, 12 of them results in death. While in 2011, there were
33λ ۗases of students’ ۖrawl resulting in 82 students die. ɒy
seeing that data, school should not focus only on the transfer
of knowledge, but also transfer of value. It will assist students
in developing their characters, one of them is empathy.
Sۗhool ۗounselors’ attempt in enhanۗing students’
empathy was merely instruۗtional aiming at students’
cognitive aspect. This is in agreement with Koesoema (2012)
who states that students are often demanded to develop only
their cognitive aspect, however, they are lacked guidance in
developing other aspects. Accordingly, in this 21st Century, a
new counseling approach is needed, cross-cultural counseling.
Cross-cultural approach is considered the fourth influential
approach after psycho-dynamic, behavioral, and humanistic
approach (Pedersen, in Supriana, 2009).
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Supriadi (2001) argues that cross-cultural counseling
involves counselor and counselee with different cultural
background, therefore, the counseling process is at risk of
cultural biases on counselors, leading to ineffective
counseling. To have an effective counseling process,
counselors must possess cultural awareness and release
themselves from cultural biases, they must understand and
capable of appreciating cultural diversity, and possess
culturally responsive skills. Thus, counseling is seen as
cultural encounter between a counselor and a client.
The study conducted by Iswari (2017) found that in
order to make an effective counseling process, the counselor
must possess cultural awareness and release themselves from
cultural biases, they must understand and capable of
appreciating cultural diversity, and possess culturally
responsive skills. International communication in refers to
aۗtivities oۗۗur among ۗlient’s tradition, raۗe, language,
religion, educational status, social status, and gender. In
addition, Suhartiwi & Musifuddin (2013) find that crosscultural counseling needs practical methods or instrument,
and synergy with ۗlient’s ۗross-cultural needs.
Cross-cultural counseling carried out in schools
universities, and society is aimed at obtaining goals and
function of guidance and counseling, namely: the function of
explanation, maintenance and development, prevention, and
eradication, through the use of mode and format of counseling
that covers all of sequence of counseling service such as :
approach, counseling technique, type of service, field of
service, supporting activities, and service format. Crosscultural counselor refers to a counselor who always serves
his/her clients in accordance with cultural characteristics,
responsibility, and dedication towards their profession.
In this case, cross-cultural counseling to increasing
empathy should be packed in a module by involving tenets
emphasizing local culture' equality without neglecting the
rights and existence of other cultures. Accordingly, the
present study was conducted to develop a cross-cultural
counseling module for increasing students' empathy in junior
high schools in Yogyakarta City.
II.
METHOD
The present study adopts the procedure proposed by
Borg and Gall (in Sugiyono, 2012). In this case, the author
employed model development in the form of adaptation of
model adaptation from Sugiyono and Borg & Gall. The
present study is also done only until the phase of preliminary
field test, aiming at developing cross-cultural counseling
module for increasing empathy.
The product being tested in the present study was a
cross-cultural counseling module for increasing empathy. The
design of product testing in this study was true experimental
design for this design is characterized by the involvement of
experimental and control group. The subject of the study was
Junior High School students in Yogyakarta city. The present
study employed true experimental design with random
assignment (randomized pretest-and posttest with control
group design based on Purwanto (2013). While, in order to
collect the data, the present study employed instrument
comprising three sections.
First, Interview guide. Second, Practitioners and
Experts validation. Third, Psychological scale. The present
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study employed qualitative and quantitative data analysis. The
quantitative analysis was made by using independent t-test
using SPSS 21 for Mac. The qualitative data analysis was
done by categorizing qualitative data obtained from interview
(responses, suggestion) and experts’ and praۗtitioners’
criticism and suggestions.
III.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Basically, Module is a printed teaching material
developed for students to be learned independently.
According to Makmun (2006), module also emerges as a
medium to learn independently because it is equipped with
guide for autonomous learning. The characteristic of the
module is consistent with the guide on writing module issued
by Directorate of Vocational Secondary Education,
Directorate of Elementary and Secondary Education,
Department of National Education of 2003 (in Lestari, 2013)
as follows: (1) Self Instructional, (2) Self Contained, (3)
Stand-alone, (4) Adaptive, dan (5) User Friendly.
The module's components consist of: (1) introduction,
(2) learning activity, and (3) references. Introduction covers
(1) general explanation about module, (2) learning indicator.
Learning activity includes (1) the detail of learning content,
(2) summary, (3) test, (4) answer key, and (5) feedback. The
module holds several advantages as follow: (1) Enhancing
students' motivation, (2) assisting students achieve outcomes
that are in line with their ability, (3) the learning material is
distributed more equally in one semester, and (4) the
education becomes more useful because it is designed in
accordance with students' academic level.
Further, cross-cultural counseling refers to counseling
carried out in different cultures. Locke (in Supriatna, 2009)
states that cross-cultural counseling occurs when during a
counseling process, there are cultural differences between
counselor and counselee. Sue (in Supriatna, 2009) states that
cross-cultural counseling refers to counseling provided to the
minority groups such as black people, Hispanic, Indian, AsiaAmerican. Based on experts' notion above, cross-cultural
counseling refers to counseling involving counselors and
counseling with different cultural background.
Regarding its activity, it is expected that counselor still
applies principle similar to general counseling principles
(Jumarin, in Effendi, 2013), those principles are: (1) The
principle of confidentiality, (2) principle of volunteerism, (3)
principle of openness, (4) principle of activity, (4) Principle of
autonomy, (6) Principle of present (7) principle of
integrativeness, (8) principle of dynamic, (9) principle of
norm , (10) principle of expertise, and (11) principle of
referral.
Anthropologists classify the forms of culture (crosscultural counseling) into three (Effendi, 2013), namely: (1)
idea, (2) activity, and (3) artifacts or products. The first form
of cross-cultural counseling is culture in the form of ideas. The
ideal form of culture refers to a set of ideas, notions, and
values that is abstract in nature. This culture is intangible. The
form of culture lies within a person's mind. When a person
expresses his/her idea in a written form, then the culture stands
in books or writing the person writes. In term of idea, culture
is distinguished into two, namely: (1) overt / explicit idea, and
(2) covert / implicit idea Explicit idea involves: (1) story, (2)
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song, (3) dolanan songs, (4), traditional songs, (5) proverbs,
(6) poem, (7) prose, and so forth.
The second form of cross-cultural counseling is
activity/ action. Activity as the embodiment of culture refers
to human behavior in communication. This form is often
ۗalled “soۗial system”. Human behavior is distinguished into
two, (1) verbal behavior, and (2) non-verbal behavior. Verbal
behavior refers to behavior shown using language, either
spoken, written, or sign language. While non-verbal behavior
is shown by appearance exhibited by gestures.
The third form of cross-cultural counseling is product,
it refers to the outcome of an individual's or group's work in a
particular place that emerges as a characteristic and legacy of
that people. The product of a culture may be diverse, for
instance, (a) art, (b) traditional ceremony, (c) traditional
clothes, (d) wayang, (e) batik/ handicraft, (f) traditional house,
(g) foods, and so on.
The following discussion is related to empathy.
Empathy is an English word for ‘einfulung', a word Dutۗh
psychologist use. It literally refers to “Feeling into...”. Term
empathy is originated from the Greek word "phatos" added
with prefix "in", referring to a deep and strong feeling that is
close to misery.
Empathy is closely related to sympathy. However, they
are different. While sympathy refers to sharing the same
feeling, empathy refers to a deeper identification of
personality toward someone so that a person who emphasizes
temporarily lose him/herself.
Davis (in Taufik, 2012) defines empathy as “a set of
construct having to do with the responses of one individual to
the experiences of another. These construct especially include
the processes taking place within the observer and the
affective and non-affective outcomes which result from those
processes”.
Hoffman (in Gunawan, 2016) defines empathy as an
individual's affective response for others, and it is adjusted to
another person's situation rather than his/her situation
him/herself. In this case, understanding affective refers to
understanding someone’s emotion or feeling. Empathy that is
shown through communication functions as information to
deliver what is being felt. Accordingly, it could be concluded
that empathy refers to an individual’s ۗognitive or affeۗtive
response regarding another person’s feeling, it is embodied in
the form of pro-social behavior such as helping, entertaining,
and trying to solve problems.
According to Eisenberg (in Panuntun, 2012), empathy
holds two aspects, namely: (1) Affective aspect: It refers to
someone’s propensity to experienۗe another person’s feeling
ۖy sensing another person’s feeling. (2) Cognitive aspeۗtμ It
refers to intellectual process to understand another person's
perspective and accept his/her perspective. Further, there are
several faۗtors influenۗing someone’s fluency, namely: (1)
Needs, (2) gender, (3) psychological maturity, (4)
socialization, and (5) variation of situation and experience.
Therefore, in this case, the development of CrossCultural Counseling Module to inۗrease student’s empathy
can be done by following manners: (1) Fully understanding
emotion, more open someone toward his/her emotion, he/she
will ۖe more ۗapaۖle of reading other people’ feeling. (2)
Learning to listen to other people’ opinion. (3) Paying
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attention in the street, or other public places, and trying to
understand their feeling through their facial expression. (4)
Reputing other people not only based on their outer
appearance. (5) Watching movies on TV and estimating the
core of issues being discussed.
Then (6) Role play (7) Analyzing dissents. (8) Asking
ourselves regarding our certain reaction toward certain
conditions in order to see the background of our own behavior,
this will be helpful to place ourselves in other people'
situation. (9) Discovering the reasons within ourselves when
we do not like someone. (10) Trying to seek information as
much as possible about a person before judging someone, so
that our judgment and attitude toward them can be more
appropriate. (11) Remembering that every person is affected
by his/her feeling and behavior.
IV.
CONCLUSION
Developing a cross-cultural counseling module as a
counselor's creative attempt for improving empathy can be a
measure of school counselor's success in carrying out school
counseling, individually or in group. In addition, school
counselor can easily provide intervention towards the issue the
students are experiencing, particularly the one involving
empathy. The content of cross-cultural counseling module
should cover materials that are capable of reducing cultural
biases that become polemic in handling problems on students
with different cultural background, ethnic, and religion.
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Abstract—The purpose of this article empirically wants to examine
the existence of traditional markets towards the growth of modern
markets and provide solutions for traditional markets (small
traders) to be able to compete with the existence of modern markets.
In this study, the author tried to describe the events that became the
center of research without giving special treatment to these events.
This research is carried out around the community that is close to
modern markets and not far away from traditional markets
(Gelugur Market, Pasar Lama, Sigambal Market, and Aeknabara
Market) in Labuhanbatu Regency in the period of four December
2018-March 2019. Data collection techniques of this research are
interviews and field research using primary data (questionnaires)
and secondary data (supporting). The sampling method uses
probability sampling techniques, namely Simple random sampling
is the simplest technique taken randomly, regardless of the level in
the population. Samples are traders whose business location is 500
meters from the modern market or live directly receiving the impact
of the modern market, amounting to 45 respondents. The
conclusion of the results of this study is that the implementation of
Government Regulations concerning the Establishment of Modern
Markets should have been regulated by a Presidential Regulation
No. 112 of 2007 and Permendagri No. 53 of 2008 was made as an
effort to protect entrepreneurs, especially traditional traders, but in
some areas it has not been effective. This is because the
synchronization of central and regional policies has not been
implemented properly about regional demographic constraints.
Keywords — retail, small trader, modern market, economic
growth, Labuhanbatu, goverment regulation

I.
INTRODUCTION
At present, the growth of modern markets in various major
cities in Indonesia has spread to remote areas at the district
level. According to data from the Indonesian Market Traders
Association (IKAPPI) between 2007-2011 or within a period
of 4 years, the number of traditional markets dropped
dramatically from 13,540 to 9,950 with the number of
traditional market traders ranging from 12,625,000 people,
according to 2011 Ministry of Commerce data from 9,950
traditional markets 3,800 of them have disappeared. These data
reflect the position of traditional markets in people's lives,
increasingly worrisome for small traders, plus the current
traditional market has slowed down by 8.1% while the modern
market has grown by 31.4%[1].
A distinctive feature of traditional markets is that they are
physically close to people's lives or residences that depict a
thick and harmonious social life where buyers and sellers feel
closer because of repeated and deep interactions with natural
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competitive advantages. The role of traditional markets is very
helpful for the lives of small people who depend their lives on
trading activities because in traditional markets many actors
have important meaning and try to prosper their lives, be it
traders, buyers, pelvic workers, regional or central
government[2]
Instead, the modern market in transactions between sellers
and buyers does not need to be done directly or face to face,
but the buyer is enough to come and see the price tag on the
goods to be purchased. All of these activities are carried out in
buildings or buildings with all their services independently by
salespeople. Modern markets generally sell products that have
an expiration, while traditional markets as we now sell all kinds
of goods that are limited and varied.
ɑ “supermarket revolution” has oۗۗurred in developing
countries in the past 2 decades. We focus on three specific
issues that reflect the impact of this revolution, particularly in
Asia: continuity in transformation, innovation in
transformation, and unique development strategies. First, the
record shows that the rapid growth observed in the early 2000s
in China, Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand has continued,
and the “newۗomers”—India and Vietnam—have grown even
faster[3]
The complexity of business competition between
traditional markets and modern markets in the Labuhanbatu
Regency has caused traditional markets or small traders to be
increasingly powerless to accept the presence of modern
markets. This requires traditional markets to be more creative
and wise in facing reality to be able to compete healthily with
the modern market[4]
Although the Government has made policies and
regulations contained in the Presidential Regulation No. 112
of 2007 and Permendagri 53/M-DAG/PER/12/2008, n.d.
which regulates modern markets and traditional markets.
However, in reality, the regulation is not implemented
properly. Many regulations are not obeyed by the founders of
modern markets, such as licensing issues, the distance that is
too close to traditional markets, the provision of business
places for small traders[5].
The purpose of this article empirically wants to examine
the existence of traditional markets towards the growth of
modern markets and provide solutions for traditional markets
(small traders) to be able to compete with the existence of
modern markets.
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II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Traditional Market Concept
The history of the establishment of traditional markets is a
meeting place between sellers (traders) and buyers (society),
wherein there is a natural social interaction where sellers want
to exchange their goods with a certain amount of money,
otherwise, the buyer wants to exchange money for goods or
services. However, with the advancement of science and
technology, the development and empowerment of traditional
markets are now being built and managed by the Government
so that traders and communities are more flexible and orderly.
Local, private, and state-owned enterprises and regional
government-owned enterprises, including cooperation with the
private sector with businesses in the form of shops, kiosks, and
tents owned/managed by small, medium-sized, communitybased traders or cooperatives with small-scale businesses,
capital small and with the process of buying and selling
merchandise through bargaining[6].
Traditional markets are a form of retail business that
involves many small scale traders. Buildings in traditional
markets are relatively simple, consisting of stalls, booths, as
well as tents for selling with a relatively less pleasant
atmosphere (narrow business space, inadequate parking
facilities, lack of maintaining market cleanliness and poor
lighting). is a daily necessity, the price of goods traded is
relatively cheap with less attention to quality and the way
buyers are bargained in. Traditional market conditions are less
developed and tend to remain without much change from time
to time. inherent in traditional markets, uncertain prices,
incomplete goods cause traditional markets to lose buyers, but
traditional markets still have advantages, namely in terms of
interaction and social communication where there is intimacy
between sellers and buyers, sellers know consumers well[7].
B. Modern Market Concept
Modern markets began to develop in Indonesia in the
1970s, but are still concentrated in big cities. However, since
1998 the development of modern markets has grown along
with the entry of foreign investment in the retail business
sector. Modern markets are starting to develop into small cities
to find customers. Modern markets are retail business sectors,
so modern markets can be referred to as modern retailers or
modern stores. In [8], modern stores are shops with self-service
systems, selling various types of goods in retail in the form of
minimarkets, supermarkets, department stores, hypermarkets,
or wholesalers in the form of grocers.
Modern markets are markets that are managed with modern
management, generally found in urban areas, as providers of
goods and services with good quality and service to consumers
(generally community members Middle-up class)[9]. Modern
markets include shopping malls, supermarkets, department
stores, shopping centers, franchises, supermarkets,
supermarkets, and so on. This means that the modern market is
a modern managed market, the sale of goods is done at the right
price and own service. Modern markets have a comfortable
place with a variety of adequate facilities.
The phenomenon of the modern retail market has emerged
throughout Asia, South America, Eastern Europe, and the
Middle East, especially where food retailing is dominated by
traditional format family-run food stores. There is a trend in
the expansion of modern grocery retailing as hypermarkets and
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supermarkets. They are becoming increasingly popular by
providing more convenience, a wider variety of products
ranging from packaged and processed to fresh food products
that consumers find at a wet market. While independent shops
and mom-and-pop stores still dominate much of the region
modern retail formats and chain stores are making inroads in
urban areas of most Asian countries.
III.

RESEARCH METHODS

In this research, legal research can be divided into
Normative and Empirical research. Normative Law Research
is a study of library materials (Secondary data) with issues to
be analyzed, both in the form of primary legal materials and
secondary materials[10]. This research was conducted in the
vicinity of communities close to modern markets and not far
from traditional markets (Gelugur Market, Lama Market,
Sigambal Market, and Aeknabara Market) in Labuhanbatu
District in four months in December 2018 - March 2019.
research purposes. This study analyzes secondary data using 1
(one) method, namely document study. Sampling is done by
non-probability sampling with a purposive sampling
technique. Samples are traders who seek their business 500
meters from the modern market or directly accept payments
from the modern market, receiving 45 respondents.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Results
The number of respondents in this study was 45
respondents. Based on the questionnaire that has been
distributed, it can be seen the respondent's identity as follows:
1) Characteristics of Respondents by Origin

Fig.1 Original Graph
From Figure 1 it is known that the respondents'
identities based on origin in this study mostly came from
the Gelugur Market Rantauprapat at 38%. Respondents
based on the origin of the Lama market amounted to 20.0%.
Respondents were based on the Sigambal market origin at
18% and respondents based on the origin of the Aek
Nabara market at 24%. It can be explained that Gelugur
Market was previously a relocation from the Lama Market
which later experienced revitalization, through the
revitalization program the name changed to Gelugur
Market. The presence of Gelugur Market provides
convenience to traders and managers because in the
revitalization there are already parking facilities so that
those who spend using cars or motorbikes can park and
invite investors.
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2) Characteristics of Respondents by Frequency
The characteristics of the respondents based on the
frequency of visits from all respondents were more
dominant stating to the traditional market as much as 73
%. Most respondents go to traditional markets to buy
merchandise for basic needs and others, this is done
because according to respondents the price of merchandise
is a process of bargaining before a transaction occurs.
While 27 % of respondents went to the modern market to
buy merchandise that was not available in traditional
markets or complementary goods. This study confirms
that between traditional markets and modern markets
having the same customers only in certain conditions all
depends on the needs of the community

Fig.2 Graph of Intensity
3) Characteristics of Respondents Based on
Respondents' Business Distance with Modern
Markets

Fig.2 Graph of Business Distance
From figure 3 it is known that the distance of
business/traditional markets with modern markets as much
as 51.0% states close. Most dominant modern markets
encountered in the field include Indomaret, Alfamidi, and
Alfamart and Brastagi Supermarket and Suzuya Mall
Rantauprapat. The presence of a modern market in the
midst of people's lives still leaves a polemic, especially
close to the traditional market environment or small traders
that existed before the modern market emerged, both the
positive and negative impacts that are still a real threat to
traders around them.
B. Discussion
Implementation of Government Regulations[6]-[8] was made
as an effort to protect entrepreneurs, especially traditional
traders. Although there has been a policy of the Labuhanbatu
Regency government regarding regulations on structuring and
fostering traditional markets, shopping centers and modern
shops. The policy on structuring and fostering traditional
markets, shopping centers and modern shops in general is
usually in the form of laws, Central and Regional Government
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Regulations are only a dream if not implemented properly[11].
She added that the regulation[6]-[8] contains articles that
benefit and favor the people, especially traditional traders. The
existence of a traditional market that is now fading along with
the onslaught of modern markets, does not make the traditional
market shaky in the face of competition, but its presence slowly
begins to overwhelm many traditional markets in the face of
increasingly fierce business competition. The results of
study[12] prove that distance has a significant effect on profits,
meaning that strategic market distance will provide benefits
and increase for traditional traders rather than modern markets.
In this regulation[13] explained that traditional markets are
markets that are built and managed by the government,
regional government, private sector, state-owned enterprises,
and regionally-owned enterprises, including cooperation with
the private sector with businesses, shops, kiosks, booths and
tents owned / managed by small, medium, community-based
traders or cooperatives with small-scale businesses, small
capital and with the process of buying and selling the
merchandise through bargaining. This further shows that the
government will not allow traditional markets in all corners to
sink, whereas in the regulation it explains traditional markets
maintained and protected by each government manager, local
government, private sector or other business entity. Until now
traditional markets are still the prima donna because they help
the government through market retribution.
This research[14] found that five traditional markets were
experiencing increased sales turnover after modern markets
(Indomaret, Alfamart, and Alfamidi or the like) operating
around traditional markets. He added that the increase in
turnover was due to traditional market small traders applying
business strategies such as pricing strategies and
diversification of products sold, meaning traditional traders
were specifying the goods they sold, making it difficult for
customers/communities to find their needs
A minimum of one author is required for all conference
articles. Author names should be listed starting from left to
right and then moving down to the next line. This is the author
sequence that will be used in future citations and by indexing
services. Names should not be listed in columns nor group by
affiliation. Please keep your affiliations as succinct as possible
(for example, do not differentiate among departments of the
same organization).
This Research[15] explains that traditional markets have
strong characteristics, where the characteristics of traditional
markets are strategic locations, where most traditional markets
are located near residential areas, usually traded commodities
are commodities of daily necessities, in traditional markets,
there is still a culture of bargaining in the buying and selling
process. This is a characteristic of traditional markets that
cannot be found in modern markets because the bargaining
process has existed since the market began, so it has become a
culture for traditional markets and their physical condition that
seems untreated such as a dirty, smelly and muddy rainy day.
Accordance Minister of Trade Regulation[13] the
government must be more focused and concerned about the
existence of traditional markets as one of the cheap public
facilities that support the economic activities of the community
to revitalize traditional markets is considered very strategic to
improve traditional market competitiveness and generate and
reinvigorating its existence, while positioning the traditional
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market with a one-stop shopping concept that is safe,
comfortable, clean and economical for both buyers and traders.

of partners with product distributors so that large-scale and
long-term distribution of merchandise.

Of course, the existence of this traditional market is
impossible to maintain if the government itself does not pay
special attention to the sustainability of this traditional market,
there must be cooperation between the government and
traditional market players so that the existence of this
traditional market can be maintained and not less competitive
with the modern market. Such cooperation can be biased in the
form of a law and regulation concerning civilizing traditional
markets, or levies on the wider community to re-enliven
traditional market, more than that with the presence of foreign
investors who carry large-scale capital to the homeland, this
will be a threat to small-scale entrepreneurs and traditional
markets, therefore the government must also ensure how these
traditional market players can continue to run, one of which is
by providing capital loans, but more importantly the training
of entrepreneurial skills to be able to compete with foreign
parties who come so that the Traditional market players are not
gone eroded by the age amid the rise of modern markets that
are increasingly developing everywhere.

According to this[9], the impact of the existence of modern
markets on the number of types of goods traded in traditional
markets. As for the number of buyers, the number of suppliers,
and the number of workers, which has declined after the
modern market, which means that the number of buyers, the
number of suppliers and the number of workers in traditional
markets is smaller. In addition to the decline in turnover, the
results of field observations also show that most of the people
shop in modern markets such as Alfamidi and Indomaret as
routine, monthly shopping, and several times shopping.

C. Findings
From the analysis and discussion conducted, it was found
that the implementation of government regulations concerning
the establishment of modern markets should have been
regulated by this regulation[6]-[8] was made as an effort to
protect entrepreneurs, especially traditional traders, but in
some regions, it has not been effective. This is because the
synchronization of central and regional policies has not been
implemented properly, looking at regional demographics. This
is supported by a large number of studies taking the topic of
the existence or existence of traditional markets in various
regions illustrating that the role of traditional markets is so
great for regional growth especially the welfare of traders
compared to modern markets that highlight profits to their
owners. According to this[16], providing containers and
structuring for informal traders is an effort to provide binding
controls and regulations to increase trade in the informal sector.
In Indonesia, local supermarkets have been around since
the 1970s, although they are still concentrated in big cities.
Foreign-brand supermarkets entered Indonesia in the late
1990s since the policy of direct foreign investment in the retail
business sector was opened in 1998. Increasing competition
has prompted the emergence of supermarkets in small cities to
find new customers and price wars. As a result, if Indonesian
supermarkets only serve the upper middle-class people in the
1980s to the early 1990s (CPIS 1994), supermarket
supermarkets to small cities and the existence of predatory
practices through price-cutting strategies allow lower-middleclass consumers to access supermarkets[17].
The existence of a modern market adjacent to traditional
markets influence the economy of traditional market traders
and the surrounding community who open a business at home
because it can reduce profits and physical sales of traditional
markets. The rapid growth of the modern market in the
residential area hurts traditional market traders that already
exist in the region[7]. The characteristics of modern markets in
addition to large buildings and strategically located with the
community or small traders are also other advantages of
convenience and service in shopping, and have a wide network
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This activity indicates that some of the people are affected
and prefer to shop in modern markets, even though the items
purchased are not fully nine main staples, sometimes what is
sought in modern markets is complementary or
complementary goods. The rules regarding the establishment
of a modern market must include the socio-economic impacts
of traditional markets and small businesses that have already
been around it are not taken seriously. Indications towards the
game between groups of modern market entrepreneurs and the
government increasingly reveal the surface. All these factors
separate the sadness of the existence of traditional markets and
traders in them. The presence of a modern market with
enormous market power, based on capital, is able to erode
every opponent including traditional markets. We can see from
Carefour's current position. Various business strategies he
developed to sustain brand image as a retailer of goods at the
lowest prices in Indonesia, has always been a trend in its
management in Indonesia. In various respects, it must be
recognized that Carrefour has developed into a trendsetter for
Indonesia's retail business[18].
It is clear from the findings of this study, that consumers in
the modern market provide retail service quality is better than
the traditional market. Thus, the traditional market will
experience growth pressure, if not changed its perception
through improved quality of service. Accordingly, the
government should make the policy of petrified growth.
However, changes in market perceptions of the traditional
image of the seedy, chaotic, muddy, dirty and lack of facilities
such as limited parking space, bins are smelly and dirty, the
hallways are narrow and so on need to be eliminated[19].
V.

CONCLUSION

The presence of a modern market in a business environment
that is increasingly difficult raises the pros and cons. In the
beginning, the presence of the modern market was opposed by
the people who considered it would have a negative impact
especially on traditional traders in Labuhanbatu Regency.
From the results of this study that between traditional markets
and modern markets have the same customers only in certain
conditions all depends on the needs of the community. The
closer the business location between the community or the
trader and the modern market makes the level of business
competition more unavoidable. This also shows the growth of
the modern market that is close to the market location in the
Labuhanbatu Regency is a threat to the traders who are around
it. Apart from that, the government's efforts to maintain the
existence of traditional markets are also seen with the
existence of regulations issued by the government, the
government's enthusiasm to provide protection for the
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existence of traditional markets has been proven by the
released of Presidential Regulation[6] concerning
Arrangements And Guidance of Traditional Markets,
Shopping Centers and Modern Stores and their technical
descriptions have been regulated in the Regulation of the
Minister of Trade of the Republic of Indonesia[13] concerning
Guidelines for Structuring and Guiding Traditional Markets,
Shopping Centers and Shops Modern. The two regulations
constitute the development of the spirit of Indonesia Law No.
5 of 1999 concerning the Prohibition of Monopolistic
Practices and Unfair Business Competition.

[14]
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Abstract— Communication is sharing meaning through the
exchange of information where the process is determined by the
communication technology used, the characteristics of the sender
and recipient, the culture that is behind and how the
communication is carried out. In this process, the type of
communication must be distinguished. But with the development of
the internet, a new form of interactive communication emerged,
Castell called this a new form of mass communication, or what he
called mass-self communication. This is mass communication
because it has the potential to reach a global audience, at the same
time, it is intrapersonal communication because the production of
messages is self-made, the definition of the recipient is selfdirected. On its journey mass-self communication is useful for
public openness as done by several regional heads in Indonesia,
Ridwan Kamil and Ganjar Pranowo. The mass-self
communication strategy carried out by these two regional heads
basically has almost the same thing. Content placement is based on
the suitability of the platform so that it successfully encourages
community participation. Community participation can ultimately
succeed in government programs because of the accuracy in the
use of effective and efficient social media. The YouTube platform
developed into a kind of industry, with users who can make
YouTube as a land for opportunities to earn income or even as a
profession. Now those who rely on income from YouTube are
known as Youtubers. Youtubers, both individuals, groups,
communities, and large companies, produce their own unique
videos, specifically to be displayed on YouTube. The material
obtained by a Youtuber is actually not easy to obtain.
Requirements, the channel must have reached 1000 subscribers
and 4000 hours of viewing time in the last 12 months. They not only
produce but also distribute to a wider audience. Commodification
of audiences and workers occurs where producers and consumers
of their lines run away and are then called prosumer.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Communication is sharing meaning through the exchange
of information where the process is determined by the
communication technology used, the characteristics of the
sender and recipient, the culture that is behind and how the
communication is carried out. The meaning of communication
can only be understood as the social relations context in which
information and communication are processed. In this
process, it must be distinguished between interpersonal
communication and mass communication. On interpersonal
communication, both the sender and recipient of the message
are the subject of communication and are interactive because
of the feedback while the mass communication information
can be disseminated simultaneously where it can be
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interactive or also one-way. In general mass communication
is one-way because the recipient of the message is not
immediately able to do feedback when receiving the
information delivered. The audience can only do feedback
using other communication tools.
But with the development of the internet, a new form of
interactive communication emerged, marked by the capacity
to send messages from many to many, in real time or selected
time and with the possibility of using point-to-point
communication, narrowcasting or broadcasting, depending on
the objectives and characteristics of the practice intended
communication. Between interpersonal communication and
mass communication is almost no difference. They go hand in
hand, interact and complement each other do not replace each
other. Many platforms have emerged, including blogs,
youtube and so on, which were originally intended as a forum
for expression of users, or as a place to conduct interpersonal
communication.
Uploading on a blog or youtube, was originally intended
for the needs of each uploader, as a form of self-expression.
Deliberately or not, users spread it through links that are
shared through social media or other channels so that it
becomes mass communication. The internet is not only used
as mentioned above, it is also a means of interactive
communication so that the boundaries between mass media
communication and other forms of communication are
unclear. Apart from being a means of sending messages of any
kind, whether in the form of text, video and audio or anything
that can be digitized. The internet, in its various applications,
is the communication thread of our lives, for work, for
personal connections, for social networking, for information,
for entertainment, for public services, for politics, and for
matters relating to religion. In addition, the internet is
increasingly being used to access mass media (television,
radio, newspapers), as well as all forms of cultural products or
digital information (films, music, magazines, books, journal
articles, databases).
This study intends to understand the development of
platforms that were originally created as a forum for selfexpression into mass communication media, then
commodified because content created by users can be
monetized. This research is useful as an academic study to
understand the platforms that are present with the existence of
information technology as a development of the emergence of
the internet. Whereas practically, this research is expected to
provide benefits and uses for sharing site users to pay more
attention to the content of the material shared. Socially, this
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research is useful for the community that sharing sites are not
just a container of expression but also have other purposes.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Castell calls this a new form of mass communication. This
is mass communication because it has the potential to reach a
global audience, such as posting videos on YouTube, blogs
with RSS links to a number of web sources or messages on the
mailing list. At the same time, it is intrapersonal
communication because the production of the message is selfmade, the definition of the recipient is self-directed, and the
retrieval of messages or certain content from the World Wide
Web (WWW) and hand-picked electronic communication
networks. Three forms of communication (interpersonal, mass
communication, and mass-self communication) go hand in
hand, interact, and complement each other rather than replace
one another (Castell, 2009: 55).
Mass communication in the traditional sense is now
internet-based communication both in production and
delivery. In addition, the combination of online news with
interactive blogging and e-mail, as well as RSS feeds from
other documents on the web, has turned newspapers into
components of different forms of communication: what is
called mass-self communication. The Castells theory that
mass-self communication is based on Umberto Eco's semiotic
communication model as the emergence of a "creative
audience" (Castells 2009, 127-135) involved in "interactive
production of meaning" (132) and based on the emergence of
the "sender / sender" figure (130) (Fuchs, 2014: 75).
Castells argues that the contemporary internet is shaped by
conflicts between global multimedia business networks that
try to commodify the internet and "creative audiences" who
try to establish the level of citizen control over the Internet and
assert the right to communicative freedom without corporate
control (Castells 2009, 80, 97, 136) .
Free labor produces more value that is adjusted and
changes to corporate profits. Despite Toffler's uncritical
optimism, his ideas about "prosumer" illustrate important
changes in the structure of the media and practices that can be
adopted through critical studies (Fuchs, 2012: 143)
YouTube as well as other social media that generate profits
for investors in this case the owner of the platform. But the
concept of exploitation is not explained in the ideas above.
Fuchs explain the concept exploitation according Marx in
Facebook. To understand how exploitation through YouTube
works, it is necessary to get into some details of the Marxist
political economy. For Marx, the average profit is the
relationship of profit and investment.
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Facebook invests money to buy capital, technology and
labor.Their products include user-generated data, personal
data, and transaction data about browsing and communication
behavior on Facebook. Users invest certain work time in this
process. Facebook sells commodity user data to advertising
clients at prices greater than constant capital and invested
variables. The surplus value contained in this commodity is
partly made by users, in part by Facebook employees. The
difference is that users are not paid, and therefore are
exploited indefinitely. After the prosumer internet commodity
(which contains user-generated content, transaction data, and
the right to access virtual space and time) is sold to advertising
clients, the commodity is converted into monetary capital and
the surplus value is realized into money (Fuchs, 2012: 143).
The logic Fuchs describes regarding commodification is
almost the same as what happened to YouTube, and it
continues to happen repeatedly. If internet users become
productive consumers of Web 2.0, in Marxist terms as class
theory, this means that they become productive workers who
are exploited by capital because for Marx productive labor
produces more value (Fuchs, 2012: 144).
III. METHOD
This study use qualitative methodology by interviewing
two source who use Youtube media as mass self
communication but monetize their accounts, the two source
have produced and uploaded videos made more than one year.
The first source has benefited from the monetization of his
Youtube account while the second source has not enjoyed
monetization from Youtube.
IV. NOVELTY
This research give alternative, see not only the benefit
from social media like Youtube but also behind that is any
exploitation.
V. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
The YouTube environment strongly supports the growth
of creators and audiences contributing to increasing people's
interest in using YouTube. YouTube creators, known as
YouTubers, compete with each other to produce videos with
content as attractive as possible and unique than others. At
first these YouTubers may not think of rewards, the important
thing is that the video is watched and liked and the channel
(channel) is followed (subscribed) to the people who consume
it. Intensive giving of the distribution of advertisement cakes
obtained from YouTube as a form of compensation for videos
produced by YouTuber because of the insertion of
advertisements as a result of the large number of viewers,
making YouTubers more aroused continues to make videos
that attract the attention of the audience.
Users on Youtube, not only use and consume content
contained in Google's social media but also produce and
distribute it. Whereas on the YouTube platform, like other
social media platforms. YouTuber before monetizing his
channel (channel), must first agree to the requirements
requested by the service provider. After YouTuber produces
content then uploads it to the network owned by the service
provider, he will wait for the content he produces to be able to
meet the requirements of getting monetization. They will not
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stay silent if the content they produce wants to get
monetization from YouTube immediately.
The initial development of YouTube, the creator of this
video service provider, provided stimuli to the audience by
uploading various creative videos and promoting them to
various existing channels. After YouTube was acquired by
Google, the channel to promote this online video platform
increased. Then the audience who initially only saw the videos
that were displayed was interested and felt called to make a
video which was then shared on this platform. At this stage
the creative audience appears. More and more videos are
shared by users who already have accounts on the YouTube
platform that are connected to other platforms created by
Google.
Video creator accounts on the YouTube platform are
popping up and more videos are published by each user.
YouTube visitors who only want to see videos that have been
uploaded by other users are also growing. Some videos can be
seen by thousands to millions and even billions of audiences
from all over the world but there are also those that are only
watched by dozens of people. The potential audience of
YouTube videos is large, seen by the owner as a market niche
that can be used to find income and even profits by offering
advertisers.
Ads on YouTube begin to appear in every video that has
been uploaded through a YouTube account owned by the user.
To further enlarge the market by attracting more and more
audiences, more and more interesting content is needed.
YouTube then divides the advertising revenue to video
creators whose videos get advertisements because they are
watched by many other users around the world. Over time, so
advertisers are satisfied with the advertisements that are
installed because the possibility of being able to be watched
by a wider audience, YouTube also gives creators certain
conditions to be able to get advertisements arranged by the
owner of the application. The tighter conditions made by
YouTube are increasingly creative and interesting as well as
the videos uploaded.
Various creators have also made various ways to make the
videos they produce creative and interesting for other
YouTube users to want to watch, starting from sharing links
to their social media accounts to sharing by providing snippets
in the story on both Whatsapp and Instagram accounts that
enable it do. The hope is to spread the link of his video that
has been uploaded to YouTube, in addition to introducing his
channel also attracting viewers. In this way, hopefully there
are friends or followers in the creator's social media account
interested in seeing the video. If you have watched one video
and feel interested, the audience is likely to see another video
that has been created and uploaded by the user who is also the
creator. There are also those who make the title of the video
interesting or inviting curiosity, so the audience voluntarily
opened the upload video. To promote and attract audiences,
there are also YouTube creators who intentionally enter the
comments page of the successful team Facebook head of a
regional head or president for political videos while product
videos, YouTuber may enter the product account comments
when discussing the same product.
Mostly YouTuber starts with a simple tool, in the digital
era like today where it is easy to find a mobile phone that has
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been integrated with a camera that can take still images
(photos) or move (video) easily and of course adequate
resolution for later uploading to YouTube account. Likewise
with editing, it can be done quickly with applications offered
in Playstore or on iStore, ranging from well-known branded
cell phones or not, based on Android or iOS. But before the
smartphone era was used, YouTube content creators had to
have a video camera by editing through a computer or laptop.
But in its development, creators on YouTube began to
consider better and interesting image quality, besides
YouTube also provides video options that can be watched
with low to high resolution. They then renew the device, not
only using smartphones but also professional cameras. There
are also creators who later did not work alone like when they
first produced the video to upload to YouTube.
A. Mass Self Communication in Youtube
The two interviewees admitted, initially uploading
Youtube videos just wanted to convey their ideas through
video. Even the second speaker who works as a journalist
claimed, uploading videos via Youtube was only to give the
other side of the coverage he had done. Videos that he thinks
will not be broadcast by the media company where he works
will be uploaded to his Youtube account. Not only one side is
uploaded, but there are a number of angles that he thinks are
impossible to display in the place of a media company, where
he works.
While the first resource person, tends to want many people
to listen to their ideas or syndicates about the surrounding
environment through videos uploaded through his personal
Youtube account. But after feeling a lot of people watching
his creation videos on his Youtube account, he felt the need to
monetize his account, so that he could continuously and
continuously send his creation videos. Especially after
knowing the various ways that can multiply his income
through Youtube, he also carried out various ways that have
been learned, including what he called "nyepam" which is
entering into the comments column of the status of people
associated with his video on Facebook and other social media.
While the second guest speaker, who initially admitted
uploading his creation video to his Youtube account, was only
to find a place of expression and share videos with other
angles which would be interesting and much watched but not
enjoyed by media entrepreneurs. However, he also hopes to
be able to earn income from Youtube through the YouTube
Partnership Program by monetizing his own account even
though until now there are no advertisements that have been
included in the videos he had uploaded. According to him, he
must wait longer than the others.
B. Youtube Worker (Youtuber)
In accordance with Undang undang Nomor 13 Tahun 2003
concerning Manpower, what is called labor in Article 1
paragraph (2) is every person who is capable of doing work to
produce goods and / or services both to meet their own needs
and for the community. Then in paragraph (3), it is
increasingly explained that workers / laborers are everyone
who works by receiving wages or other forms of
compensation. So if in accordance with the law, a YouTuber
can be referred to as a worker or labor because it produces
goods and / or services, both meeting their own needs and the
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community. A YouTuber also receives wages or other forms
of rewards after the regulations required by the media to share
the video.
The YouTube platform can also be referred to as the
employer in accordance with Law Number 13 of 2003
concerning Manpower, Article 1 paragraph (4) where
mentioned, the employer is an individual, entrepreneur, legal
entity, or other agency that employs workers by paying wages
or other forms of compensation. Between YouTube and
YouTuber there is a working relationship in accordance with
Article 1 paragraph (15), is the relationship between
employers and workers / laborers based on work agreements,
which have elements of employment, wages, and orders.
The employer is obliged to register himself and his
workers as participants to the BPJS, in accordance with the
social security program that is followed and workers have the
right to register themselves as participants in social security
programs at the expense of the employer if the employer has
obviously not registered their workers with the BPJS.
Employers who employ as many as 10 or more workers, or
pay wages of at least Rp. 1 million a month, must include their
workforce in the labor insurance social program.
The sanctions if companies other than state administrators
do not carry out the obligation to register their workers as
Participants to BPJS are administrative sanctions.
Administrative sanctions can be in the form of written
warnings, fines; and / or and not getting certain public
services. All of this is regulated in Law Number 24 of 2011
concerning the Social Security Organizing Agency, in
addition to the Labor Law.
YouTube has a program called the YouTube Partnership
Program. The YouTube Partnership Program is designed
specifically for individuals who want to become YouTube's
permanent creators. To be able to join the YouTube
Partnership Program, creators must first have a Google
account to create channels and Adsense accounts to receive
payments. After that, creators must have the number of videos,
the number of views, and the number of viewers with a
consistent increase. Creator activities must comply with
service requirements, community guidelines and copyright
guidelines so that they can consistently become advertiserfriendly channels. YouTube always educates creators about
various things related to their creative activities on YouTube.
Various types of support services and facilities are arranged
based on the number of subscribers owned by creators.
Creators who have become part of the YouTube Partnership
Program can monetize the videos they make. This
monetization process allows creators to benefit in the form of
money from displaying ads on videos and / or video pages.
Creators can also come out freely from this collaboration if
they no longer want it.
From the results of interviews with two existing source,
one of them claimed to be earning income from the revenue
sharing of advertisements posted by YouTube on videos
produced by informants. While other source said they did not
get it. Both claimed, to earn income from YouTube must
follow the requirements of the service provider. The two
interviewees interviewed were not very clear, whether he
worked for YouTube or not. Even so, a Youtuber can be
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considered to work for Youtube where he receives rewards in
the form of money or other forms.
From the interview, the Youtuber who has been able to
generate income, only gets the result of a predetermined
Youtube share of the ad revenue installed on the video he
made. Youtuber also only gets revenue from advertising
revenue, but does not get social security as well as rights
obtained by other workers. They also do not demand because
they think that what they have done is not solely for earning
income as if working in a company but because they want to
convey information through new channels, namely social
media.
C. YouTuber not Only Content Creator
YouTuber before monetizing his channel (channel), must
first agree to the requirements requested by the service
provider. After YouTuber produces content then uploads it to
the network owned by the service provider, he will wait for
the content he produces to be able to meet the requirements of
getting monetization.
YouTubers not just sit and wait if the content they produce
wants to get monetization from YouTube immediately. The
first source stated that to attract viewers and subscribers he did
a promotion by dividing the link and / or video footage
through the instastory and whatsapp story and creating an
Instagram account with the same identity as the channel's
identity on YouTube to be better known. Besides, dividing the
links into whatsapp groups that he follows. He hopes, through
this way many people click and watch the video. There are
some that reach dozens of viewers and some even reach tens
of thousands.
In addition to spreading links, he also packs video titles
with interest so as to lure other users on YouTube to watch the
video. According to him, the title of the video he produced
with the contents of the video was not much different even
though he knew the term clickbait title. The video content
produced by the first guest speaker is the other side of the
results of his daily journalist coverage. There are contents that
are entertaining and some are informative.
While the second source, he did another strategy. In
addition to packing an interesting title, he spread the link of
his creation video to several groups on Facebook. Because he
produces political content that is partially filled with
comments from speakers about politics, the video link he
produces is shared through Facebook groups affiliated with
political figures. For example to the Prabowo group and the
Jokowi group. He termed, activities spread links to these
groups as "nyepam."
In addition to also making a description of the video that
has been produced, in the description the resource person also
included ccs in several other countries outside Indonesia. For
example Hong Kong cc or Australian cc. In this way, besides
increasing the number of viewers because it can be enjoyed
not only in Indonesia but also abroad. He can also add to the
coffers of income from the results of monetization because
there are differences in the nominal financial amount obtained
between YouTubers in Indonesia and overseas YouTubers.
They also consume content offered by the social media
platform. Both of them cannot mention the duration of time
when consuming these content. It can be seen, the producer of
video information which is then uploaded via Youtube as well
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as consumers of video content made by other creators. This is
what is called Prosumer. Between producers and consumers
there is almost no distance and boundary in the current era.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
YouTube media is like social media in general, initially to
spur audiences to produce creative content. The content is
seen by the media owner as having the opportunity to generate
profits with the data owned. Media owners then bring it to
advertisers who then place advertisements on YouTube
content produced by the audience or which is now referred to
as prosumer. Prosumer is initially not paid by the YouTube
owner but then gets a portion of the ad revenue with certain
conditions. Creator content continues to reproduce content so
that it continues to generate income for it from incoming
advertisements. Commodification of content occurs here.
Even though they get money from YouTube owners, in Marx's
view it is not salary or payment.
Even though it can be seen critically, social media can be
used by regional heads or government institutions to dismantle
bureaucracy and promote democracy, while at the same time
inviting community participation in development. Although
the head of the region has the importance of this as an image
of himself to the community he is leading.
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Abstract- The world of tourism is currently growing rapidly, this is
believed by the many regions that have begun to develop their
tourism potential in order to present interesting treats for migrants
who want to release fatigue in the midst of busy work, especially for
millennials now. the need for lifestyle and the need for social
media, making travelers hunt interesting and unique photo spots.
One of the attractions used in providing services to travelers is
Sindu Kusuma Edupark Yogyakarta by formulating a problem how
management handles customer complaints in order to continue to
provide the best service so that this tourism vehicle still exists in the
tourism industry and can compete with vehicles that similar in the
Yogyakarta region. The research method used in this case is
observation and in-depth interviews with the tour manager to
deepen the data collection process and can produce the right
analysis. The results of this study are expected to be able to
implement a systematic procedure and plan for handling customer
complaints, so that anyone who becomes a manager can still refer
to established and tested procedures.
Keywords: management, services, customer complaints, tourist
rides.

Introduction
In recent years, the tourism industry has progressed
rapidly, this is evidenced by the many tourists who visit
tourism places every year and the need for entertainment and
experience that is utilized by each individual, making tourist
attractions full every year. Based on data from the Central
Bureau of Statistics, the number of foreign tourist visits to
Indonesia in June 2018 reached 1.32 million. Thus an increase
of 15.21 percent per year per year. It was said by the head of
BPS, Suhariyanto that the number had increased from the
same period last year, thus appeal to the government to seek
more ways to enlarge the number of foreign tourist arrivals to
Indonesia because this can affect all levels of society by
moving their economy and in accordance with their vision and
mission of the Indonesian nation so that every sector can grow
the creative economy as a source new economic growth.
Similar to the growth of tourists to Indonesia,
statistical data in 2018 for the Yogyakarta region in the
tourism sector also increased. This was reported by the Tribun
Jogja newspaper released by the Yogyakarta City Tourism
Office that: the number of tourists who travel to the city of
Yogyakarta, both foreign tourists and domestic tourists,
almost reached two million tourists, to be exact at 1,859,888
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people. In addition to holding various events to boost the
number of tourists, the regional government will also increase
promotion in the field of tourist objects in the city of
Yogyakarta.
Of the many tourist attractions in the Special Region
of Yogyakarta, the author takes one focus of a tourist
attraction namely Sindu Kusuma Edupark because, this tourist
vehicle is a vehicle that is a branch of Kusuma Agro Tourism
located in Batu Malang, which has been established since
1989 which then expanded its wings to the Yogyakarta area
which is also the most preferred by tourists as a tourist
destination, but this tourist vehicle also has its own peculiarity
in naming each vehicle of the game, this is adjusted to the
place and region of tourism that stands. The naming of the
playground in Sindu Kusuma Edupark tourism, is able to
attract visitors because everyone feels curious about the
naming that smells of the term Java which has been adapted
to the culture of the city of Yogyakarta which is also called
the city of Culture
The SKE family recreation vehicle (Sindu Kusuma
Edupark) is located on Jl. Jambon, Sinduadi, Mlati, Sleman
DIY. The SKE was inaugurated on December 20, 2014, which
is a family recreation vehicle that is a vehicle for children and
adults. The notaben is indeed this vehicle that provides
entertainment and is intended for all. Sindu Kusuma Edupark
is a business unit of Kusuma Agrowisata, which is located in
East Java. Management of Sindu Kusuma Edupark is handled
by management who already have experience in developing
tourist attractions, by managing several Waterpark, Therepark
and Edupark vehicles in Indonesia. Sindu Kusuma Edupark,
which stands on a 7-hectare land, has a variety of attractions
that can be enjoyed by tourists, among others, namely:
Manggilingan Chakra, Egrang Pit, Montor Tumbur, Panggon
Lunjak, Mabur Chair, Kluthuk Sepur, Mabur Bicycles, Puteri
Commuter , Roti Puter, Little Sepur, Cleret Gandul, Ancient
Car and several other game rides. From the above background,
the problem formulation obtained in this case is: need service
assistance to customers in the tourism industry at Sindu
Kusuma Edupark Yogyakarta Tourism Forum?
The objectives in this study are:
1. To find out how management responds to complaints to
customers
2. To find out the stages in managing customer complaints
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Research methodology
This study uses a qualitative descriptive approach by
looking specifically at the case of Customer Complaints
Handling at Sindhu Kusuma Edupark Tourism Forum
Yogyakarta in 2018. The qualitative research methodology is
growing. Even in applied research, this methodology has
become increasingly popular and requested by various
sponsors because the results are in the form of encryption in
the form of detailed and in-depth narratives, easier to
understand and directly the benefits can lead to clearer and
more detailed operational advice as an improvement effort and
also in determining the choice of form of policy action.

Research Subjects and Locations
This research was conducted in Yogyakarta,
specifically at the Sindhu Kusuma Edupark Tourism Forum as
a place to explore data and conduct an in-depth interview
process. The location is on Jalan Kragilan, Sinduadi, Mlati
District, Sleman Regency, Special Region of Yogyakarta.
1. Data Collection Techniques
Various data collection strategies in qualitative
research in general can be grouped in two types of ways,
namely: methods or techniques of data collection that are
interactive and non-interactive. in this study the method
used is an interactive method or technique which
includes:
a. Deep interview
In this research which is the resource person
or informant is Public Relations from Sindu
Kusuma Edupark assisted by HRD, the data that
you want to get is about services and complaints
or even issues that arise in tourists who visit with
the aim of improving the quality of tourism
vehicles being sheltered.
b. Observation plays an active role
This active role observation is a special way
and researchers are not passive just as observers,
but play various roles that are possible in a
situation related to their research by considering
positions that can provide access that can be
obtained to be used for complete and in-depth
data collection.
c. Review documents or archives
The documents in this regard revolve
around the background of the establishment of
Sindu Kusuma Edupark which originated from
Kusuma Agro Tourism which was established in
Batu Malang city as well as images related to
facilities and rides managed by Sindu Kusuma
Edupark Tourism.
2. Data Analysis Techniques
In the process of qualitative analysis, there are three
main components that must be truly understood by each
qualitative researcher. The three main components of the
analysis:

a.

Data reduction
Data reduction is the first component in the
analysis which is the selection, focusing,
simplification and abstract of all types of
complete written information in the field notes.
This reduction process continues continuously
until the final report of the research is ready to
be compiled.
b. Data presentation
As a component of the second analysis, data
presentation is an assembly of organizational
information, a description in the form of a
complete narrative which in turn allows
conclusions of research to be carried out. The
presentation of this data is arranged based on the
principles contained in the data reduction and
presented by using the sentence and language of
the researcher which is a composition of
sentences arranged logically and systematically,
so that if read will be easily understood
c. Withdrawal of conclusions and verification
Conclusions need to be verified so that they
are sufficiently solid and truly accountable.
Therefore it is necessary to verify which is a
repetition activity for stabilization purposes,
tracking data back quickly, perhaps as a result of
second thoughts arising passing by the
researcher at the time of writing the data
presentation by looking back briefly at the field
notes. Verification can even be done with more
broadly by replicating in another unit of data 2.
Theoretical basic
Previous research
The reference in making this research is from several
different cases, one of them from a journal written by Kiki
Handayani & Erman Anom (March 2010) with the title Role
of Public Relations Implementing Crisis Management in
Restoring the Image of PT. Garuda Indonesia After the Boeing
G.737 / 400 Plane Accident in Yogyakarta, in the research it
was said that one of the aircraft fleets from the first airline in
Indonesia had an accident on March 7, 2007. The Garuda
Indonesia aircraft was Boeing 737/400 Department of Jakarta
- Yogyakarta with flight number GA-200 PK-GZC, which
was flown by Capt. M. Marwoto Komar, caught fire at
Yogyakarta's Adi Sucipto Airport carrying 133 passengers
and 7 cabin crew. From the data, it was stated that 22
passengers were killed, 4 of them were foreign nationals,
while the other passengers were injured and injured. Then
from the accident, there was speculation about the issue of
terrorism and human error. However, this was immediately
disputed by the chairman of the Indonesian Pilot Federation,
who said that the possibility of sabotage was very small due
to strict and multi-layered security when entering the airport,
from the main door until when it was going to the gate gate
entrance. This accident made the image of Garuda Indonesia
as an airline that prioritized service and safety for passengers,

2 H.B.Sutopo. 2006. Qualitative Research Methodology. Sebelas Maret
University. P.113-116
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tarnished. Many publics feel disappointed and are afraid to use
airplane type air transportation lines after the incident.
The second reference material, there is a marketing
journal written by George Knox and Rutger Van Oest in 2014,
which says that customer complaints are part of the business
aspect but there is no precise measurement of the impact of
complaints and how to recover purchases for subsequent
customers. Some steps are taken from the model proposed for
the right decision making by a manager in restoring
financially responsible services, especially in terms of costs
and benefits
The third reference In the management of complaints
raised by Alina Filip (2013), that the indicator of
dissatisfaction must be addressed immediately so as not to
eliminate potential customers and also an indicator that is
easily tracked to avoid failures in the organization in the
internal process. Organizations must know that the
consequences of losing customers are a decrease in profits and
negative word of mouth.With customer complaints, the
greater the opportunity for organizations to improve
managerial problem solving and eliminate the causes of
customer dissatisfaction. So that an integrated system can be
produced to improve business performance and avoid similar
events in the future and customer loyalty is increasingly
enhanced, and does not eliminate potential customers.
In exploring daily activities, surely we get a lot of
messages or information from various channels, both when we
listen to the radio or watch television or read newspapers and
magazines, both media are conventional and online, messages
or information we always get , but without realizing it, every
information we listen to is not all we can remember or digest,
only messages or information that really attracts attention that
we can think about properly.
As stated by Lazarsfield as an observer of
communication that: some messages might attract your
attention, but fewer messages are able to give effect or impact
and people like this are called "obstinate audiences". Public
Relations practitioners are one of the parties who participate
in competing for the attention of the public. The first task of a
PR practitioner is: get attention from the target audience;
second: attracting interest (interest) audiences to the content
of the message; third: build a desire and intention of the
audience to act in accordance with the message and fourth
direct the actions of the audience to stay in accordance with
the message delivered.3
Related to the duties of the public relations
practitioner mentioned above, it is not uncommon for public
relations practitioners to also face various problems that when
it is not responded immediately can grow into a crisis. Rumors
of information that we often refer to as issues are fundamental
issues that require the handling of tersenderi for public
relations. While the issue itself is an event that occurs outside
the control of the company, which has an impact on the
company's strategic goals, the core business and the existence
3 Morissan.2010. Public Relations Management. Jakarta: Kencana. P.41
4 Firsan Nova.2011.Crisis PR. Jakarta: PT. Raja Grafindo Persada, P.239.
5 Rachmat Kriyantono. 2012. Public Relations & Crisis Management.
Jakarta: Kencana Prenada Media Group. P.163
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of the company that may require a certain response from the
company. Can be simplified as a change and discrepancy
between the environment and public expectations of the
organization4 Issues that are not managed properly will cause
crises and crises to potentially threaten the company's
reputation. So every company or public relations practitioner
should be able to control and manage issues. The issue
management process will help to:
1. Identifying issues
2. Determine the impact of each issue
3. Prioritize issues and report on an issue
4. Review all problems and decide on an action
5. Take the steps needed to solve the problem
quickly.
Meanwhile, The Public Affairs Council of America
defines management issues as follows: "The process by which
organizations can identify and evaluate social issues and
governance issues that are likely to affect the organization
significantly, these issues can then be prioritized for the
organization to respond well "5
The focus of this research is how management issues
can be managed properly through appropriate procedures. The
management model of the issues raised by Regester & Larkin
is as follows6:

Identification of Issues; process to compare trends that occur
within organizations with company performance. The main
purpose of identifying issues is to place priority on various
issues that are starting to emerge. 2. Issue Analysis; determine
issues based on their urgency and impact. This allows
companies to be able to distinguish between small issues and
big issues. This type of issue can also be ranked based on the
urgency and impact on the company. 3.Choice of Issue
Change Strategies; is a stage that involves making basic
decisions about the organization's response. 4.Issue
Management Program; on program handling issues. This
stage requires coordinating resources to provide this support.
Organizations must decide on policies that support the desired
changes to make the optimal PG so that the goals and targets
can be achieved. 5. Evaluation of Results; a research is needed
to evaluate how program implementation is carried out. The
longer the issue develops, the fewer choices available and the
more expensive the cost
Discussion
The aim of agro-tourism is to receive foreign
exchange from the non-oil and gas sector, business
6 Firsan Nova.2011.Crisis PR. Jakarta: PT. Raja Grafindo Persada, P.254255
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opportunities and employment through optimal utilization of
agro-tourism potential as tourist visits. In order for future
agricultural development in accordance with those outlined in
the Broad Outlines of State Policy in 1993, thus the general
purpose of Kusuma Agro Tourism is as follows:
a. Increase farmers' income and living standards
b.
Expanding
employment
and
business
opportunities
c. Filling and expanding markets, both domestic and
foreign markets
d. Support the development of the region
In terms of serving visitors or tourists who come to
tourist rides, Sindu Kusuma Edupark (SKE) provides service
in earnest, This is evidenced by the consideration of the safety
aspects of each vehicle that is in the SKE scope and is truly
declared suitable to be played by children with certain height
limits and adults who have no history of heart disease. Often
tourists get information through leaflets, billboards and social
media accounts from SKE, but not infrequently some of them
often misunderstand or do not understand the promotions
given by the manager, due to inaccuracies in reading
information. For example, visitors do not know thoroughly the
information related to ticket prices or packages and facilities
that can be used on the package or give bonuses and discounts
in certain months. Seeing the restlessness of the visitors, the
management did not remain silent, well and kindly the
managers, especially those in the marketing division, gave an
explanation in accordance with the questions raised by the
visitors or if the duty manager could directly go down the field
to resolve complaints from visitors. Not only that, in terms of
handling complaints from visitors, some of them also
complained about the vehicles and facilities that were
originally there, when they came to visit again, the rides were
gone and vehicles that were not allowed to be played when the
rainfall fell, also became one of the factors that causes visitors
to be dissatisfied with the service at this SKE tour. In
overcoming complaints or inaccuracies in delivering
messages to visitors through media advertising can be done or
handled by all departments because this is part of the problem
of management to communicate information that in nature can
confuse the existence of the company. What is usually done in
dealing with issues that are not good is to bring the matter to
the morning briefing, the agenda that is carried out every
morning by the manager in a series of hearings from the
employees and then find solutions or solutions to problems, so
that the problem does not dissolve and then just disappear.
Bad events have also threatened the good name of
SKE so that this greatly affects the process of activities in
daily management activities in this tourist vehicle. Often the
issue that arises is no longer in terms of ticket prices or
discounts, but some of the visitors are desperate or bravely
disobey the rules that have been stated in each game vehicle,
for example by riding a vehicle that has a ban then visitors
experience an accident so that this brings bad news for other
visitors out there, but this issue was brushed aside by means
of clarification from the SKE and gave full treatment to the
victims of the Sindu Kususma Edupark tourist rides, this was
done to get a good response from the victims and family
members concerned, although the error is not the
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responsibility of the manager, but good faith is given at least
to restore the good name of the company in the eyes of other
tourists. This is in accordance with the drumming phasing
process by Regeter & Larkin that in Issue Management is
carried out at least through the right stages, starting with
identifying issue: the problem that was the source of the
problem related to the fall of visitors in one of the rides. The
next stage is issue analysis: seeking information related to the
inaccuracy or inadequacy of messages that visitors get or why
accidents in vehicle rides can occur, who is involved in the
accident and further information relating to the occurrence of
an accident. The third stage in the management model of this
issue is the choice of strategies, which at this stage involves
experts to get the accuracy of information which will then be
selected for strategic plans that are suitable for dealing with
problems that occur and thus can be determined by the
program to handle the issue by financing by way of 100%
treatment of victims of accident vehicles within the scope of
SKE, so that proper planning can restore the company's image
and not become a widespread problem such as a crisis. But
after the incident which slightly threatened the good name of
SKE, the management evaluated each game vehicle by
deploying an operational team to maintain and provide
information regarding the rules and prohibitions to be
understood by every visitor or tourist of Sindu Kususma
Edupark, so that similar incidents do not occur again .
In all activities carried out by the manager is based
on actions and elements of communication, because it is the
main principle for the initial decision to be forwarded to
become a joint policy, especially things - matters relating to
complaints of customers or tourists. Not only that, social
campaign activities are also one of the activities of Shindu
Kusuma Edupark's management to involve themselves in the
community, the purpose is to have good cooperation from the
closest people and is one way to introduce educational tourism
to the surrounding community.
Conclusion
By looking at the data and information associated
with the theory of management of the above issues, it can be
concluded that no matter how small the problems complained
by visitors or tourists Sindu Kusuma Edupark tourism vehicles
are always well responded by the manager or Guest Service
Attendant (GSA) and if there are problems which is not too
crucial will soon be dealt with, but if the problems that are
complained have an impact on the activities and performance
of other employees, then this will be brought to a higher level,
namely the duty manager to get a decision based on the results
of the joint meeting so that the issue does not extend to society.
With the morning brief which is a daily activity in the
management of the Sindu Kusuma Edupark tour vehicle, it can
become a common reference in solving the slightest problem.
Thus management in an organization or agency, especially in
this case is in the tourism sector industry can be planned from
the beginning, since the establishment of the company, so that
when facing problems, the team or division concerned can
seriously manage complaints or problems with policies and
strategies that right and organization or instandi can foster an
always positive image to the public.
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Abstract— The exponential growth of the digital technology has
caused a culture shift in the way of accessing fast moved and
unlimited information, including in accessing Da’wah. To avoid
dissemination of heresy and radicalism, several efforts have been
made by the Government, Institutions and Islamic Organizations
such as forming websites, YouTube channels, and social media
accounts. Da’wah Materials Centralization is an alternative
solution that can be applied by official authorities (KEMENAG)
which emphasizes the standardization of Da’wah content as a
guidance to be followed by every Da’i, so that the materials
delivered becomes more structured, qualified and standardized.
The application of this system will also facilitate the educational
materials needs and be an enrichment of study literatures.
Da’wah material will be set periodically by providing soft files of
PowerPoint slides that can be downloaded by users, so that the
Da’wah process is more visually attractive and makes it easier to
spread.
Keywords— Da’wah Materials, Centralization, Guidance, System
Introduction

The digital revolution has occurred in various aspects of life
in Indonesia and even in the world. The shift from
conventional methods to digital methods has had an impact on
people's lives that was well-known as disruption phenomena.
For those who are able to adapt, the digital revolution will
bring many conveniences and goodness. However, it can
actually bring deviation and damage if it has been used in a
wrong way.
Through the digital media, people easily share any digital
content and ignore the ethics and effects that arise afterwards.
The digital literacy skill which is very important for people to
understand the content has not been owned by the most of
users. This contrast situation will result in what they call a
"sumbu pendek" generation in which people misunderstand,
misuse and also are easily provoked by the information shared
that could endanger the national unity.
In Islamic education field, Da’wah method also has been
shifting to the dynamic Da’wah approach which is utilizing
the benefit of digital media. The studies of Islam now can be
unlimitedly accessed. There is no special time and place
needed to share Da'wah.. Da’i starts making the leۗture online,
and the numbers of Da’wah accounts and communities are
significantly increase. Islamic education as an educational
system, with an impressive and convincing strategy and
method, plays an important role and has a huge contribution
in supporting the formation of national character (Anwar &
Salim, 2019). Da’wah strives to establish a good character
through the world of education. The existence of education
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itself aims to maintain and to develop the individual nature
and potential towards the formation of a good human being.
Da’wah communication according to Wahyu Ilaihi (2010) is
the process of delivering information or messages from a
person or group of people to a person or group of people
originating from the Qur'an and Sunnah by using symbols
both verbally and non-verbally in order to change attitudes,
opinions, or other people's behavior better in line with Islamic
way both directly through face to face lecture and indirectly
through the media. With Da’wah that becomes more
accessible, the knowledge of Islam spreads widely, and the
purposes of developing Muslim that is strong in Aqeedah,
Worship, and Character as well as the toughness in facing any
challenges, obstacles and changes that arise in domestic,
regional, national even in global circumstance are more
realizable.
In the middle of transformation process the deviation rises in
such a way that it will block out the achievement of those good
purposes. Character formation process will lead to the wrong
result. In the conventional method, psychological gap between
Da’i and the audiences or other minor problem might be the
cause that will reduce the effectiveness of Da’wah delivery
process. However, in this momentum of digital era, the most
horrible thing that can happen is when there is a set of people
with bad intention trying to spread doctrine of heresy and to
take the benefit by wrapping up their mission in the name of
Islamic education.
“The real Muslim will remain stand strong in the right plaۗe
even when the world is in ۗhaos” is one of ɜH. ɑhmad Dahlan
messages, the founder of Muhammadiyah organization.
However, the situation is that, Muslims have to find out
solution and improve their capability continuously. The
Religion Affair (KEMENAG) is the highest institution with
the highest authority in Islamic issues in Indonesia. Different
from those country whose the Da’i are standardized so they
individually have a full responsibility of Their Da’wah and the
effect to people, in Indonesia KEMENAG still has a duty to
set the qualified systems to cover the purpose of Da’wah and
protect
it
from
any
deviation.
Bimas
Islam
(https://bimasislam.kemenag.go.id/) is an official webpage
owned by Direktorat Jenderal Bimbingan Masyarakat Islam,
one of KEMENAG division, in which it represent an
alternative solution provided by KEMENAG for people
especially Muslim to access an accountable information. It
also includes the cyber team which was intended to monitor
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and to persuade people avoiding drugs, pornography and
radicalism.
Bimas Islam should be more explored and utilized for the
good of Indonesian Muslim. It is not only for the existing
menus, but it also can potentially be used for preventive action
as well. It is like what Lai Yeung (2014) has said that the
global trend seems to have moved from a casework and
remedial approach to a preventive developmental approach in
providing guidance and counseling, KEMENAG should
consider to maintain the Da’wah content spread through
various media both conventional and digital by making such a
guidance in Da’wah delivery process.
By centralizing the Da’wah materials and covering it with
systematic regulations and procedures, Da’i and the Da’wah
process will be both controlled and directed in good way. This
can be not only an alternative solution and even a preparation
towards the official standardization for Da’i but also an
enhancement to optimize the utilization of Bimas Islam
webpage. Once the system is built and actively used, the
database will provide information that can be used for any
benefit. The effectiveness of Da’wah delivery process will be
easier to measure and to track. For Da’i, this system will
provide new media for knowledge transfer and sharing
process, while the expert guides the newcomer and thus the
Da’wah topic will not pass the ۖoundary, ɑl Qur’an and ɑsSunnah. Da’wah materials uploaded can be used for all good
purposes; users can get accountable reference, study literature
and Islamic knowledge.
The centralization of Da’wah materials is an interesting
discussion as it is expected to be an alternative solution for the
problems of the Da’i quality and the content of materials
delivered. It is also expeۗted to ۗreate people’s ۗomprehensive
point of view regarding the straight and whole ways of Islam
in this digital era.
Literature Review
Imam Syafi’i has quoted that whoever wants to win this world
life, they should have knowledge, and whoever wants to win
the afterlife, they also should have knowledge. Islamic
education is a knowledge transformation media in religion
aspect (cognitive aspects), and a morality transformation
media in character building (affective aspects) that plays an
important role to control behavior (psychomotor aspects) and
thus to create an absolute human personality or well known as
insan kamil (Anwar & Salim, 2019). This is where the
function of Da’wah is needed, i.e. to nurture Muslim’s mental
and spiritual aspects in accordance with Al-Qur’an and ɑsSunnah that produce Muslim generation with good character
and morality.
Morals or character building is the top priority purpose in
Islamic education, as it is also the main reason of Rasulullah
PɒUH teaۗhing. “and indeed, you (Muhammad) are of a great
moral ۗharaۗter” (QS. ɑl-Qalam (68): 4). For a Muslim,
striving to build a good moral is an integral part of striving to
stand the faith in aۗۗordanۗe with authentiۗ hadith “ɑ Mukmin
who has the most perfect faith in Allah, is the one who has the
ۖest morality” (HR. ɒukhari).
Nnabuike (2012) notes that the work of the teacher is to help
students to learn through deliberate and conscious
manipulation of information, knowledge, skill, values,
attitudes and habits of the learners in order to bring about
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learning which is leading to desirable changes in character.
Da’i is a teacher in Da’wah process, so that Da’i should keep
this reason and mission along his lecture, to build a good
character and morality.
In communication science, Da’wah method is better known as
an approach, which the ways of Da’i in achieving some goals
based on wisdom and affeۗtion. Da’wah is the appliۗation of
amar ma’ruf nahi munkar concept, the instruction to persuade
people doing good things (positive-constructive) and leaving
bad things at once (negative-destructive). According to Azis
(2009:9), the functions of Da’wah are:
1. Spreading the messages to Muslim as individual and
society so they can feel Islam really as Rahmatan lil
‘alamiin for all ɑllah’s ۗreatures
2. Conserving the Islamic values and thoughts among
Muslim generations continuously and uninterruptedly.
3. As a corrective action, rehabilitating bad morals,
preventing harm, and taking humans out from spiritual
darkness.
Maddah Da’wah (Da’wah materials) are messages that
contain the truth and goodness sourced from Al- Qur’an and
As-Sunnah told by Da’i to Mad’u (audiences). Da’wah
materials involve the concepts of Aqeedah, Sharia, morality
and their derivative thoughts (Syukir, 1983). Thus, discussing
about Da’wah materials is discussing about the Islamic
education itself. It is because all of the Islamic topics can be
the source of Da’wah materials (Maddah) (Azis, 2009). By
merging Da’wah materials centralization concept into Bimas
Islam webpage menu, the Da’wah materials in power point
slide form will be easily downloaded, spread and directly used
with an attractive visualization which is expected to increase
the Da’wah effectiveness.
The various objectives and components of Da’wah as
explained above must continually be Da’i and ɜEMENɑG’s
(as the authorities) concern to protect the Da’wah process
from any deviation and to make sure that the process is
funۗtioned properly to get ɑllah’s ۖlessing. Da’i as a Da’wah
subject must be able to adjust his character to direct the
audience (Da’wah object) to the messages he tries to deliver
and along with audienۗe’s experienۗe, ۖaۗkground and sۗope
of knowledge thus the Da’wah purpose can be achieved as an
effort to apply the values of Islam in their daily life (Syafi’i,
2018).
As formal education system in school, the Ministry of
Education and Culture regulations no. 61 (2014) about the
formulation and development process of Educational Unit
Level Curriculum (KTSP) to be used as teaching guidelines
have been issued. Thus, the learning process can be directed,
controlled, standardized, achieved, and the deviation is still in
an acceptable range. Teaۗher’s effeۗtiveness in using the
instructional resources is considered important to enable them
to master the requisite knowledge of the subject matter content
and to enhance their teaching capabilities (Orodho, 2013,
2014). Akinade (2012) defines guidance as a process of
helping an individual to become fully aware of his/her self and
the ways in which he is responding to the influences of his/her
environment. It further assists him to establish some personal
meanings for this behavior and to develop as well as to
classify a set of goals and values for future behavior.
Nnabuike (2012) believes that a teacher is also a learner
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because there is no end to learning. Through those references,
Da’i as an educator and the Da’wah process as the educational
circumstance will be more effectively delivered when it is
enhanced with the guidance, standard procedure, good
systems and proper regulator inside.
There is no previous study has been found regarding the
application of Da’wah material centralization system as a
guidance for Da’i in delivering Da’wah. This study is
proportionally adapting the KTSP concept in educational
system, combining with the application of Standard Operating
Procedure (SOP) in the business activity and then covering it
with any adjustment needed.
In addition, if it is concluded about the purposes of KTSP
formation (attachment of mendikbud regulator) and SOP
implementation (Fatimah, 2015), the combination of purposes
can be seen as follows:
1. As a reference for each party in charge in carrying out his
duties optimally
2. Facilitate coordination and supervision process
3. Minimize fraud and deviation
4. Simplify and reduce cost in providing training
5. Make the executor more independent, not depending on
the regulator’s interventions
6. As a standardization that can improve comparability,
credibility and defensibility
7. Facilitate evaluation process and maintain the quality of
work
8. As a neater administration that provides document that can
be traced anytime
Da’wah materials centralization will be an effective guidance
for Da’i just like KTSP implementation as guidance for school
teacher. Moreover, by setting the appropriate procedures in
using it, KEMENAG will take the control and preventive
function.
Methodology
The method used in this study was a qualitative-descriptive
method. Qualitative-descriptive method, according to
Arikunto (2002), is intended to gather information about the
status of existing phenomenon which is the actual condition
of it at the time of the study. Therefore, the qualitative study
is able to reveal the phenomena of the subject chosen to be
deeply explored.
Regarding to the formation of Da’wah material centralization
mechanism by KEMENAG, researchers analyzed the raw
information (interview result) and then linked several finding
phenomena to the theories and pervious study (if any) as a
unified interrelated context to be delivered in descriptive
narrative form. This process is in line with interactive model
of Miles and Huberman which consists of four steps, data
collection, data reduction, evaluation and conclusions
(Herdiansyah, 2010).
Interviews conducted in this study were structured and indepth interview model with the interviewee selected based on
their relevance, responsibility and authority in Da’wah
management sector. The interviewees in this study are:
1. Bapak Drs. H.M Adnan Harahap (Head of Da’wah and
Takmir Section in Istiqlal Mosque Jakarta)
2. Ibu Nofiarti (Section Head of Da’wah ɑrea’s Mapping
and Data Collection Sub Directorate of Da’wah and
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Islamic Holidays in the Directorate of Islamic
Information)
The study took place in Jakarta and the period of time was
February until May 2019.
Result and Analysis
The primary data of this study were gathered from structured
and in-depth interview with the related interviewees. From the
first interviewee, Bapak Drs. H.M Adnan Harahap who is
currently active as the Head of Da’wah and Takmir Section in
Istiqlal Mosque Jakarta, the information collected are related
to current Da’wah circumstance condition, and needs for
improvement and recommendations. The second interviewee
who was representing KEMENAG as the authorities, Ibu
Nofiarti the Section Head of Da’wah ɑrea’s Mapping and
Data Collection Sub Directorate of Da’wah and Islamic
Holidays in the Directorate of Islamic Information provided
the information about what has been done and what are the
projects planned by KEMENAG to support and to organize
the Da’wah attributes in the database needed for the process
which remains scattered.
According to Bapak Drs. H.M Adnan Harahap, Indonesia
nowadays through KEMENAG has started the effort toward
Da’wah process standardization, but due to the unclear Da’i
criteria and the communication failure, the process was
temporarily suspended. The other social problems that arise
along the process, are:
1. People have their own and various criteria about Da’i
2. Standardization efforts are still considered as a step that
will limit the Da’wah movement considering the diversity
problems in each area that are varies.
3. There is a bias perception between the functions of Da’i
and those of the Elders or public figures who have great
influence in the area
Additional issue of the Da’wah standardization is the wide
access to information in this post trust era as a challenge for
Da’i in Indonesia. People easily share and spread the pieces
of Da’wah content that are fragmented, edited and
disseminated for certain provocative purposes. Online media
are also creating the instantaneous culture for people in
accessing information, various knowledge sources, .and the
originality and accountability of information that are
questionable. Furthermore, the easy circulation of negative
information, pornography, radicalism and misleading
information are also becoming a major challenge for the duty
of Da’i and people in society to stay in line with Islamic
values.
Standardization become an important issue as Indonesia needs
support from Da’wah personnels (Da’i) who have good
capacity and credibility in spreading Islamic thought. The
standardization can be done in several ways, referring to the
steps taken by most of the large mosques that have been
implementing the standardization:
1. Education and training for Da’í. They are kinds of
debriefing the standard knowledge of a Da’i before
practicing in the society, such as the concepts of aqeedah,
fiqh, and other basic study
2. Da’i regeneration. It is the activity of the senior Da’i to
guide other candidates as regents continually, so they are
saved from the Da’i shortages in their area
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3. Da’wah materials. It is not only the readiness of the Da’I
personally who will optimize Da’wah delivery process,
but also the content which will be delivered is mainly on
the latest strategic issue
Related to the concept of Da’wah materials centralization,
Bapak Drs. H.M Adnan Harahap said that it was indeed
needed, especially when people in this chaos need to be reunified with the same understanding about sociological
problems such as heresy and the dangers of radicalism. He
recommends that the Da’wah materials centralization system
still provides an improvisation spaۗe for Da’i to adjust and to
adapt the content into the condition and issue of each Da’wah
area.
Ibu Nofiarti as Section Head of Da’wah ɑrea’s Mapping and
Data Collection Sub Directorate of Da’wah and Islamic
Holidays in the Directorate of Islamic Information believes
that the Da’wah project progressed by KEMENAG this far is
quite appropriate, starting from Mei 2018 KEMENAG has
been mapping Da’i into the areas that lack of personnel, to
database forming of Da’i from all areas of Indonesia. In its
implementation, there are some kinds of constraints especially
in forming the database, such as standardization of criteria,
compliance and commitment of regional office to submit the
data, and other various technical matters.
Responding to ɒapak ɑdnan’s referenۗe aۖout the steps taken
by most of large mosques that have been implementing the
standardization, Ibu Nofiarti gives the information that:
1. for the concern no.1, KEMENAG has had given the
training for Da’i who was chosen to represent his area. The
training materials consist of socialization about Da’wah
themes, how to use Da’wah media effectively and
properly, and kinds of personality that Da’i should have.
This training is expected to be held periodically in the
years ahead.
2. For Da’i regeneration concern, KEMENAG has their part
named as “Penyuluh” who are group of ۖeginer Da’i. They
are located to the regional office, trained and practiced to
be professional Da’i.
3. In relation to the Da’wah materials centralization,
ɜEMENɑG’s weۖpage whiۗh is an easy aۗۗess for people
is
available
at
https://bimasislam.KEMENAG.go.id/pustakadigital that
already contains some material and studies. The materials
updated were carried out directly by the Bimas team in the
form of dictate or books and were published lately in 2017.
Besides Pustaka Digital menu, there is Da’wah Islam
menu that consists of the data related to Da’i and Da’wah
area which has not been fully updated by related
information. However, this is not technically enough to
cover the needs of materials centralization, but it has
showed that KEMENAG is heading to the materials
centralization process.

Figure 1. Existing Flow of Da’wah Materials Organized by
KEMENAG in Bimas Islam Webpage
From the information collected from the interviewees,
passing the reduction and evaluation process, what has been
explained above are the results of information needed to
support the completion of Da’wah materials centralization
system as the aims of this study. This system is expected to
be a preparation task towards the official standardization for
Da’i. The project will be in the form of an IT enhancement
that will optimize the utilization of Bimas Islam webpage.
The materials uploaded will be the guidance for all Da’i to
deliver Da’wah synchronously in various areas. The data
gathered once in the system which is actively run can be used
for another database formation need. The new Da’wah
materials flow proposed is involving Da’wah materials
centralization system as shown in the flowchart below.

Flowchart below shows the existing flow of Da’wah
Materials organized by KEMENAG through the Bimas
Islam webpage.
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Figure 2. New Flow of Da’wah Materials Centralization
Proposed
The flowchart illustrates the implementation of Da’wah
material centralization through the Bimas Islam webpage. The
detail explanations of the flowchart, are:
a. KEMENAG is the highest authority that is in charge to
set regulation and policies for the creative team that
makes the Da’wah materials. This is intended to produce
the Da’wah materials whiۗh is under the government’s
control as the regulator thus the deviation, SARA issues
and heretical sect are not easily infiltrate into public
consumption.
b. The creative team compiling Da’wah material under the
supervision of the director general of Bimas Islam can
consist of several components such as:
• the head office of KEMENAG
• representative team of an Islamic Organization
• team of MUI’s Da’wah division
• Islamic figure respected in the society or the
representative of related ministry
Each member of the team was given a Decree of the
Director General of Bimas Islam after going through the
fit and proper test stages set by the committee
c. To start preparing Da’wah materials, the team should
check the existing materials in digital pustaka database
first. If the existing materials is relevant to the Da’wah
event or time period, such as a routine lecture, then the
existing materials can be directly used and uploaded as
Material of the Period in the Bimas Islam webpage.
d. If the Da’wah material requires the preparation of a new
one, previously the team should determine the type of
Da’wah category that consists of three types to be chosen:
• Holidays (Hari Raya), is a material that can be used
ۖy all Da’i in Indonesia when presenting Da’wah on
major Islamic events (Eid al-Fitr, Iduladha, Nuzulul
Quran, Isra Miraj, etc.). The materials will be
uploaded annually, a month before the event at the
latest.
• Daily topic for routine studies, is material that can be
used for routine Da’wah (Friday khatbah, marriage
preaching, death, etc.). The materials will be
uploaded quarterly, a month before the event at the
latest.
• Thematic Issue is incidental materialization that
depends on issues that occurred currently; getting
along with the most update conditions in the local
area and the country (the importance of an election
period, muhasabah facing a certain disaster,etc.). the
material will be uploaded a day after the incidental
event at the latest.
e. Final draft of new Da’wah material made should be
verified by Da’wah section of Bimas Islam to decide if the
material can directly be used or needs more revision. The
revision process will repeat the previous step. If the results
of the verification have met with criteria and are worth
sharing, it will be uploaded into the Bimas Islam webpage
in the "Material of The Period" sub menu inside the
Da’wah Islam menu. File uploaded is in power point slide
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format to make the Da’wah more attractive and easy to
spread.
f. Parallel with the successful process of uploading Da’wah
material in the Bimas Islamic webpage, a notification
announcing the new update with weblink to directly access
the update in the Bimas Islam webpage will be sent to
several communication media, owned by:
• KEMENAG regional office. The material can be
used as an update material for loۗal Da’i training, and
can be spread through internal group of local Da’i.
• The Ormas Islam webpage. In order to benefit from
the KEMENAG's affiliation with Islamic
organizations, the spread of material can also use
online media or networks owned by mass
organizations (mirroring upload)
• Whatsapp Group. It is as an informal media whose
effectiveness in spreading information has been
proven.
g. “Material of The Period” is the most updated material that
is allowed to ۖe used ۖy the Da’i to ۖe delivered in their
Da’wah section. For the out of date Da’wah materials,
they will be automatically archived into Pustaka Digital
database and will be displayed in Pustaka Islam submenu.
h. As a function of control and refinement of materials, Da’i
can give comment and ratings to the materials that have
been uploaded. The feedback will be the evaluation tool.
If the rating is high from feedback results, the material can
be archived in the Pustaka Digital database and will be
displayed in Pustaka Islam submenu (out of date
materials).
i. Regarding Da’wah material that has a low rating, it will be
treated as existing materials that needs improvement in
line with the Da’i input, and it will repeat step ۗ and d to
be re uploaded when the event is relevant to the materials.
To reflect a real illustration of an enhancement system of
Bimas Islam webpage, this study is providing the prototype of
the display menu after being added with the new flow of
Da’wah materials centralization system.
1. In the existing display menu of Bimas Islam webpage, the
enhancement will take place in the Da’wah Islam and
Pustaka Digital menus.

Figure 3. existing menu display of Bimas Islam Webpage
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2. Additional sub menu will be added under the Da’wah
Islam menu,

Figure 4. additional sub menu under Da’wah Islam
menu
Da’wah materials that can be accessed and downloaded by the
Da’i will be in line with the categories described in the
previous section, Religious Holidays, Daily Topic (Routine
Studies), and Thematic Issues. In each material that has been
uploaded as an evaluation tool and Da’i's input, there are
several additional columns that can be seen below:
1. Comment column: the field for Da’i to input argument or
suggestion about Da’wah materials. This field format is
free text and has no maximum character.
2. Rating: each material can be rated by the Da’i, so from the
response, the material which needs improvement can be
determined or can directly be archived as Pustaka Digital.
3. Column of Suggestions / Critics: Columns that can be
filled in with any input about the circumstance of Da’wah
materials menu, out of date materials and any other
comment.
This representative illustration and explanation is aimed to
clear up the concept of Da’wah materials centralization as an
effective guidance in digital era.
Conclusion and Recommendation
Da’wah materials centralization carried out by the ministry
(KEMENAG) through Bimas Islam web page as guidance for
Da’i whiۗh was proposed in this study is a preventive and
control way from the highest institution to maintain the quality
of Da’wah and to minimize the deviation of good purposes of
Da’wah. This study is focused on the design of Da’wah
materials centralization system and its implementation
procedures. The raw data based on the information given by
the interviewees are merged with the literature review about
Educational Unit Level Curriculum (KTSP) and Standard
Operating Procedures (SOP) system to create the systematic
and structured Da’wah materials centralization system
flowchart. In a simple way, the flowchart tells that with such
procedures and regulations involved, the Da’wah material
will be set periodically by providing soft files of PowerPoint
slides uploaded to Bimas Islam webpage that can be
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downloaded by users and people to make the Da’wah process
more visually attractive and makes the material easier to
responsibly spread.
If the lack of digital literacy skill, the high level of Da’wah
deviation, the increase in number of radicalism and heresy
issues in digital era are not treated well, they will cause more
chaotic situation and endanger the national unity. Government
needs a move to reduce the misunderstanding in Islam
perspective. The centralization of Da’wah materials that
creates standardized circumstance will at least help to
synchronize the perception of the people about Islam.
The research result should be deeply explored, developed and
complemented by appropriate regulation to be launched by the
authorities. With a good coordination and commitment of all
parties, this simple innovation can be implemented by
utilizing the existing resources (Bimas Islam webpage). This
research result can also be the reference for further research in
the same major.
After the establishment of the database, the control function
can be done by the system with the uploading activity method
or other methods. As for the related system and regulations
applied, it is expected to be evaluated periodically and
improved continuously to get along with the world changes.
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Abstract—The development of the current era of disruption
has resulted in changes in global and exponential patterns where
speed is higher, and the direction is difficult to predict, not only
affecting economic actors but also influencing the decisionmakers and the performance of the government. Whereas the
public policymaking is still in linear pattern, resulting in slow
decision-making process and failure in anticipating the
disruption. The paper aims to find out whether the disruptive era
influences government policy and or political interests. Cases
discussed in this paper are the Terrorism Act and the Music Bill
in Indonesia. In the case of the release of Abu Bakar Ba’asyir, a
humanist-based policy seemed unstable to implement.
Meanwhile, the discussion regarding the Music Bill was not
deliberate enough among the actors. This paper uses descriptivequalitative approach with library research as the data collection
methods. This research provides suggestions for the government
in anticipating the disruptive factors for policy-making process
in the future.
Keywords— Disruptive Era, Public Policy, Terrorism Act,
Music Bill.

I.

INTRODUCTION

We have felt the impact of Industrial Revolution 4.0 as a
development of modern civilization on various aspects of life,
the penetration of technology that is all disruptive, makes
change faster, as a consequence of the phenomenon of the
Internet of Things (IoT), big data, automation, robotics, cloud
computing, intelligence artificial (Artificial Intelligence). The
disruption phenomenon that characterizes the development of
the Industrial Revolution 4.0 civilization, with the support of
rapid technological advances, will lead us to the conditions of
the transition of the technological revolution that will
fundamentally change the way of life, work, and organizational
relations in dealing with each other.
Changes in the landscape of political economy and
organizational relations because of the Industrial Revolution
4.0 make the transformation of government organizations a
necessity in various scales of scope and complexity. This
transformation of government organizations is an issue that
must continue to be addressed as an instrument for government
officials to be responsive to change. The acceleration of
government organizations transformations is increasingly
relevant in reference to the opinion of Klaus Schwab,
7 ɑۖu ɒakar ɒa’asyir, ɒa'asyir as spiritual head of ɛemaah Islamiyah (ɛI), a militant Islamiۗ separatist
group that has links to al-Qaeda, convicted as a network of terrorism cases
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Executive Chairman of the World Economic Forum, who
hypothesizes that with billions of people are connected to
mobile devices and the discovery of byte-by-byte internet data
processing speed, has increased human knowledge capacity
exceeds conventional systems (Cahyono, 2018).
When the business has carried on a few steps ahead, even
running at a fast pace, the regulations remain stagnant and
continue to stay where they are and at times delay doing
something until an event occurred, and the new government is
shocked when problems arise. Examples of cases of online
transportation, which have been going on for quite a long time
in some of these countries, have still not been able to be
anticipated by policymakers when they start operating in
Indonesia. As usual, when the problem grows, governments
just give a knee-jerk reaction.
Meanwhile, the future development of the business which
is supported by advances in information technology is
predicted to be increasingly fiercer and no longer in linear but
exponential. It gives birth to the time called as the disruptive
era. This phenomenon has become a global megatrend known
as the abbreviation VUCA (volatility, uncertainty, complexity,
ambiguity) (Baderi, 2017). To regulate online taxis, the
government has made several laws and regulations, but putting
it in place had been difficult with the resistance and protests
staged by the applicators through their partners.
Consequently, the Minister of Transportation Regulation
(PM) Number 32 of 2016 must be revised to PM Number 26
of 2017. The later was rejected by the Supreme Court. The
subsequent PM No. 108 of 2017, which was finally annulled
by the Supreme Court through decision No. 15 P/HUM/2018
dated May 31, 2018 (Pambagio, 2018). It is apparent that the
annulment of transportation regulation (the Road and
Transportation Law) by the Supreme Court (MA) was due to
the characteristics of the regulation which cannot cope the
myriad issues and the rapid progress of the industry.
Another case in relation to the policymaking occurred
recently was the cancellation of the release of the convicted
terrorist, Abu Bakar Ba'asyir7 on January 22, 2019. Ba'asyir
was sentenced to 15 years in prison in 2011 and ailing in the
Gunung Sindur Penitentiary, Bogor, West Java. According to
Yusril8, Jokowi whom he met before the presidential debate,

8 Yusril Ihza Mahendra, a lawyer, constitutional law expert, politician, and Indonesian intellectual. He
has served as Minister of Justice and Human Rights and Minister of Secretariat of Indonesia
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said he was sorry for the health condition of the 81-year-old
Abu Bakar Ba'asyir.
According to Ade9, Ba'asyir was convicted with a terrorism
case with a sentence of 15 years in prison. Therefore, the
maturity of his pure release period is still long, which is on
December 24, 2023 (Ade Ridwan, Vindry, dan M Taufiq,
2019). The release of Abu Bakar Ba'asyir was a presidential
decree using humanitarian reasons which were finally canceled
because Ba'asyir did not want to sign a statement of loyalty to
the NKRI (Unitary State of the Republic of Indonesia). The
decision of President Joko Widodo (Jokowi) who canceled the
release of terrorist convict Abu Bakar Ba'asyir also raised the
questions from the public.
ɑnother ۗase that shows ɛokowi’s governanۗe is
increasingly grumbling is the music bill that has been
questioned lately by Indonesian musicians. This draft was
planned to be compiled in February 2019 and will be followed
up soon. However, many of the articles that will be proclaimed
in this bill are controversial and burdensome to Indonesian
musician.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
This research will establish two main analytical
frameworks. First is explaining theories on disruption era. It
is used to describe the disruptive dilemma, knowledge, and
opinion. Followed by the theory of public policy and political
interests. It is set to describe the correlation of political
interests in the public policy making in the destructive era.
A. Disruption
Harvard Business School, Clayton M. Christensen, in his
ۖook “The Innovator Dilemma (1λλ7)” stated that disruption
is a significant change in which large companies and even the
incumbent leaders can be defeated by smaller companies, even
though the small company loses funds and human resources.
(Eriyanto, 2018).
So, according to Christensen's model, disruption is a model
of thinking, and we need to understand it correctly. The term
disruption is not the same as digital disruption. Digital
Disruption is the involvement of digital technology in business

Based on statistical data and the results of the
Bekraf10 survey with BPS 11 released last year, the
contribution of the music industry in the creative
economy income is still at 0.47% or around Rp 5-6
trillion from the total GDP of Rp1,000 trillion.
While the fashion sub-sector dominates around half
the portion of the creative economy GDP or around
56%, it is followed by craft arts sub-sector (37%)
and culinary (6%) (M Imaduddin, Azis Husaini,
2019). Many musicians think that this bill was made
not in accordance with the needs and cooperation of
fellow musicians. As a result, musicians in
Indonesia explicitly reject the existence of this draft
music bill. As a result, many musicians who rejected
the draft law were referred to the Representatives
(DPR).
With local and linear patterns, we often see the
slow response and irresponsive decision-maker to
Figure 1. Christensen’s Model of Disruptive Innovation in (Roger C. Brackin,
the progress in public. Policymakers need a new
Michael J. Jackson, Andrew Leyshon and Jeremy G. Morley, 2019)
mindset to launch policies in the disruptive era like
operations that can change or remodel an old order and bring
today. We must be able to adapt quickly and recognize how the
something genuinely new and even be able to override old
present situation is ever-changing. It is no longer just changing,
technology.
but immediately shifts or replaces those who have stood
before, fast.
Francis Fukuyama, the author of the book The Great
Disruption,
sees a phenomenon and event of disruption as the
With the various phenomenon of technological progress
lexical
meaning
of the word. Disruption is seen as a shock that
and their impact, it is evident that the urgency for the
destabilizes
social
order in society. The development of
transformation of government organizations to answer the
increasingly radical information technology is an indicator that
demands of public accountability and transparency is
makes Fukuyama see this era as an era of disruption.
increasingly high today due to the development of the
Industrial Revolution 4.0 era. Well, during changes in global
Everything feels close and available. Fukuyama does not
and exponential patterns, where the speed is getting higher, and
forbid the use of information technology. Fukuyama views that
the direction is difficult to predict, the speed not only has an
people who are controlled by the power of information in this
impaۗt on eۗonomiۗ aۗtors ۖut also affeۗts the government’s
era tend to respect the values that are upheld in democracy;
decision-makers and performance. The question is how to
they are freedom and equality. Freedom chooses to stick high
model the right public policy so that it still has positive
as a right, while all types of hierarchy (in religion, politics,
impliۗations for the government’s performanۗe?

9Ade Kusmanto, Head of Public Relations of the Directorate General of Corrections (DITJEN PAS).
10 BEKRAF (The Creative Economy Agency) is a non-ministerial government institution that is under

11 BPS is Central Bureau of Statistics

and is responsible to the President through the minister responsible for the development of the creative
economy in Indonesia.
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government, business, and others) are undermined by the
power of regulation and its coercive tendencies (Roja, 2018).
The phenomenon of disruption has pushed the global world
to think about how to apply the science of "the future" under
"present" conditions. Rhenald Khasali in his book Disruption
nicely illustrates the phenomenon of disruption as an
innovation, which will replace the entire old system in new
ways, disruption will replace old technology that is all physical
with digital technology that produces something wholly new
and more efficient, also more useful (Cahyono, 2017).
Thus, the era of disruption is a social and technological
change that can affect the excellent condition of the community
as well as in the government. Adaptation is something that
needs to be done by individuals and groups to form an
organization development that is integrated with information
technology to lead to the pattern of digitalization.
B. Public Policy
Carl J Federick as stated in (Agustino, 2008) define
policy as a series of actions/activities proposed by a person,
group or government in a particular environment where there
are obstacles (difficulties) and opportunities for implementing
the proposed policy in order to achieve specific goals. This
opinion also shows that the idea of policy involves behavior
that has a purpose and purpose is an essential part of the
definition of the policy because after all, it must show what it
can address rather than proposing activities to resolve a
problem.
Harold Laswell and Abraham Kaplan define as a program
projected with specific goals, specific values, and specific
practices (H.A.R Tilaar & Riant Nugroho, 2012). Laswell
describes several stages or processes in making public policy.
The sequence is intelligence (collecting and processing various
opinions from the policy-making process), promotion
(choosing several options), prescription (determining actions),
Invocation (approval of sanctions), application (implemented),
termination (termination), and appraisal (assessment or
evaluation) (Widyatama, 2015).
Anderson (1975) stated that public policy is a policy built
by government agencies and officials where the implications
of the policy are:
1.

Public policy always has a specific goal or has goalsoriented actions.

2.

Public policy contains government actions.

3.

Public policy is what the government actually does, so
it is not what is still intended to be done.

4.

Public policy taken can be positive in the sense that it
is a government action regarding all specific problems,
or negative in the sense that it is the government's
decision not to do something.

5.

Government policies, at least in a positive sense, are
based on binding and compelling laws.

Thomas Dye (1λ58) define puۖliۗ poliۗy as “Whatever
governments ۗhoose to do or not to do” that is, everything or
anything has been chosen by the government to be done or not
done. Dye also interpreted the public policy as an effort to find
out what the government did, why they did it, and what caused
them to do it differently. He also said that if the government
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chooses to take action, then the action must have a purpose.
This public policy must cover all government actions, not just
the wishes or government officials. Besides that, something
that was not implemented by the government included public
policy. It is because something that is not done by the
government will have as much influence as something done by
the government (Michael Howlett and Ramesh, 1995).
According to Thomas R. Dye in Dunn (2000), three policy
elements make up the policy system. Dye described the three
elements of the policy as public policies, policy actors or
stakeholders, and the policy environment.

Actors

Environment

Policy

Figure 2. Cycle of Process of a policy according to Thomas R. Dye in
Dunn.

Based on its stratification, public policy can be seen from
three levels, namely general policy (strategy), managerial
policy, and operational, technical policies. Also, from a
management standpoint, the work process of public policy can
be seen as a series of activities which include (a) policymaking,
(b) implementation and control, and (c) policy evaluation.
C. Public Policy Process
According to Anderson and Dunn, the process of policy
analysis is a series of activities in the process of political
activities. Political activity is interpreted as a policy-making
process and visualized as a series of interdependent stages
(H.A.R Tilaar dan Riant Nugroho, 2012), they are; Policy
agenda, Policy formulation, Policy adoption, Policy
implementation, and Policy evaluation.
Dye put forward the stages of the policy process as follows:
(a) Identification of policy problem, (b) Agenda setting, (c)
Policy formulation, (c) Policy legitimation, (d) Policy
implementation, and (e) Policy evaluation (H.A.R Tilaar dan
Riant Nugroho, 2008).
III. RESEARCH METHOD
This research employed a descriptive research method,
which is a method that discusses some possibilities to solve
actual problems by collecting data, compiling or classifying,
analyzing, and interpreting. Data collection techniques
conducted in this paper is by way of literature study. In this
case, the writer obtained the data by identifying the contents of
the library material in the form of laws and regulations,
scientific works, articles from the internet, journals, and books
in the sۗope of the ۗase of the release of ɑۖu ɒakar ɒa’asyir
from the terrorism act and in the case of Music Bill in 2019.
The descriptive analysis method is adopted by describing the
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facts which then followed by analysis, not merely elaborate,
but also provide enough understanding and explanation. This
paper uses the steps as recommended by Miles and
Huۖerman’s method, suۗh as Data ۗolleۗtion, Data reduۗtion,
Display data and Conclusion
IV. DISCUSSION AND RESULT
A. The Polemics of Draft Bill of Music in Legislation
National Program 2019
February 3, 2019, Indonesia is fussed with the news of the
draft bill that has entered the 2019 national legislation
program. March 30, 2019, Commission XI of the Indonesian
House of Representatives holds a Public Hearings Meeting
(RDPU) with the Association of Indonesian Recorders,
Songwriters and Music Designers Indonesian Recording
Industry Association (ASIRI), Indonesian Recording
Entrepreneurs Association (APRI), Association of Indonesian
Music Publishers (APMINDO), Royal Anugrah Indonesia
(RAI), Indonesian Cipta Karya Foundation (KCI), Wahana
Musik Indonesia (WAMI) and National Collective
Management Institute (LMKN), related to the latest
developments in the Indonesian music industry. The meeting
is an open meeting for the public (Prabowo, 2019).
As the results of the meeting, 260 Indonesian musicians
rejected this bill in March 2019 (Irfani, 2019). With or without
official government regulations (laws), the position of music
artists is always in a vulnerable position. History shows how,
in the context of public life, big things often burden the music
industry.
Koalisi Nasional Tolak RUU Permusikan (The National
Coalition Against the Music Bill) is a coalition formed by
many Indonesian music practitioners who rejected the Draft
Law from being stipulated. This coalition consists of 262
music practitioners. They stated that the bill holds many
fundamental problems that limit and hinder the development
of the creation process, in addition to potentially repressing
music workers (Koalisi Nasional Tolak RUU Permusikan,
2019). The National Coalition Rejects the Draft Law on the
view that the Draft Law on Draft Law contains many articles
that overlap with several existing laws such as Copyright Law,
Handover Act on Print and Record Works, and Law on
Information and Electronic Transactions.
The making of this music bill has become a polemic for
musicians to consider into the National Legislation Program.
Although some of the articles in this law are against the wishes
of the musicians, the coalition asks for the revocation of the bill
from the 2019 National Legislation Program and not only
corrected. The purpose and foundation of the drafting of this
bill are vague and robust, which would potentially burn the
development of Indonesian music activities. Furthermore,
there is no urgency for the House of Representatives and the
Government to discuss and ratify it. The script should align
with the existing relevant laws.
The reality of music has become an industry that has high
economic value at present, moreover, with the current era of
globalization, the issue of music has become increasingly
difficult when faced with technological developments that are
full of dynamics and innovation. This bill is one of the policies
proposed to become a national legislation program in 2019.
This policy paper has gone through the process of making
public policy by identifying problems that occur in the
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Indonesian music industry. However, this policy does not
underlie the interests of Indonesian musicians, but rather the
interests of a handful of actors. The Creative Economy Agency
(BEKRAF) is currently a benchmark for the creation of
creative actors, one of which is through discussion. It is a
critical headline to be considered by employers this year.
In this increasingly progressive era, overlapping policies
will harm the policymakers. One of them is this music bill
policy. If this bill is scheduled to become a national legislation
program in 2019, then on what basis is it and what this bill is
maintained. When referring to the global music industry,
maybe the Indonesian government must learn about the rules
about music from other countries. The government must also
pay attention to the impact that Indonesian musicians will
receive. Alternatively, in a more concrete, the government is
working with legendary musicians to reach consensus in order
to design a truer music law. This music bill is one of the
policies of the House of Representatives, which overlaps with
other laws and polemics for the actors.
B. The Implementation of Terrorism Act and the Polemics of
Releasing of Abu Bakar Ba’asyir 2019.
January 2019, President Widodo's decision to approve the
release of the founder of the Jamaah Anshorut Tauhid (JAT),
Abu Bakar Ba'asyir, has drawn a polemic. Criminal law expert
from Trisakti University, Abdul Fickar Hadjar, said that
Indonesia did not recognize unconditional release. He
conveyed this message on the unconditional release of
convicted terrorist Abu Bakar Ba'asyir, who was approved by
President Joko Widodo, for humanitarian reasons and health
factors (Halim, 2019).
The director of the Deradicalization of the National Agency
for Combating Terrorism (BNPT), Irfan Idris, stated that he
had no problem with the release of Abu Bakar Ba'asyir who
was considered to be quite old. However, Ba'asyir's terrorist
network is his concern. He has been in prison since being
convicted for proven funding of terrorist training in Aceh and
supporting terrorism in Indonesia in 2011. Previously,
following the Bali bombing in 2002, Ba'asyir was also named
a suspect and sentenced to two years and six months after being
declared conspiratorial in the terrorism case.
The Institute for Criminal Justice Reform (ICJR)
researcher Maidina Rahmawati doubted the president's
decision to use humanitarian reasons for the release of Ba'asyir.
She advised the president not to stop at Ba'asyir in giving
conditional release on humanitarian grounds. She refers to a
number of cases, which, according to her, also need to be given
humanitarian considerations. Other cases that need to be
considered include the case of the Baiq Nuril, Meiliana, until
the waiting list for capital punishment with a waiting period of
up to 10 years (Dwiastono, 2019 ).
President Jokowi's decision on this parole is based on
Regulation of the Minister of Law and Human Rights number
3 of 2018 and not based on presidential clemency. In the
ministerial regulation, there are several special conditions that
must be met by terrorist prisoners to get parole. In addition to
having undergone 2/3 of the detention periods, inmates must
be willing to work together to dismantle the case that they did,
show remorse for their mistakes, and written statements
regarding loyalty to the NKRI. The problem is that Ba'asyir
does not want to agree to the terms proposed by the
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government, which must be loyal to the Pancasila and the
NKRI, as one of the conditions for his release.
This presidential decree has become a polemic for the
nation and the world. Not only the people of Indonesia, but the
world is indeed being intensified with the problem of terrorism
and Islamophobia. The author takes the rules on terrorism and
human rights in the United Nations in Article 3 of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights stating, "Everyone has the right
to life, freedom, and safety as individuals." There was also an
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights which was
accepted by the UN General Assembly on December 16, 1966.
The contents of the agreement relating to the violation of
human rights caused by acts of terrorism were the right to life,
and the death penalty only for serious crimes.
This is the difference between the human rights-based and
human rights-based approach to eradicating terrorism. We
have witnessed the adoption of the Patriot Act in the United
States, which has been implemented since the terror of the
WTC Twin Towers in New York on September 11, 2001
(Hartono, 2017). Through the law, US officials can interrogate,
arrest, and detain someone who is accused of being a terrorist
arbitrarily and with unlimited time.
After 16 years, the United States declared war on terror;
terrorism even expanded from the Middle East to Southeast
Asia. While in Indonesia, suspected terror is treated as a human
being with inherent rights protected by law. Those accused of
terrorism are tried through a legal process by prioritizing the
principle of due process of law in the corridor of the criminal
justice system. With a human rights-based approach, terrorism
can be localized so that it does not spread to the public. A
humanist approach to place terrorists in the field is not only as
perpetrators but also victims. They are victims of
indoctrination and the spread of false religious understandings
through various media, including the internet.
For this reason, after being imprisoned, they must be
rehabilitated and empowered socially and economically. The
Human Rights approach also provides a significant portion to
non-state actors (community organizations, media, educational
institutions, NGOs, etc.) to play a role in combating terrorism.
This is because terrorism, as a notion and movement, cannot
only be overcome by state officials whose numbers and
capacities are minimal, compared to the scale of threats and
terror movements that are very broad and globalized.
Through examinations in court, state officials can obtain a
lot of data and information about terrorism obtained from
suspects/defendants, witnesses, experts, and other evidence.
This information is useful for uncovering and tracing the terror
network that is in the interest of prevention and prosecution. In
addition, the law enforcement process is a public education
media and suspected terrorists that what they do is wrong and
violates the law. Community participation is significant social
capital so that counterterrorism becomes a social movement;
not only is it the duty and responsibility of state apparatus,
which in many cases has many limitations.
C. The Making of Public Policy Formulation in The
Disruptive Era
Disruption clearly has a double eye, besides the positive
contribution to needs, there are also negative impacts, on the
other hand, the people who are ready with all the prerequisites
certainly receive abundant benefits, but for the less fortunate
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it is clearly woeful even though the business sector is
depressed. Moreover, the governments of both the executive
and legislative bodies are in response. Society can be harmed
dozens of times if the government is not sensitive to change;
the government should not leave any party in development.
Even though in Indonesia itself, the government has indeed
been labeled as slow, when it has been disrupted, it has just
been rushed to produce late regulations.
The Ba'asyir Liberation Case and the music bill have
become an example of public policy implemented when the
problem has taken place, and the world has far left. For
example, Ba'asyir, according to the author, the president's
decision on this matter is not wrong because the president also
emphasizes the human rights that Ba'asyir has. Besides
terrorists and victims, both of them have their own human
rights, just like the case of Basuki Cahya Purnama (AHOK)
when he was convicted of blasphemy. The author also has
human rights to speak; the author assumes that religion and
politics are not easy to mix up. Not because the author is not
religious and realist, but the author understands the
importance of religious rights and rights to opinion.
As with the music bill. If the Ba'asyir case still has a
legal umbrella to consider, then what will happen to the
Indonesian music industry? This bill is already in the 2019
national legislation program, and the actors who carry out this
Act do not necessarily approve. The author realizes the lack
of awareness of the Indonesian people towards "respecting the
work of others." The author agrees to the right to freedom of
creation and the presence of the Bekraf to free the millennials
to work and be creative. The author also agrees to the
existence of Copyright Law, Electronic Information and
Transaction Law, and all laws relating to the legitimacy of
Indonesia's great creators' rights. In this case, the author agrees
with the government to improve existing laws so as not to
overlap with other laws.
In today's disruptive era, public policy must be as
effective as possible, which is indicated by indicators: more
straightforward, cheaper, accessible, dan faster. The process
of policy formulation can be carried out through the following
seven stages; they are:
a) Assessment of the Problem. The aim is to find and
understand the nature of the problem from a problem and then
form it in a causal relationship.
b) Determination of Goals. Is the stage to determine the
objectives to be achieved through a public policy which will
soon be formulated.
c) Alternative Formulation. Alternatives are a number
of problem-solving solutions that might be applied to achieve
a predetermined goal.
d) Modeling. The model is a simplification, and the
reality of the problems faced is manifested in a causal
relationship.
e) Determination of criteria. Policy analysis requires
clear and consistent criteria to assess alternative policies
offered. Criteria that can be used include economic, legal,
political, technical, administrative, community participation,
and others.
f) Alternative Assessment. Alternative assessment is
performed by using criteria in order to get a further picture of
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the level of effectiveness and feasibility of each alternative in
achieving goals.
g) Formulation
of
Recommendations.
Recommendations are prepared based on the results of
alternative policy assessments that are expected to be able to
achieve the objectives optimally and with the least possible
impact.
Of the two cases, the author took the point for each policy
taken. If this policy is made based on realizing the interest of
the public, then the public should agree on both cases. The
author's attention is put on how many people whose interests
are being fought for. And which political interests actually
make this decision.
V. CONCLUSION
The policy exists to put the industry or the community
within their framework, so they adhere with according to the
prevailing conditions. However, the policy framework that fits
this era should not be rigid. Policies must be more flexible and
adaptive in responding and anticipating circumstances. It
means that in the future an adaptive public policy is needed,
able to adjust to changes. Ideally, public policies that are
compatible with the change, no longer need to regulate matters
that are detailed and technical. In that dimension, individual
creativity becomes the foundation, industry associations, and
community rules that play an essential role. As government
officials, they must understand more about each character.
Policies become increasingly flexible even though they still
have to be preventive and anticipatory. Abundant data sources
and technological sophistication should make policymakers
faster and more accurate in issuing policies. This condition can
occur if giant data sources (big data) are well managed and
integrated.
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Abstract—East Java Province ranks first in the number of the
shackling cases of patients with psychiatric disorders or can be
called psychotic. The Ministry of Social Affairs recorded that there
were 1,200 people were shackled (pasung) in 2016. As many as 459
people were freed from pasung out ofthe total of 741 people. There
were mental illness sufferers in East Java who were scattered in 38
regencies / cities. Then in 2017 there were 757 cases and until 2018
there were 888 cases. Thus, government seeks to reduce cases of
the shackling of people with mental disorders through E-pasung
and Sub-District Social Welfare Workers’ assistance. The purpose
of this research is to find out strategies in reducing the number
ofpasung-free cases in East Java. This research uses a qualitative
research methodology. Data collection techniques were conducted
by interviewing Social Services and Health Services. To strengthen
the argument, the studies of documentation and literature were also
used in this research. The results of this study indicated that the
innovation of public services in the form of E-pasung initially
declined but in the following year it increased to 2018. The Social
Service also involved 110 pasung assistants, including the ones
from the TKSK (Sub-District Social Welfare Workers). Assistance
to family of the shackled people in terms of monitoring the
availability of drugs, family education to take patients to hospitals
and to rehabilitation centers.
Keywords—Pasung-Free Program in East Jawa

I.

INTRODUCTION

Bad stigma still envelops mental health issues in
Indonesia. The myths of mental disorders in most regions in
Indonesia believe in the causes of mental health disorders such
as demon possession, sinners, immoral acts and lack of faith.
So that instead of getting a medical handler, somebody with
mental disorder was taken to a spiritual expert. This stigma
encourages discriminatory actions. The role of the family is
very important to recognize family problems related to mental
disorders. Family is the first plaۗe to meet one’s ۖasiۗ needs.
Referring to Maslow's hierarchy that mental health is a basic
need for self-actualization. Family social support capacity is an
integral part of social support, any family related matters have
the impact of social mobilization and may help individuals to
overcome problems during periods of crisis, help the health
conditions of family members, while improving the well-being
of all family members [1].
Pinel became a pioneer in releasing patients who were put
up in several mental hospitals and disagreed with such practice
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[2]. In Indonesia, such restraining methods include: shackles,
ropes, wooden frames, cages, and locking people in confined
spaces [3]. These methods are applied to men, women, and
children who show certain attitudes, behaviors and emotional
expressions that are different from most people [4]. The basic
differences that need to be identified to mark confinement or
restraint and seclusion are: restraint and seclusion are actions
taken by authorized medical authorities whereas confinement
is carried out by non-professionals and non-practitioners, for
example by family and society [5].
In 2018, basic health research noted that the prevalence of
severe mental disorders in Indonesian population was 1.7 per
mile. East Java Province in 2016 became one of the highest
provinces with 1,200 cases of shackling. In 2017 there were
757 cases and in 2018 there were 888 cases. Patients with
psychiatric disorders or can be called psychotic are influenced
by various biological, psychological and social diversity of the
population. The number of cases of mental disorders is likely
to continue to grow. Factors that trigger schizophrenia can be
influenced by emotional turbulent families, stressful life events,
discrimination, and poverty. An unstable emotional
environment can also be considered to have a great risk for the
development of schizophrenia [6].
Law Number 18 of 2014 on Mental Health is intended to
ensure that everyone can achieve a good quality of life, as well
as providing integrated, comprehensive and sustainable health
services through promotive, preventive, curative, and
rehabilitative efforts. Broadly speaking, the Law mandates: 1)
the need for community participation in protecting and
empowering People with Mental Disorder (ODGJ)withmore
assistances in the form of: personnel, funds, facilities,
treatments for ODGJ; 2) Provide protection against violence,
create a conducive environment, provide skills training; and 3)
oversee the provision of the services provided in the facilities
serving ODGJ [7].Furthermore, East Java governor's decision
number 188/125/kpts/2019 on Community Mental Health
Steering Team.
East Java Provincial Social Service is working together
with East Java Provincial Health Office in reducing the number
of pasung cases through E-pasung and official assistance. This
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year the provincial government also educated patients' families
by sending 145 pasung companions spread across 38 districts /
cities, adjusted with the number of pasung sufferers. With one
companion for 15-16 pasung patients.
The study of public administration has experienced a
paradigm shift from government to governance, where within
this governance paradigm does not only involve one sector.
Institutions of the governance paradigm include 3 elements,
which are state, private and society sectors [8]. The 3 sectors
of governance can participate in the administration of public
administration according to their respective roles. It means that
the community as a society sector can participate in the
settlement of public issues that cannot be solved by individuals
or private and state sectors [9].
Based on this background, a research on strategies to
reduce pasung-free cases in East Javaneeds to be done. The
purpose of this study was to determine the evaluation of Epasung service innovation and assistance in reducing pasungfree cases in East Java. The results of this study will
hopefullybe able to provide theoretical development in the
realm of public policy services, related to the case of shackling
in East Java and able to provide recommendations and map out
problems that become obstacles in reducing cases of shackling
in East Java.
II. METHODOLOGY
This research uses a qualitative research methodology.
The characteristics of qualitative research are (a) qualitative
research has a natural setting as a source of research and
researchers are the key instruments; (b) qualitative research
data are descriptive. Data are collected in the form of images,
not numbers; (c) qualitative research has something to do with
processes rather than simply with products or results; and (d) a
qualitative approach is more concerned with "meaning". 4
informants in this study were taken from Social Service and
Health Service. Strategy to reduce cases of eradication through
E-pasung and assistance spread across 38 districts / cities [10].
Data analysis includes three steps namely data reduction, data
presentation and drawing conclusions [11].
III. RESULTS & ANALYSIS
Some health problems need special attention so as not to
burden Indonesia in time to come. These health problems
include maternal and child health, tuberculosis, noncommunicable diseases, mental health and head injuries due to
health [12]. The findings of Riskesdas in 2018 reveal that total
number of people with mental health jumped from 1.7% in
2013 to 7%. As a result, what people can do to people with
severe mental disorders is shackling. The practices of
shacklingwere scattered in various provinces in Indonesia. The
highest number of shackling (pasung) cases from 38 provinces
was found in East Java Province. In 2017 there were 143 cases
of pasung and the following year it increased to 754 cases of
pasung. This is the concern of East Java Provincial
Government in reducing pasung cases.
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E-pasung is a service innovation program established by
East Java Provincial Social Service and East Java Health
Office in 2016 to reduce pasung cases in East Java. E-pasung
is a collection of electronic data that can identify victims of
complete shackling cases by name, by address, by photo and
by assessment. The E-pasung public service innovation
programcan
be
accessed
through
http://epasung.dinsos.jatimprov.go.id/. The website contains
the number of recapitulation data in East Java Province which
is always updated by the coordinator of TKSK.
The purpose of the development of E-Pasung is to help
stakeholders and the community to know the development of
the Pasung cases. The community can also report if there are
still cases of shackling in their areas of residence by notifying
the TKSK assistants or to the nearest local Community Health
Center (Puskesmas). Not all Puskesmas provides mental health
services. Hospitals that provide mental health services are
located in districts or provinces. Things like this make the
victims' families reluctant to take them to a hospital that is a
long distance away. There is also another effort to reduce
pasung cases, i.e. by conducting public services as a form of
participation,what is being done to complement and improve
public services by 2 other government sectors.
E-pasung is a platform designed to make it easier for
stakeholders and the public to know about data on the number
of people being shackled (pasung). E-pasung tries to delve
deeper in overcoming existing public problems by providing
public services for victims of mental disorders. As community
governance, the decision-making process is carried out by
deliberation to obtain mutual agreement, and has a division of
labor systems. In addition, E-pasung also acts as a means of
exchanging information and knowledge that can be useful in
achieving its goals. However, not all communities are able to
implement community governance, only communities with
adequate capacities can do it. Then how can E-pasung and
TKSK assistance provide public services? This can be seen
from the following points. There are 3 aspects studied in
analyzing the capacity of community governance, namely
human resources, organizational resources and social capital,
and the capacity of E-pasung and assistance: E-pasung and
TKSK assistance for human capital. The human capital of Epasung is managed by TKSK coordinator while the assistants
are spread out all over East Java in the amount of 145 social
workers, under the auspices of East Java Provincial Social
Service and East Java Provincial Health Service.
Community-Based Rehabilitation (RBM) is an effort to
restore the functioning of people who experience disturbances
or obstacles, both physically, mentally, psychologically, and
socially, by relying on the role of family and community
groups, and utilizing various initiatives, potentials, and
community resources. The purpose of the RBM is to enable
self-reliance in people with social welfare, family and
community problems where they live. RBM is carried out
through efforts to mobilize resources and potential of the
community, as well as situation of people with social problems,
and through the best possible coordination with various related
sectors in the framework of service integrity including referral
services between sectorsrelated.
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In the case of pasung, there are 2 forms of social capital
that can strongly be felt consisting of: first, social capital in
form of bond between cadres and TKSK ceaselessly tries to
build cohesiveness and trust of its members. This can be seen
from the concern of East Java Provincial Social Service to
social workers by holding a meeting once in every 3 months to
provide reporting and skills training. Social capital that
connects the two is the collaboration between Community,
TKSK, Cadres and government.
Perceived from the dimension of community governance
in running an organization, TKSK also receives support from
public.Its support is in the form of public trust in TKSK, both
from the general public and from families of ODGJ sufferers.
The trust is formed on the basis of two things, namely the first,
because basically they share similar identity with local people
so they know each other and the second, because pasung-free
program through E-pasung is supported by TKSK assistants
who help the community to reduce cases of shackling in East
Java Province. TKSK is also supported by its member
management, i.e. by dividing the labor system at the subdistrict and district levels. The division of labor systems is one
form of organizational awareness, so that the division of labor
system can facilitate the chair of the coordination to control
and supervise its members.
Confinement or retention of schizophrenics, even if
carried out by their families with the aim of security for
themselves and those around them, is an act that is categorized
as deprivation of the right to live properly, which means
violating human rights. Things that can be done by his family
for the achievement of a decent life for these mentallydisordered people is to make efforts to treat and care for them,
i,e, placing them in in some health care facilities. Post-victim
cares are provided through some community-based assistances.
The companions must not be afraid of ODGJ victims, hovever,
theystill need to be careful in approaching schizophrenic
patients. ODGJs are also human so they need to be treated
humanistically (as a whole human being). Companionsare also
human so they need some strategies in approaching people
with ODGJ and their families.
Of the total population of East Java 38,052,950, the total
estimated health problems that occurred in East Java were
2,366,893 in 2019. Severe mental disorders amounted to
83,716 people, mental emotional disorders amounted to
2,283,177 people. Then there were 11,971 people who were
put in jails. Many cases of ODGJ occur at the age of 35-44
years with a total of 1052 cases. Furthermore, at the age of 2534 years the number was 805 cases. For ages not recorded was
as many as 439 cases. The following is the number of severe
ODGJ cases that are still being treated in East Java Province
until January 2019.
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Picture 2. Pasung Companion
Source: East Java Province Social Service, 2019
Table 1. Data for the discovery of cases of severe ODGJ with
Shacklingin East Java Province until January 2019
No.
Year
No. of Cases
1
December 2014
602
2
December 2015
608
3
December 2016
716
4
December 2017
757
5
December 2018
896
6
December 2019
662
Source: East Java Provincial Health Office 2019
People with schizophrenia can not recover completely but
need regular treatment. However, some families assume that
after being released from the pasung they have been declared
cured, so that the medicine is not taken routinely any longer
and when they relapsed the victimsarebeingshackled again.
However, in E-pasung application and TKSK assistance
as community management there are also problems such as
medical staffs who have been trained by East Java Provincial
Health Office suddenly being moved to another workplace, so
that these vacancies have an impact on handling at the
Puskesmas level. Pasung data collectedin E-pasung web are
only the latest updates and do not display regularly every year.
As a result, the program has become ineffective and inefficient,
making some members and public unaware of the projections
of pasung cases each year. To deal with ODGJ victims, human
resources with special abilities and skills are needed to provide
guidance for ODGJ victims, which is characterized by an
appropriate educational background. In addition, an increase in
the skills of social workers is needed so that with such skills
they will be able to develop more variations in training.
Another problem deals with budgets: the private sector is not
yet involved, so managers must encourage private sector to
foster better mutual cooperation or propose to involve more
CSR programs.
IV. CONCLUSIONS& RECOMMENDATIONS
From previous discussions, it can be concluded that
community-based rehabilitation assistance has not been
maximized, i,e.one TKSK accompanies 10 cases of ODGJ. Epasung innovation also needs to be updated regularly so that
the public is aware of the development of the strategy carried
out by East Java Provincial Government in reducing the case
of reducing pasung victims. Community can also participate in
solving some public-related problems by conducting public
services (community governance) to complement the
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shortcomings of the two sectors. From previous discussions, it
can be concluded that community-based rehabilitation
assistance has not been maximized if as a matter of fact one
TKSK accompanies 10 cases of ODGJ. E-pasung innovation
also needs to be updated regularly so that the public becomes
aware of the development of the strategies carried out by East
Java Provincial Government in reducing the cases of pasung
victims. Public can also participate in solving public-related
problems by conducting public services (community
governance) to complement the shortcomings of the other two
sectors and public services, to be more effective. However,
community governance requires some capabilities or
capacities possessed by human resources of the organization,
organizational resources should be generated to support the
creation of the organization, and also, the need for collective
action from various parties that may fosterawider network. In
this case, it can be seen that it is necessary to maintain public
trust so that it remains credible to do any tasks that may affect
the sustainability of the organization.
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Abstract—The Irrigation system management has prioritized
infrastructure aspects (tangible assets) in Indonesia. These
include human resources, institutional and management receive
less attention. This situation weakens the intangible assets,
making them perform below the expectations. This study
therefore was evaluated the intangible assets of irigation system.
It was conducted between May and July 2018 in the Water
Resources Public Works Office of Malang Regency, East Java,
Indonesia. The variables studied include intangible assets such
as moral and emotional intelligence, creative attitudes,
institutional culture, and knowledge management. Respondents
were employees of the institution and questionnnaire were used
for data collection. Additionally, quantitative descriptive
techniques were utilized for data analysis. The results showed
intangible assets such as moral and emotional intelligence,
creative attitudes and institutional culture, and knowledge
management controlling the intangible assets were efficient.
Keywords— intangible assets, evaluation, irrigation system

I.

INTRODUCTION

The agricultural sector plays a very strategic role
in national development in Indonesia. The agriculture,
forestry and fisheries sector contributed IDR 1,174.5
trillion to GDP in 2015. In general, it comes third after the
manufacturing and trade industries [1]. Irrigation is a
critical component in the agricultural sector and has the
potential to increase yields from 100 to 200% [2] and the
Land used plays a significant role in food production. For
instance, 85% of national rice production is produced in
paddy fields with an area of 4.65 million ha [3].
Irrigation is a socio-cultural system of society
which is dynamic depending on the environmental
conditions [4]. Nowadays, these ecological situations
undergo rapid changes due to the rapid development of
information
technology,
globalization,
and
democratization. For example, social and political reform
in 1998 led to a paradigm shift in the irrigation sector [6].
The change demands irrigation management to be carried
out in a transparent, accountable and fair manner. This is a
vital intangible asset affecting organizational management
processes [7-8] and corporate performance [9-12].
Irrigation system management in Indonesia has
prioritized infrastructure aspects, the tangible assets, while
intangible aspects such as human, institutional and
management receive less attention. This situation weakens
intangible assets in the irrigation system, making them
perform contrary to the expectations. Additionally, the
irrigation water management is not proper, and therefore,
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the services have not been optimized. The concept of
centralistic operation and maintenance of irrigation lowers
the sense of belonging among farmers, leading to a decline
in the watering network. As a result, there is a loss of
irrigation culture in the farming community system [13].
Moreover, there was an annual shrinkage in farmer
participation of 0.045 in the Molecular Irrigation System,
0.033 in the Sapon, and 0.041 in the Mejing for the period
1998-2008 at tertiary level irrigation system management
[14]. These conditions reduced the performance and the
overall production. Also, knowledge management model
controls intangible assets in tertiary and secondary level
irrigation system management [15] [16].
II.

METHOD

The study was conducted from May to July 2018
in the Water Resources Public Works Office of Malang
Regency, East Java. The variables studied include
intangible assets such as moral and emotional intelligence,
creative attitudes, institutional culture, and knowledge
management.
To begin with, the questionnaire of emotional
intelligence was compiled referring to [17] states where
emotive intelligence has five dimensions, including selfawareness, self-control, self-motivation, empathy, and
managing relationships.
Additionally, creative attitude is the point of view
which produces something new and useful. It is measured
using a scale based on Munandar (1992), stating creative
views (operational creativity) as behaviors describing
abilities and reflect fluency, flexibility, authenticity in
thinking, and elaboration [18].
Moreover, institutional culture is an underlying spirit in
managing organizations. It is developed from the habits,
beliefs, understandings, and the fundamental philosophy
through the process of socialization and interaction. It
ensures rules are formed as guidelines for thinking and
acting to achieve the goals of the organization. Institutional
culture is measured using the cultural scale compiled by
referring to the theory of Miller (1987) which states that
there are eight principles, including values, consensus,
intimacy, unity, integrity, excellence, empirical and
achievement [19].
The American Productivity and Quality Center
(APQC) defines knowledge management as a systemic
approach which helps in the emergence and flow of
information and awareness to the right people at the precise
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time and creates value. The most important thing in
knowledge management is creating a conducive erudition
environment, which motivates employees to continue
learning, utilize the information provided, build their
understanding and share new understandings [20].
Importantly, the knowledge management elements at
tertiary level include learning organizations, administrative
principles, policies, strategies, and information and
communication technology. Learning is a corporate activity
which improves mastery of knowledge, skills,
professionalism, and other essential aspects (Senge, 1990).
The concept is measured based on Senge (1990) which
states that learning organizations have five disciplinary
principles, including systems thinking, mental models, adult
personalities, shared vision, and team learning [21].
Also, the principle of organization needs to be
considered for the institution to run smoothly and be
effective [22]. It is measured based on a theory by
Manullang (1994) and consist of (i) the formulation of clear
objectives, (ii) division of labor and delegation of power,
(iii) range of influences, (iv) levels of supervision, (v) unity
of command and responsibility and (vi) coordination [23].
Furthermore, a policy is a formula prepared and
functions as an internal guideline for the activities of an
organization (David, 2004). Organizational strategy is a
way of achieving long-term goals (David, 2004). It is a
unified, broad and integrated plan connecting effective
policies with environmental challenges. In general, it is
designed to ensure the main objectives are achieved through
proper implementations (Gluech and Jauch, 1989).
Organizational policies and strategies are measured based
on the scale proposed by David (2004) and Gluech and
Jauch (1989). Another key aspect considered in is how these
two aspects are understood and implemented in irrigation
system management.
Also, information and communication technology
collects, process, store, analyze and disseminate info for
specific purposes (Turban, et al., 2007). It is measured based
on Turban et al. (2007), considering how it is understood
and used in irrigation system management.
The respondents in this study furthermore were
employees of the Water Resources Division of the Water
Resources Public Works Office of Malang Regency.
Questionnaires were used for data collection, while
quantitative descriptive techniques were used for analysis.
Importantly, the intangible assets of irrigation systems were
categorized into five classes based on the normal
distribution model (Azwar, 2004). This method assumes the
subject scores in the population are normally distributed.
Categorization is relative, and therefore, the area of the
interval is determined as long as they are within reasonable
and acceptable limits as follows:
X ≤ (µ - 1,5 σ) very poor category
(µ - 1,5 σ) <X≤ (µ - 0,5σ)
poor category
(µ - 0,5 σ)
<X≤(µ+0,5 σ) moderate Category
(µ + 0,5 σ)
<X≤(µ+1,5 σ)
good category
(µ + 0,5 σ) <X
very good category
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III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A.
The Office of Public Works Water
Resources of Malang Regency
The Office of Public Works Water Resources of
Malang Regency aims to help farmers increase agricultural
production by improving the availability of irrigation water
and boost their yields. Additionally, it also aims at
improving the quality and quantity of facilities to enhance
management of water power for irrigation and infrastructure
to control the damages. The goals to be achieved include (1)
optimizing the use of water sources by building
reservoirs/reservoirs, (2) protection of springs and water
catchment areas, (3) utilization of resources to fulfill
irrigation water needs and expand technical network
services; and (4) continuous handling of irrigation networks
and synergy between the Central Government and the
Provincial and District Administrations as well as with the
community.
In general, the organization has the following
duties, (1) to carry out local government affairs based on the
principle of autonomy, and co-administration and (2) carry
out other tasks given by the Regent. To manage these duties,
the institution performs the following functions, (1) data
collection, management and control through database and
analysis for program activities, (2) strategic planning at the
Public Works Agency for Water Resources, (3 ) formulating
technical policies on water resources, (4) administering
government affairs and public services, (5) fostering and
implementing tasks, (6) monitoring, controlling and
evaluating and reporting on the water power, (7)
implementation of minimum service standards, (8)
secretarial organization, (9) guiding the Technical
Implementation Units, (10) coordination, integration and
synchronization of activities in the Dinas Public Works
Water Resources, (11) licensing and implementation of
services, (12) guiding the community on water resources
and (13) the implementation of cooperation with
government institutions and other players. Essentially, the
human resources of the Public Works Department consists
of 209 individuals, 82 in the head office and 127 in the
Technical Implementation Unit of Bululawang, Dampit,
Gondanglegi, Kepanjen, Ngajum, Ngantang, Tumpang,
Singosari, and Turen. The types of services offered include
technical recommendation for (1) the Use of Canal and/or
River, (2) Changing the Status of Wet Soils to Dry Land
(Transfer of Irrigated Land Functions, (3) Establishment of
Buildings on Public Waters (Bridges), (4) Strengthening
Talents / Cliffs, (5) Overcoming Floods (Peil Floods) and
(6) Use of Land Assets owned.
B. Intangible Assets of The Office of Public
Works Water Resources of Malang Regency
Intangible assets of the irrigation system in Malang
district, including moral and emotional intelligence,
creative attitudes and institutional culture are presented in
Table I.
Table 1.Intangible Assets of Malang Irrigation
System
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INTANGIBLE
ASSETS

TABLE I.

Intangible Assets
Categor
y

moral emotional creative
Intellige
nce intelligen attitude
(%)
ce (%)
(%)

institution
al
culture
(%)

Very
Poor

0,0

0,0

0,0

0,0

Poor

0,0

3,84

0,0

3,4

Moderate

3,4

20,7

10,3

20,7

Good

82,8

65,5

65,5

72,4

Very
Good

13,8

7,7

6,8

3,4

Amount

100,0

100,0

100,0

100,0

Table 1 shows 82.8% of the employees have good
moral intelligence and show willingness to integrate
universal values in their behavior. Furthermore, they are
responsible for their actions and understand their
consequences, trying not to harm others, and are
compassionate.
Notably, 65.5% of the employees have higher
emotional intelligence. It is important they have the ability
to understand their emotions accurately and consistently,
managing emotions well, striving to achieve goals with
enough enthusiasm, strong passion and self-confidence and
positive thinking. Essentially, they understand the emotions
of others from their actions and interact positively with
others.
Moreover, 65.5% of workers are very creative
with the ability to use ideas in solving a problem, finding
various ways of addressing issues and not using just the
ordinary approaches, responding, and expressing detailed
concepts.
Most employees, 72.4%, have a distinctive
institutional culture. In general, their conducts are in line
with the objectives of the institution. Decisions are made
through consensus and thinking with a view of achieving
common goals. Besides, there is an institutional feeling,
family relationship, and the welfare of farmers are
prioritized. There is also the spirit of learning, giving
awards to employees who excel and making decisions based
on empirical data.
The education structure affects intangible assets of
irrigation systems. From the new order to the reform period,
it emphasized teaching and knowledge transfer. This system
reduces human capital, such as moral and emotional
intelligence as well as creative attitudes. The principles of
moral intelligence, including integrity, responsibility,
compassion, and forgiveness are outcomes of the quality of
one's heart. Nevertheless, self-awareness, self-control,
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motivation, empathy, and management of relationships
emanate from one's feelings. The education system does not
emphasize on feelings and hearts, and as a result, moral and
emotional intelligence decreases. This assertion is
supported by education expert Rachman (2008), who stated
that the national learning system emphasizes on teaching
rather than education. Teaching refers to transferring
knowledge, while education is forming character, attitudes,
morals, and mindset.
Government policies also affect the intangible
assets of irrigation systems. In the period where the
government dominated the irrigation management,
development emphasized economic growth with technical
aspects and top-down policies. This led to the shrinking of
the institutional culture and creative attitude of irrigation
system employees. During the reform period, with the
implementation of regional autonomy for employee
education, the competence and leadership of the staff still
needed to be improved, a situation which caused the
shrinking of intangible assets.
Modernization also affects the intangible assets of
level irrigation systems. It is a change process which
assumes that a mind is a tool of human freedom and thought
is capable of controlling nature and society. Rationalization
of modern society produces something less flexible and
scientifically programmed. The actualization of rationality
leads to dehumanization (Sastrapratedja, 1995), shrinking
the human capital of the irrigation system.
C. Knowledge Management of The Office of Public
Works Water Resources of Malang Regency
Knowledge Management of The Office of Public Works
Water Resources of Malang Regency is presented in table
II.
TABLE II.
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

Category
Very Poor
Poor
Good
Very Good
amount

Knowledge
Management
amount
(%)
0
0,0
0
0,0
19
65,5
10
34,5
29
100,0

A mental model is a process of assessing oneself to
understand the assumptions, beliefs, and habits valid in
helping managers respond to situations in the environment.
The model in an ever-changing institution cannot function
properly and inhibits the changes for it to be discussed,
examined, and revised by farmers, groups, and institutions
to accelerate the transformation needed. Notably, Political
reforms in 1998 resulted in behaviors difficult to regulate
among employees. This is evidenced by changes in the
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ownership of paddy fields as a result of the economic
development of Malang Regency. The significance of a
paddy field decreased, affecting farmers in a manner
difficult to regulate. However, the mental model of
employees shows the possibilities for improvement. The
dynamic ability of the irrigation system manager at the
tertiary level is weak since they cannot overcome the
consequences of environmental changes.
Unquestionably, the Office of Public Works Water
Resources of Malang Regency consists of leaders and
employees who needs to work together for optimal
performance. The success of the institution is primarily
determined by its ability to work synergistically. The
capacity to build a synergic relationship might only be
possessed if all water workers understand the duties of each
other and the impact of their performance in their previous
work stations.
In general, the institution has various employees
with different educational and experience backgrounds.
This makes it difficult to work in an integrated manner,
primarily due to the lack of the same vision. Fundamentally,
a vision must be shared by all employees and departments
to move the institution ahead. Although employees may be
sharing activities almost every day, they still need to
improve.
There is need for employees with high competence
to adapt to the demands of change. For this reason, all
workers must show willingness to improve their expertise
by continuing to study. Competence is not solely in the
knowledge and skills, but the ability to interact with other
employees, resolve conflicts, and appreciate each other's
work.
The ability of institutions to harmonize team
activities is determined by shared vision and systemic
thinking skills. Without sharing ideas on successes and
failures in a team, learning might be very slow. It might be
faster if employees want to share insights and learn
together. Therefore, the spirit of learning in teams, success
stories and failures must be conveyed to the other groups.
Sharing knowledge and ideas within the team is very
important in increasing the capacity of institutions to
enhance their intangible assets. This aspect has been
considered in The Office of Public Works Water Resources
of Malang Regency but still needs to be improved.
IV. CONCLUSION
The results showed the Office of Public Works
Water Resources of Malang Regency has (i) intangible
assets consisting of moral and emotional intelligence,
creative attitudes and institutional culture, all in good
categories, and (ii) knowledge management in controlling
the intangible assets was also good.
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Abstract— The disruption era that leads to the awareness of higher
education to cope with Industry 4.0, especially due to the rapid
Information Technology (IT) development of Internet of Things
(IoT), Big Data, Robotic, and Artificial Intelligence (AI), etc.
especially for the transformation into digital industry, is now
becoming a new pathway for many higher education institutions
(HEI). Higher education institutions try to adapt and or adopt their
curricula in order to align with industry 4.0. It is the nature of
higher education that operate in Teaching, Research, as well as
Community Service that need to adapt with the fast changing of its
strategic environment. The question is for how long the era of
disruption will last, and what the forthcoming era that higher
education must prepare. This is important for HEI in order to
ensure sustainability of the strategy especially when strategic
environment change rapidly.
This paper will elaborate to new predicted era, the so-called Era
of Abundance, that will be faced after the era of disruption. Before
elaborating the “abundance”, it is important to elaborate the
comprehensive strategy due to “disruption” in HEI, the so-called
Education 4.0, especially in aligning with Industry 4.0. This paper
will also elaborate the what-is of the era of abundance so that by
having understanding of this era, higher education can take the
advantage of time. This paper uses method of descriptive analysis
based on expert opinion to elaborate and to draw the conclusion.
Keywords— Era of abundance, Disruption, Education 4.0,
Higher Education, Industry 4.0

I.

industry with 4.0 system. If the change in higher education is
to fit with external change in industry due to the recent
development of (IT related) technology, then for how long the
change will last. As we may agree that “ۗhanges” is ۗonstant
and will not stop to industry 4.0, therefore it is important to
make a sound academic prediction after the era of industry 4.0
the so ۗalled “era of aۖundanۗe”. This is the era after the
disruption that lead to industry 4.0 [4][5][6].
For this reason, this paper will discuss from any angel about
“era of aۖundanۗe” so that we ۗan understand it. ɒy
understanding it, we can develop scenarios towards adaptation
of “era of aۖundanۗe” and develop plan for smooth transition
scheme.
II. THE “ERA OF DISRUPTION”
The new paradigm thinking of the especially technology
development is the nonlinear thinking which is exponential
ۗurve. The exponential growth was aۗۗording to the “Law of
ɑۗۗelerating Returns” ۖy Ray ɜurzweil and Peter Diamandis,
in his book of “The age of spiritual maۗhines” show that
teۗhnology development follows the so ۗalled “6D
Exponential Growth” i.e. 1. Digitalization, 2. Deۗeption, 3.
Disruption, 4. Dematerialization, 5. Demonetization, and 6.
Democratization (Fig. 1) [7].

INTRODUCTION

The wave of industry 4.0 will soon or perhaps already
shape a new way of higher education system. It is just a matter
of time, regardless the readiness, for the change in higher
education to take place. What kind of changes in higher
education that will take place are, hopefully, predictable? The
prediction can be made by looking at the nature of Industry 4.0
that are related to the development of industry based on recent
development of technology especially related to IT. This is due
to the fact that volume of IT utilization has growing rapidly so
that new adaptation of the situation is required.
In the recent issues in higher education raised for the
awareness of Industry 4.0 seems that policy made by
government authority was to ensure smooth transition and
adaptation in higher education system to cope with the possible
ۗhange. For exampleμ the new “nomenۗlature” for study
programs has adapted with needs for industry 4.0. This indicate
that the expectation from government authority regarding the
output of higher education can adapt smoothly to the need of
Universitas Muhammadiyah Yogyakarta, Yogyakarta, Indonesia

Fig. 1. The 6D Exponential Growth

Digitalization indicated transformation into digital
technology; Deception is a period when the growth is
unnoticed into exponential; Disruption is a period of growth
into exponential, it is an era that growth is taken place so fast;
Dematerialization is a situation in which products are no longer
in the physiۗal appearanۗe suۗh as “ۗloud”; Demonetization is
a situation in which cost is no longer dominant due for example
to impact of dematerialization; Democratization is a situation
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in which technology can be afforded by everybody, it is due to
the “era of aۖundanۗe” at a low ۗost.
We are now living in the era of Disruption and slowly but
sure moving to the era of abundance. Impact on the disruption
era depends on the readiness to ۗope with “Change” and not
surprisingly with “rapid ۗhange” due to explosion of
technology development in especially those related with
industry 4.0. For example, we are now getting familiar with
any online business that hardly kill the traditional business. We
can order food, or anything simply using mobile phone. To do
so we don’t need to show up in physiۗal. Now, we already live
in the “world of IT”.
III. THE NEW “ERA OF ABUNDANCE”
The era of abundance is possible due to the so called
“demoۗratization” in the 6 D exponential growth (Fig. 2). It is
perhaps what we are looking for, the new era of “Free
Eۗonomy”. We ۗan get what we want for free or if you have to
pay then it is very cheap such as book, music, film, you name
it. This sounds not make sense in the recent traditional
economic system that we used to know. However, slowly but
sure technology has changed the way we live that will impact
to the current economic system. For example, now we can
learn what we want to know simply using any social media.
The era of abundance challenges our traditional economic
system that lead to two possibilities i.e. the status quo will see
this as a threat, while the positivist will see it as opportunity.

Fig. 2. Era of Disruption and Abundance

The prediۗtion of “Era of aۖundanۗe” will take plaۗe
around year of 2035-2040 [7]. In this era most of the jobs
handled previously by human will be taken over by artificial
intelligent machine. Consequently, product made by machine
can be affordable due to the very low cost. Consequently the
“demoۗratization” of technology will apply as most people can
afford the technology. It is reasonable because, as predicted,
not much people with very low income anymore.
ɑlthough “the era of aۖundanۗe” will provide more
opportunities, it has also threat that need to be carefully
managed. This paper tries to forecast and establish scenarios to
avoid threats and maximize the opportunities for higher
education. For example, in traditional learning system,
interaction between students and lecturer takes place in the
class assisted by any technology available. In the era of
abundance where technology available with affordable cost,
then what kind of learning system will be applied. Are higher
education institutions prepared for this? and how far they have
adapted.
Universitas Muhammadiyah Yogyakarta, Yogyakarta, Indonesia

IV. HIGHER EDUCATION SYSTEM AND ITS POSSIBLE
ADAPTATION

The mission of Indonesia Higher Eduۗation known as “TriDharma” i.e. 1. Teaۗhing, 2. Researۗh, and 3. Community
Service (Fig. 3). Therefore, any higher education institution
(HEI) must perform the “Tri-Dharma” with all resourۗes
availaۖle in the institution. Therefore, “resourۗes” play an
important role towards the effectiveness, and efficiency of the
institution to perform the Tri-Dharma.

Fig. 3. The “Tri-Dharma” of Indonesia Higher Eduۗation

The important resources for HEI namely 1. Infrastructure,
2. People, 3. Financial, 4. Management/system, 5. Technology,
6. Laboratory, 7. Library, 8. Etc. Having these resources HEI
manage to performs their Tri-Dharma mission with high
quality as possible. Therefore, not surprisingly that each HEI
develop their uniqueness and innovativeness based on the
strength and weakness of their available resources.
Era of disruption and abundance will directly or indirectly
give impact to HEI resources, consequently will impact to the
way HEIs perform the Tri-Dharma as well. For example, in the
era of abundance when books are already free to anyone then
HEI may not invest Library as today, a room full of text book.
Similarly, when everybody has smart phone installed with
social media software in it then do, we still need to have face
to face interaction in class for 14 times a semester. Also, when
laboratory exercise can be shared using IT technology then do,
we still need to invest our own laboratory, why not share with
other. Ultimately, if there is possibility for free education then
what higher education will look like in the future. How they
will survive for the sustainability.
Considering the future possibilities impacted by era of
abundance therefore higher education institutions should
develop a roadmap towards transformation their existing
system to respond and adapt with era of disruption then era of
abundance. The transformation may impact to two possibilities
1. Invest new technology, 2. Divest or redefine unutilized
recourses. These possibilities of courses will directly or
indirectly affect to the way to perform tri-dharma. For
example, if HEI invest in IT technology for online-distance
learning then the unutilized room must be divested or
converted to other activities other than learning. It is because
in online-distance learning no class is needed but non-physical
interaction. What about HEI that has inability to invest in IT
Technology due to financial disability that lead to low intake.
For this situation then the HEI must find the way of operating
institution with low intake and afford income generation from
sources other than student intake. Is it possible? yes as long as
the institution can manage high quality of human resources
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then their productivity can be shifted partly from teaching to
research, consultancy, or other. Other possibility is the
qualified resources available in an HEI may be shared with
other institution in or outside country that need most.
Today, government authority suggests for HEIs that face
difficulty to do merger so that they have competitiveness to
face in the era of disruption and era of abundance. This policy
is in fact reasonable as the combine strengths and reduce
weaknesses of the HEIs enable them to have new
competitiveness required to compete in the recent era of
Industry 4.0.
V. CONCLUSION
The opportunity of the era of abundance is a form of
democratization of technology that lead to new economy
mindset. In term of eۗonomy the “almost” free eۗonomy
enables people to have good quality of life than before. In term
of user this is the great opportunity. However, in term of the
player, for example HEI, it can be a threat if it is not wisely
managed.
Therefore, for HEI to be sustained then they have to wisely
managed by means of making road map toward their
sustainability. Prioritization of development of the available
“resourۗes” ۗonsidering very important faۗtors. This is due to
the fact that Era of Abundance will impact to the resources of
HEI whether it become fully utilized or underutilized.
HEI must wisely set the quality of the resources and have
the new mindset for the upcoming era of abundance. HEI must
think out of the box, and not bind themselves to the rigid form
of system that make them difficult to adapt with external
change.
Finally, HEI need a typical leadership that can bring the
institution to face the new era of abundance. It is the type of
leadership that can connect technology, people, and other
resources effectively. The type of flexible and innovative
leadership that has broad range connectivity and able to
maximize for making the change of organization toward its
sustainability.
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Abstract— The tourism sector provides an important
role in growing the economy of a region. This condition is
in line with the development of increasingly rapid
information technology so that it requires the actors of this
sector to develop access to their customers, especially in
attracting customers or foreign tourists. Indonesia which
has a cultural heritage site that is also a world heritage has
its own charm.
This research will be conducted to examine the factors
of destination image, destination satisfaction and
marketing communication that affect destination loyalty.
This study was conducted on customers (tourists) visiting
Yogyakarta especially Borobudur temple. This study used
a qualitative approach, with the object of research
customers (tourists) visiting Yogyakarta especially
Borobudur temple.
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INTRODUCTION

The tourism sector provides an important role in
growing the economy of a region. This condition is in line
with the development of increasingly rapid information
technology so that it requires the actors of this sector to
develop access to their customers, especially in attracting
customers or foreign tourists. Indonesia which has a cultural
heritage site that is also a world heritage has its own charm.
Indonesia has to find way to promote the tourist destination to
be revisited by the tourist or even become the most favorite
destination. In the 21st century, loyalty is considered an
activity which companies carry out to protect the market
shares. Customer loyalty is considered a significant gain in
competitive markets. Obviously, loyalty is no longer the
exclusive to the product/brand marketing. Similarly,
destinations can be considered as products, and tourists may
revisit or recommend destinations to other potential tourists
such as friends and relatives. Destination loyalty as the level
of tourists’ perۗeption of a destination as a good place, one
that they would recommend to others.
This research will be conducted to examine the
factors of destination image, destination satisfaction and
marketing communication that affect destination loyalty. This
Universitas Muhammadiyah Yogyakarta, Yogyakarta, Indonesia

study was conducted on customers (tourists) visiting
Yogyakarta especially Borobudur temple. This study used a
qualitative approach, with the object of research customers
(tourists) visiting Yogyakarta especially Borobudur temple.
II. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
The research method used in this research was case
study method. The selection of case study method was
because the researcher aimed to conduct the study in a
systematic way through observation, data collection, data
analysis until reporting research how to examine the factors of
destination image, destination satisfaction and marketing
communication that affect destination loyalty. This study was
conducted on customers (tourists) visiting Yogyakarta
especially Borobudur temple.
This research is included into the type of descriptive
qualitative research. Descriptive research according to experts
is research for fact-finding with appropriate interpretation.
Studying issues in society, as well as specific community
settings and situations, including on the relationships of
activities, attitudes, views and ongoing processes and the
effects of phenomena.
III.

LITERATURE REVIEW

1. Destination image (DI)
As a matter of fact, the term of image appears to be
diverse in different point of views. Image is the result from
the perception customers have in terms of a company[1]. DI
has become one of the most popular subjects in
tourism[2].The definition for DI most commonly cited in
researۗh is that ۖy Crompton (1λ7λaμ 18) “the sum of
beliefs, ideas and impressions that a person has of a
destination”. DI plays an important role in tourists’
decision-making processes and subsequent travel
behavior[3]. In a word, the more positive the perception of
DI, the more possible the destination can be taken into
consideration in decision-making process[4].
As to the Components of DI, many scholars have
strongly identified that DI is an overall image composed
of multi-dimensions, but they still have different views on
its components [5].
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For example, state that the construction of the DI
depends on two evaluations: perceptual/cognitive and
affective. The former refers to beliefs or knowledge about
the attributes of a destination, while the latter refers to
feelings/attachment to the same[3]. Echtner and
Ritchie[6][7][8] suggested that DI was composed of three
dimensions: attributes/holistic,functional/psychological
and common/unique DI into four dimensions: natural
resources, service quality, entertainment and affective
image[9].
2. Destination Satisfaction (DS)
Satisfaction is perceived to be a key to the success of
many organizations [1]. Academic literature postulates that
customer satisfaction is a function of the discrepancy
ۖetween a ۗonsumer’s prior expeۗtations and his/her
perception regarding the purchase [10][11][12][13]. When
satisfaction is discussed in place marketing it is referred to
as place satisfaction, and can be defined as a multifaceted
judgmental summary of the experience a person has of the
physical and social dimensions of a place[14]. In the context
of tourism, DS as the tourist’s emotional state after
experiencing the trip [15]. DS can also be used as a measure
to evaluate the products and services offered at the
destination [16][17][18][19]. Undoubtedly, DS is a multidimensional construct[20]. A case of National park, Lee and
Chen[21] categorized DS into four parts: facility and
service, convenience and dining environment, climate and
space and landscape and environment. Measures tourist
satisfaction with multiple destination attributes and
subsequent intention to repeat visitation and recommend
to others[22].
3.

Marketing Communication

Marketing communication is a means by which
companies try to inform, persuade, and remind consumers
directly or indirectly, about products and brands sold. The
contribution of marketing communication in shaping
brand equity through the marketing communication mix
and the basic framework of general communication
(advertising, sales promotion, events and experience,
public relations and publicity, direct marketing & active
marketing, word of mouth, and personal sales ) will shape
consumer understanding of brand awareness, brand
image, brand response and brand relations [23].
Marketing communication aims to achieve the three
stages of change shown to consumers. The first step to be
achieved from the marketing communication strategy is
the stage of knowledge change, in this change the
consumer knows the existence of a product, the second
stage is the attitude change in the consumer behavior this
attitude change is determined by three elements referred
to by Sciffman and Kanuk showing that stages of change
in attitude are determined and conation (behavior), if
these three components indicate a tendency towards a
change (cognitive, affective, and conative).
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IV.

RESEARCH METHODS

This research is a descriptive qualitative study by
describing and analyzing existing data based on the theory of
Destination Image, Destination Satisfaction, and Marketing
Communication. The technique of collecting data uses
primary data namely interviews and FGDs to related
informants who are selected purposively in order to meet
research needs, while secondary data is using literature study
techniques and documentation to confirm and strengthen the
data for analysis. Qualitative data analysis requires
researchers to carry out activities simultaneously with data
collection, data interpretation and writing research reports [24].
This data analysis is not done separately with data collection,
but is an activity carried out together. During data collection,
researchers move interactively in 3 components of analysis,
namely data reduction, data presentation and final conclusions
/ verification [25].
V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Due to the development of increasingly rapid information
technology, it requires the actors of this sector to develop
access to their customers, especially in attracting customers or
foreign tourists. The tourism sector provides an important role
in growing the economy of a region. In Heritage Indonesia
there’s ɒoroۖudur that have image and satisfaction to tourism
attend and visit this temple.
The tourists visiting Borobudur Temple do have a variety
of factors or reasons why they chose Borobudur Temple as a
tourist destination in Indonesia. Factors that influence people
coming to Borobudur include:
1. Destination Image
Tourist knows about Borobudur Temple form temple
because ever one of seven a miracle in the world and they
know this is a temple from Buddhist culture, the place
Buddhist pray. That was a Richo (30th Australia) told about
BorobudurTourist know about Borobudur Temple form
temple because ever one of seven a miracle in the world and
they know this is a temple from Buddhist culture, the place
Buddhist pray. That was a Richo (30th Australia) told about
Borobudur. Not only that, the beauty of Borobudur is a lure
for the increasing awareness of tourists to revisit Borobudur.
“I choose to go here fifty minutes ago, but this is very
spectacular and beautiful. We’re very impression, the fold
temple realize me this temple is beautiful and very
amazing. And we got wonderful experience. (Sany, 54th,
America)”.
Mr. Pertamin (51st -Medan) admitted that he had visited
Borobudur five times. Every time to Yogyakarta, he always
takes time to visit Borobudur.
"I have been here five times, every time I go to Jogja when
it's the same time as my family or there is a trip with
friends, I will make a visit here, but obviously the temple
is clean and of course here (Mr. Pertamin 51st - Medan) ".
Although it was built in BC, this building stands strong
and majestic. This is a feeling of astonishment to visitors who
feel that there is no sophisticated technology to build this
magnificent temple.
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“That’s a difficult feeling to express because this temple
so beautiful and large and I can’t to explain with a words. And
definitely come to here is so worth it and I always think how
the building so large infrastructure why is not have a technic
and technology at the past (Syaif, 45th, Bangladesh)”.
Based on the results of the interview above, the image of
Borobudur temple as one of the 7 wonders in the beautiful and
magnificent world has become a positive image of Borobudur
temple and an important factor for tourists to choose
Borobudur temple as a tourist destination in Indonesia.
2. Destination Satisfaction
A sense of visitor satisfaction that influences the desire to
come back is also supported by the service tourism, hospitality,
and security that exist in this Borobudur Temple.
“It’s good, and this yard is very nice around the temple. I
very like this place, and for me to visit this kind monument
it’s have a feeling. So impress, quiet, and several people
it’s very impressive. (Eniq, 57th, French)”.
The driver of his own sense of satisfaction is the role of
security officers who in addition to providing a sense of
security because of the increasing number, security officers
also kindly help visitors to find a good spot to capture the
moment at Borobudur.
"Several times here, and come here with friends for
photo photos. And now there is a real change, for
example, like the security guard is newer and more
helpful for us to photograph, keep telling us about
the good spots where the angle is like that (Tya,
22nd, Bandung). "
In addition to the image of the Borobudur temple, destination
satisfaction is also an important factor including comfort and
safety when visiting. The comfort in question is the
friendliness of the officers in providing services and
assistance to the tourists. Besides that, the safety when visiting
Borobudur Temple is also an important factor when they will
choose Borobudur temple as a tourist destination.
3.

Marketing Communications

The existence of marketing communication that aims to
inform, persuade, and remind tourists directly or indirectly,
about Borobudur Temple through advertising media, sales
promotions, events and experiences, public relations and
publicity, direct marketing & active marketing, word of
mouth, and personal sales will shape consumer understanding
of brand awareness, brand image, brand response and brand
relations. The existence of effective marketing
communication is able to provide knowledge (knowledge), in
this change consumers know the existence of a product, the
second stage is attitude change in the consumer behavior
changes in attitude are determined by three elements referred
to by Sciffman and Kanuk shows that conation, if these three
components show a tendency towards a change (cognitive,
affective, and conative). Thus the presence of marketing
communication is very helpful in consumers becoming loyal
consumers of the products or services offered.

much about Borobudur Temple through Borobudur
management. Although as a legacy of miracles as well as the
international standard tourist attractions, the management of
Borobudur Temple is still lacking. Visitors know more about
what they find when searching for travel recommendations by
bloggers and vloggers. Tourists visiting Borobudur know
more about Borobudur temple through bloggers and vloggers,
not through advertisements with print, electronic and online
media created by Borobudur management. Travelers also
know more about Borobudur due to the many cultural events
held at Borobudur Temple. This is very unfortunate because
the management of Borobudur should be able to make
advertisements in various media about Borobudur temple
which is the 7th world tourism service in Indonesia.
“Never got information about this place, but I ever seen in
booklet and magazine witch like Time Magazine tell land
of Indonesian. And I ever see this information so easy to
have in internet or Youtube. Yaoco, 51st, Netherland)”.
For local visitors, they admitted that they had received
information about Borobudur, but it was more about dance,
music, or 1000 lanterns, but never to publish Borobudur
Temple.
"Yes, of course from the lesson, at least if there is a Vesak
program, the concert will be like that. Just to see that there
are music events, or dance events, the ads are more there,
not for Borobudur. The place is in Borobudur but sells
other messages. (Muhammad Arif, 27th, Magelang) ".
Thus based on the results of research that factors that
influence the destination loyalty of tourists choosing
Borobudur Temple as a tourist choice in Indonesia are based
on destination image, destination satisfaction and marketing
communication.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The destination image of Borobudur besides including the
Seven Wonders of the World is also described as a beautiful,
majestic destination, and is a relic of Buddhist culture. This
image is supported by the service, friendliness and security
felt by visitors which encourages a sense of satisfaction to visit
Borobudur Temple. Therefore visitors have an interest in
returning to visit Borobudur temple based on what they
describe and feel. Although in this case the tourists get a lot of
information about Borobudur temple not through direct
promotions from Borobudur management. They know more
from bloggers and vloggers. Thus, massive marketing
communication is still needed, for example through
advertising, sales promotion, public relations and publicity,
direct marketing & active marketing, word of mouth, and
personal sales so that Borobudur temple as an international
tourist destination in Indonesia can be increased in terms of its
number of visitors and becomes loyal destination.

In Borobudur Temple tourism products based on the
results of interviews it turns out that tourists do not know
Universitas Muhammadiyah Yogyakarta, Yogyakarta, Indonesia
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The Resistance of Community in Managing Wisdom
Tourism
(Case Study: Collaborative Governance Between
Villagers and Village Government in Wonokerto
Village, Sleman, Yogyakarta)
Muchamad Zaenuri, Helen Dian Fridayani, Khusnul Khotimah
Abstract-The purpose of this study was to find out how the
resistance of the community especially in collaboration between
Wonokerto Village Government and Pulesari village community
in the managing of Pulesari Tourism. The type and method used
by researchers in this study are qualitative research with
descriptive methods. The subjects in the study were the Pulesari
community and the Wonokerto Village government. Data
collection techniques conducted by researchers is a qualitative
approach in the form of observation, interviews, and
documentation. Data analysis is done by examining the results
of the reduction, presentation and conclusion. The results of this
study are that the collaboration carried out by the Wonokerto
village government and the Pulesari community has gone quite
well. The Wonokerto Village Government acts as a facilitator in
aspects of infrastructure development and human resource
empowerment and promoters. Whereas the Pulesari community
acts as the manager of Pulesari Tourism Village and the direct
tourist of tourism services. The Pulesari community and the
Wonokerto Village government have been involved in shared
vision and participated in the implementation of tourism services
and the development of tourism villages for the benefit of the
community of Pulesari. Each party has a commitment to a
common purpose and mutual trust among the participants. In
addition, each party has also shared responsibility in structuring,
managing, implementing and evaluating (distributive
accountability), and sharing information can be easily accessed
by all parties through social media, web and village
communication forums.
Keywords: Collaborative, Governance, Community, Village
Government.

BACKGROUND
According to Fandeli (2002: 7), tourism is one of
the industries that produces the most foreign exchange for
the State, so the government is trying to improve this sector
by taking tourism development policy measures. Indonesian
tourism destinations are usually aimed at a tourist area or
what is called a tourist village. Based on data from the DIY
Tourism Office in 2016, tourist villages in DIY reached 122
which were spread among 38 tourist villages in Sleman
Regency, 14 tourist villages in Gunung Kidul Regency, 27
tourist villages in Yogyakarta city, 33 tourist villages in
Bantul Regency, and 10 villages in Kulon Progo Regency.
The theme of a number of tourist villages that have been
established in DIY is the village of natural tourism, local
culture and crafts.
In the 2018 tourism village festival held by the
Government in one of the districts in DIY, Sleman Regency,
Universitas Muhammadiyah Yogyakarta, Yogyakarta, Indonesia

Pulesari Tourism Village was chosen to be the best tourist
village. Pulesari Tourism Village is located in Wonokerto
Village, Turi District, Sleman Regency, Yogyakarta Special
Province. This tourist village was formed on May 26, 2012.
This village was formed thanks to the commitment of the
people who want to create a village that is safe, peaceful,
comfortable, dynamic and beautiful with a variety of
potential that exists. The awards that have been achieved by
Pulesari Tourism Village are: 1) Sleman Regency 2014 and
2018 1st place winners in the framework of Sleman
Regency Tourism Village Festival activities, 2) becoming
one of the representatives from Yogyakarta who
participated in the CBT (Community Based Tourism)
Award ASEAN in 2016, 3) was appointed as a pilot project
for sustainable tourism development along with four other
tourist destinations in Indonesia tasked with preparing
Ministerial Regulations in the Development of Sustainable
Tourism with guidelines from the UNWTO (United NationWorld Tourism Organization) or World Tourism
Organization.
The achievement of Pulesari Tourism Village
above is certainly obtained through the role and cooperation
of several parties in this case the Pulesari Tourism Village
community and Wonokerto Village government. The form
of cooperation between the Wonokerto Village government
and the Pulesari Tourism Village community is in the form
of collaboration. Collaborative governance (Zaenuri, 2018:
39) is a governance that regulates institutions both state and
non-state institutions that are directly involved in the
process of making joint decisions oriented to consensus and
deliberation. Collaborative management is very important
because it can make the performance of the bureaucracy
better and institutions that implement collaborative
management will benefit. To what extent has the
collaboration been carried out by the Wonokerto Village
Government and the Pulesari Tourism Village community.
How is the collaboration between the village community
and village government in the management of Pulesari
Village in Wonokerto Village.
RESEARCH METHOD
The type of research used in this study is
qualitative. According to Sugiyono (2014: 8-9) qualitative
research can be interpreted as research conducted on natural
conditions and ethnography because it is widely used in
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research in cultural anthropology. The method used is
descriptive method. The subjects of this study were the
Pulesari community and the Wonokerto Village
government. The researcher chose the subject because he
wanted to see the collaboration carried out by both parties
in the development of Pulesari Tourism Village. Data
collection techniques used by researchers are observation,
interviews, and documentation. Data analysis is done by
examining the results of the reduction, presentation and
conclusion. After the data is collected, the data is analyzed
by analyzing the data reduction results, then the data is
presented in written form and conclusions are drawn.
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Collaborative Governance is a model that brings
together stakeholders general public and private sector in
the collective forum with public institutions to engage in
decision making that is a consensus. In other words,
Collaborative Governance is Handler arrangement which
one or more public agencies and non-state stakeholders
directly involved in the decision-making process of formal
collective, oriented consensus, deliberatif and aims to create
or implement public policy, manage the program or public
assets. (Ansell & Gash, 2008). In dealing with the
instructing and styling a public problem is needed the
involvement of the institution or other non-government
agencies including local non-governmental organizations or
indigenous institutions and indigenous communities who
live in the middle of the community because the problem is
not enough public only handled by these units of
government institutions both in an integrated or related.
Collaborative Governance is a model that is able
to accomodate various interests of stakeholders and nongovernment organizations so that in practice many used to
penyeleseian disputes between stakeholders, community
and government (Ansell & Gash, 2008). This collaboration
approach is believed as a bridge to improve tourism
development. The development of tourism as an area with a
variety of resources would involve many parties start from
the regional government and the local community, private
companies, NGOS, travel agency and the other parties
related to the region. Therefore the model of Collaborative
Governance saw the participation of all stakeholders in the
management activities included in the tourism development
planning process. This is considered important because
equalities role and the coordination of stakeholders is the
key to success in this model of Collaborative Governance.
The concept called governance can basically mean
steer or control in classical Latin. This concept basically
means actions or perspectives in regulating, guiding, and
directing. So, governance is a way or model in running a
wheel of government. While government is the institution
and institutions that are authorized to run the government
(Damanik, Januantin and Weber, 2016). Governance or
governance is defined as the overall interaction between the
public and private sectors involved in solving community
problems and creating social opportunities. A governance
must be based on three pillars, namely coordination,
collaboration and consultation, then designing integration in
resource management as the basis for planning and decision
making (Winara, A., & Mukhtar, 2011).
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The term collaborative governance is a way of
managing government that directly involves parties
involved outside the country, consensus-oriented, and
deliberation in a collective decision-making process that
aims to create and also implement public policies and public
programs (Ansell, 2007). The focus on collaborative
governance is on public policies and problems. Public
institutions do have a large orientation in policy making, the
purpose and process of collaboration is to reach a degree of
consensus among stakeholders. The concept of
collaborative governance requires the realization of social
justice in fulfilling public interests (Sambodo, G. T., &
Pribadi, 2016). Ansell and Gash explained a new strategy
from the government called collaborative governance. Form
of governance that involves various stakeholders or
stakeholders simultaneously in a forum with government
officials to make joint decisions (Ansell, 2007).
In terms of concepts, collaborative governance can
be interpreted as a new form of governance that involves all
stakeholders in one work through regular dialogue and
interaction in pursuit of shared goals (Innes, J.E and Booher,
2004). There are certain characteristics in relationships
between stakeholders so it is necessary to conduct
collaborative studies (Silvia, 2011). Collaboration is
interpreted differently from networks (networks) and
partnerships (partnerships). According to (Ansell, 2007)
networks are used to describe the form of government
cooperation with communities whose scope is more plural,
informal and implicit. Partnerships are used to describe
cooperation that is more oriented towards coordination than
consensus in decision making. Collaboration is used to
describe formal, explicit and collectively oriented
cooperation in decision making. According to (Zadek,
2006) in realizing collaboration there needs to be stages that
show the scale and intensity of collaboration, while
partnerships do not show that. The scale can be described as
a ladder that shows the level of commitment from the lowest
to the highest or the most complicated collaboration.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Pulesari Tourism Village is located in Pulesari
Hamlet, Wonokerto Village, Turi District, Sleman
Regency, D.I. Yogyakarta Province. In managing the
development of Pulesari Tourism Village there are several
parties involved. The parties included the Pulesari
community and the Wonokerto Village government. The
relationship between the two parties can be seen in figure 1
attached.
Shared Vision
Shared vision according to Zaenuri (2018: 192) is
the foundation or basis for collaboration. Without shared
vision, all collaborative processes cannot work. In Pulesari
Tourism Village, the formulation of a shared vision began
with the formulation of the problems delivered by the
Pulesari community to the management of the tourist
village. The formulation of the problem is then sorted out
by the manager of the tourist village so that a vision can be
formulated and the mission that can be done. After the
vision and mission were formulated, the management of the
tourism village along with representatives from the Pulesari
community participated in a meeting held by the Wonokerto
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Village government. In the meeting, the manager of
Pulesari Tourism Village and representatives of the Pulesari
community conveyed the formulation of the vision and
mission in Wonokerto Village. The vision and mission is
then adjusted to the vision and mission of Wonokerto
Village. All parties have been involved in making a shared
vision. The shared vision was formulated based on the
opinions of the people which were then discussed together
with the village government so that the vision that was built
remained in accordance with the vision of Wonokerto
Village. The vision that was set still prioritized the welfare
aspects of the Pulesari community.
Participation
Participation is an important component in the
administration of a government. This also applies in
collaborating. Participation according to Juliantara (2002:
87), namely the operation of a system of government where
policies are taken must always be through the approval of
the people, while for the basic direction to be developed is
the empowerment process. In the development of tourist
villages there needs to be participation from all parties
including the community and the village government. The
participation carried out by the Pulesari community and the
Wonokerto village government is adjusted to the jobdesk
and their respective capacities. The form of participation
carried out by the Pulesari community is as the manager of
Pulesari Tourism Village and the direct tourist of tourism
services. The form of participation carried out by the
Wonokerto village government was as a facilitator (physical
and non-physical) and a promoter in introducing Pulesari
Tourism Village.
There are some people who act as managers of
Pulesari Tourism Village and some are acting as tour
guides. People who act as tour guides are young people and
men who are still able to guide. Whereas men who are
unable to guide tourists act as among guests. In addition,
mothers and young women have a role in the culinary field.
In addition to the participation of the community above, the
village government also participated in the holding of
tourism villages. The participation of the Wonokerto village
government in the development of the Pulesari Tourism
Village is in the form of road access and guidance. Pulesari
is part of the Wonekerto village area so that the village
government supports infrastructure in the form of providing
road access to the tourist areas. In addition there are also
other forms of participation carried out by the village
government, namely by the existence of capacity building.
In strengthening capacity, the village government
participates in activities related to increasing the human
resources of Pulesari Tourism Village managers such as
guiding training, homestay, batik and screen printing. The
village government also helps provide training in terms of
management, promotion, and guides by collaborating with
related institutions.
Commitment to a Common Purpose
Goldsmith and Kettl in Irawan (2017: 6) state that
Commitment to a Common Purpose is a reason why a
network or network must exist because attention and
commitment can be important components to achieve
positive goals carried out together. These goals are usually
Universitas Muhammadiyah Yogyakarta, Yogyakarta, Indonesia

found in the general mission of a government organization.
Commitments from various parties related to Pulesari
Tourism Village already exist. The Pulesari community and
the Wonokerto village government have committed to the
welfare of the Pulesari community and advancing the
tourism village. To increase commitment, there needs to be
honesty from each party / stakeholder.
The thing that encourages the community and
village government to commit to developing the Pulesari
Tourism Village is the feeling that Pulesari Tourism Village
is theirs so they voluntarily participate in the
implementation, management, and service of tourist
villages. The Pulesari community and the Wonokerto
village government have the principle that tourism villages
are their assets that can advance their village, of course they
will be committed to their management. In addition, the
community can increase income from additional sources of
income through Pulesari Tourism Village. After the
community has benefited financially, the community has
become more committed to improving services in tourist
villages. The higher the commitment that is built, the more
compactness can be seen from all parties in implementing
or participating in advancing the tourism village.
Trust Among The Participants
Trust Among The Participants is a professional or
social relationship, and the belief that participants entrust
information or efforts from stakeholders or other
stakeholders in a network to achieve common goals. So that
in this case, every stakeholder must trust each other because
trust is a manifestation of the professional relationship that
has been established to achieve successful implementation
of collaborative governance (Goldsmith and Kettl in
Irawan, 2017: 6).
The process of forming trust between stakeholders
is a requirement in building solid collaboration between
stakeholders. Trust here can be interpreted as individual
beliefs towards other individuals and groups one with
another group. Trust is also based on the belief that the
parties will be honest in the agreement and comply with
their commitments and will not exploit the other party. The
form of trust seen between the community and the
Wonokerto village government is in the form of good
relations created and all parties can carry out their duties
and responsibilities without any suspicion. In addition, all
parties have also agreed to a joint agreement so that trust
between parties does not decrease. Village meetings are
held once a year. This activity aims to see how forms of
management, management, and implementation are carried
out in the previous year. The meeting was also used to
discuss what was needed to develop tourism villages in
Wonokerto.
Sharing Information
DeSeve's sharing of information in Lukito (2016:
8) is an easy access for members, in which there is privacy
protection, and limited access for non-members as long as
it can be accepted by all parties. In collaborative governance
there must be clear information sharing. In addition, in
collaborative governance there is a need to facilitate access
to information for each stakeholder.
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The sharing of information carried out by the
Pulesari community and the Wonokerto Village
government is in the form of promotion using IT (social
media and the web). This promotion is important so that
Pulesari tourism will become more widely known by the
public. Promotions that have been disseminated through the
web
can
be
seen
on
the
website:
https://desawisatapulesari.wordpress.com.
The website above is the official website that is
used to provide information while promoting tourism in
Pulesari Tourism Village. The information on the web
includes the latest information about Pulesari Tourism
Village, profile, vision and mission, foundation (legal
rules), tourist attractions offered, tourist facilities, tour
packages, salak museums, reservations, and galleries. In
addition to the web, promotions are also carried out through
social media. One of them is via YouTube.
Youtube is one of the media considered quite
helpful in promoting Pulesari Tourism Village. There are
several videos that can easily be accessed via youtube
related to Pulesari Tourism Village. The videos include
videos that introduce the tourist village of Pulesari, TVRI
program with Pulesari Tourism Village and some
documentation videos outbound from several tourists who
have visited. At present everyone has access to information
about Pulesari Tourism Village. However, not all elderly
people who become tourism service providers understand
about IT. So that there needs to be further communication
in order to avoid misunderstandings in the delivery of
information. The solution that can be used to overcome the
obstacles or problems above is to share information in
meetings or meetings held either through meetings or
hamlet meetings (village communication forums)
conducted every month.
CONCLUSION
The collaboration carried out by the Wonokerto
village government and the Pulesari community has gone
quite well. Collaboration seen in shared vision,
participation, commitment to a common purpose, trust
among the participants, distributive accountability or
accountability, and sharing information has gone well and
prioritizes the welfare of the community. All parties
(Pulesari community and Wonokerto village government)
have been involved in making a shared vision formulated
based on community opinion and adapted to the vision of
Wonokerto Village. In the collaboration carried out, the
Wonokerto Village government participated as a facilitator
in aspects of infrastructure development and HR
empowerment and promoters. While the Pulesari
community participated as managers of Pulesari Tourism
Village and direct tourism services. The Pulesari
community and the Wonokerto village government have
committed to the welfare of the Pulesari community and
advancing the tourism village. The form of trust seen
between the community and the Wonokerto village
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government is in the form of good relations created and all
parties can carry out their duties and responsibilities without
any
suspicion.
Distributive
Accountability
or
Responsibility has gone quite well where there is a clear
division of responsibilities for each party according to its
capacity. In addition, all parties are involved in making
policy decisions ranging from structuring, management,
implementation to evaluations carried out through village
meetings. Finally, the sharing information that is done is
very good. The distribution of information carried out by
the Pulesari community and the Wonokerto Village
government is in the form of promotions using IT (social
and web media) and village consultations or communication
forums.
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Abstract-Presidential elections as the political sites among
people especially elites of mass organization have been playing a
very crucial role in shaping and reshaping formal politics in
Indonesia since 1998 up to now. The public expectation might be
too high to demand for more democratic state and participatory
policy at the event of electoral politics. However, a lot of cases
about the unconsolidated picture between elites and its followers
(voters). The worst things even had happened namely an elite
fragmentation in term of political affiliation and strategy—and
it had ended in the several failures in supporting presidential
candidates. By employing series of interviews, Focus Group
Discussion, and analyzing media, this research firstly finds that
the electoral politics of Muhammadiyah is considered as
‘unconstitutional’ or ‘anti-khittoh’ in which this situation
become political hindrance in time. Secondly, the organizational
design is not compatible with the practice politics, and lastly the
autonomy of the organization wings in Muhammadiyah
contributes to the problem of consolidation between elites and
members.
Keywords: Presidential Election, Elite, Muhammadiyah,
Political Fragmentation, Civil Society.

A.
INTRODUCTION
“Please make distinۗtion there is politiۗal fragmentation,
ۖut it needs to ۖe united ۖy the national strategiۗ issues.”
(Din Syamsuddin)12
“Muhammadiyah was relaxed in faۗing 200λ’s eleۗtion.
Tanwir, the highest consensus after general assembly, will
not discuss general election because we will focus on
strengthening internal organization and encouraging vision
and national character as well as more emphasizing on
morality aspeۗt.” (Haedar Nashir)13
The two quotes above are the ones of fundamental
illustrations for demonstrating how Muhammadiyah’s elites
12 Din Syamsuddin, Former Chairman of Muhammadiyah from 20052010 about the necessity of Islamic parties coalition, Sinar Harapan, 12
Desember 2008 republished on Tempo magazine on 5 April 2009.
13 Haedar Nashir, Chairman of Muhammadiyah, published on official
website of Muhammadiyah www.muhammadiyah.or.id, Monday, 2 March
2009.
14 Thesis of Pradana ɒoy ZTF at ɑNU entitled ‘In Defenۗe of Pure Islamμ
The Conservative-Progressive Debate within Muhammadiyah’, ɒoy
firmly and bravely illustrated that there was competition between
conservative and progresive group in Muhammadiyah.
15 Reseacher from Kangwon University, Kim Hyung-jun said,
Muhammadiyah is a unique organization. His research witnessed that
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“always” witness different perspeۗtive in responding to
political dynamics which later reinforce the idea
fragmentation in Muhammadiyah consisting of political and
non-political groups, and also structural and cultural groups
later manifesting in Islam political and cultural context even
more complicated in which it is revealed by considering
very heterogeneous dimension in Muhammadiyah
consisting of structure, autonomous organization, political
circumstances, and distinct history. It is not simple because
in Islamic thought it is also fragmented into conservativefundamentalist group and liberal-progressive groups (Boy,
2008) 14 . Although there are many factions in
Muhammadiyah, according to Kim Hyung-Jun (2010)
Muhammadiyah could cover myriad of contention
groups. 15 Nonetheless, the authors suspect many
challenges emerge beyond fragmentation of political elite
by considering the latest political context both national and
local which is not symmetric in Indonesia.
The depiۗtion of the diversity of Muhammadiyah’s
political elite perspectives is not novel phenomenon in
whiۗh ɑfan Gaffar, as UGM’s Politiۗal Sۗienۗe Professor,
who has has double position as the member of council of
Muhammadiyah has ever conveyed controversial statement
about the type of Muhammadiyah elites consisting of three
groups such as elite earning money from Muhammadiyah,
elite seeking legitimacy, and elites sincere.16 Later, other
types of Muhammadiyah emerge such as Muhammadiyah’s
politiۗian and Muhammadiyah’s ideologue who are against
groups attempting to involve Muhammadiyah in political
practice. The phenomenon possesses long history in
traditional elite metamorphosis into modern elite which race
in power and defense.17
Despite Muhammadiyah affirms that it is not
involve politiۗs, Muhammadiyah’s elites ۗontinuously
interact with politics and involve Muhammadiyah in
politics since its founder. Ahmad Dahlan was a political
Muhammadiyah can cover contention perspectives. Muhammadiyah has
myriad of advantages, but it never show them up. It might happened
beۗause of ɑhmad Dahlan’s influenۗe, whiۗh is known with his philosophy
‘talk less, do more.’’ Puۖlished ۖy ɜompas, 16 Mei 2010 and
Muhammadiyah.or.id
http://www.muhammadiyah.or.id/index.php?option=com_content&task=
view&id=1990&Itemid=2
16 Article of Muhammadiyah Siap ɜongres di ɑۗeh’, on interview with
Din Syamsuddin and Afan Gaffar on Gatra magazine on 1 July 1995
17 When power is not suspected as zero sum game, but it is distributed
(Weberian).
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party member of Masyumi and Parmusi in Old Order
regime as well as PAN and PMB for supporting president
candidate. The manner had been suspected by G.H.
ɒousquet, a Frenۗh orientalist, “Indeed, it is true that
Muhammadiyah is not involved in politics, but its members
are involved.” 18
This study is aimed to objectively explain how
Muhammdiyah’s elites deal with eleۗtoral politiۗs in
Indonesia especially in presidential election. The failure of
2004’s politiۗs did not lead to Muhammadiyah’s elite to
make maneuver in 2009 election even though it emerged
anti-practice politics group strengthened after the defeat of
Amin Rais. 19 Several arguments emerge about the
significance of the research; first, the myriad of basic
questions about optimism of civil society organization
(CSO) to create democracy. However, some CSOs such as
Nahdatul Ulama (NU) and Muhammadiyah always failed in
supporting their candidate in direct election for shaping
better regime. It is not recognized whether the elites have
indeed lost charisma or the organization machine has been
paralyzed by political liberalism spirit introduced by
parties, successful team, and manifest manifestl financier in
power behind electoral democracy. Another question her is
whether the groups of Islamic political fragmentation
confuse their followers. These are fundamental questions in
this research.
Secondly, in 2009 and 2014 elections, author
observed how strong the fragmentations were seen among
old and new Muhammadiyah’s elites after 2005 general
assembly, or among elite claiming as pure, ideologue, and
puritan elites versus pro-political practice. The term of high
politics later extends to be used and negated with various
interpretations which legitimate or abrogate elite
maneuvers. It is a significant contribution in elite studies
since elite leadership studies in CSO are rarely conducted
by comparing political elite studies in the terms of ruling
elite. 20 Author desire to prove that political history is
history of power. It is a history of few people which is later
called ruling elite. So, the history of power, on the other
hand is the history of bourgeoisie21 whiۗh is in Marxian’s
interpretation it is connected in the industrial-capitalist
society boundary.22 For gaining power, many ways are
organized such as violence or based on Weber, Bourdie, and
Geertz interpretation utilizes modality of symbol, religion,
social capital, economy, and so on.
Thomas Carlyle noted that history is the life
journey of aristocrat, thus it can be conveyed that
Muhammadiyah’s elites are aۗtors involved. In politiۗal

power. Along civilization history, only few aristocrats we
know. In Islamic history it is noted as Muhammad struggle,
and in Catholic history it is known by church elites in
Rome-Italy. 23 In Muhammadiyah context, it is very
possible that power paradigm is expected in distinct
perspectives by elites. Muhammadiyah is a middle class
society positioned by various elite groups with diverse
interests. Economic elite group is theoretically interested in
seeking advantage in political changes.
Thought that CSO is never excluded from political
contention called election process is true and factual. Even
in some organizations, they abruptly convey political
statement before election event including in
Muhammadiyah. One of Muhammadiyah’s important
documents was arranged by Denpasar assembly (Tanwir
Denpasar) in 2002 resulting in manifestation in political
manner stated read as follows:

18 ɑhmad Syafii Maarif on artiۗle of ‘Potret Politik Muhammadiyah’ in
the introduۗtion of Syarifudin ɛurdi’s ۖook entitled, Muhammadiyah dalam
Dinamika Politik 1966-2006 (Yogyakarta: Pustaka Pelajar, 2010). Page,
vii.
19 Dawam Raharjo, Muhammadiyah dalam Kubangan Krisis, 2010,
unpublished paper.
20 Society is divided into two classes such as upper and lower elites. Elite
is divided into ruling and powerless elites. Read TB. Bottomore in the book
of Elite dan Masyarakat (Jakarta: Akbar Tanjung Institute, 2005)
21 Terms of bourgeoisie.
22 In weber interpretation, there are three society stages such as traditional
society, pre-industrialist and industrial-capitalist society. Industrialcapitalist society is characterized by rational thought, individualist,
financial power, and competition.

23 Further example in international political competition, we are familiar
with two men contradict to each other?) such as George W. Bush and
Saddam Husein as two actors triggering war and leading to world economy
shutdown as well as genocide, as if they determine massacre event. It is
called as history of war, peace and power by a few elites.
24 Source: official news of Muhammadiyah, final court of the 2002
Muhammadiyah Tanwir in Denpasar-Bali. Tanwir is the highest consensus
under Muktamar and on region and branch consensus.
25 High politics does not become political party or part of it, while low
politics is suspected as political practice. Definition of high politics is
variously interpreted in Muhammadiyah followers. Haedar Nashir in
seminar paper, “ɜhittoh Muhammadiyah dan peran politik di Indonesia”,
on 22 April 2009.
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“The role in the life of nation and state ۗan ۖe organized
through two strategies. First, it is through political activity
orientating on power struggle (real politics) as organized as
political parties or formal political powers in national level.
Second, it is through community activities that are
community development or empowerment or indirect
politiۗal aۗtivities (high politiۗs) influenۗing the state’s
policies with moral force in order to realize a better life at
the community and state level as carried out by interest
groups.” 24
Muhammadiyah believes that acting in the life of
the nation is one manifestation of mission and function of
carrying out goodness and avoiding amorality as it has been
a historical calling since the era of movement until the early
and after Indonesian independence. The role of the nation is
manifested in strategic and tactical steps in accordance with
personality, belief, and ideal of life, as well as the nature of
its struggle as a reference for the movement as a form of
commitment and responsibility in realizing better nation (in
Arabic terms: Baldatun Thoyyibatun Wa Rabbun Ghafur).
Moreover, Haedar Nashir argues same perspective that the
role of Muhammadiyah can be carried out without directly
engaging in power politics (political parties) because nonpolitical paths are still wide open.25
It is one of fundamental reasons why
Muhammadiyah dares to struggle for winning Amien Rais
as a presidential candidate in 2004 election. The decision of
the organization was interpreted to be a lot of understanding
by Muhammadiyah followers. Some have responded
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sarcastically about the political formulation in legitimizing
the actions of Muhammadiyah elite on the political stage.
As one of members who had been active in
Muhammadiyah, I was disturbed by the myriad of
speculations about the failure of Muhammadiyah politics in
the political arena, including two elections, the 2004
election. Muhammadiyah encouraged its best cadre for
better nation, Amien Rais, who eventually failed in the first
election step, and the second also failed in 2009 election
which was supposedly Muhammadiyah elite symbolically
supported two pairs of presidential candidates, Megawati
and Jusuf Kalla-Wiranto. In this case, it is simple to observe
because it only consists of three pairs of candidate while
Muhammadiyah central leader, Din Syamsuddin,
maneuvered by inviting two pairs of candidate in which it
can automatically be called political origin not SBY. One of
absorbing views is that the configuration of political
fragmentation of Muhammadiyah is feared by certain
groups to have a serious impact on the success of local
politiۗal elites. Furthermore, Muhammadiyah’s elit
maneuvers at the national level are not without
consequences for the elite in local arena.
Moreover, there are two prominent reasons in this
research. First, there has not been a detailed explanation for
political failure of Muhammadiyah because in the socioeconomic realm it is more successful. During this time the
explanation is stopped at the argument that it was natural
that Muhammadiyah failed in the political endeavor
because the political world was not its habitat. Meanwhile,
they claim that Muhammadiyah is not solid, in which there
is no clear command unit (collective-collegial), or in
another exception Muhammadiyah has no bargaining
position in media level where at grassroots level
Muhammadiyah is led by elites possessing various loyalty
either party or certain patronage. In addition, there is
argument that Muhammadiyah has no formulation or design
to take part in political power. Even on the contrary
Muhammadiyah in certain ways prohibit followers from
engaging in practical politics26 in which it can be observed
from a number of decrees from PP Muhammadiyah and
discourse emerging in the span of 2008-2014.
Secondly, this study has an opportunity to correct
and to contextualize elite theory in developing country and
Islamic civilization. Indonesia as a new liberal democracy,
for example, as a demoۗraۗy state in Huntington’s
terminology, influence the elites as well as political
transformation in the circumstance very dynamically. The
definition of an elite, and the legitimacy of elite power may
be partially obsolete, and thus it is replaced by an entirely
new type of modality being the foundation of action. The
collapse of political elite may not only begin with the
collapse of the flow of politics minus that charismatic
leadership because the elites are not consolidated and their
26 Competition between cultural and structural group benefits from
organization legitimacy. In the 2004 election, there was Denpasar decree
for supporting Amien Rais and Muhammadiyah legislative candidates. In
the 2009 election, there was instruction to protect the unity of
Muhammadiyah (read Thesis attachment).
27
28 Classical definition is noted by Gaetano Mosca, Vilvredo Pareto, TB
Bottomore, Rovert Mihels, Dorso,Dahl, et al. Meanwhile, there are sic elite
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modalities or indeed the distribution of power in the body
of a religious-based mass organization is very even and not
centralized so this fragmentation has an impact on the form
of its political response which does not always have a
negative connotation.27
Several reasons for choosing a case study as a
method in this study include; firstly, the authors claim that
in Indonesia there has not been much research on
communication within CSOs to win presidential candidates
in election. Secondly, the authors desire to obtain a
thorough understanding of the challenges, and thus it and
thus it can distinguish between speculative opinions and the
ones which have basis of argument regarding elite survival
in Muhammadiyah politics in the 2009 presidential election.
Thus, this research discusses more about how and what
factors that lead to the political fragmentation of the
Muhammadiyah elite in the presidential election.
MUHAMMADIYAH’S ELITE STUDIES
A conceptual framework that is fundamental to
note is who the elites is who is the elite? In this context who
actually Muhammadiyah elite is? It is immensely crucial in
creating understanding in the analysis framework in this
research so it is as not to result in excessive generalization.
Firstly, Mas’oed and Mۗ ɑndrews (2001) highlight
a very significant explanation in the introduction of Robert
D. Putnam’s paper on elites. Putnam after ۗonduۗting a long
enough study of elite theories then defines ovel
understandings of political elite, power and political
influence. Furthermore, Putnam criticizes the classical
social stratification dichotomy dividing into two types,
namely the owner’s power elite and the masses holding no
power.28 Meanwhile Putnam reveales three ways to find
out who has the greatest influence or power in a political
society, namely by utilizing position analysis, reputation
analysis, and decision analysis. All of the three according to
Mas’oed have advantages and drawۖaۗks. Nonetheless,
according to the definition of power, Putnam recommends
decision analysis.29
In the terminology in the Dictionary of Sociology
written by David Jary and Julia Jary it is briefly explained
that:
Elite is literally the “ۖest” or most talented memۖers of
society (e.g. an educational elite), however, in sociology the
term most usually refers to political elite. Here, the
assumptions of elite theory have been that a division
between elites and masses is an inevitable feature of any
complex modern society, and that aspirations of radical
democrats that the people as whole could rule are
mistaken.30
Similar definitions have also been tracked by T. B.
Bottomore, and was used in the 17th century to depict goods
of perfect quality. The use was later extended to refer to

B.

groups regarding in Putnam’s pyramid ۖegun with the highest; group of
decision making, influential group, activists, political society, voter, nonpartisan. Read, Mohtar Mas’oed and Collin Msɑndrews in Perbandingan
Sistem Politik , (Yogyakarta: Gadjah Mada University Press,2001),
page.76
29 Op., Cit, 76
30 David Jery and Julia Jery, Collins dictionary of Sociology, (British:
herper Collins Publishers, 1991), page.188.
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In the context of Muhammadiyah, the specific
definition of elite is ۗloser to what is referred to as “a group
or class of persons or members of a group or class, enjoying
superior intelleۗtual, soۗial, or eۗonomiۗ status.” In addition
to notions of social equality thereis wa much emphasis on

the role of elites and of heroes within them” (Times Literary
Supplement). 36 It is because in the Muhammadiyah,
besides the elites in the leadership at the central level, there
is also a cultural strength of charisma attached to a particular
figure at the national or local level as well as being elite in
university leadership or educational institutions as
mentioned by Schoorl. Moreover, elite mobility is very
much determined by the background or achievement of
educational height. It can be proved by how many
professors ۗan ۖeۗome general ۗhairman of thirteen ‘gods’
of Muhammadiyah.
Another key concept is the challenge of definition
of fragmentation. In political theory, the terminology of
factionalism, social differentiation, stratification, plurality
rather than fragmentation is more popular. Azra (2010)
illustrates that political or elite fragmentation is often close
to contestation and conflict in a country like Indonesia in
recent years.37 To define the term of fragmentation, the
authors decide in limiting the definition to other terms that
fragmentation is diversity and division in either manifest or
latent form in mind, ideology, and political affiliation. The
Encarta dictionary, for example, highlights fragmentation
as the loss of unity and cohesion and the breakup of
something into isolated and often conflicting elements.38 It
can be interpreted as a condition that does not coalesce or
lose coherence with one another. In the Princeton
Dictionary, the term of fragmentation is defined as the
disintegration of social norms governing behavior and
thought and social relationships. Meanwhile, fragmented
means a state called; having been divided; having the unity
destroyed.39 To reveal the meaning of fragmentation in the
media it often utilizes sentence structure such as: political
party fragmentation, legal fragmentation, and movement
fragmentation in which to contrast with the word unity,
integration, homogeneity, uniformity, and wholeness. That
is the interpretation of fragmentation that will be conveyed
in the concept of this research.
Fragmentation is an expression of factionalism
even though it is a distinct term since fragmentation is
spontaneous and temporary, whereas factionalism lasts
longer. Furthermore, fragmentation can lead to factionalism
applying even to non-political organizations. To clarify the
definition, it is necessary to observe the factionalism
concept utilized widely in the study of political parties. In
Muhammadiyah fragmentation is highlighted in
autonomous organizations, ideology, perspectives and
political thinking, and the latter is polarization and
fragmented support for presidential candidates in the 2009
election.40
Factionalism etymologically described in the new
Encyclopedia Dictionary by Weber has two meanings to the

31 T.B. Bottomore, Elite dan Masyarakat (Jakarta: Akbar Tanjung
Institute, 2006), page.iii.
32 Kumpulan Istilah-istilah sosiologi, Jakarta: Universitas Indonesia,
Fakultas Ilmu-ilmu sosial, 1977, page.51
33 Haryanto, Elit, Massa dan Konflik, Pusat antar Universitas-Studi Sosial,
UGM Yogyakarta, 1990, page.6
34 The definition noted by Mills is people possessing stance on economy,
military, and politic shaping an integrated political power that important
decisions determine base structure and purpose of public. Futhermore,
Mills highlights that elite is not a closed and static group with a set of
integrated decisions.

35 J.W.Schoorl.Op.Cit. further information in Haryanto.Ibid.page.68
36 http://www.answers.com/topic/elite
37 Azumardi Azra, Resonansi, Demokrasi Revisited, Republika, 9 Juni
2010
38 Microsoft® Encarta® Reference Library 2005. © 1993-2004 Microsoft
Corporation. All rights reserved
39 www.wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn
40 Factionalism is defined as a struggle of group to gain power, whereas
faction is group of people particularly in political party who often debate
for their interests. Source: B.N. Marbun S.H, Kamus politik, Jakarta:
Pustaka Sinar Harapan, 2002, page.162)

social groups, such as first-class military units or high
aristocrats. The Oxford English Dictionary (1823), then
ۗategorizes “elite” that refers to the existenۗe of soۗial
groups.31 Meanwhile, Soerjono Soekanto limits the notion
of the elite as:
“Groups of soۗieties who are in certain social situations
occupy the highest positions, are considered to have great
power and privileges, and are sometimes interpreted as
ruling aristocratic groups because of hereditary factors. It is
often also interpreted as positions in a relatively high social
structure, and thus those occupying positions also have a
high position.”32
Elite is always a group limited qualitatively and is
very prominent in roles at the top level. Elite, in this
research context, is the religious and intellectual of
structural elite at the central level of Muhammadiyah. In
Muhammadiyah, leadership is held by 13 people from
diverse background.
Scientists studying and terrorizing elite concepts
include Pareto, Mosca, Michels, and Darso concurring that
wherever and whenever society is always led by a group of
small individual power. Moreover, Pareto comprehends
between elites in political power or ruling class and
powerless elite of top positions in society while Suzanna
Keller defines that in the level of influence and impact
resulted in by elites, thus they can survive. Meanwhile,
Haryanto (1990) reveales that elite always refers to a person
or group possessing certain advantages, where elite can
carry out influential roles in certain way of life.33
The habit of social grouping in society based on
certain categories has indeed become an inseparable part of
mind construction of the community. In addition, elite is a
bourgeoisie controlling the economy, and thus the most
appropriate designation in the industrial countries is the
bourgeoisie as the owner of capital.34
To observe the elite in Muhammadiyah is
immensely appropriate to utilize the definition of an elite
defined by JW. Schoorl:
“what is meant ۖy the elite is the position in soۗiety at the
top of the most fundamental social structures, namely high
positions in the economy, government, military, politics,
religion, teaۗhing, and free work.”35
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word “faۗtion” 41 . First, it is group or combination
cooperating and generally towards a larger party (as in a
state, political party or church). The second meaning, it is
as a dispute in a group (Latin – faۗtion’ making aۗtion from
the Faۗere word ‘makes or do’).
According to Harold Lasswell in a book entitled
Encyclopedia of Political Science, factionalism from the
point of view of political science is defined:
“The term faۗtion is generally utilized for ۗonsidering the
constituent group of a larger unit employing for individual
progress or specific policies. This faction appears in an
attempt to power and represents a division of application
details and not prinۗiples.”42
Lasswell notes that factions are actions of a group
of society cooperating in order to advance policies and
personalities in a larger unit like in a country or interest
group. On the one hand, Zariski defines factionalism in
internal political parties as follows:
“Faۗtion is synonymous with ‘any ۗomۖination of party or
group possessing members who have a sense of general
identity and purpose organized to act collectively as a
different part in the party in achieving the expected
goals.”43
Noting the definitions by Zariski, Beller, and
Belloni it can be concluded that faction is in the internal
grouping of political party44 characterized among others;
first, it exists for a certain period of time, has a minimum
organization, demonstrates a general group awareness,
actively conveys political, policy, personal, and specific
objectives of groups within a party, and lastly can be
illustrated as a part in the party.45
Not many studies of Muhammadiyah elite have
been linked to political actions in the electoral democracy
event. In the study of Muhammadiyah, elite is regularly
grasped as religious and economic elite that can sustain
humanitarian social work. To comprehend this, the authors
utilize ɒourdie’s, Putnam’s modality and elite theory
assisting sufficiently the analysis.
The social capital theory introduced by Boudeu
and Putnam is intended to assist in illustrating the political
actions of Muhammadiyah elite by relying on the
availability and absence of three capitals. First, it is the
availability of social capital. According to Putnam, social
capital refers to the frameworks of social organizations such
as networking, norms, and mutual trusts enabling mutually
beneficial coordination and cooperation (1993, 1995).
Another definition, social capital is grasped as a concept
41 Weۖster’s New Enۗyۗlopediۗ Diۗtionary. New Revised Edition,
Cologne: Köhnemann, 1996
42 Noted in Muller-Rommel Innerparteiliche Gruppierungen in der SDP.
Opladen Westdeutscher Verlag. 1982
43 Zariski, Raphael : Party Factions and Comparative Politics: Some
Preliminary Observations,
in: Midwest Journal of Political Science, 1960.
44 Noted in Patrick Kollner and Matthias Basedau, Factionalism in
Political Parties: An Analytical Framework For Comparative Studies,
German Overseas Institute (DUI), Hamburg,2005.
45 Informal character of internal party classification is a rule but it is not
always as a faction point. These groups mentioned in political parties like
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with various interrelated definitions based on social value
of social networks (Portes, 1998: 1). 46 In addition, the
concept underlying social capital has long been emerged in
which philosophers emphasizing the tie between pluralistic
community life and democracy include James Madison
(The Federalist), Alexis de Tocqueville (Democracy in
America), and myriad of other philosophers in the pluralist
tradition that are dominant in American political science.47
This table assists in mapping the elite modalities of
Muhammadiyah in which these modalities are organized by
individual elites to legitimize their political maneuvers.
Type of
Capital
social capital
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
political
capital

economical
capital

cultural
capital

Capital Coverage; includes
Networking (national and international)
Statue in society (education, religion, and so
on)
Descent (the nobility, ruler)
Strength influence in society
A large and respectable organization
committee
Political position
Experience in organizing society
Descent (the nobility, ruler)
Strength in public decision making
Reputation and legitimacy
Wealth (financial, material)
Descent (the nobility, ruler)
Strength influence in society
Islamic middle class
Bureaucrat
Education degree (high)
Image and symbol of religion
Appreciation of art / culture / cultural
preaching

The modalities above are possessed by the elite
and only the quality and intensity distinguishing elite from
one another. There are several papers that have observed
about the theme of communication seen from various
political perspectives, elite theory, media, and discourses in
the political transition repertoire in Indonesia that the
authors consider relevant to be used as a theoretical
framework and reference material for writing the same topic
even in broader context or more specific.
Nakamura (1983) observes the development of
Muhammadiyah in an anthropological perspective focusing
attention on the local circumstances faced by
Muhammadiyah in Kotagede, Yogyakarta. Nakamura
attempts to prove that Muhammadiyah represents a process
of religious change taking place due to interaction between
various internal elements of Javanese society. Moreover,
youth association can act as a faction if the group witness the
characteristics aformentioned above (particularly in reaching political
aims).
46 Various aspects from the concept have been discussed by all social
science disciplines in which some observed the use in the modern era as
Jane Jacobs did in 1960s. The first thorough explanation was conveyed by
Pierre Bourdieu in 1972. Meanwhile, James Coleman noted definition of
Glenn Loury in 1977. Another well-known concept was OECD that social
capital, ”… as “networks together with shared norms, values and
understandings that facilitate co-operation within or among groups.”
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Muhammadiyah is suspected from the beginning not as the
pattern of political movement. However, critically there are
various agenda intersecting with politics. In addition,
contemporary study conducted by Jurdi (2008) on
Muhammadiyah is written as thick as 520 pages with a wide
time and spectrum limit of 1966-2006. Unfortunately, the
authors have not specifically found the study for the elite to
make efforts for survival of the fittest in the political stage
which ends in the economic stage.48
Table 2.2 Muhammadiyah Studies
Title
Muhammadiya
h The Political
Behaviour Of a
Muslim
Modernist
Organization
Under Dutch
Colonialism

Author
Alfian
(1989)

Menggugat
Muhammadiya
h

Abdul
Munir
Mulkhan

The Cresent
Aries Over the
Banyan Three:
A Study of the
Muhammadija
h Movement in
a Central
Javanese Town
(1976)

Mitsuo
Nakamura,
50

Conclusion
There are three
types of
Muhammadiyah
as reformist
movement of
Islam in
Indonesia,
namely as a
religious
reformist, agent
of changes dan a
political
force.49
Muhammadiyah
must thoroughly
criticizes it
including in
terms of
observing
perception about
the tie between
Muhammadiyah
and political
parties. Santri,
as Islamic
political actor
term, is the main
point of
discussion.
Muhammadiyah
is multi-colored
in a neutral
sense. A
modernist
Islamic
organization or
movement that
cannot be seen
from one side
with one
approach but
requires a
holistic
approach.

Muhammadiya
h dalam
Dinamika
Politik
Indonesia
1966-2006

Syarifudin
Jurdi

Elit
Muhammadiya
h & kekuasaan
politik

Syarifuddin
Jurdi

Deficiency
The locality
dimension is
stronger rather
than general
elite which is
colonial
setting.

Muhammadiya
h, Islam dan
Runtuhnya
Orde Baru
(Studi Tentang
Perubahan
Perilaku Politik
Muhammadiya
h Periode
1995-1998).

Locality

48 Syarifudin Jurdi, Muhammadiyah dalam Dinamika Politik 1966-2006,(
Yogyakarta, Pustaka Pelajar, 2010).
49 Alfian. Muhammadiyah The Political Behaviour Of a Muslim
Modernist Organization Under Dutch Colonialism (Yogyakarta: Gadjah
Mada University Press, 1989)
50 Mitsuo Nakamura, The Cresent Aries Over the Banyan Three: A Study
of the Muhammadijah Movement in a Central Javanese Town. Alih Bahasa
Oleh Yusron Asrofi (Yogyakarta: Gadjahmada University Press, 1983)
51 This book included active involvement aspects of Muhammadiyah in
political process. As a result of research, the book is categorized as
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Suwarno 53
(2000),

The most
comprehensive
study of
Muhammadiyah
a political
dynamics as
well as power
and political
aspects.51
How the local
Muhammadiyah
elite specifically
in Bima, East
Nusa Tenggara
on the political
stage in the
reform era with
the condition of
regional
autonomy and
freedom a new
round of
democracy in
Indonesia is.52
Muhammadiyah
’s internal
dynamics were
strongly
influenced by
the appearance
of Amien Rais
as the
Muhammadiyah
elite marking
the change of
leadership in
Muhammadiyah
from preacher
leadership to
scholars, and
leading
Muhammadiyah
to be more
politically
oriented vis a
vis the
government. In
addition, Amien
Rais introduced
Muhammadiyah
to a cooperative
attitude, but it
was very critical
of the abuse of
power of New
Order regime.

Lack of space
to witness the
political role
of the future of
Muhammadiya
h by reflecting
on the 2009
election.
This research
is an important
frame for
seeing the
Muhammadiya
h elite at a
higher level as
the authors
will observe.

From some of the literatures above, the authors
have not found a specific research on organizational
communication in Muhammadiyah by involving central
actors both at national and at local levels by observing the
challenge of fragmentation in the elite structure regarding
historical and conceptual about Muhammadiyah involvement in Indonesia
politics in authoritarian age (1996-1998) and New Order regime (19982006).
52 Syarifudin Jurdi, (2004), Elite Muhammadiyah dan kekuasaan Politik,
Studi tentang tingkah laku Politik Elite Lokal Muhammadiyah sesudah
Orde Baru, Yogyakarta Gadjah Mada University Press.
53 Suwarno, Muhammadiyah Sebagai Oposisi ( Yogyakarta: UII Press,
2001)
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religious attitudes and thoughts as well as politics. This
encourages authors to examine more deeply how the elite
configuration in political communication is carried out in an
organization in winning an election which of course will
deal with a pragmatic and non-ideological party machine
while Muhammadiyah is highly ideological in shaping a
political action system.
C.

Research Method
This qualitative-descriptive research is motivated
by rational and objective thinking focusing on
understanding and describing phenomena, not only on
observing for causality towards the phenomenon under
study but also on interpreting critically. This is fundamental
because qualitative research does emphasis the quality of
analysis and not static data.54
Descriptive research in Harari Nawawi
interpretation is interpreted as an objective problem solving
research procedure. 55 Moreover, it is elucidated by
Surahkmad that descriptive research generally focuses on
the challenges and begins with data collection then
analyzed.56 In addition, this type of research is typically
beneficial for examining hypotheses.57
The object of the research was one phenomenon
that has occurred and thus the data were collected and
systematized with several data collection techniques as
follows: first, it was library research in which information
was collected from both books, official documents, issued
by organization as material for more in-depth and
comprehensive analysis. Furthermore, news and opinion
coverage material in print and online mass media would be
utilized.
This research was conducted on modern
organization that had periodic communication media such
as Suara Muhammadiyah magazine,58 and official news of
the organization as objective documents becoming
references to political actions at various levels. Second, indepth interview needed to be conducted even though this
research was more dominated by reviewing literature. This
was intended to verify data listed either in print media
publications or different perspectives. The interview
technique was semi-structured that was an interview guide
containing an outline that would be asked 59 to the
respondent and carried out informally or opened
interview.60
Since this research was an organization and
library research, then in addition to literature review, elite
interviews were conducted for cross-checking and
information validation purposes. Besides, elites are

54 Bambang Purwoko, Lecture material, 1997
55 Hadari Nawawi and Matini Hadri, Instrumen Penelitian Bidang Sosial,
(Yogyakarta: Gadjah Mada university Press, 1992) page. 7
56 Winarno Surakhmad, Dasar dan tekhnik Research, dalam Marzuki
“metodologi Riset, (Yogyakarta: BPFEUII, 1989) page. 37
57 There are several descriptive research methods. However, the authors
utilize case study model. The case study is why Muhammadiyah fails to
support presidential and vice presidential candidate in the 2004 election?
According to Yin (cited by Susilo, 1998:1), case study has three
classifications such as: (1) Investigate a contemporary phenomenon within
its real life context; when. (2) The boundaries between phenomenon and
context are not clearly evident; and in which (3) multiple sources of
evidence are used.
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determinant and policy makers in Muhammadiyah
movement as well as possess influence. The selected
interview was an unstructured interview – an interview
guide only containing an outline to be canvassed61 and
carried out informally62.
The last step was data analysis in which it was a
process of arranging data sequences, organizing into
formula, categories, and basic unit descriptions to obtain
objectives conclusion. Then, the data were categorized and
crosschecked among data for validation. Moreover, data
obtained from the field and literature review ill be analyzed
utilizing interpretative description analysis and presented in
narrative form. The process was begun with reviewing data
available from various sources.63
D.

The Broken Down but Connected Elite
There are two fundamental findings that authors
discover from this study; first, the spectrum of
Muhammadiyah’s elite politiۗal fragmentation, and second,
the causes of elite fragmentation in Muhammadiyah. Both
of these are historical facts that the analysis authors have
with a number of relevant theories. In addition, there are
several theories the authors convey such as elite theory
introduced by Vilfredo Pareto, Gaentanno Mosca, C.
Wright Mills, TB Bottomore, and Robert Putnam as well as
the modality theory defined by Bourdieu (1986) and
Putnam (1976) that will assist in describing the capital
theorization that is highly fundamental in the research of
political
economy
of
anthropology-socio-politics
nowadays.
As a historical fact, the emergence of group within
Muhammadiyah is not entirely new. However, the authors
believes that along with the political and social dynamics
occurring in Indonesia, there are several interpretations that
need to be revised related to the variant of the group,
behavior, and political character that is not monotonous,
uniform and monolithic. This group emerged in the
complicated history of Muhammadiyah in the 2009 election
with the emergence of Partai Matahari Bangsa (PMB)
whiۗh was politiۗal ۗlimax referred to as “politiۗal
fundamentalism” (Pamungkas, 2010) whose ۗharaۗter is
different from the fundamentalist group in previous
Muhammadiyah.
Moreover, there are variants; such as first, political
fundamentalists or called as practical political group. It was
represented by Din Syamsuddin, and several figures such as
Bambang Sudibyo, Amien Rais, Imam Daruqutni, Anis
Matta, Hidayat Nur Wahid, Muslim Abdurrahman, Ahmad
Rofiq, and so on. Meanwhile, among academics, there are

58 Suara Muhammadiyah or SM is the only official magazine spreading
nationally and reaching more than twenty thousand exemplars as well as
becoming the oldest organization communication method which has been
established in 1915.
59 Suharsimi Arikunto, Prosedur Penelitian Suatu Pendekatan Praktek
(cet. Ke-10). (Jakarta: Rineka Cipta, 1996), page. 229.
60 Op.cit, Lexy J. Moleong, page.13.
61 ) Suharsimi Arikunto, Prosedur Penelitian Suatu Pendekatan Praktek
(cet. Ke-10). (Jakarta: Rineka Cipta, 1996), page. 229.
62) Lexy J. Moleong, Metode Penelitian Kualitatif, page.13.
63 Lexy Moleong., page.247
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Munir Mulkan, Bachtiar Effendy, Yunahar Ilyas, Zuly
Qodir, Muhajir Effendy, Syafii Maarif. In addition, they are
not pragmatic and very ideological compared with the
history of politics and parties such as Muhammadiyah and
Masyumi figures. However, they argue that the struggle of
Islam must cooperate with country, unlike Mas Mansur,
Kasman S, and Agus Salim. In the 2009 election, this group
attempted to convince Muhammadiyah followers of certain
choices in smooth, strategic methods because
Muhammadiyah members were considered to be smart at
observing where their political elite were. Unfortunately, it
is ineffective works. The defeat of this group in the 2009
election was the second time after the 2004 presidential
election in which Muhammadiyah through the Denpasar
decree formally supported the best cadre, Amien Rais,
becoming a candidate paired up with Siswono
Yudhohusodo.
Second, a passive moderate group which
frequently conveys in public space that Muhammadiyah are
in the midst of inhabitants and unwilling to division in
which they believe that Islamic lecture is more crucial than
political world affairs. Furthermore, they believe that
politics is breaing and preaching embraces. Third, the
moderate group is an active group. It is difference with
passive group is that this group actively seeks and collects
as well as analyzes news as material in determining political
choices which may be represented by groups in the middle,
namely those who have supported Amien Rais to become
presidential candidates for situational reasons such as
ɒusyro Muqodas, ɑۖdul Mu’ti, ɑgung Danarto, Sukriyanto
AR, Muhammad Muqodas, Zamroni Khoiruddin Bashori,
and so on.
Fourth, Khitoish group tends to be flexible but
possess a basis for arguments, perspectives, and principles
about what organization purpose they would obey. It
witnesses that they always utilize basic principle as a
benchmark to struggle in the political sphere. The number
of followers is immensely huge ۖeۗause Muhammadiyah’s
purposes prohibit political practice which is strong enough
to be embedded in Muhammadiyah. In practical political
action, they tend to keep distance and unwilling to be
trapped in political agenda considered as full of intrigue.
Prominent group includes Haedar Nashir, Rasyad Sholeh,
Agung Danarto, and several Muhammadiyah elites in the
region. Moreover, the group claims preaching through
Muhammadiyah is not less noble by contributing in other
field such as the political arena and even through Islamic
organizations in which it is more able to prove theology of
zeal or what is often called theology of al-maun.
Meanwhile, in the political sphere many things are always
converted to money.
The last is the apolitical group consisting of two
types such as semi-apolitical and truly apolitical. These
groups do not desire to be servant in political activities and
focus on matters of worship and jurisprudence (Islamic
law/fiqh). They are basically in Muhammadiyah tarjih or
tabligh or are Muhammadiyah figures that are clerics with
books on jurisprudence and Islamic religion as a reference

or are called as the Muhammadiyah conservative line. In
addition, they are quite pessimistic and lack confidence in
the democratic mechanism in which members following
them also float in political choice and ultimately decide
choices spontaneously. The number of these groups is
numerous and many parties or candidates benefit from the
floating mass of Muhammadiyah. At the level of
Muhammadiyah central administrator, it is almost difficult
to observe the truly apolitical. However, the authors believe
that dozens of the Muhammadiyah central administrators
ۗonvey “politiۗs is dirty”.
From the analysis utilized, there are several
important points regarding the causes of the occurrence of
breakdown of political character among Muhammadiyah
elites who have not been monolithic, or what Prof. Kim
notes that Muhammadiyah provides space for groups even
though they are opposing each other in perspectives and
actions. In summary, for instance, it can be concluded that
firstly, the continuity of history occurs in the 100 year old
organization. Past events are a reflection of what will
happen in future. Since the emergence of Muhammadiyah,
it was not in a vacuum but in the political circumstance
where strategy and political communication were clearly
becoming fact inseparable from the Muhammadiyah elites
from 1912 to 1945. It is undeniable that Muhammadiyah
had dozen of influential figures in the beginning of
Muhammadiyah. Furthermore, they were categorized as
ideological politician cum preacher 64 . Meanwhile,
Muhammadiyah politicians nowadays are pragmatic
politicians or noting the term of Maarif (2008), politics is as
a livelihood.
Secondly, foreign ideological intervention cannot
be underestimated that the emergence of Tarbiyah
movement transforming into Justice Party (PK) (1998) then
became Prosperity and Justice Party (PKS) (2002) after
being tumbled by the electoral threshold. The transnational
ideological intervention was considered to have threatened
and transformed into a destructive movement on
Muhammadiyah. On the one hand, the situation resulted in
strong critique at internal Muhammadiyah. The large
number of Muhammadiyah young activists leaving for and
choosing PKS as their new place shows the weakness of
internal militancy and internalization of Muhammadiyah
and proves that PKS is more Islamic, militant, and far better
than Muhammadiyah as a new movement in the new age.
Nonetheless, many also did not withdraw from their
positions and were not active as PKS activists and
administrators. There is no disobedience in the perspective
of Muhammadiyah allowing cadres to involve in political
party. This is what contributes to the novel phenomenon of
political group in Muhammadiyah which was tumultuous in
the election.
The conflict and cold war had occurred between
Muhammadiyah elites who were anti-PKS and the
Muhammadiyah groups in PKS such as Anis Matta and
Hidayat Nur Wahid who were Muhammadiyah central
administrators as well as cadres in PKS.

64 It was noted that political parties consisted of ideology and showed
militancy of their ideology in 1955.
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Thirdly, having inclusive and autonomous
organizational design, Muhammadiyah has since been
established and until now have been seen as an open and not
exclusive organization. It can be observed in the variety of
member backgrounds in Muhammadiyah. As an
implication, there is disparity in attitudes and responses to
national and local phenomena. The other organizational
characteristics are the nature of autonomy given very
broadly to the autonomous organizations and also several
institutions which are very open to opportunities for
different perspectives among thirteen central elites of
Muhammadiyah. Moreover, there are phenomena that can
represent the situation, for example the Tabligh assembly
which is more directed to Amien Rais as his political
direction where Hikmah Assembly (Majelis Hikmah) will
ۖe more inۗlined to support Din Syamsuddin’s maneuver.
Fourthly, the elites of political pragmatism, with
each modality or legitimacy basis that the Muhammadiyah
elite possess, have their own way to run in politics. There
are myriad of evidences that the authors have, compiled in
the previous chapters in which the Muhammadiyah elite
political legitimacy in the 2009 election was clearly
pragmatic as expressed by Din Syamsuddin (General
Chairperson of PP Muhammadiyah) supporting JK-WIN
because he was disappointed with SBY and the collapse of
political machine namely the National Sun Party (PMB,
founded in 2006) and Muhammadiyah with 30 million
citizens who are expected to be in line with Din Syamsuddin
which is clearly far from expectations. Furthermore, the
same is true of Syafii Maarif promoting JK-WIN which in
fact has a problem with human rights enforcement and New
Order regime; Golkar. Then, what seems most pragmatic is
how Amien Rais silenced himself against the critical and
reformed agenda that he built through Muhammadiyah,
Muhammadiyah Mandate Association, until the
establishment of the National Mandate Party (PAN).
At the end of political event called presidential and
vice presidential election, Amien Rais and members in PAN
then organized coalition to SBY-Budiono with various
interests including having the minister in the cabinet and
financing the party machinery. In addition, Amien Rais was
appreciated as a saviour of Muhammadiyah when the vice
presidential candidate who was supported by most of the
Muhammadiyah elite was defeated in the 2009 election. As
a result, various Muhammadiyah youth movements
emerged with highly strong criticism against Amien Rais
and PAN as well as a pragmatic figure whose rejection led
to ɑmien Rais’ reluۗtanۗe to re-enter the committee of
Muhammadiyah’s ۗentral leadership.
Some young Muhammadiyah activists are likely to
be able to breathe freely. However, political relations with
Muhammadiyah were unfinished because Din Syamsuddin
was also known as an experienced politician. Thus,
Muhammadiyah in the future will experience in the political
dynamics and compete among the old elite and new elite
which are not monolithic.
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E.

Concluding Remarks

There are two main conclusions of this research.
First, the spectrum of political fragmentation of
Muhammadiyah elite is obvious. The emergence of groups
or variants of political ideology and behavior in
Muhammadiyah is not entirely new. Nonetheless, that along
with the dynamics of the national and internal politics of
Muhammadiyah, there are several points needed to be
revised related to the variant of the group that continues to
vary where the behavior or political character is not
monotonous, uniform, and monolithic. This group emerged
in the span of the history of Muhammadiyah which was
complicated at the 2009 election by the emerging of PMB
where it was the climax of political ambition of what is
referred to as “politiۗal fundamentalism” whose character is
distinct with the Islamic fundamentalists in previous
Muhammadiyah. These variants include, first, the political
fundamentalists or called pragmatic political group, second,
the passive moderate group, third, the active moderate
group differing passively in terms of the activity of seeking,
collecting and analyzing news as material to determine
politiۗal ۗhoiۗes. Fourth, the ‘ɜhitoist’ faۗtion arguing that
political involvement is limited to what is regulated or
allowed by organizational decisions. The last is the
apolitical group uninterested in political affairs because
they interpret Muhammadiyah not as a political
organization.
The second finding is related to the causes of
fragmentation of political approach among Muhammadiyah
elites. It happens due to several reasons; first, historical
continuity where it is a destiny in Muhammadiyah which is
not monolithic. The second is the other ideology
intervention that cannot be denied as a reason for the
emergence of Tarbiah movement becoming main conflict
between ideological political interests, especially in the era
of electoral democracy – the Muhammadiyah grassroots are
the most affected. Third, an inclusive and autonomous
organizational design results in the strongest infrastructure
for not being in a political stance. Moreover,
Muhammadiyah has since been established and been seen
as an inclusive and accommodative organization in sociopolitical interactions. The fourth is elite pragmatism, with
each of the modalities and legitimacy bases owned by the
Muhammadiyah elite, and they witness their own ways for
determining position and thought in politics.
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Abstract— As the rising of Arab Spring in 2011, some
countries in the Middle East started to do demonstration to
pursue the better governmental system which adjusts
Democracy into the system. In March 2011, Arab Spring
influenced Pro-Democracy people in Syria who mostly Sunnis to
overthrow its authoritarian president, Bashar Al-Assad by doing
demonstration. Assad is also known as an authoritarian
president because of his inheritance of governmental position
and in military sector to his family who believes in Shi’i Alawite.
In July 2011, the conflict escalated and made Assad responded
by heavier forces against the protestors. However, United States
and European countries criticized and strongly condemned
toward Assad’s manner in facing the conflict with his citizen.
Meanwhile, Iran and Russia stay supporting and appreciate the
decision of Assad to preserve his position as a president.
Especially Russia, they help Syria in fighting against the opposite
of Syrian government in any kind of form such as military aid,
troops, and medicine. This undergraduate thesis will analyze the
external and internal factors of Russian decision on their Foreign
Policy toward Syrian Civil War. Moreover, this undergraduate
thesis will also show the needs of Russia in intervening Syrian
Civil War.

the Arab Spring, the most complex and breath-taking
destructions are in Syria. Many people assumed that Bashar
Al-Assad is the one who responsible for every mess that
happened in Syria. He is an official president of Syria since
2000. He was a big hope for Syrian people to bring a better
regime. At the beginning of his era, he could generate Syria
economically and politically, such as exporting agricultural
product and oil (Haran, 2016). Therefore, he was sure that Arab
Spring will not touch a peaceful country like Syria.

Keywords—Russia, Syria, Syrian Civil War, Intervention,
Interest

I.
INTRODUCTION
Syria is known as a place where thebig crisis of
humanitarian in this 21st century happens, the next Proxy War,
and also a war ۖetween Sunni and Shi’a Muslims whiۗh
escalates the gap between these 2 different sects. Syrian Civil
War occurred as the impact of Arab Spring which was
happened in December 2010. A throwback to the time when
Arab Spring was begun, it was started to spread in the Middle
East and North Africa countries and tried to change the
governmental system in most of the Arabian countries such as
Tunisia, Egypt, Bahrain, Libya, Yemen, Lebanon, Algeria,
Jordan, Oman, and Syria. Arab Spring is a term for the wave
of social protest where the uprising of revolution toward ProDemocracy happened (Mohamedou, 2012).
Arab Spring seems does not fit in Libya, Yemen, and Syria
because of its government who it to happen in their country.
Therefore, the response of Arab Spring in Libya, Yemen, and
Syria was a disaster for the people who pro-democracy in those
countries because it is fulfilled with bloody refused civil war,
violence, terrorism, and a big mass of fleeing refugees (Staff,
2011). Furthermore, among the destruction that happened in
Universitas Muhammadiyah Yogyakarta, Yogyakarta, Indonesia

The other reason for Arab Spring occurred in Syria is
because of the political suppression. There was no political
party in Syria ۖesides ɒa’ath party who can lead Syria. The
other example of no freedom in ɑssad’s regime is the
apprehension of a group of young men in Dar’a for drawing
anti-regime graffiti was incongruous because Al-Assad
captured, tortured, and even killed them. This action tempted
big mass protestors about the cruelty of the government under
Bashar Al-Assad. He tends to use military and security forces
to face the protestors, while Syrian military training for the
external threats but not for the internal disturbance. As the
result, government coalition with the military against civilians
meets the dimension of Civil War (Manfreda, 2017).
In the bloody Syrian civil war, to keep the balance of power
from the opposition groups who fight against the regime, Syria
has aligned with a superpower country and a country who has
the same belief with Al-Assad, they are Russia and Iran. Iran
supports Syria at the regional level because it has become the
staunۗhest supporter of ɑssad and it’s a part of ɑlawite
community. While Russia, gives support at the global level,
because Moscow provides an obvious a diplomatic shield for
Damascus regime, and support it with arms supplies.
On September 4th, 2015, in Vladivostok, Russian
President, Vladimir Putin stated that “We signed major
contracts with Syria some 5-7 years ago, and we are complying
with them in full....However, we will continue our consultation
both with our friends in Syria and with the countries in the
region.” (Rahman, 2016) This statement ۗlearly expressed that
Moscow will support Damascus unconditionally and took any
risk that would happen to Russia itself. In this thesis, the writer
will focus on how deep Russian involvement in Syrian Civil
War and also will try to explain how the internal and external
affairs can influence Russia to involve in Syrian Civil War.
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II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
A. Perception
According to the book, The Logic of International
Relations that has been written by Walter S. Jones and K. J
Holsti, Perception has an important role in influencing the
actors of world politics that caused a conflicting situation in the
international arena.Moreover, according to Walter Jones,
perception is about the subjective ways of someonein defining
facts. Perception is one of the crucial factors of Human
behavior because it could construct or shape the behavior of
someone or something and perception influences the
impressions of someone for other people’s traits and
personalities. Furthermore, Walter S. Jones has divided the
composition of the concept of perception into three parts, there
are: 1) Belief which has a definition about the certainty of
someone towards reality description is proved, true, and
known. Usually, belief is based on the acceptance of the
information from the environment, even though sometimes is
not always similar to the existing data. 2) Value means
someone’s preferenۗe toward a ۗertain statement of reality
over the others. Moreover, a value is not referring to what does
exist but tends to what should exist. 3) Cognition is the
fundamental base for the building or changing the perception
system. The concept of changing national perception refers to
introduce the new cognition that will change the beliefs and
values of that state itself (Alfadh, 2012). In the relation whit
this thesis, Cognition has a role in providing Russia the
information about Syria which has influence Russia to assist
and support Syrian Government in the Syrian Civil War.
B. Geopolitics
Geopolitics is a science that based on geography and has a
strong interaction and relation with the political powers of a
state, therefore the core of a region from the geographical point
of view provides an arrangement for geopolitics and must to be
proceeded to succeed for the long term. In addition,
Geopolitics also means that geographic factors are important
to be considered for the diplomatic and military planners in
every decision making of policy or strategy in order to increase
the performance of a state in the world arena for a long term.
There are some aspects to analyze Geopolitics in order to help
the policymakers in making certain political conclusion and
project for the future. According to Cohen, there are 2
important aspects: 1) The description of geographic which
relate to political power. 2) Put the spatial frameworks that
include interacting political power units.
C. Geo-strategy
Geo-strategy is a subfield of geopolitics and it explains the
strategy of geopolitics or known as a geographic guideline for
a state’s foreign poliۗy. Moreover, geostrategiۗ stresses the
efforts of a state in maximizing the project military power and
maneuvering diplomatic activity. However, a state has limited
resources and capabilities, therefore they must focus on the
specific areas of this world in the military and political way.
Geo-strategy of a state is notalways motivated by the
geographic reasons or geographical actors, but it could be
based on similar ideology, interest group, or even from the
interest of the leader (KumarSahoo, 2010). Furthermore, a geostrategy of a state usually can be described by using some
standards, which are: 1) the position of a state by
geographically and its relationship in the military operation
arena. 2) The position of a state from the important regions and
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international communications such as trading and economic
area, industrial regions, or transportation lines, natural
resourۗes, etۗ. 3) ɑ state’s territorial size, in order to organize
the needs of defense and to conduct the military operation. 4)
Utilizing the geopolitical space to fulfill the military sector
especially for military construction and conducting a war. 5)
The distance between the potential and the real area for a war
and military conflicts (Isakova, 2005).
III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This research used qualitative research method by data
collecting. The method of data collecting is conducted through
the library research such as printed and electronic media,
online newspaper, internet, video, articles or journals and some
reference books.
IV. CONTENT
The involvement of Russia considered as the worsening
factor of this conflict since it has caused a lot of people died
and made Syria as the big producer of refugees fleeing out of
the country. Moreover, to know and understand the alliance of
two countries or more, it is important to have an assessment to
understand the history between those countries who involved
in a treaty or agreement. Thus, History could help to analyze
and explain the behavior and treatment of a country towards
the others, and give the time-ranging toward the dynamic of
the relationships itself. Furthermore, the other important aspect
of understanding a relationship two countries or more is from
the similar background they share with each other.
A. The History of Relationships between Russia and Syria
The relationship of Russia and Syria was formally
established since the Post-Cold War began when the Soviet
Union was collapsed. Russia has gone through an instability
period of time, politically, economically, and also socially. For
example, since the collapse of Soviet Union, the military of
Russia was struggling to face a lot of problems regarding the
shortage equipment and lack of training and discipline.
Moreover, in the Post-Cold War, Russia was also suffering
from the proliferation of corruption, also they became fragile
and even lost its allies. Since then, Russia focuses to put their
main interest on the former of Soviet Union.
Moreover, the relationship of Russia and Syria established
because of the similar problems that they have which are the
issue of radical Islam movement and also Russian desires to
have an access to the Mediterranean Sea. Thus, Syria appeared
to support Russia to rise up again from the fall and they become
a “support-system” until now. It is also proved with the Treaty
of Friendship and Cooperation which signed on 8th October
1980 by Leonid Brezhnev, the Head of the Soviet Union and
Hafez Al-Assad, the leader of Syria.
Historically, their relationship existed since 1944 by
diplomatic links. Since 1950 until 1980 they were often to do
multi-faced bilateral relations, specifically in the military
trading. Furthermore, this relationship escalated since Egypt
decided to separate from the Soviet Union and became allies
with the United States. It makes Syria become the country that
got a lot of Soviet attentions in weaponry systems in the Middle
East. Russia also wants to restore its importance in the
international view and to get the prominent position in the Arab
– Muslims world (Kreutz, 2010).
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B. The Similar Background of Russia and Syria in Fighting
Separatism
The Long-standing relationship between Syria and Russia
is not only because of the weapon and oil trading, yet it is also
due to the eaۗh ۗountry’s trauma toward the separatism. Sinۗe
1991, after the Soviet Union fell down, it lost some important
part of its members like South Caucasus countries and Central
Asia which are Georgia, Azerbaijan, Armenia, etc. Moreover,
Russia needs to face the current issue of separatism which is
the insurgency of North Caucasus. It led by the Extremist
Sunni Muslims who wanted to be independent of Soviet Union
due to the different interests that they have. There are more
than 20 million Russian Muslims living in North Caucasus and
had 2 wars with Russia. Besides
The other issue is about Ukraine and Crimea, Ukraine was
a part of USSR or Soviet Union until 1991. As the fall of Soviet
Union, Ukraine declared to follow the rules of Ukrainians laws
rather than Soviet Union’s and took Crimea along with them.
Before 2014, Crimea did not belong to Russia because it was
under Ukraine’s authority yet Ukraine made it ۖeۗame an
independent state. However, there was an issue that the citizen
of Crimea wanted to rejoin Russia. Recognizing this good
news, Vladimir Putin was welcoming Crimea to come back
home.In Crimea Referendum in 2014, it declares that Crimea
wants to be with Russia which proved by the result of the
Referendum itself (Draxhev, 2014).
For Ukraine, Crimean Ethnic (Tartar) and the Western
countries this referendum is illegitimate, therefore Ukraine
responded in an aggressive way toward it and put its military
on the border of Ukraine-Crimea. Seeing this response, Russia
who has full authority of Crimea also put his troops on the
border of Crimea to maintain the military occupation of
Ukraine in the area (Curran, 2015). Since then, these two
countries still have a high tension among them. In addition,
Russia also facing the rebellions from the Crimea, the Tatar
Crimean people who are known as the Muslim minority that
lives in Crimea for centuries.
Furthermore, in this 21st century, Syria also needs to
struggle to fight against most of his citizen, Sunni Muslims
who asked for freedom from Syria government. They wanted
to topple down their president because of their prejudices
toward Assad practicing bad governance like corruption, so on
and so forth. On the other side, during the Syrian Civil War,
there were a lot of groups came from neighborhood Muslim
states tried to divide and take over Syria from Bashar Al-Assad
such as ISIS, Al-Nusra Front and Free Syrian Army who also
consider as the group of extremist Muslim (Cafarella, 2016).
Moreover, in 2012 there were several countries, especially the
western countries that illegally involved in this war and
supported those rebellion groups to be free from a dictator
leader, Bashar Al-Assad. Those countries are the alliance that
supports the separatism between the former of Soviet Union
countries and Russia (O'Connor).
C. The Similar Background of Russia and Syria in Fighting
Western Countries
The Falling of the Soviet Union caused by several reasons
and one of them is because of the influence of United States
who supports the destruction of USSR itself. The strategy of
Democracy which known as the American system also shaped
the tactics for the main actors in the destructing Soviet Union,
for example, by influencing Mikhail Gorbachev and Boris
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Nikolayevich Yeltsin to practice Pro-western such as
Democracy in his regime. Mikhail Gorbachev is the former of
Soviet Union leader who stimulated the drama of the falling of
Soviet Union. He is a ۗlose friend of United State’s former
president, Ronald Reagan. Many people see that the end of
Cold War could come up because of their warm relationship.
According to his interview with BBC, Mikhail Gorbachev
stated that "A split in society and a struggle in a country like
ours, overflowing with weapons, including nuclear ones, could
have left so many people dead and caused such destruction. I
could not let that happen just to cling on to power. Stepping
down was my victory." It means he tried to avoid the civil war
that will happen just because to protect his position and power
as a leader. Therefore, in December 21st, 1991, Soviet Union
is officially collapsed and for the West, they see Mikhail as the
hero for the Soviet Union due to its effort to bring freedom
there, yet for some ex-Soviet Union people, Gorbachev is a
betrayer (Rosenberg, 2016).
Furthermore, the establishment of NATO considered as the
action to prevent and keep the balance of the United States and
the other European countries toward the rising of the Soviet
Union and its allies after the World War II or at the beginning
of Cold War. Certainly, for western leaders, Soviet Union was
spreading a threat to Europe by influencing East Europe with
the ideology of Soviet Union in order to join USSR as one of
its allies (Gedjošová, 2015). In the ۗurrent issues, NATO tried
to support Ukraine for its revolutions. However, Russia reacted
by using military forces to those who threaten their interest and
improved the Ukraine – European Union economic
relationship to influence European countries in favor with
Russia. On the other hand, the United States and NATO
retaliated Russian aggression by expanding their policies to
Europe, and one of NɑTO’s poliۗies toward Europe is
European Reassurance Initiative. By this policy, NATO would
like to increase the risk and cost of Russian Aggression.
At the same time, Bashar Al-Assad is anti-western, antiIsrael and Pro-Palestinian policies. Bashar Al-Assad has a
skeptical view toward the west and Israel, and it was increased
when the Syrian Civil War began. Syria has a tension with
Israel due to its conflicting border since a few years ago. The
government of Syria also has increased its military service
toward the conflict and tried to utilize its military to give
Palestine freedom. In September 2011, Assad sent Palestine
people to live in Syria, espeۗially to the Israeli’s ۖorder in order
to show the strength of Syria and the resistance toward Israel
(5Pillars, 2016). This thing is one of the reasons that made
Syria become anti-western, due to the relationship and the
support that the United States gives to Israel, it makes Syria
become more skeptic to the west.
However, since the crisis happened, Bashar Al-Assad knew
that his citizen wanted perfect democracy and freedom to be
implemented in the country, and wanted Assad to step down
from the governmental system and give his authoritarian
leadership up. However, he declined his citizen desire and
using military force to face them in order to hold his position
on (Haran, 2016). Syria has a cynical view of the western
especially United States because of the involvement of U.S in
Syrian Civil War. He admitted in his interview with the
Australian SBS TV in 2016, The West has a misinterpretation,
misconception, or probably kind of propaganda toward Russia
and Iran who supported Syria government in The Civil War.
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Assad blamed the warmongers on the American administration
who provoked the situation in Syria. Moreover, he stated that
the ɑmeriۗan administrations sinۗe 50’s are very popular with
creating chaos in another country regardless solving the
problem itself. American power in invading other countries
was a big deal, especially when the US invaded Iraq, Libya,
Syria and Yemen, they have not achieved anything. Again,
Assad stressed that America and its allies only good at creating
a problem but never really solving it (Al-Assad, 2016).
D. Russian Strategy in Military Sector for the Syrian Crisis
In the Syrian Civil War, Vladimir Putin has brought the
cooperation in the military sector into another level. In
February 2012, Russian Foreign Minister, Sergei Lavrov was
given orders by the president to go to Syria for a peace mission
during the Syrian Crisis and he was accompanied by the head
of Russia’s Intelligenۗe Serviۗe, Mikhail Fradkov. In that
discussion, they were talking about the stoۗkpiles of Syria’s
chemical weapons, military and its territory. Russia also
supports Bashar Al-Assad in order to improve the naval
facilities in the northern mountains on the Mediterranean Sea.
And also, to get the naval facilities secured and maintained
with the protection from a very loyal and convenient ally which
is Assad and his Alawite clan (Saradzhyan, 2015).
Russia has expanded Russian Port facilities for the naval
base at Tartus as well as their air base in the south of Latakia.
It has taken the world’s attention ۖeۗause Russia seems to ۖuild
up a Russian airbase which gives a capability to involve
actively in the Syrian Civil War when Assad has been losing
ground. Putin and Russia have been in the same position before
the Syrian crisis. In 2008, Russia had a plan about the major
expansion of its naval base in Syria as the hard-line that they
took in facing the US and the west over the transmission of
missile defense in Poland and in defense of Russia invasion in
Georgia.
Further, on September 30th, 2015, Russian military
initiated the establishment of an air base in the south of Latakia,
a city close to the Mediterranean Sea. Moscow and Damascus
saw all the opposition groups as the terrorists that should be
combated, and yet Russia has always refused to join US
coalition to fight terrorism, instead, Moscow started to merge
an alliance with Syria, Iraq, Iran and Lebanese Hezbollah. In
Latakia, T-90 tanks, the marines from Russia, combat vehicles,
and artillery distributed in order to protect the air base from
opposition groups. In addition, Russia also sent about 300-500
marines, the Su-24 and Su-34 fighter-bombers, Su-25 ground
attack aircraft, Mi-24 attack helicopter has distributed to
Latakia in order to give a long-last protection for the Syrian
government (Kaim & Tamminga, 2015).
In 2015 and 2016, Russian involvement in Syria has finally
succeeded to help the Syrian government to recapture a mere
of two percent from its territory. Russia air strike reportedly
had a significant effect on the battlefield, besides that, at the
beginning of Russia involvement, they succeeded to help the
regime to secure its main key roads, developed Syria
infrastructure and isolated Syrian opposition bases as well as
destroyed every hardware of heavy military that they found
from the opposition groups (Iddon, 2017). Neil Hauer, an
expert on the relationship between Russia and Syria who has
followed the crisis stated that Russia has improved their
military ability as they demonstrated it in the Syrian war. Hauer
declared that they were using fewer frontline battles in Syria,
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and they have involved in support roles, for example by giving
advisers, ground forces and air army.
E. Russian Strategy in Political Sector for the Syrian Crisis
Russia has played an important diplomatic role for Syria,
in late December 2012, Russian Foreign Minister, Sergei
Lavrov declared that Russia will not sign up for any diplomatic
resolutions to the Syrian crisis based on western nor Arabian
countries terms. In 2015, Russia started a remarkable move in
diplomatic activity which has triggered by two factors. The
first one is because of the rise of ISIS who threatens the regime
position on the ground, and the second is because of the nuclear
agreement between international community and Iran. Maria
Kholdynskaia – Golenishcheva, the representative of Russia in
United Nation in Geneva, was giving a statement toward the
development of Syrian Crisis that it was the mistakes of
Turkey, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the West for supporting the
opposition groups. Dmitry Kiselev also stated that the US
stands on the same frontline with the terrorist because they
tried to ruin Syria as a secular state (Mark N & Fairfax, 2015).
In the International Political level, Moscow has issued
three UN Security Council vetoes to ignore a peaceful shifting
of authority and refused to involve in the call for Bashar AlAssad to go from his current position as the president of Syria.
Moscow does not believe the Security Council should be in the
business of either implicitly or explicitly supporting the
removal of sitting government. Moreover, Russia believes that
United States interventions in some countries have resulted in
a regime change like in Kosovo, Afghanistan, Iraq, and Libya.
Russia sees it as a threat to them, the stability of the
international political system, and has potential to destruct
regime stability for Russia and its allies (Charap, 2013).
Putin’s deۗision in involving Syrian ۗivil war was also
based on their interests toward political power and influence.
Russia has confirmed its foray into Syria as a part of their
efforts to reduce terrorism by backing up the Assad regime.
According to Vladimir Putin statement, the collapse of Syria
Regime will only mobilize the terrorist. For this time, instead
of undermining Syrian regime, the world supposed to revive
them and strengthening the international institutions to support
Syrian Government. For Putin, the failure that happened in
Libya, Syria and North Africa combined with the rising of
Islamic States demonstrates the mistakes of the west from
undermining the authorities of the states in the region.
Moscow also tried to send a message to the world that,
Unlike United States, Russia will be always on the side of
authorized government and leaders against the opposition
groups who want to take control, and also popular uprisings. It
showed from Russia’s support in Resolution 2554 adopted ۖy
United Nation Security Council in December, 18th 2015 which
encourages all the parties to find the sustainable solutions for
the Syrian crisis. In this case, Russia has a big chance in setting
an alternative solution on handling conflicts in the Middle East
and restoring their international pride since they have lost it in
the Ukraine Crisis (Stent, 2016).
F. Russian Economic Interests in the Syrian Crisis
For Russia, one of the main reason they chose to involve in
Syrian civil war because of their interest in the economic
sector. Since Russia has been imposed by the economic
sanction from the west due to its Annexation of Crimea,
Russia’s eۗonomy has ۖeen in defiۗit for some last years and
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made the Russian lived below the standard of living. Syria has
known with its strategic geography in the Arabian land, they
have the largest natural gas in the world as well as Iran and
Qatar and has distributed their oil to European Union.
Moreover, Milad Jokar as the Middle East Expert, he stated
that Europe has significant demand for gas energy, and a
quarter of it filled by Syria. In this last 6 years, Syrian Civil
War has made the Economic of Syria collapsed, yet,
fortunately, the resource business could help them to survive
(Gordon, 2017). Russia was trying to preserve their access to
Syria’s market, ensured that Syria will ۖe the loyal ۗustomer of
Russian arms and machinery and also cooperate further in the
oil and gas seۗtors to develop Russia’s eۗonomiۗ (Saradzhyan,
2015).
Furthermore, Syrian pipeline gas is very controversial in
the Arabian land, before Syrian crisis came up, the Gulf States
made a plan to build a pipeline through Saudi Arabia, Jordan,
and Syria. However, Assad declined this project and preferred
to make a pipeline-agreement with Iran. European countries
prefer the Gulf States pipeline, so they can isolate Iran by not
buying their natural resource. This pipeline project just
sharpens more the difference between the Gulf States pipeline
(Sunni) and Syria – Iran pipeline (Shia). For Russia, if the
opponents succeed to overthrow Assad from his positions, it
could threaten the energy deals between Russia – Syria since
Syria has shared its natural resources to Russia and from their
cooperation on natural resources, it makes Russia become the
main exporter of Gazprom to European countries (Jokar).
Moreover, Russian interest toward Syrian gas natural
resource is as a complementary supplement for developing
Russia’s eۗonomy. Yet, Russia needed Syrian strategy to
ensure that other countries will not increase supply in the way
that competes with them. Russia prefers to recognize Syria as
the transport hub rather than a supplier of energy and oil,
therefore Russian companies look forward to participating in
the Syrian energy development rather than being a rival to it.
As the consequences, all the countries who want to ship its
petroleum product through Syria should consider Russia and
negotiate with it (Editor, 2017).
Further, in 2015, Gissa Gutchel, the executive director for
Russian Oil and Gas Producers Union said that after the
situation of Syria is stabilized, the Russian companies that had
to freeze due to the civil war will quickly resume activity and
fulfill their contract again before the war and has value for
minimum $1.6 ۖillion. In order to fulfill Gutۗhel’s
requirement, President Bashar Al-Assad gave an
unprecedented way for Russia to access Syrian energy sector
by using the offensive Syrian Army. In February 2016, Syrian
delegation flew to Russia to meet the Ministry of Energy for
asking help through Russian oil and gas companies to restore
Syria’s energy that has ۖeen destroyed ۖy the ۗivil war. The
other company is Stroitransgaz, a Russian engineering
company in the field of oil and gas has built a natural gas
pipeline in Syria and currently they establish a second plant
near Rakka which will produce 1.3 billion cubic meters of gas.
Furthermore, Russia also developed their economic sector
and invested their money on Syria by selling their military aids
and services. For 20 years period, Syria could not cut Russia
from their top list of a weaponry-producer country. In 2011,
there was a Syrian representative who bought Russian arms
such as Anti-tank and air-craft missile system for $4 billion to
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develop the security capabilities. From the weaponry system,
since 2009 Russian companies have invested $20 billion in the
war, and the prime minister of Russia also confirmed that
Russia admitted they supply the military weapons to Syria and
it is worth for hundreds of million dollars and the total demand
for Russia has estimated for $15 billion dollars. However, all
this agreement could be abolished if Assad toppled down from
his position, therefore Moscow involved in this war and gives
a fully-support to Bashar Al-Assad (Talukdar, 2016).
Furthermore, Russia is also interested in Palmyra, a
historical city in Syria that located near to JabalShaer which
has natural gas and was occupied by ISIS for some last years.
IS has taken over Palmyra in May 2015, this city produces 45%
of Syrian gas and electricity resources. This city is also as a
transit place for pipeline gas that carried from several fields in
north-eastern and eastern Syria, therefore, Russia tried to free
Palmyra from ISIS. On 30th March, Russian engineers came
to Palmyra and did their mission which is mine-clearing. The
sappers cleared the roads from the mine and they succeed to
detect and tame the improvised explosive device which has put
in several buildings and roads.
V. CONCLUSION
Sinۗe 2011, the ۖloody Syrian ۗivil war has stolen world’s
attention due to hundred thousand people died in that war. This
war has been lasting for around 6 years with many of actors
involved in it and made it become so complex. In the
beginning, it was only the conflict between Syrian government
and its citizen, and it grows and pulls the actors from big
countries such as United States, France, and Arabian countries
to play a role in the civil war. Responding to the illegal
involvement, Bashar Al-Assad as the legal Syrian president
who almost being overthrown from its position, asked for help
to one of his best ally, Russian Federation. In 2015, they
formally involved in the war, yet in 2012 they already have
contributed by sending some weaponry aids.
The involvement of Russia in Syrian Civil war makes the
situation became worse and the amount of victim has increased
every year. Western countries accused Russia due to the
practice of chemical weapons and dropping bombs on Syrian
people by ignoring the bad impact from it. Nonetheless, Russia
has put its best to protect the Syrian government who killed its
citizen without mercy. Russia has sent its military weapon and
aids to Syria. However, Russia interested in joining the war and
gave a big contribution for Syria because of several reasons.
The long-last relationship that has been stranded since Cold
War is one of the reasons that make Russia support the Syrian
regime. Moreover, Russian interests on Syria also become the
main reasons why Russia wanted to assist Syrian government.
This thesis proves that Russia has a geopolitical interest in
Syrian Civil War by using the Concept of Geopolitics by Saul
Bernard Cohen. By sending its advanced military weaponry
systems and aid, Russia successfully got the full access of
building naval and air base in Latakia and Tartus. Moreover,
these cities are located next to the Mediterranean Sea. For
Russia, to have a power in the Mediterranean Sea would bring
a lot of benefits to them since it has busy trading routes.
Moreover, Syria is also known as its natural gas resource and
the pipeline. Since the war happened, Syria and Russia have an
agreement toward sharing Syrian natural gas resources. Not
only that, Russia also interested about the Syrian pipeline that
very controversial in the Middle East because it has a strategic
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position that can connect the flow of natural gas from the
Middle East to Europe.
[7]

Furthermore, behind all the materialistic reasons, Russia
has a long history with Syria. The relationship among these
countries is close enough, they support each other during the
Cold War and Syrian Civil War. Syria also has the similar
background, vision and mission with Russia, therefore, Russia
will support them to fight the terrorism and separatism in Syria.
Nonetheless, Putin’s deۗision in helping ɑssad is ۖeۗause of
the political power and influence. Before Syrian Civil War
occurred, Russia never really stated that the interest to join
western countries to fight terrorism. Nevertheless, in the Syrian
ۗrisis, Russia has shown that they estaۖlished “anti-terrorism
ۗoalition” together with Iran and Syria. This ۗoalition has their
own way to minimize terrorism in their country which more
successful, unlike the western does. Russia wants to show the
world that Moscow can be as the main key to reach glory.
The other reason for Russian involvement in Syrian Civil
War is because of the similar perception of Russia and Syria in
dealing and understanding the civil war. Russia and Syria have
a similar problem. Russia and Syria do not like the existence
of Separatism in their country, for them, separatism is the
beginning of disunity of a state. Russia needed to face the
rebellions on North Caucasus like Chechen and Dagestan and
also some countries in Central Asia. Because of the movement
of separatism, Soviet Union has collapsed. Similar with Russia,
Syria also needed to deal with the Rebellions in their country.
Besides anti-Separatism, Russia and Syria also have a
skeptical view toward western countries and the idea of
democracy. The Fall of Soviet Union was as the result that the
Western countries could divide the former of Soviet Union
members by influencing them with western democratic peace.
Moreover, the western established NATO to prevent the
reviving of Soviet Union and communism as well. Meanwhile,
for Syria, the intervention of Western countries in the civil war
recognized as an illegal intervention to an independent country
and abusing their sovereignty. Like in Libya, Iraq, Yemen, and
Syria are the fail products of Western intervention. Because the
force of the West who wants to inject the idea of democracy to
Middle East. Therefore, Russia has a willingness to help Syria
so Western cannot just intervene their sovereignty as an
independent state.
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Abstract- Referring to Indonesia government data, there are still
many problems related to fulfillment of women's health and
nutrition rights. The problems are maternal mortality rates
reaching 305 per 100,000 live births, cervical and breast cancers
which mostly cause female deaths from cancer and the
prevalence of stunting is 37.2%. This fact has shown bad record
of the government services in improving quality of women's
health in Indonesia because maternal and child health is a basic
right of citizens and an indicator in achieving of Human
Development Index. Maternal and child health is an important
issue at international level refer to SDGs goals, targets and
indicators of achievement until 2030; and must be a guideline
for the government in development programs at national and
regional levels.
However, efforts to improve maternal and child health in
Indonesia has to meet various problems, such as political aspects
(government policy), economy, availability and quality of
services, culture and religious interpretation. In Indonesian
context, cultural factors and interpretations of religion are
important factors that must be considered in promoting quality
of maternal and child health. There are still many cultural myths
in Indonesia and religious interpretations that constraint
fulfillment of women's and children's health rights. Various
strategies are therefore carried out by Aisyiyah as a religious
organization that encourage religious leaders who play
important role in maternal and child health behavior changes.
This research uses descriptive qualitative method with case study
approach. The results showed that in midst of the development
of information technology, religious leaders and religious
organizations have an important role in encouraging changes in
maternal and child health behavior through interpretation of
religious teachings about position of women, maternal health,
and child health based on a progressive view of Islam. When
deciding changes in maternal and child health behavior,
religious leaders are still a reference even though information
sources from various media can be accessed.
Keywords: women and children health, religious leader,
progressive values of Islam.
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1.

Introduction

Women and child health still became a serious
concern in Indonesia even when the age of this nation
reached 43 years. Problems and discussions of maternal and
child health such as maternal and infant mortality issued
during Indonesian Women's Congress held in 1928, were
rolled out as collective concerns. Unfortunately, both of
these problems are still emerging today. Based National
Survey on 2015, Maternal Mortality Rate (MMR) in
Indonesia is 305 per 100,000 live births. MMR (AKI)
problem also contributed to achievement of Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs) in Indonesia in 2015 which
targeted a reduction in MMR to 102 per 100,000 live births;
whereas objective of Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs), on goal 3, target 3.1 stated that in 2030 the ratio of
maternal mortality will decrease up to less than 70 per
100,000 live births.
Cervical and breast cancer have been the major
causes for death of women related to cancer although they
are included in cancers that have greater chance to recover
if detected earlier. Unfortunately, 70% of women with both
cancers are diagnosed at final stage so that there is only a
little chance for them to recover and a greater possibility to
die. Referring to target 3.4, SDGs has mandated on 2030 to
reduce up to a third of the mortality rate from noncontagious diseases through prevention, treatment, mental
health and welfare. About children's health, stunting
problems in Indonesia are stunting prevalence in 37.2%
(Basic Health Research, 2013) and based on Basic Health
Research on 2017 (Riskesdas) the stunting rate in Indonesia
is 30.8% percent higher than WHO minimum standard
which is 20%.
There are several factors that cause the high
number of maternal and child health problems, including
political factors like policies and budget allocations as well
as gap between policy and implementation. Other factor is
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economic factor related to problem of affordability;
educational factors related to lack of public education on
maternal and child health to various stakeholders. Cultural
factors involve both cultural myths surrounding maternal
and child health that actually do not support the
achievement of maternal and child health efforts and the
interpretation of religious teachings that do not favor
maternal and child health. These various factors are
intertwined so that efforts to improve maternal health are
constrained due to complex problems. Unfortunately
cultural factors rarely appear in analysis of problems that
are useful for planning maternal and child health
development programs. As a result, efforts to improve
health of mothers are struggling in political and economic
sectors, while cultural factors are still not a priority even
though they play an important role in making decisions on
changes in maternal and child health. In addition,
stakeholders related to cultural factors such as traditional
leaders, religious leaders, and families have not been
involved in efforts to improve maternal and child health. To
contribute in improving women and children health quality,
‘ɑisyiyah as Islamiۗ mass organization in Indonesia has
developed some strategy to involve religious leaders as
opinion leaders in their communities to support behavior
change of health. Aisyiyah has made to train and educate
those religious leaders to improve their competences and
reconstruct their perspectives in a new vision, in a new
paradigm with Islamic progressive teaching.
2.
Research Question
How are the roles of religious leaders in encouraging the
behavior change in dealing with women and children health
in Indonesia?
3.

Theoretical Framework
3.1. Roles of Opinion Leader for Behavior Change
Opinion leaders in community play a dominant
role in accelerating achievement of behavior change
including health issues. Many programs in community rely
on roles and strength of opinion leaders in communication
networks to promote health issues. Based on theory of
diffusion innovation, in addition to mass communication,
dissemination through interpersonal communication is an
important part of adoption of new behaviors. Innovation
diffusion theory was introduced by Everett M Rogers.
According to Rogers (1983: 20-22), decision-making
process of an idea (innovation) begins with first knowledge
of an innovation by forming an attitude towards idea
(innovation), until it decides to reject or accept idea and then
implement idea (innovation ). Social structure is one of
important factors that must be considered in a process of
diffusion of innovation. Related to this social structure,
Rogers (1983: 24-29) mentions existence of four factors
that influence process of innovation decisions. The four
factors are social structure, system norms, role of leaders
and agents of change. Social structure can facilitate or
inhibit diffusion of innovation in a social system.
Referring to factors that influence diffusion of this
innovation, opinion leaders are agents of change for
adoption of innovation (ideas) if they agree to new idea.
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Opinion leaders are certain people who are able to influence
attitudes of others informally in a social system whose role
is to be adopter or to be an opponent. They act as a model
where their behavior (both supporting or opposing) is
followed by their followers. Some cases of opinion leaders
successfully encouraged changes in behavior (new ideas)
Valente and Davis (1999: 57), among others in case of
lowering number of unsafe sex and reducing incidence of
childbirth by the cesarean method. Opinion leaders are
people who are able to influence the attitudes of others to
receive an innovation. Opinion leaders have characteristics
such as (1) having a high level of formal education (2)
having good socio-economic status (3) innovative and easy
to accept new ideas (4) interacting more with the media
compared to other community members ( 5) have a big
concern for the community members (6) have a broad level
of insight and (6) have a high level of participation in
community activities. Related to the characteristics an
opinion leader, Corey, L. (1971) cited by Chaudhry and
Irshad (2013) asserted that character of opinion leader can
be distinguished based on income and level of work;
including more intensive interaction with media and having
more knowledge about an issue. In Indonesian context, who
is called opinion leader? Based on characteristics mentioned
above, opinion leaders in Indonesia include community
leaders in the fields of health and education, traditional
leaders, religious leaders, youth leaders (youth), NGO
activists and women leaders. They have an important role
in encouraging changes in health behavior, especially in
their community because they are role models and role
models in their communities. Even though they do not have
formal and bureaucratic positions in government, their
opinions are heard by public; and at the same time become
a place for community to obtain important information
related to government policies. They have a network of
communication in their communities or communities
related to various issues that are developing well in the
world, national and local.
As for forms that opinion leaders do to encourage behavior
change or accept a new idea (innovation), Valente and
Davis (1999: 57) explain some forms of peer influence, peer
educating, interpersonal counseling, outreach and peer
networks. Still referring to Valente and Davis (1999: 63)
more explained that role of opinion leaders function
effectively in diffusion process of innovation, there are 3
important things that must be considered, namely (1) the
process of forming opinion leaders. This process will
determine the success of leader opinion as an agent of
change, whether it is trusted by community members or not
which will have an impact on effectiveness in influencing
behavior change. (2) Location of training, which is formal
or informal (3) Learning process are static or dynamic.
3.1. Religious Interpretation and Culture Factors in
Health
Rogers (2003) refer to Katz (1961) explained that
diffusion of innovations must pay attention to social
structure of its potential adopter (community). This social
structure is one of them with a system norm factors which
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can be an inhibiting factor for accepting a new idea. A new
idea (innovation) relates to degree of conformity of
innovation with value or trust of the community in a social
system. Culture and religion as a social system, become a
very important factor in influencing health behavior of a
person both willing to do and not willing to make behavioral
changes in several communities. Several studies in field of
health behavior change have found a fairly strong
relationship between changes in health behavior with
cultural factors and interpretations of religion, including in
Indonesia. One of the results of research that shows this
phenomenon is a study conducted by Yildiz S, Toruner EK,
Altay N (2018: 6-10) about cultural factors that affect
health, asserting that health is influenced by several factors,
namely cultural factors, biological factors and the
environment. Health behavior is result of belief about health
that comes from culture in which individual originates.
Practices of family culture are closely related to the cultural
practices of other family members. In particular, this study
explains that children learn about the beliefs, values, skills
and knowledge of their family and culture. Culture plays an
important role in socialization and development of children.
Cultural background holds a very important role in the
social and emotional development of children. Traditions,
cultural values, attitudes and behaviors in society and
family structures will be socialized from generation to
generation. This culture is closely related to how they view
the concept of sickness, the concept of health, the concept
of healthy food and the concept of healthy and clean
behavior. Likewise with behavioral problems related to
stunting, exclusive breastfeeding and IVA test screening
were influenced by many factors such as belief, values,
abilities, knowledge and skills as well as individual cultures
or their families.
Generally Unicef (2004), made categories of malnutrition
cases in three categories:
(1) immediate causes are insufficient diet, poor
breastfeeding practices, early weaning, food
taboos and personal choices related to diet
(2) underlying causes are house hold food security,
inadequate children care, women low education/
information levels, unhealthy environments,
social and religious norms, gender equity and
maternal access to education
(3) basic causes are poor availability and control of
resources i.e. political, social, ideological and
economy
Based on above categories, religious norms, gender equity
and social norms are important factors that cause
malnutrition in children. Associated with breastfeeding
which greatly affects stunting in children shows that in
some countries there is a cultural understanding that has an
impact on stunting and is against health; for example an
understanding of colostrum which has a high nutrient
content but in some cultures it is not recommended to drink
it to newborns and taboo on some nutritious foods for both
women and children.
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Maschinot (2008) highlighted that food consumption
remains influenced by the existing socio-cultural factors
that affect food behaviour along with customary systems of
food sharing within households, cultural attitudes towards
various foods, methods of food preparation and childrearing practices. Further, as well as religion factor some
literatures demonstrates that religion is a major factor
influencing food and health-seeking behaviours of mothers
(Christian et al., 2006; Shakya, 2006). Idler (2014) in
Religion as A Social Determinant of Public Health book
stressing that religion already intensive to study by scholar
related with public health. Role the faith traditions play in
determining indicators of public health such as infant
mortality, life expectancy and cause specific deaths.
Religious leaders were frequently in the forefront of public
health reform movements, often bringing to effort strong
social justice orientation that linked economic and living
conditions to health.
4.

Research Method
This research method is descriptive qualitative.
Data collecting are document, in depth interview and
observation. Data document as like monthly report and
three month report including pictures. Depth interview was
conducted to informants as like religious leaders, program
officers and Aisyiyah board members.
5.
Finding and Discussion
5.1. Myths and Interpretation of Religion Teaching
ɒased on the program report when ‘ɑisyiyah
conducted maternal and child health assistance, education
and empowerment in community and during the depth
interviewed with religious leaders, there are many myths
surrounding health of mothers and children that are believed
by the community in various regions in Indonesia. In some
areas such as West Kalimantan, Belitung, Sulawesi, and
some areas in Java, pregnant and lactating women are not
permitted to eat fishy-smelling foods because of the fears
that children will experience itching due to eating scaly fish.
While, in fact, most fishy-smelling foods such as river and
sea fish and eggs are important sources of animal protein to
consume by pregnant and lactating mothers in order to meet
the nutritional needs of fetuses and breastfed babies. Even
lack of sources of animal protein can have an impact on
cases of malnutrition and stunting.
In addition, there are also several other myths, such
as the prohibition for a husband to slaughter or cut animals
because it is said that it may cause disability to the baby
conceived by his wife; necessity to open doors and
windows during childbirth; intercourse prohibition when a
wife is pregnant because it can cause disability to the fetus;
obligation to place kitchen spices, leaves, charcoal and lime
on doorstep and rooms as a repellent; prohibition of cutting
cloth when pregnant because it will cause cleft lip;
prohibition on eating squid because it can cause babies to
have black skin; prohibition for pregnant women to eat food
that has not been maintained and prayed by local religious
leaders; belief that having many children will bring a lot of
sustenance; necessity of getting a help of a dukun
(traditional health services) while giving birth which may
cause a higher risk of maternal death because it is carried
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out at home with limited facilities and immediate handling
difficulties if there are problems in labor; prohibition of
eating sour and spicy food, necessity to grill or roast food
before being consumed, disallowance of eating any kind of
food which contains coconut milk in spite of the fact that it
may boost breast milk production, strong recommendation
of drinking herbal medicine; performing facial treatment
with a splash of water boiled with betel leaves or aromatic
ginger, rice dregs wrapped in cloth and heated then smeared
into the mother's vagina after giving birth.
These myths have flourished in cultural traditions
of many regions in Indonesia and are still practiced in a
daily basis until today. Pregnancy and childbirth are great
events in various cultures because they are related to
regeneration process that must be maintained, so many
myths in the forms of prohibitions or suggestions have been
going along with maternal pregnancy. Unfortunately, most
of these myths have become obstacles in improving
maternal and child health. However, women who are mostly
placed as secondary citizens in various cultures find it
difficult to reject this bunch of rules regarding pregnancy.
The existence of power relations between women and men
and their families in the environment is an obstacle for
women to make decisions on their own health as well as
their ۗhildren’s. In the patriarۗhy ۗulture, even if a woman
is the one who owns her body, she does not have any control
or power over it. Many culture practices today indeed put
women as object.
In addition to myths that have grown in various
cultures, there are interpretations of religious teachings that
constraint improvement of maternal and child health. Some
of these interpretations say that women are created from
ɑdam’s riۖs so they are ۗonsidered as weak ۗreatures and
should be inferior compared to men; interpretation of
female circumcision, interpretation of maternal deaths
during pregnancy and childbirth is martyrdom/saheed
mortality. The interpretation of the recommendation to have
many children and the prohibition on killing children for
fear of poverty is used as a basis for prohibiting family
planning; prohibition on carrying out early detection of
cervical cancer due to opening aurah/genitals; prohibition
of wives from refusing requests for sexual intercourse by
husbands because they will be cursed by angels;
interpretation of child marriage; up to the ban on
immunization.
The interpretation of religious and cultural
teachings have been put women in a position below men
and it has an impact on maternal and child health (unequal
relation). For example, the right of family decision is in the
hands of a husband or brother so that women cannot make
decisions even related to health of their bodies and children.
As a result, when there is an emergency of pregnancy and
childbirth experienced by mother and requires immediate
referral to a health facility that is far from her residence,
mother cannot make decisions and wait for decisions from
her husband or family so that they can be life-threatening.
It means that handling such emergency cases cannot be
done immediately. This condition is exacerbated by
interpretation of martyrdom/saheed mortality for mothers
who die from pregnancy and childbirth to appease the
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family for death of mother, but it is not understood as a
necessity to make the most of maternal health as a form of
struggle so that pregnancy and childbirth run smoothly
without having to lead to death.
The religious interpretation of ability to get
married at early age also contributes to high maternal
mortality rate when childbirth due to immaturity of
reproductive organs in girls to carry out sexual and
reproductive roles. In addition to the impact of maternal
death during childbirth, unpreparedness of reproductive
organs in girls can also cause cervical cancer. Based on
MoH the percentage of children marriage at age 15 to 19
years old reaches 23.9% in Indonesia. Around the world,
Indonesia occupies the seventh position among countries
with the largest case of child marriage. The impact of
children marriage towards maternal mortality is shown at
the percentage of mothers who died during childbirth based
on their ages. There is about 92% of Indonesian mothers
who died while giving birth to their first child and aged less
than 20 years.
Muhammadiyah does not advocate marriage solely
based on age problem. Marriage as a very strong agreement
between men and women as husband and wife that requires
responsibility in fulfilling it and demands physical,
psychological, social, economic, and spiritual maturity. In
Surah An-Nuur verse 32 which is used as normative basis
of marriage, there is a word of righteousness which is
interpreted as a person who already has the ability and
maturity so that children as profiles who do not have ability
and maturity are not appropriate to get married. Regarding
the hadith that reveals the age of Aisyah when she was
married to Muhammad, Muhammadiyah has conducted a
comprehensive study from its historical aspect.
Furtermore, Muhammadiyah has made an effort to
study the hadith ۗonۗering how old ‘ɑisyah was when she
got married to Muhammad, based on the sanad (the citations
used to verify the legitimacy of a hadith), and found that the
hadith was told ۖy Hisyam ۖin ‘Urwah when he was settling
in Iraq at the age of 71. It was said that every remark that
Hisyam made was trustworthy except when he was settling
in Iraq including the moment when he narrated the hadith.
Further, the hadith was also examined based on historical,
sosio-anthropological, ahwal asy-syakhshiyyah and tarikh
tasyri’ aspects and, thus, by these considerations, the hadith
is not appropriate to use as a reference in legalizing child
marriage in Islam.
The religious teachings on aurah/genitals in
women may constraint maternal health from the danger of
cervical and breast cancer. In some areas both in Java,
Sulawesi, and ɜalimantan, ۗadre of ‘ɑisyiyah found
women who cannot carry out IVA or pap smear
examinations as an effort to detect cervical cancer because
they are not allowed by their husbands for reasons of having
to open the aurah. While early detection of cancer is
important so that if cancer is detected at an early stage, there
is a high chance of recovery. In Muhammadiyah
perspective, opening aurat for purpose of medical
examination is permitted by using the istihsan method in its
legal stipulation. With the use of istihsan method,
something that is prohibited is permissible for syar'i reasons
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which are aimed at eliminating burden and difficulty. This
is
in
accordance
with
fiqhiyyah
rule
that
mudharat/falsehood must be eliminated, falsehood allows
restrictions, and something that is determined because of an
emergency. Based on these rules, opening aurah for
conducting health checks such as installation of
contraceptives and early detection of cervical cancer is
allowed to prevent falsehood are cervical cancer and breast
cancer which can cause death in women.
There are also interpretations of religious
teachings about encouragement to have many off spring to
strengthen ummah and prohibition on fear of poverty due to
extent of rizq. The impact of family planning by having a
large number of offspring in accordance with their abilities
is deemed deviant or not in accordance with Islamic
teachings. In Muhammadiyah perspectives, family planning
by regulating pregnancy are aimed at improving quality of
life of families, especially children. This is in line with
several verses in the Qur'an such as An-Nisa (4): 9, an-Nahl
(16): 72, and ar-Rum (30): 21 which indicates the
importance of improving the quality of family life, “And let
those (executors and guardians) have the same fear in their
minds as they would have for their own, if they had left weak
offspring behind. So let them fear Allah and speak right
words.” Family planning with pregnancy arrangements is
in line with Islamic values that teach:
1) the need to avoid worrying about the safety of life and
the health of the mother because of pregnancy and
childbirth.
2) avoiding concerns over religious safety because of the
narrowness of livelihood factors such as worries in carrying
out things that damage the faith (aqidah), carry out illegal
(haram) acts because they are driven by children's interests,
3) the need to avoid worrying about children's health and
education because the birth distance is too tight.
Culture and understanding of religion that places women as
second creatures makes domestic roles and nurturing is
obligation of women. This turned out to also influence
problem of nutrition in children and stunting. The multiple
burdens experienced by women due to lack of the role of
family, especially husband in the care and management of
the household, led to view that the fulfillment of family
nutrition and household management was a matter for
women alone. As a result, women find it difficult to provide
balanced nutrition for children, among others, because time
is taken to care for children and do housework. In addition,
unequal relations between husband and wife cause women
not to have bargaining power in communicating nutritional
needs of children while not a little money is used to spend
cigarettes. Women also have difficulty communicating to
husbands to share the role of care and management of the
household. Likewise, the interpretation of religious
teachings by giving dates or known as tahnik or honey for
babies influences fulfillment of exclusive breastfeeding;
whereas,
exclusive
breastfeeding
requires only
breastfeeding for the first 6 months.
But on the other hand, there are many religious
teachings in this case Islam that support the provision of the
best nutrition for babies, such as breastfeeding for two
years, ability to breastfeed other mothers in certain
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situations and teachings about halal and thayyib food. The
word thayyib as mentioned in several verses of the Qur'an
is a criterion of food and beverage consumption in Islam.
The actual use of the word thayyib can be interpreted as
good food, which is not only halal but also a healthy,
nutritious and beneficial food for life. In addition, in Islamic
history, there was a model from Umar who showed a high
political commitment to maternal and child health, with the
policy of providing compensation for newborn babies and
completion of weaning as a form of support for
breastfeeding.
5.2.
Religious Leaders And Religious Organizations
as Agents of Change
Recognizing the importance of cultural approaches
and religious interpretations in addressing maternal and
ۗhild health proۖlems, Muhammadiyah and ‘ɑisyiyah as
Islamic Progressive organizations use a religious approach
by involving religious leaders in efforts to improve maternal
and ۗhild health. ‘ɑisyiyah implements some strategies to
strengthen women's leadership, empowerment in
community, and advocacy in improving maternal and child
health.

(National Meeting of Religious Leader To Support
Women and Child Health, 2018, Aisyiyah
Documentation)
Strengthening women's leadership in community
is an important strategy in improving maternal and child
health. ɑs a women's movement, ‘ɑisyiyah ۖelieves that
women have a strategic role in changing society, including
in maternal and child health. It is also based on Islamic
values that underlies existenۗes of ‘ɑisyiyah movement,
namely Islamic teachings on equality of good deeds by men
and women. The Quran Surah an-Nahl verse 97, " Whoever
does righteousness, whether male or female, while he is a
believer, We will surely cause him to live a good life, and
We will surely give them their reward [in the Hereafter]
according to the best of what they used to do.”
Based on the experiences of community
empowerment that has ۖeen ۗarried out ۖy ‘ɑisyiyah,
women's leadership is a key to change initiatives and their
sustainaۖility. Therefore, ‘ɑisyiyah views efforts to
improve women's leadership at community level. Cadres of
‘ɑisyiyah are vanguard in moving ۗommunity. They have
roles to mobilize community called Balai Sakinah
‘ɑisyiyah; to estaۖlish ۗooperation or partnership with
various stakeholders in villages and sub-districts such as
religious leaders, community leaders, midwives, health
centers, and other village institutions; and to advocate
policies and budget allocations at village level and health
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service providers, as well as to advocate values to local
religious leaders. In carrying out these strategic roles,
‘ɑisyiyah has inۗreased ۗapaۗity of women's leadership,
reproductive health paradigms, women's issues and
maternal health of children in an Islamic perspective,
community empowerment, and advocacy. Capacity
building was carried out through training and mentoring by
ۗadres, ‘ɑisyiyah leaders, and faۗilitating teams at suۖdistrict and regional levels. One of the competencies that
cadres need to have is a persuasive approach to behavior
change and communication and collaboration with various
multi-related parties including religious leaders.

(Religious Meeting in Sambas District, 2018,
Aisyiyah Documentation)
Empowerment in community is done through the
ɒalai Sakinah ‘ɑisyiyah group, whiۗh is a group of 15-20
female dhu'afa mustadh’afin. BSA is the center of some
group activities, as like education, complaints, counseling,
and economic empowerment in accordance with needs of
group memۖers. ɑt ɒSɑ, ‘ɑisyiyah also enۗourages ɒSɑ
cadres and members to have competences to speak in public
and communicate equally with their partners. This is
important because it is a provision of women's leadership
that requires skill and competence to convey women's
aspirations in front of public and skill to communicate the
needs of women and children. Regarding stunting
prevention, ‘ɑisyiyah initiated Rumah Gizi (Nutrition
House) at BSA as an effort to realize the improvement of
nutritional status and stunting prevention and to develop
sovereignty and community-based food security. The term
'Nutrition House' does not refer to the existence of a
building but to the efforts in improving nutrition and
preventing stunting which is based on some activities. There
are 6 home nutrition activities such as nutrition education,
nutrition garden management, practice of processing
nutritious local food, breastfeeding counseling, nutritional
counseling, supplementary feeding and sanitation.
At BSA, education on maternal and child health is
also carried out in Islamic progressive perspective by
involving local religious leaders both men and women. In
addition, ‘ɑisyiyah invited ۗommunity leaders and religious
leaders to conduct family education such as husbands and
grandmothers who had an important role in supporting
achievement of maternal and child health. Through BSA,
‘ɑisyiyah also enۗourages behavioral changes such as
Exclusive Breastfeeding and breastfeeding during 2 years,
family planning, screening of cervical and breast cancer,
and fulfillment of nutrition to prevent stunting. To support
of ۖehavioral ۗhanges, ‘ɑisyiyah also involves religious
leaders and community leaders so that the community is
increasingly convinced because these behavioral changes
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are also in accordance with teachings of religion they
believe in. When there are obstacles such as when women
didn’t allow to ۗarry out of screening test by their husbands
ۖeۗause of their husۖands worried that the wives’ genitals
are seen ۖy health workers, ۗadres of ‘ɑisyiyah also involve
community leaders and religious leaders in the process of
communicating with families so that women can carry out
early detection of cancer checks (screening test). In the
process of policy advocacy at the village level, such as
advocating village regulations on reproductive health
‘ɑisyiyah also involved ۗommunity leaders and religious
leaders who are respected by village government. Thus,
village government is willing to issue a policy and allocate
a budget because it gets a support from respected influential
figures in the village.
As a religious organization that bases its movement
on Islamic progressive teaching (Islam Berkemajuan) and
alignments with poor and vulnerable groups including
women and children groups, da'wah movements of
‘ɑisyiyah in the field of maternal and ۗhild health must also
be based on these values. Although Islamic teachings
contain many aspects of life and teach connection between
humans and Allah or known in terms of hablun minallah
and connection between humans and humans or known in
terms hablun minannaas, themes of health and nutrition
have not been found in many recitations meetings held in
any communities.
The efforts of religious approaches and involving
religious leaders in improving maternal health are carried
out with the following steps, including 1) Preparing material
on maternal and child health as well as strategic women's
issues in the view of Islamic progressive teaching 2)
Conducting Islamic progressive teaching related to
women's issues, maternal and child health to religious
leaders both women and men on women's issues; 3)
Conduct education about maternal and child health in an
Islamic perspective in the community both to women, men
/ husbands, and grandmothers by involving religious
leaders; 4) Conduct public education in various media, such
as mass media, Friday bulletins, and organization
magazines which become references for leaders in da'wah
in the community, as well as social media both Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram and Youtube which are packaged in the
form of info graphics, web series, video graphics, live
recitation, posts on whatapps group.
When conducting dialogues with religious leaders in
10 districts and refreshment for religious leaders in
Magelang, Mempawah, and Sambas districts, it was found
that religious leaders delivered more material about tauhid,
worship, and morals, but rarely delivered health and
nutrition material issues from Islamic perspective in recitals
(religious forum).
In this case, Aisyiyah National Board distributed
material on reproductive health and nutrition in Islam,
religious leaders claimed to need these materials as material
to deliver study material because of the lack of materials
related to the themes of reproductive health and nutrition in
Islam.
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(Group discussion at Religious Leaders Workshop in
Mamuju, West Sulawesi, 2018)
When Aisyiyah compiles books in reproductive health in
Islam and nutrition, ‘ɑisyiyah also ۗonduۗted a telephone
survey to religious leaders in several districts such as
Pangkep, Mempawah, Sambas, Mamuju, Tegal, and Blitar
district. When asked about the easiest way to get
information and share information, the WhatsApp
messaging application is most widely used by religious
leaders. While much information is obtained from
magazines, television, and WhatsApp messaging
applications. While the references are widely used by
Muhammadiyah religious leaders -Aisyiyah published by
the organization, namely Suara Muhammadiyah, Suara
‘ɑisyiyah, and ۖooks puۖlished ۖy Muhammadiyah‘ɑisyiyah. In addition, the ۖook is still the ۗhoiۗe of
religious leaders to assist them when delivering teaching
material.
From the survey results', Aisyiyah then compiled a
study material book on women's issues, reproductive health
and nutrition. In addition to books, 'Aisyiyah also wrote
maternal and child health material in the Islamic view
progressing in Suara' Aisyiyah and Suara Muhammadiyah
magazines which indeed became a lot reference to religious
leaders or muballigh of 'Aisyiyah Muhammadiyah in
da’wah. To expand the range of reۗitation or dissemination
of nutrition from progressive Islam perspective, theme of
nutrition and immunization of children becomes da'wah
material that ‘ɑisyiyah ۖrings through soۗial media, ۖoth in
form of info graphics, video graphics, vlogs, and live
recitation/pengajian.
In the ۗommunity, ‘ɑisyiyah ۗooperates with loۗal
religious leaders both men and women to socialize about
health and nutrition in a progressive view of Islam.
‘ɑisyiyah ۗooperates with female religious leaders or
muballighat because female religious leaders have
ۗloseness and ۗonۗern for the issue. ‘ɑisyiyah as a da’wah
movement that echoes the equality of virtuous deeds of men
and women so that it has a distinctiveness that is the number
of muballighat or female religious leaders. Historically,
‘ɑisyiyah also has a concern in preaching in field of health,
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such as the baby show activities or Baby Congress held
‘ɑisyiyah at the national level to the village level in the
1930s.
‘ɑisyiyah also identified religious leaders to ۖeۗome
champions as religious leaders concerned with nutrition. In
the Jeruk Legi District of Cilacap Regency, there was a
Muhammadiyah figure named Darno, who also became a
preacher in the local environment. He also manages
recitation/pengajian which is attended by men and women
in the local environment. He conveyed the theme of
reproductive health and nutrition after reading the cadre
material ۖook ‘ɑisyiyah whiۗh ۖelongs to his wife who is
also a cadre. According to Darno, these themes are
important themes conveyed in the recitation because they
are basic needs of citizens and in fact there are many Islamic
teachings that cover the theme of nutrition and need to be
conveyed more widely. By knowing Islamic teachings
about ASI for example, Darno revealed that it would
increase the motivation of citizens to practice healthy living.
Conclusion
Efforts to improve maternal and child health in Indonesia
have to meet various problems which are political aspects
(government policy), economy, availability and quality of
services, culture and religious interpretation. In Indonesian
context, cultural factors and interpretations of religion are
important factors that must be considered in promoting
quality of maternal and child health. There are still many
myths in culture in Indonesia and religious interpretations
that constraint fulfillment of women's and children's health
rights. Recognizing the importance of cultural approaches
and religious interpretations in addressing maternal and
ۗhild health proۖlems, Muhammadiyah and ‘ɑisyiyah as
Islamic progressive organizations have made use of a
religious approach by involving religious leaders in their
efforts to improve maternal and child health. To support the
ۖehavioral ۗhanges, ‘ɑisyiyah also involves religious
leaders and community leaders so community is
increasingly convinced because these behavioral changes
are also in accordance with teachings of the religion they
believe in.
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Digital Literacy Movement and the Development of
Digital Literacy Framework in Indonesia
Taufiqur Rahman
Department of Communication
Faculty of Social and Political Sciences
Universitas Muhammadiyah Yogyakarta
Abstract - Digital literacy is a key element in the
development of civilized communication in the digital era.
The concept of digital literacy can be interpreted differently,
but in general include many important skills needed in
facing the fast development of information and
communication technology in the digital society. More
specifically, UNESCO defined digital literacy as the ability
to access, manage, understand, integrate, communicate,
evaluate and create information safely and appropriately
through digital devices and networked technologies for
participation in economic and social life. This definition
suggests the importance of digital literacy in our daily life
today. Many countries have developed specific initiatives to
face the challenges of digital society. Digital literacy
movement in Indonesia has been initiated in 2017 by the
ministry of communication and information in cooperation
with many elements of civil society. This initiative is a good
start and should be followed by more systematic efforts to
develop a comprehensive and measurable digital literacy
framework to improve the quality of digital literacy in
Indonesia. This paper asks the question of how digital
literacy movement in Indonesia has contributed to the
development of a systematic digital literacy framework
which can be used as a guidance for the future development
of digital literacy programs in Indonesia.
Keywords: digital literacy, digital competence,
framework, Indonesia
Introduction
One hope of the presence of internet technology is its ability
to provide democratic means of expressing individual
identity or collective identity. The democratic face of the
internet can be seen from its character that tends to be
decentralized, anonymous and has a high endurance (Klotz,
2004). In a democratic country, the internet has a strategic
role because of its ability to provide efficient outlets to
support other communication media. In an authoritarian
country, the internet has a role as an alternative media to
fight the domination of public space by the authorities. The
internet in general has advantages over conventional media
with its ability to deliver more interactive information
exchanges,
facilitate
vertical
and
horizontal
communication, relatively non-mediated communication
processes, low costs, high communication speeds, and lack
of limits and sensors (Hague & Loader, 1999; Bentivegna,
2006; Jenkins at al, 2009; Harper, 2011).
Universitas Muhammadiyah Yogyakarta, Yogyakarta, Indonesia

The potential for conviviality presented by the internet is
increasingly felt when the development of technology
increasingly leads to the freedom of users to create, modify
and share information according to their respective need
(user-generated content). The culture of participation can be
interpreted as a culture that makes every individual
contribution have meaning, allows small barriers to artistic
expression and civic involvement, strong support for
creating and sharing copyrighted works and mentorship
opportunities for newcomers to learn from the experts
(Jenkins et al ., 2009). The culture of participation also
contributes to the emergence of diversity which has been
hidden in the private space to emerge into the public space.
Globalization of information in the digital era has made
multicultural society a necessity and is no longer a unique
phenomenon in just a few places. As Manuel Castells
(2010: xxxvi) argues that globalization does not facilitate
the emergence of global culture but instead requires us to
learn to share and accept diversity openly in the public
space.
The presence of the internet also facilitated the development
of a new communication era, which Manuel Castells (2013)
called the era of mass-self communication. Submission of
information on the internet can be categorized as a mass
communication activity because this activity has the
potential to reach a broad audience globally such as when
we upload videos on Youtube, or deliver messages through
mailing lists or groups on social media. At the same time,
the message we convey through the internet can be referred
to as individual communication because we create the
message ourselves, we can also choose the type of audience
we want to go to and as part the audience we can also
selectively choose the message we will access. The
emergence of this new era of individual mass
communication presents several challenges that must be
anticipated to build a culture of civilized communication.
Internet and the euphoria of democracy
At the beginning of the development of the internet, the
potential for participation has not yet been felt. Early
generation of internet users still tend to get used to the
culture of passive reception in the era of mass media so they
have not realized the potential to become active participants
in this new media. The introduction of applications such as
weblogs, micro blogs and other forms of social media that
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are increasingly user-friendly and allow users to play a role
in content creation strongly supports the emergence of a
culture of participation in the use of the internet. The
development of internet technology facilitated the transition
from a culture of passive reception in the era of mass media
in the late 20th century to a culture of active participation in
the early 21st century (Flew, 2009).
This cultural transition in practice gave rise to euphoria for
internet users so that many internet users were trapped in
the concept of inappropriate freedom. Freedom of
expression that should be used responsibly, often changes
into freedom to hate and freedom to distort information
(Lim, 2017). Freedom to do criticism can turn into hate
speech or hate spinning (Gaorge, 2017).
The high growth of social media users in Indonesia has
significantly contributed to the development of a culture of
participation in internet use and the growth of a new form
of 'social connection' in the virtual world (Jenkins et al
2009). This social connection is built through interactions
that are built through networked publics as defined by danah
boyd (2011). The interaction of internet users through their
respective social media accounts has created a networked
public, especially with the presence of features such as
profiles, friend lists, comment rooms and updated
information updates (boyd, 2011: 43). Some popular social
media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter and Instagram
offer features that users can use to build social connections
and build new imaginary communities beyond geographical
boundaries.
These new imaginary communities are created consciously
or unconsciously through a personalization process created
and facilitated by the creators of social media platforms.
These communities are often built in a limited circle of
friends and followers. The phenomenon of limited social
connections built by these communities raises fears of
social alienation because of the emergence of strong
tendencies in selectively filtering information and creating
filter bubbles or algorithmic enclaves in certain networks
that make it impossible the inclusion of information and
opinions that conflict with the views of most network
members (Pariser, 2011; Lim, 2017).

competencies that must be owned by every individual to be
able to live well in the digital era.
Various efforts have been initiated to make a systematic
formula to identify important elements in digital literacy /
competencies that must be possessed by every individual in
a digital society. Several countries have implemented
digital literacy frameworks trough formal and informal
sectors (Hermanadi and Daniswara, ...). One of the efforts
which can be regarded as a best practice initiative in
developing a comprehensive digital literacy framework was
carried out by the European Union Joint Research Center
which developed the DigComp concept (Digital
Competence Framework for Citizens). The study and
development of this framework has been started since 2005
and continues to be updated until now. In this framework 21
types of digital competencies were identified which are
grouped into 5 areas of competence that individuals must
have in digital societies, namely: 1) Literacy of information
and data; 2) Communication and collaboration; 3) Creation
of digital content; 4) Safety; and 5) Problem solving as can
be seen in the following table:
Table 1. DigComp’s Digital Competence Framework
1.

Competence area
Information and
data literacy

2.

Communication
and collaboration

3.

Digital content
creation

4.

Safety

5.

Problem solving

The need of digital literacy framework
Digital literacy is a key word in the effort to build civilized
communication in the digital era. The concept of digital
literacy can be interpreted in a variety of ways, but simply
can be defined as the ability needed by every individual to
be able to live, learn and work in a digital society (JISC,
2014). UNESCO formulates the definition of digital literacy
more speۗifiۗally as ‘the aۖility to aۗۗess, manage,
understand, integrate, communicate, evaluate and create
information safely and appropriately through digital devices
and networked technologies for economic and social life
partiۗipation’ (UNESCO, 2018). The definition stated
above illustrates how wide the scope of digital literacy or
new terms is currently more often used, namely digital
Universitas Muhammadiyah Yogyakarta, Yogyakarta, Indonesia

Competences
1.1. Browsing, searching and
filtering data, information
and digital content
1.2. Evaluating data, information
and digital content
1.3. Managing data, information
and digital content
2.1. Interacting through digital
technologies
2.2. Sharing through digital
technologies
2.3. Engaging in citizenship
through digital technologies
2.4. Collaboration through digital
technologies
2.5. Netiquette
2.6. Managing digital identity
3.1. Developing digital content
3.2. Integrating and reelaborating digital content
3.3. Copyright and licences
3.4. Programming
4.1. Protecting devices
4.2. Protecting personal data and
privacy
4.3. Protecting health and wellbeing
4.4. Protecting the environment
5.1. Solving technical problems
5.2. Identifying needs and
technological responses
5.3. Creatively using digital
technologies
5.4. Identifying digital
competence gaps

Source: Carretero et al., 2017
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The competencies that have been identified are then further
divided into eight levels of ability from beginner level to
high specialist level (Carretero et al., 2017).
Another framework, for example, was developed by the
Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC), a nongovernmental organization in the UK by identifying 7
important elements of digital literacy, namely: 1)
Information literacy; 2) Media literacy; 3) Communication
and collaboration; 4) Digital science; 5) Career and identity
management; 6) Learning skills; and 7) Information and
communication technology literacy (JISC, 2014).
Information literacy includes the ability to search, interpret,
evaluate, manage and share information. Media literacy
includes the ability to read critically and produce academic
and professional communication content in various media.
Communication and collaboration include the ability to
participate in digital networks for the purpose of learning
and researching. The aspects of digital science include the
ability to participate in academic, professional and research
practices that depend on digital systems. Career and identity
management includes the ability to manage the digital
reputation of online identity. Learning skills include the
ability to learn and effectively in a technology-rich
environment, both in formal and informal learning
environments. Whereas information and communication
technology literacy include the ability to adopt, adapt and
use digital equipment, applications or services.
In addition to the two frameworks above there is another
new framework developed by the DQ Institute, a global
initiative that focuses on developing a new type of
intelligence called the Digital Intelligence Quotient (DQ).
According to Yuhyun Park (2019), founder of the DQ
Institute, the era of the industrial revolution 4.0 requires a
new type of intelligence to complement the shortcomings of
Intelligence Quotient (IQ) born in the era of the industrial
revolution 2.0 and Emotional Intelligence Quotient (EQ)
born in the 3.0 industrial revolution era. Park (2019)
describes EQ as a comprehensive digital competency unit
that is rooted in individual universal moral values that can
be used to use, control and create technology for the
advancement of humanity. In its development, DQ is
grouped in eight areas, namely: 1) Digital identity; 2)
Digital use; 3) Digital safety; 4) Digital security; 5) Digital
emotional intelligence; 6) Digital communication; 7)
Digital literacy; and 8) Digital rights. Details of the eight
areas can be seen in the following table:
Table 2. Eight areas of Digital Quotient
Area
Digital Identity
Digital use
Digital safety

Competence
The ability to build a wholesome onli
offline identity
The ability to use technology in a
balanced, healthy, and civic way
The ability to understand, mitigate
and manage various cyber-risks
through safe, responsible, and ethical
use of technology
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Digital security

The ability to detect, avoid, and
manage different levels of cyber
threats to protect data, devices,
networks, and systems
Digital
The ability to recognize, navigate,
emotional
and express emotions in one’s digital
intelligence
intra and inter-personal interactions
Digital
The ability to communicate and
communication collaborate with others using
technology
Digital literacy
The ability to find, read, evaluate,
synthesize, create, adapt, and share
information, media, and technology
Digital rights
The ability to understand and uphold
human rights and legal rights when
using technology
Source: DQ Global Standards Reports (2019)

Efforts to develop a digital literacy framework in Indonesia
have also been carried out and need to be appreciated even
though it is not comprehensive. The ministry of
communication and information has officially launched a
national movement called ‘siۖerkreasi’ (creative cyber
movement) in 2017 as a collaboration between government
agencies, private corporations, universities, nongovernmental organizations and individual public figures.
The movement was initiated primarily to counter the thread
of negative contents on the internet such as hoaxes,
cyberbullying and online radicalism (siberkreasi.id/tentangsiberkreasi/). The movement has been implemented by
several programs which include providing digital literacy
literatures in the website (literasidigital.id), encouraging
public participation for digital literacy activities (Pandu
Digital), enhancing digital literacy through the medium of
arts especially batik (Batik Siberkreasi), developing digital
literacy through the creation of positive contents (School of
Influencer), organizing event for creative sharing
opportunities among Indonesian netizen (Netizen Fair) and
also providing a space for content creators to share their
knowledge an experiences (Kreator Nongkrong).
Siberkreasi is a very good initiative. However, there is still
very limited effort to develop a more comprehensive
approach in the development of digital literacy. More
systematic efforts are needed by the development of a
framework which can be used as a guideline to develop
nationwide digital literacy programs. For example, there is
a digital literacy framework developed by ICT Watch with
a focus on three aspects of digital literacy, namely
protection, rights and empowerment. Protection aspects
include protection of personal data, online security and
individual privacy. Aspects of rights include freedom of
expression, intellectual property and social activism. While
the aspects of empowerment include citizen journalism,
entrepreneurship and information ethics (ICT Watch,
2017). This initiative is a good start but still need further
elaboration in order to be regarded as a comprehensive
framework.
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Conclusion
More serious efforts to develop a digital literacy framework
in Indonesia are still very much needed as an effort to build
a more civilized digital society. The digital literacy
movement launched in 2017 and various initiatives that
have been carried out by various elements of society in
driving digital literacy must be followed by more systematic
efforts in developing a comprehensive and measurable
digital literacy framework to improve the quality of digital
literacy in the Indonesian community.
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Abstract—As Muslim believe that, the Holy Qur’an is the
words of Allah that is unchangeable and unmodifiable with
most accurate in its verses and words, prodigious in its
rules, letters and arrangements that cannot be moved
forward or backward, no deletions or additions on it. No
falsehood can approach it from before or behind it. It is
sent down by One Full of Wisdom, worthy of all Praise.
Perhaps this paper, can be seen as a great sea of
knowledge. The paper shows some statistical analysis on
the holy Quran and classify this analysis to few categories
by using the computer programs. This paper is focuses on
Sura An-Nisa' as a case of study and tries to show some
impact of Information and Communication Technology
toward serving the Holy Quran.

a.

b.
Keywords—quran and ICT, digital quran, analysis of
sura an-nisa', statistics of the quran, digital era, ICT and
islam, analysis of the holy quran.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Holy Qur’an ۗontains of 114 Suras (ۗhapters) divided
into 30 parts (ɛuzo’). The total numۖer of its verses (ɑayah) are
6236, which contains 77479 words and 324844 letters. There
are 87 Meccan Suras (reviled in Macca) and 27 Medinian Suras
(reviled in Madina).
This paper highlights the importance of serving the Holy
Book of Quran whose endless wonders and knowledge are not
enough to create a satisfaction to the scientists. However, many
earlier studies (before this work) have addressed this matter by
former scholars who inspired us by their works.
The paper divided into two parts, the first part showed some
statistical analysis on the holy Quran and classify this analysis
to few categories. While the second part of this paper focus on
one Sura (chapter) only (Sura An-Nisa') to show some
statistical analysis on this Sura which can be applied later on
any other Suras (chapters) of the holy Quran. We have
classified this analysis into few parts, each one shows different
results, as illustrated in the next section. The computer was
used for the collection and initial classification of the Quranic
databases processes.
II.PREVIOUS STUDIES ABOUT THE STATISTICS OF THE
HOLY QURAN
The study of the Holy Qur’an might ۖe one of the most
important Islamic Studies in recent times. The study of the
meanings of the verses of the Holy Qur’an ۖegan during the
reign of the revelation to the Prophet (peace be upon him). The
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studies continued to include the statistics of the words, verses,
and Suras of the Holy book, to illustrate the Meccan and
Medinian Suras, and to organize them based on the order of
descent of the Suras and verses to the Prophet (peace be upon
him). Later, dozens of books were written on the jurisprudence
of scientists and scholars majored in the sciences of the Holy
Qur’an and its verses. Some of them studied deeply the ۗensus
of the Quranic verses, the numbers of Suras, and chapters of
the Holy Qur’an. Some of them worked hard in the elicitation
of secrets of the verses of the book in terms of count, order and
other theories that are still under studying and verification.
The efforts of scholars in the field of the Quranic verses
statistics began early in the first centuries of Hijrah. The book
“  ” ل ي في ع آ ل آof ɑۖu-Amr Othman bin Saeed Al-Umawi
Al-Dani was considered as one of the largest books written in
the science of Quranic statistics. The author of this book
collected the old books and materials that were previously
prepared for this field. This includes the number of verses,
setting their heads, the number of words, number of letters and
the number of its chapters and their positions. It is worth noting
that there are other studies conducted about the order and
explanation of the Quranic words, such as: (Kitab Al-Ma’jim
Al-Mufahrasa Li Alfath Al-Qur’an ɑl-Kareem) by the author
Abdul Rahman bin Mohammed Al-Hajili, printed in 1421 of
Hijrah. The author listed some of the literature and previous
books about the order and statement of the Quranic words.
Where he referred to some of the following books:
•

Garib Al-Quran. ɒyμ Iۖn ɑۖۖas, edited ۖyμ ɑta’ ۖin ɑۖi
Rabah (114 of Hijrah).

•

Tafseer Garib Al-Quran. By: Zaid bin Ali bin Al-Hussain
bin Ali bin Abi Talib (120 of Hijrah).

•

Garib Al-Quran, ۖyμ ɑۖi ɛa’far ۖin ɑyouۖ ɑl-Muqri’ (He
lived in the second half the second century).

•

Majaz Al-Quran, ۖy Oۖaidah mu’mar ۖin ɑl-Muthana
Al-Timi (210 of Hijrah)

And other books that meant to interpret and study the Garib
Al-Qur’an ۖook in terms of its voۗaۖularies and/or words,
which exceeded forty books. Then the researcher reviewed
some of the books that were written for indexing the Quranic
words, including:
•

Al-Mu’jam al-mufahras li-alfath al-Qur’an al-kareem, by
Mohammed Fouad bin Abdul Baqi (1364 Hijrah).

•

Mu’jam alfath al-Qur’an al-kareem, issued by the Arabic
Language Academy in Cairo during the period of 1953 1970.
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•

Mu’jam al-alfath wa al-‘alam al-quraniah, by
Mohammed Ismail bin Ibrahim, the first edition issued in
1961.

In the field of the inimitaۖility of the Qur’an, Dr.
Mohammed Al-Saed Radi ɛiۖril wrote a ۖook entitled “Enaiah
al-muslmin bi ibraz wujuh al-I’jaz fi al-Qur’an al-kareem’.
This book addressed a summary of the inimitability of the Holy
Qur’an, and narrated the most important studies in this field
that were developed by scholars of the early Muslims. Then he
divided the inimitaۖility of the Qur’an into seven types,
namelyμ The Qur’an’s inimitaۖility in terms of its eloquenۗe.
•

The Qur’an’s inimitaۖility in terms of its context and
approaches.

•

The Qur’an’s inimitaۖility in terms of narrating aۖout the
unknown future.

•

The Qur’an’s inimitaۖility in terms of narrating aۖout the
previous centuries and the extinct nations.

•

The Qur’an’s inimitaۖility in terms of psychology.

•

The Qur’an’s inimitaۖility in terms of its teaۗhings and
legislation, and

•

Scientific miracles.

General Information of
Sura An-Nisa'

Sura’s Name
Sura’s Order in the
Mushaf
Order of revelation
Sura’s Classification
Number of verses

Numerical studies of
Sura An-Nisa'

Length of words and
verses of Sura An-Nisa'

Characteristics of Sura
An-Nisa'

Size of Sura An-Nisa'
comparing to the holy
Quran
Repetition for each
letter in Sura An-Nisa'
Number of letters and
words in each verse

III.METHODOLOGY OF THIS STUDY

Number of words
Number of letters
Average number of
word in each verse
Average number of
letters in each verse
Average number of
letters in each word
Sura’s Verses: Total
Quranic verses %
Sura’s Words : Total
Quranic words %
Sura’s Letter : Total
Quranic Letters %
30 letters
Letters
Words
Fathah

In the following sections provide analysis for in seven parts
related to Sura An-Nisa' have been introduced; the first part
about General Information on Sura An-Nisa', the second part is
about Numerical studies on Sura An-Nisa', the third part forces
on the Length of words and verses of Sura An-Nisa', the forth
part is about the size of Sura An-Nisa' comparing to the holy
Quran, the fifth part is about the repetition of letters in Sura AnNisa', the sixth part is about the number of letters and words in
each verse of Sura An-Nisa' finally the seventh part is about the
marking sign in Sura An-Nisa'. The following list shows the
seven part of the analysis.

Damma
Kasra
Tanween Al-Fath
Repetition of marking
sign in Sura An-Nisa'

Tanween Al-Damm
Tanween Al-Kasr
Shaddah
Sukun
Alef Khanjariah

Part 1. General Information on Sura An-Nisa'
Part 2. Numerical studies on Sura An-Nisa',
Part 3. Length of words and verses of Sura An-Nisa',
Part 4. Size of Sura An-Nisa' comparing to the holy Quran,
Part 5. Repetition of letters in Sura An-Nisa',
Part 6. Number of letters and words in each verse of Sura AnNisa'

Figure. 1.

Part 7. Marking sign in Sura An-Nisa'
Each of the above parts contains few details, figure 1 shows
the seventh analysis parts of Sura An-Nisa' with the details of
each.

The most important characteristics of this
Sura An-Nisa'.

Table 1 shows the general information on Sura An-Nisa' as
an example that can be applied to any other Sura (chapter) later
on, these information are Sura’s Order in the Mushaf, Order of
revelation and Sura’s Classifiۗation (Meۗۗan or Medinian).
TABLE I.

The General Information of Sura An-Nisa'
Sura’s Order
Order of
Sura’s
Sura’s Name
in the
revelation Classification
Mushaf
An-Nisa'
4
λ2
Medinian
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The above table showed that Sura an-Nisa’ has order 4 in
the Mushaf while it has order 92 in the revelation, and also
shows that this Sura has reveled in Madina.

ratio of words of Sura an-Nisa’ ۖased on the total Quraniۗ
words is 4.836 %. And the ratio of letters of Sura an-Nisa’
based on the total Quranic letters is 4.934 %.

Table 2 shows some numerical studies on Sura An-Nisa' as
an example that can be applied to any other Sura (chapter) later
on, these information are Number of verses, Number of words
and Number of letters.

ɑs we know that there are 30 inۗluding Hamza’ ( )ءand 2
different Taa’ ( & ). Error! Reference source not found.
shows the repetition of letters in Sura An-Nisa', and Error!
Reference source not found. illustrates this table and Shows
the ratio of repetition of letters in Sura An-Nisa' with the rest
of the Quranic Suras (chapters).

TABLE II.

The numerical studies of Sura An-Nisa'

Number of verses Number of words Number of letters
176

3747

16032

The above table showed that Sura an-Nisa’ has 176 verses
and 3747 words and 16032 letters and this is means that this
Sura consider 4th longest Sura based on the number of verses
and 2nd longest Sura based on the number of words as well as
number of letters.

TABLE V.
وي
11
23
76
65

ه
7
6
7

Shows the number of repetition for each
letter in Sura An-Nisa'
طظع ف
ش
ر
ح
ء ا
111
2
525 4
11 3 413111 514 1
339
6 46
8 5
7
6
850 0
02 0 880293 617 1
305
2 55
2 1
5
7
253 4
12 6 911866 168 5
435
8

Table 3 shows some numerical studies on Sura An-Nisa' as
an example that can be applied to any other Sura (chapter) later
on, these information are Average number of word in each
verse, Average number of letters in each verse and Average
number of letters in each word.
TABLE III.

The length of words and verses of Sura AnNisa'
Average number Average number Average number
of word in each of letters in each of letters in each
verse
verse
word
21.28λ

91.091

4.278

Table 3 showed that the average number of word in each
verse in Sura An-Nisa' is 21.289 word / verse and this is
consider very high since the average number of words in each
verse of the Quran is 12.424 only. The table also showed that
the average number of letters in each verse of Sura An-Nisa' is
91.091 letters / verse and this is consider very high since the
average number of letters in each verse of the Quran is 52.0λ1.
The table also showed that the average number of letters in each
word of Sura An-Nisa' is 4.278 letters / word and this is
consider very close to the average number of letters in each
word of the Quran which is 4.1λ2.
Table 4 shows the size of Sura An-Nisa' comparing to the
holy Quran as an example that can be applied to any other Sura
(chapter) later on, these information are Sura’s verses
ۗomparing to the total Quraniۗ verses, Sura’s words ۗomparing
to the total Quraniۗ words and Sura’s Letter ۗomparing to the
total Quranic Letters.
TABLE IV.

The size of Sura An-Nisa' comparing to the
holy Quran

Sura’s Verses: Total
Quranic verses %

Sura’s Words :
Total Quranic
words %

Sura’s Letter : Total
Quranic Letters %

2.822

4.836

4.934

The above table showed that the ratio of Verses of Sura anNisa’ ۖased on the total Quraniۗ verses is 2.822 %. While the
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Figure. 2.
The ratio of repetition of letters in Sura AnNisa' and the rest of the Quranic Sura
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Figure 2 showed the ratio of repetition of letters in Sura AnNisa' are some time mora than and some time less than the rest
of the Quranic Suras.
Figure 3 shows the number of letters in each verse in Sura
An-Nisa', while Figure 4 presents the number of words in each
of its verses.

Figure. 3.
Number of letters in Sura AnNisa'
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Figure. 4.
Number of words in Sura AnNisa'
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Figure 3 and Figure 4 showed that the number of letters in
Sura An-Nisa' as well as the number of words in Sura An-Nisa'
some time above the average while some time is below the
average.
Error! Reference source not found. shows the repetition
of the marking signs in Sura An-Nisa', and Figure 5 illustrates
the repetition of the marking signs in Sura An-Nisa' as
compared to the total Quranic Suras.
TABLE VI.
Highlights the number of repetition of each
marking sign in Sura An-Nisa'

Table 6 and Figure 5 showed the ratio of repetition of
marking signs in Sura An-Nisa' are sometime mora than and
sometime less than the rest of the Quranic Suras.

Alef
Khanjaria
h
Sukun

Shaddah

Tanween
Al-Kasr

Tanween
Al-Damm

Tanween
Al-Fath

Kasra

Damma

Fathah

IV.CONCLUSION
The statistical rules used in this study have been introduced
at the beginning of the paper, we rely on what the Kuffans have
adopted and the writers of the Medinian Qur’an, whiۗh is
widespread in the narration of Hafs-from-Asim. This paper
focused on one Sura only (Sura An-Nisa') to show some
statistical analysis on this Sura which can apply later on any
other sura of the holy Quran. The paper included a scientific
and systematic guide of this Sura; such as the order in the
Qur’an, order ۖased on revelation. It also inۗluded a guide of
the words of the Qur’an aۗۗording to the length, roots and
repetition. Moreover, the paper included a guide of the Quranic
letters marking signs.

379

1716

1096

85

75

380

2268

1841

5798
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Abstract— this study aims to identify the influence of product

between the company and its customers is harmonious, (2)
providing a good basis for repurchase, (3) encouraging
customer loyalty, (4) forming an informal recommendation
from mouth to mouth that will be very profitable for the
company, (5) the company's reputation is well-built, (6) the
profits earned goes up.
One of the modern markets in Yogyakarta is Super
Indo. Super Indo provides a variety of daily necessities
products with reliable quality, completeness, low prices,
and convenient store locations. In this study, researcher
examined customer satisfaction (CS) when shopping at
Super Indo Seturan. The reason researcher chooses Super
Indo Seturan is because of its strategic geographical
location.
This study aims to analyze the factors influencing
customer satisfaction. Previous researches on this topic
have been conducted. However, the mixed results from
those previous researches require further examination. The
factors analyzed in this study are product quality (PQ), store
image (SI), shopping environment (SE), service quality
(SQ), and prices (P). The difference between this study and
previous studies lies in the location used to collect samples
and is carried out in the current year, 2019, so that the data
obtained is more up-to-date and closer to the actual
conditions.

quality, store image, shopping environment, service quality, and
price on customer satisfaction. Populations in this research are
customers in Super Indo Supermarket Seturan Yogyakarta. The
sample used in this research consists of 80 people chosen using
non-probability sampling, which is incidental sampling. This
research uses multiple linear regression analysis. The validity
and reliability testing of each indicator is taken before
performing the multiple linear regression analysis. The results
show that product quality has no effect on customer satisfaction,
store image has a positive and significant effect on customer
satisfaction, shopping environment has no effect on customer
satisfaction, service quality has a positive and significant effect
on customer satisfaction, and price has a positive and
significant effect on customer satisfaction.
Keywords: product quality, store image, shopping environment,
service quality, price, customer satisfaction.

INTRODUCTION
The Indonesian economy has improved over time,
especially in the Special Region of Yogyakarta. With this
increasing economy, income and purchasing power of the
people also increase. Therefore the consumption will
increase and people will be more selective in using their
money to meet their needs.
On the other hand, the increase in the economy is also
followed by the development of modern markets. The
modern market can be seen from the activities of buying and
selling goods that are no longer carried out by bargaining
activities. Consumers who want to buy an item only need to
look at the price tag provided by the merchant. Besides, the
arrangement and placement of products in a modern market
environment is relatively neater.
These days, consumers tend to make the modern
market a favorite place to buy goods. Consumers are the
main target market in every business because without a
consumer, a business will not be able to grow and achieve
profit maximally. Getting consumers as customers in a mini
market business is not an easy matter, this happens because
there is a lot of competition from existing mini markets, thus
requiring entrepreneurs to pay more attention to product
quality (PQ), service quality (SQ), and price (P) offered to
achieve a customer satisfaction (CS) (Kusumasari, 2011).
Measurement of customer satisfaction is very
necessary to maintain customers by knowing the level of
customer satisfaction. The benefits of customer satisfaction
according to Tjiptono (2005) include: (1) the relationship
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
2.1 Product Quality on Customer Satisfaction
Based on the need theory proposed by Abraham
Maslow, physiological needs are basic human needs such as
eating, drinking, and resting. In order for one to be able to
meet the needs at the top level, these basic needs must be
satisfied first. In fulfilling the needs of food and drink,
certainly people pay attention to the quality of food or
drinks consumed, so that the expected satisfaction is
achieved and the higher other needs can be met.
Santoso (2010) states that customer satisfaction is
closely related to the quality of goods offered. This is also
reinforced by the opinion of Japarianto and Djati (2011)
which states that customer satisfaction is often determined
by the quality of the product or service offered, so that good
quality goods will make customers satisfied in shopping.
H1: Product quality affects customer satisfaction
2.2 Store image on Customer Satisfaction
Prior to buying products and services to meet their
needs, consumers usually consider the image of the stores
where they are going to shop. According to Saputra (2018),
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brand image is a perception and impression towards a
company. Companies engaged in services in particular
require a good image. A positive image of the company can
also encourage customer satisfaction. Positive images that
can drive customer satisfaction are the company's social
responsibility, the ability to innovate, and good quality
management that is able to build public trust. Those will be
the indiۗators of ۗompany’s image variaۖle in this study
image of the company can create customer satisfaction.
H2: Store image affects customer satisfaction.
2.3 Shopping Environment on Customer Satisfaction
Peter and Olson (2002) divide the environment
into two aspects and dimensions namely aspects of the
social environment and aspects of the physical environment.
Aspects of the social environment include all social
interactions between and around other people directly or
indirectly. Aspects of the physical environment include all
non-human beings which can be divided into elements that
have space or no space. Elements that have space include
physical objects of all types (including products and brands)
such as countries, cities, shops, and interior design.
Elements without space include non-tangible factors such as
temperature, humidity, lighting, noise level, and time.
Zulaikha (2015) has conducted research on the
effects of service quality, store image, product quality,
shopping environment, and customer expectations on
customer satisfaction. The results of this study indicate that
the shopping environment has a positive and significant
effect on customer satisfaction when shopping. This
indicates that customers prefer a clean, neat, and fragrant
shopping environment than a dirty and smelly one.
H3: Shopping environment affects customer satisfaction
2.4 Service Quality on Customer Satisfaction
When an employee is able to provide services as
expected by customers, it will satisfy the customer (Fang,
2012). Customers are happy with friendly employees. In
line with research conducted by Zulaikha (2015), service
quality has a positive and significant effect on customer
satisfaction.
H4: Service quality affects customer satisfaction
2.5 Price on Customer Satisfaction
Price is one of the most sensitive factors among other
factors because the price will have a direct impact on the
sales and the profits. Determining the right selling price
allows the seller to have a decent profit, as well as providing
customer satisfaction before, during, and after the sale. A
lot of customers consider price as the most important criteria
in choosing a product (Anggraini, 2011). Thus the
difference in price can affect customer shopping
satisfaction. If the price of the product offered is quite cheap
and the quality is in accordance with the desires of their
heart, customer will definitely feel happy and satisfied in
shopping.
This is in line with research conducted by Nguyen Ngoc
Duy Phuong in 2017 which examined the Factors Affecting
Customer Satisfaction and Customer Loyalty the Case of
Binh Duong Ceramic Product. The results of this study
indicate that price has a positive effect on customer
satisfaction.
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H5: Product price affects customer satisfaction

KP
(X1)

H

CP

H

LB

H

KL

KK

H
H

HP
H
RESEARCH METHODS
This research was conducted at the Modern Super
Indo Seturan Market. Determination of this location is done
deliberately with the consideration that the place is
strategic, easy to reach, and close to the center of the crowd.
The population in this study is visitors shopping at Super
Indo Seturan.
The sampling method used in this study is non
probability sampling with incidental sampling. Incidental
sampling is a sampling technique based on coincidence. The
sample used in this study is people who are shopping at
Super Indo Seturan. The number of respondents used is 80
respondents. At the beginning of the study, 100
questionnaires were distributed, but 2 questionnaires were
not returned and 18 other questionnaires were returned but
were not suitable for use due to incomplete filling. The
research conducted was aimed at respondents who were
willing to be interviewed based on a questionnaire.
Likert scale is used to measure attitudes, opinions and
perceptions of a person or group about an event or social
phenomenon based on operational definitions set by
researchers. With this Likert scale, respondents were asked
to complete a questionnaire that required them to indicate
their level of agreement with a series of questions. Questions
or statements used in this study are usually referred to as
research variables and are specifically defined by the
researcher. The level of approval referred to in this Likert
scale consists of 5 scale options ranging from Strongly Agree
(SS) to Strongly Disagree (SD).
Data analysis in this study uses multiple linear
regression analysis. The multiple linear regression
formulations in this study are as follows:
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Yt = a + b1KPt+ b2CPt+ b3LBt+ b4KLt+ b5HPt+ et
Remarks:
Yt
= Customer
Satisfaction
KPt
= Product Quality
CPt
= Brand Image
LBt
=
Shopping
Environment
KLt
= Service Quality
HPt
= Product Price
a
= Constant Value
et
= Confounding Factor
b1…..b5
=
Regression
Coefficient

means that all independent variables in this study are able to
explain Customer Satisfaction (KK) as the dependent
variable. The model in this study is also good and feasible
to use.
4.4 t Test

Variables
C
PQ
BI
SE
SQ
PR

Table 4.4
t Test
tProbability
Statistic
1,135
0,260
0,179
0,858
2,126
0,037
-1,017
0,312
1,585
0,012
3,904
0,000

Source: Primary Data Processed, 2019
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
4.1 Validity Test
The validity of the questionnaire instruments in this study
was tested using Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA). The
validity of the question item in a study is measured by the
value that is on the KMO (Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin)> 0.50. The
test results are shown in table 4.1 as follows:
Table 4.1
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin
0,739
Significance
0,000

Source: Primary Data Processed,
2019
4.2 Reliability Test
In this study, the variable is said to be
reliable if it gives a value of α> 0.70.
The following explanation of the reliability
test processing in this study is shown in
table 4.3.
Table 4.3
Reliability Test
Cronbach’s Alpha
N of Items
0,857
18

Source: Primary Data Processed, 2019
4.3 F Test

Model
Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares
78,188
120,299
198,488

Table 4.4
F Test
Df Mean
Square
5
15,638
74
1,626
79

F

Sig

9,619

0,000

Source: Primary Data Processed, 2019
The results in table 4.4 show a significance level of 0.000
which proves that the p value is smaller than 0.05. This
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From the results above, it is proven that the quality of the
product has a significance value above p value of 0.05
which proves that this hypothesis is rejected. This is because
the quality of the product is not really a major consideration
to increase customer satisfaction. In accordance with
Maslow's theory of needs, the things that are considered by
customers to feel satisfaction are how the fulfillment of
basic needs such as physiological and safety can be fulfilled.
If the quality of the product is high enough but is unable to
meet the basic needs of the customers because the price is
not affordable, then the quality of the product cannot be the
reason for satisfying customers.

From the results of the t test, it is
proven that the store image has a
significance value below the p value of 0.05
which proves that this hypothesis is
accepted. This is because customers choose
shopping places with a good reputation where
they can be relied upon to meet their needs.
t test results indicate that the shopping
environment has a significance value above
the p value of 0.05 which proves that this
hypothesis is rejected. This is because
customers do
not
use
the shopping
environment as
a
measure
of
their
satisfaction. According to Maslow's theory
of needs, the most basic needs that must be
met are physiological and then security
needs. If in making a purchase transaction
the customer is able to meet both of these
needs, they will already feel satisfied.
t test results also indicate that service
quality has a significance value below the
p value of 0.05 which proves that this
hypothesis is accepted. This is because
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customers will see how the quality of the
services available at the shopping mall.
According to Maslow's theory of needs,
service quality will provide benefits
directly to consumers to get convenience
when making a purchase transaction. With the
ease that is felt when they make a purchase
transaction, they will psychologically feel
received attention and comfort, where not
only physiological and security needs are
achieved but also the comfort and sense of
respect that is at the third level of need.
Friendly and helpful service from the
employees will make customers feel confident
in the shopping place which will increase
customer satisfaction.
From the results of the t test, it is
proven that the price has a significance
value below the p value of 0.05 which proves
that this hypothesis is accepted. This is
because the price is one of the most
sensitive factors among other factors
because price will have a direct impact on
the sale of goods and the benefits obtained.
According to Maslow's theory of needs, the
basic needs of consumers as an individual
are physiological needs. Consumers certainly
expect their basic needs to be met at low
prices. Consumers will also make price
comparisons at various shopping venues,
where they will choose the place that
provides the lowest price. Low prices will
make consumers interested in repurchasing
transactions in the same place. So prices
can increase consumer satisfaction.
CONCLUSIONS
Based on the explanation above, two hypotheses are
rejected and three hypotheses are accepted. The rejected
hypotheses are hypothesis 1 and hypothesis 3. This shows
that product quality and shopping environment are not the
main factors forming customer satisfaction. There are other
more impactful factors to customer satisfaction such as store
image, service quality, and price. Thus, hypothesis 1, 2, and
3 are accepted.
For further research, it is better to use a wider
sample and population. In addition, future research should
consider using control, mediation, intervening or
moderation variables to develop existing results. Future
studies should use other variables that are less frequently
studied, such as psychological effects, switching costs, and
consumer empathy.
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This study also has some limitations. This study only uses
samples and populations of Super Indo Seturan customers.
This study also only uses one-way testing and is only
limited to five variables.
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Abstract— Zakat is a means of social solidarity established
by Islamic law to prevent anyone from falling into the cycle of
poverty, whether for prevention or treatment. The study
aimed to know the possibility of improving the role of Zakat as
a solution to the government in responding needs of the victims
of natural disasters in accordance with Maqasid Sharia goals.
We often face funding problems during disaster management,
reconstruction and rehabilitation. This study initially dealt
with geographical situation of Indonesia, which is vulnerable
to any natural disasters, and then discussed the jurisprudence
of scholars on the ruling on issues related to Zakat payment
for victims of natural disasters in addition to the amount since
they are not included in the eight categories mentioned in the
Koranic text. The study concluded that Zakat can be used as a
preventive tool to prevent natural disasters by applying it as
one of the obligations for society and state income and then
treating its victims during alleviation, rehabilitation and
reconstruction phase, In line with the purposes of Koranic
texts related to zakat, by allocating parts of Fuqara, Masakiin,
Muallaf,
Gharimin
and
Ibnu
Sabiil.
Keywords— Zakat, Maqashid, Natural Disaster
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Abstract- The number of patients diagnosed with Coronary
Heart Disease is at a quite high position in Indonesia, and it
increases in each year. Various studies have shown that patients
with cardiovascular disease are at risk of suffering from drug
interactions. Drug interactions may affect the increase of mortality
and morbidity in patients. The purpose of this research is to know
the description of the types of potential drug-drug interactions and
to evaluate the relationship among the number of drug interaction,
the number of drugs consumed, the diagnosis number and how
long of CHD inpatients treated in Rumah Sakit Umum Jogja
(Jogja Hospital). This study is descriptive research with
retrospective data collection method using a cross-sectional design
from 91 medical record data of CHD inpatients in Rumah Sakit
Umum Jogja in the period of 2014 - 2017. The data analysis uses
the spearman test of the SPSS program. The result from 91
samples included in the inclusion criteria is that the number of
potential drug interactions is fairly high that is as many as 151
kinds of events. The most frequent mechanism pattern is
pharmacodynamics (50.33%). The pattern of potential drug
interaction based on the biggest onset was onset delay (83.44%).
The highest level of the potential interactions is moderate severity
(35.10%). The most documentation is unlikely (35.10%), and the
highest significance level is the level of significance 1 (25.17%).
This study showed a correlation between the number of potential
interactions and the number of drugs (r = 0.496, p = 0,000). There
was no correlation among the number of potential interactions, the
number of diagnoses (r = 0.099, p = 0.350) and how long is the
hospitalization (r = 0.115; p = 0.276).
Keywords- Potential Drug Interaction, Coronary Heart
Disease

I.INTRODUCTION
Based on the statistical data from the World Health
Organization (2015), Coronary Heart Disease caused around
7,4 million death cases of cardiovascular in 2015. The
number of patients diagnosed with CHD in Indonesia is at the
seventh position in the category of non-communicable
disease (NCDs). Meanwhile, in Daerah Istimewa Yogyakarta
Province (DIY), it reaches 1,3% or around 36.104 people
(Riskesdas, 2013). Various researches show that the
cardiovascular patients are at risk of suffering the drug
interactions (Ismail et al., 2013).
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Drug interaction is one of the Drug Related Problems
which is still to be the main challenge in clinical practice
(Kra¨henbu¨hl-Melcher et al., 2007). Drug interactions can
influence the increase of mortality and morbidity of the
patients. It is estimated that 4.8% to 16.8% of hospital losses
are caused by drug interaction. The patients with more than
one diagnosis must consume more drugs. It can trigger a
worse drug interaction. The drug can interact with food,
drinks, or with other drugs consumed by the patient (Becker
ML et al., 2007).
Cardiovascular drugs are the drugs which often cause
potential drug interaction with other drugs (Baxter & Preston,
2010; Mendell et al., 2011). It happens because of the
complex dosage regimen and comorbid disease conditions in
these patients (Straubhaar B et al., 2006). Based on the
research conducted by Murtaza et al. (2015), from the total of
the inpatients, 91.1% patients of cardiovascular disease suffer
the drug-drug interaction. Patients with special treatment in
the hospital need to get more attention related to the drug
interaction. Several researches show that drug-drug
interactions and the other adverse drug effects are the main
clinical problem of heart disease inpatients (Passarelli et al.,
2005).
II.METHODS
This is a descriptive study with retrospective data
collection method using a cross-sectional design from the
medical record data of CHD inpatients in Rumah Sakit Umum
Jogja in the period of 2014 - 2017. The population of this
research is all of the CHD inpatients in Rumah Sakit Umum
Jogja from 2014 to 2017. It used total sampling technique.
The tools used in this study are book reference related to drug
interaction (Drug Interaction Facts oleh David S. Tatro 2010
and Stockley's drug interaction 8th edition 2008) and other
related references. The research material used in this study is
the arۗhive of CHD patients’ mediۗal records in the period of
2014 – 2017
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III.DATA ANALYSIS
The data obtained was analysed with statistics
descriptive, then the data is presented in the form of
quantitative and qualitative. Quantitative data are presented
in the form of the kind of potential drug-drug interaction
percentage. Meanwhile, data qualitative is presented in the
form of analysis result description with a literature approach.
Data analysis to see the relationship among the occurrence of
potential drug interaction, the amount of the drugs consumed,
the number of the diagnosis and the duration of the CHD
inpatient treatments used spearman test on SPSS program
IV.RESULT AND DISCUSSION
1.1

Patients Characteristics Based on the Gender

From the result of the data analysis, most of the CHD
patients are men. It is in line with the study conducted by
Yuliani et al. (2014). There is a significant relationship among
the prevalence of men of CHD patients. For women, the risk
of having CHD will increase after the menopause which
causes the changes of fat metabolism in the body. So, the risk
of developing CHD in women is 10-20 years slower
compared to men. (Matthews et al., 2001).
TABLE I. PATIENT CHARACTERISTIC BASED
ON AGE
Age
The number of
(%)
(year)
the patients (n)
26-35
1
1.10
36-45
4
4.40
46-55
27
29.67
56-65
29
31.87
> 65
30
32.97
Total
91
100
According to the data in table 1, most of the CHD
patients are in the age group ≥ 65 years old of 32.97%. It is
supported by the research data that coronary arteries will
begin to change in the early 20th years old. Other changes will
happen after the age of forty. For men, the changes in
coronary arteries will happen in the age of 35-45 years old
and will keep growing as the age grow (Supriyono, 2008).
1.2

Patients Characteristic Based on Comorbidities

Ischemic Heart Disease (IHD) is a disease with the
biggest number in this study. IHD is the process of reduced
oxygen or the cessation of blood flow to the heart due to
narrowing of the coronary arteries by plaque (Sukandar et al.,
2008). The second biggest number of diseases is
hypertension. Someone with CHD can have 2, 25 times
higher risk of hypertension ۗompared those who didn’t suffer
CHD (Anwar, 2004). A lot of researches stated that the factor
of CHC is dyslipidaemia. Dyslipidaemia is a condition caused
by abnormal blood lipid level such as the decreased of HDL
(High-Density Lipoprotein), the increase of LDL level (LowDensity Lipoprotein) and triglycerides (Kiran, 2010). The
disease of diabetes mellitus can have a big role in the cause of
CHD. According to the American Heart Association (2012),
65% of diabetes mellitus patients die because of heart disease
1.3

From the table 2, it can be known that the most
widely used drugs for CHD in Rumah Sakit Umum Jogja are
the nitrate and antiplatelet drugs and drugs for heart failure
such as diuretics. The typical chest pain is a result of the lack
of oxygen flowing to the heart muscle. This lack of oxygen
caused by atherosclerosis process (Almasdy et al., 2013).
Antianginal drugs aim to treat complaints of chest pain, and
the most widely used with the percentage of 13.01% is nitrate
drugs, Isosorbide Dinitrate (ISDN). The nitrate mechanism
can dilate coronary arteries which experience atherosclerosis,
and it is effective to remove acute chest pain (PERKI, 2015).
Table
II.
Description of Drug Use
The Number of
Percentage
Type
Drug Use
(%)
ISDN
38
3.53
Furosemid
Clopidogre
l
Aspirin
Other
Total

36

3.34

34
54
916
1078

3.15
5.01
84.97
100

Loop diuretic drug classes such as furosemide are
the second largest drug use after ISDN in heart disease
patients in Rumah Sakit Jogja with a percentage of 12.33%.
Diuretics can relieve symptoms in patients with moderate to
severe congestive heart failure. Diuretics work by reducing
the volume of extracellular fluid without causing a reduction
in cardiac output (Ooi & Colucci, 2008). Diuretics can control
the symptoms of fluid retention and reduce the heart failure.
The administration of diuretic combined with ɑCEI and βBlockers can produce better therapy (Hunt et al., 2005).
Antiplatelet drugs such as clopidogrel and aspirin are widely
prescribed in CHD patients with a percentage of 11.64%.
Antiplatelet is given to prevent coronary thrombosis; aspirin
is the first choice drug given every day for a long-term with a
loading dose of 150-300 mg and maintaining a dose of 75-100
mg. Clopidogrel is recommended as an alternative for the
patients who cannot get aspirin therapy. The loading dose of
clopidogrel is 300 mg continued with 75 mg for daily use
(PERKI, 2015).
1.4
The Analysis of the Potential Drug Interaction
Based on Interaction Mechanism
The result of the analysis in Table 3 shows the
number of potential drug-drug interaction in the mechanism
of pharmacokinetics potential interaction as many as 28.48%
or 43 incidences. The mechanism of potential
pharmacodynamics interaction is 76 incidences (50.33%),
and the mechanism of unknown potential interaction is 32
incidences (21.19%).

The Description of The CHD Drugs Use
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TABLE III. POTENTIAL DRUG INTERACTION BASED
ON THE MECHANISM
Number of
Mechanism
(%)
incidence
Pharmacodynami
43
28.48
cs
Pharmacokinetics
76
50.33
Unknown
32
21.19
Total
151
100
The result of the analysis in Table 3 shows the
number of potential drug-drug interaction in the mechanism
of pharmacokinetics potential interaction as many as 28.48%
or 43 incidences. The mechanism of potential
pharmacodynamics interaction is 76 incidences (50.33%),
and the mechanism of unknown potential interaction is 32
incidences (21.19%).
The potential interaction between digoxin and
furosemide is the potential pharmacodynamics interaction
which has a number of incidences. Based on several
researches, toxicity from digoxin will increase due to its use
in conjunction with a diuretic agent, furosemide. It is caused
by the furosemide diuretic agent can cause electrolyte
disturbances in the body, namely a decrease in serum
potassium and magnesium, thus affecting digoxin to induce
arrhythmias. That interaction can be solved by adding the
vitamin potassium and magnesium or by replacing the use of
less potassium- diuretics while still controlling the levels of
these ions in the blood (Tatro, 2010). Another research said
that the use of drug combination of digoxin and diuretic such
as loop diuretics, thiazide diuretics and fewer potassiumdiuretics that can increase the inpatient risk of the heart
disease patients with a threefold increase in risk (Wang et al.,
2010).
The next potential interaction is potential
pharmacokinetics interactions with 43 number of incidences.
The most potential interactions with the incidence number of
5 are the potential pharmacokinetic interactions between
clopidogrel and simvastatin. The effect of this interaction is
the decrease of antiplatelet effect from the clopidogrel. It is
because the clopidogrel metabolism becomes its active form
through CYP3A4 enzyme blocked by simvastatin (Tatro,
2010). Several researches showed that the daily use of
clopidogrel 75 mg together with the use of simvastatin 20 mg
for 7 days could decrease the antiplatelet response of 31%.
However, in the random research to the patients, the
administration of simvastatin at 24 hours before the
administration of clopidogrel does not change the effect of
antiplatelet. So, the interaction of clopidogrel and simvastatin
can be avoided (Stockley & Baxter, 2010).
1.5 The Analysis of Potential Drug Interaction Based on
Onset
From the research of potential drug-drug interaction
based on its onset, rapid onset has 25 potential incidences
with the percentage of 16.56% and onset delay has 126
potential incidences with the percentage of 83.44%. The
potential interaction between bisoprolol or other beta blocker
agents and aspirin NSAID agents portrays rapid onset
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potential drug interaction with the most incidence number in
this research. Aspirin can inhibit prostaglandin biosynthesis
which has a mechanism of blood vessels dilatation. The effect
of prostaglandins inhibited by aspirin is the increase in blood
pressure and reduce the effects of bisoprolol (Tatro, 2010).
The use of aspirin for more than one week can decrease the
prostaglandin synthesis. Aspirin and bisoprolol can increase
the serum of potassium in the blood. Thus it needs special
attention such as blood pressure monitoring and monitoring
of potassium serum (Medscape, 2018).
TABLE IV. THE POTENTIAL DRUG INTERACTION
BASED ON ONSET
Number of
Onset
(%)
Incidences
25
16.56
Rapid
Delay
Total

126
151

83.44
100

The onset delay potential interactions are mainly found in
aspirin and clopidogrel with the interaction number of 16
incidences. Then, the second widely occur of potential drug
interaction with onset delay is the potential interaction
between digoxin and furosemide. If the use of these two drugs
cannot be avoided, special monitoring such as the digoxin
level in the blood and the risk of bleeding of the use of both
antiplatelet agents (Tatro, 2010).
The Analysis of Potential Drug Interaction Based on The
Severity
Potential drug interactions based on the severity in table 11
are among other; major is 39 incidences (25.83%), moderate
53 incidences (35.10%), the minor is 49 incidences (32.45%),
and severity of unknown potential interaction is 10 incidences
(6.62%).
TABLE V. PERCENTAGE OF POTENTIAL DRUG
INTERACTION BASED ON SEVERITY
Number of
Mechanism
(%)
Incidences
Major
39
25.83
Moderate
53
35.10
Minor
49
32.45
Unknown
10
6.62
Total
151
100
In the analysis of this research, the potential
interaction between clopidogrel and aspirin is the interaction
which most widely happens based on the major severity; it is
16 incidences. The interaction of digoxin and furosemide is
the second most widely happens with the incidence number
of 11 incidences. This interaction can increase toxicity from
digoxin so that it can cause unwanted effects (Tatro, 2010).
The potential drug interaction between bisoprolol
and aspirin are the most widely happen for the category of
potential drug interaction based on moderate severity. The
interaction between those two drugs can decrease the effect
of bisoprolol as an antihypertensive agent so, it is necessary
to monitor the patient's blood pressure (Tatro, 2010). The next
is the interaction between ceftriaxone dan furosemide.
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Several literatures said that the interaction between those two
drugs could increase the kidney damage, but the mechanism
of the cause of kidney damage due to this interaction is still
unknown (Binay et al., 2017; Jaferi & Geetha., 2017;
Medscape, 2018).
The effect caused by the severity of minor potential
interaction is harmless and does not affect therapeutic results.
For example is the interaction between ranitidine and
diazepam, some types of H2 receptors such as cimetidine are
known to interfere with the metabolism of benzodiazepines
by inhibiting enzymes in the liver. The interaction between
methylprednisolone and furosemide can cause electrolyte
disturbances which are the decrease of potassium level in the
body. Although this interaction is included in minor severity,
monitoring the response of patients who receive medication
still must be conducted (OĞLU et al., 2016).
TABLE VI. PERCENTAGE OF POTENTIAL DRUG
INTERACTION BASED ON INTERACTION
DOCUMENTATION
Documentati
Number of Incidence
(%)
on
Established
1
0.66
Probable
46
30.46
Suspected
27
17.88
Possible
24
15.89
Unlikely
53
35.10
Total
151
100.00
Based on this analysis, the highest number of
potential interactions in this unlikely interaction
documentation is 35.10% or as many as 53 potential
incidences. The probable interaction documentation is 46
incidences with percentages of 30.46%. Suspected interaction
documentation as many as 27 potential incidences (17.88%),
and possible documentation as much as 15.89% or 24
potential incidences. In established interaction documentation
there is only one potential interaction incidence with a
percentage of 0.66%.
TABLE VII. PERCENTAGE OF POTENTIAL DRUG
INTERACTIONS BASED ON SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL
Significance
Number of
(%)
Level
Incidence
1
38
25.17
2
29
19.21
3
4
2.65
4
18
11.92
5
28
18.54
Unknown
34
22.52
Total
151
100.00
Analysis of the highest level of significance is the type of
significance level 1 with a percentage of 25.17% or as many
as 38 potential interactions. The lowest level of potential
interaction incidence is at the significance level 3 with the
number of potential incidences of 4 or 2.65%. Table 7 shows
that the potential interaction based on the level of significance
1 is mostly experienced by clopidogrel and aspirin drugs
interactions. It is 16 incidences. The interaction between
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digoxin and furosemide have the number of potencies as
many as 11 incidences. The risk of the interaction with the
level of significance 1 is that it can cause death effects in
patients such as the increased of bleeding effects due to
clopidogrel and aspirin drugs interaction, and arrhythmia
induction due to furosemide use along with digoxin. If the
drug combination cannot be avoided such as the use of
combination drugs of clopidogrel and aspirin, the
administration of this combination drugs must be conducted
very carefully. The bleeding risk can be avoided by using
aspirin with the dose of no more than 100 mg (Plavix, 2009).
The interaction between furosemide and digoxin can be
solved by adding the potassium vitamin and magnesium.
Thus, the electrolyte levels in the blood remain controlled and
do not result in arrhythmia induction in digoxin, or by
replacing the use of less potassium- diuretics while still
controlling the levels of these ions in the blood (Tatro, 2010).
4.7 The Analysis of the Relationship of Potential CHD Drug
Interaction
Various factors thought to influence the drug interaction to
the CHD inpatients in Rumah Sakit Jogja are the number of
the drug consumed, the number of the diagnoses, and the
duration of the inpatient. From those factors, a correlation
analysis was conducted to know the relation among the
number of potential drug interaction, the number of the drugs
consumed, the number of the diagnoses and the duration of
the inpatient with the SPSS Spearman test method. The
number of the samples in this study is more than 50 or as
many as 91 samples. Then the normality test with
Kolmogorov-Smirnov is conducted, and the result is that the
data distribution from the sample is not normal. The number
of potential interaction incidences is taken from theoretical
analysis results that include potential interactions based on
severity, mechanism, onset, documentation, and level of
significance.
TABLE VIII. RISK FACTORS FOR DRUG
INTERACTIONS
Correlatio
Risk Factors
P Value
n
Coefficient
Number of Drugs
0.000
0.496
Consumed
Inpatient Duration
0.276
0.115
Number of Diagnoses
0.350
0.99
If the value of r is about 0.00-0.199, its correlation power
is very weak. Then if the value is 0.20-0.0399, the correlation
is weak. If the value is 0.40-0.599, the correlation is moderate.
If the value is 0.60-0.799, the correlation is strong. And if the
value is 0.80-1,00, the correlation is very strong. Table 16
shows the correlation power of 0.496. It means the power of
that correlation is moderate. It is in accordance with the
research conducted by Dasopang et al. (2015), as the number
of drugs consumed increase, the higher the number of
potential drug interactions.
The number of diagnoses and the duration of inpatient do
not show the correlation result to the number of potential drug
interaction incidences. The duration of CHD patients staying
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in the hospital is not related to the number of potential
interactions. It can be seen from the analysis which shows the
p-value of 0.276 or > 0.05 that means there is no significant
relationship between the number of potential drug interaction
and the duration of the inpatient of CHD patients. It is
different from the study conducted by Murtaza et al. (2015),
which said that the duration of the inpatient is one of the
factors related to potential drug interaction incidences. Other
several researches such as the study conducted in Brazil
showed that the patients with longer duration of inpatient
have a significant relationship with the potential drug
interaction incidences (Riechelmann et al., 2005).
The value of p-value resulted for the number of diagnoses
is 0.350 or > 0.05 which means that there is no relation
between the number of diagnoses received by the patients and
the number of potential drug interaction. It is different from
several existed researches. What should happen is that there
is a relationship between the number of diagnoses and the
number of patient drug interactions. It is because the more
diseases suffered by the patients resulted in the more drugs
administered to the patients, thus increasing the number of
drug interaction (Dasopang et al., 2015).
V.CONCLUSION
The study reported the fairly high number of potential drug
interactions as many as 151 events. The most frequent
mechanism pattern is pharmacodynamics (50.33%). The
pattern of potential drug interaction based on the biggest onset
was onset delay (83.44%). The highest level of the potential
interactions is moderate severity (35.10%). The most
documentation is unlikely (35.10%), and the highest
significance level is the level of significance 1 (25.17%). This
study showed a correlation between the number of potential
interactions and the number of drugs (r = 0.496, p = 0,000).
There was no correlation among the number of potential
interactions, diagnoses (r = 0.099, p = 0.350) and the
hospitalization period (r = 0.115; p = 0.276).
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Abstract— Healthy diet and physical activity are proven to
be key to a good nutrition and significant for a healthy and long
life which everybody aspire to have. Eating nutrient-rich foods
and maintaining a healthy lifestyle is essential in all stages of life.
This study examined the demographic profile, level of
knowledge regarding treatment of common health concerns and
nutritional habits in relation to the badjao’s health status. The
study made use of descriptive research design specifically cross
sectional design. Both standardized and self-made questionnaire
were used to gather data. The study was conducted in
Tambacan, Iligan City were Bajao people reside. It made use of
purposive sampling wherein a total of 150 respondents are
selected based on the criteria necessary to answer the objectives
of the study. At least 12 years old and recognized by the tribe
leader as member of the Bajao community. Results revealed that
there was no significant relationship between the health status
of the respondents and their personal food intakes. Moreover,
there was a significant association between their health habits
and their health status. Lastly, there was no significant
relationship between their level of knowledge and health status.
The study concluded that their nutritional habits cannot be a
determining factor for their health status specifically risk for
having diet-related health concerns, but health education could
still create impact in regards with disease prevention and
medical treatment awareness. Creation of significant awareness
programs and activities focusing directly to Bajao people of
Barangay Tambacan in Iligan City by the Local Government
Unit and Non-Government Organizations are highly
recommended.
Keywords— Nutritional habits, Bajao, Health status
Introduction (Heading 1)

It has been a proven fact that eating a balanced diet is vital
for good health and well-being. Food undeniably provides our
bodies with the energy, protein, essential fats, vitamins and
minerals to live, grow and function properly. Every human
being needs a wide variety of different foods to provide the
right amounts of nutrients for good health yet enjoyment of a
healthy diet can also be one of the great cultural pleasures of
life. Many research were conducted which proved an
increased risk of many diet-related diseases that arise from
unhealthy diet and disregarded proper nutrition.
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It is somehow disregarded information that nutritional risk
factors are possible and if not rendered enough attention then
it could really affect health of a person. The main grounds of
illness, disability and death in which nutrition and diet play a
vital role include stroke, coronary heart disease, hypertension,
obesity, atherosclerosis, osteoporosis, some forms of cancer,
dental caries, Type 2 diabetes, gall bladder disease, nutritional
anemia and dementia [4]. It cannot be denied that due to
widespread of poor lifestyle habits especially concerning
nutrition, those aforesaid illnesses are undeniably and slowly
becoming common to people. It is an unwanted reality that the
ɒajao ۗommunity doesn’t reۗeive as muۗh attention and won't
be able to grab significant information about health concerns.
The researchers came up to bringing this concept into
research because they firmly believe that it is a very significant
topic and widens awareness of the nutritional risk it carries
that might lead to alarming health concerns that must be given
attention even more especially in research studies. Through
proper assessment of the ɒajao’s nutritional haۖits, this ۗould
strongly support the other studies made concerning about role
of nutrition on health status that could further implement
health education, and more importantly gaining and
eventually additional information to be gathered.
The purpose of this study is to determine and assess the
nutritional habits in relation to the health status among Bajao
people which in turn could build collaborative interaction
leading to formulation of appropriate actions through properly
planned measures. Most importantly, this study aims to render
nursing education in proportion to the core of the study.
Methodology
Descriptive type of research specifically cross sectional
study design was used as the method by the researchers. A
quantitative research aims to explain the causes of phenomena
through objective measurement and numerical analysis.
Descriptive research was used to describe the appearance of a
population being studied. This implies that use of systematic
procedures to obtain numerical data that are subjected to a
rigorous statistical analysis is needed. A cross-sectional study
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includes looking at people who vary on one key characteristic
at one specific point in time.
The respondents of this study came from one single
location in Iligan City, Philippines specifically in barangay of
Tambacan where most Bajao people reside.
Tambacan is one of the 45 barangays of Iligan City. It is
bounded by Tubod river and Barangay Poblacion. There is a
hanging bridge located nearby the wet market which is the
common route to enter Barangay Tambacan. The specific
location of the Bajao people is near the seashore.
Purposive sampling was utilized in this study wherein
participants were selected basing on the criteria needed to
obtain the study objective. Criteria in choosing the
respondents are as follows: 1) He/she should be at least 12
years old. 2) He/she should be recognized by the tribe leader
as member of the Bajao community. 3) Resident of Barangay
Tambacan, Iligan City wherein majority of Bajao in Iligan
City resides. A total of 150 respondents were interviewed.
To gather the necessary data and information, both
standardized and a researcher made questionnaire which was
pilot tested were used. It is all about the health habits and
demographic profile of the participants. This encompassed the
age, weight, height, gender, personal food choices, family
history, clinical signs of potential nutrient deficiencies and
typical drugs they used to treat common health problems.
Survey questionnaires and proper objective observation
were used. The researchers initiated in reading each question
and explained in a simpler and understandable manner. Most
of the chosen Bajao respondents knew and understand the
Bisaya dialect. For those few research participants who have
difficulty understanding the Bisaya dialect, the chieftain, Sir
Ronni, initiated to translate the questions in their own dialect.
Before leaving, the researchers ensured that the respondents
were able to answer the necessary items in the questionnaire.
The questionnaires were retrieved as soon as the respondents
were done.
Chi-Squared Test, also written as x^2test was used for data
analysis.
Frequency and Percentage Distribution was a tool that was
also used for the respondents demographic profile in terms of
Age and Gender.
The researchers ensured the protection of the rights of the
study participants and no ethical wrongdoings were
committed while conducting the study. Also, the participant's
rights were protected by explaining the nature, purpose, goal
and the expectations of the study.
Informed consent was secured before the conduct of the
study with the participants. They were instructed that they can
withdraw or refuse to continue to be part of the study as
participants.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Demographic Profile

Age is one of the most significant characteristics in
understanding the participants views about the specific
problems, and large age indicates level of maturity of
individuals in that sense age turn out to be more important to
examine the response. Obtaining the gender of the
participants could be a significant factor to determine any
differences in terms of their health and nutritional habits.
Table 1. Frequency and Percentage Distribution in terms of Age and Gender
ADOLESCE
ADULT
ELDERL
TOTAL
NT
(19-64
Y
(12-18 years
years old)
(65 yearsold)
above)
MALE
27
35.5%
4
59.2
4
5.3%
76
100
5
%
%
FEMAL
28
37.8%
4
55.4
5
6.8%
74
100
E
1
%
%
TOTAL
55
37%
8
57 %
9
6%
15
100
6
0
%

As observed, Bajao people are curious and
participative. Objectively, it is evident that both male and
female Bajao people have equal share of responsibilities in
terms of livelihood and they subjectively shared about it.

Fig. 1. Family History Graph

Figure 1 represents the family history of the respondents. It shows
that the common illnesses present in their family were asthma and
hypertension. Out of 150 respondents, 18 shared prevalence of
asthma in their family while 1 respondent spoke about having family
history of hypertension. The Philippines ranked 161 out of 224 in
terms of average life expectancy According to Central Intelligence
ɑgenۗy’s World Faۗtۖook,. The illnesses presented in the family
history were part of the top 10 deadliest diseases prevalent in the
Philippines which are hypertension, Coronary Heart Disease, stroke,
and Pneumonia and Influenza, tuberculosis, breast cancer, lung
disease, kidney disease, Diabetes Mellitus and asthma. Compared to
the world the Philippines’ life expeۗtanۗy seems promising
however, the aforesaid types of fetal diseases and health
ۗompliۗations affeۗt health and deۗrease a person’s life expeۗtanۗy
[6]. The result shown in Figure 3 implies that Asthma was prevalent
in the Bajao community, yet they do not have enough knowledge
and awareness about its proper treatment.
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As shown in Table 2, It is undeniable that most of
them are underweight because they do not have enough
financial resources to buy foods that they want to eat.
HYPOTHESES: There is no significant relationship
between the BMI and the personal food intake of the
respondents.
Table 3. Descriptive Statistics between BMI and Nutritional Habits

Fig. 2. Health History Graph
Figure 2 represents the health history of the respondents. It
shows that 2 respondents
shared having health history of heart
disease, 3 having food allergies specifically to eggs
and
dried fish. According to WebMD (2018), 90% of food allergy
reactions came from: milk (mostly in children), eggs, soy, peanuts,
wheat, shellfish and fish which are common in adults.
Out of 150 respondents, 56 shared to have asthma which is also
connected to the prevalence of asthma in their family history as what
was shown in Figure 3. According to the Central Intelligence
ɑgenۗy’s World Faۗtۖook, it seem harmless, but asthma can be
deadly if not given enough attention and right treatment. In the
Philipines, asthma affected more than 10 million people, and
instigated over 2% of mortality nationwide [6].

BM
I

UNDERWEIG
HT
NORMAL
OVERWEIG
HT
TOTAL

NUTRITIONAL HABITS
Everyday
Not at
Once a
all
week
6
105
6

TOTA
L
117

3
0

26
2

1
1

30
3

9

133

8

150

As shown in Table 3, out of 150 research
participants, 117 were underweight. It was strengthened by
the result that 105 of the respondents don’t eat the food
choices presented. According to Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, Body Mass Index is a person's weight in
kilograms divided by the square of height in meters. A high
BMI indicates high body fat. It is not a diagnostic of the
health of an individual, but it can be used as a tool to screen
for weight categories that may lead to problems of health
[2].
Table 4 Relationship between BMI and Nutritional Habits
Tests – Chi-squared

Fig. 3. Clinical Signs of Potential Nutrient Deficiencies Graph

Figure 3 shows the response of research participants to the
different questions which are stated below and are connected
in determining presence of any clinical signs of potential
nutrient deficiencies. Having such signs opens possibility of
lacking some of the vital nutrients that the body needs to
function optimally. An insufficiency in Nutrient affects
normal functioning and processes of the body. These
processes include digestion, water balance, nerve signaling,
metabolism and enzyme function. Solving these
insufficiencies is vital for function, optimal growth and
development. Deficiencies in Nutrient can also lead to
illnesses [1].

Pearson ChiSquare
N of Valid Cases

Value

df

Asymptotic Sig.
(2-sided)

5.965

4

.202

150

The p-value of 0.202 shows that the hypothesis is
not rejected since it is greater than 0.05. Therefore, there is
no significant relationship between the BMI and the personal
food intake of the respondents. Considering that the research
participants regardless of age has the same preferred foods
like balanghoy and fish, their nutritional haۖits doesn’t play
a big factor in determining their BMI.

Table 2. Frequency and Percentage Distribution in terms of BMI
BMI
Underweight(<18.5)
Normal(18.5-24.9)
Overweight(25-29.9)
TOTAL

FREQUENCY
DISTRIBUTION
117
30
3
150

PERCENTAGE
78%
20%
2%
100%

Fig. 4. Common Food Intake during Breakfast
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The common food intakes of the respondents during
breakfast are shown in Figure 4. It shows that 76 out of 150
respondents, eat balanghoy and fish compared to 16
respondents who prefer commercial rice and fish. 15 eat
balanghoy and fish with coffee, 5 of them prefer commercial
rice and fish with coffee, 4 were used to eating balanghoy and
fish with water and 20 of them do not eat breakfast.
Balanghoy is a Bisaya term referring to cassava. They
preferred eating balanghoy than any commercial rice because
it is more affordable. They also stated that their hunger was
easily relieved by eating balanghoy. Most of them chose to
combine their meal for breakfast and lunch for a reason that
they can only afford two meals within a day. In order for them
to compensate for the missed meal and to sustain their hunger
for the whole day, they usually eat breakfast around 10AM.
They shared that they start earning through asking for alms
from other people and leave their homes around 6AM to
comeback at 10AM with foods bought from money earned.

commercial rice and fish with water, and 5 of them do not eat
at all. Same with breakfast they also preferred eating
balanghoy because it is affordable and can easily relieved
their hunger. They like to have balanghoy with fish because
their main source of food is through fishing and having the
fact that they live near the sea it is more convenient for them
to fish. The research participants stated that they preferred
steamed way of cooking their meals than other means
because they can make more servings and seasonings to
accommodate the whole family.
Hypothesis: There is no significant association between the
health status and the level of knowledge of the respondents.
Table 5. Descriptive Statistics between BMI and Level of Knowledge on
Treatment
Knowledge level on medicine on five common
disease

B
M
I

1 medicine

2 medicines

3 medicines

Underweight

60

44

13

117

Normal

15

14

1

30

Overweight

1

2

0

3

76

60

14

150

Total

Fig. 5. Common Food Intake During Lunch
Figure 5 represents the common food intake of the
respondents during lunch. It shows that out of 150
respondents, 112 do not prefer eating during lunch, 24 like to
eat balanghoy and fish, 8 eat commercial rice and fish. Bajao
people do not eat lunch because according to them they were
not used to having lunch due to the reason that they cannot
afford a meal for their lunch. As what they shared, they gave
more importance to eating breakfast rather than lunch
because they felt that they can contain their energy for the
whole day

The researchers stated five common symptoms like
fever, cough, pain (abdominal, head, tooth), diarrhea and
wounds. Almost all of them mentioned certain medications
like Paracetamol for fever, Mefenamic for any pain,
Amoxicillin for wounds. Only a few mentioned Solmux for
cough remedy.
Table 6. Relationship between BMI and Knowledge Level
on Treatment
Test Statistics – Chi-Square

Level of
Knowledge
N of Valid Cases

Fig. 6. Common Food Intake during Supper
Figure 6 represents the common food intake of the
respondents during supper. It shows that out of 150
respondents, 93 prefer eating balanghoy and fish, 16 like
eating commercial rice and fish, 11 eat balanghoy and fish
with coffee, 9 prefer balanghoy and fish with water, 6 like
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Total

Value

Df

Asymptotic Sig. (2sided)

3.057

4

.548

150

The p-value = 0.548 shows that the hypothesis is not
rejected since it is greater than 0.05. Therefore, there is no
significant association between the health status and the
knowledge level of the respondents considering the fact that
they don’t have enough awareness regarding treatment
especially of the five common symptoms introduced to them
in the survey questionnaire. Most of them claimed to have
asthma without formal medical diagnosis from a physician
but do not have any knowledge about its treatment.
Hypothesis: There is no significant association between the
health status (BMI) and the health habits (smoking and
drinking alcohol) of the respondents.
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As displayed in table 7, most of the respondents do
not smoke nor drink alcoholic beverages, 115 out of 150
respondents do not smoke, and 131 out of 150 do not drink
alcoholic beverages whether they are underweight, normal,
or overweight.
Most of the research participants do not smoke nor
did drink on a daily basis for a fact that they would rather
prioritize using their money in buying foods for their meals
than spending it in buying cigarettes or alcoholic beverages.
During data gathering, the researchers found out that among
the 35 research respondents who smoke, they stated that they
started at an early age which was 12 years old. Among the 19
respondents who engaged in drinking alcoholic beverages,
they stated that they started at the age of 10 years old.
Table 7. Descriptive Statistics between BMI and Health Habits
Drinking
Alcohol

Smoking

Total

No

Yes

No

Yes

Underweight

98

19

108

9

117

Normal

16

14

21

9

30

Overweight

1

2

2

1

3

115

35

131

19

150

BMI

Total

According to World Health Organization (WHO),
the short-term effects of smoking among young people
include non-respiratory and respiratory effects, the associated
risk of another drug use, and nicotine addiction. Long-term
health effects, smokers have a lower level of lung function
than those individuals who have never tried smoking.
Smoking decreases the lung growth rate [7]. As eloquently
stated by National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism, among youth, alcohol is the drug of choice.
Many young adults are experiencing the consequences of
taking too much alcohol at young the age. Those who started
drinking as young age as 15 were four times more likely to
also report meeting the criteria for alcohol dependence at
some point in their lives. About 5,000 young adult under the
age of 21 die as an end result of underage drinking each year
[5].
Table 8. Relationship between BMI and Health Habits

Smoking
Drinking
Alcohol

Test Statistics – Chi-square
Value
Df
Asymptotic Sig.
(2-sided)
15.571
2
.000
11.923

2

.003

Table 8 shows that health habits, smoking and
drinking alcohol, having p-value of 0.000 and 0.003,
respectively, is less than 0.05. Indeed, there is a significant
association between the health status and the health habits of
the respondents. Having the fact that those research
respondents who smoke and drink alcoholic beverages started
those habits at an early age, it could be a significant factor in
determining their health status.
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Based on a research, smoking affects everyone’s
health, even secondhand smokers. However, it affects young
people more profoundly in lots of ways. In addition,
according to the Surgeon General, for every 1,200 deaths
caused by smoking are replaced by roughly about two young
adults. It was found out that early signs of stroke and heart
disease are detected in young people who are smoking. Youth
smoking leads to subnormal, limited, or stunted development
of the lung. It could even lead to underdeveloped lung
capacity. Younger smokers are at higher risk for developing
cancer of the lungs, to suffer from psychological or emotional
distress, and suffer three times more from shortness of breath
than those who do not smoke [6].
Various scholars believe that heavy alcohol intake at
an early age may cause long-lasting damages in brain
functions such as motor skills, coordination, and memory [3].
Conclusion
Based on the overall result we found out the fact that
the research participants have limited resources and income
to afford eating three times a day and only eats specific foods
like balanghoy and fish in every meal of the day. They
preferred eating balanghoy because it is affordable and can
easily relieved their hunger. They like to have balanghoy with
fish because their main source of food is through fishing and
having the fact that they live near the sea it is more convenient
for them to fish. The research participants stated that they
preferred steamed way of cooking their meals than other
means because they can make more servings and seasonings
to accommodate the whole family.
Most of them chose to combine their meal for
breakfast and lunch for a reason that they can only afford two
meals within a day. In order for them to compensate for the
missed meal and to sustain their hunger for the whole day,
they usually eat breakfast around 10AM. They shared that
they start earning through asking for alms from other people
and leave their homes around 6AM in order to comeback at
10AM with foods bought from money earned.
Out of 150 Bajao respondents, 117 are underweight,
3 are overweight and 30 has the normal BMI which was still
the effect of having no source of livelihood for living.
Considering the fact that most of them are underweight, they
are highly at risk of having health related problems based on
their Body Mass Index (BMI) like growth and development
issues, malnutrition, decreased immune function especially in
children and teenagers. They lack awareness on treatment of
cough and diarrhea which are part of the most common
symptoms the researchers mentioned. Asthma which was
proven to be part of the top 10 deadliest diseases in the
Philippines was prevalent in the Bajao community. The
researchers found out that the research participants lack
awareness of its treatment. Therefore, this information played
a big factor that their nutritional habits is not a determining
factor for their health status specifically risk for having dietrelated health concerns, but health education could still create
impact in regards with disease prevention and medical
treatment awareness.
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Recommendations
For the development of the study, the researchers have drawn
the following recommendations:
To Community/Local Government Unit
1. Encourage the LGU officials and employees to
conduct more health awareness programs focusing
•

Use their connections to introduce the Bajao community
to give more attention to their health status that could
lead them to come up with properly planned measures to
help them.

To Non-Government Organization
1. Formulate programs that focuses on the needs of the
Bajao community.
2. Collaborate with different government bodies in
providing solutions to the health care needs of the Bajao
people.
To Bajao Community
• Participate in the programs conducted by the government
especially on health awareness activities.
To Mindanao State University-Iligan Institute of Technology
• Faۗilitate interventions whiۗh will inۗlude thorough
assessment, aۗtion plan, and implementation of proper
nutrition programs.
To Future Researchers
1. Expand the scope of respondents in terms of the locale in
Iligan City
2. Conduct more research or studies about the Bajao people
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2.

directly to the Bajao people in Barangay
Tambacan, Iligan City.
Assess and check the Bajao community more often
for potential risks or problems related to their
health and to encourage the Bajao people to visit
the health center for health assistance.
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Abstract— Nursing student exchange is one of the programs
held to improve the quality of students, especially in developing
nursing cultural competence. However, in its implementation,
not all students are motivated to take part in the program. The
purpose of this study was to determine the factors that influence
student motivation in participating in the international student
exchange program. This study uses a descriptive & analytic cross
section method. Two hundred and sixty five students were taken
using quota sampling via online survey from total population of
481 undergraduate level students in second, third and last year.
The results showed that the students’ motivation towards the
exchange program was high (74.3%) with the most important
reason is for career development (86.8%), world enlightenment
(5.7%), entertainment (1.5%) and personal growth (6%).
However, there were obstacles faced by some students, there are
financial barrier (37.7%), lack of confidence in English (35.5%)
and lack of family support (8.7%). Other factors that were
significantly proven to be related to student motivation were
tested using the Wilcoxon sign rank test with α = 0.05, there are
English ability (p = 0,000) and information obtained about
student exchange (p = 0,000).
Keywords— motivation, factor, nursing student, student
exchange.

INTRODUCTION
The acceleration of campus development towards
internationalization and the need to achieve transcultural
nursing competencies are the main reasons for implementing
student exchange programs abroad. Student exchange nursing
is a program organized by nursing study programs to improve
the quality of students, especially in developing the
transcultural nursing competence.
Study abroad programs offer great potential to benefit
students who take part in this program. Broad discussion
among educators about the benefits of study diversification
abroad has developed, but students participating in studies
abroad may face many obstacles [6]. The results of the study
indicate that institutional factors (academic scheduling
difficulties, the absence of relevant programs, lack of
information) can hinder students from participating in study
abroad programs [6] .
In the selection process of student exchange conducted by
Universitas Muhammadiyah Lamongan, it still showed low
interest among students to participate in the program. In 2017,
there were only 14 of 216 final year students (6.5%), who took
part in the selection process. While in 2018, there were no
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students interesting in participating in the selection process for
the student exchange program.
From some literature review of previous research, there are
relatively similar factors throughout the world about the
reasons for making decisions in participating in student
exchange programs. These factors include the adequacy of
information about the program especially at the beginning of
the lecture period, interest in foreign cultures, and the
availability of academic and family staff that motivate
students to take part in the program, while the biggest obstacle
is financial capacity and language barriers [5].
From the background stated, the researcher wanted to
know how much motivation of nursing students of Universitas
Muhammadiyah Lamongan participated in the student
exchange program and what factors influenced the motivation
of the students. This paper aims to the researchers use the
results of this study, together with broader literature, to
recommend strategies to increase student participation in
study abroad programs.
The purpose of this study was to determine the factors that
influence student motivation in participating in the
international student exchange program. This research was
conducted to meet the needs and demands of the
internationalization of the campus so that the results of this
study can later be used to recommend strategies to increase
student participation in study abroad programs.
LITERATURE REVIEW
a. Study Abroad
The study abroad is interpreted as a series of learning
credit programs; courses and learning experiences that take
place abroad [13]. There are short-term programs and longterm programs. Student Exchange is a short-term learning
experience abroad involving students less than eight weeks.
This learning is the most common type of undergraduate study
abroad. Short-term student exchange programs are
increasingly popular for a variety of reasons: they are
generally more affordable, more attractive to students who
may or may not commit to one semester or one year abroad,
and allow students in academic programs to be structured like
nursing to study abroad without missing their study program
[9].
While almost all institutions define short-term studies
abroad as programs that last less than one semester, there are
many variations in short-term categories. Short-term
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programs can range from week-long programs conducted
during the holidays together with one course, three or four
weeks program conducted during the summer, or a longer
program of up to eight weeks that can involve homestays,
travel to several sites, and experience of service community or
research. Many short-term programs include some of these
elements [9] .
Short- term programs are appealing to students with
limited flexibility due to financial or academic demands. For
baccalaureate students, short programs may be appealing to
student athletes and others who are concerned about being
gone for an extended period. Moreover, short- term trips can
help students gain the confidence and desire to participate in
longer-term trips. Graduate students may not be eligible for
traditional study abroad programs designed for undergraduates, and they may be unable to access international
internships due to lack of avail- ability through their school or
life responsibilities that prohibit their absence for a semester
[16] .
b. Factors that influence student motivation in the student
exchange program.
Living life in another country is an important decision that
can change lives, so that various reasons and motives
including economics, politics, and religion play a role in it.
Many models of migration and cultural adaptation have
included motivational factors as important determinants of the
process of migration and adaptation [7].
Although there is plenty of evidence about the strength of
learning experiences abroad, there is far less information
about the factors associated with that experience. Some
existing studies explain the desires or intentions of students to
study abroad. It seems that the same factors influence the
choice of goals for students who choose to participate in study
abroad programs. There are six factors that influence students'
decisions to study abroad: fear of unknown things, curricular
problems, financial considerations, commitments, prior travel
experiences, and social obligations [4].
Other research found that personality factors such as
student achievement motivation, neophilia, migrant
personality, and the desire to help distinguish between high
motivation and low motivation to study abroad. Their study
shows that understanding student characteristics can help
educators in developing various types of better promotion
programs and strategies to attract a wider range of students to
participate in overseas study programs [14].
Literature that examines the motivation of study
participants abroad is relatively limited. The results of the two
previous studies on student motivation abroad can generally
categorized into four categories of motivation including crosscultural experiences, academics, future careers and family
heritage. While other studies have found that most individuals
participating in short-term studies abroad are to gain broader
global awareness, add experiences about exciting new
cultures, and to have experiences of social interaction and
meeting new people [18]
In addition to factors such as costs, historical ties,
institutional arrangements, the level of socio-economic
development, experience and social ties, goals or geographical
preferences can also influence student motivation [18].
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The results of other studies show that institutional factors
(academic scheduling difficulties, lack of relevant programs,
lack of information), can hinder students from participating in
study abroad programs [6]
Some student demographic characteristics also influence
plans to study abroad. The family's socio-economic status is
positively relate with to the intention to study abroad. Students
from families who are eligible for financial assistance outside
of school are less likely to plan to study abroad compared with
students from higher income families. This shows that finance
is not only a barrier, but a lack of resources shapes student
expectations about study abroad [20].
The results of study abroad for students vary from internal
to external, as evidenced in some literature. The internal
results identified were personal development, personal
autonomy, and the development of identity, flexibility, and
cross-cultural competence. Some of the external results
identified were language competence, increased international
knowledge, increased motivation in the academic field, and
academic and career development [12].
The experience of students about international exchange
programs is an interesting resource for clarifying the
ideological and cultural relations that underlie the education
and health systems [10]. The experience of students
undergoing an exchange program is also proven to increase
cultural awareness and understanding of the underlying
behavior, as well as attitudes and beliefs in their view of the
world [3].
c. The Motivation to Study Abroad (MSA)
An instrument is available to measure students' motivation
to participate in study programs abroad. It seems that the study
abroad chosen by students, the living arrangements they like,
and the activities they choose to engage in and the benefits they
get from participation will be influence by their motivation to
travel abroad. Without an instrument to categorize motivation,
it is impossible to test the impact of motivation on these
program factors. The Motivation to Study Abroad (MSA)
instrument has high statistical validity and reliability, meets
acceptable reliability criteria, and can be managed easily [1].
First, confirm that you have the correct template for your paper
size. This template has been tailored for output on the A4 paper
size. If you are using US letter-sized paper, please close this
file and download the Microsoft Word, Letter file.
METHODOLOGY
This research used descriptive & analytical research design
cross section method and qualitative approach. The sample
was 265 students selected by a quota sampling who were
willing to fill out an online survey of a total population of 481
nursing undergraduate students at levels 2, 3 and 4.
This research will explored aۖout how muۗh student’s
motivation towards student exchange programs and their
reasons, and what obstacles students face in the program.
Another factor that tested was whether it is related to student
motivation, they are English ability and information obtained
about student exchange. Measurement of student motivation
using the MSA instrument (Motivation Study Abroad) with a
few modifications, measuring 4 dimensional statements:
World
Enlightenment,
Personal
Growth,
Career
Development, and Entertainment [1]. While the factors that
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influence motivation are financial, family support, and
information obtained in which measured through an open
questionnaire. Overall English skills (reading, listening,
speaking, and writing) were assessed through exam scoring
and observation for 2 semesters in English lessons.
RESULTS & ANALYSIS
Globalization in the academic context provides the
opportunity for sharing knowledge and innovations between
institutions in different countries, through the creation of
study abroad and academic mobility programs. For nursing
students, studying abroad facilitates the development of
cultural sensitivity so that they may care appropriately for an
increasingly multicultural patient population in their own
countries [11]
TABLE I. STUDENT’S MOTIVATION TO EXCHANGE PROGRAM AND THEIR
AFFECTING FACTORS

Frequency
Motivation
High
Moderate
Low
Total
Main
motivation
Career
development
World
enlightment
Entertainment
Personal growth

Percent
(%)

Cumulative
Percent (%)

197
50
18
265

74.3
18.9
6.8
100.0

74.3
18.9
6.8
100.0

230

86.8

86.8

15

5.7

92.5

4
16

1.5
6.0

94.0
100.0

Total
Obstacles
Financial barrier

265

100.0

100.0

100

37.7

37.7

Lack of
confidence in
English
Lack of family
support

94

35.5

73.2

23

8.7

81.9

Nothing
Total
Information
about the
program
Know well
Maybe know
Do not know
Total
English ability

48
265

18.1
100.0

100.0
100.0

65
150
50
265

24.5
56.6
18.9
100.0

24.5
81.1
100.0
100.0

87
60
105
13
265

32.8
22.6
39.6
4.9
100.0

32.8
55.5
95.1
100.0
100.0

Superior
Advanced
Intermediate
Novice
Total
Source: author

We know that not all students profit equally from a study
abroad experience (Berg & Paige, 2009). They reported on the
relationship between intercultural development and variables
such as prior language study, prior study abroad experience,
class composition, student housing, cultural similarity
between home and host cultures, and time spent with host. It
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is intuitively reasonable that the parameters of a program (e.g.,
the duration of the program, living arrangements, language of
instruۗtion, magnitude of ۗultural “distanۗe”, etۗ.) impaۗt the
learning that occurs [2].
As shown in table 1, most student interests or motivations
in student exchange programs are actually high (74.3%).
Many students considered the importance of joining a student
exchange program to add experience, especially in the field of
nursing. Motivation that can be interpreted as the strength
(energy) of a person can lead to a level of persistence and
enthusiasm in carrying out an activity, both from within the
individual itself (intrinsic motivation) and from outside the
individual (extrinsic motivation). How strong the motivation
that an individual has, will determine the quality of the
behaviour he performs, both in the context of learning, work
and in other life [21]. Likewise, the motivation for this
program can also be influence by motivation that comes from
internal and external. Based on the questionnaire, most of the
reported internal factors are the personal growth and to
prepare for their careers. The career development dimension
becomes the highest average score in student motivation. The
desire to develop knowledge and experience in the field of
nursing is largely the main reason for the dimensions of career
development. This reason is proven in research that nursing
students with international study experience report a higher
competence at graduation [17]
While on the dimensions of personal growth and world
enlightenment, both of them got an almost equal average
score. The need to increase self-confidence becomes the
highest average score in the dimension of personal growth.
The willing to know the culture of other countries is the most
reason students considering world enlightenment is important.
Educational institutions in which their graduate students must
have good self-efficacy are also responsible for making
programs that can improve student self-efficacy [8]. Because
of that, student exchange program is one of the ways to
facilitate those needs. Educators should be aware of several
nursing issues including the mandate to teach cultural
competence training to undergraduate nursing students in their
curriculum, the variety of strategies and methods to teach
cultural competence training and resources for their students
who are interested in study abroad immersion service-learning
experience [15]. Therefore, it is both a legal and a moral
obligation for nurses to be culturally competent in order to
provide high-quality care to diverse patients [19]. Although it
just a short- term trips, it can produce significant quantifiable
ۗhange in students’ ۗultural adaptaۖility after ۗompleting a
short- term study abroad trip. Therefore, it is essential that
social work educators help produce professionals capable of
not only practicing in this environment but continuing to adapt
to it as it changes [16].
In the entertainment dimension, almost all students stated
that this was a priority with the lowest score. Entertainment in
this context is refers to traveling to enjoy a new atmosphere,
not including going out drinking, doing some serious partying,
and experiencing the local nightlife (clubs, bars, etc.) because
these are not in accordance with Indonesian culture.
Based on table 1, the biggest obstacle to the student
exchange program is the cost constraint followed by language
barriers. It is because the international student exchange
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program does require much cost. Subsidies from the campus
for financing are sometimes still insufficient, especially if the
destination country is a developed country where the cost of
living is greater than in Indonesia. Actually, this problem does
not only happen in Indonesia but also in all regions. Based on
research in several countries, financial barriers are also one of
the biggest obstacles to study abroad programs.
Fewer students are also facing the lack of family support.
Students from families who are eligible for financial
assistance outside of school are less likely to plan to study
abroad compared with students from higher income families.
This shows that finance is not only a barrier, but lack of
resources shapes student expectations about study abroad are
[20]. Negative parental attitudes and other family issues also
constrain the participation of specific multicultural groups of
students in study abroad. Thus for the parents and families of
multicultural students, several issues are exist. As indicated,
one of the most basic of these issues is fear of racism and
discrimination [6].
TABLE II. WILCOXON SIGN RANK TEST FOR STUDENT’S MOTIVATION TO
EXCHANGE PROGRAM AND THEIR AFFECTING FACTORS

N
motivation –
English ability

motivation information

CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATION

Mean Rank Sum of Ranks

Negative
Ranks

150a

90.29

13544.00

Positive Ranks
Ties

20b
95c

49.55

991.00

Total

265

Negative
Ranks

154d

89.25

13744.50

Positive Ranks
Ties
Total

21e
90f
265

78.83

1655.50

a. motivation < English ability

awareness about global problems and motivates them to have
international experience [5].
The ability to speak English was also influence the motivation
level of students. It was testified by the statistical analysis
using the Wilۗoxon sign rank test (Taۖle 2) with α = 0.05
obtained z count -10.034 and ρ = 0.000 whiۗh indiۗates a
relationship between English language skills and the level of
student motivation in participating in the student exchange
program. It clarifies that with good foreign language skills,
students will be more confident that they will also increase
their motivation to take part in the exchange program. This is
in accordance with a study that conveys the main problem
faced by students is that most students think that English needs
to understand the language of the teacher and communication
with the community. A better understanding of language
cannot solve communication problem. The process of
communication (including verbal communication) is a source
of anxiety and pressure for students that is in accordance with
personal, social, and academic characteristics, so that it can
indirectly influence student motivation towards the exchange
program [10].

Source: author

b. motivation > English ability
c. motivation = English ability
d. motivation < information
e. motivation > information
f. motivation = information

In fact, most students are uncertain if they know
information about the international student exchange
program. This will affect the motivation of students who will
consider participation in this program. This is proven by
statistical analysis using Wilcoxon sign rank test (Table 2)
with α = 0.05 oۖtained z ۗount -λ,64λ and ρ = 0,000 whiۗh
indicates a relationship about the information received with
the level of student motivation in participating in the student
exchange program. Some students said they knew about
students exchange programs from seniors or from their
families who previously had experience following similar
programs. Adequate information about the student exchange
program will increase student motivation in participating in
the program. This is in accordance with a literature review,
which states that the experience of having family members
who have been abroad is a key factor in motivating students
to experience international clinic. Having nursing lecturers
involved in global health problems also increases student
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The results of this research showed student motivation
towards the exchange program was high (74.3%) with the
most important reason is for career development (86.8%),
world enlightenment (5.7%), entertainment (1.5%) and
personal growth (6%). However, there were obstacles faced
by some students, there are financial barrier (37.7%), lack of
confidence in English (35.5%) and lack of family support
(8.7%). Other factors significantly proven to be related to
student motivation were tested using the Wilcoxon sign rank
test with α = 0.05, there are English aۖility (p = 0,000) and
information obtained about student exchange (p = 0,000).
From these results, the researcher recommends that
educational institutions increase student motivation in
participating in student exchange programs by providing
sufficient information about student exchange programs,
motivating students about the benefits that they will get if
participating in the program, and conducting intensive English
language training to optimize the ability of students to master
foreign language. It appears that the instructors and advisors
who are already involved in international programs are the
ones most actively involved in encouraging students. This
suggests the significance of making international travel
opportunities available to all faculty members, as they will
then relay their interest and credibility to their students. This
is especially for students whose families have not encouraged
international study, whose friends have not studied abroad,
and who may experienۗe “low expeۗtations” from their
teachers and advisors. The college can consider financial
subsidies for students so that students are more enthusiastic in
participating in this program.
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I.

INTRODUCTION
The under-five mortality rate in the world in 2016 was 41
per 1,000 live births [1]. This value is still quite large if
comparing with the target of the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) aims to reduce under-five mortality by at least
25 per 1,000 live births [2]. Provision of breastfeeding
optimally can have a major impact on any preventive
intervention against child mortality [3]. Increasing duration or
quality of breastfeeding could prevent 823,000 child deaths
annually [4]. “Maternal under nutrition contributes to 800,000
neonatal deaths annually through small for gestational age
ۖirths, stunting, and miۗronutrient” [2].
When the baby only receives breast milk without any
additives including water, except for oral rehydration solutions
or medicines, the baby is declared to have exclusive
breastfeeding. World Health Organization (WHO) and the
United Nation International Children's Emergency Fund
(UNICEF) recommend that breastfeeding be started within one
hour after birth, continue without food or other fluids for the
first six months of life and continue with additional ageappropriate feeding until the 2 year old baby [5]. The exclusive
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breastfeeding rate was very low despite a high level of
knowledge among mothers [6].
World Health Organization recommends all mothers in the
world to give exclusive breastfeeding to their babies until the
age of 6 months in order to optimize growth, development and
health [7]. “The ۗoverage of exۗlusive ۖreastfeeding
nationwide in 2014 amounted to 52.3% is still below the
national target of 80%” [8]. The target of exۗlusive
breastfeeding coverage in Indonesia is 80%, but until 2017 the
coverage of exclusive breastfeeding in the Special Region of
Yogyakarta only reached 74.90% [9]. The highest percentage
of exclusive breastfeeding coverage is in Sleman Regency
which is equal to 82.62% while the area that has the lowest
exclusive breastfeeding coverage is Yogyakarta City at
66.13%. Figure 1 shows that exclusive breastfeeding coverage
in the city of Yogyakarta is lower than the exclusive
Yogyakarta Province breastfeeding coverage [9].
Coverage of exclusive breastfeeding
(%)

Abstract—Based on World Health Statistics infant mortality
rate in the world in 2016 is 41 per 1,000 live births. This value is
still quite high if comparing with the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) at 25 per 1,000 live births. The optimal
breastfeeding under two years of age has the greatest potential
for survival of all precaution. An effort to prevent infant
mortality is by exclusive breastfeeding. Coverage of exclusive
breastfeeding in Special Region of Yogyakarta Province in 2017
amounted to 74.9% is still below from the national target of 80%.
The aim of this research was to find the factors that positively
influence to improve coverage of exclusive breastfeeding. The
research method used analytic with cross-sectional design. The
result of the study shows that four factors that positively
influence to improve exclusive breastfeeding are mother’s
knowledge, age of maternal, counseling and education, and social
support of midwifes. Knowledge factors have an important role
in taking action to give exclusive breastfeeding. Education about
breastfeeding is done during pregnancy and during pregnancy
visits. Social support of midwifes affect the mother’s choice to
breastfeeding exclusively. The most common social support is
emotional.
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Coverage of exclusive breastfeeding in Yogyakarta
Province in 2017 [9].
Fig. 1.

The coverage of exclusive breastfeeding in 18 health center
in Yogyakarta City can be seen in Table 1. The highest
percentage of exclusive breastfeeding coverage is in Health
Center Mantrijeron which is equal to 80.41% while the area
that has the lowest exclusive breastfeeding coverage is Health
Center Umbulharjo I at 35.38%.
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TABLE I. COVERAGE OF EXCLUSIVE
YOGYAKARTA CITY IN 2017 [10]

No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
No.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

BREASTFEEDING

number of attendance at pregnancy visits. Education about
breast-feeding should also be done during pregnancy when the
mother visits a pregnancy [13]. The success of initiation
breastfeeding and exclusive breastfeeding was also related to
the acceptance of information about breastfeeding during
pregnancy visits and menu delay was also caused by no
participation in the class of pregnant women [14]. There was a
significant relationship between maternal knowledge of
maternal attitudes in breastfeeding [15]. Factors that influence
the increase in knowledge about breastfeeding are > 30 years
of age and receive education in antenatal clinics [14].

IN

Exclusive
Baby until
Percenta
breastfeedin
6 month
ge (%)
g
Mantrijeron
245
197
80.41
Kraton
128
72
56.25
Mergangsan
118
92
77.97
Umbulharjo I
424
150
35.38
Umbulharjo II 182
118
64.84
Kotagede I
189
98
51.85
Exclusive
Baby until
Percenta
Health Center
breastfeedin
6 month
ge (%)
g
Kotagede II
98
67
68.37
Gondokusuman 507
251
49.51
I
Gondokusuman 65
48
73.85
II
Danurejan I
77
53
68.83
Danurejan II
79
39
49.37
Pakualaman
76
38
50.00
Gondomanan
106
46
43.40
Wirobrajan
223
108
48.43
Gedongtengen 134
50
37.31
Ngampilan
26
15
57.69
Jetis
201
155
77.11
Tegalrejo
339
154
45.43
Average
178.72
97.29
57.56
Health Canter

Other factors that affect directly on mothers and infants
include [16]: the hospital and health facilities environment, the
home and peer environment, the workplace environment, the
community environment, and the public policy environment.
“The importanۗe of exۗlusive ۖreastfeeding in the first 6
month of life is widely recognized, but most mothers still do
not reaۗh this goal” [17]. “Less than half of the mothers in our
sample reported exclusive breastfeeding in a rural region of
Karnataka, India in the first six months, a rate lower than
national and state level rates” [13]. The result of a study in
Ghana showed that the opportunity to breastfeed a baby in the
first hour by being left in contact with the mother's skin can
prevent 22% of neonatal deaths. Breastfeeding promotion
programs should emphasize early initiation as well as
exclusive breastfeeding [18].
III. METHODOLOGY
This research was an analytical survey research with cross
sectional design. The study was conducted in the Umbulharjo
Health Center I Yogyakarta in April 27th - June 28th. The
subjects in this study were all third-trimester pregnant mothers
who were willing to become respondents according to the
criteria chosen with 46 respondents. Types of social support
obtained from midwife include emotional, appreciation,
instrumental, information, and social network. Data analysis in
this study used uni-variable [19] and bi-variable analysis.
Seven categories of factors that affecting breastfeeding
practices include [16]:
a. Socio-demographic characteristics of mother and family.
b. Structural and social support.
c. Health and risk status of mothers and infants.
d. Mothers’ knowledge, attitudes and skills.
e. Aspects of the feeding regime or practices.
f. Health services (including hospital and health facilities)
organization, policies, and practices.
g. Socio-cultural, economic [20], [21], and environmental
factors [16].

Based on data obtained from the health profile of the city
of Yogyakarta, it can be seen that the health centers that have
the lowest exclusive breastfeeding coverage are Health Center
Umbulharjo I, which is 35.38% [10]. The low coverage of
exclusive breastfeeding is influenced by several factors, one of
which is inadequate maternal knowledge about exclusive
breastfeeding. Breastfeeding is not just giving a drink by
sucking on the nipples, because without proper and regular
guidance from health workers it will cause many obstacles in
providing breast milk. Some obstacles in breastfeeding are
often faced by mothers, including experience, lack of patience
in breastfeeding and lack of knowledge in breastfeeding [11].
Based on a study conducted at the Health Center
Umbulharjo I, providing counseling on exclusive breast milk
to pregnant women have been conducted routinely, but the
enthusiasm of the participants is still lacking. Some pregnant
women said that counseling is done in a long and tedious time.
Counseling about exclusive breastfeeding is carried out on
trimester III pregnant women using flipchart media. The aim
of this research was to find the factors that positively influence
to improve coverage of exclusive breastfeeding.

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Appropriate counseling and education about breast-feeding
can be adopted to achieve changing attitudes, perceptions of
knowledge, and practices of breastfeeding. Pregnancy is the
right time to start learning about breastfeeding. Pregnancy care
is also a good opportunity to increase breastfeeding knowledge
in pregnant women [12]. The results of study conducted by
Nishimura et al. [13] showed that exclusive breastfeeding
relates with maternal age, education during pregnancy, and the
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A. Characteristic of Respondent
Charaۗteristiۗs of 46 respondents ۖased on the mother’s
age, parity, academic and work status of mother can be seen in
Table 2. There are 4 respondents (8.69%) < 20 years old,
82.61% mother’s age ۖetween 20-35 years old, and 8.69%
mother’s age > 35 years old. There are 35 respondents
(76.09%) with parity 1-2 times and 11 respondents (23.91%)
with parity 3-4 times.
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TABLE II.
CHARACTERISTICS OF RESPONDENTS IN HEALTH
CENTER UMBULHARJO I YOGYAKARTA CITY

No. Category
1.

2.

3.

Mother
age
a. < 20 years old
b. 20-35 years old
c. > 35 years old
Total
Parity
a.
1-2
times
b. 3-4 times
Total
Academic
a. Junior high school
b. Senior high school
c. Higher education (DIS2)
Total

No. Category
4.

5.

Job
a.
Housewife
b.
Entrepreneur
c.
Laborer
d. Private employees
e.
Civil
servants
f. Farmer
Total
Salary/month
a. < IDR 500,000
b.
IDR
600,0001,000,000
c.
IDR
1,000,0003,000,000
d. > IDR 3,000,000
Total

Frequency

TABLE III.
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF MIDWIFE’S
SOCIAL SUPPORT TYPES DURING ANTENATAL PERIOD

Percentage
(%)

4
38
4
46

8.69
82.61
8.69
100

35
11
46

76.09
23.91
100

0
39
7

0
84.78
15.22

46

100
Percentage
Frequency
(%)
28
7
3
4
3
1
46

60.87
15.22
6.52
8.69
6.52
2.17
100

6
20
16
4

13.04
43.48
34.78
8.69

No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

100

B. Factors Influence to Improve Exclusive Breastfeeding
Four factors that positively influence to improve exclusive
ۖreastfeeding are mother’s knowledge, age of maternal,
counseling and education, and social support of midwifes.
Counseling can increase knowledge and attitudes of the
pregnant women about exclusive breastfeeding. Types of
social support obtained from midwife include emotional,
appreciation, instrumental, information, and social network.
The frequenۗy distriۖution of midwife’s soۗial support types
during antenatal period from 46 respondents can be seen in
Table 3. Frequency distribution of maternal choices for
exclusive breastfeeding can be seen in Table 4.
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Category
Total
Positive
Negative

Percentage

f

(%)

f

(%)

Ʃf

(%)

25
24
20
24
21

54.4
52.2
43.5
52.2
45.7

21
22
26
22
25

45.7
47.8
56.5
47.8
54.4

46
46
46
46
46

100
100
100
100
100

Based on Table 3, the data shows that majority of
respondents received emotional support as many as 25 mothers
(54.4%). The least support obtained by respondents during the
antenatal period was instrumental support as many as 20
mothers (43.5%) and social network support as many as 21
mothers (45.7%). “The modifiaۖle faۗtors that influenۗe
women's breastfeeding decisions are breastfeeding intention,
breastfeeding self-efficacy and social support. Existing
midwifery breastfeeding promotion strategies often include
social support but do not adequately address attempts to
modify breastfeeding intention and self-effiۗaۗy” [22].
TABLE IV.
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION
CHOICES FOR EXCLUSIVE BREASTFEEDING

OF

MATERNAL

No.

Category

Frequency

1.

Giving
the
exclusive
breastfeeding
Not giving the
exclu-sive
breastfeeding
Total

26

Percentage
(%)
56.5

20

43.5

46

100

2.
46

Types
of
social
support
obtained
from
midwife
Emotional
Appreciation
Instrumental
Information
Social
network

Based on Table 4 show that most mothers who plan to
choose exclusive breastfeeding aged 0-6 months are 26
mothers (56.5%). Mother's knowledge of exclusive
breastfeeding has a relationship with the success of exclusive
breastfeeding in infants. The results showed that there was a
significant relationship between the level of knowledge of
mothers about breastfeeding and exclusive breastfeeding.
Therefore knowledge factors have an important role for a
mother in taking actions to give exclusive breastfeeding to her
baby [23].
One effort to improve the knowledge of exclusive
breastfeeding is by counseling. Counseling can increase the
knowledge and attitudes of pregnant women about exclusive
breastfeeding [24]. Some media that can be used are teaching
aids with counseling demonstration methods. The technique of
providing counseling demonstration methods in health
education is considered more capable and more effective in
changing one's knowledge or abilities [25]. Counseling with
demonstration methods about breastfeeding was able to change
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the level of ability of breastfeeding mothers in conducting
breastfeeding techniques [23]. The influence of the
demonstration counseling also affected the level of knowledge
of the mother. This is because the demonstration method is
considered to be more attractive and stimulates the spirit of
mothers learning about exclusive breastfeeding [26].
Chandrashekar [27] stated that the rate of exclusive
breastfeeding was higher in mothers who had breastfeeding
early initiation. “Despite the higher rates of initiation and
exclusive breastfeeding, practices such as pre-lacteal feeds and
premature introduction of complementary feeds are of great
ۗonۗern in this urۖan population” [27].
Research related to the provision of education aimed at
pregnant women to increase knowledge of breast milk is quite
a lot done, while interventions that are usually carried out to
increase maternal knowledge are using various methods and
media, starting from the lecture method using media such as
leaflets, videos, booklets, tools visual and support groups.
Some studies suggest that more research is needed to identify
methods and supporting facilities or media that can be used by
pregnant women to support success breastfeeding [24], [28].
TABLE V.
CROSS TABLE OF MIDWIFE'S SOCIAL SUPPORT IN
THE ANTENATAL PERIOD FOR THE CHOICE OF MOTHERS
GIVING EXCLUSIVE BREASTFEEDING

Midwife's
social
support
Positive
Negative
Total

Mother choice
Yes
No
f
%
f
19 67.9 9
6 33.3 12
25 54.3 21

%
32.1
66.7
45.7

Ʃf
28
18
46

��

%
100
0.0
100
2
100

Based on Table 5, it can be seen that the majority of
pregnant mothers who received positive social support from
midwives planned to choose to give exclusive breastfeeding
for babies aged 0 to 6 months as many as 19 mothers (67.9%)
while pregnant mothers who received negative social support
from midwives were more likely choose not to give exclusive
breastfeeding for babies aged 0-6 months as many as 12
mothers (66.7%). To determine the effect of midwife's social
support in the antenatal period on the choice of mothers to give
exclusive breastfeeding, the results were obtained by Chi
Square Test with a value of 0.02. This value of 0.02 shows a
value of <0.05, so it can be concluded that there is an influence
of midwife's social support in the antenatal period on the
choice of mothers to give exclusive breastfeeding.
The prevalence ratio value is 2.1. The value of the
prevalence ratio 2.1 shows that it belongs to the category of
more than 1, and then the factors studied are of increased risk.
This shows that negative social support from midwives in the
antenatal period has 2 times more chance of influencing
mothers not to plan giving exclusive breastfeeding to their
babies at ages 0-6 months than those who receive positive
social support from midwives. The Confidence Interval (CI)
from 1.12 to 5.03, included in the category passing number
one, can be concluded that the results of this study have a
meaningful relationship.
The results of the study prove that midwife’s soۗial support
obtained during the antenatal period includes emotional
support, appreciation, instrumental, information, and social
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networks. The most support obtained by mothers is emotional
support, while the support that is least obtained by mothers
during the anti-social period is the support of social networks
and followed by instrumental support. From the research
obtained, most of the pregnant mothers who plan to give
exclusive breastfeeding to their babies aged 0-6 months, but
there are still 20 out of 46 pregnant mothers who plan not to
give exclusive breastfeeding to their babies. One of the factors
causing failure of exclusive breastfeeding is the lack of support
from health professionals, especially birth attendants [29].
Midwife's social support in introducing about breastfeeding
can begin since pregnancy occurs. Preparing pregnant women
who will later breastfeed affects the success of breastfeeding.
Education about the importance of breast milk must be
obtained by every pregnant woman before birth occurs [30].
Based on the results of the bi-variable test on the influence
of midwife’s soۗial support in the antenatal period on the
choice of mothers to give exclusive breastfeeding the results
were 0.02, this figure shows that midwife's social support in
the antenatal period affected the choice of mothers to give
exclusive breastfeeding. Giving education and support at the
time of antenatal have a positive relationship with
breastfeeding in the breast and reduce the tendency to suckle
with bottles [31]. The most influential interventions on the
behaviour of exclusive breastfeeding are a combination of face
to face intervention education, support and guidance in the
antenatal period [22].
Based on the results of the calculation of prevalence ratios
on midwifes' social support in antenatal period towards the
choice of mothers to give exclusive breastfeeding with the
value 2.1, it could be concluded that the factors studied were
increase the risk [32]-[34]. Negative social support from
midwife in the antenatal period has 2 times more chance of
influencing mothers not to plan to give exclusive breastfeeding
for their babies at ages 0-6 months than those who receive
positive soۗial support from midwife. “Puۖliۗ health
practitioners need to understand how local cultural practices
influence early initiation of breastfeeding to promote adequate
infant weight” [35]. “ɒreastfeeding counseling by midwives
counselor of breastfeeding has not done well, socialization
efforts not optimally, lack of human resources and inadequate
support faۗilities” [36]. The average length of time working as
ۖreastfeeding ۗounselor’s is 43.2 months [37].
Breastfeeding counseling including different Information,
Education and Communication (IEC) materials like pamphlets,
videos, pictures, discussion and all forms of counseling and
peer groups support are considered as the appropriate method
of breastfeeding counseling that enhance the breastfeeding
outcome [38]. Midwives of breastfeeding counselors who
work at the Public Health Centers have additional basic tasks
and assignments which is very complex so it is not uncommon
to experience difficulties in carrying out each of its tasks
properly and has an impact on its performance that is not
optimal [39].
V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
Four factors that positively influence to improve exclusive
ۖreastfeeding are mother’s knowledge, age of maternal,
counseling and education, and social support of midwifes.
Mother’s knowledge aۖout ۖreastfeeding related with the
provision of exۗlusive ۖreastfeeding. Midwife’s soۗial support
obtained during the antenatal period includes emotional
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support, appreciation, instrumental, information, and social
networks. The most common social support is emotional. Most
respondents plan to give exclusive breastfeeding for their
ۖaۖies. The influenۗe of midwife’s soۗial support in the
antenatal period on the choice of mothers to give exclusive
breastfeeding was 0.02 with an alpha value of 0.05.
[28]
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Abstract— Introduction common cold is a disease caused by
rhinovirus which will heal by itself because the life span of the
virus is limited. Cases of cold commissions in Meureubo
puskesmas in 2018 were 147 cases. The purpose of the study
was to determine the effect of behaviour and environment on
the incidence of Commond Cold in children in the Work Area
of Meureubo Health Center in West Aceh Regency. The
method of researched wass an analytical survey with cross
sectional design, a population of 60 people and a sample of
60 people which is a total sampling, the data were analyzed
using simple linear regression analysis. The results of the
study have an influence between behaviour and environment
Commond Cold in children. The conclusion is the influence
between behaviour, and environment on Commond Cold in
children. The Recomended to the Meureubo Health Center are
expected to be able to provide information to the community
about Commond Cold disease, how to prevent and treat
Commond Cold in children
Keywords—common cold, behaviour, envirowment,
children
INTRODUCTION
One symptom of the disease that is most often treated by the
people themselves is a symptom of diseases associated with
respiratory problems, namely the Common Cold (Tjay and
Rahardja, 2012). Common Cold is a symptom of respiratory
problems characterized by coughing, sneezing, nasal
congestion, sore throat, mild fever and headaches. These
disorders greatly disrupt daily activities (Azwar, 2013).
Common Cold is a disease caused by rhinovirus which will
heal by itself because the life span of the virus is limited, or
referred to as a self-limiting disease. In fact, anti-viral drugs
are needed to stop the symptoms of this disease. However,
because antiviral has not been found especially for this
rhinovirus, only symptoms that appear are treated if it is felt
to disturb the patient. So, the treatment is only to relieve or
eliminate symptoms (symptomat is), without killing the
causative virus (Puspitasari, 2012). based on the results (Basic
Health Research (Riskesdas), 2018) prevalence common cold
in Indonesia around 25.0% and 13.8% of cases after being
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diagnosed definitively by a doctor. Whereas in the Province
of Central Java pravelensi common colds around 28.0% and
in Surakarta City with 4.0% of them have been diagnosed
definitely by doctors. This pravelensi is highest in infants and
toddlers. Common cold in toddlers in Indonesia is estimated
at 3 to 6 times per year, this means that an average toddler gets
a cold cough attack 3 to 6 times a year. Efforts to deal with
common cold earlier are expected to prevent complications in
infants that can have fatal consequences such as pneumonia,
in addition to other complications such as Otitis Media Akuta
(OMA), and mastoiditis (Ministry of Health, 2018).
Based on data from the Aceh Health Office the number of
cases of cold commond in 2015 was 5,237 cases, the number
of cases of cold commond in 2016 was 7,423 cases, the
number of cases of cold commissions in 2017 was 8,952 cases
(Health Office of Aceh, 2016).
Based on West Aceh Health Office data, the number of cases
of cold commond in 2015 was 2,509 cases, the number of
cases of cold commond in 2016 was 3,099 cases, the number
of cases of cold commond in 2017 was 4,298 cases (West
Aceh Health Office, 2017).
Based on data from Meureubo Community Health Center, the
number of cases of cold commond in 2017 was 216 cases, the
number of cases of cold commond in 2018 was 147 cases
(Meureubo Health Center, 2017).
Based on the initial survey in the working area of the
Meureubo Community Health Center where interviews with 4
mothers were found in the field, where 1 mother stated that
she was unaware of the causes of cold commissions and
symptoms, they said that it was a common cold without follow
up. Mothers only give ordinary medicines purchased at the
pharmacy. Then 1 mother is still ignoring the prevention of
the child where the mother is normal when her child
experiences sore throats, coughs and cold sores in the head of
fever, and nasal congestion. Mothers assume that children
only exposed to regular fever without responding wisely
should take the child to the puskesmas or doctor. Furthermore,
1 mother does not act quickly when her child experiences
symptoms of cold commond, this I know from the statement
of the mother where when the child coughs up a cold and sore
throat the mother only gives fever medicine that is already at
home and compresses the child. Furthermore, 1 mother stated
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that her child was left to play with friends outside the home,
where sometimes there were friends of children who had
fever. Based on the background above, the author would like
to examine further about "Factors Affecting Commond Cold
in Children in the Work Area of Meureubo Health Center in
West Aceh Regency".
LITERATURE REVIEW
Commond Cold
Common cold is a nasopharyngeal and nasal primary
infection that often affects infants and children. This disease
can also affect adults but has different characteristics. In
infants and children, this disease tends to be more severe
because the infection includes the paranasal sinus area, middle
ear and nasopharynx accompanied by high fever, whereas in
adults only limited and does not cause high fever (Ngastiyah,
2012).
Symptoms
The most common symptom in this disease is nasal
congestion, secreting from the nose and coughing. Common
cold is included in a disease that does not require medication
or self-limited disease if the period is still less than 10 days.
Therefore treating flu symptoms (nasal congestion) is more
effective than treating the infection. The use of antibiotics to
treat common cold is not effective because the etiology is a
virus. (Dicpinigaitis PV, et al, 2014)
Etiology and Pathophysiology
The most common pathogenic virus that causes rhinitis
is rhinovirus, although it can be caused by other viruses.
Rhinovirus has more than 100 serotypes and is a cause of 3050% rhinitis per year. (Naning R, Triasih R, Setyati A. 2012)
Other viruses that cause rhinitis include: coronavirus, RSV,
human
metapneumovirus,
influenza,
parainfluenza,
adenovirus, enterovirus and bocavirus. (Turner RB, Hayden
GF. 2011)
Factors Affecting Commond Cold
Behaviour
According to Notoatmodjo (2012), an attitude has not been
automatically manifested in an Behaviour (overt behavior). To
realize attitudes into real actions, supporting factors are
needed or a possible condition, including facilities. Besides
the facilities factor, a support factor from other parties is also
needed.
Environment
Something that is outside or around living things.
Environment is a complex system where various factors
influence reciprocally with each other with the community
(Notoatmodjo, 2012).
METHODOLOGY
Before This study uses a quantitative analytical method with
a cross sectional approach. The population in this study were
all mothers who had children 6-10 years in the Working Area
of the Meureubo Community Health Center in West Aceh
Regency, which were 60 people. The sample in this study
were all mothers who had children 6-10 years in the Working
Area of the Meureubo Health Center in West Aceh Regency,

namely 60 people (total sampling). This research was carried
out in the Meureubo Meulaboh Health Center District of West
Aceh District in February 2018. The variables in the study
were Knowledge, Attitudes, Behaviour and Environment. The
tools used for collecting data in this study were questionnaires.
The ethics of this study were researchers made informed
consent (consent sheet to become respondents), anonymity
(confidentiality of name / identity) and confidentiality
(confidentiality of results).
RESULT AND ANALYSIS
Univariate analysis
Univariate Analysis is to see the characteristics of
respondents displayed in the form of frequency distribution
tables.
Table 1 : Frequency Distribution Based of Commond Cold
in Children In The work Area of Meureubo Health Center in
West Aceh Regency in 2018
Number
1

Commond
Cold
Light

2

Weight

Frequen
cy
22
38

Percentage
36,7
63,3

Table 2 : Respondent Frequency Distribution Based on
Respondent Behaviour Affecting Commond Cold in Children
In The work Area of Meureubo Health Center in West Aceh
Regency in 2018
Number

Behaviour

1

There is

2

There is no

Frequenc
y
24
36

Percentage
40
60

Table 3 : Respondent Frequency Distribution Based on
Respondent Behaviour Affecting Commond Cold in
Children In The work Area of Meureubo Health Center in
West Aceh Regency in 2018
Number

Envirowme
nt

1

Good

2

Not Good

Freq
uenc
y
28
32

Perce
ntage
46,7
53,3

1. Bivariate Analysis
Table 4 : simple Regression Analysis of Behaviour
Unstandardized
Standardized
Coefficients
Coefficients
Model
B
Std. Error
Beta
(Constant)
.111
.062
Behaviour
.639
.098
.649
Dependent Variable: Commond Cold

Identify applicable funding agency here. If none, delete
this text box.
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Table 5 : simple Regression Analysis of Envirowment
Unstandardized
Standardized
Coefficients
Coefficients
Model
B
Std. Error
Beta
(Constant)
.125
.073
Environment
.518
.107
Dependent Variable: Commond Cold

.536

Effect of Behaviour on Commond Cold in Children
Based on the results of the X3 regression coefficient (action)
of 0.639, it means that there is an influence between the
Behaviour on Cold Commodity in Children in the Work Area
of Meureubo Health Center in West Aceh Regency, as
evidenced by a signifiۗant value = 0.000 <α 0.05
Based on observations in the field researchers see that the
respondents who take precautionary measures against
Commond Cold in children and their children experience mild
Commond Cold because mothers have tried to make
prevention such as children are prohibited from playing rain,
children should not eat fried foods, children may not play
outside with friends friend who is Commond Cold. However,
the respondent's children still experience Commond Cold
because the immune system of children who are weak and
children are quickly affected by the disease, this is the
respondents know from the results of examinations with
health workers when their children are taken for treatment.
Whereas respondents who did not take preventive measures
and their children experienced Commond Cold weight
because when children experience Commond Cold their
mother do not directly bring their children to medical
treatment but only give medicines at home. This makes the
child experience severe Commond Cold
According to Notoatmodjo (2012), an attitude has not been
automatically manifested in an behaviour (overt behavior). To
realize attitudes into real behaviour, supporting factors are
needed or a possible condition, including facilities. Besides
the facilities factor, a support factor from other parties is also
needed.
This research is supported by Maula's research (2016), the
results of the study state that there is an effect of behaviour
with the incidence of cold commond in Sumedang District in
evidence with a value of p Value = 0.031.
Environmental Effects on Commond Cold in Children
Based on the X4 regression coefficient (envirownment) of
0.518, it means that the environment obtained by the officer
has an effect on Commond Cold in Children in the Work Area
of Meureubo Health Center in West Aceh Regency, as
evidenۗed ۖy a signifiۗant value = 0.000 <α 0.05.
Based on observations in the field, the researchers saw that
respondents who were in good environment and their children
experienced mild cold because the mother's environment was
clean and the children around the respondent's residence did
not experience Commond Coldakan but when their children
were left to their parents or grandmothers the children were
allowed to play rain and make children experience Commond
Cold
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Where as respondents who have a poor environment and their
children experience Commond Cold weight because in the
respondent's neighborhood the children are allowed to play as
they wish without any restrictions from parents, mother is
allowed to play rain and heat
Something that is outside or around living things.
Environment is a complex system where various factors
influence reciprocally with each other with the community
(Notoatmodjo, 2012).
This research is supported by the study of Palumulo (2012).
The results of the study state that there are environmental
influences, especially the cleanliness of the environment with
Common Cold disease in toddlers in the Gorontalo City
Health Center working area in 2012 with evidence p value =
0.031.
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Abstract-Background: Health information system users have
an influence on the efficiency of a system in providing health
services so that it can increase the value of patient safety. We
conducted a literature review in knowing how the user
acceptance in using a health information system. Method:
Literature review is conducted by looking for articles from
2008 to 2018 using a database from PubMed. Articles are
accepted in this study if they examine the influence of user
attitudes on the running of health information systems in
hospitals and primary services. Sorting articles through
abstracts and free full text articles. Results: A total of 148
articles on the influence of user acceptance towards health
information systems, 25 articles included inclusion criteria.
Various user acceptance assessment models such as the
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), and the Unified
Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) are
used in a number of these articles. Most articles explain that
cooperative users can make health information system
become efficient, but several environmental and personal
factors can influence the system. Conclusion: Making an
efficient health information system, a cooperative user
attitude and acceptance is needed. The existence of
environmental and personal factors is an obstacle in the
system, so it needs an effort from the hospital management
and primary services to improve the quality of existing
resources to achieve the main goal of improving patient
safety. Future research is needed to examine how the
hospital or primary care management can increase existing
resources.
Keywords : Health Information System, Primary Health
Care, user attitude, patient safety
I. INTRODUCTION
Based on the Permenkes No. 75 in 2014, The Indonesian
Primary Health Care (PHC) has a task that provide a health
care based on the individual health care and public health care
which focused on the promotive and preventive activity. To
perform the task, Indonesian PHC must have strategies, one
of the strategies is developing the PHC management
information system which has aim to provide informations
which needed by health care giver, PHC management, and
health department to manage patients [1].
Health information system users have an influence on the
efficiency of a system in providing health services so that it
can increase the value of patient safety. However, there are
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several factors that affect the users in using management
information system. The factors are some users are not
discipline and delay to input the data, a minimum supervision,
do not have enough time, and lack of skill [2]. So, we
conducted a literature review in knowing how the user
acceptance in using a health information system.
II. RESEARCH METHOD
This study is a literature review on health information
systems studies in Indonesia from 2008 to 2018. We searched
PubMed for relevant papers in English. Keywords which used
in this study were “user aۗۗeptanۗe”, “health information
system”, “primary health ۗare”, “puۖliۗ health ۗare”, “urۖan
area”, “rural area”, “Indonesia”. We used two different
strategies using the advanced search function to search
relevant studies in the PuۖMed dataۖase. We used “OR” and
“ɑND” to ۗomۖine eaۗh keyword. Sorting artiۗles through
abstracts and free full text articles. The inclusion criteria were
an original study reported on the paper, paper evaluated user
acceptance aspect of health information system, evaluated
system used in hospital and primary health care facilities. The
exclution criteria were paper which did not include the
inclusion criteria.
III. RESULTS
A total of 148 articles were retrivied from PubMed
database. After removing irrelevant studies from abstract
and free full text, there were 25 studies included inclusion
criteria. Various user acceptance assessment models:
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), and the Unified
Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) are
used in a number of these studies [3]. Most articles explain
that cooperative users can make health information system
become efficient, but several environmental and personal
factors can influence the system. Several factors that affect
the acceptance in using health information system:
administrative and medication errors were decreased,
working and human resources costs were reduced, security
of information of patients and documents were increased,
data accessibility were increased, quality and efficiency of
services and medical care were improved, task time were
reduced and costs imposed to the health care provider were
increased [4].
IV. DISCUSSION
This study evaluating the acceptance in using health
information system that has several benefits such as
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providing quality service and medical care, increasing
accuracy and accessibility, reducing errors and tasks time
[4]. But, there are several negative effect to the user
acceptance, such as increasing the cost of health care
provider to maintenance the system, and requiring more time
to adopt a new system. The concern of the benefit in using
health information system is to increase patient safety by
reducing the medical errors. When the health care provider
not using the information system, there were several reports
that medical errors were increased [5]. By using the health
information system, medical and health care staffs are
believed that the systems can reduce errors. Medical errors
that can be reduced are miscommunication between staffs to
gather patient information, workload of the medical staffs,
and illegiۖility of the staffs’ handwriting [6].
There are several factors that affect the implementation
of health information system in rural area. The factors were
regrouped into seven groups, such as the characteristics of
health care provider, characteristics of medical practice,
voluntariness of use, performance expectancy, effort
expectancy, social influence, facilitating or inhibiting
conditions [3,6]. These factors are explained as health
information in primary health care was poorly utilized and
unless there were any corrective measures made, the
effectiveness and service quality of health facilities might be
greatly affected . Another factors such as technology access
were limited, less supportive supervision, poor awareness
about data management, and input data were depend on the
location of infrastructure and geographical [4,6,7,8].
Immediate actions to improve health information system
data are needed for these problems such as training of
healthcare workers, health information system data use
workshop, managing data information of user guideline,
awareness on the importance of health information
management system data use are made, to increase the user
acceptance and quality of healthcare services [6,9].
I. CONCLUSION
Making an efficient health information system, a
cooperative user attitude and acceptance is needed. The
existence of environmental and personal factors is an
obstacle in the system, so it needs an effort from health care
management and primary services to improve the quality of
existing resources in order to achieve the main goal to
improve patient safety. Future research is needed to examine
how the health care, especially primary care management
can increase existing resources.
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Abstract
Background: Informed consent is an ethic and legal obligation, given before invasive procedure by the healthcare worker to the patient or
family, part of patient safety implementation. Objective: To identify and describe qualitatively on how to increase healthcare worker’s
compliance on informed consent. Methods: Systematic searches of the literature were conducted using the major database, PubMed, by
typing keywords (example compliance, healthcare worker, doctors, informed consent, agreement) which published from 2015 to January
2019. We summarized and analyzed the factors, intervention, and approach that can be used to increase healthcare worker’s compliance
on informed consent. Results: We identified 10 systematic review journals from 2015 to 2019. Most of the studies were in hospitals and the
population consisted of doctors, dentists, nurses, and pharmacists. Factors that influence the compliance of healthcare worker in
implementing informed consent include self-confidence, habits, knowledge, ability, gender, age, empathy, workload, socio-cultural, and
health system. The interventions that can improve the compliance of healthcare worker in implementing of informed consent, in terms of
education combined with audits and feedback, remind each other between healthcare worker, psychological interventions, attitudes and
behavior, compare pre and post, and monitoring. Conclusions: Healthcare worker’s compliance on informed consent influenced by socioculture, workload, gender, knowledge, and ability. To improve compliance, it is necessary to conduct audits, feedback and improve cognitive
behavior.
Keywords: Compliance, healthcare workers’, informed consent

I. INTRODUCTION
Medical practice is a service that provides help or
assistance on the basis of the patient's trust in healthcare
workers’ espeۗially to the doۗtors and not merely profitoriented business relationships. In medical practice, doctors
often do not provide standard information when going to
take medical action. This is very important as a guarantee of
legal proteۗtion for healthۗare workers’, hospitals and
patients if medical or legal problems arise later.
Things that are not expected in a therapeutic transaction
are required for informed consent. Informed consent is the
doctor's obligation to explain everything about the patient's
illness and to obtain approval for medical action. Approval
is given by the patient after getting information from the
doctor.
Informed consent are ethic and also legal obligation
performing the invasive procedures. Consent is a
conversation between the patient and the doctor. Consent
requires good communication and interpersonal skills to
build the trust, explore patients understanding and concerns,
and delivers accurate information based on the procedure
which has been planned before. Patients who will probably
get the certain harm or develop complication following the
surgery may feel that this possible outcome was not
explained explicitly as a recognized risk of the procedure.
This type of patient may choose to report their complaints
and find legal advice to ask the compensation.
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Informed consent is a complex process and at first the
doctor have to define the indication of the procedure which
lead to an informed decision or refusal to the procedure.
Informed consent also understands as a formal activity
which will be explained after the intervention has been made
if the case is emergency.
In a study conducted on patients regarding informed
consent obtained 77.3% of respondents did not understand
medical terms and an explanation of informed consent was
given, 27.4% were dissatisfied with the explanation
delivered before surgery, 5% did not fully know the
diagnosis before surgery , and 38.2% did not know their
right to get informed consent before action.
II. RESEARCH METHOD
This research is a literature review on studies of
healthۗare workers’ ۗomplianۗe on informed ۗonsent in
many countries from 2015 to January 2019. Systematic
searches of the literature were conducted using the major
dataۖase, PuۖMed, ۖy typing keywords “compliance”,
“obedience”, “healthcare workers’”, “medical staff”, “
physician”, “doctors”, “informed consent”, “agreement”.
We used two different strategies using the advance search
function to find relevant studies in the PubMed database.
We used “OR” and “ɑND” to ۗomۖine eaۗh keyword.
Sorting articles through abstracts and free full text articles.
We summarized and analyzed the factors, intervention, and
approaۗh that ۗan ۖe used to inۗrease healthۗare worker’s
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compliance on informed consent. The inclusion criteria
were applied that the study should be published as a full text
original article, the participant were healthۗare workers’
consist of doctors, nurses, dentists, and pharmacists,
working in hospital, and explained about how to improve
the compliance of informed consent.
III. RESULTS
A total of 324 articles were taken from PubMed
database. After removing, irrelevant studies from abstract
and free full text, there were 10 studies included in inclution
ۗriteria. Healthۗare workers’ ۗomplianۗe influenۗed ۖy
sociodemographic factors such as high burnout, age, work
experience, income, and marital status.
Burnout itself associated with the decreasing of
efficiency and productivity in workplace, practice income,
and bigger probability to order non-essential tests or
procedures for patient by the doctor. The most effective way
to reduce burnout while improving compliance of healthcare
workers’ on informed ۗonsent is multi-pronged strategy.
IV. DISCUSSION
Some studies found that doctors with burnout are
usually relevant in patient safety incidents, lack in some
aspects like professionalism which show the quality of
patient care (eg, compliance to treatment standard,
communication skill, and also empathy), and get lower
patient satisfaction ratings.
Some studies of the doۗtors’ ۖurnout were aۗtually
limited in Asian compared to the West. In Yemen, 63.2% of
respondent physicians showed high emotional exhaustion,
19.4% showed high depersonalization, and 33.0% showed
low personal accomplishment. The reported burnout rate
among physicians in Asia, specifically in Malaysia
representated a rate of 36.6% and 31.4% in Hong Kong.
Based on sociodemographic factor, younger age
doctors have higher burnout than the old one. The
prevalance usually under the age of 35. Doctors with less
work experience under 10 years also have higher number in
burnout. Another factors related to burnout are less family
income and also among unmarried doctors compared with
married doctos.
There are some individual elements, such as truancy,
job turnover, and early secession affect the burnout. All of
them relate in greater unnecessary medical fees (indirect and
direct) and patient load. There is a way to reduce and erase
the burnout with some intervention that we can do by
changing organizational policies and regulation, such as
reducing working time, caseloads, and on call periods. So,
the intervention can be mixed and likely to be the result of
individual and organizational level.
An effective strategy to increase healthcare workers
compliance is a multi strategy. The combination of
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management support, ease the access for supply, education,
observation, training, reminders from the workplace also
people surround it, surveillance, and feedback of the
performance could raise the compliance about 30% (from
51.5% to 80.1%).
Studies on healthcare discuss the improvement which
are the leaders’ idea, eduۗational gathering, printed
educational stuff, educational outreach visits, audit, and
feedback tell positive result in repairing professional
practice, even the effects are small and do not always
happen. Identify barriers and facilitators are generally
recommended to tailor strategies to select or develop the
implementation strategies for increasing healthcare
consignment and optimising chance of effectiveness.
A multipronged oncoming may be required to improve
the consent process. The researchs suggests that additional
practice and examination for obtaining consent should be
integrated into medical and surgical curricula. Both generic
communication as non-technical , as practice, as well as
consent as specific modules based on standardized patient
simulation and assessment should be considered. Patient
education can be given by written, web, or video-based
information packages. It may be use to help patients better
understand the implications of consenting to medical
procedures and surgery.
To initiate behaviour change, patient feedback is more
likely to be choosen if the participants consider about the
process, instrument and also provider to be credible. It
measures the specific behavioural change through reflective
discussion. They will discuss the feedback, guided by a
skilled facilitator who use open ended questions and will
receive narrative comment.
Informed Consent process have to be seen as a two-way
process with active participation from both sides to reduce
conflict and increase satisfaction. Implementation of simple
measures, such as use of information instruments
(brochures, web pages, smartphone applications), explain
time for parental interests/ questions, and optimizing the
setting in which informed consent is gain, may increase
overall satisfaction in informed consent process.
V. CONCLUSION
ɑwareness and intention from healthۗare workers’ to
change a better habit is important. One of the responsibility
that must be taken to the patient is giving informed consent
before doing the medical procedure. Based on some studies,
they found a big problem in healthcare system especially in
the ۗomplianۗe of healthۗare workers’ partiۗularly the
doctors to explain clearly about informed consent. The
factors which influenced it compliance can be solved by
giving an effective intervention.
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Abstract
Backgroud: medication error is a preventable event can cause
inaccurate use of the drug so that it endangers patient when the
drug is in the control of health personnel and patients. Failure
Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) is a prospective analysis
method to identify potential risks and can be implemented to
improve patient safety. Objective: to identify potential and risk of
failure in medication error by using Failure Mode and Effect
Analysis as a method of preventing and evaluating medication
errors in hospitalization. Methods: literature review regarding
the journal about Failure Mode and Effect Analysis Method and
medication error. Journal searches are accessed from Pubmed
database. All journals are from abroad and in English. The
results of literature review from 2009-2018 found 15 journals
related to FMEA method with medication errors. From literature
review on medication errors in 2006-2018, 17 journals were
found. Result: this review shows that medication errors that
often occur are medication administration, dispensing,
prescribing, preparation, transcription, reconciliation errors.
Failure Mode Effect and Anlysis Method used to identify a
potential risks and can be implemented to improve patient safety.
The FMEA method is based on teamwork to identify, evaluate,
prevent, control the effects on risks before they have an effect on
patients. From 15 journals the FMEA method can improve
patient safety in terms of intravenous nutrition administration,
treatment processes, laboratory results, blood transfusions and
transplants. Conclusion: This review explains that the FMEA
method can be useful in reducing the number of risks and
improving the quality of health services in hospitals.
Keyword : Failure Mode and Effect Anlysis, medication error,
hospitalized patient, potential risk, patient safety

I. INTRODUCTION
Medication errors are one of the biggest problems
in the health care system. Medication error is a preventable
event can cause inaccurate use of the drug so that it
endangers patient when the drug is in the control of health
personnel and patients. The best way to prevent medical
errors is to identify errors that can occur and identify
systemic causes, then learn the problem, and finally warn
the system to prevent it from happening again. In this
regard, the prospective risk analysis technique is one of the
famous risk management and analytical tool using a
prospective approach based on group risk analysis and
efforts to prevent potential errors[1].
Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA)
technique is a prospective risk analysis method. Root cause
analysis is the example that most often uses this approach.
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One of the most used Porspective Hazard Analysis (PHA)
analysis techniques is Failure Mode and Effect Analysis
(FMEA) or Health Failure Mode and Effect Analysis
(HFMEA) or Failure Modes, Effects, and Criticality
Analysis ( FMECA)). FMEA may be the first method that
appears when many health risk managers consider PHA,
which is far from the only method available[2].
The prospective risk analysis tool most commonly
applied in healthcare is FMEA. It has been defined as a
proactive tool that can be used to identify potential
vulnerabilities to occur in complex and high-risk processes
and to produce corrective and preventive actions to prevent
adverse events from occurring [3].
FMEA is the first step for system reliability.
FMEA also involves several components of the subsystem
review that serve to identify the mode of failure that
occurred, as well as the potential damage (cause and effect)
that occurred. in each component, the failure mode and its
effect on the entire system will be recorded on a particular
FMEA worksheet. The approach using FMEA allows each
element or component that consists of the process to be
investigated in relation to the cumulative numerical value,
risk priority number (RPN)[4], which can be used to
prioritize actions to be taken based on the severity,
probability and detection ability of each failure mode [3].
the stages and structural model of FMEA is to form
a team of experts to determine the process and identify
conditions, failure modes and effects that occur, besides
also determining the probability of failure, the severity of
the effect, and the probability of failure and effects before
the patient or staff is harmed due to the failure mode not
identified. Repetition, severity and probability of
identification receive a score between 1 and 10, and
ultimately, the Risk Priority Number (RPN) which is the
same as the multiplication is determined and finally this
number will be recalculated after applying corrective
strategies to determine the effectiveness of the model [5].
The present study attempted to review unveiled risks by the
FMEA technique in various hospital wards. It also tried to
identify main aspects of the FMEA model in the hospital
wards which include target equipment or process, steps of
implementing the FMEA model, the cooperating team, the
riskiest and safest activities, and the final impact of model
implementation. The implementation included these stages:
1) the process identification, 2) the analysis of risks and
determining RPN, 3) planning and forming an S, O, D
(severity, occurrence, detectability) matrix and dividing it
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into 4 areas (high-risk or urgent, force majeure,
programming and control), 4) the interventions and 5)
implementing the model again[3].
Risk management is the ability to identify risk
factors that are on the one hand, and risk analysis and
selection of appropriate strategies to prevent, control and
eliminate them on the other. Clinical service quality is
always viewed from various perspectives such as safety,
acceptance, and reliability. Admission refers to the level of
acceptance of the risk of health services by patients, doctors,
or other health related staff who are exposed to these
risks[3]. Reliability of a system refers to the possibility of
satisfactory system performance in certain working
conditions for a certain period of time [6].
II. RESEARCH METHOD
Literature review regarding the journal about Failure Mode
and Effect Analysis Method and medication error. Journal
searches are accessed from Pubmed database. All journals
are from abroad and in English. The results of literature
review from 2009-2018 found 15 journals related to FMEA
method with medication errors. From literature review on
medication errors in 2006-2018, 17 journals were found.
Systematic searches of the literature were conducted using
the major dataۖase, PuۖMed, ۖy typing keywords “Failure
Mode and Effeۗts ɑnalysis”, “healthۗare failure mode and
effeۗt analysis”, “prospeۗtive risk analysis”, “proaۗtive risk
analysis”, “systemiۗ risk analysis”, “prospeۗtive risk
assessment”, “proaۗtive risk assessment)”, “dispensing”,
“dispensing
error”,
“pharmaۗists”,
“pharmaۗy”,
“proۖaۖilistiۗ
risk
assessment”,
“soۗio-technical
proۖaۖilistiۗ risk assessment”. We used two different
strategies using the advance search function to find relevant
studies in the PuۖMed dataۖase. We used “OR” and “ɑND”
to combine each keyword. Sorting articles through abstracts
and free full text articles. We summarized and analyzed the
factors, intervention, and approach that can be used to
identify potential and risk of failure in medication error by
using Failure Mode Effect Analysis as a method of
preventing and evaluating medication errors in
hospitalization. The inclusion criteria were applied that the
study should be published as a full text original article, the
partiۗipant were healthۗare workers’ ۗonsist of doۗtors,
nurses, dentists, and pharmacists, working in hospital, and
explained about how Failure Mode and Effect Analysis as a
method of preventing and evaluating medication errors in
hospitalization[7].
III. RESULTS
A total of 218 articles were taken from PubMed database.
After removing, irrelevant studies from abstract and free
full text, there were 17 journals were found in inclution
criteria. The literature review shows that medication errors
that often occur are medication administration, dispensing,
prescribing, preparation, transcription, reconciliation errors.
Failure Mode and Effect Anlysis Method used to identify
potential risks and can be implemented to improve patient
safety. The FMEA method is based on teamwork to
identify, evaluate, prevent, control the effects on risks
before they have an effect on patients. From 15 journals the
FMEA method can improve patient safety in terms of
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intravenous nutrition administration, treatment processes,
laboratory results, blood transfusions and transplants.
IV. DISCUSSION
Medication errors often occur in the hospital causing
side effects to the drug and the length of stay of the patient
in the hospital. Medication errors can occur in one of three
steps in the treatment process, namely prescription, drug
administration and administration[1,8].
The treatment process is vulnerable and prone to errors
because it is a complex five-phase process, namely (a)
prescribing, (b) verifying, (c) preparing / dispensing (d)
administration, and (e) monitoring. Medication errors can
come from all of these phases[9].
Medication safety is part of the quality of care, service
and patient safety. Medicines are therapeutic interventions
to reduce harm to patients, promote healing and improve
health and quality of life, but all drugs have potential side
effects. Medication errors and drug side effects can
endanger the patient. Medication errors are errors that occur
during the treatment phase, but most errors occur in the
administration, expenditure, preparation, delivery and
documentation of drugs prescribed, ordered and given [7,
10,11,12].
Medication errors and drug side effects can endanger
the patient. Medication errors are errors that occur during
the treatment phase, but most errors happen in the
administration, dispensing, preparation, delivery and
documentation of prescribed, ordered and given medication
[10].
Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) is a
method that can be used to analyze failure modes
systematically in order to improve security. FMEA is
commonly used in military systems, such as aerospace,
automotive, and health care systems. The FMEA process is
a method for identifying potential failures as well as the
impact caused. While using a new retrospective analytical
technique the Root Cause Analysis (RCA) method can be
used if the results occur with a drug labeling system [13].
Using the FMEA methodology allows in-depth
understanding to uncover the roots of danger and take steps
to reach acceptable strategies for patient safety, effective
pharmaceutical activities, and economic management. This
is a proactive and effective risk assessment tool to help
make possible mistakes and reduce potential risks.
Conducting the FMEA: [4]
• Step 1: selecting the process
• Step 2: establishing a multidisciplinary action team
• Step 3: mapping the process
• Step 4: targeting and listing the possible failure modes
• Step 5: prioritization of the failure modes.
• Step 6: development of action plans
In step 5, each team provides a hazard analysis
estimate by prioritizing the failure mode. We have
identified failure modes identified using the FSP rating
scale [4]:
1. Frequency of occurrence (F)
2. Effect of severity (S)
3. Probability of detection (P).
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Products from RPN, which is an index for identifying
hazards for modes that have the greatest potential risk
(higher values represent a greater risk) [4].
From some of the literature reviewed by Setiasih's
narrative, Zhila Najafpour, et al in Tehran, 2017, explained
that FMEA can help them reduce the potential risk of blood
transfusion. The structured FMEA in this study was
conducted in 2014, and corrective action was implemented
and evaluated after 6 months. During the analysis, all steps
of blood transfusion were detected based on direct analysis
and opinions of related experts. In this study, the score of
the FMEA score decreased from before and after further
intervention. However, according to the researchers, the
application of FMEA requires experts to [13]
Research by Giovanna Bonfant, 2010, in Italy, stated
that all FMEA processes were carried out by researchers,
increasing the total RPN resulted in a substantial increase in
the process of hemodialysis services in patients. There is a
decrease in RPN scores before and after FMEA
implementation. In this study there were suggestions from
FMEA researchers to contribute to medical reporting and
auditing at the Aosta Valley Health Care Organization, to
verify the control and utilization measures [13].
By preventing failures identified by the FMEA
process, that the results of medical errors can be prevented
by applying FMEA in the service and maintenance process,
and assessments to determine the impact of the greatest
failure, making policies can determine the priority of
potential failures found. Of course, every policy maker has
a variety of views and reasons that are tailored to the current
conditions of the hospital [13].
Although the use of FMEA is exhausting and requires
a lot of time in its use, but this technique is useful in
improving the health care process and improving patient
safety, thereby increasing the alertness of hospital leaders
and owners. Can be developed [13,14].
The conclusion of Setiasih's literature review literature
is that FMEA is proven to reduce the number of potential
failures before being repaired, so that medical errors can be
prevented. In implementing FMEA, any errors can occur
during the determination of potential failures and the
determination of scores on the RPN, therefore, it is expected
that the team involved in making FMEA experts in the
service process is designed. Some studies also suggest that
to verify the effectiveness of FMEA use, it is important to
compare the potential failure of FMEA with other risk
management tools to identify failure modes, such as
incident reporting reports and medical audits [13].
Articles from Rodriguez-Gonzales, et al in Spain,
2015, explain that the systematic implementation of failure
modes, effects and critical analysis of FMECA by
multidisciplinary teams is a method that is useful in
supporting and detecting failure modes, then identifying
safety strategies and proactively evaluating an increase in
administrative security, especially when it is difficult to
directly measure results because of a very low incidence
[15,16].
An article from Lee in Seoul, 2017, explains that
FMEA is a powerful tool for improving clinical and
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comprehensive quality that enhances the quality of potential
risks [17].
The systematic review of Dastjerdi in Iran, 2017,
describes the results of a study that shows a model of Failure
Mode and Effects of Analysis that has been mostly applied
in Pediatric and Oncology wards and most have studios
about the process. Most papers have been called model
steps, and they have recalculated the RPN to determine the
application model. However, they only consider a few
issues. In general, the most recommended and considered
models have become useful instruments to reduce the
number of elements that improve and improve service
quality[1,18,19,20].
V. CONCLUSION
Failure Mode and Effect Analysis Methods are useful
and efficient for reducing the number of risks and
improving the quality of services in hospitals. FMEA can
be utilized in identifying potential risks and then practiced
and implemented to improve patient safety[2]. This
systematic method is based on team work to identify,
evaluate, prevent, control or eliminate potential risk
causes and causes in a system before the final product is
sent to the end user[1].
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Abstract:
Patient safety is important and fundamental thing in the daily activities of the hospital. This is one measure of the success of
a hospital in carrying out its policies so that patients feel safe, comfortable and satisfied. This paper aims to identify determinant factors
that influence the patient safety culture at the hospital.
The literature search procedure to answer the problem is by searching the library online using the Pubmed search instrument,
Cochrane Library, Google Scholar, Google and the relevant text book. The keywords used are "patient safety", "patient safety culture",
"hospital", " determinant factors in patient safety culture ", and "patient safety dimensions" using limits, studies conducted at the hospital
to hospital employees, publications English and Indonesian, the last 10 years publication. With the search method, initially there were 30
articles, 22 of which met the criteria, published until 2018.
The results of the analysis from the literature review show that the patient safety culture is influenced by various determinant
factors, including perceptions of management, work team support, work stress, job satisfaction towards the patient safety culture in the
hospital. These factors were assessed by using some international standardized questionnaires such as the Safety Attitudes Questionnaire
(SAQ) and questionnaire from the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ). Leader factors in hospitals play an important
role in the realization of a patient safety culture.
Keywords: Patient safety, determinant factors, hospital, patient safety culture

INTRODUCTION
Patient safety is an important and global issue in health
services. The issue has been a concern since the 1990s and has
increasingly become a concern since the 1999 report from the
Institute of Medicine (IOM), states that in the United States it
is projected to have 44,000 to 98,000 deaths each year due to
medical errors which can actually be prevented. In Indonesia
the Safety Incident Report found that there were reports of
cases of Unexpected Events (14.41%) and Nearly Injured
Event (18.53%) caused by clinical processes or procedures
(9.26%), medication (9.26%), and patients falling (5.15%) (in
James, 2013).
Patient safety is a hospital system that makes patient care safer,
prevents injuries that are caused by misconduct or does not
take the necessary actions. According to The Health
Foundation, 2011, safety culture is concerned with the extent
to which organizations prioritize and support safety
enhancement.
The effort to create or build a safety culture is the first step in
achieving patient safety, as stated in "Seven Steps Towards

Hospital Patient Safety" in Indonesia, namely building a
patient safety culture, leading and supporting staff, integrating
risk management activities, improving reporting activities,
involving and communicating with patients, learning and
sharing experiences about patient safety and implementing
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solutions to prevent injury. Safety culture is built by various
factors (dimensions), dimensions of safety culture are
leadership, teamwork, communication, workload and security
systems (Indonesian Ministry of Health , 2008).
Based on the above, the writer wants to compile articles related
to issues in the patient safety culture at the Hospital. This
article aims to analyze the factors that influence the culture of
patient safety based on literature review
LITERATURE REVIEW
Patient Safety Culture
According to WHO, patient safety is no preventable danger to
patients during the health care process. The discipline of
patient safety is a coordinated effort to prevent damage that
occurs to patients, which is caused by the health care process
itself (WHO, 2009). While the definition of patient safety
according to the Hospital Patient Safety Committee is the
freedom of patients from harm / injury that should not occur
or free from harm that will potentially occur (such as illness,
physical / social / psychological injury, disability, death, etc.),
related to health services (Guidelines for Reporting Patient
Safety Incidence).
The patient safety culture is an important factor in efforts to
reduce adverse risks in hospitals and improve patient safety.
This study by Wang et al. (2014) aims to describe nurses'
perceptions of the culture of patient safety and the frequency
of adverse risks, and examine the relationship between the two.
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Assessment of Hospital Safety Culture

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Patient safety is the most important component in the quality
of health services. Hospitals as health care organizations must
be able to improve patient safety by seeking the realization of
a safety culture. In building a safety culture, it is very
important for hospitals to measure cultural development by
taking cultural measurements regularly. The first measurement
is very important as the basic data that will be used as a
reference for the preparation of the program. The Hospital
Survey on Patient Safety Culture, issued by the AHRQ
(American Hoaspital Research and Quality) in November,
2004, is designed to measure opinion hospital staff regarding
patient safety issues, medical errors, and incident reporting.
This survey consisted of 42 items that measured 12 dimensions
of patient safety.

This paper describes the factors that influence the patient
safety culture at the hospital. Based on and sourced from the
literature search that is relevant to the issue, the author will
explain various dimensions related to patient safety.

The survey also contains two questions to respondents
regarding the level of safety culture in their respective work
units and the large number of incidents they have reported in
the past year.
There are 3 stages to building a safety culture:
1. Stage 1: Initial assessment with assessment of facilities,
resources, and hospital patient safety environment, as well as
cultural survey of safety and measurement of data. Based on
measurements, is the hospital ready? If not, go to the
development of a safety climate and return to the initial
cultural survey. If the initial assessment has been carried out,
go directly to stage 2.
2. Stage 2: planning, training, and implementation. Training is
held to support the implementation of interventions.
Interventions include trials and then proceed to stage 3
3. Stage 3: Maintain / maintain. This stage includes
integrating, planning monitoring (with re-survey), and
sustainable development. Sustainability development includes
retraining to bring about change towards a better safety
culture.
RESEARCH METHODS
The procedure for searching literature to answer these clinical
problems is by searching the library online using the Pubmed
search instrument, Cochrane Library, Google Scholar, Google
and the relevant text book. The keywords used are "patient
safety", "patient safety culture", "hospital", "patient safety
culture determinant factors", and "patient safety dimensions"
using limits, studies conducted at the hospital to hospital
employees, publications English and Indonesian, the last 15
years publication. With the search method, initially there were
30 articles, of which 22 articles met the criteria published until
2018. Further searches manually in the relevant bibliography
produced several articles outside of that time period. After
searching the title and abstract of the articles, 22 articles were
relevant to the problem.
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Safety has become a global issue including hospitals.
Therefore, patient safety is a top priority to be implemented
and this is related to the occurrence of Patient Safety Incidents
in hospitals. According to the Indonesian Ministry of Health
(2008) in the National Hospital Patient Safety Guide, the first
step in the patient safety program at the hospital is to build a
patient safety culture or raise awareness of all employees on
the importance of the value of hospital safety. So, to improve
the quality of patient safety services at the unit level, efforts
must be made to change the patient safety culture in all hospital
units.
The Brown & Wolosin study (2013) tried to explore the
relationship between staff perceptions of safety culture and
ongoing steps in the hospital based on the structure of the
nursing unit, the treatment process, and the risks that harm
patients. The relationship between nursing measures, hospital
performance and safety culture was explored in 9 California
hospitals and 37 nursing units. Significant relationships found
are process steps for prevention of falls. Several associations
were identified from safety culture and the structure of care
delivery, such as a mix of skills, staff turnover, and workload
intensity that showed a significant relationship with safety
culture.
To improve the patient safety culture, nurses' awareness also
needs to be improved. Research conducted by Kim et al.
(2013) aimed to identify factors that influence perceptions of
the importance and practice of patient safety management
among hospital employees in Korea. These results indicate the
need to develop strategies to improve the perception of the
importance of building and implementing a patient safety
culture among all hospital employees (Kim et al, 2013).
Refers to four patient safety goals, namely the exact location
accuracy, the right procedure and the right patient operation.
One of the targets is the use of a surgical checklist. Research
conducted by Urbach, et al. (2014) in hospitals in Ontario,
Canada, conducted a natural experiment to assess the
effectiveness of a surgical safety checklist in hospital practice
regulations. The results showed that during the 3 months
before and after the application of the surgical safety checklist,
from a total of 101 hospitals with 109,341 and 106,370
procedures performed by each hospital: From these results it
can be concluded that the implementation of the surgical safety
checklist in Ontario, Canada, was not associated with a
significant reduction in operative mortality or complications
(Urbach et al, 2014).
The patient safety culture is an important factor in efforts to
reduce adverse risks in hospitals and improve patient safety.
One study by Wang et al. (2014) was aimed at describing
nurses' perceptions of the culture of patient safety and the
frequency of adverse risks, and testing the relationship
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between the two. The results of the Patient Safety Culture
response varied from 23.6% to 89.7%. There were 47.8-75.6%
nurses who estimated that adverse events had occurred in the
past year. After controlling for all factors, there was a
significant decrease in the incidence of pressure ulcers (OR =
0.249), prolonged physical restraint (OR = 0.406), and
complaints (OR = 0.369). These results confirm that
improving the patient safety culture is associated with a
reduction in the occurrence of adverse risks (Wang, et al.,
2014).
The culture of patient safety is an important quality indicator
in health services and has been associated with patient
outcomes obtained by patients in the hospital. Research
conducted by Hawkins & Flynn (2015) aimed to examine the
relationship between patient safety culture and adverse events
reported by nurses in hemodialysis outpatient facilities. The
method of this research is correlational, using a cross-sectional
survey design. The analytic sample consisted of 422 nurses
working in outpatient dialysis facilities in the United States.
The results of the study show all the relationships between
items of patient safety culture and events that harm patients are
in the expected direction. The findings of this analysis show
that a positive patient safety culture is an important variable
for optimal patient outcomes in outpatient settings (Hawkins
& Flynn, 2015)
Research from Mulyati el al, 2016 regarding the safety culture
of patients in Kuningan District Hospital with the results that
most 51.1% of respondents stated that the work team
supported the culture of patient safety, while 58% had a good
perception of RS and 61 management, 4% stated stress, 67%
of respondents stated that their working conditions were not
good, but most 84.1% of respondents said they were satisfied
with the work they are currently doing. The data shows that
the possibility of an error or unexpected event in patients
treated at the Kuningan Government Hospital is still high.
Unexpected events or near-injury events are not only errors of
human factors / negligence of service providers but there are
other factors that contribute to the occurrence of adverse
events for patients There are four layers that comprise the
occurrence of an accident, namely: organizational
management policy in the occurrence of accidents, unsafe
supervision (precautionary supervision), precondition for
unsafe acts (conditions that support the emergence of unsafe
activities) (Reason et al., 2008).
The democratic leadership style is the leadership style used by
the leadership of the Kuningan District government hospital
and has an organizational structure with clear lines of
communication, so there is no difficulty in communicating
issues especially issues regarding patient safety, but there is
still a culture of shaming and blaming. so that there are
concerns in reporting unexpected events and near-injury
events, so that if this happens to be only a conversation or
addressed at the managerial level where the incident occurred,
only certain events were reported but no feedback. Hospital
management has a commitment to improve the patient safety
culture but has not been thoroughly socialized to every
employee.
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Based on the results of this study found the fact that the work
team that supports most (57.8%) has a good patient safety
culture while respondents who feel the work team is less
supportive (90.7%) have a poor patient safety culture. Based
on the results of the bivariate analysis, the work team has a
significant relationship with the patient safety culture (p-value
0.0005) and the odds ratio 13.34 means that the support team
has a 13 times greater chance of creating a patient safety
culture (Mulyati, et al, 2013).
The work team is fundamental in improving the quality of care
and the culture of patient safety because the work team will
provide color to the work atmosphere, therefore the leadership
or management of the hospital needs to ensure the
effectiveness and conduciveness of the work team. In addition
to creating a work safety culture, there must be a synergy
between the leadership, the team leader and team members
who interact directly with the patient. .
Kanz-Navon et al., (2005), found the fact that when safety
culture is a top level manager's priority, hospital service units
experience fewer errors in the implementation of care. Shipton
et al., (2008) in their study showed that there was relevance
between staff perceptions of managerial leadership
effectiveness which was associated with a lower number of
patient complaints and a better level of clinical mastery.
The process of building good perceptions of leaders / managers
must show their commitment to patient safety, in other words
the leaders must be role models, each behavior must show
patient safety efforts. In addition, one of the factors in creating
a patient safety culture is reporting incident / unexpected
conditions and the existence of a feedback system, this
condition has not been entrenched in health care agencies
because there are factors of fear or concern or even consider
the incident a disgrace to health workers must be covered. The
culture of learning from mistakes and not blaming the officers
who make mistakes must be shown by the leadership (Ricci et
al, 2017).
The application of the transformational leadership model has
an impact at both the organizational and individual levels.
According to Indonesian Ministry of Health (2008),
transformational leadership has 4 dimensions namely; 1)
idealized influence, 2) inspirational motivation, 3) intellectual
stimulation (intellectual stimulation). 4) individualized
considerations, in other words transformational leaders must
be able to be role models (admired, respected and trusted), able
to inspire team spirit in the organization, able to grow new
ideas, provide creative solutions to the problems faced
subordinates, and provide motivation to subordinates to look
for new approaches in carrying out organizational tasks, and
want to listen attentively to subordinates 'input and pay
attention to the subordinates' needs for career development.
CONCLUSION
The work team, perceptions of leadership, stress and job
satisfaction have a meaningful relationship to the patient safety
culture. Perception of leadership is a determinant factor for the
creation of a patient safety culture, therefore leadership style,
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communication techniques and leadership managerial abilities
are things that really need to be considered in creating a
conducive working atmosphere in an effort to create a patient
safety culture.
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RECOMMENDATION
This paper presents a culture of patient safety in several health
care facilities taken from relevant sources. It is hoped that the
results of discussing the patient safety culture at the hospital
can help to get an idea of things related to the patient safety
culture. This paper is expected to help readers to broaden their
knowledge related to the factors that influence the culture of
safety at the hospital. A better and more complete paper
presentation in the future is expected to increase knowledge.
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Abstract-Background: The implementation of package
payment system for healthcare in Indonesia, or INA CBGs, as
part of the National Health Security program, has been a focus
of scrutinized studies. Indeed, for any private hospital, profit
has been served as the main focus in supporting its operational.
On the other hand, the prevalence of non-communicable
diseases such as diabetes with the wide range of possible
complications has proven to be costly. Therefore, to maintain
the sustainability of its service, private hospitals have to put the
more efficient and effective cost management system into place,
especially in the existence of INA CBGs. Objectives: The
objectives of this study is to predict the development of
complication and the rate of medication cost among the member
of JKN in one diabetes outpatient department in a hospital in
Yogyakarta. Methods: The study using bivariate analysis to
show the correlation between complications and medication
cost and medication, and using Multiple Discriminant Analysis
to predict diabetes complications in future. Result: The results
showed that the complication rate has positively influenced the
medication cost delivered by the hospital. Furthermore, the
increased number of complications has led to the increased
number of medication utilization which in turn has raised
hospital’s operational cost. The Multiple Discriminant Analysis
has successfully showed the prediction of diabetes
complications with accuracy rate of prediction classification of
62.2%. Therefore, it is regarded as essential to increase
additional cost to cover the complication. Conclusion: The
finding show that a more preventive measure program should
be a key to prevent further complication which in turn would
generate more profit.
Keywords: healthcare cost, hospital profit, Multiple
Discriminant Analysis, National Health Security Program.

Introduction
In accordance with the advancement of technology, the
changing of lifestyle has been witnessed to grow. Lack of
physical activity, less fiber and high calory diets, and smoking
has been more prevalent among the people. Studies have
shown the correlation between this current phenomenon with
the increased prevalence of non-communicable diseases such
as hypertension, stroke and diabetes mellitus. Moreover,
inadequate management of the diseases, in particular diabetes

mellitus, leads to the increasing number of complications such
as heart problems, kidney diseases and stroke[1].
Currently in Indonesia, in the implementation of the National
Security Service (NSS) or Jaminan Kesehatan Nasional (JKN)
program, with the Indonesian Case Base Groups, or INA
CBG’s packaging payment system, the service cost for people
with diabetes has been established as a single unit cost
regardless the existence of complications. Indeed, the
prevalence of complications has served as additional concern
for the treatment in diabetes; the more complicated thecmore
complicated the cases, the higher cost are needed. Moreover,
the establishment of universal cost for diabetes has proven to
be inappropriate which might lead to the possibility of profit
loss, especially in complicated cases[2]. Indeed, participants of
the NSS cannot be charged for any cost incur from their
conditions, as mentioned in the Government Regulation
Number 28 2014 about the implementation guidelines for
National Health Insurance Programe[3].
Therefore, it is regarded important to shed some lights on how
the healthcare service cost might influence the development of
complications among NSS self-paid participants with type 2
DM in Yogyakarta, and to determine whether multiple
discriminant analysis might help to predict the development of
complications.The uniqueness of this study lies in the use of
multiple discriminants in the scope of medicine in which it is
usually used in the scope of biology, and economy.
Literature Review and Hypothesis Development
Inadequate management of diabetes might lead to the
development of a wide range of complications both
macrovascular or microvascular[4][5][6]. Diabetes has been
correlated to the development of aterogenic episodes
compared to the non-diabetic, hypertensive, obese or people
with lipid abnormality[7]or to the increased risk of developing
ischemic cardiomyopathy[8] or other severe cardiovascular
complications[9].Moreover, this condition has also been
regarded as the main etiology of the end-stage renal disease
chronic kidney disease, non-traumatic amputation or blindness
in the United States[10].
Financial aspect has also been regarded as a major concern in
diabetes healthcare delivery. IDF reported for every person
with diabetes living in high-income countries, the cost of
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healthcare may reach a range of USD5,374 to USD9,641
(ID5,458 to ID9,755) per person[1].
In UK diabetes care costs approximately £23.7bn in the UK in
2010⁄2011μ £λ.8ۖn in direۗt ۗost (£1ۖn for Type 1 diaۖetes and
£8.8bn for Type 2 diabetes) and £13.9bn in indirect cost
(£0.9bn and £13bn) while complications related to the disease
account for a substantial proportion of the direct health cost[11].
In the US, the total estimated cost of diagnosed diabetes in
2017 is $327 billion, including $237 billion in direct medical
costs and $90 billion in reduced productivity. Care for people
with diagnosed diabetes accounts for 1 in 4 health care dollars
in the U.S., and more than half of that expenditure is directly
attributable to diabetes[12]. In Singapore, the mean annual
direct medical cost was found to be $2,034, of which 61% was
accounted for by inpatient services, 35% by outpatient
services, and 4% by A&E services and the cost of DM
treatments and DM related complications were found to be
strong determinants of costs[13]. The care cost mean of
diabetes mellitus type 2 per patients with diabetes mellitus
type 2 in 2011 was EUR 156.14[14].
In the low-and Middle income Countries the range falls into
USD401 to USD688 (ID765 to ID1,312) per person [1],
whereas Indonesia shows USD 80.22 per person[14]. Moreover,
according to the data from PT ASKES, previously known as
the main agency in delivering health insurance in Indonesia
until 2014, people with diabetes without complications cost to
USD 40 per year, compared to USD 800 per year for cases
with complications [14][15].

between healthcare cost and the type of complications with
bivariate analysis and multiple discriminant analyses was
utilized to predict the type of complication among people with
type 2 diabetes. Empirical Model of Hypothesis Testing
Below is the empirical model of the Multiple Discriminant
Analysis:

Z = W1 X 1 + W2 X 2 + W3 X 3 + W4 X 4
Where:
Z = Discriminant Score
W = Discriminant Weight
X1 = Medication variation (VarObt)
X2 = Non-insulin medication cost (NonInsulcost)
X3 = Insulin medication cost (Insulcost)
X4 = Hospital profit
Results
Table 1. Monthly medication cost according to complications
and the percentage cost among self-paid NSS participants with
type 2 diabetes in a hospital in Yogyakarta
Complication
status
Without
complications
With 1
complication
With more
than 1
complication

Non-Insulin
medication cost
IDR/month
%

Insulin medication
cost
IDR/month
%

Hospital’s
Income
IDR/month

149,956

34

459,863

105

436,089

264,492

52

529,864

104

508,688

660,317

155

995,233

233

427,183

Therefore, based on above statements, the first hypothesis is:
“There is a positive ۗorrelation ۖetween healthۗare ۗost and
type of complications and medication among the self-paid
NSS partiۗipants with diaۖetes”.

The results showed the average hospital cost and profit in
managing people with type 2 diabetes. Average cost consisted
of average cost of non-insulin medication and average cost of
insulin medication.

Multiple Discriminant Analysis (MDA) is a statistical
technique that has been applied into various discipline since
the first establishment in 1930 [16]. Among the earliest users
were biology and behavioral sciences who considered the
main discipline.

The table 1 shows that medication cost was correlated with the
ۗompliۗations’ status, either non-insulin or insulin type of
medication. The more complications occurred will lead to the
higher of the mediۗation’s ۗost.

Currently, this procedure has been regarded as one among the
most well-known models in business as well as academics.
Utilizing Financial Ratio into the model of MDA might predict
the possibility of bancruptcy among companies[17].In the field
of health[18], the utilization of this model has been shown by?
[19]
in predicting the development of different type of diabetes
ۖased from 7 measured variaۖles inۗluding patients’ age,
weight, height, systolic and diastolic blood pressure, body
mass index, and fasting blood sugar[19]18]17]16].
Therefore, it is hypothesized that “Multiple Disۗriminant
Analysis could be utilized to determine and predict aspects
that might influence complications rate among self-paid NSS
participants with diaۖetes type 2”.

The percentage is refers to the proportion of the mediۗation’s
ۗost to hospital’s profit; the higher the perۗentage, the less
profit hospital will receive. Furthermore, insulin mediۗation’s
cost shown to be more expensive compared to non-insulin, and
has higher percentage compared to non-insulin. It is also
shown that insulin mediۗation’s ۗost is higher than hospital’s
profit, which means loss of profit.
Based from INA CBGs, the hospital will gain a payment
package of IDR 165,000 which constitute of specialist
ۗonsultation’s fee, and mediۗation. Nonetheless, the result also
shows that more complications are related to lesser cost than
only one complication, which makes the percentage of profit
falls lesser.

Method
The study was a quantitative study to analyze the relationship
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Bivariate Test

Z = -2,621 + 0,676 VarObt

This result shows that the correlation between complications
and mediۗation ۗost and mediۗation’s type.

Table 4. Structural matrix on simple correlation between
variables and discriminant function.
Function

Table 2. Bivariate analysis between complication and
hospital’s profit and mediۗation’s type

Spear
man's
rho

CO
MP
L

Hos
pital
’s
profi
t
Non
Insu
lMe
d
Cost
Insu
lMe
d
Cost

Med
Var

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig.
(2tailed)
N
Correlation
Coefficient
Sig.
(2tailed)
N
Correlation
Coefficient
Sig.
(2tailed)
N
Correlation
Coefficient
Sig.
(2tailed)
N
Correlation
Coefficient
Sig.
(2tailed)
N

CO
MP
L
1.00
0
.
58
.052

Hosp
ital’s
profi
t
.052
.699

NonIns
ulMed
Cost
.507**
*
.000

58
1.00
0
.

58
.198

58
.507
***
.000

58
.198

58
1.000

.136

58
.257

58
.640
***

.699

Insul
Med
Cost
.257
*
.051

Me
dVa
r
.432
**
.001

58
.640
***
.000

58
.203

.

58
.589
***
.000

58
.814
***
.000

58
.589**
*

58
1.00
0

58
.589
***

.136

.126

.051

.000

.000

.

.000

58
.432
***
.001

58
.203
.126

58
.814**
*
.000

58
.589
***
.000

58
1.00
0
.

58

58

58

58

58

***. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.1 level (2-tailed).
The table shows that complication rate was correlated with
non-insulin medication cost, insulin medication cost and
medication variation with the level of signifcance 0.01, 0.1 and
0.01 respectively. These results supported the first hypothesis
which is there was a positive correlation between medication
ۗost and ۗompliۗation’s variation and mediۗation’s variation.
Furthermore, the result shows that complications (COMP) was
directly correlated with the medications variation (MedVar)
which meant the more complicated the cases, the more
medications were needed. Indeed, this would lead to the more
medications were needed to be prescribed, which constituted
direct cost of hospital operational cost, and lesser profit.
Multiple Discriminant Analysis
Tabel 3. Function Coefficient of Discriminant Canonical
Function

1
VarMed

1.000

NonInsulMeda

.523

Insula

.442

Hosprofita

.059

The analysis shows that coefficient structure in this matrix was
used to determine the label or the meaning in the function of
the discriminant. The result shows that the variation of
medication (VarMed) is the label discriminant function which
can be used.
Tabel 5. Fungsi Centroid Group Function/GroupAverage
Function
COMPL
Type 2 DM without complication

1
-.419

Type 2 DM with 1 complication

.027

Type 2 DM with > 1
complication

1.770

Table 5 shows that the cutting point of cases classification with
group 1 without complication, group 2 with 1 complication
and group 3 with more than 1 complication. The centroid score
reveals that the variation of medication group as the main
source of difference score. Furthermore, the cutting point
between group 1 and 2 is -0.0745 (0.5 X (0.027 – 0.419)). This
formula, then, reveals a patient would be classified into type 2
DM with 1 ۗompliۗation if Z sۗore ≥ -0.0745, whereas, a
patient would go into a group without complication if the Z
sۗore was ≤ -0.0745. The cutting point between group 2 and 3
is 0.8715 (0.5 x (1.770 – 0.027)) which means that the patients
would be classified as type 2 DM with more than 1
ۗompliۗation if the Z sۗore ≥ 0.8715. While, if the Z sۗore ≤
0.8715 was classified with type 2 DM with 1 complication.
The establishment of this discriminant function has proven the
hypothesis that variation of medication instead of medication
cost, able to determine the level of complication in type 2
diabetes between without complication, and with 1 and more
than 1 complication. This means that, medication variation
was referring to level of complication. This study found that
patients with type 2 DM without complication would need 1 –
2 medication variation, whereas 3, 4 or 5 medication variation
was referred to type 2 DM with 1 complication, and more than
6 medication variation for type 2 DM with more than 1
complication.

1
VarMed

.676

(Constant)

-2.621

Based on the table above, the discriminant function could be
determined as follow byutilizing stepwise method:
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Table 6. Sample analysis for classification of complication

Origi
nal

C
ou
nt

%

Cros
svalid
ateda

C
ou
nt

%

COMPL
Type 2 DM
without
complication
Type 2 DM
with
1
complication
Type 2 DM
with > 1
complication
Type 2 DM
without
complication
Type 2 DM
with
1
complication
Type 2 DM
with > 1
complication
Type 2 DM
without
complication
Type 2 DM
with
1
complication
Type 2 DM
with > 1
complication
Type 2 DM
without
complication
Type 2 DM
with
1
complication
Type 2 DM
with > 1
complication

Predicted Group Membership
Type 2 Type 2 Type 2
DM
DM with DM with
without
1
>
1
complicat complicat complicat
ion
ion
ion
16
7
4

Tot
al
27

11

11

3

25

0

1

5

6

59.3

25.9

14.8

100
.0

44.0

44.0

12.0

100
.0

.0

16.7

83.3

100
.0

16

7

4

27

11

11

3

25

0

1

5

6

59.3

25.9

14.8

100
.0

44.0

44.0

12.0

100
.0

.0

16.7

83.3

100
.0

The results showed that 59.3% patients with DM would
develop without complication, whereas 25.9% patients would
have 1 complication and 14.8% would have more than 1
complication. Moreover, the results explained the tendency of
complications status among patients with type 2 DM. Fortyfour percents of patients with type 2 DM and 1 complication
would remain similar, whereas another 44% patients with 1
complication would no longer have complication and 12%
patients with 1 complication would develop more
complication.

non-insulin or insulin treatment. Complications variable was
significantly correlated to the non-insulin treatment cost at the
significance level of 1% and 10% with insulin treatment cost.
Furthermore, the difference between the significance level was
referring to the strong direct correlation between oral
medication cost and level of complications. Insulin, which was
considered expensive treatment, was only prescribed to the
clinically required cases. Thus, the results revealed the
complication level could be explained by the variation
medication; the more complicated were the cases the more
medication were needed.
The study also revealed that the multiple discriminant analysis
has successfully determined the level of complication among
patients with type 2 DM (no complication, 1 or more than 1
complications) with the utilization of medication variation
instead of medication cost. In addition, the analysis was also
succcesful in prediۗting the development of ۗompliۗation’s
level or the diminishing of complication. The study revealed
that there was a greater tendency of developing more
complications lesser tendency of diminishing complications.
This prediction was found to be accurate with the level of
62.2%.
Inspite of the ability to perform statistical prediction of
complication development, Multiple Discriminant Analysis
was not able to predict based on clinical analysis. In practice,
clinically the development of complication would depend on
many faۗtors suۗh as patients’ ۗomplianۗe on diet, mediۗation
and physical activity, stress management, psychology, and
comorbidity. Thus, this limitation would serve as a basis for
further longitudinal study in seeking clinical prove based on
the development of complication in long term evaluation.
Conclusion and Recommendation
The complication rate has positively influenced the
medication cost delivered by the hospital. Furthermore, the
increased number of complications has led to the increased
number of medication utilization which in turn has raised
hospital’s operational ۗost.
Therefore, it is regarded as essential to increase additional cost
to cover the complication. Indeed, a more preventive measure
program should be the key to prevent further complication
which in turn would generate more profit.
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Abstract - Diabetes mellitus has high prevalence which is
influenced by several factors, that is lack of knowledge,
physical activity and diet. The purpose of this research to
look at the relationship between physical activity and
knowledge in outpatients with type II diabetes mellitus at
the Jets I Health Center, Bantul with Cross Section design
with 71 patients as sampel.. Data collection was prospective
and interviewing using questionnaires of physical activity
and knowledge. Data analysis using SPSS, descriptive test
with chi square and the significant level of 0,05. There were
no significant between knowledge and physical activity with pvalue 0,536 > 0,05. There is no statistically significant
difference between gender with knowledge and gender with
physical activity. The p value in the knowledge group is 0,306
and the physical activity group 0,273.

patient in having a good physical activity [4]. Patients should
be given sufficient knowledge about the physical activity that
they are running to be committed so that the ultimate goal is
better management of diabetes mellitus.

Keywords : diabetes melitus, counselin physcial activity,
knowledge
Introduction
Studies from 91 countries to estimate the prevalence of
diabetes national population for 2010 and 2030 said that
there will be a 69% increase in prevalence of diabetes
national population from 285 million adults in 2010 to 439
million adults in 2030. In Southeast Asia, there will be
72,1% increase in total adult population with diabetes
mellitus [1]. Diabetes mellitus (DM) became the disease
that caused 5.1 million deaths in 2013 [16]. In Riskesdas in
2018, D. I Yogyakarta had the second highest prevalence
of diabetes mellitus in Indonesia, where D.K.I Jakarta kept
the first position with 2.6% and D.I Yogyakarta percentage
2.4% [2].
The high prevalence of diabetes mellitus in D.I
Yogyakarta, requires further attention to the supporting
factors for therapeutic success, including patient knowledge
about diabetes mellitus and the physical activity of patients
being administered daily. This study aims to see the
relationship between knowledge and physical activity of
patients with type II diabetes mellitus at Jetis I Health Center,
Bantul.

Literature Review
Diabetes Melitus
The primary type of diabetes are type 1 and type 2. Type
1 diabetes happen from deficient insulin, which is the result
from cellular-mediate autoimmune destruction on
panۗreasβ-cells. Type 2 diabetes result from progressive loss
of insulin secretion then usually follows by insulin
resistance. The type 1 diabetes only exists in 5-10% of
diabetes cases and type 2 diabetes occur in 90-95% cases
[11].
Knowldge about diabetes
Knowledge and health outcome are having an inconstant
relationship. Risk- reducing behavior, not always starting
with good knowledge. People will still have unhealthy
behaviour while the area having risks [9]. Lack of awareness,
knowledge and practical skill about physical activity and
health lifestyle is becoming some barrier factor in eighty
percent diabetes patients [18]. Another study, shows that
patients with better knowledge score also having fewer
barriers in controling blood glucose (r: 0,211; p: 0,006).
However Patient with high knowledge in diabetes not always
having a good self-care and excercise [19].
Physical activity
All movement that increase energy use, whether exercise
planned or structure is called physical activity.Walking,
cycling, jogging and swimming are having an energyproducing system as same as on aerobic. Strength training
using some machines, body weight improves motion around
joints [13]. Recommendations physical activity in diabetes
type 2 are, 150 min/week of physical activity and dietary
change to lose weight about 5-7%, and daily exercise or
exercise with maximum delay interval of 2 days [11].

The lack information to understand about the type,
duration, and timing of physical activity became a barrier to
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Methodology
Indonesian adults with diabetes type 2 with complication
and without complication who became outpatients of Jetis I
Health Center from December 2018 to March 2019. The
exclusion criteria are, people with hearing loss (i) patient in
insulin treatment (ii) and person with mental disorder (iii).
All participants were interviewing one by one with
questionnaires as guidance. The study protocol was approved
by Ethic Comitee Ahmad Dahlan University.
Participants
Tabel 1. Descriptive statistic of participant based on
control and treatment group
Variabel

Men

vigorous-intensity activity, that performed minimum 10
minutes per session in the previous 7 days, which count in
duration (minutes) and frequency (days) [5]. Calculation the
amount of physical activity is done by frequency multiplied
by the duration in each physical activity domain, then from
the three domains it is summed and gets the results of
participant physical activity in one week, which is calculated
in MET-call units per week (MET / Cal / week) then classify
into their levels of physical activity: low, moderate, and high.
High physical activity considers when consumption was
more than 3000 met/Cal/week, then moderate physical
activity when consumption of energy between 600 to 3000
met/Cal/ week and when consumption energy per week was
lower than 600 met/cal/week [7].

Women

N

25

46

weight, mean (SD)

61,2 (11,7)

55 (8,4)

Statystical Analysis

BMI categories, n (%)
Underweight <18,5

3 (12)

4 (8,7)

Normal 18,5-22,9

10 (40)

18 (39,1)

Overweight 23-24,9

4 (16)

9 (19,6)

Obese I 25-29,9

7 (28)

11 (23,9)

Oۖese II ≥ 30

1 (4)

4 (8,7)

Duration DM, mean (SD)

6,4 (6)

6,4 (4,6)

Age, mean (SD)

60 (7,6)

59 (9,3)

FBG, mean (SD)

159 (44,8)

157 (51,5)

Hypertension, n(%)

11 (44)

18 (39)

Hypercholesterol, n(%)

2 (8)

6 (13)

No complication , n(%)

10 (40)

21 (45,7)

Complication

Smoker
Yes, n(%)

8 (32)

0

No , n(%)

17 (68)

46 (100)

Ex smoker , n(%)

15 (60)

0

Secondary education or below,
n(%)
Tertiary education, n(%)

15 (60)

35 (76)

7 (28)

10 (21,8)

University educatioin or above,
n(%)

3 (12)

1 (2,2)

Education

Measures Knowledge
The questionnaires consist of 21 items, that's rated on
three options, yes, no and don’t know. Sۗore 2 was given in
right answer, 1 given in wrong answer and 0 given in don’t
know. This questionnaire is validation by Gultom in 2012
and refree from knowledge questionnare by Anderson in
Australia [19].

Mean and standard deviation (SD) were presented as
descriptive statistics.
Knowledge questionnaire was
calculated using a percentage. Chi-square analysis were used
to find the relationship between physical activity and
knowledge. Statistical analyses were performed in SPSS
22.0, then P 0, 05 were considered as statistically significant.
Result and Analysis
Seventy one diabetes melts type 2 patients were enrolled
in this study with 25 and 46 women in mean age in a men
group was 60 years old and 59 years old in the women group.
About 40% participants in a men's group and 39,1% in
women's group had normal BMI (18,5-22,9). Eleven
participants in the women's group had obese I (BMI 25-29,9)
and 4 participants had obese II while in the men's group only
7 partiۗipants and oۖese II (ɒMI ≥ 30)had 1 partiۗipant.
Meanwhile, in a men's group there were still 10 participants
with underweight (BMI 18,5) and 18 participants In
women's group. Mean values for duration in consuming
oral anti diabetes was 6,4 years in both groups.
Table 2 provides the explanation that patients with low
knowledge of 19 (26.8%) men and 28 women (39.4%). Then
the patient with high knowledge consists of 6 (8.5%) men
and 18 (25.4%). Knowledge with a low category has a total
of 47 (66.2%) patients and with a high category of 24
(33.8%) patients with a p-value of 0.306> 0.05. So it can be
concluded that there is no significant relationship between
knowledge and gender.

Physical activity
This study uses International Physical Activity
Questionnaire (IPAQ) short version in the Indonesian form
to measure levels of physical activity. The questions about
time in respondent using for walking, moderate-intensity and
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Tabel 2. Proportions of knowledge and physical
acitivity based on sex in DM Patients Jetis Health Center

Knowledge
Men
(n,%)

Women
(n,%)

Total
(n,%)

Low

19 (26,8)

28 (39,4)

47
(66,2)

High

6 (8,5)

18 (25,4)

24
(33,8)

Total

25 (35,2)

46 (64,8)

P-Value

0,306

Women
(n,%)

Total
(n,%)

Low

19 (26,8)

39 (37,6)

58
(81,7)

High

6 (8,5)

7 (8,4)

13
(18,3)

Total

25 (35,2)

46 (64,8)

P-Value

0,273

71 (100)

In physical activity with a low category, there were 19
(26.8%) and 39 (37.6) female patients with a total of 58
(81.7%) patients. Then in the high category, there were 6
(8.5%) male patients and 7 (8.4%) female patients with a
total of 13 (18.3) patients. The p-value of physical activity
was 0.273> 0.05 so there was no significant association
with physical activity with sex.

Tabel 3. Proportions of knowledge and physical acitivity
DM Patients in Jetis Health Center

Knowledge
Physical
Activity

Low
(n,%)

High
(n,%)

Total

Low (n,%)

38
(53,5)

20 (28,2)

58
(81,7)

High (n,%)

9
(12,7)

4 (5,6)

13
(18,3)

Total

47
(66,2)

P-value

24
(33,8)

Discussion

71 (100)

Physical Activity
Men
(n,%)

Patients with low physical activity and low knowledge
were 38 (53.5%) people. Then patients with low physical
activity but have high knowledge as many as 20 (28.2%)
people. Physical activity with a high category and low
knowledge has 9 patients (12.7%) then 4 patients (5.6%)
with high knowledge and knowledge. The total patients
with low and high physical activity were 58 patients
(81.7%) and 13 patients (18.3%). The p-value on
knowledge and physical activity is 0.536 > 0.05 by
meaning there is no significant relationship between
knowledge and physical activity.

71
(100)

0,536

Table 2 shows that women have higher knowledge (18
patient) than man (6 patient). This result is similar to the
study in the middle western-Brazilian city with the
conclusion of the study that female patients had higher
knowledge about diabetes than men [5]. The p value in the
knowledge group is 0.306 and in the physical activity group
0.273 so that it can be interpreted that there is no
relationship between gender with knowledge and gender
with physical activity.
The category of low physical activity in women has
more patients compared to men. In women, there were 39
people with low physical activity and 19 people in men. The
results of this study are consistent with the study from
kocapte et al where women have low physical activity
because women spend more time doing house hold so they
cannot take the time to carry out heavy physical activities
[20].
Tabel 3 show us that there are no significant
relathionship between knowledge and physical activity (pvalue 0,536). This study result similar to study did in in Iran,
where using IPAQ questionnaires for physical activity and
using psychological factor such as knowledge, attitudes and
self-efficacy. Knowledge of physical activity using 13 items
with a score of 1 given to correct opinion, score of zero
given two inۗorreۗt options (no and I don’t know answer).
In this study shown that, knowledge didn’t have signifiۗant
association with physical activity (p-value: 0,14 > 0,05) [6].
Knowledge not always been a motivation on individual in
managing diabetes. Knowledge is needed, but not always
influences on disease outcomes [8].
In Holmonstorn et al, individuals who had prescribed
diaۖetes regimen, didn’t know the reasons ۖehind selfmanagement strategies or the benefit in doing that actions
[9]. More knowledge about diabetes influences in
consuming healthy foods and lower alcohol consumption,
but surprisingly people who know more about diabetes
indicate in less physical activity and lead to more stressful
live [14].
There were several limitations of our study, first giving
counseling to participate until they were fully understood
about knowledge in diabetes melitus takes time. Participant
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just giving information about diabetes melitus once, then
there were any measurable to do before counseling was
given. For further research about knowledge and physical
activity, we recommend to measure the knowledge before
giving counseling and after counseling. Second, this study
was made in Jetis I Health Center in Yogyakarta, Indonesia
with the limitation amount of participant then it can only
describe the condition about diabetes patient in Jetis I
Health Center.

[20]

mellitus tentang manajemen diabetes mellitus di rumah sakit pusat
angkatan darat gatot soebroto jakarta pusat: Skripsi. FKIK Universitas
Indonesia
Kocatepe, Vildan KS. Physical Activity Level and Related Factors of
Diabetic Adults According to Gender. International Journal of Caring
Science2017;10(3):1478–1489

Conclusion and Recommendation
There is not any significant relationship between gender
with knowledge and gender with physical activity but the
proportions data show that there are still differences
between the men and the women goups.
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Abstract— Evidence based practice is utilizing of the empirical evidence such as research, clinical expertise, and patient
preference. Learning EBP with group discussion approach can be strategic to improve the critical thinking. The purpose of
this research was to analyze the influence of the evidence based practice to improve critical thinking undergraduate student.
Method: Research method was used Quasy Eksperiment pre test and post test without control group design. 61 responden
with total sampling were given intervention EBP learning. Result : The result of statistical tests with wilcoxon showed there
are significant differences in critical thinking students before and after the intervention. The critical thinking was
significantlly different (with the respective results p value < 0,05). Conclusion:The application of EBP is significantly to
improve critical thinking. It is excpected that EBP learning integrated into curriculum in nursing education.
Keywords— Evidence based practice, Critical Thinking,

I. INTRODUCTION
Background
Entering the second century the learning process
experiences a paradigm shift that is globally oriented.
Entering the 21st century, the paradigm or direction of the
development of education is expected to be able to generate
resources capable of implementing programs and resolving
conflicts together in a smart, wise and peaceful way[7]. This
is in line with the goal of the sustainable development goal
(SDG’S) program in 2030 to promote lifelong learning.
expected characteristics of the learning process
consist of learning that is interactive, integrative, holistic,
scientific, contextual, collaborative, effective and studentcentered. The saintfik or scientific approach taken must be
based on evidence based. Evidence-based practice is the
main competency that nurses must possess to be able to
improve service to patients so that it must be integrated into
the nursing curriculum [9].
Some experts define evidence based practice as a
synthesis or use of empirical evidence which includes
research (research), expert opinion, or case reports by
considering patient preference or patient choice[3]. The
evidence that has been found can be the basis for
implementing evidence-based practice to make the best
decisions. This is due to the positive impact it has had on
both clinical nurses and nursing students who are still
studying.
The positive impact of the use of EBP is supported
by research [9]. Regarding the impact of evidence-based
practice in empowering RN showing a positive correlation.
This is also reinforced by research from [14 ]which states
that the application of EBP competencies in the practice of
RN can improve the quality of patients' health, reduce length
of care, and reduce patient care costs. In addition, EBP
module learning or EBN 1 in undergraduate nursing students
has a positive impact in increasing the confidence and

implementation of EBP so that the integration of EBP into
the undergraduate student curriculum is very important [15].
However, the ability of nurses and nursing students in
finding evidence, analyzing results and their application is
still lacking. This is supported by research [15]. which shows
that nursing students' knowledge of EBP is still 47.1%.
While for undergraduate students, students' understanding of
EBP, especially in terms of interpretation, appraisal
(assessment) and application of research is still low at 39%
[11]. The implementation of EBP learning is applied based
on constructivism theory which is an approach used in
applying evidance-based practice. In addition, constructivist
theory will stimulate students to find information, analyze,
and conclude problem solving so that students can improve
critical thinking [9].
Critical thinking is the process of critical thinking to
achieve goals that will provide reasons based on evidence,
conceptualization, context, methods, and criteria[6]. Critical
thinking is a component that must be possessed by students
in searching for and processing information independently.
While the concept of EBP is a strategy to look for evidence
or scientific evidence to improve the quality of health
services. So that EBP can be a strategy or tool to increase
critical thinking.
The results of the preliminary survey at the research
institute in this case the Mataram STIKES showed that
evidence-based learning practice had not been given
although EBP knowledge is very important. so that the
ability of students to search for scientific literature or
journals was very low. Student results in a number of
subjects over the past 3 years have tended to decline.
Therefore prospective researchers want to examine the effect
of the application of evidance-based practice to increasing
critical thinking of nursing students.
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Purpose
The purpose of this research is:
a. To Identify critical thinking of nursing student before
evidance-based practice learning
b. To Identify critical thinking of nursing student after
evidance-based practice learning
c. To Analyze the influence of evidence based practice to
improve critical thinking nursing student
Contribution
1. Educational Institutions
This research is expected to provide benefits and provide
input for educational institutions in order to be able to
integrate evidence-based practice into the curriculum. So
that the resulting output is to produce professional nurses
who have knowledge and skills that can be realized
2. Nursing students
This research will help students in finding good and
relevant literature and up-to-date learning that is very much
needed for learning processes or discussion processes or
making scientific papers and applying them in nursing care
or nursing practice.
3. Nursing lecturer
This research can be additional information about EBP
for educators that can be used as a reference in EBP learning.
Research result and implication
EBP learningis very important to integrated in nursing
curriculum .
Literature review
Evidence based practice (EBP) is a process that will help
health workers to be able to update or ways to be able to
obtain the latest information that can be used as material to
make effective and efficient clinical decisions so that they
can provide the best care to patients [12].Whereas according
to [4]evidence based practice is a strategy for obtaining
knowledge and skills to be able to increase positive behavior
so that it can apply EBP in practice. From the two terms of
EBP, it can be understood that evidance based practice is a
strategy to obtain the latest knowledge or knowledge based
on evidence or clear and relevant evidence to make effective
clinical decisions and improve skills in clinical practice to
improve the quality of patient health. the definition, the main
component in health education institutions that can be used
as a principle is making decisions based on evidence based
and integrating EBP into the curriculum is very important.

based evidence. To realize this, the competence that is
needed by a nurse is critical thinking. Critical thinking is the
process of critical thinking to achieve goals that will provide
reasons based on evidence, conceptualization, context,
methods, and criteria [6]. Whereas according to [10] critical
thinking is an active mental process in analyzing,
synthesizing and evaluating information both from the
results of observations, experiences, finding causes, and
processing information sharing to be applied in the form of
actions or actions. Therefore, a good critical thinker is
someone who always has the desire and motivation to
"move" or move into a better situation by using evidence or
strong evidence to make decisions and achieve goals.
METHODOLOGY
The research method used is Quasy Experiment research
pre test and post test without control group design. this
research was conducted on 1-31 March 2018. Itis conducted
for one month.
The sample used was all Bachelor of Nursing study
program students, semester 8, University of Muhammadiyah
Yogyakarta 2017/2018 academic year totaling 61 people.
sampling technique uses total sampling. The inclusion
criteria of this study is the students who had received
research methods and active in attending class.
Respondents were given interventions in the form of
evidence-based training and learning practice. The training
was carried out for 4 hours with training material, namely
the presentation of evidence based nursing concepts or
evidence based practice which included the evidence based
evidence or practice, level of evidence, PICO, search
literature, how to find relevant findings, and the stages in
evidence based practice and role play implementing learning
stages of evidence based practice with 4 cases. There are
pretest and posttest before and after training.
During the study there were 8 students who dropped out.
The instrument used is a Critical Thinking questionnaire that
was constructed by the researcher himself and has been
expert tested and validity tested. Bivariate analysis by
wilcoxon. Ethical principal in this research is self
determination, privacy and dignity, anonimity, and fair
treatment.
RESULT
Analysis of the characteristics of respondents in this study
using frequency distribution analysis
based on age, gender, ethnicity and marital status are
illustrated in the table below

In line with the development of the health care system,
the change towards patient-center-care has an impact on
various efforts to improve the quality of patients' health.
Such efforts include the use of evidence bace practice
concepts to integrate evidence based practice and practice
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Table 1 Distribution of frequency characteristics of respondents based on age and sex
(N=61).
Category
Intervention group
P
N=61
percent
Gender
Man
22
36%
0.806
Woman
39
64%
Age
≤20 old
10
16%
0.523
21-25 old
51
84%
Based on the table, it can be seen that the majority of the
sexes of the respondents were women, namely 39 people
(64%). While for the age of the respondents, the majority

are 21-25 years, which is 51 people 84%. As for the
statistical test results P value> 0.05.

Table 2 The critical thinking level before and after the intervention (N=61)
Level of critical thinking
P value
Variabel
Good
%
Poor
%
group
N=61
%
N=61
%
0,00
Pretest
23
37.1
38
61.3
posttest
32
52.5
29
47.5

From table 4.2 the results show that there is a difference or
increase in critical thinking before and after intervention.
Before the intervention, the critical thinking level of
respondents in the good category was 23 people, after the
intervention there was an increase to 32 people. Whereas for

Discussion
1. Characteristics of respondents Based on the results of
recapitulation of research data, Based on table 1, it was
found that the proportion of female respondents was greater
than the number of male respondents. Female sex numbered
39 respondents or 64%. However, P 0.806 shows that the
difference in the number of men and women is not a factor
that influences students' critical thinking. This is consistent
with research in Iran [16]. which proves that there is no
significant difference between men and women in critical
thinking levels. In addition, this is supported in research
[17] which states that although gender differences are very
synonymous with differences in life style and differences in
orientation, both men and women have critical thinking
skills that tend to be the same. This ability is obtained from
the ability to identify and justify almost the same. So that it
can be concluded, the differences in men and women are not
the main thing that supports respondents' critical thinking
skills.
In this study, the proportion of respondents' ages showed
relatively similar results. Part of the age of respondents is
21-25 years, namely 51 respondents or 84%. The level of
thinking and emotional maturity of individuals is often
associated with the level of maturity of age.
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the category of critical thingking level, it declined less than
38 people to 29 people. And P value 0,00 thats mean thera
are influence of evidence based practice to improve critical
thinking.

Increasing age will improve experience in solving
problems, and take important and best decisions in life. The
mature age is expected to have more roles and
responsibilities towards the social. However, maturity is a
choice. Because of several factors such as culture, family,
environment or personal choices that helped shape maturity
itself. Therefore, a person's maturity is not always
accompanied by thinking maturity [2].
This is in accordance with the research [1] which shows that
there is no significant relationship between age and the level
of critical thinking. Critical thinking is an active process.
Every time you find a problem, critical thinking is how to
form a question before accepting new ideas or ideas as a
solution to the problems found. Each will make a decision,
then at that moment critical thingking starts. Critical
thinking is the main fundamental goal of the educational
process in a higher level. This is also supported by research
[14] which shows that the increasing problems that arise in
nursing practice and the increasing needs of patients, the
nursing environment is demanded creative , innovative,
analytical, and have good critical thinking. Age is not a
factor the main thing that can improve or support one's
thinking critical.
Based on the results of the study, with the level of
significance (P = 0.523) which means there is no
relationship between age and students' critical thinking.
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This is due to the age of the respondent according to the
level of education undertaken.
2. Critical thinking before and after intervention The results
of this study can show an increase in critical thinking in a
number of respondents. Before intervention, the critical
thinking level of respondents in the critical thinking
category was 23 people (37.1%) and the poor category was
38 people (61.3%). After intervention, respondents who
belonged to the category of critical thinking good increased
to 32 people (52.5%) while those in the less category
dropped to 29 people (47.5%). These results indicate that
the application or learning of evidence based practice with
a group discussion approach can increase student critical
thinking. In research [17] shows that EBP learning using the
active learning strategies approach is more effective than
using
deductive
teaching
strategies.
EBP learning process actively such as group discussion and
self direct learning can increase the level of ability to solve
problems, the level of independence in learning, and also
the ability of students to communicate and cooperate so as
to increase learning satisfaction for students[13].. Unlike
the case with EBP learning by using lectures or teacher
centers, students' ability to raise clinical questions and seek
evidence or journal articles tend to be low. Learning
evidence based practice is a component that should be
integrated into the nursing curriculum. EBP learning is very
important because it is the first step in preparing students to
become professional nurses. EBP learning undergraduated
focused on 4 of the 5 main steps, because projects are based
on scenarios and students are not asked to implement the
best interventions. The EBP process includes ask, acquire,
appraise, apply, and assess[14]. While [10]explains critical
thinking is a combination of several skills including the
ability to read and listen carefully, evaluate arguments or
opinions, find and find hidden assumptions, and understand
the consequences that might occur. Based on [8] In the
world of nursing, with the increasing challenges to always
CONCLUSION
Based on the results of the study it can be concluded that
there is a significant difference in the median value of
critical thinking of students before and after the application
of EBP learning conducted with 1 training and 4 cases of
group discussion. In this research p value is 0,00, so thats

provide quality health services, the ability to critical
thinking and make effective decisions is needed. In nursing
education, strategies or efforts to increase critical thinking
are very dependent on the learning approach used. While
according to [12]critical thinking is a key component in
nursing, education and knowledge practice. Basically the
critical thingking disposition consists of inquisitiveness,
truth seeking, self-confidence, analyticity, systematicity,
and maturity. So that students who have good critical
thinking are usually characterized by good grade point
average (GPA) scores. in addition, students who have a
good critical thinking disposition will have the ability to
analyze the situation systematically
. Before the discussion began, respondents in this study
were given an evidence based practice module so that
respondents could understand the flow of research, the steps
of learning or discussion, along with the case first. So that
respondents have good preparation in following the
discussion. Students can learn independently (self direct
learning) or joint discussion (group discussion). Before the
discussion begins, students actively practice looking for
references in the form of journal articles according to cases
that might be used in the discussion. So that students
become more active in discussions because students have
longer preparation times and because references used are
more up-to-date and varied.
Unlike the case, with the implementation of the discussion
before being given learning evidence based practice,
students tend to be less active because of lack of preparation
and distress in finding up-to-date sources. Students are more
motivated to conduct searching journals and are more open
in accepting new knowledge and have the ability to maintain
arguments based on evidence that has been found. So that
evidence based practice learning with a group discusion
approach can spur students' critical thinking.
means there are influence of evidence based practice to
improve critical thinking of nursing student.
This research can be input in educational institutions to
integrate evidence-based practices into the curriculum using
active learning method approach.
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Abstract -- Chronic kidney disease (CKD) and its treatment have
an important part in forming the QoL of patients who have
hemodialysis. As a result, CKD affects the quality of life from the
physical, psychological, social and environmental dimensions. A
descriprtive analytic study was conducted in the hemodialysis
unit of the RSUD Dr. Soegiri Lamongan. A total of 88 CKD’s
patients with hemodialysis were studied. Patient’s QOL was
rated by WHOQOL-BREF questionnaires. The results showed
that in the domain of quality of life, the low domain was physical
with an average of 20 and the high domain was social with an
average of 10. While most respondents with high quality of life
as many as 78 people (88.6%) and a small respondent with
medium quality of life as many as 10 people (11.4%). The results
of this study can be concluded that most respondents have a high
quality of life. However, the physical condition of CKD patients
has significant problems. Thus, given the information by the
hospital to overcome the physical disturbances that occur in
CKD patients, so that his quality of life improved
Keywords—Chronic
Hemodialysis

Kidney

Disease,

Quality
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Life,

INTRODUCTION
Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD) are among the main
health problems around the world that influence quality of
life and patient’s lifestyle [1]. Quality of life is one of the
main indicators for general well-beings [2]. Quality of life
is turn out to be a trusty predictor for short and long term
mortality in many pathological conditions [3], such as CKD
[4].
End stage of renal disease patients in undergoing
hemodialysis usually think that they are free to intake of
water and food. Because after hemodialysis their health will
be better with frequent visits to the center of dialysis and
had a needle prick. They didn’t understand that the progress
of disease and complications related to their bad habits. Two
study findings show that aۖout half of patient’s
hemodialysis has not changed in the quality of life, while a
quarter reported increase and the rest has experienced a fall
in the quality of life [5], [6].
Chronic Kidney Disease is the important morbidity and
mortality around the world. According to the study Global
Burden of Disease (2013), CKD contributed 956.200 death
around the world that rises around 134 % of 1990 [7].
Indonesia is a country with a high level of CKD sufferers,
the Indonesian Nephrology Association (PERNEFRI)
estimates that there are 70,000 people with CKD in
Indonesia. This number will continue to increase by around
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10% every year [8]. While based on data from the 2013
Basic Health Research (Riskesdas), the prevalence of CKD
in Indonesia was 0.2% from the total diagnosis [9]. Based
on the initial survey conducted by researchers at the RSUD
Dr. Soegiri Lamongan obtained a total of 455 patients
visiting CKD in 2015.
Assessment of health-related quality of life as a
prediction indicators from the disease and hundreds of
thousands that can be used in assessing the effectiveness of
intervention therapy and survival of patients [10] [11]. The
act of hemodialisis consisting of the procedure complex for
patients who do visited to the hospital or center dialysis that
it is often so have caused the changes substantial in the
manner of normal life patients CKD [12] [13]. The purpose
of this research is to explore the quality of life are patients
CKD undergoing hemodialysis.
METHODS
Design and Patients
This descriptive analytic stud was conducted Maret 2017 in
hemodialysis unit of the RSUD Dr. Soegiri, Lamongan city,
Indonesia.The population on this study were all patient
diagnosed CKD undergoing hemodialysis. The sampling
method in this study was conducted using total sampling
technique. A total of 88 patients CKD with hemodialysis
were studied.
Instrument
Quality of Life (QoL) was measured using WHOQOLBREF questionnaires. This has fourth domain, namely
physical, phsicology, social relationship and environment.
Physical domain has seven item question, phsicology
domain has six item question, social relationship domain has
three item question, and environment domain has eight item
question [14]. In addition there are also two additional
questions at the beginning, namely about feelings about
quality of life and feelings about health. Total questions are
26 item, each item questions are scored from 5 to 1.
Statistical Analysis
The data obtained were analyzed descriptively and
quantitatively. Data analysis is done with assistance SPSS
statistical software version 22.
RESULT AND ANALYSIS
Result
The highest average quality of life score is in the social
domain of 10 with a minimum value of 6 as many as 2
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respondents and a maximum value of 14 as many as 2
respondents. And the lowest average quality of life score is
in the physical domain of 20 with a minimum value of 12 as
many as 2 respondents and a maximum value of 27 by 2
respondents (Table 2). The majority of respondents with a
high quality of life were 78 people (88.6%), and a small
proportion of respondents with moderate quality of life were
10 people (11.4%) (Table 3).
Table 1. Respondent Characteristic
Respondent Characteristic

Frequency
Age
6
10
35
37
Gender
45
43

Percentage (%)

20-30 years old
31-40 years old
41-50 years old
51-60 years old

6,8
11,4
39,8
42,0

Male
Female
Educational Degree
Didn’t sۗhool
3
Elementary
28
Junior High School
19
Senior High School
22
Bachelor
16
Occupational Distribution
No Job
26
Enterpreneur
21
Government employees
14
Farmer
27

51,1
48,9
3,4
31,8
21,6
25,0
18,2
29,5
23,9
15,9
30,7

Table 2. The quality of life of patients CKD undergoing
hemodialysis at RSUD Dr. Soegiri Lamongan based on the
Domain in WHOQOL-BREF Questionnaires
Domain QoL
Physical
Environment
Psychological
Social

Score

Mean

35
40
30
25

20
26
12
10

Value
Min.
12
14
7
6

Max.
27
40
27
14

Table 3. The Level of quality of life of patients CKD
undergoing hemodialysis at RSUD Dr. Soegiri Lamongan
QoL

Frequency

Precentage (%)

Low
Moderate
High
Total

0
10
78
88

0
11,4
88,6
100

Analysis
The kidneys function is to regulate the balance of water
in the body, regulate the concentration of salt in the blood,
and balance the acid-base blood, and excretion of waste
materials and excess salt. If the kidneys fail to carry out their
functions, the patient needs immediate treatment. The
situation in which the kidneys gradually begin to not
function properly is also called Chronic Kidney Disease
(CKD) [15].
According to the Kidney Disease Outcome Quality
Initiative recommends that there are 4 stage of CKD based
on the rate of decrease in Glomerular Filtration Rate (LFG).
1st Stage: Kidneys abnormalities characterized by
persistent albumin and normal LFG (>90 ml/minute/1.73
m2). 2nd Stage: Kidney abnormalities with persistent
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albumin and LFG between 60-89 mL/minute/1.73 m2). 3rd
Stage: kidney abnormalities with LFG between 30-59
mL/minute/1.73 m2), Stage 4: kidney abnormalities with
LFG between 15-29mL/ minute/1.73 m2) Stage 5: kidney
abnormalities with LFG <15 mL/minute/1.73 m2 or
terminal renal failure [16].
CKD’s patients who experience chronic kidney failure
will undergo long-term hemodialysis. Hemodialysis is a
procedure that the blood is removed from the patient's body
and circulates in a dialiser. The frequency of hemodialysis
varies depend on the stage of CKD. Average the patient
undergoes hemodialysis are three times a week, while the
duration of the implementation of hemodialysis is at least
three to four hours every once hemodialysis [17].
CKD patients was over 40 years old with the highest
number (42%) in the age range of 51-60 years old. Basically
CKD can occur at all ages, but higher the age, the higher
risk of systemic diseases. One of which is diabetes mellitus
and hypertension which is the most common cause of CKD.
Nonetheless, there are still CKD patients under the age of
40 with varying causes such as taking steroids for a long
time, kidney inflammation or other kidney disease, and
systemic lupus erytomatosus (SLE).
Age influences a person's perspective on life, future and
decision making. Patients in productive age feel more
motivated to recover because they have high life expectancy
and are the most important memۖer of role for family’s
income. Elderly patients tend to leave decisions to their
immediate family. This will affect how patients seek health
services in order to correct their physical complaints. Their
gender is almost balanced between men and women with a
percentage of 51.1% and 48.9%. This shows that CKD can
occur in both men and women. Although in diseases that
cause CKD (DM and Hypertension) have a tendency to
occur in men, but in elderly the risk of this disease will
increase in both men and women because a decrease in cell
function [18].
The most (31.8%) recent education in CKD patients was
elementary school. From these data indicate that they have
a low level of education. The level of education plays an
important role in determining a person's health status. Low
education levels tend to have a low level of knowledge.
Patients with chronic diseases have considerable challenges
in managing clinical manifestations that appear as long as
they live. Management of chronic diseases requires good
knowledge and abilities so that they can improve their
quality of life.
Education also influences how patients make prevention
so that the prognosis of the disease does not get worse. A
high level of education tends to be easier to understand
information about the disease and its management. While a
low level of education can result in someone having low
knowledge about his health. This can worsen the physical
condition of someone who is sick. Patients with higher
education have broader knowledge, so that patients can
control themselves in overcoming problems, have high selfconfidence, experience, and have the right estimates in
dealing with events, and easy to understand about what is
recommended by health workers.
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Most (30.7%) of them are farmers, but quite a lot
(29.5%) of them do not work. A person's work indirectly
can lead to an unhealthy lifestyle. Stress, fatigue,
consumption of supplement drinks, consumption of herbs
and dangerous drugs, foods containing preservatives, and
lack of drinking water can be a trigger factor for various
kidney problems. For example, that often occurs in society
is the habit of drivers who consume supplement drinks to
maintain energy. Consumption of these drinks for a long
time will cause damage to the kidneys. In addition,
consumption of herbs and drugs containing steroids without
control is also a cause of CKD.
The lowest quality of life domain is the physical domain
because during hemodialysis the respondent feels physical
weakness that can occur due to anemia. Anemia is a cause
of decreased physical function and mental disorders in
patients CKD. Research shows that efforts to cure anemia
will improve cognitive function, sexual function, general
well-being, and quality of life [19]. Anemia that occurs in
patients CKD undergoing hemodialysis can cause a
decrease in quality of life and increase mortality, depressed
immunity, reduced exercise capacity due to lack of energy,
and reduced cognitive abilities [20]. Finklestein et al.
conducted a study of the relationship between Hb levels and
quality of life and found that Hb levels were related to
quality of life. In this study also found that an increase in
Hb levels can significantly improve the quality of life
dimensions of physical health and health [21].
While the highest quality of life domain is the domain
of social relations caused by chronicles and old according
to social relations, respondents are already quite good
because they are able to adjust to the social domain quite
high. In addition, with good support in terms of family,
friends, finance and the environment improve the quality of
life for patients CKD [22]. According to Smeltzer & Bare,
family support is part of social relations in providing
support or help and assistance to family members who are
supporting HD [18]. Germin et.al, states that patients with
long-term HD more than one year will have lower physical
and social functioning than less than one year [23].
The quality of life of patients as low make therapy
ۗorreۗtly. Half of the patient’s hemodialysis tending to fail
to comply with the intervention [24]. Health professional
would have had to develope intervention individually to
boost compliance patients against regimen the treatment of
cases decisions are made by. The quality of life of that it is
more highly make patients are not the face of difficulties
with their families or a social environment. According to
Barnett et al., CKD affects both patients and their families
due to the extensive lifestyle changes as well as fluid and
dietary restrictions [25].
World Health Organization (WHO) defines quality of
life as the individual perception about their position in life
in the context of culture and value system and related to the
purpose, hope, standard and their concern in their live [14].
CKD’s patients undergoing dialysis are more sensitive to
infections because of general fraility and depression in
immunologic system and signs and symptoms of infection
can be prevented by drug therapy [26]. Poor general health
conditions are often associated with poor quality of life [27].
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CKD can affect the quality of life of patients which can be
observed in the social, environmental, physical, and
psychological domains. the severity of the symptoms and
the duration of the disease make it important to evaluate
patient’s quality of life [28].
QoL in CKD is an important thing that needs to be
managed. Prolong survival of patients CKD is an important
intervention. It has equal importance with given toward
maintain of QOL [28]. QoL assessment in CKD’s patients
has become more important. This is to evaluate the influence
of the disease and the renal replacement therapy they needed.
QoL in CɜD’s patients with dialysis overall had low scores
in all domains. Age, gender, level of education, employment
status, and duration of disease diagnosed was affected
domains of QoL [29],[30].
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
Conclution
The results of this study can be concluded that most
respondents have a high quality of life. However, the
physical condition of CKD patients have significant
problems. Thus, given the information by the hospital to
overcome the physical disturbances that occur in CKD
patients, so that his quality of life improved.
Recommendation
Management of CKD must include QoL assessment and
management. To increase kidney function is ckd patients
with renal replacement therapy have to consider the needs
and expectations. individual patientsIn addition, patients
receiving hemodialysis action must be received
psychological treatment, especially those who show,
emotional problems to achieve better results in therapy and
improve the quality of their lives. Family support may be
important in improving the quality of life of CKD patients
undergoing hemodialysis therapy
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Abstract— An increase in the elderly population will
cause the elderly to be at risk of experiencing health
problems, one of which is a problem experienced in the
family that is neglect. Neglect is one of the most common
acts of mistreatment for families towards the elderly in
meeting their physical and mental health needs. The
family has a very important role in meeting the needs of
the elderly, but the perpetrators of neglecting the elderly
are found more in family members. In accordance with
the teachings of Islam which views the elderly with high
respect and teaches to treat the elderly well, so that their
existence is not considered a burden on the community,
especially the family. This study is to identify the incidence
of elder neglect by the family on the Islamic perspective in
village of Kalirandu. The results of the study showed that
all participants knew about how to care for parents who
were elderly in an Islamic perspective. The obligation of
child is to help parents fulfill their needs, in other words
children are obliged to provide for the parents.
Keywords— Family; Elderly; Elder Neglect.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Aging is a process of biological, psychological,
and social change that occurs over time and the age of a
person or elderly (elderly). Regulations of government in
Indonesia explained that is an elderly person is someone
who has reached the age of 60 (sixty) and above. Every
elderly person will experience the process but the aging
experienced will be different for each individual, this is
influenced by several factors including hereditary factors,
environment, physical and psychological conditions [1],
[2].
Globally in 2025 the elderly population has been
predicted to experience an increase. World Population
Prospects (2017) shows that from 2015 in the world, Asia,
and Indonesia began to enter the era of aging population
characterized by an increase in the number of elderly
population [2]. The increase in the world reached a figure
of 12.3% to 14.9%, while in Asia it increased from 11.6%
to 15%, and in Indonesia it increased from 8.1% to 11.1%.
This increase was caused by an increase in the number of
life expectancy (UHH) in the elderly [3]. The high UHH
will cause elderly people at risk of experiencing health
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problems, one of which is psychological and social
problems experienced in the family, that is neglect.
Neglect is one of the most common acts of
persecution in the family towards the elderly in meeting
their needs, both physical and mental health needs.
Neglecting the elderly can also be done intentionally or
unintentionally [1], [14], [15]. The neglect can cause a
decrease in the level of health and well-being in the elderly,
neglect is divided into 3 types, namely physical neglect,
economic neglect, and psychological neglect [4], [5], [6].
World Health Organization (WHO, 2017) shows
that the incidence of neglect of the elderly in developing and
developed countries is recorded at 0.2 - 5.5% and found 1
in 10 elderly people are neglected every month [7].
Abandonment events in the elderly conducted by family
members occupy the second position of the biggest problem
in the world that is equal to 45% after financial violence of
63% [2], [8]. Indonesia is one of the country that has the
highest incidence of neglect of the elderly with a percentage
of 68.55% [9].
One of the family supports emphasized in Islam is
dutiful to parents. In according with the teachings of Islam
which views the elderly with high respect and teaches to
treat the elderly well, so that their existence is not
considered to be a burden on the community, especially the
family. Indirectly, at this time family members do not care
about the ethics of dutiful to parents, so it can making the
elderly are often to neglected in their family[10], [12].
In Islam, it is explained that as a human being it
has an obligation to do good to Allah SWT and to fellow
human beings (parents) and direction in relating in society.
Birrul walidain (dutiful to parents) is one of the important
obligations for Islam. As a Muslim, even though a child who
has a family, the responsibility and obligation to serve his
parents will never be lost. Based on the word of Allah SWT
in QS. Al-Isra' verses 23-24, that are:
ْل

ْ ا ي ب ْل ل يْن حْ ن ۚ م ي ْ غن ع
۞ ق
ْ بك ا ت
ف ا ت ْ ْ ه قلْ ل ق ْ ا ك يم
ح ه ْ كاه فا ت لْ ل
ٍ
Translation: Thy Lord hath decreed that ye worship none
but Him, and that ye be kind to parents. Whether one or both
of them attain old age in thy life, say not to them a word of
contempt, nor repel them, but address them in terms of
honour. (QS. Al-Isra’ μ 23).
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ضل
ْ ۞ ْخ
صغي
Translation: And, out of kindness, lower to them
the wing of humility, and say: "My Lord! bestow on them
thy Mercy even as they cherished me in childhood." (QS.
Al-Isra’ μ 24).
بي ني

ك

ْ ْح

ْقل

ْمن ل ح

ل

ج

The purpose of this study is to identify the neglect
of the elderly by the family in an Islamic perspective in
Kalirandu village. The benefit of this study is expected to
contribute and become a reference for health services,
especially community nursing services in providing health
education about family health duties and family support for
the elderly in preventing neglect of the elderly in the family.
II.

METHODOLOGY

This study using a qualitative research and the
phenomenology approach. Participants in this study are 7
families that living with the elderly in Kalirandu,
Bangunjiwo, Kasihan, Bantul, Yogyakarta. The method
used in selecting participants is purposive sampling. This
study using interviews with semi structure techniques or indepth interviews for 45-60 minutes for each participant and
unstructured observation.
III.

FINDINGS
The Characteristics of Participants

Characteristics

Quantity

Percentage

3
4

42,85%
57,15%

3

42,86%

2

28,57%

2

28,57%

7

100%

4
2
1

57,15%
28,57%
14,28%

Gender
1.) Male
2.) Female
Age
1.) 25 – 35 years
old
2.) 36 – 45 years
old
3.) 46 – 55 years
old
Last Education
1.) Senior High
School
Job
1.) Housewife
2.) Enterpriser
3.) Worker
A. Findings of Interview

“Being a child should be able to take care of parents, if
we were treated first now we are caring for, starting from
eating, washing clothes, we give medicine if parents are
sick, we also have to keep the manners if we chat with
parents, no talking harshly to parents, not fighting, not
lying, and most of all it's a prayer for parents. if what is
about the obligation of the child, as far as I am, is in the
Al Isra' which explains not allowed to say "ah" to the
parents.”
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(P1: Daughter, 38 years old)
"Islam requires a child to pray for parents, caring,
respect, and the last is dutiful, we must be able to
maintain good manners to parents, for example, do not
yell, say that the soft one does not need to be rude,
because we know the parent is already it's hard to
enlarge us until now, willing to do anything for his child,
where might we as children have to bear all the sacrifices
that have been given, now is the time for us to reciprocate
to our parents, we who must care as we have been cared
for as a child."
(P2: Son, 47 years old)
“That I know there is Al Isra', the surah explained that
we are the child, we cannot say "ah", we must obey and
the main thing is the obligation of the child to pray for
the parents, because that very noble practice is the
prayer for parents, back again Ridho Allah is Ridho the
parents, the wrath of Allah is the wrath of the parents.”
(P3: Daughter, 34 years old)
“Islam is a very noble religion that teaches manners to
parents, because we know that the most important
practice is devotion to parents, besides that we as
children must obey parents' orders, help parents work at
home according to our abilities, if soft talk, no need to
use high notes, if we can't do it better talk good to reject
it, the most important thing is after prayer don't let pray
for parents.”
(P4: Son, 34 years old)
“The most important thing is praying for parents, from
Islam also has explained that a child must pray for
parents whenever it is, because it is obligatory for the
child, Ridho Allah is in the hands of parents because
Ridho Allah is the parent too, Al Isra explained that a
child must care , respect, and others, no one teaches us
to leave parents.”
(P5: Son, 40 years old)
“From the Islamic perspective, of course it a lot. We also
know that is caring to parents has become an obligation
of a child. The child must be reciprocated, which we were
loved to be cared for, but now is the time our parents we
care for sincerely, after all the obligation of the child is
not just caring for the parents, especially the one praying
for parents, I often hear that too children always pray for
their parents so God will raise the second degree of
parents in heaven.”
(P6: Daughter, 35 years old)
“Al Isra which means it is forbidden to say "ah" to
parents, in the surah it is explained that if we become
children, we must worship our parents, we should not
yell at parents, not speak harshly, and the most important
thing is to pray for parents because it is obligatory. the
child is also responsible for the livelihood of the parents,
especially the ones who can't work mean that there is no
income, we as children are responsible for providing, we
must believe that what is done in the world will certainly
be the provision we will get in the hereafter.”
(P7: Daughter, 47 years old)
B. Findings of Observation
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It seen that the elderly is only in the house and are not
permitted to participate in social activities in the
environment, it is influenced by the elderly who have a
history of gout.
(P1: Daughter, 38 years old)
It seen that the elderly is in the living room, not allowed
by their children to leave the house because the
atmosphere around the house is a lot of dust from the
knife production by their children, so their children and
daughter-in-law are busy working and leaving their
mothers alone.
(P2: Son, 47 years old)
(P3: Daughter, 34 years old)
It seen that the elderly is only at home, because their
children are worried about the condition of their father
who will quickly get tired when participating in social
activities in the neighborhood.
It seen that the elderly didn’t take part in soۗial aۗtivities,
because the elderly had a history of gout, so their children
forbade them to participate it. It was also influenced by
the medical costs that were a main problem in the family.
(P4: Son, 34 years old)
It seen that the elderly is only at home, because their
children assume that if they take part in activities in the
community it will be troublesome for others, this is
influenced by those who care for their parents only while
their other siblings are not in Yogyakarta.
(P5: Son, 40 years old)
It seen that the elderly is not allowed to participate in
social activities, because the daughter is worried about
the condition of her mother and the location of the house
is so far away from the location of the activity, so she
decides not to allow her mother to join it.
(P6: Daughter, 35 years old)
It seen that the elderly didn’t take part in in aۗtivities in
the community, because the daughter not interested in the
activity, so the daughter decided not to join it.
(P7: Daughter, 47 years old)
IV.

DISCUSSION

The results of the study showed that all participants
knew about how to care for parents who were elderly in an
Islamic perspective. Children and parents have the closest
and inseparable relationship with the environment, so that
both have authorization and obligations that must be
fulfilled [13]. The authorizations and obligations that must
be fulfilled are providing livelihood and praying for parents.
The child's obligation is to help parents fulfill their
needs, in other words children are obliged to provide for
their parents. The obligation to provide is one form of filial
piety to both parents as instructed by Allah SWT, therefore
the obligation to provide for parents is one of the things that
cannot be ignored [11], [13]. This obligation is in
accordance with the word of Allah SWT in QS. Al-Baqarah
verse 215, that is :
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قلْ م ن ْ م من خ ْي ٍ ف ْ ل يْن ْأ ْق بين
۞ي ْ نك م ي
ْ ْل كين بْن ل يل م ت
ْ
من خ ْي ٍ ف ه به
ْلي م
ع يم
Translation: They ask you, (O Muhammad), what
they should spend. Say, "Whatever you spend of
good is (to be) for parents and relatives and
orphans and the needy and the traveler. And
whatever you do of good - indeed, Allah is
Knowing of it.
The verse explains that someone who wants to
spend his wealth, should be spent first on his parents, this is
because parents have educated their children from
childhood so that adults, therefore Allah SWT instructs a
child to return the favor by caring for and providing a living,
especially for parents who has been elderly. For a son,
providing for his family is an obligation, especially if the
child is married, because a man is a leader of his family,
therefore as a leader he must be a good example for his
family, able to protect and fulfill everything need (provide
for) his family [11]. In accordance with QS. An-Nisaa' verse
34, that is:
مع ب ض
۞ ل ج ق م ع ل ٓء ب ف ل َ ب
َۚ ت ق ت ح ت ل غيب ب ح ظ
ب ٓ ن ْ من م ل ۚم فٱل
ل ي ت ف ن هن ف هن ه هن في ل جع
م فا ت غ ْ ع ي ن س يا َ ك ع ي
ض ب هن ف
كي
Translation: Men are in charge of women, because
Allah hath made the one of them to excel the other,
and because they spend of their property (for the
support of women). So good women are the
obedient, guarding in secret that which Allah hath
guarded. As for those from whom ye fear rebellion,
admonish them and banish them to beds apart, and
scourge them. Then if they obey you, seek not a
way against them. Allah is ever High, Exalted,
Great.
Praying for parents is an obligation of a child who
is obligatory and has been ordered by Allah SWT. A child's
prayer to a sincere parent will raise the degree of parents to
heaven. In essence, pray for salvation to both parents not
only after both died, but when both are still alive and in near
and far [10], [11], [13]. The obligation to pray for parents is
stated in QS. Al-Isra' verse 24, that is:
ْقل
ْ ح ْ ك بي ني
ْض ل ج ل من ل ح
ْ ۞ ْخ
صغي
Translation: And, out of kindness, lower to them
the wing of humility, and say: "My Lord! bestow
on them thy Mercy even as they cherished me in
childhood."
The verse explains that as sons and daughters have
an obligation to always pray for both parents as God has
commanded. Praying for parents is a child's obligation that
always flows during his life. Child's prayer to parents will
get glory in His hereafter, this is because praying for both is
one form of expressing gratitude and devotion for a child to
parents [10], [13].
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The difference with the elderly who do not have
support from the family to participate in activities in the
community is that the elderly experience isolation of social.
Moreover, this happens continuously will cause the elderly
to become depressed. This problem is inversely
proportional to Islam which teaches that fellow human
beings must establish a relationship, according to
Rasulullah Shallallahu’alaihi Wasallam he say his people
must to connect the relationship, in his the words:
 من ك،من ك ي من ب ه لي آخ ف ي ضي ه
 من ك ي من ب ه لي،ي من ب ه لي آخ ف ي ل ح ه
لي ت
آخ ف ي ل خي
Translation: Whoever believes in Allah and the
doomsday, then glorify the guests. Whoever
believes in Allah and the doomsday, connect the
relationship. Whoever believes in Allah and the
doomsday, then say good or silent.
The hadhits explains that as a Moeslim it is
important for someone to establish the relationship.
Connecting relationship is one of the noble deeds and
obligations in religion. Many verses of the Qur'an and
hadiths that cause us to connect the relationship and explain
its various benefits. Based on the hadiths, as for the benefits
of connecting the relationship is given a lot of sustenance,
extended his age, and also it is one of the reasons for the
entry of someone into heaven [16].
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Abstract— Background: The first-line infection control strategy in hospitals is the application of five-moment for hand hygiene.
This study aims to explain the compliance of five moment for hand washing for professional practice nurses student. Method: This
research was a quantitative descriptive study. The sampling method used total sampling with 183respondents. The compliance of five
moment hand hygiene was measured using an observation sheet. Data were analyzed using frequency distribution. Results: The
students who washed their hand before patient contact were 31%, and 69% student weren’t. The student’s compliance of hand hygiene
on 2nd moment, before doing aseptic procedure, were 74%, 26% weren’t obedient. The student’s hand hygiene behaviour in 3rd
moment, after body fluid exposure, were 98%. Students who washed their hand after patient contact were 100%, and 0% weren’t.
The student’s hand hygiene behaviour in 5rd moment, after contact with patient surroundings were 46%. Conclusion: The student
compliance for hand hygiene is obtained at 4th moment and non-compliance is obtained at the 1st moment. The efforts to increase
student compliance in five moment of hand washing need to be improved to support patient safety goals in hospital.
Keywords—hand hygiene, five moments, nurses students

INTRODUCTION
Every year, hundreds of millions patients are infected with
Healthcare Associated Infection (HAI) worldwide [1].
Healthcare Associated Infection is infections occuring in
patients during the treatment process in hospitals or other
service facilities that do not exist when entering [1]. Prevention
of HAI is the responsibility of all elements in the hospital.
Everyone can transfer the infection to patients, especially who
come in direct contact with patients. Health workers who
provide care to patients are very potential in transmitting
infections, including health students who are undergoing
clinical practice in hospitals. Hand washing is the first step to
prevent HAI [2], [3], [4]. Health and non-health care providers,
families of patients, students, and everyone in the hospital must
be able to wash their hands well in an effort to improve
handwashing behavior. Some students ignore hand hygiene in
high-risk situations, failing to protect patients and themselves
against HAI [4]. The role of educational institutions in
reducing HAI is the effort to increase compliance with
handwashing for nursing students before they enter practice
learning [5]. The handwashing skill had been included in the
nursing curriculum, but nursing students are still considering
why not washing hands [6]. The compliance of washing hands
of students in five moments is unknown.
HAI that occurred in the world 23% came from contact
with the environment, 12% from compliance with hand
washing in public agencies and 44% in private agencies [1]. In
Ireland, the prevalence of infections associated with health care
in acute care facilities was 5.2% [7]. Health workers who had
the most role in transmission of HAI was nurses because they
accompanied patients for 24 hours [8]. Based on Süzük et al.
(2015) [9] stated that ICU nurses adherence to handwashing
was 66.85% of 591 handwashing opportunities, inpatient nurse
hand hygiene compliance was low (35%) [10]. In addition to

nursing staff, students who practice clinics in hospitals were
also involved in HAI transmission in hospitals. The
compliance of nursing students in doing hand washing was
83.5% [4].
Hand hygiene compliance related to the factors that
influence it. WHO (2009) [6] states that high workloads, lack
of time for handwashing, location of handwashing materials
that are difficult to access, presence of skin irritation, gender,
perception, and profession of health workers affect the good
and bad behavior of hand washing. Foote and El-Masri (2016)
[11] mentions a number of things that stimulate handwashing
behavior in students such as gender, knowledge of HAI,
utilization and techniques of using handrubs, and exposure to
situations that require hand washing. Reprimand for not
complying with handwashing guidelines, individual
motivation, having a handwashing, busy, forgetful mentor and
fear of skin damage due to handrub can predict compliance
with handwashing in nursing students [11].
Nursing students perform various tasks and nursing
procedures for patients during clinical practice, so that they
always make direct contact with patients [4]. The frequency of
nursing students' hand washing that is less can be a bacterial
transmission in the hospital. As a result, the number of HAI
can increase, both for patients, families of patients, and nursing
students themselves. Identifying the behavior of nurses
handwashing is the first step to improving and maintaining
their overall obedience [4], and nursing education has an
important role in shaping and ensuring the competency of hand
washing behavior before they conduct clinical practice [5].
Therefore, we want to observe compliance with hand washing
in nursing students who undergo clinical practice. Hand
hygiene observed at five moments, including before patient
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contact and an aseptic task, after body fluid exposure, patient
contact, and after contact with patient surroundings.
METHODS
This research was a quantitative descriptive study that
explain about the compliance of nursing students in five
moment hand washing. The study was conducted with
observations on students in February-March 2019 in several
hospitals which became the practice sites of professional
nursing students. Observation was carried out at one time as
long as students practiced according to the opportunity to wash
their hands at five moments, there was two moments before,
and three moments after. The first moment and second moment
were before patient contact and an aseptic task. The three
moment after include after body fluid exposure, after patient
contact, and after contact with patient surroundings. The
researcher conducted direct observations based on the
observation sheet prepared by the research team. Compliance
with hand washing observed is hand washing using soap and
using handrub. The sample was observed by observing all
professional student students with 183 students. The sampling
method uses the total sampling method. All data collected was
then recapitulated and analyzed using frequency distribution.
RESULTS
Observation of hand washing compliance was carried out
on 183 professional nursing students. The researcher made
direct observations of students regarding five-moment hand
washing’ ۗomplianۗe. Taۖle 1. Explain the results of direۗt
observation of student compliance in doing hand washing.
Based on table 1, nursing students were very obedient to do
handwashing at the 4th moment, that was after patient contact
(100%) and 3rd moment, after patient's fluids exposure (98%).
Washing the hands before patient contacs (31%) contributed
the biggest contribution to non-compliance followed by 5th
moment after touching the patient's surroundings (46%).
Student compliance in washing hands before aseptic
prosedures was 74%.
DISCUSSIONS
Hand hygiene is a general term that refers to various hand
cleansing actions in different situations, including the act of
rubbing hands with a handrub [7]. Sax (2009) [12] defines hand
washing as an activity of rubbing hands with alcohol with a
handrub or washing hands with soap and running water.
Compliance with hand washing can be done at five moments
of hand washing. The highest compliance of hand washing
based on this reseach was the 4th moment. This result was
supported by previous research which explained that the
highest adherence of students in washing hands was after
touching the patient [4]. The second compliance of nursing
student’s hand washing was after ۖody fluid exposure. Sundal
(2017) [4] and Kingston (2018) [7] was found results similar
to this study.
During clinical practice, nursing students carry out various
tasks and nursing procedures for patients, so that they always
make direct contact with patients [4]. Nursing students will
wash their hands in situations that they think need hand
washing [11]. Allegranzi and Pittet (2009) [13] explain that the
desire to wash hands is very high when their hands look dirty
as after exposure to patient fluids. Motivation of students not
to be infected by microorganisms from patients either from
direct contact or direct fluids of patients can also be a reason to
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do hand washing. Mentors in hospital can encourage students
to adhere to established guidelines, so students can contribute
to increasing compliance with hand hygiene and patient safety,
reducing HAI [4]. Facilities and resources that support the
implementation of hand washing both in educational
institutions, as well as in clinical services are provided to
support the learning process [7], [2].

STUDENT COMPLIANCE IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF FIVE MOMENTS FOR
HAND WASHING

Compliance of Hand Hygiene

Yes

No

before patient contact

57 (31%)

126 (69%)

before an aseptic task

135 (74%)

48 (26%)

after body fluid exposure

180 (98%)

3 (2%)

after patient contact

183 (100%)

0 (0%)

after contact with patient surroundings

84 (46%)

99 (54%)

The observation results showed that nursing students rarely
wash their hands after contact with the patient's environment.
Kingston (2018) [7] said that non-compliance of hand washing
was after touۗhing the patient’s environment. The patient's
environment is also very influential in the transmission of
infection to other patients. Bed dividers, lockers, patient tables,
and door handles are the environment around patients who are
often touched by nurses that contain norovirus, clostridium
difficile and meticillin-resistant staphylococcus aureus [14].
Nurse student’s hand ۗan transfer miۗroorganism from
petient’s environment to others.
Nursing students also rarely wash their hands and before
taking aseptic prosedures. According to Fuller C et al (2011)
[15], most health workers believe that hand washing does not
need to be done before taking aseptic prosedures because they
will wear gloves that will prevent transmission of
microorganisms during aseptic procedures. Using gloves avoid
contact with blood, infectious material, mucus buildup, and
skin that is not intact when taking action to patients [16]. Fuller
C et al (2011) [15] added that basically the use of gloves does
not prevent cross infection. The use of gloves can reduce the
chance of microorganisms being moved, but cannot replace
hand washing [2]. Increasing handhygiene behavior is done by
Integrating of hand washing learning based on evidence based
practice academic and clinical environment [17] and
monitoring the compliance of handwashing regularly between
students and health workers [18], including timely feedback
[4].
CONCLUSIONS
Hand washing is the most important step to prevent
infection related to health services, and students are one of the
components who must be involved in preventing infection in
the hospital. Based on this research, the student compliance for
hand hygiene is obtained at 4th moment, after patient contact,
and non-compliance is obtained at the 1st moment, before
patient contact. This result show that nursing students behavior
is not obedient to hand washing. The description of compliance
will be the basis of the intervention that will be carried out by
the educational institution in improving the handwashing
behavior of students in the hospital. The efforts to increase
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student compliance in five moment for hand washing need to
be improved to increase patient safety in hospital.

[9]
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Abstract-- OSCE is a skills performance) based test observed when performing various clinical skills that are examined objectively and
structurally. OSCE has a weakness which can arouse students’ anxiety. The causes of anxiety during OSCE are partly due to pressure
from the environment, family and students who will take the exam, failure past experience of the exam, and exaggerate fear on the results
thus students’ anxiety occurs. This study aims to analyze the effect of Lavender Aromatherapy on the Decrease of Anxiety Level in
Undergoing OSCE for second year students of S1 Nursing, Faculty of Health Sciences, Universitas Muhammadiyah Cirebon.This research
used Quasi-experimental design of pretest-posttest one group Design approach, with a total sampling technique. The number of samples
was 36 respondents. Data collection was done using questionnaire and standard TAI-G scale checklist tool. The analysis technique used
Paired T-test. Paired t Test results show the value of p = 0.014 (p <0.05) with the value of t count = 2.583 (t count> t table (df 35 = 1.6896)
with a positive value (+). Paired t Test test results concluded that the provision of lavender aromatherapy was effective in reducing the level
of anxiety in undergoing OSCEf or second-year students of Bachelor Nursing.
Keywords: Lavender Aromatherapy, Anxiety Level, OSCE , Nursing Students

I. INTRODUCTION
Nursing academic education is an educational
process that must be taken at universities in Indonesia that
provides theories and concepts understanding. The method
of nursing education process consists of theoretical and
ۗliniۗal eduۗation. For the suۗۗess of students’ ۗliniۗal
practice readiness, the method that can be applied to assess
is OSCE (Objective Structured Clinical Examination).
OSCE is a format test to determine students’
competency skills. OSCE is a skills (performance) – based
test observed when carrying out various clinical skills that
are tested in an objective and structured manner. If the
students are not able to perform OSCE actions well, the
consequence that must be accepted is to retake the exam,
therefore many students feel anxious before OSCE [5].
Anxiety management that is usually done is nonpharmacological anxiety management, such as distraction
techniques, relaxation techniques and skin simulation
techniques. One non-pharmacological therapy that can be
done is relaxation therapy with aromatherapy that can
provide sensations to calm down the students and the brain,
as well as the stress [1].
Lavender aromatherapy is a therapy that uses
essential oils which are considered to help in reducing even
overcoming psychological disorders and discomforts such
as anxiety, stress, depression, and other negative factors. It
was found that there was an effect of stress levels between
before and after the intervention of lavender aromatherapy
to students. Lavender aromatherapy can affect the stress
level of students in undergoing OSCE [5].
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Based on preliminary studies conducted by
researchers on second year students of Nursing Study
Program in Faculty of Health Sciences on January 21, 2019
at the Universitas Muhammadiyah Cirebon as many as 45
students of 2017 class, the results of interviews from 9
students stated that OSCE really made them worried; 6
students experienced severe anxiety level because they
experienced dizziness, insomnia, confusion, feelings of
helplessness; and 3 students experienced moderate levels of
anxiety with symptoms of muscles becoming tense, the
increase of heart rate and breathing, and the decrease of
concentration.
II. METHOD
This study used a Quasi-Experimental Design.
Researchers took pretest-posttest one group Design. The
sample technique of this study used total sampling. The
sample of this study were the second year students of
Nursing Bachelor of Health Sciences Faculty in Universitas
Muhammadiyah Cirebon with a total sample of 36 students,
because 9 students had been used as the sample in
preliminary studies .This study used the Anxietty InventoryG (TAI-G) test instrument ,TAI-G consisted of 21 statement
items; 7 items of statements that measure worry, 7 items of
statements that value emotionality, 4 items of statements
that measure interference , and 3 items of statements that
measure lack of confidence .Statement items used a 4-point
Likert scale. Researcher did not test the validity and
reliability as the instrument had been tested to PSIK
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professional students from Gajah Mada University and done
by Santi Dinda Putri Utami to students PSIK
Muhammadiyah University of Yogyakarta to diniai validity
and reliability. This instrument had a Cronbach's Alpha
value of 0.827.
III. RESULTS
Table 1 shows that the level of anxiety in the
experimental group decreased after the treatment. Students
who experienced high levels of anxiety were 7 students
(28%), then after being given lavender aromatherapy it
showed a deۗrease in the students’ anxiety level in
undergoing OSCE.
Comparative Test of Pre-post Anxiety Level on
Lavender Aromatherapy in the Experimental Group
Experimental Group

Pretest

7

Posttest

1

High

Fair

Low

(28%)

17
(68%)

1 (4%)

(4%)

17
(68%)

The mean
(SD)
58.76
± 6.863
51.36
± 8.558

7
(28%)

Table 2. describes the value of Pre and Post Test of
Anxiety Level in Second year Students of PSIK Fikes UMC
from experimental Group in Undergoing OSCE. Table 2
shows that the intervention group has a value of mean
difference in the level of anxiety is 3.917 in positive score,
which means there is a tendency impairment of anxiety
levels after treatment with the average increase was 3.917 .
Based on the value of p = 0.014, it can be concluded that
there are significant differences in the pre and post values
of lavender aromatherapy in the intervention group (p
<0.05) with t count = 2.583 (t count> t table (df 35 = 1.6896)
with a positive value (+) indicates that the level of anxiety
before the intervention of lavender aromatherapy is higher
than the level of anxiety after the intervention of lavender
aromatherapy, so it can be concluded that lavender
aromatherapy is effective in reducing anxiety levels
Table 3. Comparative Tests of Pre-post Anxiety Levels of
Lavender Aromatherapy Administration in the
Experimental Group
Variabl
e

Anxiet
y Level

Intervention
Group

Pre

Post

Mea
n
(SD)

Mea
n
(SD)

57.1
4±
8,14
2

53.2
2±
9.78
1

Mean
Differen
ce

t

Valu
e of
p

95%
Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Uppe
r

Lowe
r

DISCUSSION
Theoretically anxiety can be overcome by using
pharmacological and non-pharmacological therapies. In this
study researchers used lavender aromatherapy as one of
aromatherapy that can be used to reduce anxiety levels. As
lavender aromatherapy mostly contains linalool which can
provide a relaxing effect. Aromatherapy is a method to cure
diseases using fragrances made from plants that smell nice.
Lavender aromatherapy is one of the aromatherapy oils that
are widely used today, both by inhaled or massage
techniques. Lavender contains linalool which has a calming
/ relaxing effect. Lavender also helps relieve insomnia,
anxiety and depression [4].
It can be concluded that lavender aromatherapy
can be felt directly by inhalation through deep breathing
techniques accompanied by inhalation which can have an
effect of calming the anxious feelings of students who are
conducting OSCE exams.
This is in accordance with research conducted by
Sarah in which concluded that the administration of
lavender inhalation aromatherapy was effective in reducing
student anxiety in undergoing OSCE [2]. Lavender is
chosen as an alternative in the use of aromatherapy because
it is one of the safest oils and has a strong antiseptic, antidepressant with a sweet-smelling, floral, very herbal aroma
so that it is widely used as the most popular aromatherapy
that has many benefits.
This decreased score occurs due to the
administration of lavender aromatherapy which is believed
to be beneficial in calming and balancing emotions,
improving memory and relieving tension and sleep
difficulty. Lavender aromatherapy is one of the famous
aromatherapy which has sedative, hypnotic, and antineurodepressive effects in humans because lavender oil
provides a sense of calm so that it can be used as an
alternative to reduce anxiety.
The main content in lavender oil is linalool acetate
oil which is able to relax the working system of nerves and
tense muscles, so that it can be used in stress management
[1]. There are several things that occur after the
administration of lavender aromatherapy techniques like
effective as a sedative that functions to calm the central
nervous system that can help overcome insomnia, especially
by stress, anxiety, worry, tension, and depression [3].
Based on the data above, researchers believe that
the decrease of anxiety levels that occur due to the
administration of lavender aromatherapy. The positive
impact of aromatherapy on reducing anxiety is due to
lavender aromatherapy given directly (inhalation). The
mechanism through smell is faster than other methods,
because through inhalation it has direct contact with parts
of the brain that stimulate the formation of effects caused by
lavender aromatherapy.
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

3 , 917

2,
58
3

0.01
4

6,995

.839
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Paired t-test analysis results obtained p value =
0.014, thus it can be concluded that there are significant
differences in the pre and post value of lavender
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aromatherapy intervention groups (where p <0.05) with t
count = 2.583 (t countc> t table (t df 35 = 1.6896))with a
positive value (+) indicates the value of anxiety level before
the administration of lavender aromatherapy higher than the
level of anxiety after the administration of lavender
aromatherapy, so that it can be concluded lavender
aromatherapy was effective in reducing anxiety levels. The
results of this study are expected to be a source of
information for students who will take part in the OSCE in
order to better prepare before conducting OSCE, not only
preparati on for knowledge but also mentality in order to
be able to maximize their abilities during exams.
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Abstract—New smokers in Indonesia is increasing,
especially in adolescence and adulthood. The number of
smokers at an early age causes the consumption of cigarettes
to be longer and increased so that it can increase nicotine
levels in the body. The cigarette has nicotine that can make
withdrawal conditions. This research aims to know the
withdrawal of cigarette smoker levels on a university
student. The research method used descriptive research with
the crossectional design — the sampling technique used
snowball sampling. The sample was 41 respondents. The
inclusion criteria were the age of university students 20-24
years old, physical and mentally healthy, active smoker; the
minimum number of cigarettes was one cigarette per day.
questionnaire was used to know the withdrawal level of
cigarette smokers. Data analyzed used descriptively. The
results of the research showed that all respondents were
male, the average age of respondents was 22 years with an
age range of 20-24 years, the average smoking time was five
years with duration of smoking for 3-7 years, smoking time
was mostly 16 -30 minutes. Most of the cigarette smokers
have a high and moderate withdrawal level; the mean
withdrawal level of cigarettes was 9.70.
Keywords— withdrawal level, cigarette, smoker
INTRODUCTION
Indonesia is a country with the highest prevalence of male
smokers with more than fifteen years of age in the world at
76.2% (WHO, 2016). The high prevalence can be caused by
younger smoking. This can be seen from result of Riset
Kesehatan Dasar Republik Indonesia (2018), the increasing
prevalence of smokers in children and adolescents aged 10-18
years, namely 7.2% in 2013, up to 8.8% in 2016, and 9.1% in
2018 [10]. Besides that, age rates start smoking at most in the
adolescent phase and with an amount that always increases
every year. The rate of starting smoking for ages 15-19 years
in 2010 was 43.3% and increased to 55.4% in 2013. This
increase also occurred in adolescents aged 20-24 years. In
2010, the rate of starting smoking was 14.6% and increased in
2013 to 16.6% [3].
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A cigarette is a risk factor for disease which gives the biggest
contribution compared to other risk factors. A smoker has a
risk of 2 to 4 times as much for coronary heart disease and has
a higher risk of developing lung cancer and other noncommunicable disease [11]. NCDs are estimated to account
for 71% of total deaths for Indonesia [17]. A 2015 National
Research and Development Agency study showed that
Indonesia accounts for more than 230,000 deaths due to
consumption of tobacco products annually. Globocan 2018
states, of the total cancer deaths in Indonesia, lung cancer
ranks first as the cause of death which is 12.6%. Based on data
from Persahabatan Hospital 87% of lung cancer cases are
related to smoking [11]
Cigarettes contain several substances that are harmful to
the body. The nicotine levels contained in tobacco cigarettes
are 1.54-260 mg per cigarette [6]. In adults, cigarettes can
cause short-term and long-term effects. The impact of shortterm smoking can cause respiratory problems as well as
respiratory problems such as nicotine dependence. Cigarette
smoking harms almost every organ of the body, causing many
diseases. Smoking causes around 90% of all deaths from lung
cancer. More women die from lung cancer each year.
Smoking causes around 80% of all deaths from chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). Smokers have a
greater risk for diseases that affect the heart and blood vessels
(cardiovascular disease). Smoking causes coronary heart
disease and stroke. Smoking can cause lung disease by destroy
airways and small air sacs (alveoli) in lungs. Lung diseases
caused by smoking include COPD, chronic bronchitis and
emphysema. Cigarette smoking causes most cases of lung
cancer. Smoking can cause cancer almost anywhere in body,
Bladder, Blood (acute myeloid leukemia), Cervical, Colon
and Rectal (colorectal), Esophagus, Kidney and ureter,
Larynx, Liver, Oropharynx (including throats, throat) tongue,
soft palate, and tonsils), Pancreas, Stomach, Trachea,
bronchus and lungs. Smoking also increases the risk of death
from cancer and other diseases in cancer patients and
survivors [5]
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The results of a preliminary study on three users of tobacco
cigarettes obtained results, tobacco cigarette smokers using
tobacco cigarettes approximately five times a day and for 15
minutes once smoking, they also said that they never woke up
at night to smoke. They said it was very difficult to stop
smoking, before using or recognizing tobacco cigarettes they
were initially just curious about the taste and trial and error.
Within one week they said they had a strong desire to smoke,
and when they were banned from smoking they also found it
difficult to resist the urge to smoke, and when they did not
smoke it felt uncomfortable, but if they did not they did not
feel anxious.
METHODOLOGY

RESULT
Table 1. Smokers of Tobacco Cigarettes by Age and
Smoking Time
Mean

Median

Age of Respondents
(Years)
Duration of smoking
(years)

22
5

22

MinMax
20-24

Std.
Deviation
1.31

5

3-7

0.94

Source: Primary Data, 2018
Table 2. Smokers of Tobacco Cigarettes by Gender
Variable
Frequency (n)
Persentation(%)
a. Male
41
100%
b. Female
0
0%
Source: Primary Data, 2018
The results of this study found all respondents were male. The
average age of respondents using tobacco cigarettes is 22
years, with the youngest age being 20 years old and the oldest
being 24 years. The duration of smoking for respondents using
tobacco cigarettes is five years. The lowest smoking period for
respondents using tobacco cigarettes is three years. The
highest smoking period for respondents using tobacco
cigarettes is seven years.
Tabel 3.Level of Withdrawal in Cigarrate Smokers
Variable
a. Low
b. Moderate
c. High

N
13
14
14

Tabel 4
The score of Withdrawal Cigarette Smoker
Variable
N
Min
Max
Score of withdrawal
41 5.00 13.00
Source: Primary Data, 2018

Mean
9.70

The average score of the level of withdrawal on tobacco
smokers is 9.70, with the lowest withdrawal value, which is
five and the highest level of withdrawal is 13.
DISCUSSION

The design of this research is descriptive research and uses
cross-sectional techniques. Sampling in this study used a
snowball sampling technique, and the study sample was 41
respondents. The inclusion criteria were the age of university
students 20-24 years old, physical and mentally healthy, active
smoker; the minimum number of cigarettes was one cigarette
per day This research was conducted in May 2018. Data
collection used a tobacco dependency level questionnaire.
Analysis of data using descriptive. This research is carried out
by taking into account the ethical principles and has passed
the ethics number 117 / EP-FKIK-UMY / II / 2018.

Variable

Most respondents in tobacco smokers have a high and
moderate level of withdrawal then low.

Percentage (%)
31,7%
34,1%
34,1%

The majority of respondents who use tobacco cigarettes
are men. According to data obtained from Pusat Data dan
Informasi Kementrian Kesehatan RI, Based on sex, the
prevalence of smoking has similarities from previous years,
namely the prevalence of smoking in men is always higher
than women. In 2013, the adult smoking prevalence increased
from 65.8% in 2010 to 66%. Likewise, the proportion of
female smokers adults increased from 4.1% in 2010 to 7%
[18]. This is supported by the research of Amelia [1] which
shows that men are very easy to experience stress and one of
their ways to escape stress is to do negative actions such as the
use of cigarettes and alcohol.
The average age of respondents using tobacco cigarettes
is around 22 years, with the youngest age of 20 years and the
oldest age between 24 years. This age falls into the category
of early adulthood for students at the university. Early
adulthood is a transition period from adolescence and begins
at the age of 18-40 years, and in general those belonging to
early adulthood are those who have aged 20-24 years). This is
supported by research Evie et al. [8] which states that
individuals who enter early adulthood are when they are at the
age of 18-25 years. In early adulthood is a transition period
where students will usually experience problems and search
for self-identity which can later influence the occurrence of
behaviors for smoking and related to self-confidence.
The duration of smoking for respondents using tobacco
cigarettes is five years. The lowest smoking period for
respondents using tobacco cigarettes is three years. The
highest smoking period for respondents using tobacco
cigarettes is seven years. The data is supported by research
conducted by Rini et al. [15] which states that the longer a
person smokes, the more cigarettes consumed. Someone who
has just smoked does not mean he consumes fewer cigarettes
or otherwise someone who has smoked for a long time will
consume more cigarettes. This is supported by Artana and
Ngurah Rai [2] study that the higher the time of smoking, the
higher the level of dependence on nicotine, and the younger
the age of a person smokes, the higher the level of dependence
suffered.

Source: Primary Data, 2018
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The level of withdrawal
The level of withdrawal on respondents using tobacco
cigarettes showed that the majority of respondents had high
and medium and low levels of dependence. This was caused
by several things, namely the number of cigarettes consumed,
the frequency of smoking, and the duration of smoking, which
would affect the nicotine level that enters inside the body. The
nicotine content contained in one tobacco cigarette is around
1.54-2.60 mg. Inside the cigarette, there is a nicotine
substance. Nicotine substances are one of the substances that
can affect the level of dependence. According to USHealth [16]
and Perwitasari [12], someone who has been addicted to
cigarettes and is caused by nicotine usually will continue to
increase the number of cigarettes smoked in one day. When
you have experienced addiction due to nicotine substances
contained in cigarettes, it will usually be difficult to quit
smoking.
The statement was supported by Elizabeth's research
(2010) cit Rosita, Suwandany, and Abidin [14] which showed
that the more frequent the frequency of smoking by a person,
the higher the nicotine content contained in the body. If
someone smokes cigarettes continuously, then the effects of
nicotine contained in the body will also be stronger and have
an effect on the level of dependence that is getting higher.
When the dependence on cigarettes is high, then he will
continue to smoke every day which will become a habit. Thus
smokers will find it difficult to abandon smoking habits. The
process of the occurrence of the level of withdrawal on
cigarettes begins when cigarette smoke enters through the
respiratory tract such as the lungs, skin, and mucous
membranes such as the inner mouth and nose. Then the
cigarette smoke is absorbed, and the nicotine in cigarettes is
carried to the brain through the circulatory system. Nicotine
substances will reach the brain for 15-20 seconds, and the
cigarette smoke is in the lungs. After that nicotine binds
certain nerves to the part of the brain and the nerve stimulates
the release of dopamine (DA). The effects of dopamine (DA)
release can make a person feel happy, relaxed and excited.
After feeling happy, relaxed and excited, then a smoker will
add to the amount of nicotine dose to be able to feel the
feelings and sensations repeatedly. Nicotine that has entered
the body will usually be accompanied by activation of the
hormone adrenaline and inhibition of the hormone insulin.
After that, the body will release glucose reserves into the
blood, accompanied by the absorption of glucose by the cells
of the body and cause smokers to increase blood sugar levels.
After that the effects of hyperglycemia (sugar in high blood)
begin and can result in smokers not feeling hungry. Then the
body will also produce endorphin hormones in large quantities
which can cause a person to feel calm and extraordinary
happiness (euphoria).
Smoking activities are influenced by several factors.
Based on the results of Fathin's research (2015), the factors
that can influence someone to smoke are social relationships,
curiosity to try, relieve stress and want to increase selfconfidence. Besides, in this study, it was explained that the
application of pictorial warnings on cigarette packaging could
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also motivate smokers to reduce the amount of cigarette
consumption and even stop smoking. The longer a person is
exposed to a warning image about the effects of the dangers
of smoking contained in cigarettes, it will be possible to
distance themselves from smoking behavior.
CONCLUSION
The results of this study found all respondents were male.
The average age of respondents using tobacco cigarettes is 22
years, with the youngest age being 20 years old and the oldest
being 24 years. The duration of smoking in cigarette smoker
respondents is five years with the lowest smoking period is
three years and the highest smoking period is seven years. The
average score of the level of dependence on tobacco smokers
is 9.70 with the lowest dependency value, which is five and
the highest level of dependency level is 13. Most of the
cigarette smokers have a high and moderate withdrawal level.
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Abstract—The marriage rate of women who get married at a young age in Indonesia is still high. The high rate of marriage at a young
age can cause various problems in marriage, and this is due to the lack of preparation before women decide to get married. One of the
readiness of women before deciding to get married is readiness in carrying out roles. More important role readiness is prepared by women
because it deals with duties of wife which are more in the domestic sector such as doing household chores accompanying husbands and
taking care of children. The purpose of this study is to describe the readiness of women who were married at a young age in carrying out
new roles after marriage in Yogyakarta. This research uses qualitative method with phenomenology approach. Data collection is done with
interview and observation. Participants totaling five people were determined by purposive sampling. The validity of the data used source
triangulation and checked the data back to the participants. Analysis of data were by comparing among categories, marking and describing
descriptively. The results show that not all participants have readiness to carry out new roles after marriage. There are things that prevent
participants from carrying out roles.
Keywords—Readiness, Marriage, Women, Young Age, Roles

INTRODUCTION
At present in Indonesia the number of women who get
married at a young age is high. Data obtained from the
Central Statistics Agency, the percentage rate of early
marriage in Indonesia increased to 15.66% in 2018,
compared to 2017 which was 14.18%. According to
marriage data from the Ministry of Religion of the Republic
of Indonesia, Bantul Regency of Yogyakarta, the number of
married women at the age of 17-21 was 1,177 women in
2015, 1,111 women in 2016, and 440 women in mid-2017.
Marriage is a developmental task in early adulthood [5].
Marriage at a young age causes various problems in
marriage due to the lack of readiness to get married to
individuals who decide to marry at a relatively young age.
According to the research results of Ghalili, Etemadi,
Ahmadi, Fatehizadeh & Abedi [1], one aspect of marriage
readiness is role readiness (a new role is appropriate to the
role in married life). When a woman is married, she will
have new responsibilities and duties that must be carried out
according to her new role as a wife such as taking care of
household chores sexual partners, and a mother that is to get
pregnant, give birth, and take care of children. If women do
not have mature self-readiness in carrying out this role, it
can cause psychological and emotional burdens [4]. Seen
psychologically, the marriage of a young person has an
impact that has the potential to become a trauma caused by
the unpreparedness to carry out the tasks that arise after
marriage, while this is not supported by the ability and
maturity of oneself. In the aspect of emotional development,
a person who gets marry at a young age does not yet have
emotional maturity in resolving household conflicts
resulting in negative emotions that result in
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unpleasant and troublesome situations while living in the
household [16]. The purpose of this study is to describe the
readiness of women who were married at a young age in
carrying out new roles after marriage in Yogyakarta.
METHODS
This study used qualitative methods with a
phenomenological approach. The study took place starting
from February - March 2018. Participants in this study
amounted to five women who were married at a young age
determined by purposive sampling. Data retrieval was done
by in-depth interviews and unstructured observation. The
focus of observation will develop during the interview. The
validity of the data was done using source triangulation,
namely representatives of two husbands and one lecturer in
the health department, as well as re-checking data with
participants. Data analysis was done by comparing
categories one category with the other marking in each unit,
and describing descriptively about the essence of the
phenomenon that has been obtained. The study was
conducted in Tamantirto Village, Bantul Regency area of
Yogyakarta. This research has passed the ethical test by the
Medical faculty and health sciences Universitas
Muhammadiyah Yogyakarta ethics committee with ethics
number 042 / EP-FKIK-UMY / I / 2018.
RESULT
1. Characteristics of Participants
Tabel 1. Characteristics of Participants
Participants Age Education

Number
of
children
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P1

20

P2

21

P3

21

P4

21

P5

20

Senior high
school
Senior high
school
Senior high
school
Senior high
school
Senior high
school

-

R5μ “her role as a parent, her role as a wife serving a
husband”

1
1

First participant was 20 years old at the time of data
collection and was 19 years old at the time of marriage.
The age of the participant's husband was 27 years, and
the condition was currently seven months pregnant.
They are now pursuing their eighth semester
undergraduate education at one of the private
universities
in
Yogyakarta.
Second participant was 21 years old at the time of data
collection and 19 years old at the time of marriage. The
age of the participant's husband was 28 years old, the
condition now they have one nine-month-old daughter.
They are now pursuing a sixth semester undergraduate
education at one of the private universities in
Yogyakarta.
Third participant was 19 years old at the time of data
collection and was 18 years old at the time of marriage.
The age of the participant's husband was 21 years old,
and the current condition they did not have children.
They are now taking their second semester
undergraduate education at one of the private
universities
in
Yogyakarta.
Fourth participant was 21 years old at the time of data
collection and 19 years old at the time of marriage the
age of the participant's husband was 21 years old. She
had a history of miscarriage and currently does not have
children. They are now pursuing their eighth semester
undergraduate education at one of the private
universities
in
Yogyakarta.
Fifth participant was 20 years old when the data was
taken and aged 19 when they were married. They have
one 10-month-old boy. Participants are now pursuing
their sixth semester undergraduate education at one of
the private universities in Yogyakarta.
Self-readiness of women who get married at a young age
to take on new roles after marriage
a. The new role that participants get after marriage
Married women will get a new role which is
certainly accepted by participants in this study. The
new role carried out by participants in this study is as
wives and mothers. This is supported by quotations
from the following interview:
R1μ “its role meets the needs of the husband”
R2: " now I have two roles, namely as a wife and mother”
R3μ “wives should serve husbands”
R4μ “…but it turns out that being a wife is difficult, if it's
not done with the heart ... first we have to take care of
ourselves, husband, home, work, and all have to be
handled”
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a. Special request from the participant's husband in
caring for him
One of the roles carried out by the participant is as a wife
that is serving a husband. Husbands also have special
desires in how their wives serve and care for their
husbands. This is supported by quotations from the
following interview:
R1μ “my husband asked if he wanted to get it done when
he was tired, if he asked to be accompanied he
would be sure, ask him to be more frequent but I
couldn't…”
R2μ “if my husband has come home from work, I have
to be home soon. Sunday is usually the first time
when there was an activity, now my husband does
not ask much because it needs family day, gathering
together, or at home”
R3μ “he often asked for massage, so I massage him when
I was home”
R4μ “the habit is if he wants to do anything, I have to
always accompany”
R5μ “husۖand doesn't demand too muۗh…...”
From this study it was found that there were
participants' husbands who had special requests
such as asking for massage from their wives, being
served with home cook, always accompanying their
husbands, or going home on time before their
husbands arrived at home.
b. Things that prevent participants from carrying
out roles
Participants while carrying out their roles also have
barriers such as at present participants still have
responsibility as students, this is in accordance with
the quotations from the interview as follows:
R2μ “still in college too …”
R4μ “even though my undergraduate thesis isn't
finished ….”
R5μ “now it is in the sixth semester, and will repeat
again in the fifth semester”
Meanwhile other obstacles were felt by participants
in carrying out their role as wives because participants
and husbands undergo long-distance relationship
(LDR). Long distance relationships with their husband
because they are separated by distance so that the
intensity of meeting each other is getting smaller. This
is supported by quotations from the following interview:
R1μ “I have LDR with my husband, so if you take care
of your husband it is rare because it's far”
R3μ “now my husband and I are far apart”
c.

The obligation of participants as wives to
husbands
One of the roles of married women is to carry out
their duties as wives to their husbands. The wife's
obligations were stated by the participants are as
follows:
R1μ “prioritizing things related to my husband first”
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R2μ “ask for support and blessing from the husband”
R3μ “if I already have a husband I can't go
anywhere”
R4μ “if I want to go out, I have to get permission
from him”
R5μ “now if you want to go somewhere you always
get permission from your husband”
From this study it was found that participants said
they always prioritized their interests, permission,
or blessings. If the participants will go out, then the
wives must ask permission from him first.

their husbands. This is supported by quotations
from the following interview:
R1μ “I am very open with my husband”
R2μ “I often discuss it with my husband”
R3μ “I am always open with my husband, because if
it is closed it will definitely be visible from
body movements”
R4μ “husband and wife must know each other”
R5μ “I'm talking about it anyway (laughing) just say
it. Very open,”
g.

d. Work done by participants in the household
After marriage, participants are also responsible
for taking care of household needs and chores.
Some things that participants do in managing the
household chores such as cleaning the house,
cooking, washing clothes, washing dishes, ironing
clothes, to managing family finances. This is
supported by the interview quotations as follows:
R1μ” clean and clean the room, wash my husband's
clothes and clothes”
R2μ “I've always been washing and ironing”
R3μ “I used to do homework”
R4μ “I have been able to cook, to wash clothes, and
to manage finances”
R5μ “I wash my husۖand’s ۗlothes and iron this
early in marriage”
The results of source triangulation with the
husband of participant four explain how the
participants in taking care of the household are as
follows: "Now my wife have begun to learn doing
homework..."
e.

f.

The ability of participants to cook
One of the household chores done by participants
is cooking. From the results of interviews,
participants said that they were able to cook. This is
supported by quotations from the following
interview:
R2μ “I often cook because my children must
breakfast before going to school”
R3μ “Alhamdulillah, I can cook ...”
R4μ “I cook, if eating we must be together”
Participants who could not cook say that they still
lacked confidence. Other participants also said they
often bought side dishes outside the home rather
than cooked at home. This is supported by
quotations from the following interview:
R1μ “if I'm cooking, I'm not confident because I'm
afraid it won't taste good”
R5μ “Every day just cooking rice (laughing)”
Open communication between participants and
husbands
Participants also have a role as partner who can
understand and communicate with their husbands.
Participants said that they always opened
communication like always sharing stories with
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The way participants communicate with their
husbands
The ways that the participants communicate with
the husband are different. Participants have their
own way of communicating according to the
conditions of participants and husbands.
This is supported by quotations from the following
interview:
R1μ “phone or meet directly”
R2μ “I ask all the little things”
R3μ “I usually chat, call, video call, so every day”
R4μ “by looking at his eyes”
R5μ “husbands rarely take it seriously so if for
example I want to talk seriously I must yell at
him first”
The results of this study obtained several ways
how participants communicate with their husband
such as by meeting directly, always asking
questions and telling stories, using a telephone or
via social media because of the long distance, when
talking had to look into his eyes, and yelling first
because of the difficult nature of the husband of
husband of the participant to be serious.

h. The way participants get closer to their parentsin-law
The next role is to recognize and to adapt to the
family of the husband, especially the husband's
parents. Participants say that the way to get closer
to their parents-in-law is to consider them like their
own parents. This is supported by quotations from
the following interview:
R1μ “I am with my parents-in-law and relaxed and
just so cool, so I don't feel pressured, keep
responding like my own mother”
R3μ “my husband's family accepted me, instead he
considered me as his own child. When I first
met his family, I was worried, what should I
do ... my mom said to be normal, if there is
anything help "
R5μ “I am very closed with my father-in-law who
knows how close I am”
Other participants said that if they have feelings of
anger at their parents-in-law, they were not directly
shown before them. Participants are better informed
to their husbands so that their husbands became
intermediaries between participants and in-laws.
This is supported by quotations from the following
interview:
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R2μ “Alhamdulillah, my child is getting bigger and
bigger, and this relationship with my father-in-law
has grown more. How to improve my relationship
with my father-in-law, in my Grandma's view, is by
not immediately getting angry in front of my inlaws, just tell my husband then the husband
becomes a fair mediator between his wife and
mother, ۗontinue to pray and ۖe patient”
Other participants said the way to get closer to inlaws is to communicate and to behave well. This is
supported by the interview quotations as follows:
R4μ “how to talk to in-laws don't fight, but it must
be smooth ... for example you also buy snacks,
you also have to buy for your in-laws ".
I. Participation of participants in activities in the
neighborhood
In addition to adapt to the family from the
husband's side, participants also have a role to
socialize with the community around the residence.
The results of interviews with participants showed
that only one participant who participated in
community activities such as the gathering of
mothers around the house. This is supported by
quotations from the following interview:
R1μ “if for the event for mothers in the surrounding
environment I did not participate, because I
was from high school the school was already
far away, so I rarely gathered with the
environment around the house”
R2μ “for village events I was rarely invited because
I was relatively new and rarely appeared ... I
didn't get the invitation”
R3μ “now because I'm still in college, so there is no
one taking part in the events around the
house…”
R4μ “I currently don't participate if there are
gatherings of mothers around the house like
social gathering, then get together”
R5μ “if the RT program for our service is taking
part, PKK mother gatherings come along”
DISCUSSION
Readiness in carrying out new roles after marriage
Married women have a new role, namely as wives to
meet the needs of husbands, mothers for their children, to
take care of household needs, to become responsive
community members and to be able to socialize with the
surrounding community, and as workers if the woman also
works [6].
In family life, each family member has the rights and
obligations as well as their respective roles. A wife acts as
a housewife with the obligation to help her husband
maintain a household, manage all household needs, pay
attention to children's education, manage finance so that
there is harmony between income and household needs
[19].
a. New roles obtained by participants after marriage
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The new role gained by participants after marriage is to
become a wife and mother. The role that is conducted as a
wife is to fulfill the needs and to serve the husband. Mother's
role, starting from childbirth to take care of and caring of
children. Subaidi, Sidiq, & Rahmawati [17] say that in a
family, the husband acts as the head of the family and the
breadwinner, while the wife is a housewife who is ready to
serve her husband and children.
According to Lestari & Putri [7] it is said that the wife
has a very important role in the family, namely as a
companion of husband at all times and mother who are
ready to take care and guide their children.
b. Things that prevent participants from carrying out
roles
It is an obstacle for participants to be able to carry out
their roles as wives and mothers maximally because
participants are currently undertaking undergraduate
education studies.
Participants also have responsibilities that must be done
as students. Iklima [6] said that in the present, many women
do not only carry out roles in the home, namely as wives or
mothers, but they also have multiple roles such as working,
continuing education, and being active in social
movements. Women who have a dual role are required to be
able to manage the time between work inside and outside
the home.
It is an obstacle for participants in carrying out their role
as a wife and mother, because now participants are
undergoing a long-distance relationship with their husbands
because participants must carry out their responsibilities as
students, while the husbands of the participants are in a
different city than the participant because he has to work.
Prameswara & Sakti [14] said that long distance marriages
are usually marked by the absence of a partner or the
absence of physical attachment with a partner because it is
difficult to meet each other. The intensity of meeting
between husband and wife requires both parties to be
independent of themselves.
b. Special request from the husbands of participants in
caring for him
The husband of each participant has different
background and character. There were husbands from
participants who always asked to be massaged by the
participants while at home. There was also a participant's
husband asking participants to be at home before her
husband returned home after work. Besides the husbands of
the participants asked participants to always accompany
their husbands when asked by their husbands and also have
more time with family.
Islam teaches husbands and wives to have good morals
with each other. Wives must show good morals to their
husbands, namely obeying their obligations to fulfill their
husbands' rights. According to the hadits, the moral
demands of the wife towards the husband are fulfilling the
demands and needs of the husband. The wife is obliged to
fulfill the demand and needs of the husband in accordance
with the abilities possessed by the wife [9].
d. The obligation of participants as wives to husbands
The obligation of participants as wives to their husbands
is to prioritize decisions made by their husbands as respect
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for their husbands. Participants said they always asked
permission and blessings from their husbands when they
would do something, and participants always asked
permission from their husbands if they would leave the
house and if the husband did not allow the participants
would not leave the house. This is in accordance with what
Nasution said [11] that wives must truly obey their
husbands and even if they may bow down to other than
Allah SWT, they will be ordered to prostrate to their
husbands. The wife is obliged to ask permission from the
husband if he goes out of the house, and the husband does
not allow the wife, they cannot leave the house without the
permission of the husband.
e. Work done by participants in the household
Participants say that the role is also carried out after
marriage, namely taking care of the needs and doing
household chores The chores that can be done by the
participants includes washing clothes, washing dishes,
cleaning the house, arranging finances, cooking, and
ironing clothes. Married women will have a dominant role
in taking care of the household such as starting from
shopping, cooking, washing, dressing up, managing
finance, and giving birth, and caring for children. [19]. If
women are married, they are expected to be able to take care
of all matters related to housekeeping such as cooking,
washing clothes, washing dishes, cleaning the house to
caring for children [7].

f. The ability of participants to cook
Participants are able to cook because they are used to
cooking before marriage. Participants have had
independence since before marriage because they migrated
and had to be independent including cooking by themselves.
Participants said that they were used to and were used to
cooking because participants felt cooking was an ability that
women usually had. There are also participants who have
not been able to cook because they still do not feel confident
in the taste of the dishes that participants make. Participants
who have not been able to cook choose to buy side dishes
from outside the home. Subaidi, Sidiq, & Rahmawati [17]
said that married women must be able to do homework, one
of which is cooking, especially for families.
g. How to communicate with your husband
The way of communication carried out by participants
with their husbands varies according to the conditions of the
participants and the husbands. Participants use telephone
and social media assistance such as chatting and video calls
when participants are not close to their husbands.
Participants said that they felt it was better to communicate
face to face directly with their husbands. The way of
communicating of the participants to their husbands when
having face to face directly also varies according to the
conditions of participants and husbands. Participants must
look direۗtly at the husۖands’ eyes when ۗommuniۗating so
that the husbands respond well to what the participants say.
The way to communicate with the husbands is also adjusted
to the character of the husbands who are difficult to take
seriously and often jokes, so participants tend to shout at
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their husbands often before speaking seriously with their
husbands.
One of the causes of misunderstanding between husband
and wife is due to poor communication such as the way the
husband communicates or vice versa. Every couple has their
own way or strategy in communicating. Communication is
sometimes blocked because the intensity of meetings
between wife and husband is rare so that both parties are
expected to maintain good communication and interaction
[10].
One of the communication failures is the lack of
empathy listening skills. The ability to listen to a couple's
complaints becomes an important aspect in empathy
communication. In young married couples the ability to
hear is not possessed properly. This can be seen from the
frequent pair angry with each other [8].
h. Open communication between participants and
husbands
Participants said that communication made to husbands
was open. Participants always tell stories, discuss, and ask
anything to their husbands. Suraji [18] said that the family
is a place for shelter, complaining, complaining, and even
revealing the secrets that are owned, therefore it requires an
open attitude of mutual trust, mutual reminder, and mutual
forgiveness from each family member both husband, wife,
and children.
In deliberation, the head of the family considers the
opinions expressed by his wife and other family members
and gives the wife an opportunity to express her opinion.
The wife can also act as a partner or a pleasant partner to be
invited to discuss about various kinds of problems both big
and light things [7].
i. The way participants get closer to their parents-in-law
Every married individual automatically gets a new
family group. They are family members of couples of
different ages, ranging from babies to grandparents and
sometimes with different backgrounds, different
educational levels, different cultures and social
backgrounds. Getting married means that someone will also
often adapt to parents of a partner [13].
The way participants get closer to participants is to
consider parents of husbands as their own parents so that
participants feel comfortable and can be themselves when
with their parents-in-law. Participants also said that they
still need to maintain a good attitude when communicating
or approaching in-laws. The role of the husband is also
needed as an intermediary between participants and in-laws
if there are things that are not liked by participants from
their in-laws so that they do not directly offend their
parents-in-law. Daughter-in-law will greet her in-laws as
her own biological parents and dare to express what she
feels to her parents-in-law because she is able to manage the
environment according to her personal needs. For example,
by assuming that your mother-in-law, like your own
mother, can bring emotional closeness, so that you can feel
mutual understanding between your mother-in-law and
daughter-in-law [15].
J. Participation of participants in activities in the
neighborhood
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From this study it was found that not all participants
were active in participating in the activities of the local
community or special activities of mothers in the
neighborhood around the residence. The reason for the
participants was because the participants were still in
college so they did not take part in the activities around the
neighborhood. Participants also still feel new in the new
place of residence so they are still not invited directly by the
community to participate in community activities around
the house. Iklima [6] that in addition to women being
responsible for carrying out roles in the home as wives and
mothers, married women should have a role for
responsiveness and response to the community in the
surrounding neighborhood.
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Abstract—Low quality control in concrete work often causes
a decrease in the quality of compressive strength. The effect of
that, the function of the structure was not achieved as planned.
There have been many studies aimed at increasing the strength
of structures using CFRP, GFRP, Steel plates, steel wires, etc.
This paper presents the results of the behavior of concrete slabs
with cold formed steel as strengthening. Cold formed steel that
easily obtained, has a high tensile strength and low prices was the
ideal option for strengthening materials, particularly in flexural
structures. The specimen test that has been made was the normal
concrete slab (NS) and concrete slab with additional channel
shape cold formed steel (SS). The test results showed an increase
in stiffness and peak load on the SS specimen. On the other hand,
there was no significant difference load when the first crack on
the SS or NS specimens. The crack pattern that occurs in NS and
SS was not much different and was still a flexural crack
categories, and this was as expected that the addition of cold
formed steel area considering the slab structure will not shear
failure.
Keywords- Channel shape; cold formed steel; flexural strength;
strengthening

I.
INTRODUCTION
One reason for the low quality of concrete has been caused
by the low quality of supervisors. This causes the function of
the concrete structure that has been constructed will not meet
the requirements as planned. For example, the floor slab
originally planned as a library could not be realized because
the concrete slab test results were much lower than they should
be. So it is necessary to do special treatment on the slab, one of
them is by strengthening. The strengthening of flexural
structure that has been studied is using CFRP, and the result
showed that the slab with CFRP sheets occur enhances the
capacity, ductility and toughness (Fathelbab, 2014). The other
materials have also been used for strengthened was GFRP that
also showed better result for strength and stiffness compared
to normal slab (Ali, 2016 and Tank, 2017).
Beside the materials that are already popularly used as
strengthening, there are also other materials that can be utilized
such as the addition of steel reinforcement or steel wires as has
been studied by Hartono (2010) and Puluhulawa (2015).
After studying the research carried out using cold formed
steel for flexural structure and providing the effective results
for bending structures (Tan, 2015). This was interesting to use
cold formed steel for strengthened material on the slab
concrete. Cold formed steel that known as light steel has been
high tension of strength, available in the market and easier to
application in the existing concrete slab. It is expected that with
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the use of cold formed steel, strengthening structural elements
are not expensive and not hard to do because can be application
by workers in general.
The specimens that has been made are a normal concrete
slab (NS) and a strengthening concrete slab with the addition
of channel shape cold formed steel (SS). Analysis of slab
reinforcement and the addition of cold formed steel as
strengthening have considered that the slab will not shear
failure. The theoretical analysis uses the Response2000
software and compares with the experimental laboratory that
used one point static load in the middle span of the slab.
Furthermore, to avoid shears failure in the web of cold formed
steel, the number of dinabolt installed has considered the
amount of shear force.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The strengthening of existing concrete structures to resist
higher design loads, correct strength loss due to deterioration,
correct design or construction deficiencies, or increase
ductility has traditionally been accomplished using
conventional materials and construction techniques, ACI
(2008). The difference with reinforced concrete slab in
general is the addition of tension by cold formed steel (Tcfs) at
the bottom side as in Fig. 1.
0.85f'c
c

Cc

d1
h d2
Ts
Tcfs

Fig. 1. Internal Strain and Stress Distribution for Strengthened Concrete Slab

This paper was comparing experimental test with analytic
calculations stress block, in this case using the Response2000.
Response-2000 is a program that able to calculate the strength
of traditional beams, slabs and columns as well as or better
than existing methods. There is no choice to make a cold
formed steel model on the Response2000, so modeling was
made by adding the area of cold formed steel on the bottom
side of the slab.
The properties of cold formed steel and dynabolt refer to
the test data of PT. NS BlueScope Lysaght Indonesia (2017).
As for the data are:
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a.

METHODOLOGY

A. Material
The materials that have been used generally are projects on
Bengkalis Island such as fine and coarse aggregate from
Tanjung Balai Karimun. The results of the test properties are
in the following Table I and Table II.
No
1
2
3
4
5

TABLE I. TEST OF FINE AGGREGATE
Test
Result
Zone
II
Water content
5.93%
Bulk specific gravity on SSD Basic
2.585
Water absorption
1.14%
Fineness Modulus
2.384

No
1
2
3
4
5

TABLE II. TEST OF COARSE AGGREGATE
Test
Result
Grading
Max. 20 mm
Water content
0.32%
Bulk specific gravity on SSD Basic
2.55
Water absorption
0.65%
Fineness Modulus
6.67

The longitudinal reinforcement that has been used was the
10 mm of diameter that has the Indonesia standard. Tensile
test results as shown in the Table III.
TABLE III. TENSILE TEST OF STEEL Ø10 MM
Max. Load
Yield Load
fu
(N)
(N)
(MPa)
Steel 1
42928.74
28871.82
546.58
Steel 2
43172.35
29283.31
549.68
Average

Sample

fy
(MPa)
367.60
372.84
370.22

The strengthened slab has used cold formed steel C shape
with a shear connector of dynabolt. The properties data of
material has been described previously.

Fig. 2. Cold formed steel C75.65 and Dynabolt
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TABLE IV. MIX DESIGN COMPOSITION, K225
Fine
Coarse
Water
Portland composite
Aggregate
Aggregate
3
3
(kg/m )
cement (kg/m )
(kg/m3)
(kg/m3)
215
371
698
1047
Source: Permen PUPR28-2016

B. Specimens
In this study two kinds of slab concrete specimens were
made with dimensions of 1500 mm length, 450 mm width and
100 mm thickness. In addition, cylindrical specimens have also
been made to determine the compressive strength of concrete.
Detail of area reinforcement, strengthened and the result of
compressive strength as shown in Table V and Fig. 3.

Specimen

TABLE V. DETAIL OF SPECIMENS
Added area
of
Longitudinal
Dynabolt
Strengthened
bars (mm2)
(pcs)
(mm2)

fc
(MPa)

NS

392.69

non

non

17.47

SS

392.69

100.36

8

17.47

Fig. 3. Normal and Strengthened Slab

C. Set-up test
Set-up of the test object with one point load in the middle
of the span as shown in Fig. 4.
Manometer

Load

transverse
bar Ø8
dial

50

cold formed steel C
shape

50

1400 mm

5Ø10
450

100

III.

Furthermore, the composition of the concrete mixture
refers to the existing regulations with the results in Table IV.

100

Cold formed steel mechanical properties
• Minimum yield strength
: 550 MPa
• Modulus of Elasticity : 2.1 x 105 MPa
• Shear Modulus
: 8 x 104 MPa
b. Protective coating
• Aluminium (Al)
: 55%
• Seng (Zinc)
: 43.5%
• Silicon (Si)
: 1.5%
• coating thickness
: 100 gr/m2
c. Anchor bolt/ Dynabolt (Diameter 12 mm)
• Shear
: 5.2 kN
• Tensile
: 2.0 kN

longitudinal
450
bar Ø10
cold formed steel
C shape

hydraulic
jack

Fig. 4. Detail of slab and Set-up of test
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IV.

Fig. 5. Load-deflection experimental and theoretical

RESULT AND ANALYSIS

The experimental result of the normal slab (NS) and
strengthened slab (SS) are presented in Table VI. The
strengthened slab has been increase the load and stiffness
compared to normal Slab with 15.38% and 6.05% respectively
at peak load conditions. This was the same as the study using
CFRP and GFRP which showed an increase in maximum load
on strengthened specimens compared to normal slab (Rehman,
2018). Moreover, increased stiffness has also occurred in the
slabs using strengthened using carbon fiber laminates and steel
plates (Zheng, 2019).

The difference of crack patterns between Response2000
models and laboratory tests has shown in Fig. 6. If viewed in
number, the SS crack pattern was more than the NS, and its
position was also closer to the support. This has also happened
to modeling and experimental. However, the whole test
specimen shows a flexural crack pattern as planned to not shear
failure. This result was effective compared to slab strengthened
using steel wires that debonding failure (Puluhulawa, 2015).

TABLE VI. SUMMARY OF SPECIMENS TEST RESULT
Peak
Deflection in
Stiffness
Failure
load
mid-span (mm) (kN/mm)
mode
(kN)
Flexural
NS
32.5
10.35
3.14
cracks
Flexural
SS
37.5
11.27
3.33
cracks

Slab
Specimen

Further, the result of comparison between the experiments
and the theoretical analysis of all specimens are shown in Table
VII and Fig. 5. Since the start of loading test, there was no
significant difference between NS and SS, but when the load
was above 20 kN, SS specimen was still able to accept the
greater load up to peak loads.
On the other hand, a comparison of laboratory tests and
theoretical results shows that the normal slab (NS) has a greater
load difference of 12.06% for theoretical loads. But for SS it
has a smaller difference of 10.71% of the theoretical load. This
can be caused by the modeling of cold formed steel that cannot
be perfect in the Response2000 but only models the addition
of area on the bottom side of the slab. Overall, the theoretical
stiffness was greater than laboratory tests, both on NS and SS.

TABLE VII. MOMENT COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL
AND ANALYTIC
Moment
Predicted
Peak
capacity, Predicted
moment,
load
Mu
load (kN)
MR
Slab
(kN)
Mu/MR
(kNm)
(kNm)
Specimen
Analytic by
Experimental
Response2000
1.12
NS
32.5
11.38
29
10.15
SS

37.5

13.13

42

14.70

0.89

Fig. 6. Crack pattern (half of span)

V.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

From the test results it has been concluded that the addition
of cold formed steel was easily carried out by work in general
because it only attaches cold formed steel to the bottom side
of the slab and put the dynabolts as a shear connector.
Moreover, the addition of 0.65 mm thick C75 cold formed
steel on the bottom side of the slab has been able to increase
the flexural strength and stiffness of the slabs. For further
research, it is necessary to add a larger area of cold formed
steel and keep in mind that the specimens will fail flexural and
then make a variety of shear connectors and also use software
that can be better in the modeling.
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Abstract— Most of Surabaya area is lowland, which is
80.72% with an altitude between 3-8 meter above sea level, with
a slope of less than 3%. Therefore, the city drainage system
requires pump station operations to drain rainwater. One of the
factors that can hinder the performance of pump stations in flood
management is the damage to the drainage pump unit. This
study has succeeded in finding motor damage as the type of
dominant damage at drainage pump in Surabaya. The analysis
of the types of dominant damage using the Analytical Hierarchy
Process (AHP) by determining the type of dominant damage as
the objective in the first level hierarchy, the dominant damage
criteria are at the second level, and the types of damage are at
the third level as an alternative decision. The types of damage are
obtained by processing historical-data of pump damage in 2017
to 2018, while the criteria for determining the dominant kind of
damage and the assessment in the AHP analysis are obtained
from interviews and questionnaire with experts from the
Surabaya city government and pump companies. The results of
this study can be used to find the dominant causes of damage and
forms of mitigation.
Keywords— AHP, Dominant Damage Type, Drainage, MultiCriteria Decision, Pump Station

I.

INTRODUCTION

Surabaya as one of the big cities in Indonesia is located on
lowland area, which is 80.72% with an altitude between 3-8
meter above sea level with a slope of less than 3% (BPSStatistic of Surabaya Municipality, 2018). Surabaya has a high
population density and narrow open space that can be used for
water absorption. All conditions above are the basis for the
need for a decent and effective city drainage system and
supported by proper drainage facilities and infrastructure such
as pump station as a form of anticipation of the flood hazards
in the city of Surabaya when the rainy season arrives. The role
of the pump station is very strategic for flood prevention in the
Surabaya City drainage system. Pump station performance will
significantly affect the performance of the overall drainage
system in its efforts for flood management. This effort requires
that the pump station and all the facilities inside can optimally
operate whenever needed, especially in the rainy season.
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One of the factors that can hinder pump station
performance is the damage to the drainage pump unit. The
damage can reduce the workflow of the pump station as a
whole in flowing water in the channel so that the pump station's
performance decreases, this will be very detrimental and can
cause inundation or overflow on the channel. Especially if
there is very high rainfall and the water level condition on the
channel at the side of the pump inlet is high, while it is not
possible to drain water gravitationally due to the low channel
slope or the tide of sea water. Efforts to minimize the
occurrence of damage can be made by mitigating the factors
that cause damage. By finding the dominant type of damage
with various criteria, it is expected that the mitigation efforts
carried out can be targeted and have a significant influence in
reducing the incidence of damage to the drainage pump.
From the explanation above, study or research to identify
the types of dominant damage that occur in the drainage pump
at the Surabaya pump station is necessary to be conducted. This
study will show how multi-criteria decision analysis can be
used to solve problems related to efforts to reduce the damage
incidence of drainage pump damage. The results of the study
can be used as a basis for determining preventive policies for
local government in reducing the rate of damage to the
drainage pump.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Drainage Pump
A pump is a device that emits energy to raise, transport, or
compress liquids (Encyclopedia Britannica). According to Fox
and McDonald (1994), machines that add energy to the fluid
by doing business/work on it are called pumps if the flow is
liquid or slurry, and the fan, blower, or compressor, depending
on the increase in pressure for gas or steam. The fan usually
has a small pressure increase (less than 1 inch of water) and the
blower has a moderate pressure (maybe 1 inch of mercury);
pumps and compressors have very high rising pressure.
Industrial system flow operates at pressures up to 150.000 psi
(104 atmospheres). The type of pump commonly used in
drainage systems is a type of centrifugal pump. The following
are the fundamental components that are generally present in
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the centrifugal (electric) pump, added motor, which is
inseparable from the pump system :
1. Motor
2. Chasing
3. Impeller
4. An assembly of mechanical components that makes it
possible for the impeller to be rotated within the pump
casing (shaft and bearing)
Some study related to damage to the drainage pump had
been done by some researcher. Korving et al. studied the
statistical modeling of the serviceability of the sewage pump
(Korving, 2006). Tulleken has Identified and categorized
problems that occur at sewage pump stations on his thesis
(Tulleken, 2012).
B. Surabaya Pump Stations
Pump stations are one of the drainage facilities,
complementary buildings, which are buildings that help
regulate and control rainwater flow systems to be safe and
smoothly pass through the canal. Inside the pump station there
are several components/ supporting devices; submersible
pump type flood pump, sludge pump type mud pump,
submersible pump type electrical panel, sludge pump type
electrical panel, column pipe and exhaust pipe, generator set,
transformer, incoming and outcoming cubicle, Watergate, bar
screen and pump station building.
To deal with flood problems in the city of Surabaya, the
city government has carried out structuring and upgrading of
urban drainage systems that refer to the Surabaya City
Drainage Master Plan of 2000. In the Drainage Master Plan,
the Surabaya City drainage system is divided into 5 (five)
areas, Genteng, Gubeng, Jambangan, Wiyung, and Tandes.
The total area was approximately 36396.46 Ha.
Based on the history of the development of urban drainage
in Surabaya, some of the channels that were previously
designed for the provision of irrigation are now switching
functions as drainage channels along with the rapid growth of
the built area. In the transition of irrigation channel functions
into drainage channels, it requires a lot of repairs and
excavations at lower elevations. The principle of construction
of the drainage channel is different from the principle of
irrigation channel construction, which generally narrows
downstream. The efforts that have been made by the Surabaya
City Government are to turn irrigation canals into drainage
channels and to place pump stations on these channels. Until
now, Surabaya City has 54 pump stations spread throughout
the city. These pump stations are used to help drain rainwater,
which cannot flow smoothly due to the low slope of the
channel. Meanwhile, to protect low-lying coastal areas during
the highest tides and prevent back water from occurring, dams
and sea gates are built on the primary canal.
C. Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis
The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) was developed first
by Saaty (1980). Since then, some related study about the
application of multi-criteria decision using the Analytic
Hierarchy Process (AHP) had been done by some researcher.
Saaty in 2008 introduced the decision making with the analytic
hierarchy process (Saaty, 2008). Maletic et al. studied the
application of the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) for the
evaluation/ selection of maintenance policy (Maletic, 2014).
Yudiono studied the implementation of the analytic hierarchy
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process (AHP) to analyze the selection of primary electrical
power resources for pump station (Yudiono, 2018).
Aminbakhsh et al. studied risk assessment using the analytic
hierarchy process (AHP) during the planning and budgeting of
construction projects (Aminbakhsh, 2013). Andriani et al.
determined the most frequent (dominant) land subsidence
impact using the analytic hierarchy process ( AHP ) (Andriani,
2018).
III.

METHODOLOGY

This study began with the identification of the type of
damage to the drainage pump and continued with determining
the criteria for determining the kind of dominant damage in the
drainage pump. The multi-criteria analysis of the types of
dominant damage will use the Analytical Hierarchy Process
(AHP) by determining the type of dominant damage at
drainage pump as the objective in the first level hierarchy, the
dominant damage criteria are at the second level, and the types
of damage are at the third level as an alternative decision.
A. Damage Type Identification
The types of damage are obtained by processing and
grouping historical data of pump damage at Surabaya Public
Works Agency.
B. Determining the Criteria
The criteria for determining the dominant type of damage
are obtained through literature study and interviews with
experts from the Surabaya city government and pump
companies.
C. Analytical Hierarchy Process
According to Saaty (2008), decisions involve intangibles
that need to be traded off. To do that, they have to be measured
alongside tangibles whose measurements must be evaluated
too, how well they serve the objectives of the decision maker.
AHP is a method for solving unstructured and complicated
problems that may have correlations and interactions among
different objectives and goals. The Analytic Hierarchy Process
(AHP) is a theory of measurement through pairwise
comparisons and relies on the judgments of experts to obtains
priority scales. To make a decision systematically and to
generate priorities, we need to decompose the decision into the
following steps.
1. Define the problem and the kind of knowledge sought.
2. Structure the decision hierarchy from the top level, the
decision goal, then the objectives from a broad perspective,
through the intermediate levels (criteria on which
subsequent elements depend) to the lowest level (which
usually is a set of the decision alternatives).
3. Construct a set of pairwise comparison matrices. Each
element in an upper level is used to compare the elements
in the level immediately below concerning it.
4. Use the priorities achieved from the comparisons to weigh
the priorities in the level immediately below. Do this for
every element. Then for each component in the level below
add its weighed values and obtain its overall priority.
Continue these actions of weighing and adding until the
final priorities of the alternatives in the bottom-most level
are achieved.
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To make comparisons, we need a scale of numbers that
indicates how many times more important or dominant one
element is over another element with respect to the criterion or
property with respect to which they are compared.
Saaty (1980) has shown that to maintain reasonable
consistency when deriving priorities from paired comparisons,
the number of factors being considered must be less or equal
to nine. AHP allows inconsistency but provides a measure of
the inconsistency in each set of judgments. The consistency of
the judgmental matrix can be determined by a measure called
the consistency ratio (CR), defined as:
=

�

Where CI is called the consistency index, and RI is the
Random Index. Furthermore, Saaty (1980, 2000) provided the
average consistencies (RI values) of randomly generated
matrices (table 2). CI for a matrix of order n is defined as:
(2)

−

TABLE I. THE FUNDAMENTAL SCALE OF ABSOLUTE NUMBERS
(Saaty 1980)
Intensity of
Definition
Importance
1
Equal
Importance
2
Weak or slight
3
Moderate
importance
4
Moderate plus
5
Strong
importance
6
Strong plus
7
Very strong or
demonstrated
importance
8
Very,
very
strong
9
Extreme
importance

1.1–1.9

Explanation

noticeable, yet they can still
indicate
the relative importance of the
events.
TABLE II. THE AVERAGE CONSISTENCIES OF RANDOM
MATRICES (RI VALUES) (Saaty 1980)
Size
RI

1
0.00

2
0.00

3
0.52

4
0.89

5
1.11

6
1.25

7
1.35

8
1.40

9
1.45

10
1.49

Explanation

RESULT AND ANALYSIS

A. Damage Type
Based on historical data on damage to the drainage pump
at the Surabaya pumping house, various damages can be
grouped into types of damage based on the grouping of the
drainage pump parts added electrical panel part which is
inseparable from pump system on pump station, as follows:
TABLE III. DAMAGE TYPE CLASSIFICATION AND GROUPING
Damage on Drainage Pump

Two activities contribute equally to the
objective
Experience and judgment slightly favor
one activity over another
Experience and judgment strongly favor
one activity over another
An activity is favored very strongly over
another; its dominance showed in
practice

The evidence favoring one activity over
another
is of the highest possible order of
affirmation
If activity i has A reasonable assumption
one of the
above non-zero
numbers
assigned to it
when
compared with
activity j,
then j has the
reciprocal
value
when
compared
with i

If
the
activities are
very
close

Pairwise comparison analysis used an expert choice
application to simplify the pairwise comparison matrix
calculation. The assessment in the AHP analysis is obtained
from interviews and questionnaire with experts from the
Surabaya city government and pump companies.
IV.

� max −

In general, a consistency ratio of 0.1 or less is considered
acceptable; this threshold is 0.08 for matrices of size four and
1.11 for matrices of size five.

Reciprocals
of above

Definition

(1)

��

=

Intensity of
Importance

May be difficult to assign the
best value but
when compared with other
contrasting activities
the size of the small numbers
would not be too
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Damp motor coil
Burnt motor coil
Cable band leaked out
Wear out cover section
Cracked cover section
Cracked Impeller
Disposition impeller blade
Wear out the shaft-impeller spindle
Eroded impeller blade
Bearing position is not center
Bearing tolerance is too loose
Fracture shaft
Wear out shaft
Defective sensor
Snaped censor cable
Wear out the mechanical seal
Fracture mechanical seal
Seal leakage
Panel part damage due to foreign
object interfference

Damage Type Grouping

Motor damage

Chasing damage

Impeller damage

Shaft and bearing damage

Panel part damage due to overload
Panel part damage due to exceeding
the part lifetime
Electrical panel damage
Busted cable
Cable shoe corrosion
Defective shift starter card
Burn out contactor
Breaker damage
Source: Author-data compilation (2017-2018)
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B. Criteria for Determining The Dominant Type of Damage
The literature studies and interviews with the experts from
the Surabaya city government and pump companies result in
us 5 (five) criteria that can determine the dominant level of
each damage type, as follows :
a) Repair cost
The budget is the primary variable in determining
operational and maintenance policies at the Surabaya City
Public Works Agency. In terms of the cost of repairs, from the
types of damage mentioned above, there is a type of damage
that stands out or is considered more dominant because it
requires relatively high maintenance and some are considered
not because the cost of repairs needed is relatively low.
Therefore, the cost of repairs can be used as a criterion to
determine the type of damage that is dominant.
b) Frequency of damage
In a year, damage to the drainage pump can reach more
than 100 damage incidents. Several types of damage are
prominent or dominant because of the frequency of
occurrence is relatively high, and there are also types of
damage that are rare. Therefore, the frequency of damage can
be used as a criterion to determine the kind of damage that is
dominant.
c) The time length of repair
From the types of damage above, there is a type of damage
that requires a long handling time related to the supply of
spare parts and techniques or methods of repair, and there is a
type of damage that only requires a short time to handle. Based
on the handling period, a kind of damage can also be said to
be more dominant than others because of the more prolonged
handling. Therefore, the time length of repair or the period of
handling can be used as a criterion to determine the type of
damage that is dominant.
d) Complexity
The level of complexity of handling damage to the
drainage pump varies according to the part that is damaged.
Damage sometimes requires special handling to require an
overhaul, while other types of damage are only enough to
replace the damaged section with new parts without having to
lift the drainage pump (such as damage to the breaker on the
panel). Based on the complexity or level of complexity,
damage can be said to be more dominant than others because
it feels the level of complexity is higher because it requires
particular spare parts, specific repair methods that have a high
degree of difficulty and require experts to process it.
e) Impact on the system
Each type of damage has a different impact on the pump
system as a whole. Certain types of damage, besides being
able to cause the pump as a whole to stop operating, can also
cause damage to the other parts of the pump. Meanwhile, the
different types of damage, the damage is local, meaning it has
no effect and causes damage to other parts and the pump
system as a whole can work even if there is a decrease in
performance.
C. AHP Analysis and Result
1) Decision Hierarchy
The structure of the decision hierarchy can be described as
follows :
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Fig. 1. Decision hierarchy of dominant damage type of drainage pump.

The assessment was carried out by 5 (five) experts from
Surabaya Public Works Agency as asset managers and pump
companies, with each expert having more than 8 (eight) years
experience in drainage pump and system at Surabaya.
2) Criteria Weighing Result
TABLE IV. PAIRWISE COMPARISON CONSOLIDATED MATRIX OF
THE MAIN CRITERIA WITH RESPECT TO THE GOAL
Repair
cost

Frequency
of damage

Time
length
of
repair

Complexity

Impact
on the
system

1.000

0.889

0.245

0.344

0.257

1.125

1.000

0.344

1.933

0.295

4.076

2.909

1.000

3.680

1.000

Complexity

2.909

0.517

0.272

1.000

0.576

Impact on
the system

3.898

3.393

1.000

1.736

1.000

Repair cost
Frequency
of damage
Time length
of repair

TABLE V. NORMALIZATION MATRIX OF THE MAIN CRITERIA
Repair Frequency Time Complexity Impact
cost of damage length
on the
of
system
repair
Repair cost 0.077

0.102

0.086

0.040

0.082

0.115

0.120

0.222

0.094

0.334

0.350

0.423

0.320

Complexity 0.224

0.059

0.095

0.115

0.184

Impact on
0.300
the system

0.390

0.350

0.200

0.320

Frequency
0.086
of damage
Time length
0.313
of repair

Priorities

0.077
0.130
0.350
0.133
0.310

The weight rating for all covering criteria is given in Fig.
2. From the ratings as given in Fig. 2, with the inconsistency as
expeۗted (under 10 perۗent), the first two ۗriteria’s priorities
(time length of repair and impact on the system) are very close
on top, with the weight above 30 percent. Meanwhile, the
others have low weight, under 15 perۗent, espeۗially “repair
ۗost” ۗriteria that under 10 perۗent. The weight of this ۗriterion
will affect the decision making of the dominant level of the
type of damage to the drainage pump.
3) Dominant Damage Type Assessment Result
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TABLE VI. PAIRWISE COMPARISON MATRIX OF THE DAMAGE
TYPE WITH RESPECT TO THE REPAIR COST
Motor

Chasing

Impeller

Shaft
bearing

Panel

Motor

1.000

1.635

2.627

3.680

4.360

TABLE X. PAIRWISE COMPARISON MATRIX OF THE DAMAGE
TYPE WITH RESPECT TO THE TIME LENGTH OF REPAIR
Motor

Chasing

Impeller

Shaft
bearing

Panel

Chasing

0.612

1.000

0.517

0.889

2.371

Motor

1.000

1.528

0.654

1.246

1.246

Impeller

0.381

1.933

1.000

3.936

1.528

Chasing

0.654

1.000

0.573

0.985

2.809

Shaft
bearing

0.272

1.125

0.254

1.000

0.803

Impeller

1.528

1.745

1.000

1.380

2.809

1.000

Shaft
Bearing

0.803

1.016

0.725

1.000

1.693

Panel

0.803

0.356

0.356

0.591

1.000

Panel

0.229

0.422

0.654

1.246

TABLE VII. NORMALIZATION MATRIX OF THE DAMAGE TYPE
WITH RESPECT TO THE REPAIR COST
Motor Chasing

Impeller

Shaft
bearing

Panel

Priorities

Motor

Chasing

Impeller

Shaft
bearing

Panel

Priorities

Motor

0.209

0.271

0.198

0.240

0.130

0.210

0.237

Chasing

0.137

0.177

0.173

0.189

0.294

0.195

0.101

Impeller

0.319

0.309

0.302

0.265

0.294

0.298

0.102

Shaft
bearing

0.168

0.180

0.219

0.192

0.177

0.187

Panel

0.168

0.063

0.108

0.114

0.105

0.110

Motor

0.401

0.267

0.520

0.342

0.433

0.397

Chasing

0.245

0.164

0.102

0.083

0.236

0.163

Impeller

0.153

0.316

0.198

0.366

0.152

Shaft
Bearing

0.109

Panel

0.092

0.184

0.050

0.069

0.093

0.130

0.116

0.080
0.099

With respect to repair costs, damage to the motor gets the
highest rating with a value of 39.7 percent, followed by
damage to impellers, chassis, electrical panels, and shafts and
bearings.
TABLE VIII. PAIRWISE COMPARISON MATRIX OF THE
DAMAGE TYPE WITH RESPECT TO THE FREQUENCY OF DAMAGE

Motor

TABLE XI. NORMALIZATION MATRIX OF THE DAMAGE TYPE
WITH RESPECT TO THE TIME LENGTH OF REPAIR

Motor

Chasing

Impeller

Shaft
bearing

Panel

1.000

6.119

2.627

1.246

0.222

With respect to the time length of repair, damage to the
impeller gets the highest rating with a value of 29.8 percent,
followed by damage to motors, chassis, shafts, and bearings,
and electrical panels.
TABLE XII. PAIRWISE COMPARISON MATRIX OF THE DAMAGE
TYPE WITH RESPECT TO COMPLEXITY
Motor

Chasing

Impeller

Shaft
bearing

Panel

Motor

1.000

4.514

1.380

3.680

1.380

Chasing

0.163

1.000

0.301

0.245

0.187

Chasing

0.222

1.000

0.301

0.272

0.422

Impeller

0.381

3.323

1.000

0.725

0.321

Impeller

0.725

3.323

1.000

0.301

0.725

0.207

Shaft
bearing

0.272

3.680

3.323

1.000

0.803

1.000

Panel

0.725

2.371

1.380

1.246

1.000

Shaft
Bearing
Panel

0.803
4.514

4.076
5.348

1.380

1.000

3.112

4.829

TABLE IX. NORMALIZATION MATRIX OF THE DAMAGE TYPE
WITH RESPECT TO THE FREQUENCY OF DAMAGE

Motor
Chasing
Impeller
Shaft
Bearing
Panel

Motor

Chasing

Impeller

Shaft
bearing

Panel

Priorities

Motor

0.340

0.303

0.187

0.566

0.319

0.359

0.045

Chasing

0.075

0.067

0.041

0.042

0.097

0.061

0.113

Impeller

0.246

0.223

0.135

0.046

0.167

0.153

0.140

Shaft
bearing

0.092

0.247

0.450

0.154

0.185

0.224

0.502

Panel

0.246

0.159

0.187

0.192

0.231

0.202

Motor

Chasing

Impeller

Shaft
bearing

Panel

Priorities

0.146

0.308

0.312

0.155

0.114

0.199

0.024
0.055
0.117
0.658

0.050
0.167
0.205
0.269

0.036
0.119
0.164
0.370

0.030
0.090
0.124
0.600

0.097
0.166
0.107
0.516

TABLE XIII. NORMALIZATION MATRIX OF THE DAMAGE TYPE
WITH RESPECT TO COMPLEXITY

With respect to the frequency of damage, damage to the
electrical panel gets the highest rating with a value of 50.2
percent, followed by damage to motors, shafts and bearings,
impellers, and chassis.
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With respect to complexity, damage to the motor gets the
highest rating with a value of 35.9 percent, followed by
damage to shafts and bearings, electrical panels, impellers, and
chassis.
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TABLE XIV. PAIRWISE COMPARISON MATRIX OF THE DAMAGE
TYPE WITH RESPECT TO IMPACT ON THE SYSTEM
Motor

Chasing

Impeller

Shaft
bearing

Panel

Motor

1.000

4.829

2.048

3.323

0.392

Chasing

0.207

1.000

0.232

0.272

0.222

Impeller

0.488

4.317

1.000

2.048

0.461

Shaft
bearing

0.301

3.680

0.488

1.000

0.297

Panel

2.551

4.514

2.169

3.366

1.000

TABLE XV. NORMALIZATION MATRIX OF THE DAMAGE TYPE
WITH RESPECT TO IMPACT ON THE SYSTEM
Motor

Chasing

Impeller

Shaft
bearing

Panel

Priorities

Motor

0.220

0.263

0.345

0.332

0.165

0.267

Chasing

0.046

0.055

0.039

0.027

0.093

0.050

Impeller

0.107

0.235

0.168

0.205

0.194

0.178

Shaft
bearing

0.066

0.201

0.082

0.100

0.125

0.111

Panel

0.561

0.246

0.365

0.336

0.422

0.393

With respect to impact on the system, damage to the
electrical panel gets the highest rating with a value of 39.3
percent, followed by damage to motors, impellers, shafts and
bearings, and chassis.
TABLE XVI. SYNTHESIZING TO OBTAIN THE FINAL RESULTS
Repair Frequency
cost of damage

Motor

0.077
0.397

0.130
0.199

Time Complexity
length
repair
0.350
0.133
0.210
0.359

Impact
on the
system
0.310
0.267

Overall
Priority
0.258

Chasing

0.163

0.045

0.195

0.061

0.050

0.120

Impeller

0.237

0.113

0.298

0.153

0.178

0.224

Shaft
bearing

0.101

0.140

0.187

0.224

0.111

0.160

Panel

0.102

0.502

0.110

0.202

0.393

0.239

Fig. 2. Dominant damage type assessment result sorted by priority and
inconsistency test.

The assessment of the dominant damage type on drainage
pump is made with taking into consideration 5 (five) criteria
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(time length of repair, impact on the system, complexity,
frequency of damage, and repair cost), which had been carried
out before. With the ratings of 25.8; 23.9; and 22.4 percent, and
overall inconsistency under 10 percent (6 %), three types of
damage (motor, electrical panel, and impeller) come close to
the top result as the dominant damage type that occurs on the
Surabaya drainage pump (Fig. 2). Impeller damage gets a
dominant rating on the “time length of repair” ۗriteria,
followed by motor damage (Table XI). Meanwhile, the
electricity panel damage gets a dominant rating on the “impaۗt
on the system” ۗriteria, followed ۖy motor damage (Table XV),
and “frequenۗy of damage ۗriteria” (Table IX). Motor damage
gets the dominant rating on “repair ۗost” and “ۗomplexity”
which are criteria with low weight (Table VII and XIII), but
motor damage ratings are quite high on other criteria.
D. Conclusion and Recommendation
Based on the results of calculations using the AHP
method, which includes the criteria of repair costs, the
frequency of damage, length of repairs, complexity, and
impact on the system, motor damage is the dominant type of
damage that occurs in the drainage pump at the Surabaya
pump station. The analysis above places damage to the motor
with a rating of 25.8 percent in the first place, followed by
electrical panels (23.9 percent) and impellers (22.4 percent).
Motor damage is the most dominant damage in terms of
complexity and cost of repairs, it is second on the other
criteria, and generally the most dominant for all criteria
combined.
From these results, due to the proximity of the rating
between the three types of damage, the form of mitigation
factors that cause pump damage should focus on that three
types of damage to get maximum results on every criterion.
To further focus the mitigation of the risk of damage to the
drainage pump, further research is needed to obtain the
dominant factor that causes damage to the drainage pump
which will be the target of mitigation. The dominant factor
that causes damage to the drainage pump can be produced by
analyzing three types of damage that get high ratings in the
above research. For comparison, similar research can be
carried out with different methods.
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Selection of the type of foundation should be taken accurately
because the strength of the foundation as a support for the upper
structure greatly influences the strength of building. Wherefore,
analysis of foundation carrying capacity and settlement are
indispensable. This research aims to determine bearing capacity by
applying various methods and the value of settlement that occurs
due to loading from upper structures.This research utilizes method,
such as Skempton Method, Cooke dan Whitaker Method,
Meyerhoff Method, Alpha Method, Lambdha Method and Betha
Method. It is also employes Finite Element Method, namely
Software Plaxis 2D V.8.6 as calculation and modelling tools, final
results of the analysis could be compared with empirical and nonempirical methods. The object of this research is Lemah Abang
Bridge that located in Sleman Regency and Gunungkidul Regency
frontier, Yogyakarta Province, with Well Foundation or Caisson
foundation as the lower structure. The results show that the
bearing capacity (Qu) meets the requirements. According to the
results, minimum value of Qu are obtained by using Meyerhoff
Method and Betha Method. Furthermore, the value of settlement
with empirical method is 2,5075 cm and the settlement with
Software Plaxis 2D is 4,62 cm. Based on the results, further
analysis are needed by using another empirical methods or other
softwares, to get various results.
Keywords— Caisson foundation, Bearing Capacity, Plaxis 2D
V.8.6.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Based on the sections, bridges consist three section
superstructures, substructures and foundation. Superstructures
or upperstructures receive dead load and live load.
Substructures carry all the upperstructural loads and other
loads caused by soil pressure, water flow and drift, friction and
collisions on the pedestal and then proceed to the foundation.
Foundations proceed all the bridge load from other sections to
the ground. Foundation planning for bridge is based on several
factors such as the type of soil, the amount of load supported,
the condition of the surrounding area, access to the field and
others. Typically the foundation used in the bridge structure is
a deep foundation.
Based on Pecker (2003) the choice of a design concept for
a bridge foundation is guided by various factors; several of
these factors are indeed of technical origin, like the
environmental conditions in a broad sense, but others non
technical factors may also have a profound impact on the final
design concept. Selection of the type of foundation should be
taken accurately because the strength of the foundation as a
support for the upper structure greatly influences the strength
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of building, especially for areas that prone to earthquake
disasters such as the Special Region of Yogyakarta. This
research aims to determine bearing capacity by applying
various methods and the value of settlement that occurs due to
loading from upper structures. This research utilizes method,
such as Skempton Method, Cooke dan Whitaker Method,
Meyerhoff Method, α Method, Method and β Method. It is
also employes Finite Element Method, namely Software Plaxis
2D V.8.6 as calculation and modelling tools, final results of the
analysis could be compared with empirical and non-empirical
methods. The object of this research is Lemah Abang Bridge
that located in Sleman Regency and Gunungkidul Regency
frontier, Yogyakarta Province, with Well Foundation or
Caisson foundation as the lower structure.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Foundation
According to Sinaga (2014), deep foundation is
substructure of construction that proceed loads from upper
structure to bed rock that relatively far from ground level.
Deep foundations have comparison between depth (Df) and
width (B) is more than ten (Df/B ≥ 10). There are some
aspects from foundation selecting and planning as support
structures (Bowles, 1986), The following conditions are :

1. the pressure at the base of foundation may not exceed the
allowable capacity of land,

2. the depth of foundation should deep enough in order to
prevent soil shrinkage and swelling,

3. structure of foundation should be secure from rolling,
rotation and shear,

4. total settlement and differential settlement should not cause
structural damage,

5. the implementation of the structure should be economical
with the accuracy of the selection of the type, the method
of installation, and the selection of tools can save costs,

6. during the work should not disturbing environment.
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B. Bearing Capacity
The Analysis of bearing capacity of foundation divided
into two types based. There are friction capacity and end
bearing capacity.
1. End Bearing Capacity Based on Laboratory Data
a) Skempton Method (1951)
Ground drilling for foundations usually caused lapse in
clay shear strength. The Bearing capacity (Qb) with
Skempton Method calculated with the Equation 1
below.
Qۖ = .ɑۖ.Nۗ.Cۖ
(1)
According to Skempton (1966), bearing capacity of
end bearing, the value of the supporting capacity factor
Nc = 9.
b) Cooke and Whitaker Method (1966)
End bearing capacity with Cooke and Whitaker
Method (1966) based on the Equation 2 below.
Qs + Qh = Q + Ws + Wh

TABLE VI.
PILE MOVEMENT REQUIRED FOR MAXIMUM END BEARING
/ FRICTION RESISTANCE (WITHAKER AND COOKE, 1966; BEREZANTZEV ET AL., 1961)
End Bearing / Friction
Maximum value of friction (Qs)
The bearing capacity factor is Nc = 9 for caisson with the tip
enlarged clay.
he bearing capacity factor is Nc = 9 for caisson with normal
tip. Bearing capacity ultimit for base caisson with sand or
gravel layer.

c) Meyerhoff Method
End bearing capacity with Meyerhoff Method
calculated with Equation 3 below.
Qp = Ap.qp = Ap.cu.Nc* = 9.Ap.cu
(3)

2. Friction Capacity Based on Laboratory Data
a) Tomlinson Method (α Method)
Friۗtion ۗapaۗity with Tomlinson Method or α Method
calculated with Equation 4 below.
Qs = As.fs
(4)
b) Vijayvergiya & Focht Method ( Method)
Friction capacity with Vijayvergiya & Focht Method
or Method calculated with Equation 5 and Equation
6 below.
n

 ' ave =

A
i =1

L

cu ave =

1

(5)
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A
i =1

1

(6)

L

c) ɒurland Method (β Method)
Friۗtion ۗapaۗity with ɒurland Method ( Method) or
effective strain calculated with Equation 5 below.
(7)
fsave =  . ' v
3. Bearing Capacity Based on Field Data
d) End Bearing Capacity
Based on N – SPT field data, the amount of bearing
capacity calculated with the Equation 8 below.
Qb = Ab . qd
(8)
e) Friction Capacity
Friction capacity with N – SPT field data calculated
with equation 9 below.

P   Li  fi

Qs =

(2)

The observation of Withaker and Cooke (1966) and
Berezanatev et al. (1961) show that maximum bearing
capacity is a function of settlement (S). End bearing
capacity maximum will work on several value of S/B
(S = Settlement, B = Diameter or Width) as seen in
Table I below.

S/B
0,05
0,01 –
0,15
0,2

n

(9)

C. Pile Group Capacity
Pile Group Capacity have greater capacity than single pile
capacity, because pile group have more foundations so the
load could distributed evenly. The efficiency of the pile group
calculated by the Converse - Labarre Method in Equation 10
below.
Eg = 1 – Ѳ
D. Foundation Settlement

−

′ +( ′ −

. ′

)

(10)

According to Hardiyatmo (2002) settlement of caisson
foundation is assumed same as another pile foundation or
shallow foundation. The value of settlement depends on clay
type. The settlement is calculated by Vesic Method in
Equation 11 below.
S

=

D
Q L
+
100 Ap  Ep

(11)

E. Software Plaxis 2D
According to Sukumaran, Et al. (1999), the finite element
techniques employed are verified against available classical
limit solutions. Plaxis 2D is a software that used Finite
Element Method concept to analysis displacement,
deformation and stability of constructions in geotechnical as a
simulation towards soil condition. This application analyze
axisymmetric calculation or plane – strain calculation.
III. METHODOLOGY
This research was done in several steps, there were data
collecting and literature study, data analysis, results and
review, then conclusion and recommendation. Data Collecting
and Literature Study was the beginning step in this research as
the elementary to got research background, purpose, benefits
and research limitation. Datas that used in this research were
Detail Engineering Design (DED), soil properties test result,
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data planning and other datas to planning bridge. The stages of
data analysis are divided into two, first data analysis that used
collected data by empirical methods and finite element method
used Plaxis 2D software.

ignition is 10% of the vertical load, so the results of the
analysis of the lateral bearing capacity due to the
earthquake is 299,192 kN.

The results of the analysis of bearing capacity and
settlement will be reviewed in detail in this step. The output
were dimensions of foundation, amount pile group, value of
bearing capacity and settlement. Datas from results and review
would made conclusion, so the results of analysis understood
easily. Furthermore researchers gave suggestion and input to
facilitate further research, thereby increasing understanding in
analyzing the bearing capacity of the foundation.

D. Foundation Settlement
Analysis of foundation settlement was done to anticipate
the failure of structural damage caused by excessive loads.
The decrease that occurred in this study was 2.5075 cm.

IV.

RESULTS & ANALYSIS

A. Singular Bearing Capacity
The results of end bearing capacity and friction capacity
from several methods as seen on Table II below.
TABLE VII.
N
o
1

END BEARING CAPACITY AND FRICTION CAPACITY

End Bearing Capacity
Method

2

Cooke and
Whitaker
Skempton

3

Meyerhoff

4

N SPT

Qp
(ton)
202,02
6
165,88
6
138,60
0
577,49
9

5

Qp
(kN)
2062,6
89
1693,7
01
1415,1
03
5896,2
61

Friction Capacity
Method
Cooke and
Whitaker
Tomlinson
(α)
Vijayvergiya
& Foۗht ( )
ɒurland (β)
N SPT

Qs
(ton)
61,93
7
161,7
00
162,9
15
154,7
26
1437,
279

Qs
(kN)
632,3
74
1650,
953
1663,
359
1579,
751
14674
,615

E. Analysis with Plaxis 2D Software
Geometry modeling of foundation and pilecap structures
used plate material, then a predetermined node was defined as
15-node. The model used plane strain with a depiction of
illustrated foundations up to a depth of 10 m with a spacing of
0,5. Before modeling with the Plaxis 2D V.8.6 conversion was
needed to the plan foundation in 2 dimensional form. The
conversion was done to find new dimension values from the
foundation in the form of 2 dimensions.
1. Output of the Analysis with Plaxis 2D Software
The result of the Analysis with Plaxis 2D Software could
be seen in Fig. 1 until Fig. 2 below.

According to recapitulation results, Meyerhoff Method and
ɒurland Method (β Method) as the smallest results were used.
The amount of bearing capacity used for planning was
2991,921 kN.
B. Pile Group Capacity
Based on the results, it was found that Group Efficiency
(Eg) was 0,644 with Converse - Labarre Method, The results
of Qg1 was 5983,842 kN and Qg2 was 3855,896 kN. From
those results, the smallest capacity was used for further
foundation planning.
C. Lateral Bearing Capacity
According to Malissa (2009), there is no definitive
equation of seismic forces in earthquake coefficient and the
equation of earthquake load on the pressure of the soil behind
the abutment. Based on Nair's Theory (1969) in the book Pile
Foundation Analysis and Design (1980), earthquake force
loads on the sub structure was calculated by three methods.
There are:
1. for equivalent static, the load lateral loads was assumed
10% of vertical load,
2. for equivalent dynamic loads, the lateral loads was
assumed sinusoidal F (t) = Fo sin wt, and,
3. for bedrock, the lateral load or earthquake acceleration was
assumed zero vertical load.
4. Based on these three methods, this study proposes the first
method in point a, which was by assuming that lateral
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 1. (a) Results of Analysis in Foundation Installation Phase, (b) Results of
Analysis in Pilecap Installation Phase

(a)
(b)
Fig. 2. (a) The results of the analysis on foundation loading phase, (b) Results
of Analysis in Safety Factor phase

2. Settlement
The results of the settlement analysis using Plaxis 2D
Software was 36.76 x 10-3 m or equivalent to 3.676 cm. The
results of the settlement with Plaxis 2D was greater than the
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settlement with the empirical method, and the results of
settlement have met the specified requirements of 7,6 cm as a
requirement for settlement of foundation for the bridge
structure with normal soil conditions.
Actually the settlement was still reasonable, because at the
time of implementation in a relatively long time the foundation
will naturally decrease to find stability.The comparison the
settlements with the Vesic Method and the results of Plaxis 2D
Software analysis served in Fig. 3 below.

Fig. 5. Comparison of Safety Factor with Empirical Methods and Safety Factor
with Plaxis 2D Software

5. Shear and Roll Abutment Stability
The analysis of the rolling and shear stability of the
abutment was carried out to proved the safety of abutment.
Based on the results of the analysis shear stability in the
abutment, the value of the safety factor was 4,314. This value
met requirements for shear forces. The SF value must be
greater than 2 (> 2). So, abutments are safe against shear forces.
Fig. 3. Comparison of Foundation Settlement with Vesic Methods and Plaxis
2D Software

3. Bearing Capacity
This study aimed to determine how the bearing capacity of
the foundation due to earthquake forces occured either in terms
of empirical methods or with finite element methods using
Plaxis 2D Software. The results showed that the bearing
capacity with Plaxis 2D Software method was greater than the
empirical method The comparison of the two bearing
capacities was presented in the form of bar graphs in Fig. 4
below.

The stability of roll forces was related to the moment that
occured due to lateral soil forces both active and passive soils
of roll point, in this study the stability of the roll forces was
distinguished into two, transverse direction ((x) direction) and
longitudinal direction ((y) direction). Minimum value for roll
forces stability both (x) direction and (y) direction was 2,2. The
results of roll forces stability (x) direction was presented in Fig.
6 below.

Fig. 6. Safety Factor results of Roll Forces Stability (X) Direction

Fig. 4. Comparison of Allowable Bearing Capacity with Empirical Methods
and Allowable Bearing Capacity with Plaxis 2D Software

4. Safety Factor
The results of Plaxis 2D Software analysis obtained safety
factor value (SF) 1.93, while the safety factor values used in
empirical method that referred to Reese and O'neil Safety
Factors (1989) was 2.0 with good control of building.
Comparison of safety factors was presented in in the form of
bar graphs in Fig. 5 below.

Based on the results of roll forces stability analysis on
abutment, the stability of the (x) direction roll minimum SF
results is 2.485, this value met the requirements. The results of
roll forces stability analysis on abutment in (y) direction, SF
value was 6,003. This value met the safety requirement for
rolling, which was greater than 2,2. The results of roll forces
stability (y) direction was presented in Fig. 7 below.

.
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empirical methods, so the analysis results will also be
varied. Analysis with another finite element method
software were needed for example Geo5, L – Pile,
Plaxis 3D, Geo Studio, Slope W and others to got
varied results.
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Fig. 7. Safety Factor results of Roll Forces Stability (y) Direction
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necessary to analyze the bearing capacity with another
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Abstract— The Pasuruan City Government has carried out
activities to improve the quality of local road infrastructure in
slum areas through the NUSP program, to realize the Target
City Without Slums in 2020. The sustainability of this local
road function is strongly influenced by the sustainability of
infrastructure assets management stages, starting from the
planning and construction, operation, and maintenance. The
operation, and maintenance conducted by the User and
Keeper Groups (KPP). This study aims to determine the
priority factors for the sustainability development of local
road functions in slums with community-based management
in Pasuruan City. Determination of priority factors is carried
out by assessing the suitability of the sustainability factors
through the assessment questionnaires to the KPP, while the
priority factor for the development of sustainability with the
method of Borda analysis is based on the expert's assessment.
The results of this study indicate that in the operation stage,
the factors needed to be prioritized are the physical condition
of the infrastructure, the management quality, and financial
management ability. Whereas in the maintenance stage, it is
necessary to prioritize the management quality, transparency
of financial management, and coordination with the
government.
Keywords— Infrastructure Management, Local Road,
Sustainability Function, Priority Factor, Community-based
Management
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INTRODUCTION

In realizing the function of healthy, habitable and
sustainable settlements, Direktorat Jenderal Cipta Karya,
Kementerian Pekerjaan Umum dan Perumahan Rakyat has
launۗhed the “ɜota Tanpa ɜumuh (ɜOTɑɜU)” program.
The target of reducing the slum area to 0% is done by
providing adequate infrastructure in each settlement.
Development programs designed to support efforts to
release the city from the slum problem, one of which is
implemented by the Neighborhood Upgrading and Shelter
Project Phase-2 (NUSP-2) Program. Pasuruan City is the
only city in East Java that has received assistance in
handling slum settlements with the implementation of the
NUSP-2 program since 2015. The area of slum settlements
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in Pasuruan City has a total area of 68.12 Ha and is spread
in 11 urban villages. The implementation of the NUSP-2
program in the city of Pasuruan focuses on infrastructure
management carried out by, from, and for the community,
starting from the planning, construction, utilization, to
maintenance stages.
One of the infrastructures managed by the community is
a local road, as the main infrastructure to improve
accessibility more smoothly and easily, to improve the
quality of slum settlement services. To improve the
sustainability of local road functions, the management of
the local road is also needed. This management will be
easier to be implemented if each implementation process
has program alignment starting from the planning,
construction, utilization, maintenance, and improvement
phases. So for this purpose, a User and Keeper Group (KPP)
was formed as a community empowerment group that has
the main task of maintaining the sustainability of
infrastructure functions in slums. But in its implementation,
there are still KPPs that have not succeeded in realizing the
sustainability of local road functions, resulting in a decrease
of the local roads quality in the slums area.
Therefore, it is necessary to determine the priority
factors that influence the development of local road
sustainability in Pasuruan City by optimizing the role of
infrastructure management owned by KPP in each urban
villages as the user and keeper of slum infrastructure.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Sustainable Management of Local Roads
Based on Indonesian Constitution no. 38 of 2004
concerning Roads, the process of development management
and road management starts from the stages of
programming and budgeting activities, technical planning,
construction, and road operation and maintenance. This
management also refers to the principles of Infrastructure
Asset Management. Where infrastructure assets
management (IAM) is the task, knowledge, and science to
manage infrastructure, throughout the entire life cycle, in
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order that infrastructure be able to sustainably function
economically, effectively, efficiently, and in accordance
with the principles of economic, social, and environmental
sustainability (Suprayitno & Soemitro, 2018. Park, 2016).
Sustainable road management is a mandatory business for
all road operators. According to Lawalata (2017),
sustainable roads are roads that are built with various efforts
so that there is a balance between environmental, economic,
and social aspects.
Based on the NUSP-2 (2016) program's Technical
Guidelines for Operation and Infrastructure Maintenance
for local roads emphasis is on routine maintenance which
aims to control and maintain the infrastructure and keep the
facilities in good condition to prevent failure (infrastructure
does not function suddenly). In addition to this, with routine
maintenance, small damage is quickly discovered, can be
improved immediately, and does not cause major damage
or malfunction. Routine maintenance keeps the condition of
the infrastructure in its original state and includes several
repetitive jobs, which are technically quite simple. Routine
maintenance must begin when the infrastructure is
completed (still in new condition) and continue for the
duration of the infrastructure.
B. Community Empowerment in the Sustainability of
Local Road Management
Kodoatie (2005) emphasizes that changes in the handling
or management of roads are very important to strengthen the
factors of community participation in them. The main
objective of strengthening this community participation is to
create better road conditions, improve road user services,
lower vehicle operating costs, and increase economic
growth. The participation of the community in managing this
road is in line with the mandate stated in the Minister of
Public Works Regulation No. 01 / PRT / M / 2012 that in
order to improve the quality of road maintenance, an
integrated pattern of road management between the
government and the road user community is needed, so as to
create a performance that is more effective. The pattern of
the role of the community in road management is that the
community is involved directly or indirectly in the operation
of the road. The community is involved in each stage of the
Road Implementation, starting from the arrangement,
guidance, development, and supervision. The role of the
community can take the form of anything such as material,
financial, and thoughtful contributions.

success in realizing infrastructure sustainability, namely (1)
Infrastructure is functioning properly and its quality is
maintained; (2) Infrastructure can be operated/utilized in the
long term (at least according to the planning lifetime); (3)
Institutionalization of KPP at the community level,
including the involvement of women; (4) Establishment of
partnerships with government institutions, other
organizations and the private sector; (5) The realization of
independent O & M by beneficiaries in carrying out work
programs including aspects of financing; (6) Can expand
the range of benefits by not causing negative impacts on the
environment.
III.

METHOD

A. Variables, Population and Sampling
The variables in this study are aspects, stages, and
sustainability factors of the local road in the Pasuruan City
slums. The expected output is a priority factor that influences
the success and sustainability of local road based on
community participation. The research sample was limited
to 6 experts and 65 community administrators of KPP and
BKM in 11 slum category urban villages in Pasuruan City.
The selection of research and sampling locations was based
on slum location, which received assistance from the NUSP2 Program and the NUSP-2 Program infrastructure
management organization.
B. Method of Collecting Data
The analysis is based on primary data and secondary
data. Primary data is obtained from questionnaires and
interviews with relevant parties in determining the local
roads sustainability factor in the Pasuruan City slums.
While secondary data is obtained from the literature related
to slum settlement infrastructure management policies
based on sustainable community participation, Government
Regulations related to local road management, and profile
of Pasuruan City slum infrastructure. The questionnaire was
carried out in two stages, the first stage of the questionnaire
to experts related to the identification of stages and
sustainability factors of the local road in Pasuruan City, then
the second stage of the questionnaire to the community to
determine the level of local road sustainability with
community participation based management in Pasuruan
City slums.

C. The Success of Sustainable Infrastructure Management
with Community Participation
Korten (in Faza, 2017) states that a program will be
successfully implemented if there is the suitability of the
three elements of program success, namely conformity
between programs and users, conformity between programs
and implementing organizations, and conformity between
user groups and implementing organizations. The success
of this sustainability also needs to identify the sustainability
of economic, environmental, and social aspects (Lestari,
2013). Based on the NUSP-2 Program Implementation
Guidelines (Dirjen Cipta Karya, 2016), the sustainability of
an infrastructure management activity is highly dependent
on the performance of the KPP in running an efficient and
effective work program. Where are the indicators of KPP's
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C. Stages of Research

Fig. 2. Local Road Locations in the Slums at Pasuruan City

Fig. 1. Stages of Research

The stages in this study are as follows: (1) identification
the influential stages and sustainability factors of the local
road with community-based management in Pasuruan, (2)
determining the sustainability level of each factor in
community-based local road management in Pasuruan City,
(3) determine the influential priority factors by analyzing
each slum area with the method of Borda analysis that based
on the expert's assessment. In this study, the expert is the
stakeholders who act as a policy maker and was directly
involved in the management of slum infrastructure at
Pasuruan City.
IV.

A. Identification of the Stages and Factors of Local Road
Sustainability with Influential Community-Based
Management in Pasuruan City
From the results of interviews and questionnaires to
experts who deal directly with the management of slum
infrastructure in the City of Pasuruan, the factors that are
relevant in influencing the sustainability of local roads with
community-based management in the slums of Pasuruan
City are obtained. Of the 31 factors proposed in the
questionnaire, 26 of the most relevant and influential factors
were chosen. These 26 factors are divided into four aspects
(technical, institutional, financial, social, and environmental
aspects) and three stages of management (planning and
construction stages, operational and utilization stages, and
also maintenance and improvement stages). These aspects,
stages, and factors will be used in this study to assess the
suitability of sustainability and determine which factors will
be prioritized. The most relevant and influential factors in
local road management sustainability at Pasuruan City as
follows:
TABLE I. THE INFLUENTIAL ASPECT, STAGES, AND FACTORS
OF SUSTAINABILITY LOCAL ROAD WITH COMMUNITY-BASED
MANAGEMENT IN PASURUAN CITY

RESULT AND ANALYSIS

Slum areas in Pasuruan City are spread in 11 urban
villages with a total area of 68.12 Ha. This slum area
consists of 3 types of areas characteristics that are
fishermen's settlement areas (consisting of Gadingrejo,
Tambaan, Ngemplakrejo, and Panggungrejo Urban
Villages), supporting areas for fishermen activities
(Trajeng, Mayangan, and Mandaranrejo Urban Villages),
and urban residential areas (Kebonsari, Bangilan,
Kandangsapi, and Bugul Lor Urban Villages). This
characteristic affects the local road management that will be
carried out to solve the problem of slums. An assessment of
local road management sustainability will be carried out in
11 urban villages. The following are the distribution of local
roads location in the slums area at Pasuruan City based on
Pasuruan City’s NUɑP Doۗument (2016).

No

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4
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Factors

Reference

Local Road
Management
Stages

1. Aspect Technical
Availability of
Darmawanto (2006),
Planning and
resources and
Alit (2005), Degert
Construction
materials
(2016)
Stage
Infrastructure
PP 34/2006, Permen
physical conditions
PUPR 2/2016, NUSP-2
Program
Implementation
Guidelines, Pujiarman
(2016)
Operational and
Infrastructure
PP 34/2006, Permen
Utilization
performance
PUPR 19/2011, Permen
Stage
PUPR 2/2016, NUSP-2
Program
Implementation
Guidelines, Lawalata
(2017), Pujiarman
(2016)
Availability of
Lawalata (2017),
Maintenance
materials
Pujiarman (2016),
and
Degert (2016)
Improvement
Stage
2. Aspect Institutional
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No
2.1

Factors
Quality
management of
infrastructure
construction work
programs

2.2

Facilitators
Accompaniment

2.3

The Existence of
the manager

2.4

2.5

2.6

2.7

2.8

Quality of
management
organization

Quality
management of
infrastructure
operational work
programs

Coordination with
the government

Quality
management of
infrastructure
maintenance and
improvements work
program

Monitoring and
evaluation

Reference
Permen PU 01/2012,
NUSP-2 Program
Implementation
Guidelines, Lawalata
(2017), Kodoatie
(2005), Faza (2011),
Darmawanto (2006),
Persada (2014), Park
(2016)
NUSP-2 Program
Implementation
Guidelines, Mutia
(2017), Banteng (2015)
Permen PU 01/2012,
NUSP-2 Program
Implementation
Guidelines, Lestari
(2013), Prayitno
(2016), Faza (2011),
Darmawanto (2006),
Pujiarman (2016),
Mutia (2017), Banteng
(2015), Persada (2014),
Meredith (2017),
Degert (2016)
NUSP-2 Program
Implementation
Guidelines, Kodoatie
(2005), Faza (2011),
Darmawanto (2006),
Narsatya (2001),
Kamulyan 2.5(2017),
Pujiarman (2016),
Banteng (2015),
Persada (2014), Degert
(2016), Park (2016)
Permen PU 01/2012,
NUSP-2 Program
Implementation
Guidelines, Lawalata
(2017), Kodoatie
(2005), Faza (2011),
Darmawanto (2006),
Mutia (2017), Persada
(2014), Park (2016),
Parlikad (2016)
NUSP-2 Program
Implementation
Guidelines, Faza
(2011), Darmawanto
(2006), Narsatya
(2001), Pujiarman
(2016), Mutia (2017),
Persada (2014), Degert
(2016)
Permen PU 01/2012,
NUSP-2 Program
Implementation
Guidelines, Lawalata
(2017), Kodoatie
(2005), Faza (2011),
Darmawanto (2006),
Narsatya (2001), Mutia
(2017), Persada (2014),
Park (2016)
Permen PU 01/2012, ,
NUSP-2 Program
Implementation
Guidelines, Faza
(2011), Darmawanto
(2006), Pujiarman
(2016), Degert (2016)

Local Road
Management
Stages

No
2.9

Planning and
Construction
Stage

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

Operational and
Utilization
Stage

3.5

4.1

4.2

Maintenance
and
Improvement
Stage
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4.3

Factors

Reference

Local Road
Management
Stages

The level of
resolved complaints

NUSP-2 Program
Implementation
Guidelines, Lawalata
(2017), Faza (2011),
Pujiarman (2016)
3. Aspect Financial
Financial
NUSP-2 Program
Operational and
management ability
Implementation
Utilization
Guidelines
Stage
Transparency of
NUSP-2 Program
financial
Implementation
management
Guidelines, Narsatya
(2001), Park (2016)
The Existence of
Permen PU 01/2012,
community fees
NUSP-2 Program
Implementation
Guidelines, Kodoatie
(2005), Darmawanto
(2006), Kamulyan
(2017), Mutia (2017),
Pujiarman (2016),
Maintenance
Degert (2016)
and
Availability of
NUSP-2 Program
Improvement
maintenance and
Implementation
Stage
improvement costs
Guidelines, Lawalata
(2017), Darmawanto
(2006), Kamulyan
(2017), Mutia (2017),
Degert (2016)
Support and
NUSP-2 Program
Partnerships in
Implementation
financing the
Guidelines,
maintenance and
Darmawanto (2006),
improvements
Pujiarman (2016), Faza
(2011), Degert (2016),
Parlikad (2016)
4. Aspect Social
Community
Permen PU 01/2012,
involvement in the
NUSP-2 Program
planning and
Implementation
construction process Guidelines, Lawalata
(2017), Lestari (2013),
Prayitno (2016),
Kodoatie (2005),
Narsatya (2001),
Kamulyan (2017),
Planning and
Pujiarman (2016), Alit
Construction
(2005), Persada (2014),
Stage
Majale (2008),
Meredith (2017),
Degert (2016)
Dissemination of
Permen PU 01/2012,
infrastructure
NUSP-2 Program
management plans
Implementation
Guidelines, Alit (2005),
Degert (2016)
Community
Permen PU 01/2012,
participation in
NUSP-2 Program
institutions and
Implementation
management
Guidelines, Lawalata
(2017), Lestari (2013),
Prayitno (2016),
Operational and
Kodoatie (2005),
Utilization
Narsatya (2001),
Stage
Kamulyan (2017),
Pujiarman (2016), Alit
(2005), Persada (2014),
Majale (2008),
Meredith (2017),
Degert (2016)
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No
4.4

4.5

4.6

5.1

5.2

Factors

Reference

NUSP-2 Program
Implementation
Guidelines, Pujiarman
(2016), Majale (2008),
Degert (2016)
The Level of
NUSP-2 Program
community
Implementation
satisfaction
Guidelines, Kamulyan
(2017)
The Motivation of
Permen PU 01/2012,
public awareness in
NUSP-2 Program
maintenance and
Implementation
improvements
Guidelines, Lestari
(2013), Prayitno
(2016), Kodoatie
(2005), Kamulyan
(2017), Alit (2005),
Majale (2008),
Meredith (2017),
Degert (2016)
5. Aspect Environmental
Availability of
NUSP-2 Program
drainage channels
Implementation
Guidelines, Lawalata
(2017), Degert (2016)
Availability of local
NUSP-2 Program
street lighting
Implementation
Guidelines, Lawalata
(2017)

Local Road
Management
Stages

The Contribution of
women in
management

Fig. 3. Index and Sustainability Levels of Technical
Maintenance
and
Improvement
Stage

Operational and
Utilization
Stage

B. The Levels of Local Roads Management Sustainability
Based on Community Participation
The calculation of the level of sustainability of local
roads management factors based on community
participation was done by scoring answers using a rating
scale of 1 to 5 followed by interval determination of percent
scores using the formula I = 100 / number of scoring
(Prisanto et al., 2015). Then obtained the level of
sustainability that will be classified per management aspect
as follows:
1) Index and sustainability levels of technical aspects:
The highest index value lies in the infrastructure
performance factor, which is equal to 80,46 %. Where this
proves that the local road that has been built and managed
by the community has been able to function as a liaison area
that provides convenience, security, and convenience for
the community of users. For the lowest index value is the
physical condition of the infrastructure factor, which is
equal to 70,77 %. This condition is very dependent on the
activeness of KPP in moving the community to be more
concerned about the process of utilizing and maintaining
local roads. Overall, the technical aspects have an average
sustainability index of 75,19 % and are included in the
sustainable category interval.
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aspects (%)

2) Index and sustainability levels of Institutional
aspects: The highest index value lies in the quality
management of infrastructure construction work programs
factor, which is equal to 77,54 %. Management of the
construction work program has been carried out according
to existing plans and provisions, under the supervision of
the relevant technical services and assisted by facilitators so
that the BKM and KPP in their implementation are more
orderly and organized than the implementation of the
operational and maintenance stage. For the lowest index
value is the facilitator accompaniment factor which is equal
to 62,62 % because after the construction period the
facilitator is no longer in charge of assisting the community
so that this factor is not sustainable. Overall, the
institutional aspects have an average sustainability index of
68,25 % and are included in the interval of a sustainable
category but within a minimum limit.

Fig. 4. Index and Sustainability Levels of Institutional Aspects (%)

3) Index and sustainability levels of financial aspects:
The highest index value lies in the transparency of financial
management factor, which is equal to 62,15 %. Most KPPs
have routinely provided information on local road
management funding, although still there are KPPs that
have not been able to be transparent due to the lack of
funding they have so that KPP has not found the right
mechanism to report on existing funding turnover. For the
lowest index values are support and partnership in financing
maintenance and improvements factor which is equal to
34,62 % because it is a very minimal allocation of funding
support from the government. This is because the
infrastructure that has been fully handed over to the
community is also the responsibility of the community.
Overall, the financial aspects have an average sustainability
index of 47,72 % and are included in a quite sustainable
category interval but within a minimum limit.
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Fig. 5. Index and Sustainability Levels of Financial Aspects (%)

4) Index and sustainability levels of social aspects: The
highest index value lies in the community involvement in
planning and construction process factor, which is equal to
76,92 %, where the community was chooses, surveys and
built its own local road to improve its services. While for
the lowest index value is the factor of community
participation in institutions and management, which is equal
to 66,26 %. The community involved in the early stages of
planning turned out to experience a decrease in motivation
to be actively involved in the process of utilization and
maintenance. Apart from the fact that there is no direct
supervision from the government, KPP does not actively
mobilize the community. So that there are still many people
who do not understand the local road management policies.
Overall the social aspects have an average sustainability
index of 70,92 % and are included in the sustainable
category interval.

of the suitability of local road conditions is then carried out
with the sustainability of aspects and factors in each urban
village. This analysis is to find out which areas are
successful, sufficient, and have not succeeded in realizing
local roads sustainability. The output obtained from this
analysis is regional grouping based on the type of success
and priority factors that need to be developed to improve the
sustainability of the local road with community-based
management. To determining the arrangement of priority
factors that need to be developed in each urban village, the
ranking assessments have been carried out by experts (by
filling out the Borda Questionnaire) with the method of
Borda analysis. The following are priority factors resulting
from Borda Analysis per each urban village:
TABLE II. THE INFLUENTIAL ASPECT, STAGES, AND FACTORS
OF SUSTAINABILITY LOCAL ROAD WITH COMMUNITY-BASED
MANAGEMENT IN PASURUAN CITY
No.
1

Urban Villages and
Sustainability of the
Environment Road
− This areas consist of
5 urban villages as a
follows:
1) Kandangsapi
2) Bugul Lor
3) Kebonsari
4) Bangilan
5) Trajeng
− The physical
condition of the local
road in this areas is in
good condition and
has a sustainable
function

Fig. 6. Index and Sustainability Levels of Social Aspects (%)

5) Index and sustainability levels of environmental
aspects: The highest index value lies in the availability of
drainage channel factors which is equal to 70,77%, with
channel conditions mostly in good condition and
functioning optimally. The function of the maintained
drainage channel is mainly because the community
routinely holds cooperation to clean the drainage canal.
Whereas for the lowest index value is the factor of
Availability of local street lighting, which is equal to
65,85%, where the operation and maintenance have
separate funds from the community fees. Overall the
environmental aspects have an average sustainability index
of 68,31% and are included in the sustainable category
interval.

− Factors in the
technical,
institutional,
financial, social, and
environmental aspects
have a good level of
sustainability. The
level of sustainability
for this region is
73,91 %

2

− This areas consist of
3 urban villages as a
follows:
1) Mandaranrejo
2) Mayangan
3) Gadingrejo
− Physical conditions
Local roads are in a
quite good condition
and have a
sustainable function

Fig. 7. Index and Sustainability Levels of Environmental Aspects (%)

C. Influential Priority Factors on Local Road
Sustainability with Community-Based Management in
Pasuruan City
After calculating the index and the level of
sustainability of the factors in each aspect, then the analysis
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− Factors in
institutional,
financial, social
aspects have a lack of
sustainability. The
level of sustainability
for this region is
60,79 %

Priority factors that need to be
developed
Supporting factors for sustainable
areas that must be developed and
used as examples for other urban
villages are:
1. Transparency of financial
management (0.060779)
2. Quality management of
infrastructure maintenance and
improvements work program
(0.059829)
3. Infrastructure performance
(0.054606)
4. Quality of management
organization (0.053656)
5. Community participation in
institutions and management
(0.052232)
6. The Motivation of public
awareness in maintenance and
improvements (0.051282)
7. Dissemination of infrastructure
management plans (0.047958)
8. Quality management of
infrastructure operational work
programs (0.04416)
9. The Existence of the manager
(0.04321)
10. Coordination with the
government (0.041785)
The inhibiting factor for
sustainability that must be prioritized
to be developed is:
1. Quality management of
infrastructure maintenance and
improvements work program
(0.072175)
2. Quality of management
organization (0.059354)
3. Availability of maintenance and
improvement costs (0.053181)
4. The Motivation of public
awareness in maintenance and
improvements (0.051282)
5. Quality management of
infrastructure operational work
programs (0.050807)
6. Infrastructure performance
(0.054606)
7. Coordination with the
government (0.044159)
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No.

Urban Villages and
Sustainability of the
Environment Road

Priority factors that need to be
developed
8. Infrastructure physical
conditions (0.043210)
9. Financial management ability
(0.043210)
10. Monitoring and evaluation
(0.041785)

3

− This areas consist of
3 urban villages as a
follows:
1) Panggungrejo
2) Tambaan
3) Ngemplakrejo
− Physical conditions
Local roads are in
poor condition and
less sustainable
functions
− Factors in technical,
institutional,
financial, social, and
environmental aspects
have a lack of
sustainability. The
level of sustainability
for this region is
57,03 %

V.

The inhibiting factor for
sustainability that must be prioritized
to be developed is:
1. Quality management of
infrastructure operational work
programs (0.06980)
2. Quality of organizational
management (0.066477)
3. Availability of maintenance and
improvement costs (0.061728)
4. Community participation in
institutions and management
(0.052706)
5. Infrastructure physical
conditions (0.051757)
6. Coordination with the
government (0.047958)
7. Quality management of
infrastructure maintenance and
improvements work program
(0.047958)
8. Infrastructure performance
(0.047008)
9. Financial management ability
(0.044159)
10. The Motivation of public
awareness in maintenance and
improvements (0.044159)

CLOSURE AND RECOMMENDATION

Identification of aspects, stages and sustainability
factors of the local road that are relevant to the management
of local roads in the city of Pasuruan is carried out with a
study of literature followed by the selection of factors by
experts, the related department and facilitator of the NUSP2 program in Pasuruan. Each factor in each aspect and stage
is identified as the implementation condition, index, and
level of sustainability. From the results of the analysis, it is
known that the factors in the technical aspects have the
highest value of 75,19% and the factors in the financial
aspects have the lowest value of 47,72%. Overall, the
sustainability of local road management in the settlements
of Pasuruan City is at a sustainable level, with an index of
66.16%. This sustainability is at a minimum for the types of
sustainable levels. Therefore an analysis of the suitability of
existing conditions is carried out with the sustainability of
each factor in the 11 urban villages so that prioritization
factors that must be improved can be identified in each
urban villages.
Suitability and Borda analysis produce priority factors
that need to be developed in 3 types of regions, areas that
are sustainable, quite sustainable, and less sustainable.
Priority factors generated in the operational and utilization
stages are the condition and performance of infrastructure;
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quality of infrastructure management; quality of
organizational management; Financial management ability;
and Community participation in institutions and
management. While the priority factor produced at the
maintenance stage is transparency of financial
management; quality management of infrastructure
maintenance and improvements work program;
coordination with the government; monitoring and
evaluation, availability of maintenance costs, and
community motivation in maintenance.
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Abstract— In the document of East Java RTRW 2011 – 2031
shows a planning of strategic areas called golden triangle
development, Tuban is in one of the triangle. Over time, vehicles
passing through the city always use urban road which cause the
heavy vehicle mixed with local traffic. One of the solutions is the
construction of Tuban ring road (outer ring road). This final
project will determine the alternative of Tuban ring road route
to be more effective and analyze the feasibility of the selected
alternative using the analytical hierarchy process method by
interviewing with some experts. The result found that the
alternative three is the chosen route. Saving the vehicle
operational cost of this ring road construction reach Rp
270.118.152.562 and saving of time value reach Rp
101.560.399.789. All costs of the construction and land
acquisition is Rp 799.629.618.714. Then the value of benefit cost
ratio is 4,28 > 1 and amount of net present value is Rp
2.705.937.413.332 > 0. This study definitively answers that the
construction of Tuban outer ring road with the chosen route is
worthy for economic aspect.
Keywords— Tuban outer ring road, alternative route,
analytical hierarchy proccess , time value, vehicle operational
cost.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Tuban Regency is one of the area that is directed as the
development of an industrial area in East Java. Industrial
estates in Tuban are spread in several sub-districts named
Soko, Rengel, Plumpang, Widang, Palang, Semanding,
Jenu, Kerek, Tambakboyo and Bancar Districts. In Kerek
Subdistrict there are Semen Indonesia and Holcim Cement
factories. Furthermore, Jenu District is the most extensive
industrial area in Tuban Regency, and one of the basic
chemical industries in Jenu District has reached regional
scale.
In regional scale Tuban Regency has strategic position
because it is located in primary road of North Java, however
this hasn’t ۖeen used optimally. One of the reasons is
because the development of road facilities grows slowly.
The road system in Tuban Regency only focus on one
primary road that is belong to the province or country which
pass through urban road of Tuban Regency, for instance Jl.
Gajahmada which is connected the city center. This is turn
the traffic condition in the city become uncomfortable and
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unsafe because the traffic became mixed up as many heavy
vehicles pass through intercity. And as result The heavy
vehicles made traffiۗ jam frequently oۗۗur even it wasn’t at
peak hours. This is the reason why the government of Tuban
Regenۗy plans on development of Tuۖan Regenۗy’s freeway
and ring road.
The freeway will be used for connecting Gresik (manyar)
– Tuban section, and Tuban – Demak section through Palang
– Semanding – Merakurak – Kerek – Tambakboyo – Bancar
and the gates will locate in Semanding, Merakurak, Kerek,
and Bancar. In addition the ring-road will pass through Jenu
– Tuban – Semanding – Palang subdistrict (Kabupaten
Tuban, 2012) .
It’s already decided that in total, the length of ring-road
is 12.9km. This route still pass an incline in Tunah Village.
This incline frequently become the reason for traffic jam in
that area, because heavy vehicles has troubled while passing
this route. The government was afraid because of this
condition, it may have impacted the construction of the ringroad and the ring-road will be ineffective because of people
who wants to continue their trip must pass through the
incline. Therefore, this research will determine the
alternative route of the effectiveness Tuban Regency ring
road and analyze the feasibility of the chosen alternative.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Vehicle Capacity
Vehicle capacity is the maximum number of vehicles
that can pass on given point during a specified period under
prevailing road, traffic and control conditions. This equation
can be used to determine vehicle capacity following the
equation from PKJI 2014:
C = CO x FC LJ x FC PA x FC HS x FC UK
Where:
C
CO
FC LJ
FC PA
FC HS
FC UK

(1)

= Road capacity (pce/hour).
= Stated capacity (pce/hour).
= Carriageway width adjustment factor
= Directional split adjustmet factor
= Side friction and shoulder adjustment factor
= City size adjustment factor
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B. Travel Time
Travel Time is the total time required by a vehicle to
transverse a part of road. Value of travel time can be known
based on the value of travel speed (VT) to transverse a road
segment is analyzed along the length of the road (L). Value
of travel speed (VT) derived PKJI 2014 diagram, as shown
in Fig. 1. The calculation for determining travel time is :
TT =

�

(2)

�

random index value according to the matrix n order from
Saaty.
CR =
Where:
CR = Consistency ratio
CI = Consistency index
RI = Random index
TABLE VIII.
n
RI

1
0

2
0

3
0,58

4
0,9

�

(4)

��

RANDOM CONSISTENCY INDEX
5
1,12

6
1,24

7
1,32

8
1,41

9
1,45

10
1,49

(Source: Paraskevopoulos, 1980)

D. Benefit Cost Ratio
One of parameter which show the feasibility of
investation is Benefit Cost Ration (BCR) where this is used
to comparing benefits of total cost that already converted to
present value.
E. Net Present Value
Another parameter used to show the feasibility of
investation is Net Present Value (NPV) where it will
calculate the deviation between benefits and outcomes
which converted to present currency. NPV is feasible if it has
positive value (NPV>0) whereas if the value is negative, the
NPV is unfeasible.
Fig. 1. Speed – Degree of Saturity Diagram ( Ministy of Public Works,
2014)

Where:
TT = Travel time of light vehicle (hour)
L = Length of the road (km)
VT = Travel speed of light vehicle (kmh)
C. Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP)
Analytic Hierarchy Process developed by Thomas L.
Saaty also known as the AHP, is a method to determine the
order of alternative decisions and selection of the best
alternative. Each alternative will be rated using spesific
criteria by respondents, experts, therefore the selected
alternative has the highest accumulative assessment based
on the criteria (Saaty, 1987).
As the respondents has different perceptions of key
performance indicator assessment, the alternative that will
be chosen later is determined by respondents average rated.
It also can lead to inconsistency answers given by
respondents. Calculation of consistency values using
formula from Saaty, it is proven that consistency index of the
matrix with the order can be obtained by this following
formula from Saaty.
CI =

�

−

−

(3)

Where:
CI
= Consistency index
�MAX
= The maximum eigen value of matrix

The maximum eigen value ( � MAX) derived from
multiplying the number of columns with the main
eigenvector. The matrices are consistent if the value of
consistency index is zero. Limit of the acceptable
consistency ratio is less or equal to 10%. Table 1 shows
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III.

METHODOLOGY

A. Problem Identification
In this part, the author will observe the actual condition
in the field and the problem that happened there.
Subsequently identify project location which will be passed
by ring road, particulary along the area that passed through
by the ring road.
B. Data Collection
There are two different kind of data that need to be
collected, the first one is called primary data and the second
one is secondary data. Primary data is obtained by direct
information from surveying the field and/or interviewing
experts. Their judgement are one of the data that will be used
to determine the alternative. The result of interviewing
experts will determine the values of each criteria. Therefore,
interview will be conducted with regulator, executor, and
independent institution. On the other hand, secondary data is
obtained from existing studies. It consists data of vehicle
volume, Gross Domestic Product (GDP), land use, and
number of population.
C. Traffic Data Analysis
The analysis is a part where all the data will be process
by analyze the comparation of the existing road before and
after the project. GDP data needed for forecasting the
number of light vehicles and heavy vehicles. The number of
vehicles in a given year is determined not only by current
income, but also by past income (Dargay & Gately, 2001)
D. Determining Chosen Alternative Route
There will be three alternative routes in the planning,
interview with experts is needed to determine the best
alternative and then analyzed by using analytical hierarchy
process (AHP) method.
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E. Economic Feasibility Analysis
One way to find out whether a project feasible or not is
by calculate the economic feasibility of the project. Using
benefit cost ratio and net present value method to calculate
its feasiۖility. ɒenefit ۗost has ۖeen ۗalled the “single most
important problem-solving tool in poliۗy work” (Munger,
2000).

50.000.000
40.000.000
30.000.000
20.000.000
10.000.000
2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

F. Conclusion
In conclusion, the result of processing existing data will
obtain the best alternative route for ring road and in addition
also obtained result of the feasibility calculation.
IV.

Road
Name

VEHICLE CAPACITY OF EXISTING ROAD

CO
(pce/hour)

FCL

FCPA

FCHS

FCUK

Road
Capacity
(pce/hour)

2900

1,29

1

0,92

1

3442

2900

1,29

0,94

0,96

1

3376

2900

1,25

0,76

0,86

1

2369

2900

1,29

1

0,96

1

3591

2900

1,34

0,97

0,82

1

3091

Raya
Semarang
Raya Tuban
– Sedayu
Manunggal
Raya Tuban
– Babat
Gajahmada

TABLE X.
Road Name
Raya Semarang
Raya Tuban – Sedayu
Manunggal
Raya Tuban – Babat
Gajahmada

DEGREE OF SATURITY OF EXISTING ROAD
Q
(pce/hour)
3674
1518
846
1801
4599

C
(pce/hour)
3442
3376
2369
3591
3091

PDRB
GDPper
perKapita
capita

Fig. 1. Tuban Regency Gross Regional Domestics Product (Source: BPS
Kab. Tuban, 2017)

ANALYSIS AND RESULT

A. Traffic Data Analysis
Traffic counting data by the Department of
Transportation of Tuban Regency will be used for several
analyzes, vehicle capacity, vehicle volume, and degree of
saturity. The value of vehicle capacity and the degree of
saturity of each existing road are as follows:
TABLE IX.

GDPADHK
PDRB

TABLE XI.
Year
2011 - 2012
2012 - 2013
2013 - 2014
2014 - 2015
2015 - 2016
Average :

GDP AND GDP PER CAPITTA GROWTH
GDP
6,287
5,854
5,467
4,888
4,900
5,5%

Percentage (%)
GDP per capita
5,659
5,213
4,952
4,358
4,404
4,9%

B. Road Selection Analysis
Multi criteria analysis method is used to determine the
chosen ring road route. The indicator used in the selection of
ring road route in Tuban Regency are road length, number
of turning path, intersections, topographic condition, passed
region area, existing condition route. Alternative ring road
route as shown in Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.

Degree of
Saturity
1,07
0,45
0,36
0,5
1,49

Error! Reference source not found. shows degree of
saturity of existing roads. Raya Semarang and Gajahmada is
already saturated (Ds > 1). While for Raya Tuban – Sedayu,
Manunggal and Raya Tuban – Babat will be saturated.
Furthermore, a traffic growth analysis was conducted using
Tuban Regency Gross Domestics Product (GDP). Data
obtained from the annual publication issued by the central
bureau of Tuban Regency. Meanwhile, for forecasting the
number of motorbikes is used GDP capita. The GDP data
presented in Fig. 2. In Error! Reference source not found.
represents results of the average growth percentage of GDP
is 5,5% and GDP per capita is 4,9%. The data will be used
to forecast of traffic volume 25 years ahead of existing road.
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Fig. 3. Alternative 1 Ring Road Route
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calculate number of each row and divide by the number of
orders (n=5), therefore the weight value is obtained. The
final step is calculating consistency ratio.
Interviewed respondents in this case was eight experts.
There were three respondents who had consistency ratio
more than 10%, so that the data provided by those three
respondents not acceptable, Table V. Five out of eight
respondents with accepted data, two respondents chose
alternative 3, two respondents chose alternative 2 and one
respondents chose alternative 1 as shown in Table VI. The
alternative 3 becomes the best alternative selection and was
used in next analysis.

Fig. 4. Alternative 2 Ring Road Route

TABLE XII.

CONSISTENCY RATIO FROM RESPONDENTS
Consistency ratio of

Respondents

Fig. 5. Alternative 3 Ring Road Route

Scale selection of chosen route based on the criteria that
have been set. Initial step in this method is arrangement of
hierarchial structure, then main survey by stated preference
questionnaire each respondent take apart in determination.
There are three type of respondents in this case, regulator as
the part that regulates all regional interest, executor as part
of implementing construction of the ring road, and
independent part (academics). Hierarchy structure in the
selection for ring road route presented in Fig. 6.
The questionnaire which used in selection route is a
pairwise comparison matrix, a matrix that compare several
criteria as a key performance index, the weight value of each
criterion are obtained (Saepudin, Abdillah, & Yuniarti,
2017)

All Criteria

RL

ITP

TC

PRA

ACR

A

0,0986

0,061

0,061

0,061

0,056

0,056

B

0,058

0,052

0,052

0,056

0,052

0,056

C

0,032

0,037

0,000

0,048

0,059

0,022

D

0,087

0,061

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

E

0,0987

0,061

0,061

0,056

0,056

0,000

*

*

*

F

0,731

0,087

2,201

0,048

1,394

G

0,544*

0,401*

0,401*

0,000

0,401*

0,401*

H

0,391*

0,061

0,061

0,056

0,056

0,056

Where :
RL
ITP
TC
PRA
ACR
*

0,087

= Road length
= The number of intersection and turning path
= Topographic condition
= Passed region area
= Actual condition of road
= Consistency ratio more than 10%

TABLE XIII.

WEIGHTED VALUE OF EVERY ALTERNATIVE ROUTE
Weighted Value of Alternative

Respondents
1

2

3

A

0,158

0,477

0,365

B

0,241

0,347

0,412

C

0,319

0,278

0,404

D

0,541

0,251

0,209

E

0,179

0,419

0,402

C. Trip Assignment Analysis
Trip Assignment is one of transportation modeling
phases
Fig. 6. Hierarchy Structure for AHP

The respondents also compared every alternative route
based on all criteria. Afterwards calculating eigenvector of
matrix to determine weighted and ranked criteria. To
calculate the eigenvector begins by normalizing matrix, then
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to predict the percentage of vehicle displacement from
existing road to ring road. The purpose of trip assignment is
to know the amount of car flow and or total traveling in
observed road network (Kela, 2013). Calculation of Trip
Assignment is using SMOCK 1962 method for existing road
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and choosing ring road alternative. The chosen road segment
which will be observe is Jalan Raya Tuban – Babat and Jalan
Raya Semarang. The maximum volume of vehicle in Jalan
Raya Tuban – Babat is 1880 light vehicle unit per hour.
Meanwhile for Jalan Raya Semarang, the amount of vehicle
is 3674 light vehicle unit per hour. Then results of trip
assignment is 60% of vehicles on Jalan Raya Tuban-Babat
will move to the ring road, in addition 59.09% of vehicles on
Jalan Raya Semarang will also move to the ring road.
D. Vehicle Operational Cost Analysis
In terms of economy, in order to find out the benefits
after the ring road construction is by measuring the value of
the vehicle operating costs savings. Vehicle operational cost
savings are obtained from the difference in value of the
Vehicle Operational Cost before the construction of the ring
road and after the construction of the ring road. This research
will find the calculation of vehicle operational costs using
the Jasa Marga method for five categories and the NDLEA
method to calculate the motorcycle operational cost.
E. Time Value Analysis
Basically, time value is a travel time saving which
assessed economically. The time value is related to the
amount of money someone has spent (or saved) to save one
unit of travel time (Tamin, 1999). The equation to calculate
time value is: Max {(K * Basic Time Value); Minimum
Time Value. The inflation used for this research is based on
March 2018 of 3.4%, which obtained from the official
website of Bank Indonesia. The inflation is used to calculate
the predicted time value for the next 25 years. Then the time
value is multiplied by travel time to get the time value for
one year.
F. Economic Feasibility Evaluation
The result of the economic feasibility of the ring road is
generally obtained by comparing between benefits and
expenses. Broadly speaking, there are two results from
analysis of benefits or advantages, namely direct benefit and
indirect benefit. The direct benefit is a benefit for
driver/passenger. The driver and/or passenger will get
comfort and safety on their trip because of better access. It
will reduce vehicle operational costs and transportation costs
will be cheaper. From vehicle operational costs calculation,
it results that Tuban Regency ring road save Rp.
270,118,152,262 in 2045.
Additionally, indirect benefit is related to Improvements
in travel time which then will affect the reduction in travel
costs and benefits of saving the time value of road users.
Then, from the calculation of time value obtained time value
saving from the construction of the Tuban ring road that
reached to Rp 101,560,399,789 in 2029.
Calculation of economic benefits is used to determine
feasibility whether the construction of the ring road Tuban
Regency to be built based on the economic value of road
users. This research will analyze using the method of Benefit
Cost Ratio (BCR) and Net Present Value (NPV), with
interest rate of 4.46% from Bank Indonesia 7-Day Repo
Rate. Here is calculation of economic analysis:
Land Acquisition Cost
Road Construction

= Rp 249.000.000.000
= Rp 550.629.618.714 +
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Total Cost
Present Worth Cost
Present Cost Benefit
Benefit Cost Ratio

= Rp 799.629.618.714
= Rp 825.092.675.804
= Rp 3.531.030.089.136
Rp
.
.
.
= 4.28 > 1 … (ok)
=
Rp .

.

.

.

Net Present Value = Rp 3.531.030.089.136 – Rp 825.092.675.804
= Rp 2.705.λ37.413.332 > 0 …. (ok)

So, the contruction project of Ring Road in Tuban
Regency is said to be "WORTH" in terms of the economy.
In addition to direct benefits that obtained directly by the
people who pass through the ring road, there are also
indirect benefits of the construction of a new road network.
Some of the indirect benefits include increased land prices
and production, ease to transport the production so that it
can also affect the reduction of transportation costs on
production.
V.

CONCLUSION

To conclude, results of the analysis of traffic in Tuban
Regency, Jalan Semarang and Jalan Gajahmada segments
have reached saturation point. The construction of the ring
road in Tuban Regency is further step to overcome this
problem. The results of the expert judgment assessment at
the Analytic Hierarchy Process stage were obtained from the
number of respondents of eight people, there were three
respondents who had a CR value> 10%, so the data provided
by the three respondents was not acceptable. From the data
that have been received and processed, alternative 3
becomes the best alternative selection. In the first year, the
savings for Vehicel Operational Cost (VOC) amounted to
Rp 127,531,563,254 and reached Rp 270,118,152,562 at the
end of the planning year. Time value savings for the first
year amounted to Rp. 44,787,188,416, reaching Rp.
101,560,399,789 in the 9th year. Based on the results of
economic feasibility analysis, the value of Benefit Cost
Ratio was 4.28 (BCR> 1) and the Net Present Value was Rp.
2,705,937,413 .332 (NPV> 0). So, the construction of the
ring road in Tuban Regency with the selected route was
declared feasible in terms of the economy.
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Abstract— Transparency and Accountability are two
principles that need to be prioritized to realize good governance.
Both of these principles have a close and mutually supportive
relationship. Without transparency, there will be no
accountability and without accountability, transparency means
nothing. Identify problems that transparency and accountability
are found in many previous studies in the field of law and public
administration not in infrastructure. Formulation of the problem
of how to implement transparency and accountability in the
infrastructure sector. This study aims to find patterns of
transparency and accountability in public infrastructure in
Indonesia based on applicable law as a review of the literature.
Collection of secondary data from legislation, national journals,
and books related to transparency and accountability. The
results of the study found that the main actors for good
governance are public agency. The public agency is responsible
for providing information disclosure including matters of
transparency and accountability. The infrastructure sector has a
Construction Services Law which provides guidance on the
application of transparency and accountability in the field of
public infrastructure. The results of the study are presented in
the form of patterns / images of transparency and accountability
in the field of public infrastructure.
Keywords— transparency, accountability, infrastructure

I.
INTRODUCTION
Infrastructure development is currently a major concern of
the Government of Indonesia. The infrastructure budget
continues to be increased year by year. Referring to the
Ministry of Finance data (Erwin, 2019) for 2019, the
Government has budgeted IDR 415 trillion. This figure has
increased by 1,04 percent from the 2018 budget. Previously,
respectively since 2015 rose 65.5 percent, 2016 increased 5,1
percent. Then in 2017 it increased by 44,3 percent, and in 2018
it grew 5,8 percent. According to the President (quoted from
Kompas online, Dani, 2018), the goal of infrastructure
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development is to make the economy more efficient and
competitive and also unite the nation to open up new economic
opportunities for the people (Dani, 2018). According to Teuku
Faisal (quoted from Kompas online, Fajar, 2016),
infrastructure that is built should not be originated quickly or
as long as possible, the Government also needs to pay attention
to accountability and transparency of infrastructure projects.
Therefore, the Government needs to develop regulations that
support efforts to maintain accountability and transparency in
infrastructure development. (Fajar, 2016).
Transparency is synonymous with openness while
accountability is identical to the clarity of management
accountability. Traced from legislation, transparency and
accountability are written in Law Number 14 of 2008
concerning Public Information Openness or often abbreviated
as UU-KIP. Based on the UU-KIP, transparency is openness in
carrying out the decision-making process and openness in
presenting material and relevant information about the
company. Accountability is the clarity of the functions,
implementation, and accountability of company organizations
so that company management is carried out effectively.
Public information openness (KIP) is one of the important
characteristic of a democratic country that upholds people's
sovereignty to realize a good state administration. Public
information disclosure is a means of optimizing public
oversight of the administration of other public agency and
everything that has a public interest. Management of public
information is an effort to develop an information society. In
general, the UU-KIP Number 14 of 2008 can guarantee and
protect Indonesia's human rights in the field of communication
and information, which is also a form of welfare for the people.
According to Mas Achmad Santosa quoted by Nunuk
(2012), good governance requires open government as one of
its foundations. In the UNDP report (quoted by Nunuk, 2012),
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some characteristic of the implementation of UNDP provide
several characteristic of the implementation of good
governance, including: rule of law participation, transparency,
responsiveness, consensus orientation, equity, efficiency and
effectiveness, accountability and strategic vision. According to
Article 3 of the UU-KIP, this Law aims to encourage public
participation in the policy-making process, as well as to realize
good state administration, namely transparent, effective and
efficient, accountable and accountable. In Article 14 of the
UU-KIP, it is also stated that the guidelines for implementing
good corporate governance are based on the principles of
transparency, accountability, accountability, independence,
and fairness.
Based on the results of previous research, there have not
been many findings regarding transparency and accountability
in the infrastructure sector. This is assumed because of
transparency and accountability related to public agency so
that more discussion in the field of law and public
administration. Opportunities were found to examine
transparency and accountability in the infrastructure sector
using library research to obtain secondary data. Formulation of
the problem of how to implement transparency and
accountability in the infrastructure sector. This study aims to
find patterns of transparency and accountability in the public
infrastructure sector in Indonesia based on applicable law as a
literature review.
The method of approach used in this study is normative
legal research. Normative legal research is in the form of
library research to obtain data in the form of legal documents
in the form of laws and regulations, ministerial decrees,
journals, papers, and books relating to the subject matter under
study. Library research is intended to obtain secondary data, in
the form of legal materials which include:
1. Primary legal materials, laws and regulations that apply in
Indonesia related to this writing include UU-KIP, UUJK,
and other laws and regulations as comparative material in
this writing.
2. Secondary legal materials, namely legal materials that
provide further explanation on primary legal material.
Secondary legal materials used in this study are secondary
legal materials consisting of journals, articles, pre-existing
research reports, the internet, and various scientific
publications, and references relating to the problems
studied.
3. Tertiary legal materials, namely materials that provide
instructions and explanations for primary and secondary
legal materials including legal dictionaries, Indonesian
dictionaries, handbooks and so on that have relevance to
research problems.
The specification of this study is descriptive analytical,
which describes the applicable regulations such as UU-KIP,
UUJK, and then analyzed legally in accordance with the
development of applicable law. Data analysis is done
qualitatively normatively, which describes the sentences so
that systematic discussion or exposure can be obtained so that
it is easily understood and used to conduct analysis by
reviewing research results based on theories and legal
documents. With this analysis it is expected that in the end it
can reveal the problems that occur in detail and produce a
conclusion.
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II. LEGAL ASPECTS OF TRANSPARENCY AND
ACCOUNTABILITY IN NON-CONSTRUCTION SERVICES IN
INDONESIA
A. Law No. 14 of 2008 concerning Public Information
Openness
Every Public Agency has an obligation to open access to
Public Information relating to the Public Agency for the wider
community. The scope of the Public Agency in this Law
includes executive, judicial, legislative, and other state
administrators who obtain funds from the State Budget
(APBN)/Regional Budget (APBD) and include nongovernmental organizations, both agency-based legal and
non-legal entities, such as non-governmental organizations,
associations, and other organizations that manage or use funds
that are partly or wholly sourced from the APBN/APBD,
donations from the public, and / or abroad. Through the
mechanism and implementation of the principle of openness,
good governance and transparent community participation
and high accountability will be created as one of the
prerequisites for realizing essential democracy. By opening
public access to information, it is hoped that the Public
Agency will be motivated to be responsible and oriented
towards the best public service. Thus, it can accelerate the
realization of open government which is a strategic effort to
prevent the practice of corruption, collusion and nepotism
(KKN), and the creation of good governance.
Article 1 of the UU-KIP, Paragraph (2) Public Information
is information that is produced, stored, managed, sent, and/or
received by a public agency relating to the organizer and
administration of the state and/or the organizer and
organization of other public agency in accordance with Law
and other information relating to the public interest. Article 1
of the UU-KIP, Paragraph (3) Public agency are executive,
legislative, judicial and other agency whose functions and
main tasks are related to the administration of the state, in part
or all of their funds sourced from the State Revenue and
Expenditure Budget and/or Revenue Budget and Regional
Expenditures, or non-governmental organizations as long as
part or all of their funds are sourced from the State Revenue
and Expenditure Budget and/or Regional Revenue and
Expenditure Budget, donations from the public, and/or
abroad. Article 1 of the KIP Law Paragraph (11) Public
Information Users are people who use public information as
stipulated in the Law.
Article 2 UU-KIP Paragraph (1) Every Public Information
is open and can be accessed by every User of Public
Information. Paragraph (2) Excluded Public Information is
strict and limited. Paragraph (3) Every Public Information
must be obtained by every Public Information Applicant
quickly and in a timely, light, and simple manner. Paragraph
(4) Public information that is excluded is confidential in
accordance with the Law, propriety, and public interest is
based on a test of the consequences that arise when an
information is given to the public and after careful
consideration that closing Public Information can protect
interests greater than open it or vice versa.
UU-KIP aims to guarantee the right of citizens to know
about plans for public policy making, public policy program,
and public decision-making processes, as well as the reasons
for making public decisions; and encourage public
participation in the public policy making process. The next
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objective is to increase the active role of the community in
public policy making and good management of Public
Agency; realizing good state administration, namely
transparent, effective and efficient, accountable and
accountable; and knowing the reasons for public policies that
affect the lives of many people. And develop science and
educate the life of the nation; and/or improve information
management and services within the Public Agency to
produce quality information services.
In the UU-KIP, there are things and obligations of public
information users including the rights and obligations of
public agency. In Article 4 of the UU-KIP, each person has
the right to obtain Public Information in accordance with the
provisions of the Law, namely: seeing and knowing Public
Information; attend public meetings that are open to the public
to obtain Public Information; get a copy of Public Information
through an application in accordance with this Law;
disseminate Public Information in accordance with laws and
regulations. While the obligation as a user of public
information, must use Public Information in accordance with
the provisions of legislation and include the source of origin
of public information obtained.
UU-KIP regulates information that must be provided and
announced periodically, immediately, and information that
must be available at any time. Article 9 UU-KIP public agency
are required to announce public information on a regular basis,
which consists of: information relating to Public Agency;
information about the activities and performance of the
relevant Public Agency; information about financial
statements; and/or other information stipulated in the laws and
regulations. This obligation is carried out at least six months.
Article 10 UU-KIP public agency must announce immediately
information that can threaten the lives of many people and
public order. Article 11 UU-KIP public agency must provide
public information at any time, which includes: a list of all
Public Information under their control, excluding excluded
information; results of decisions of Public Agency and their
considerations; all existing policies and supporting
documents; the project work plan includes the estimated
annual expenditure of the Public Agency; Public Agency
agreement with third parties; information and policies
submitted by Public Officials in meetings that are open to the
public; Public Agency employee work procedures relating to
community service; and/or report on services to access Public
Information as stipulated in this Law. If there is information
that is rejected, it is necessary to be informed of the reasons
for the refusal (Article 12, UU-KIP).
Based on Article 13 of the UU-KIP, the public agency
needs to appoint an Information and Documentation
Management Officer (PPID) and create and develop a system
of providing information services quickly, easily, and fairly in
accordance with the National Information Service standards
technical guidelines that apply nationally. Article 17 of the
UU-KIP concerning excluded information. every public
agency is obliged to open access for every applicant for public
information to obtain public information, except: Public
Information which if opened and given to Public Information
Applicants can hamper the law enforcement process, can
disrupt the interests of intellectual property rights protection
and protection from unfair business competition ; may
endanger national defense and security; can reveal Indonesia's
natural wealth; can harm the resilience of the national
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economy; may harm the interests of foreign relations; may
disclose the contents of authentic deeds that are personal and
final wishes or one's will; can reveal personal secrets;
Memorandum or letters between public agency or intra public
agency, which by their nature are kept confidential except for
the decisions of the Information Commission or court; and
information that may not be disclosed based on the Law.
Article 18 of the UU-KIP describes information that is not
included in the category of excluded information, namely:
Decision of the judicial agency; Decisions, provision,
regulations, circulars, or other forms of policy, whether those
that do not apply are binding or binding both inside and
outside and the consideration of law enforcement agencies;
Warrant for termination of investigation or prosecution;
Planned annual expenditure of law enforcement agencies;
Annual financial statements of law enforcement agencies;
Reports on the results of the return of money resulting from
corruption; and / or other information as referred to in Article
11 paragraph (2).
B. Government Regulation No. 61 of 2010 concerning the
Implementation of the UU-KIP
To implement the provisions of Article 20 paragraph (2)
and Article 58 of Law Number 14 of 2008 concerning Public
Information Openness, Government Regulations concerning
the Implementation of Law Number 14 Year 2008 concerning
Public Information Disclosure are stipulated. The
Government stipulates Government Regulation Number 61 of
2010 concerning the implementation of Law Number 14 of
2008 concerning Public Information Openness. Article 1
paragraph (5) describes the explanation of the Information and
Documentation Management Officer, hereinafter abbreviated
as PPID, is an official responsible for the storage,
documentation, provision and/or service of information in a
Public Agency. Furthermore, in paragraph 7, Excluded
Information is information that cannot be accessed by the
Public Information Applicant as referred to in the Law on
Public Information Disclosure. Classification of Public
Information is the determination of information as
Information Excluded under the Law on Public Information
Openness.
In Article 2 of the UU-KIP, regarding the request for Public
Information by the Public Information Applicant, the Public
Agency is obliged to make written considerations on every
policy taken to fulfill the rights of each Public Information
Applicant. Written considerations are determined by the PPID
with the approval of the leadership of the relevant Public
Agency. Article 3 Classification UU-KIP Information is
determined by the PPID in each Public Agency based on the
Consciousness Test carefully and thoroughly before stating
that certain Public Information is excluded to be accessed by
everyone. Determination of Information Classification is done
with the approval of the relevant Public Agency leadership.
C. Information Commission Regulation Number 1 of 2010
concerning Public Information Service Standards
Article 23 UU-KIP concerning information commission
The Information Commission is an independent institution
that functions to carry out the Laws and implementing
regulations establishing standard technical guidelines for
Public Information services and resolving Public Information
Disputes through Mediation and/or Non-litigation
Adjudication. Article 2 The Information Commission
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Regulation aims to provide standards for Public Agency in
carrying out public information services; improve public
information services within the Public Agency to produce
quality Public Information services. Another goal is to
guarantee the fulfillment of citizens' rights to obtain access to
Public Information; and guarantee the realization of the
purpose of the implementation of information disclosure as
stipulated in the Public Information Openness Law.
Article 6 Information Commission Regulations regarding
PPID responsibilities and authorities in the field of Public
Information services include the process of storing,
documenting, providing and providing Public Information.
Article 7 of the Information Commission Regulation, PPID is
responsible for coordinating the storage and documentation of
all Public Information that is in a Public Agency. The PPID is
responsible for coordinating the collection of all public
information physically from each unit / work unit which
includes:
a. information that must be provided and announced
periodically;
b. information that must be available at any time;
c. other open information requested by the Public
Information Applicant.
III. LEGAL ASPECTS OF TRANSPARENCY AND
ACCOUNTABILITY OF CONSTRUCTION SERVICES IN
INDONESIA
A. Circular of the Minister of Public Works No. 4 of 2014
In order to realize rights and information, the Government
has issued Law Number 14 of 2008 concerning Public
Information Openness (UU-KIP) and Government Regulation
Number 61 of 2010 concerning Implementation of Law
Number 14 of 2008 concerning Public Information Openness.
This set of rules guarantees individuals and legal entities to
obtain needed public information from public agency. These
legislation provides an opportunity for public participation in
the administration of the State, which in turn can encourage the
realization of a transparent, effective, efficient and accountable
State administration.
The Ministry of Public Works as a Public Agency that has
strategic needs in the administration of government, especially
the provision of infrastructure in the field of public works, is
obliged to implement public information disclosure in order to
realize good governance. In an effort to implement the UU-KIP
and its implementing regulations, as well as to realize effective
and efficient public information services, the Operational
Standards for Public Information Management and Service
Procedures are set forth in the Ministry of Public Works in the
Minister of Public Works Circular Number 4 of 2014. This
circular is intended as a reference for each Ministry of Public
Works organizational unit in the management and service of
public information carried out by the Information and
Documentation Management Officer (PPID). This circular
letter aims to enable every organizational unit in the Ministry
of Public Works to be able to provide, collect, document, and
deliver public information accurately, quickly, and easily.
Organizational Units are the organizational elements of the
Ministry of Public Works. Work Units are organizational
elements of the Ministry of Public Works which consist of
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work units in each organizational unit. Technical
Implementation Unit (UPT) is an independent organization
that carries out certain operational technical tasks and/or
certain technical support tasks from its parent organization.
Technical Executing Units in the Ministry of Public Works in
the form of Big Office. The Ministry of Public Works
organizational unit consists of:
a. Secretariat General;
b. Inspectorate General;
c. Directorate General of Water Resources;
d. Directorate General of Highways;
e. Directorate General of Human Settlements;
f. Directorate General of Spatial Planning;
g. Construction Guidance Agency;
h. Research and Development Agency;
i. Toll Road Regulatory Agency;
j. Supporting Agency for the Development of Water
Supply Systems.
To serve public information requests, the PPID Ministry of
Public Works provides a Public Information Service Room on
the ground floor of the main building of the Ministry of Public
Works. The Public Information Service Room is equipped with
an information desk, a clean and comfortable waiting room, a
computer, internet, telephone, fax, information shelves that
contain various kinds of books and media for public
information. Meanwhile for Work Units and Technical
Implementation Units as Supporting Teams provide
information desks as information services. Service Products
prepared by the Ministry of Public Works PPID, consisting of:
1. Public information service products (except excluded
information),
in
the
form
of
hardcopy
(books/magazines/brochures/prints/photocopies)
and
softcopy (data in files).
2. In the event that public information requested by the
applicant is available on the website of the Ministry of
Public Works, applicants can download and print it
themselves from the website of the Ministry of Public
Works.
Keep your text and graphic files separate until after the text
has been formatted and styled. Do not use hard tabs, and limit
use of hard returns to only one return at the end of a paragraph.
Do not add any kind of pagination anywhere in the paper. Do
not number text heads-the template will do that for you.
B. Minister of PUPR Decree No. 450 of 2017
Decree of the Minister of Public Works and Public
Housing Number 450/KPTS/M/2017 concerning the list of
information that must be provided and announced at the
Ministry of Public Works and Public Housing, considering
Law Number 14 Year 2008, Government Regulation Number
61 of 2010, Information Commission Regulation Number 1 of
2010, and amending Decree of the Minister of Public Works
Number 391/KPTS/M/2011 concerning Determination of
Information Classification at the Ministry of Public Works of
the Republic of Indonesia which is no longer in line with the
development of legal and organizational structure of the
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Ministry of Public Works and Public Housing (PUPR) New
Minister. A list of information that must be provided and
announced is listed in the Appendix which is an integral part
of this Ministerial Decree. The Organizational Unit within the
Ministry of PUPR that provides a list of information consists
of the Secretariat General, Inspectorate General, Directorate
General of Water Resources, Directorate General of
Highways, Directorate General of Human Settlements,
Directorate General of Housing, Directorate General of
Housing Financing, Research and Development Agency,
Directorate General Construction Management, Water
Resources Development Agency, Regional Infrastructure
Development Agency, Toll Road Regulatory Agency, and
supporting Agency for the Development of Drinking Water
Supply Systems. Ministerial Decree No. 450 of 2017
stipulates a list of information that must be provided and
announced at the Ministry of Public Works and Public
Housing, including:

General information that must be announced by all
organizational units immediately, consisting of:

a. Public information that must be provided and announced
periodically.

2. Map of Indonesia's infrastructure and List of Public
Information. Information that must be available at all times
by the organizational unit of the Secretariat General.

b. Public information that must be announced immediately.
c. Public information that must be available at any time.
The list of information that must be provided and
announced at the Ministry of PUPR of the Republic of
Indonesia is divided into two parts, namely general
information and special information. General information is
information that must be provided and announced periodically
by all organizational units. Regarding the information
announced consists of:
1. Work Unit Profile.
2. List of structural and / or functional officials.
3. General information on the procurement of goods and
services (e-procurement).
4. Announcement of the auction of goods and services.
5. Summary of Ministry Financial Reports (Budget
Realization and Audited Balance Sheet reports).
6. Summary of access reports (public information services).
7. Information about the agenda, activities that have been, are
being carried out, and will be carried out.
8. Publication and documentation of PUPR activities (Journal,
Bulletin, Brochure, website reporting, press release).
General information that must be available at all times by
all organizational units, consisting of:
1. Work Leadership Agenda and Echelon I Official.
2. Information on organization statistics, administration,
staffing and finance.
3. Information about public service procedures / procedures.
4. Legal products within the scope of the Ministry of PUPR's
duties.
5. List and document of agreement / MoU other than
agreements / contracts for procurement of goods and
services.

1. Information about damage to PUPR infrastructure due to
natural disasters.
2. Information about functional functional plans for public
utilities.
3. Information on disaster emergency response progress.
List of information that must be provided and announced
specifically by organizational units related to public
information on the construction, among others:
1. Procedures for obtaining public information, filing
objections and information dispute resolution processes.
Information that must be provided and announced
periodically by the organizational unit of the Secretariat
General.

3. Public complaints procedures. Information that must be
provided and announced periodically by the organizational
unit of the Inspectorate General (Irjen).
4. Priority programs of the Directorate General of Water
Resources (Ditjen SDA) and a list of reservoir water
levels. Information that must be available at all times by
the Ditjen SDA organizational unit.
5. General information on road conditions and priority
programs of the General Directorate of Highways.
Information that must be provided and announced
periodically by the organizational unit of the Directorate
General of Highways.
6. General information on housing finance assistance
mechanisms. Information that must be provided and
announced periodically by the organizational unit of the
Directorate General of Housing Financing.
7. Application/Information system results of Research and
Development. Information that must be available at all
times by the Research and Development Agency
(Balitbang) organizational unit.
8. Market data on domestic and foreign infrastructure, list of
priority projects, and list of information on the progress of
package construction project work at the provincial level,
and list of auction winners in the PUPR sector (Job value>
100 M). Information that must be provided and announced
periodically by the organizational unit of the Directorate
General of Construction.
The procedure for obtaining public information is
information that must be provided and announced periodically
by the Organizational Unit of the Secretariat General. For a list
of priority projects, namely projects carried out by the
Government, Regional Government and or Business Entities
that have a strategic nature to increase growth and even
distribution of regional development, information must be
provided and announced periodically by the Directorate
General of Construction.

6. Profile of infrastructure in the PUPR sector.
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C. Law Number 2 of 2017
The construction service sector is a community activity to
realize a building that functions as a support or infrastructure
for social economic activities to support the realization of
national development goals. The implementation of
construction services needs to ensure order and legal certainty.
Law Number 18 of 1999 concerning Construction Services
has not been able to meet the demands of good governance
needs and the dynamics of the development of the
implementation of construction services, so Law Number 2 of
2017 concerning Construction Services is issued.
In Article 2 of the Law on Construction Services (UUJK),
the Implementation of Construction Services is based on one
of them on the principle of openness. What is meant by the
principle of openness is that the availability of information can
be accessed by the parties so that the realization of
transparency in the implementation of Construction Services
enables parties to carry out their obligations optimally, obtain
certainty of their rights, and make corrections so that there are
shortcomings and deviations (Article 2, letter h).
Transparency in the Construction Services Law written in
Article 4 paragraph (1) concerning the responsibilities of the
Central Government:
a. Increase in the capacity and capacity of the national
Construction Services business;
b. Creating a conducive business climate, providing
transparent Construction Services, fair business
competition, and guaranteeing equality of rights and
obligations between Service Users and Service Providers;
The implementation of Construction Services is
specifically written in Chapter 5 UUJK which consists of 4
parts, consisting of general parts, construction services
binding section, construction service management section,
and building supply agreement section. In the service binding
section, there is an explanation of the Selection of Service
Providers with funding sources from the State finances by
means of tendering or selection, electronic procurement,
direct appointment, and direct procurement in accordance
with the provisions of the legislation.

IV.

PATTERN OF TRANSPARENCY AND ACCOUNTABILITY –
DISCUSSION

After the text edit has been completed, the paper is ready
for the template. Duplicate the template file by using the Save
As command, and use the naming convention prescribed by
your conference for the name of your paper. In this newly
created file, highlight all of the contents and import your
prepared text file. You are now ready to style your paper; use
the scroll down window on the left of the MS Word Formatting
toolbar.
Library research obtains secondary data from legislation,
journals, and books that discuss transparency and
accountability. Secondary data produces patterns of
transparency and accountability in the fields of nonconstruction services and construction services. Starting from
2008 with the KIP-Law, then the Government Regulation
implementing the KIP-Law, up to the circular letter from the
decision of the minister of PUPR.
In the KIP-Law or the Public Information Disclosure Act
and the Presidential Regulation on the implementation of the
KIP-Law, the definition of transparency is written clearly in
the explanation of the legislation. Transparency is openness in
carrying out the decision making process and openness in
expressing material and relevant information about the
company. Presidential Regulation Number 54 of 2010
concerning Government procurement of goods/services, in
accordance with Article 93, defines transparency as all
provisions and information on Procurement of Goods /
Services are clear and can be widely known by Goods/Services
Providers who are interested as well as by the public in general.
So that the definition of transparency in the implementation of
construction, especially the procurement of goods/services of
the Government is openness in the process as well as
expressing information clearly from the Public Agency and can
be known by all parties involved including the community. In
Fig. 1 can be seen the legislation that discusses the

D. Presidential Regulation Number 16 of 2018
Previously there was a Presidential Regulation Number 54
of 2010 concerning the procurement of Government
goods/services. In the procurement process, Article 5 explains
the principles of procurement of Goods/Services consisting of
efficient, effective, transparent, open, competitive, fair/nondiscriminatory, and accountable. Presidential regulation has
experienced four changes, there are still shortcomings and has
not accommodated the development of the Government's
needs regarding the regulation of good procurement of
Goods/Services.
Presidential Regulation Number 16 of 2018 concerning the
procurement of goods services of the Government, in Article 5
concerning the Procurement Policy for Goods/Services
includes implementing Procurement of Goods/Services that
are more transparent, open and competitive. Furthermore, in
Article 6 the procurement of Goods/Services applies the
following principles: efficient; effective; transparent; open;
compete; fair; and accountable.
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transparency of the field of non-construction services and
construction services.
Fig. 1. Pattern of Transparency and Accountability in Legislation in Indonesia

KIP-Law defines information as information, statements,
ideas, and signs that contain values, meanings, and messages,
be they data, facts, or explanations that can be seen, heard and
read, which are presented in various packages and formats
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according to the development of information and
communication technology, both electronically and nonelectronically. If described in a positioning, then public
information is a subset of only information in a broad sense.
Based on the KIP-Law, not all public information is open and
may be known or accessed by the public. There is public
information called excluded public information, namely
information which for various reasons is kept secret or cannot
be accessed by the public.
This excluded public information is strict and limited, Public
Agencies may not arbitrarily say that information is excluded
information. To exclude public information, the Public Agency
must test the consequences of the hazards that arise if the
information is opened (consequential harm test). This
consequential test is the application of the principle of
exclusion from strict and limited public information
(maximum access limited exemption). In the KIP-Law, the
information that is excluded is regulated in Article 6 and
Article 17. In simple terms, the classification of public
information can be grouped as in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Classification of Public Information

The picture is a schematic description that groups public
information into two types, namely public information that is
open and excluded. Open public information can be divided
into three groups, namely information that must be provided
and announced periodically (Article 9 KIP-Law), must be
announced immediately (Article 10 KIP-Law), and
information that must be available at any time (Article 11-Law
KIP). Whereas public information excluded in Article 17 of
the KIP Law is grouped into five, namely:

One of the fundamental changes between Presidential
Regulation Number 54 of 2010 and the Amendment to
Presidential Regulation Number 16 of 2018 is the change in
the definition of procurement of Goods/Services themselves.
Presidential Regulation Number 54 of 2010 and its
amendments state that Government Procurement of
Goods/Services, hereinafter referred to as Goods/Services
Procurement, is an activity to obtain Goods/Services by
Ministries/Agencies/Regional Work Units/Institutions whose
process starts from planning needs to complete all activities to
obtain goods / services. Whereas in Presidential Regulation
Number 16 of 2018, the definition of Procurement is changed
to Government Goods/Services Procurement, hereinafter
referred to as Procurement of Goods/Services, is the
procurement
of
goods/services
by
Regional
Ministries/Institutions/Devices financed by APBN/APBD
identification of needs, up to the handover of work results.
With the enactment of Presidential Regulation Number 16
of 2018, all provisions in the Presidential Regulation have
already been applied. For the transition period for the
enactment of Presidential Regulation Number 16 of 2018,
K/L/PD can still carry out the Procurement of Goods/Services
by using Presidential Regulation Number 54 of 2010 along
with its amendments up to 30 June 2018. Whereas contracts
carried out based on Presidential Regulation Number 54 Year
2010 and its amendments continue to refer to Presidential
Regulation Number 54 of 2010 along with the changes until
the contract expires. After July 1, 2018 K/L/PD must carry out
procurement in accordance with Presidential Regulation
Number 16 of 2018. Comparison of Presidential Regulation
Number 16 of 2018 and Presidential Regulation Number 54 of
2010 can be seen in Table I Matrix of differences from the two
Presidential Regulations on Procurement of Goods/Service.
TABLE I. MATRIX OF DIFFERENCES ON TRANSPARENCY
BETWEEN PRESIDENTIAL REGULATION 54/2010
AND PRESIDENTIAL REGULATION 16/2018
Presidential Regulation
Presidential Regulation
No
54/2010
16/2018
DEFINITION

1. State secret group (Article 6 paragraph (3) letter a and
Article 17 letter a, c, d, e, f KIP-Law).
2. Personal secret group (Article 6 paragraph (3) letter c and
Article 17 letter g, h KIP-Law).
3. Business secret group (Article 6 paragraph (3) letter b and
Article 17 letter b of KIP-Law).
4. Secret position group (Article 6 paragraph (3) letter d), and
5. Information groups that have not been controlled by the
Public Agency (Article 6 paragraph (3) letter e).
Library research that has been done, has not found
parameters or indicators for each classification of public
information, especially in the field of Construction Services.
The findings are temporary in reference to the results of
library research in the form of legislation related to the
procurement of Government goods/services. The latest
regulation on the procurement of Goods/Services is the
Presidential Regulation Number 16 of 2018 which previously
existed in Presidential Regulation Number 54 of 2010.
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Chapter
I.
General
Provisio
ns
(Article
1)

Procurement of
Government
Goods / Services,
hereinafter
referred to as
Procurement of
Goods / Services,
is an activity to
obtain goods /
Chapter I.
services by
General
ministries /
Provision
institutions /
s (Article
regional /
1)
institutional work
units whose
process starts
from planning
needs to complete
all activities to
obtain goods /
services.
TRANSPARENCY

Procurement of
Government
Goods / Services,
hereinafter
referred to as
Procurement of
Goods / Services,
is the activity of
procurement of
goods / services
by Regional
Ministries /
Institutions /
Devices financed
by APBN /
APBD whose
process starts
from identifying
needs, up to
handover of work
results.
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2

CHAPT
ER II.
Principle
sProcure
ment
Principle
s (Article
5)

3

4

4

CHAPT
ER XIII.
Electroni
c
Procure
ment
(Article
106)

CHAPT
ER XIII.
Electroni
c
Procure
ment
(Article
107)

Procurement of
goods / services
applies the
following
principles: a.
efficient;
b. effective;
c. transparent;
d. open;
e. compete;
f. fair / nondiscriminatory;
and
g. accountable.

CHAPTE
R II.
Objective
Procurement of
s,
Goods / Services
Policies,
Policies include:
Principles
implementing
, and
more Goods /
Ethics for
Services
Procurem
Procurement
ent of
transparent, open
Goods /
and competitive
Services
(Article
5)
CHAPTE
R II.
Procurement of
Objective
goods / services
s,
applies the
Policies,
following
Principles
principles: a.
and
efficient;
Ethics for
b. effective; c.
Procurem
transparent;
ent of
d. open;
Goods /
e. compete;
Services
f. fair; and
(Article
g. accountable.
6)
ELECTRONIC PROCUREMENT
Procurement of
goods / services
electronically is
carried out by
means of etendering or eImplementation
purchasing. Eof Procurement
Purchasing is the
of Goods /
procedure for
Services is
CHAPTE
purchasing goods
carried out
R X.
/ services through
electronically
Procurem
an electronic
using an
ent of
catalog system. Einformation
Goods /
Tendering is the
system consisting
Services
procedure for
of an Electronic
Electronic
selecting Goods /
Procurement
ally
Services Providers
System (SPSE)
(Article
conducted openly
and a support
69)
and can be
system. (2) LKPP
followed by
develops SPSE
Goods / services
and support
registered with the
systems.
procurement
system by
submitting 1 (one)
time the offer has
been determined.
Procurement of
Procurement of
Government
Goods / Services
Goods / Services
electronically by
electronically
utilizing Eaims to: a.
marketplace. (2)
CHAPTE
increase
Goods / Services
R X.
transparency and
Procurement EProcurem
accountability; b.
marketplace
ent of
increasing market
provides
Goods /
access and fair
technical
Services
business
infrastructure and
Electronic
competition; c.
transaction
ally
improve the
support services
(Article
efficiency of the
for Ministries /
70)
Procurement
Institutions /
process; d.
Regional
support the
Governments and
monitoring and
Providers in the
audit process; and
form of: a.
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e. fulfill real time
information
access needs.

5

CHAPT
ER XIII.
Electroni
c
Procure
ment
(Article
108)

LKPP develops
Government
Goods / Services
Procurement
System
electronically

6

CHAPT
ER XIII.
Electroni
c
Procure
ment
(Article
109)

The scope of etendering includes
the process of
announcing the
procurement of
goods / services
up to the
announcement of
the winner.

Electronic
Catalog; b.
Online Store; and
c. Selection of
Providers. (3)
LKPP has the
authority to
develop, foster,
manage and
supervise the
implementation
of the Goods /
Services
Procurement Emarketplace.

CHAPTE
R X.
Procurem
ent of
Goods /
Services
Electronic
ally
(Article
71)

(1) SPSE scope
consists of: a.
Procurement
Planning; b.
Procurement
Preparation; c.
Selection of
Providers; d.
Contract
Implementation;
e. Handover; f.
Management of
Providers; and g.
Electronic
Catalog.

CONCLUSSION
1. The pattern of transparency and accountability based on
library research is illustrated in Figure 1.
2. Based on the results of the discussion also found the
classification of public information in Figure 2. Consists
of: a. information that must be provided and announced
periodically; b. information that must be available at any
time; c. other open information requested by the Public
Information Applicant
3. Transparency and Accountability in the field of
Construction Services based on library research is
specifically discussed in the Presidential Regulation on
Government Procurement of Goods / Services.
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Abstract---In the flood management, one way to reduce the
volume of flood is by using polder system. This system is
implemented by The Government of DKI Jakarta Province
with retention ponds in some area. To keep its function, some
routine maintenance with appropriate budget of each polder
are running, but there are some conditions which give impact
to the polder functions and services. There are many aspects
that contributed in the decreasing of polder service capability.
In other hand, Water Resources Agency of DKI Jakarta
Province, who is responsible for the maintenance of those
polders, does not have any guideline to evaluate the polder
service and correlate it with appropriate maintenance budget.
This research analyzed seven selected polders in DKI Jakarta
with 41 various variables and indicators that used to evaluate
polder services, which are 4 technical variables (Tx) with 17
indicators (tx) and 5 non-technical variables (NTx) with 15
indicators (ntx). As the result of this research, evaluating the
polder services are more precisely by using 36 various
variables and indicators, which are 4 technical variables with
15 indicators and 5 non-technical variables with 12 indicators.
These variables and indicators then could be used to evaluate
the polder’s service.
Keywords---flood management, polders, indicators

I.

INTRODUCTION

DKI Jakarta as capital of Indonesia has complex disaster
problems. Based on the risk analysis in 2017 by Regional
Disaster Mitigation Agency of DKI Jakarta Province, flood
is one of the threatening disaster that regularly happens
(BPBD, 2017). In order to minimalize the flood damage,
common practice was done by making a room for the river,
such as canals or bypasses, and making polders (Schultz,
2008). The Government of DKI Jakarta Province has built
polders as effort to preventing floods damage besides some
regular maintenance such as canals normalization
(dredging), flood and rob embankment, retention pond, and
drainage system revitalization (Public works Agency of
DɜI ɛakarta, 2012). ɒased on the ۖook with title “Water
Resourۗes ɑgenۗy” in Numۖers Year 2015, the
Government of DKI Jakarta Province has been developed
36 polder systems and also planned to developed 11 polders
system. Polder system is built with components such as
drainage system, retention pond, pumps, water gates and
dikes around the area of polder, and should be maintained
to keep its function optimal. In Jakarta, the polders are
maintained by the Water Resources Agency. Annually, the
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ɑgenۗy alloۗate some ۖudget to keep the Polders’ funۗtion
in optimum service. But in some cases the polder service
could not reach the designed service target (Water
Resources Agency of DKI Jakarta, 2018). In 2018, based on
the data from Water Resources Agency of DKI Jakarta,
there are 70 inundation areas happened inside the polder
system with 10 - 50 cm in height and 30 minutes to 1 hour
for duration of flood. Therefore, the management of those
polders need to be increased with the appropriate budget for
each polder.
II.

RESEARCH BACKGROUND AND LOCATION

Currently, in some cases the polder service could not reach
the designed service target (Water Resources Agency of
DKI Jakarta, 2018). During 2018, based on the data from
Water Resources Agency of DKI Jakarta, there were 70
inundations areas happened inside the polder system with
10 - 50 cm in height and 30 minutes to 1 hour for duration
of flood. These may occur due to ineffectiveness of the
maintenance of the polders which are not based on the
service of each polder. There are no available guidelines to
determine the service level of the polders, result in not
proper budget allocation for revitalizing polders and not
planned based on priority scale. In order to standardize the
ۗriteria of polder’s ۗondition, the Model of Polder System
Service Index which collaborate technical aspects and nontechnical aspects for prioritize polder maintenance are
urgently needed. Either technical or non-technical aspects
are integrated to support water resources management in
future (Nillesen, 2015). Technical aspects could be used to
see the function of polders, meanwhile non-technical
aspects, such as organizational, budgeting, economic
aspect, social and legal aspects could be used to see the
polders service (Rianto, 2012) also the participation of
stakeholders and the community lives in the polders
(Jatmiko, 2014).
Based on the literature study, there is no previous research
that went over Polder System Service Index Model and
integrated all indicators from technical aspects and nontechnical aspects. Therefore, the problem that occurred is
how to formulate variables and indicators, both technical or
non-technical, which are used to assess and analyze polder
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services. This research will include new indicators, they are
frequency of flood occurrence and increase of assets.
The main purpose of this research is to indicate which
factors are affecting the capability of polder function and
services. The benefits of this research are to simplify and as
a reference that can be used by The Water Resources
Agency in Indonesia to assessing the polder service. By
knowing the polder service capability, Water Resources
Agency can make a better decision and take action to
maintain and optimize its function as it should be.
As a location of study, DKI Jakarta Province was chosen
because as a capital of Indonesia, this city has a lot of
problems due to water management, including access to
clean water and flood mitigation during rainy weather. The
Government of DKI Jakarta Province has built polders as
effort to preventing floods damage. Totally, there were 36
polders built in and developed. Management of those
polders are divided in 3 regions, they are western region,
central region and eastern region. For this research, seven
polders used as an object, which has a pond inside the polder
systems. Those polders are Polder Grogol, Polder Teluk
Gong and Polder Tomang in West region, Polder Setia Budi
Barat and Polder Melati in Central Region, Polder Pulomas
and Polder Sunter Selatan in East Region. Fig.1 shows
Locations of Polders in DKI Jakarta Province, covers the
location of 36 existing polders and 11 planned polders.

11 polders not yet constructed

Fig. 1. Locations of Polders in DKI Jakarta Province (Water Resources
Agency of DKI Jakarta, 2018)

III.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The concept of flood control in DKI Jakarta was made in
1973, in DKI Jakarta Drainage Master Plan. Before 2012,
Flood control was defined based on distances of people
from the flood by constructing the diversion channel, levee,
river improvement and many other flood control
constructions, Then, in the Book of Flood Control System
of DKI Jakarta Province (2012), flood control technology
has been increasing more effective and efficient. In that
book, the principle of flood control was changed to flood
mitigation and how to decrease the flood loses. Basic
concept of flood control in DKI Jakarta are: 1) In DKI
Jakarta, water flows from upstream to the sea through
floodway on the outer side of Jakarta; 2) In the area with
enough slope and height water flow by the gravity; 3) In the
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lower area, in Centre and North Jakarta, polder system is
used and water is pumped to the sea; 4) Retention ponds in
upstream area must be maintained in order to storage
rainfall and reduce the water flow to the downstream.
In fact, to minimize flood impact in Jakarta, structural and
non-structural efforts are needed. Some example for
structural efforts are by making water storage and
reforestation in upstream area, by dredging, making
floodway and polders in downstream area. As nonstructural effort, the example is by improving mitigation
system, such as early warning system, community
awareness, making hazardous map and role sharing.
Volker (1983) defined polder as reclamation area with high
water level that isolated from hydrological regime around
it, it makes water level can be controlled. Meanwhile,
Segeren (1983) defines polder as a land with permanent or
periodical water level, which makes it separated from
hydrological regime around it so water level can be
controlled. Common definition used was stated by the
International Commission on Irrigation and Drainage
(ICID) in 1996, which defined polder as the flood control
technology completed by physical equipment, such as
drainage system, retention pond, water gate and pump that
should be maintained as inseparable and integrated water
resources management. Al Falah (2000) defines polder as a
handling of drainage system which makes its catchment
area isolated from water overflow outside the area and
control the flood water level in the system based on a plan.
From those definition, Zulfan (2013) concludes that the
objects of polder system are the area with following
characteristic: 1) isolated as one hydrological system; 2)
water level and groundwater can be controlled; and 3)
inundated area in natural condition. Potential polder areas
were located in swamp area. These low areas mostly formed
as a basin where the drainage water should be collected to a
storage pond and then pumped into the river.
Meanwhile, Water Resources Agency (2018) defines polder
as a drainage area, which is bordered by dike or surface
higher than the area and some of them have storage pond
and pump as the specific characteristic. The storage is used
to collect water from drainage system before it released to
floodway, river, or sea using pumps. By polder system,
flooding area bordered clearly, so water level, debit, and
water volumes that will release can be controlled.
Previous studies resulted assessment analysis which
including the form of urban drainage service level
indicators, irrigation and drainage network performance
assessment and flood index. Those studies were used as a
reference in the analysis of polder system service. Variable
of drainage system service level are latent variable which is
unobserved variable. This Variable consist of 6 of first level
dimensions which contribute to the drainage system service
(Andayani & Yuwono, 2012). Those dimensions are 1)
Water management in drainage system; 2) Software; 3)
Government Participatory; 4) Infrastructure; 5) Operation
and maintenance; 6) Natural disaster. Research variables
were constructs or characters, which have varied values that
will be studied (Kerlinger, 2000). Meanwhile, Sugiyono
(2006) explains that the research variables are all kind of
form determined by the researcher to be studied, so that
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information about it is obtained and concluded. According
to Kerlinger (2000), the variable itself is divided into 2
(two), namely:
1. Independent Variable
Independent variable is a variable that is affected by
change or it creates a dependent variable. In
experiments, independent variables are variables that
can be manipulated or varied by experimenters using
various methods.
2. Dependent Variable
The dependent variable is a variable that is influenced
or created from an independent variable. The dependent
variable cannot be manipulated, but the variation is
observed as a result of predictions derived from the
independent variable.
Indicator of research is defined as an indirect dimension of
an event or condition (Wilson & Sapanuchart, 1993).
Meanwhile according to the United States Department of
Health, Education and Welfare (2004) indicator defines as
statistics that used to help researchers to make
comprehensive, balanced and brief assessments for a
various conditions.

TABLE I. LIST OF POLDER IN WATER RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM OF WEST REGION
No.

Name of
Polder

1.

Grogol

Area of
Polder
(ha)
99,24

2.

Jelambar

555,17

3.

Kamal –
Kalideres

2314,92

4.

Teluk Gong

151,00

5.

Tomang –
Tanjung
Duren

706,54

Main River
K.Grogol
Kanal Banjir Barat
K. Angke
K. Sekretaris
K. Grogol
K. Semongol
K. Mookevart
K. Kamal Benda
K. Apuran Atas
K. Maja
K. Angke
Kanal Banjir Barat
K. Grogol
K. Sekretaris
Sodetan Sekretaris

Name of
Storage
Grogol
Storage
Wijaya
Kusuma
Storage
Kalideres
Tegal Alur
Storage

Area of
Storage
(ha)
1,72
0,91

1,81

No.

Name of
Polder

1

Melati

Area of
Polder
(ha)
398,8

Main River

K. Ciliwung
BKB

East Setia
Budi Storage

3,00

4.

Pluit

2889,19

K. Tamansari
K. Besar
K. Jelakeng
K. Beton
K. Duri Ladeng
K. Tubagus Angke
K. Muara Karang
K. Ancol Bandang

Pluit Storage

73,87

Source: Water Resources Agency of DKI Jakarta, 2018
TABLE III. LIST OF POLDER IN WATER RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM OF EAST REGION
No.

Name of
Polder

1.

Kodamar

Area of
Polder
(ha)
196,22

2.

Rawa Badak

724,72

K. Cideng
Kanal Banjir Barat
K. Gresik
K. Surabaya

4.

5.
6.

South Sunter

736,67

K. Sentiong
K. Sunter

East Sunter
Storage

12,00

30,31
31,55

For this research purpose, those 15 polders have been
identified and classified by their complete component inside
the polder area to make complete analysis of polder service,
which have a storage pond, a water gate, pumps and trash
racks. There are 10 polders have complete components and
to simplify this research, those polders were classified by its
area and shown at table below.
TABLE IV. CLASSIFICATION POLDER BASED ON ITS AREA IN
DKI JAKARTA
Region

< 100 Ha
Grogol
(99,24
Ha)

Central
Region

East
Region
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K. Sunter

Area of
Storage
(ha)
East Sunter I
5,33
Storage
East Sunter
7,17
III Storage
Kemayoran
12,47
Storage
Name of
Storage

Source: Water Resources Agency DKI Jakarta, 2018

6,08

Melati
Storage

Main River

K. Sunter
K. Betik
Ancol
647,38
K. Ancol
K. Sentiong
K. Mati Pademangan
K. Pademangan Timur
K. Pademangan Barat
Pulomas
434,00
K. Sunter
Pulomas
K. IKIP
Storage and
K. Kampung Ambon Pacuan Kuda
Storage
North Sunter 1159,04
K. Lagoa Item
North Sunter
Storage

Tomang
Storage

Area of
Storage
(ha)
3,25

West Setia
Budi Storage

132,00

West
Region

Name of
Storage

K. Ciliwung
BKB

Area of
Storage
(ha)
4,00

Setia Budi
Timur

2,62

TABLE II. LIST OF POLDER IN WATER RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM OF CENTRAL REGION

Name of
Storage

3.

Teluk Gong
Storage

Source: Water Resources Agency of DKI Jakarta, 2018

Main River

West Setia
Budi

METHODOLOGY

In this research, to determine useful indicators to analyze
polder service index, polder with storage pond or retention
pond will be used. Based on data from Water Resources
Agency of DKI Jakarta, there are 36 built-up polders where
15 polders have a storage pond or retention pond. Tables
below respectively shows list of 15 polders in each water
resources management system region in DKI Jakarta in
West Region, Central Region, and East Region.

Area of
Polder
(ha)
216,00

2.

3.

IV.

Name of
Polder

No.

100 – 300 Ha

300–700
Ha

Teluk Gong
(151 Ha)
East Setia Budi
(132 Ha)
West Setia Budi
(216 Ha)
Kodamar
(196 Ha)

>700 Ha
Tomang
–
Tanjung Duren
(706,54 Ha)

Melati
(398,8 Ha)

Pulomas
(434 Ha)

Rawa Badak
(724,22 Ha)
South Sunter
(736,67 Ha)

From the table above, in each classification of polder area,
7 polders were chosen as study locations. Those are Polder
Grogol which have an area < 100 ha, Polder Teluk Gong
and Polder West Setia Budi which have area between 100 –
300 ha, Polder Pulomas and Polder Melati which have area
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between 300 – 700 ha, also Polder Tomang – Tanjung
Duren and Polder North Sunter which have area more than
700 Ha.
TABLE V. RECAPITULATION CONDITION OF 7 CHOSEN
POLDER
Indicators

Polder
Polder
Polder
Polder Polder
Polder
Polder
Teluk
Setiabudi
North
Melati Grogol
Pulomas
Tomang
Gong
Barat
Sunter

Catchment
398,8
area (Ha)
Retention
Pond Area 3,25
(Ha)
Number of
16
pump (unit)
Pump(s)
capacity
18,8
(m3/s)
Number of
trash rack
5
(unit)
Number of
2
sluice gate
(unit)

99,24

151

434

216

706,54

1159,04

1,718

2,62

12

4

6,08

30,31

3

3

5

7

20

5

2,7

3

8,5

8,9

23,2

20,4

2

3

3

2

4

5

2

2

1

2

4

5

Methodology that used in this research is by detailing those
1st level dimensions to 2nd level dimension become 41
observed indicators. The research analysis was done
scientifically, using linear regression in technical and nontechnical aspect. Those unobserved variable for each aspect
was selected and the analyzed.
Research method that is used in this research are as written
below:
1. First stage of this research was classifying the polder
based on the completion of the components and based
on the area of those polders;
2. Second stage was collecting secondary data from the
polder system management officer of the polder system,
which is the Government of DKI Jakarta Province,
especially the Water Resources Agency. After
collecting, the data were verified to determine its
accuracy;
3. Primary data were collected by interviewing the officer
who maintain the polders and local communities who
live in the area for a long time period so they are aware
about the developments of the area before and since the
polder was constructed. Besides interviews, primary
data were collected by observing the surrounding
conditions;
4. After data collection and the verification that has been
carried out on each polder, indicators are formulated
which affect the performance of the polder;
5. Chosen indicators are verified its correlation each other
using Partial Least Square (PLS) method. In this
research PLS analyzed using Smart PLS software;
6. Furthermore, the selected technical and non-technical
indicator variables were analyzed to determine the
respective index size. After the technical and nontechnical indices have been obtained, the two indices are
combined and calibrated into a polder system service
index.
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V.

ANALYSIS AND RESULT

By observing those locations, primary data analysis and
secondary data in each polders, there are some indicators
that cause the decreasing in capability of polder service,
they are: 1) Land use, 2) Condition and capacity of structure
and equipment in polder, 3) Inundated area in the polder, 4)
Operation and Maintenance cost, 5) Value of assets, 6)
Institutional, 7) Human Resources, 8) Standard Operation
Procedure, 9) Participatory, 10) Law and regulation, 11)
Economic Socio-cultural, and 12) Flood losses.
Those conditions were analyzed in each polder based on the
observation, interviews with community and officer of
Water Resources Agency of DKI Jakarta Province, and by
analyzing secondary data, as follows:
1. Technical aspects
This aspects including countable and measureable
number from secondary data (rainfall and climatology),
and primary data that can measured in sites.
a. Variable : Flow pattern (T1)
Indicator : Time of concentration in minute (t1a)
and land cover in Percentage (t1b)
The covered area in the polder catchment area
changed over the time. Increased built-up area
causing changes in time concentration become faster
than before. Faster concentration time causes lower
service of polder, because polder and retention pond
capacity has designed for certain condition of
catchment area and projected into several years later
for normally conversion of land-use. It shown that
time concentration and land cover could be used for
indicating polder service.
b. Variable : Condition and capacity of structure and
equipment in polder (T2)
Indicator : Capacity of polders in m3 (t2a)
In order to optimizing the function of polder
services, polder capacity is the most necessary thing.
If the pond has no optimal capacity, the pond will not
be able to accommodate the volume of water from
the catchment area of the polder. This condition will
cause inundation in polder area that lower polder
service.
Indicator : Condition of sluice gate in percentage
(t2b)
Condition of the sluice gate will affect the speed of
water released to the sea or river in the polder
reservoir, when the water in the river lower than
water in the pond. In good condition, sluice gate can
be easily to operate, so while water in sea or river
higher than water level in the pond, back water that
caused inundated in polder area can be prevented.
Indicator : Condition of pump in m3/sec (t2c)
Condition of the pump greatly affect the
performance and the speed of the pump to move
water in the pond/ polder reservoir to the river or the
sea, when the water in the river is high. If condition
of the pump is not in a good condition, it will reduce
the speed of pump capacity to move the water, and
causes inundation in polder area during heavy rain.
Indicator : Age of pump in year (t2d)
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Age of the pump, that exceeded the lifecycle of the
pump, will affect its performance. The age of the
pump exceeded its lifecycle time, it will reduce the
ability of the pump, especially when the
maintenance budget is not optimal. Longer age of
pump with low maintenance can causes delaying
time of pumping, then it causes inundation and
decreasing polder service.

Indicator : Condition of Trash-rack in percentage
(t2e)
Condition of trash-rack affects optimization of the
performance of trash rack to filter waste in the polder
pond/ reservoir. Piles of garbage in the pond/ polder
reservoir will reduce the capacity of the polder
reservoir.
Indicator : Condition of Generator set in
percentage (t2f)
Condition of the generator set will affect the
performance of the pump when the electricity goes
out. Often this condition arises where due to heavy
rain, electricity turns off and or is turned off, so the
operation of the pump is very dependent on the
generator.
Indicator : Rate of land use change in percentage
per year (t2g)
The rate of land use change that is increasing every
year will affect the speed of water seeping into the
soil. This condition results in greater surface flow
and ultimately causes inundation.
c. Variable : Inundation (T3)
Indicator : Inundation area in percentage (t3a),
inundation height in meter (t3b),
inundation duration in hour (t3c),
frequency of inundation occurs in times
per year (t3d)
The occurrence of inundation is a visual
representation of the service of a polder. The wider
and higher the inundation and the longer the
inundation recedes indicates the decreasing of polder
service. Similarly, more frequent inundates occur
indicate that there are components in the polder that
are not working optimally.
d. Variable : Technical economics (T4)
Indicator : Operating cost in rupiahs (t4a),
Maintenance cost in rupiahs (t4b)
This indicator will be needed to evaluate, because
the allocation of operating and maintenance costs,
which are less than the allocation needed, will affect
the decline in the performance of the components
contained in a polder.
Indicator : Age of the polders in year (t4c)
In relation to the economic value of a polder, the
function of the polder that has been built for a long
time tends to decrease, especially if it is not balanced
with the needed operational and maintenance costs.
Indicator : increase value of polder assets in
rupiahs (t4d)
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The additional asset values in a polder system, such
as adding pumps, adding garbage filters, or adding
sluice gates, occurs because the existing polder
system is not optimal in meeting established service
targets.
2. Non-technical aspects
a. Variable : Institutional (NT1)
Indicator : Organization Type and Structure (nt1a)
The organization is the important thing in a
management. Success or failure of a management
depends on the type, structure and management of
the organization.
Indicator : Decision making (nt1b)
Time spent for making the decision is one of the
important thing in polder management. A prolonged
decision-making process will cause delays in
handling a polder and causes inundation.
Indicator : Human Resources (nt1c)
Operators are very necessary to operate the
components, such as pumps, sluice gates, thrash
racks that constructed in a polder, so that the
suitability of the number and ability of the operators
with the needs is closely related to the assessment of
the services of a polder.
Indicator : Supervisory Agency (nt1d)
The presence of a supervisory body can help polder
managers to monitor and evaluate the performance
of the manager in managing the polder every year,
then will guide the polder manager to maintain the
polder for optimal result.
Indicator : Standard Operation Procedure (SOP)
(nt1e)
Standard Operation Procedure (SOP) provides
guidance for polder managers in carrying out the
operation and maintenance of the polder.
Indicator : Master Plan (nt1f)
Using polder master plan, polder managers can
review the capabilities of a polder, especially related
to changes in extreme weather, such as higher
rainfall, and changes in land use in the polder.
b. Variable : Role Management (NT2)
Indicator : Community Forums (nt2a), Public and
private participation (nt2b)
Participation of the community and / or the private
sector in the operation and maintenance efforts can
also help maintain and improve the service of the
polder system.
c. Variable : Law and Regulation (NT3)
Indicator : Monitoring of laws and regulations
(nt3a)
By monitoring of laws and regulations, everything
related to the polder management efforts can be
carried out properly, so the polder service is
maintained.
Indicator : Law enforcement (nt3b)
Law enforcement efforts will minimize the
occurrence of offenses committed by the community
that can disrupt the sustainability and function of the
polder, so that the polder service is maintained.
Indicator : Reward to community (nt3c)
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Reward for the community will increase the spirit of
the community to participate in the management of
the polder, and even form a forum with a definite
organization and help the local government to
manage the polder.
d. Variable : Socio-cultural and economic (NT4)
Indicator : Education level (nt4a)
The higher level of education from the community
around the polder, the community awareness will be
higher in managing the polder.
Indicator : Income level (nt4b)
The level of community incomes is hugely
contribute to polder function. The higher level of
income of the community lives in polder area, the
community awareness to contribute to manage the
polder will be even higher.
Indicator : Economic activity near polder (nt4c)
More economic activities carried out in the polder
area, the more problems will arise, such as garbage
problems, illegal houses and environmental
pollution which will affect the sustainability of
polder function.
e. Variable : Flood Losses (NT5)
Indicator : Flood losses (nt5a)
Flood or inundation can cause losses, depending on
the location of the inundation. A good polder system
service will minimize losses due to inundation in an
area, which in turn will provide feedback on the
performance of the polder system itself.
Using the scoring number, those 41 indicators are adjusted
and analyzed using Smart PLS software to check its
correlation each other. Fig. 3 below shows output from
smart PLS software analysis. Bold line represents high
correlation between latent variables and indicators
connected.
Based on PLS analysis, from 41 indicators from observation
and literature study analysis above, there are 5 indicators
that have very low correlation to each other and to service
index polder. They are time of ۗonۗentration (t1a), polder’s
age (t4c), organization structure (nt1a), masterplan (nt1f),
and education level (nt4a). For further purpose, analysis of
those 5 indicators are not needed.

Fig. 2. Output Result of Smart PLS

VI.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

To sum up, there are 36 indicators that can be used for
analyzing polder system service level. Those indicators are
separated into 2 aspects, technical and non-technical aspect,
as shown in Table VII and Table VIII respectively.
TABLE VII. TECHNICAL ASPECTS VARIABLE AND INDICATOR
FOR ɑSSESSMENT OF POLDER’S SERVICE
No
1
2

Variable
Flowing Pattern
(T1)
Structural
Condition and
Capacity (T2)

3

Inundated (T3)

4

Technical
Economic (T4)

Indicator
Land cover (%) (t1b)
Storage capacity (m3) (t2a)
Sluice gate condition (% of broken) (t2b)
Pump condition (m3/s) (t2c)
Pump’s age (years) (t2d)
Trash-rack condition (% of broken) (t2e)
Generator set condition (% of broken) (t2f)
Speed of land-use changing (% per year) (t2g)
Inundated area (%) (t3a)
Height of inundated (m) (t3b)
Average duration of inundated (hours) (t 3c)
Frequent of inundated (times) (t 3d)
Operation cost (rupiah) (t4a)
Maintenance cost (rupiah) (t4b)
Inۗreasing numۖer of polder’s assets (t 4d)

TABLE VIII. NON-TECHNICAL ASPECTS VARIABLE AND
INDICɑTOR FOR ɑSSESSMENT OF POLDER’S SERVICE
No
1

Variable
Organization (NT1)

2

Role and
Management (NT2)
Law and Regulation
(NT3)

3
4
5

Socio-cultural and
economic (NT4)
Flood disadvantages
(NT5)

Indicator
Decision making (nt1b)
Human resources / operator (nt1c)
Supervisory Agency (nt1d)
Standard Operation Procedure (SOP) (nt1e)
Community Forums (nt2a)
Public and private participation (nt2b)
Monitoring of laws and regulations (nt3a)
Law enforcement (nt3b)
Appreciation (nt3c)
Income level (nt4b)
Economic activity near polder (nt4c)
Inundate disadvantages (nt5a)

For further purposes, further research is needed to create a
polder system service index model.
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Abstract— The Yogyakarta region is an area that has quite a
high earthquake activity. Meanwhile, the usual earthquake
resistant building design ignores the influence of wall stiffness.
For this reason, it is necessary to evaluate the structural behavior
of earthquake loads, if the infill wall is included in the analysis.
This research was conducted at the Postgraduate Building of the
Faculty of Medicine, Gadjah Mada University. The purpose of
this study is to look for the effect of displacement and interstory
drift with additional infill walls. The research was conducted
with ETABS software to make the model according to the actual
conditions. The earthquake load simulated using equivalent
static load and spectrum response. The structure model of the
open frame structure building and the infill frame structure are
modeled to compare the results. Result analysis shows that
interstory drift in the open frame structure model is not safe
because it exceeds the permit limit. While the infill frame
structure of each floor is still within the range of permit values
so that the structure deviation is still in the safe category as
required by SNI 1726-2012.
Keywords— Infilled Wall, SNI 1726-2012, open frame
structure, and drift ratio

I.
INTRODUCTION
Indonesia is located between several tectonic plates of the
world, namely the Indo Australia plate which moves towards
the north, the Pacific plate that moves towards the northwest
and the Eurasian plate, so it often experiences earthquakes. The
area of D.I Yogyakarta is an area that has quite high earthquake
activity, so it is necessary to evaluate the structural
performance of earthquake loads starting with making a model
using data according to actual conditions and then calculating
according to local conditions.
Performance evaluation can provide information about the
extent to which an earthquake will affect the structure of a
building. This is important for evaluating the seismic behavior
of post-melting building structures (Pranata, 2006).
The important thing about performance-based evaluation is
that the building's performance targets against earthquakes are
clearly stated. The performance targets consist of earthquake
events, and the level of allowable damage or level of
performance (performance level) of the building against the
earthquake event (Dewobroto, 2006).
Schodek (1999) states that in a stable structure when
subjected to a load, the structure will experience a smaller
deformation than an unstable structure. This is because the
stable structure has the strength and stability in holding the
load.
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In analyzing earthquakes in buildings there are several
variables that must be considered, namely horizontal deflection
(drift) and the period of the building structure. Excessive drift
will burden the structure and can damage buildings both
structural and non-structural. On the other hand, the
deformation of the structure means that some energy is
dissipated from seismic forces (Ambrose & Vergun, 1999).
The building period is the condition when the building is
exposed to melting and ejected laterally by earthquake, wind
and other loads, the building will be swayed back and forth
with regular periods or can be called a natural period
(Lindeburg & McMullin, 2008).
In general, building portal planning is done by modeling
the column beam structure and earthquake force retaining
structures without being modeled as infill walls (brick walls)
or often called open frame structure.
The infill wall in fact does overload the structural elements
but also has stiffness. Stiffness of the wall when included in the
modeling will certainly add to the overall structural rigidity of
the system.
The stiffness of the structure is inversely proportional to the
displacement value so that the addition of the infill wall in the
open frame structure model is expected to be able to reduce the
displacement value received. The open frame structure model
with the addition of infill walls is often referred to as the
infilled frame structure. How much influence the addition of
infill walls in resisting deviation due to earthquake forces
needs to be investigated further.
The difference in behavior of the open and infilled frame
structure models is very important to understand. By
understanding the differences in their behavior, we can more
easily determine the structure model that is more suitable.
Therefore, how much difference in the basic shear force of the
building, the stiffness of the structure, the displacement that
occurs, and how much the difference in other structural
responses of the two models need to be studied more deeply.
Dorji and Tambiratnam (2009) have conducted a study of
infilled frame structure. The relationship between the frame
and the infill wall is modeled with a gap. Gap rigidity was
sought by trial and error and compared with other studies.
Seismic load analysis in this study was carried out with time
history to find the strength of buildings with infill walls, softstorey phenomenon, natural period deflex, and stresses that
occur. The results of this study indicate that the elastic modulus
of the infill wall is very influential on the value of period
vibration displacement, and interstory-drift. All of these
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responses decrease with increasing modulus of elasticity. The
greater the opening in the infill wall, the displacement value
will increase. In addition, the natural vibration period is not too
affected by the wall thickness of the filler for the overall
response.

Mada University, Yogyakarta. The building is a reinforced
concrete structure with a height of 38.75 meters and a roof
construction of 6 meters high. The Skybridge consists of 2
levels that stretch across both building structures (Building
A and Building B) at an altitude of 9.65 meters.

Tanjung (2016) examined the effect of red brick walls on
the lateral resistance of reinforced concrete structures, the
results showed that the use of red brick as a filler wall resulted
in increased lateral resistance of the structure, lateral resistance
of reinforced concrete structures will be plastered on both sides
and fillers in the form of red bricks will delay collapse structure
in reinforced concrete structures.
This research was conducted at the Postgraduate Building
of the Faculty of Medicine, Gadjah Mada University using
ETABS software to create building modeling using 3
earthquake input data in the form of acselogram recordings
converged using Sesmomatch software.
II.

Fig. 1. The front view of the Postgraduate building of the Faculty of
Medicine UGM.

EARTHQUAKE

Earthquakes are usually caused by sudden movements of
the earth's crust (sudden slip). A sudden shift occurs
because of the source of force as the cause, both from
natural sources and from human assistance (artificial
earthquakes). Tectonic earthquakes are generally the
largest earthquakes compared to other types of
earthquakes. This type of earthquake is very closely
related to tectonic plate activity both regionally and
globally. The movement of tectonic plates / rock masses
can collide (convergent), shift (shear), pull together
(tension) and a combination of both. Two tectonic plates
that collide or shift will cause stress, deformation and
strain energy accumulation will occur. If the rock stress
that occurs is very large and can no longer be held by
rocks, rock damage will occur (Prawirodikromo, 2012).
III. DRIFT RATIO
Drift is the ratio value between the deviation that occurs on
the floor which is viewed on the floor height. The value of total
drift or elastiۗ transfer ۖetween floors on floor x (δex) ۗan ۖe
generated through the output of the building deviation Elastic
displacement is obtained by finding the deviation difference
that occurs on the floor that is reviewed with the floor below.
The deflection enlargement factor (Cd) and building priority
factor (Ie) must be included in determining the value of story
drift. SNI 1726μ 2012 requires that the value of story drift (δx)
must be determined through equation (1).
δx =

�

.δx

≤ ��

The building consists of two buildings and one
connecting bridge where the shape of the building has the
same plan which differs only from the direction of
orientation facing each other. The building has the same
structure and division of space on the first floor to the 7th
floor. Semi basement is functioned as a parking lot for both
building A and building B. Whereas on the 8th floor the
room has a different structure plan where many columns
are reduced.

Fig. 2. Semi basement floor

(1)

The ultimate limit performance of the value of story drift
will be obtained in this study. The building will be said to be
safe if the value of the story drift analysis results do not exceed
the permitted limits (Δa) aۗۗording to SNI 1726μ 2012.
Without proper consideration during the design process
excessive deflection and drift can have adverse effects on
structural elements, nonstructural elements, and time history
methods (Sameer & Gore, 2016).

Fig. 3. floors 1-7

IV. BUILDING STRUCTURE DATA
The study was conducted at the lecture building and the
Postgraduate laboratory of the Faculty of Medicine, Gadjah
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dilation. In the initial stage in modeling is to define the
structural material used and the dimensions of the
cross-section of structural elements from the frame
system (beam-column), floor slabs, and structural
walls. The dimensions of each structural element are
defined according to the plan drawing, after all existing
structural elements have been defined and then applied
to the structure model. Non-structural elements such as
floor coverings, electrical and mechanical are
considered to be a burden on the structure.
Fig. 4. 8th floor .

TABLE I.

DESCRIPTION OF THE BUILDING

Building Description

Explanation

Structural System

Special Reinforced Concrete Sliding Wall

Building Functions

Laboratory and Lecture Buildings

Number of Floors

8 floors

Maximum Building Height

44.75 meters

Number of Semi Basement
Skybridge Height on The 3rd
Floor

1 floor
Fig. 5. Display 3-dimensional modeling using ETABS software.
9.65 meters

V.

METHODS

A. Analytical method
• Study of literature
Literature study was taken as the basis of the guideline
for analysis to be carried out by studying all matters
relating to dynamic and static analysis. The reference
books used include SNI 03-1726-2002 concerning
Earthquake Resilience Planning Standards for Building
Structures, SNI 1726: 2012 concerning Planning
Procedures for Earthquake Resilience for Buildings and
Non Building Buildings and related publication
journals that support analysis .
• Data collection
The collection of primary data and information related
to the Postgraduate Building of the Faculty of
Medicine, Gadjah Mada University, was obtained
through the KMK UGM directly. The data obtained in
the form of a drawing of the Faculty of Medicine
Postgraduate Building plan in the form of soft files and
hard files. This data will be used as a basis for structural
modeling in 3-dimensional form which is then analyzed
with the help of ETABS V13.1 software.
• 3 Dimensional structure modeling
Modeling in the study used ETABS V.13 software and
in accordance with the planning drawings and building
real conditions. The buildings are divided into three,
namely building A, sky bridge, and building B. These
three buildings do not become a single unit which is
expected to avoid the concentration of forces that can
occur if the building is integrated or commonly called
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B. Analytical method
• Structure load
Accumulated loads occur in the structure of the effects
of Live Load, Super Imposed Dead Load, and structural
loads.
TABLE II.

DESCRIPTION OF THE BUILDING
Loading (kN)
ADL

LL

TOTAL
(kN)

Floors
Self Load
Base

10998.6

884.1

1194.4

13077.2

L1

15574.3

1457.4

1165.0

18196.7

L2

15909.0

1416.4

1130.2

18455.6

L3

16276.6

1171.5

1310.1

18758.2

L4

18116.3

1179.8

1319.1

20615.2

L5

15254.5

1206.8

1348.1

17809.4

L6

13173.9

1025.0

1152.5

15351.5

L7

13173.9

1025.0

1152.5

15351.5

L8

12261.7

1025.0

1152.5

14439.2

L9

7677.4

499.9

330.6

8507.9

STRUCTURE LOAD

160562.3

• Earthquake data
The earthquake load must adjust to the type of land on
which the building was erected. At the research location
it is assumed that the soil classification is moderate
(SD). With the data provided on the page
http://puskim.pu.go.id/ as follows:
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Location : Jl. Farmako, Sekip, Sleman Regency,
Special Region of Yogyakarta.
Coordinate

: -7.769082, 110.374190

Value of S1

= 0,481

Value of Ss

= 1,156

Value of Fa

= 1,038

Value of Fv

= 1,572

The first seismic base shear (equivalent equivalent) of
the building is obtained through the calculation of
seismic shear coefficients (Cs) and total structure
weight (Wt), Equation (2). The shear force is
distributed to each floor according to the proportion
following the formula required in SNI 1726: 2012,
Equation (3) and Equation (4).
V = Cs . Wt

(2)

• Spectrum response design

(3)

Response spectrum (RS) is a spectrum that is presented
in graphical form plots between periods of vibrating T
structures, versus their maximum responses for a
certain damping ratio and earthquake load. Maximum
response can be the maximum deviation (Spectral
Displacement, SD), maximum speed (Spectral
Velocity, SV) or acceleration maximum (Spectral
Acceleration, SA) a mass of structures with a single
degree of freedom. Based on the SNI 1726: 2012
earthquake map for the location of the building, the Ss
value was obtained at 1.156 g while the S1 value was
0.481 g. with the calculation referring to the applicable
regulations, the SDS and SD1 values are 0.799 g and
0.504 g, respectively. The response spectrum graph is
shown in Fig. 6.
1,0

Fx

= Cvx . V

(4)

With V is the basic shear force of the building; Fx is the
lateral force due to the earthquake; Cvx is a vertical
distribution factor; and k is constants whose magnitude
is determined based on the period value of the structure.
VI.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Displacement data is 4 end points of building B, indicated
by codes J-12, J-14, J-42 and J-44 (Figure 7). The value of
displacement and drift ratio are taken from the response of the
structure due to the load of the Response Spectrum and
Equivalent Static on the X-axis and Y-axis.
J-12

J-42

0,8

Sa

0,6
0,4
0,2
0,0

J-14
0

1

2
3
T, seconds

4

Fig. 6. Design spectrum response (medium soil)

• Structure fundamental period
Based on SNI 1726-2012 period fundamental structure
T may not exceed the results of the coefficient for the
upper limit in the calculated period (Cu) and the
fundamental period of the Ta approach must be
determined from the predetermined equation The
period values from the results of the analysis using the
ETABS program are shown in Table III.
TABLE III. STRUCTURE PERIOD
Period,
T

XAxis

YAxis

Tapprox

1.426

1.426

Tmax

1.9963

1.9963

Tgross

0.6

0.6

Tcrack

0.825

0.825

J-44

5
Fig. 7. Review point of displacement value

It can be seen in Fig. 8, 9, 10 and Fig. 11 that all the floors in
the infilled frame structure are still in a safe condition, this is
indicated by the indicator value of the interstory drift on each
floor which is still within the permit limit for the X axis and Y
axis. Additional stiffness contributed by the presence of a fill
wall in the fill frame model can reduce the amount of
displacement in the outer connections of each floor. The results
are similar to those of Tidke and Jangave (2016) which state
that wall pairs are capable of making drifts on smaller filler
frame models than open frames. Whereas, at the open frame
structure shows that interstory drift on the Y axis has exceeded
the permit limit. Moreover, when compared between the open
and infill frame models in both the X-axis and Y-axis
directions, the presence of a fairly regular fill wall in the infill
frame model is also able to homogenize the intersection points
on each floor.

• Seismic shear force
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1592677

7494.897

1780.939

8357.48

4

1845663

8493.176

2061.52

9460.68

3

1687554

9108.085

1875.815

10136.94

2

1618617

9450.832

1845.558

10523.6

1

1605134

9543.64

1819.668

10627.7

0

1232772

9543.64

1307.715

10627.7

Total

14349,58

69889.57

16056.23

77969.92

Table 4 shows that the value of shear force on the infill frame
structure on all floors is greater than the value of the shear force
on the open frame. The filler wall is proven to be able to add
stiffness to the infill frame structure model. Increased stiffness
is followed by increasing the earthquake force on each of these
floors. The force of each floor is directly proportional to the
value of the story shear which is the cumulative earthquake
load from each floor, as shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13.
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1
0

Open
Frame

Story

Fig. 8. Displacement curves on building joins spectrum response loads

5

Fig. 9. Displacement curves on building joins static equivalent loads.
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Fig. 12. Equivalent static earthquake force from each floor

Fig. 10. Intersotry drift spectrum response loads

9
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1

Infilled
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Fig. 13. Equivalent static earthquake shear force

V. CONCLUSION
Fig. 11. Intersotry drift Static Equivalent Loads.

TABLE IV. SEISMIC DISTRIBUTION ON EACH FLOOR
Open Frame

Infilled Frame

W

V

W

V

9

739402

1547.035

850.7928

1761.18

8

1278,79

3379.61

1443.923

3808.42

7

1374487

5009.107

1535.148

5609.07

6

1374487

6319.551

1535.148

7057.15

Floor
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Based on the results of the analysis, it was concluded that the
Postgraduate Faculty of Medicine building located in the
Special Region of Yogyakarta on the spectrum response load
was still safe for both models with interstory drift values still
not exceeding the permit limit. But on equivalent static loads,
structures with open frame models have an interstory drift
value that exceeds the permit limit. The addition of a filler
wall has a significant effect on the value of the shear force and
drift ratio that occurs. The infill wall added to the structure
model increases the stiffness of the building so that it can
reduce the drift ratio value that occurs.
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Abstract—The retarding factor determines the decay factor that
has an impact on the time scale of the soil water content of
watershed. In many works, that is a significant variable for drawing
reliable flood thresholds. Nowadays, the empirical formula of the
retarding basin factor is built only based on the watershed
morphometric. This work made a review of articles published in
scientific journals, conference papers, and books to determine the
dominant soil parameter to retarding factor of watershed. Based on
the results of the review, previous researchers had a unity of
opinion that the soil texture, effective porosity, and conductivity
hydraulic can be used to evaluate the watershed hydrogeological
affect sensitivity to the retarding factor. This paper is expected to
improve understanding of watershed behavior in holding water
based on the influence of the soil factor.
Keywords—soil,
watershed.

decay

I.

factor,

retarding

basin

factor,

INTRODUCTION

The retarding or storage factor of watershed determines the
decay factor that has an impact on the time scale of soil water
content. In the theory of synthetic unit hydrograph, there is
described that the decay coefficient is controlled by the
retarding or storage factor of watershed (Anggraheni and
Sutjiningsih, 2016; Baltas et al. 2007). It has relation pattern
that is generally expressed in the form of exponential formula
(Anggraheni and Sutjiningsih, 2016).
Nowadays, the empirical formula of retarding factor of
watershed is built based on the morphometric variables that are
watershed area, river length, river gradient, source frequency,
source factor, and drainage density (Harto, 1993; Lee et al.
2013), or time concentration (Bracken et al. 2008). However,
further, the investigation about the influence of soil parameters
on the retarding factor of watershed has not been researched. It
needs to be researched because the difference in soil type in
each watershed around the world, it will give a varied response
to the ability of watersheds in holding soil water content.
Where, in theory and application of flood-rainfal threshold,
soil water content is often the determining variable in
predicting flooding.
The main objective of this paper is to review some related
articles for determining the influence of the watershed soil
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parameter as a hydrogeological effect on the retarding basin
factor. This paper is expected to improve understanding of
watershed behavior in holding water based on the influence of
the soil factor.
II. LITERATUR REVIEW
The empirical formula of the retarding basin factor by using
the parameter of watershed morphometric is also found by
Harto (1993). The formula is like the part of Gama I synthetic
unit hydrograph development which the storage factor is
functioned as the determinant variable of unit hydrograph
recession that is based on the exponential (1) and it is regarding
the van Dam research (1979). Generally, the storage factor is
classified into 2 parts that are the storage factor for analyzing
the direct flow and inter-flow and the recession of base-flow.
The two empirical formula of the Gama I storage factor has the
non-linear relation (exponential equation) with the watershed
morphometric. The empirical formulas are presented as in (1)
until (4) below.
=

.

−�.

=

()

where Qt = discharge that is calculated in the time of t after Qp
(m3/s), Qp = discharge on that time (t = 0), (m3/s), d = decay
factor (-), K = storage factor (hour-1), and t = time unit (hour)
�=

0.5617

0.1798

0.1146

� = 100(16.5395 + 0.6578

7

0.0452

1.0897

− 17.0379 � − 1.911 )0.5

()
()

where K = storage factor (hour-1), A = watershed area (km2), S
= river gradient (m/km), SF = source factor (-), D = drainage
density (m/km2), F = drainage frequency (-), and SN = source
frequency (-).
The variables of the watershed area and drainage frequency
have the influence that is proportional to the watershed storage
factor. It means that if the value of variables is increasing, it
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will give the indicator of watershed ability is also increasing in
holding water. However, for the variable of river gradient,
source factor, and source frequency have the reverse
influences. Therefore, the bigger variables will decrease the
watershed ability to hold water; however, mainly for the
variable of drainage density, the relation pattern that is formed
is not consistent. The formula of storage factor (2), the storage
factor has a proportional relation but on (3) has reversed
relationship.
The watershed area can be used as a guide to the magnitude
of the role of a watershed storage system, as explained in the
storage concept or theory. If the watershed is wider, so the
ability of the watershed to hold water is also greater. The
drainage frequency describes the amount of drainage density
based on the segment number of the river. If a watershed has a
fixed river length, but the segment number of the river is
increasing, it means that the river system shows a tendency for
a system that consists of rivers with a shorter average length of
river segment. It causes the results in reducing the flow of
groundwater flow into the river system or if the drainage
frequency value is greater, so the retardation factor in the
watershed aquifer will also increase. The source frequency can
be used as a guide to the magnitude of the role of water sources
that are originating from the first order of the rivers which
contributes to the quantity of river flow. If the source frequency
value is greater, the groundwater flow rate will increase, or the
ability of aquifer watershed to hold the water to be going to
decrease. A similar thing can be used to explain the effect of
the drainage density and the source factor. The difference is
that the drainage density parameter is more oriented to the even
distribution of rivers in all the watersheds, while the source
frequency and the source factor parameters are more oriented
to the role of the first order of the river. The river slope
parameter is identical to describe the hydraulic gradient which
affects the rate of drainage of the groundwater flow to the river
system. This means that the bigger the slope parameter of the
river will reduce the ability of watershed aquifers to hold water.
According to Chow et al., (2013) and Indarto (2010), the
infiltration is specifically controlled by the factors of soil water
movement. Based on the Darcy Law (1856) and regarding (4)
is supposed that the soil properties give the significant effect of
the watershed storage factor.
= −� �

�

()

where q = volume of outflow from soil and s is the flow
direction (m/s), K = hydraulic conductivity (m/s), and δH/δs
= hydraulic gradient.
The bigger hydraulic gradient and hydraulic conductivity will
decrease the watershed availability to hold water in the aquifer.
III. METHODOLOGY
The methodology consists of the articles review to discuss
the influence of the watershed soil parameter as a
hydrogeological effect on the retarding basin factor.
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IV.

RESULT AND ANALYSIS

A. The Condition of Initial Soil Moisture and Rainfall
Threshold
According to Martina et al. (2006), Avila et al. (2015), and
Golian et al. (2010), the flood warning can be determined
based on the rainfall identification that is needed to produce a
flood. In the previous research, the relation between flood and
rainfall is analyzed by only using the total daily rainfall without
considering the initial condition (Avila et al. 2015; Santos and
Fragoso, 2016). Fig. 1 presents flood associated rainfall for
different watershed regime (Froidevaux et al. 2015). Fig. 1a
and Fig. 1b describes that flood occurrences were triggered by
small value rainfall events and it tends to be associated with
higher values of long-term (D4-14) rainfall for non-glacial
watershed regime. That is in contrast to the glacial watershed
regime where flood occurrences are triggered by small value
rainfall during dry periods, because of the effect of melting ice
and making it tend to be saturated. Furthermore, this situation
emphasizes that the soil water content antecedent conditions
also determine the quantity of trigger rainfall will cause
flooding event (Fig. 1c & Fig. 1d).

Fig. 2. Flood associated rainfall for different watershed regimes. Gray dots
are annual flood. Flood return period for 5-years are indicated by green dots
and Flood return period for 20-years are indicated by red triangles. Geen lines
show the linear regression of the flood return period for 5-years. Source:
Froidevaux et al. (2015).

Fig 2. describes that when the overland flow or flood has
been formed, this condition reflects that the soil water content
(reservoir) has been exceeded due to the presence of antecedent
rainfall that has high intensity (Martina et al. 2006). The
condition emphasizes that there is a non-linear relationship
between soil water content and saturated area ratio to generate
runoff or flood.
Fig. 3 shows that the flood occurrences are indicated
related by AAR till to 15 days with the percentage are larger
than 78%. In addition, it needs to highlight that most of the
ﬂood oۗۗurrenۗes are related to ɑɑR between 5 and 7 days.
Because they have range percentage for the four different
combinations AR with ARR 5 and 7 days between 84 to 88 %
dan 81 to 85% respectively. So, it means that the antecedent
conditions of rainfall (indirectly of the soil water content) have
a significant impact on flood occurrence.
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Fig. 5. Relationship between soil moisture content and tension &
conductivity based on soil texture and organic matter. Source: Saxton and
Rawls (2006)

V.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

Based on the literature review and discussion above, it can be
concluded that the antecedent rainfall as indirectly of the soil
water content has a significant impact on the flood. It is
strengthening the assumption that antecedent soil water
content is an important variable in the characterization of a
flash flood and/or flooding.

Fig. 3. The schematic representation of the lumped TOPKAPI hydrological
model according to Lin and Todini, 2002. Source: Martina et al. (2006).

The retarding basin factor depends on the ability of the soil to
hold water in the soil profile and depends on soil hydraulic
properties that mainly influenced by texture, effective
porosity of soil, and hydraulic conductivity.
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Abstract— The Central Java Province has many watersheds
which it’s water quality still unknown, and also water class and
function. Babon Watershed is one of them, and located at north
slope of Ungaran Mount. The main river only is about 33,76 km
length. Base on its function, from upstream to downstream,
Babon Watershed can be divided into 8 segments. According to
the analysis results obtained that in segment number I, II, III of
Babon Watershed is recommended to function in class II, while
segments number IV, V, VI, VII, VIII are recommended to
function in class III.
Keywords—river, water quality, BOD, COD

I.
INTRODUCTION
Babon River is one form of ecosystem that is divided into
upstream, middle and downstream areas. The upstream area is
dominated by dryland and forest farming activities, the middle
area by settlements and in the downstream region is dominated
by industry and settlements. In line with the development of
the community in the Babon River Basin, various life orders
have changed rapidly following various community needs.
One of the effects of these changes is the pattern of utilization
of natural resources around the river. The desire to utilize
natural resources to the fullest, generally paying less attention
to the effects that will arise later on.

parameters (oil-fat, detergent as MBAS, phenol), biological
parameters (fecal coliform and total coliform).
Calculation of pollution levels using Pollution Index
Method as in Kep-MENLH No. 115/2003. The method
provided to assess and to decide the quality of water level for
a utilization allocation. Then, an action can be made to improve
quality due to the presence of polluting compounds. The
pollution index includes various independent and meaningful
quality parameters.
Water sampling is carried out to determine the condition of
water quality from upstream to downstream area. Sampling is
done in each segment by purposive sampling method. To
decide water sampling representative, It consider to access
available, cost and time. Fig. 1 is describes the location of
sampling of river water and wastewater samples from point
sources.

Indonesian Government Regulation No. 82 of 2001
concerning Management of Water Quality and Water Pollution
Control stated that to ensure desired water quality according to
its designation to remain natural, it is necessary to carry out
efforts to manage water quality. Efforts to manage water
quality in rivers, among others, by determining the capacity of
the river, determine the designation of the river accompanied
by the application of water quality standards.
The general objective to be achieved is the determination
of the water class and the calculation of the capacity to load
pollution of the Babon River.
II. METHODS
Data collection of river water quality is done by taking
samples on the representative location. The parameters
analyzed included physical parameters (TDS, TSS,
temperature, DHL, brightness), inorganic chemical parameters
(pH, BOD, COD, total P, NO2, NO3, N total, NH3, Cl, F,
Sulphate, H2S, chlorine free , sulfur as H2S), organic chemical
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Fig. 1 Sampling Location
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In addition to river water quality sampling, wastewater
samples from point sources (several industrial locations) were
also taken. The types and locations of sampling are shown in
the following table.

TABLE I.
No.

Name

Segment

SAMPLING POINTS
Location

1.

Point P1

V

Outlet
of
slaughterhouse,
Pedurungan, Semarang

2.

Point P2

VII

Outlet of PT. Horison Gil, Kudu,
Semarang

3.

Point P3

VIII

Outlet of PT Rodeo, Demak

4.

Point P4

VIII

Flavoring
Factory,
Terboyo
Industrial Area, Semarang

5.

Point P5

VIII

Leather Factory, Terboyo Industrial
Area, Semarang

III.

division segments. Calculation of pollution load capacity uses
a comparison of simulation. The simulation uses scenario 1 and
scenario 2. In scenario 1 is a condition without pollutant load,
while simulation scenario 2 is a condition of pollution. The
load condition assessed according to class II river quality
standards. This value is presented in Table II.

DESCRIPTION OF LOCATION

ɒaۖon River or “ɜali ɒaۖon”, passes through 3
administrative regions, namely Demak Regency, Semarang
Regency and Semarang City. (Statistik, 2016). Babon River is
often also called the Penggaron River in the upper of Pucang
Gading dam. The Babon River has several tributaries that are
quite large, namely Talang River, Sinanas River and Ketokan
River. Whereas Kali Dolok and Kali Banjir Kanal Timur
become separate watershed systems, but they are in a network
controlled by sluice gates.
Babon watershed coverage is quite extensive, starting from
several tributaries in Semarang Regency, meeting upstream
areas in the Meteseh and Gedawang areas of Banyumanik
District, Semarang until flowing eastward through the
Pedurungan City of Semarang, Sayung District, Demak
Regency, finally heading the area of Genuk Subdistrict and
into the north coast of the Java Sea.

Fig. 2 Babon River Segmentation Map

Babon watershed consists of three sub-watersheds, namely
the Gung Sub-watershed (covering an area of 8,372 Ha), the
Collector's Watershed (covering an area of 7,010 Ha) and the
Lower Babon Watershed (an area of 9,202 Ha) with a main
river length of 44, 679 km. Geographical position, Babon
watershed is located between 600 55’ 15”- 070 10' 00” SL
(South Latitude) and 110 24' 42” - 1100 30' 24” EL (East
Longitude).
IV.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Based on the results of processing of maps using a
geographic information system, Babon River has 44.679 km
length of upstream to downstream.The river water samples
were taken by observing the watershed that forms the river
fragments based on SNI 03-7016-2004 (Setiono et al., 2016).
River segmentation was determined in advance to determine
the area that affected the river with a certain distance. In Figs.
2 and 3 you can see the Babon watershed map, along with the
division of segments starting from upstream to downstream.
Segment determination is based on consideration of water
use (current and future), river morphology, topography,
potential water sources and potential pollutant sources. By
considering these conditions, the Babon River is divided into 8
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Fig. 3 Babon River Segmentation (without scale)

Generally in the downstream areas TSS contamination
loads tend to be higher. (Singh, Krishan, & Galkate, 2016).
However, the graph in Fig. 4 shows the highest TSS value in
the upstream area which is the upstream area of the dam. This
is due to the high area of agricultural land in the upstream area
according to data from the Central Statistics Agency.
The graph in Fig. 5 shows a significant increase in segment
8. This is due to the accumulation of previous segments as well
as several point sources. The segment 8 or precisely in Genuk
Subdistrict is found in a number of industries that have the
potential to contribute to production waste, including point
source textile industry (PT. Rodeo), fishing industry (PT.
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Aorta), food / beverage industry (PT Kino and PT. Sukasari),
industry cigarettes (CV. Living Heritage), and leather industry
(PT. Puspita).
TABLE II.

CAPACITY OF BABON RIVER POLLUTANT LOAD

Seg.

Distance (km)
Up
Down

TSS
kg/day

BOD
kg/day

COD
kg/day

1

40,70

38,60

331,50

3,7

165,75

2

38,60

33,50

568,69

6,92

298,92

3

33,50

27,60

165,27

36,26

179,45

4

27,60

22,90

93,65

21,04

96,77

5

22,90

20,70

46,45

48,38

43,55

6

20,70

19,00

44,70

46,56

41,91

7

19,00

15,50

11,64

26,86

71,62

8

15,50

10,90

82,86

388,36

653,97

Contamination Load(kg/day)
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Based on the results of calculations shown in Table II and
Figs. 4 to 6, it can be seen that the minimum and maximum
capacity for each test parameter is in accordance with the
existing river segment. For TSS parameters the minimum
capacity is 11.64 kg / day in segment 7, BOD parameters are
3.69 kg / day in segment 1 and COD parameters are 41.91 kg /
day in segment 6. The maximum capacity of TSS parameters
is 568.69 kg / day in segment 2, BOD parameters of 388.36 kg
/ day in segment 8 and COD parameters of 653.91 kg / day also
in segment 8.
The study resulting water classes proposed for each
segment on the Babon River are as follows in Table III.
TABLE III.

PROPOSED WATER CLASS FOR EACH SEGMENT

SEGMENT
I
II

Contamination Load (kg/day)

500,00
400,00
300,00
200,00
100,00
0,00
0

2

Segment

Fig. 5 BOD Parameter Capacity

700,00
600,00
500,00
400,00
300,00
200,00
100,00
0,00
0

2

PROPOSAL OF WATER
CLASS
II
II

III

II

IV

III

V

III

VI

III

VII

III

VIII

III

According to the result in Table III considered that Class II
is used for water recreation facilities/infrastructure, freshwater
fish farming, livestock, and utilization for plants or other uses.
While Class III is used for freshwater fish farming, livestock
and irrigation.
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4

BOD kg/hari

Contamination Load (kg/day)

Similar to the BOD chart, the COD chart in Fig. 6 shows a
significant increase in segment 8 due to accumulation in the
previous segment and effluent in several industries. In
addition, it can be seen that the COD contamination load for
the upstream area is quite high due to the high Potential
Domestic COD Pollution Load in the upstream area.

Fig. 4 TSS Parameter Capacity

4
Segment
COD kg/hari

Fig. 6 COD Parameter Capacity

V. CONCLUSION
1) Base on land use and pollutant distribution, Babon river
is divided into 8 segments.
2) The study resulting TSS parameter presents in the upper
dam has large TSS value then gradually lower and stable, and
finally TSS value increases closing to estuary area.
3) The value of BOD and COD tend from upstream to
increase in the downstream or estuary.
4) In the upstream area class II is proposed, while water in
the downstream area proposed to be utilized for class III.
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Abstract—Design is an important part of the process to create
a product, therefore a good design concept is needed. Good
design is a concept which is commonly used in the context of
urban design. The aim of the urban design is to deliver social
sustainability values to the community such as by improving
economic life, social relations, and providing safe, comfortable
and easily accessible public spaces for all people regardless of
physical ability. The concept of good project design have been
implemented in several fields, such as technology, architecture,
and urban planning. However, still limited has been conducted
in the area of construction management. This paper investigated
several indicators of a good design in educational building.
Research variables were identified through an extensive
literature review. Preliminary survey and pilot test were
performed before the questionnaire survey to verify the variable
as well as to ensure that the questionnaire has been well
understood by the potential respondent. Data were analysed
using mean to rank the stakeholders’ perceptions from the
government, consultants and communities as the end users. The
results showed five highest criteria to measure a good project
design for educational building in Surabaya.
Keywords—building, design, good project design

I.
INTRODUCTION
According to Whyte et al. (2005), design aims to convey
ideas that can be used as products (services) or innovation
processes. Design is an innovative use of knowledge-planned
and provided for forming processes, environments, products,
and services by rejecting measure on user needs. Design is an
important part of the process of creating a product, so a good
design concept is needed. Good design is commonly used in
the context of urban design that is a design that focusing on the
relationship between humans and places, accessibility and
shape of cities, structures built and nature, and the process to
ensure the success of a city (DETR and CABE, 2000).
The goal of a good urban design is to provide social
sustainability values to the community, including improving
economic life, social relations, and providing safe, comfortable
and easily accessible public spaces for everyone regardless of
physical abilities. One of the goals of urban design is that it is
easily accessible to everyone regardless of physical abilities,
which means it is in accordance with the objectives of several
design concepts namely, Inclusive Design, Universal Design
and Design for All.
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Center for Universal Design stated that universal design
principles can be used to evaluate previous designs, the design
process and educate designers and user about the products
characteristics that are useful and environmental friendly.
Whereas according to Waller (2015), inclusive design is a
design implementation of the diversity of users and satisfies
the necessary of more people. Design for All is described as "a
design for human diversity, social involvement and equality".
As aforementioned, there is a concept in relation to
participatory design which aims to involve all stakeholders in
the design process. Participatory design is a design concept
about the involvement of end users in the decision-making
process with stakeholders such as engineers, designers, and
decision makers to understand and satisfy their needs. (Sanders
and Rim, 2002). The research conducted by Yu (2017)
explains that the results of post occupancy evaluation on
campus in Chongqing showed that students were more
comfortable doing activities in the building with the concept of
green building regarding air, lighting and ventilation
conditions, but in terms of noise it was still disturbing. From
this information it is necessary to do this research to get good
design criteria. This paper describes good design factors which
would be applied to educational building.
The educational building has specific needs compared to
other buildings. The educational building is a building that is
used to support the educational process. Where education is an
important aspect of the lives of future generations. In
improving the quality of education, need to be supported by the
condition of a good and comfortable building, because the
condition of the school building can affect the activities of
students and teachers in the teaching and learning process. This
suggests that the conditions of the buildings considered to be
essential to support the quality of learning.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Urban Design
The goal of a good urban design is to provide social
sustainability values to the community, including improving
economic life, social relations, and providing safe, comfortable
and easily accessible public spaces for all people regardless of
physical ability (DETR and CABE, 2000). Urban Design
principles including characters, continuity and closure,
characteristic of public areas, ease of accessibility, legibility,
suitability and diversity (DETR and CABE, 2000).
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B. Universal Design
Universal design is the design of a product that can be used
by all people, without the need for special adaptation and
special design. Universal design is a concept that improve
solutions about accessibility, usability of products and services
for user with all ages and abilities, and the concept that avoid
the specific design that only focuses on people with disabilities
and the elderly (Palmer dan Ward, 2010). Accoding to Center
for Universal Design, Urban Design principles including:
flexibility in use, equitable use, simple and intuitive use, low
physical effort, size and space for approach and use, tolerance
for error, and perceptible information.
C. Inclusive Design
Inclusive design is design of major products and services
that can be accessed and can be used by many people without
the need for special adaptations or special designs (The British
Standards Institute 2005). Process on Inclusive Design
including: allowing for iterativeness, specifying the context of
use, discovering, understanding and translating the needs of
the user, adapting and applying guidelines and standard,
involving end users and stakeholders, evaluating design
against requirement and test with real user (Vavick and
Keitsch, 2010). According to Inclusive Design Toolkit, there
are four phases in Inclusive Design: explore, evaluate, create,
and manage.
D. Design for All
Design for All is a design concept that about the
intervention in products and services that aim to show that
everyone regardless of gender, age, and cultural background
can participate in social activities, economy, culture with the
same opportunities. There are several criteria for design for
all, including: respectful, safe, healthful, functional, easy to
understand, sustainable, affordable, and attractive.
E. Participatory Design
Participatory design is a design concept about the
involvement of end users in the decision-making process with
stakeholders such as engineers, designers, and decision
makers to understand and satisfy their needs (Sanders dan
Rim, 2002). Concept participatory based on the experience of
users become an important component in the design
development process. User experience becomes a source of
inspiration and ideas that can be used as material for
evaluation in the design work.
F. Safe Design
Safe design is a design that can keep users from the
dangers, to perform the method of control in the entire design
process. safe design prioritizes health and safety for the user
(Safe Design Australia). Benefit of safe design including:
reduced cost, innovation, improve useability and productivity,
reduction in injuries and death, safer workplaces, compliance
with legislation, and prevention-eleminating at the source.
G. Previous Research
Several studies on the concept of inclusive design have
been perform in several fields. Vavik and Keitsch (2010)
conducted a study of the relationship between social
sustainability. The goal of this study is to show how universal
design methods can contribute to social sustainability in
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answering social life problems in society. Heylighen (2013)
conducted research on developing an Inclusive design
approach assumes that inclusiveness is in accordance with a
good design concept. A design is said to be good when
produced on the basis of information and experience between
designers and people who use the designs. Yu (2017)
explained that the results of post occupancy evaluation on
campus in Chongqing showed that students were more
comfortable doing activities in buildings with the concept of
green building regarding air conditions, lighting, and
ventilation, but in terms of noise it was still disturbing.
Another study conducted by Kusumarini (2012) explained
that the facilities in the malls in Surabaya such as signage,
entrance, and circulation have been applied in accordance
with a universal design approach but not optimal. Based on
previous research, many studies have been carried out on the
design concept. The discussion related to the concept of good
project design in buildings is still limited. Based on the
existing conditions, the design is made based on the
perception of the designer, does not involve the user directly,
so that it is not in accordance with the wishes and expectations
of the user. Based on the previous research, the research
variables obtained as in Table I.
TABLE I.

RESEARCH VARIABLE

No Criteria for Good Project Design

Source

Center for Universal Design (2013),
Burgstahler (2002), Vavik and
Keitsch (2010), CABE dan DETR
(2000), Siu and Wong (2002),
Can be used by all user including
1
Dischinger and Jackson (2006),
people with disabilities
Kadir and Jamaludin (2011), Chan
and Lee (2008), Brown dkk (2010),
Saito (2006)
Vavik and Keitsch (2010), Sanders
Involving community participation and Rim (2002), Dasgaard (2012),
2
in the design process
Waller et al. (2013), Chan and Lee
(2008)
Has a characteristic as the identity
of a building

CABE and DETR (2000)

4 Design becomes pride and prestige

Gokarakonda et al. (2018)

3

5

Design looks aesthetic

Inclusive Design Toolkit (2013),
Brown et al. (2010)

6

Appropriate for user needs

Center for Universal Design (2013),
Burgstahler (2002), Vavik and
Keitsch (2010), CABE and DETR
(2000)

7

Easy to understand

Center for Universal Design (2013),
Burgstahler (2002), Vavik and
Keitsch (2010), CABE and DETR
(2000), Saito (2006)

8

Easy to use

Inclusive Design Toolkit (2013), Siu
and Wong (2002)

9

Design must first be tested directly Vavik and Keitsch (2010), Waller et
by the user
al. (2013)

10

Design can be changed according
to user needs

Center for Universal Design (2013),
Burgstahler (2002), Siu and Wong
(2002)

11

Enabling users to interact with each
other

Center for Universal Design (2013),
Burgstahler (2002), CABE and
DETR (2000)
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12

Using materials that are not
harmful to health

Center for Universal Design (2013),
Burgstahler (2002), Vavik and
Keitsch (2010), CABE and DETR
(2000), Brown et al. (2010)

13

In accordance with applicable
regulations

Vavik and Keitsch (2010), CABE
and DETR (2000), Kadir and
Jamaludin (2011)

Center for Universal Design (2013),
Burgstahler (2002), Vavik and
Keitsch (2010), CABE and DETR
14 Does not cause accidents for users
(2000),
http://designforall.org/design.php ,
Siu and Wong (2015), Brown et al.
(2010), Hayes (2015)
15

Necessary to consider the location
and orientation of buildings

Gene-Harn et al. (2017)

16

Using materials that can withstand
the heat

Philokyprou et al. (2017)

17

Flowing air circulation inside and
outside the room smoothly

Kalutara et al. (2017), Hassan
(2016), Feige (2016), Bunz et al.
(2016)

18

Design with clear lighting

Kalutara et al. (2017), Feige (2016),
Bunz et al. (2016)

19

Design with spacious rooms

Kalutara et al. (2017), Akadiri
(2012), Bunz et al. (2016)

20

Not cause noise

Kalutara et al. (2017), Akadiri
(2012), Bunz et al. (2016)

Implementation of the building
21 design can be implemented with
cost-efficient

Waller et al. (2013), Hayes (2015),
Heylighen (2016)

Implementation of the building
design can produce energy
efficiency

Center for Universal Design (2013),
Burgstahler (2012),
http://designforall.org/design.php,
Waller et al. (2013)

22

III. METHODOLOGY
According to Arikunto (2010), the research method is "the
method used ۖy researۗhers in ۗolleۗting researۗh data”. The
data used in this study are primary data. Primary data is data
obtained from the first source of individuals such as the results
of interviews or the results of filling out questionnaires
(Sugiarto et al., 2010).
A. Preliminary Analysis (Data Preparation and Cleaning)
Preliminary analysis is carried out by examining
respondent’s answers to the questionnaire; and ۗheۗking
whether there are unclear answers or missing answers. Prior to
data analysis, the total research sample was verified and
validated to ensure that the data was suitable for statistical
analysis. Data preparation and screening consists of several
steps such as data coding, analysis of lost data, and normality
tests.
The first step of data analysis is to input answers on a
computer using an Excel spreadsheet. After coding the data,
the next step is analysis of lost data using screening data to
check whether there are missing answer or not. The valid
answer in the questionnaire is indicated by no missing answer
and no missing data, therefore, the normality test could be
analyzed further.
A normality test is a test carried out with the aim of
assessing the distribution of data in a group of data or variables,
whether the distribution of the data is normally distributed or
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not. The normality test uses the Skewness Kurtosis test with
the SPSS program. after doing a test for normality, it can be
concluded that the value of Z Skewness and kurtosis < 2.58.
B. Descriptive Analysis
Descriptive analysis in this study are validity and
reliability analysis, background analysis of the respondents,
and the mean test.
Validity test using the Pearson Correlation technique. The
testing criteria is indicated by the correlation coefficient. If the
correlation coefficient (rxy) is greater than the r table value of
0.159, it means the item questionnaire is valid and is
appropriate as a data collection tool. Reliability test was
carried out using Alpha Cronbach technique. Where an
instrument will be more reliable if the alpha coefficient is
more than 0.60.
The background analysis of the respondents provided
information relating to the characteristics of the respondents
involved in this study. The mean test can be used to checking
the performance of criteria according to the perceptions of
respondents.
IV.

RESULT AND ANALYSIS

A. Preliminary Analysis (Data Preparation and Cleaning)
After analyzing the data, it was found that there were no
missing answers. It means the data is valid and is appropriate
as a data collection tool. Next step is the normality test.
A normality test is a test carried out with the aim of
assessing the distribution of data in a group of data or variables,
whether the distribution of the data is normally distributed or
not. The normality test uses the Skewness Kurtosis test with
the SPSS program. after doing a test for normality, it can be
concluded that the value of Z Skewness and kurtosis < 2.58, so
that it can be said that the data is normally distributed.
B. Descriptive Analysis
Descriptive analysis in this study are validity and reliability
analysis, explanation of the characteristics of the sample, and
the mean test to checking the performance of criteria according
to the perceptions of respondents.
Validity test is done using the Pearson Correlation
technique. The testing criteria is if the correlation coefficient
(rxy) is greater than the r table value of 0.159, it means the item
questionnaire is declared valid and declared valid as a data
collection tool. Based on the results of testing the validity of
the instrument that all correlation values are greater than the r
table value of 0.159. Thus the points of the statement above
can be declared valid.
Reliability test was carried out using Alpha Cronbach
technique. Where an instrument will be more reliable if the
alpha coefficient is more than 0.60. After testing the alpha
coefficient is 0.856, so the variable is declared reliable and is
worthy of being used as a data collection tool.
After the data is declared valid, next step is explanation of
the characteristics of the sample. The number of respondents
in this study were 153 respondents, consisting of 39
consultants (25%), 24 government (16%). The community
dominates the sample with 90 respondents (59%). Male
respondents were around 89 people (58%), more than female
respondents, only around 64 people (42%).
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The perception analysis of respondents in this study was
used to find out the answers of respondents. The results of
respondents' perceptions obtained as in Table II.
TABLE II.
Item
x14
x13

Variabel
Does not cause accidents for
users
In accordance with applicable
regulations

RESULT OF RESPONDENTS PERCEPTIONS

Overall
Mean
Rank

Respondent
Consultant
Government
Mean
Rank
Mean
Rank

Communities
Mean
Rank

4.61

1

4.59

2

4.38

5

4.68

1

4.60

2

4.56

3

4.54

1

4.64

3

x1

Can be used by all user
including people with
disabilities

4.59

3

4.51

5

4.46

3

4.66

2

x18

Design with clear lighting

4.57

4

4.62

1

4.29

7

4.62

5

x12

Using materials that are not
harmful to health

4.56

5

4.54

4

4.33

6

4.63

4

x17

Flowing air circulation inside
and outside the room
smoothly

4.54

6

4.44

8

4.42

4

4.61

6

x6

Appropriate for user needs

4.53

7

4.46

7

4.50

2

4.58

7

x3

Has a characteristic as the
identity of a building

4.35

8

4.49

6

4.08

12

4.36

12

4.34
4.29

9
10

4.41
4.18

9
13

4.25
4.17

8
10

4.34
4.38

14
11

4.28

11

4.28

11

4.00

14

4.35

13

4.27

12

4.08

16

3.79

19

4.49

8

4.25

13

4.38

10

4.21

9

4.21

17

4.25

14

4.00

19

4.13

11

4.39

10

4.23

15

4.26

12

3.96

15

4.29

15

4.21

16

3.90

20

3.92

16

4.42

9

4.17

17

4.13

14

4.04

13

4.22

16

4.07

18

4.10

15

3.88

17

4.10

20

4.06

19

4.03

18

3.83

18

4.13

18

4.05

20

4.05

17

3.75

20

4.12

19

3.78

21

3.54

22

3.67

22

3.91

21

3.72

22

3.69

21

3.71

21

3.73

22

x5
x8
x22
x16
x4
x20
x21
x19
x11
x15
x7
x2
x9
x10

Design looks aesthetic
Easy to use
Implementation of the
building design can produce
energy efficiency
Using materials that can
withstand the heat
Design becomes pride and
prestige
Not cause noise
Implementation of the
building design can be
implemented with costefficient
Design with spacious rooms
Enabling users to interact with
each other
Necessary to consider the
location and orientation of
buildings
Easy to understand
Involving community
participation in the design
process
Design must first be tested
directly by the user
Design can be changed
according to user needs
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According to Table II, it can be concluded that five
highest criteria are:
1. Does not cause accidents for users, with a mean of 4.61.
The community as a user feels that safe design is an
important criterion in a building.
2. The applicable standard is an important aspect in the
second rank with a mean of 4.60 and the government
also thinks that is the same as the mean 4.54. Because if
compliance with the standards can be ascertained on the
design of the building is already comply with existing
regulations.
3. Can be used by all user including people with
disabilities. This criterion is ranked third with a mean of
4.59. The community also argues the same and makes
the criteria ranked second with a mean of 4.66. Because
communities feel that the design should be used
universally, regardless of the user's physical limitations
4. Clear lighting, with a mean of 4.57. The respondents as
a whole thought that lighting was an important aspect,
reinforced by the opinions of consultants with a mean of
4.62. Consultants found that lighting is clearly a design
that can make the user feel comfortable so it is an
important criterion.
5. Using material that is not harmful to health with a mean
value of 4.57. The overall respondents thought that these
criteria were important aspects in the fifth rank. While
consultants and the community agreed that these criteria
is ranked in fourth position.
The educational building is a building that is used to
support the educational process. Therefore, need to be
supported by the condition of a good and comfortable
building, because the condition of the school building can
affect the activities of students and teachers in the teaching
and learning process.
V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
Based on this research about Good Project Design
Indicators for Educational Building in Surabaya, it was
concluded as follows :
1. It was found that 22 indicators are relevant to be used in
this research. It can be concluded that five highest criteria
are :
a) does not cause accidents for users
b) the applicable standard is an important aspect
c) can be used by all user including people with
disabilities
d) clear lighting, and
e) using material that is not harmful to health
2. Also there are differences in perception between
categories (consultants, governments and communities)
about the criteria of good project design in building
educational
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Abstract— As the second largest city in Indonesia, Surabaya
has quite big number of apartment building which is increasing
from year to year. according to the research, apartment
construction projects are said to be successful if they meet the
requirements, namely time, cost and quality. in fact, the
developers are still thinking about short-term successes and have
not thought about the long term such as product success and
market success. In connection with that, green design on
apartment projects has the potential to influence the success of
the project in the long-term aspects. This paper is the first step
in the study to find out the conceptual framework regarding the
relationship between green design and aspects of project success
from the perspective of developers in Surabaya. This research
can help stakeholders understand whether green design
positively influences the success of apartment projects in the
long-term aspects.
Keywords— developer, green design, market success,

product success
I.

INTRODUCTION

Surabaya is the second-largest city in Indonesia. In this
globalization era, there have been significant changes,
especially in the field of construction development such as
buildings, infrastructure, and transportation modes. The
amount of development in Surabaya is increasing from year to
year, including apartment construction projects. This vertical
residential development began to shift thoroughly around the
city of Surabaya. That causes developers should compete in
building apartments. Starting from an apartment with a
student concept, the concept of occupancy that is intended for
middle-class people or new families as well as the concept of
housing intended for residents who want to invest.
A project, including an apartment construction project, can
be said to be successful if the construction is completed on
time following the budget and good quality (Chan et al. 2002).
This is called the "Iron Triangle". A project that seems
successful in the client's view might be unsuccessful for
contractors or developers (Tour et al. 2009). Meanwhile, the
success of the project must be viewed from a different
perspective from individual owners, developers, contractors
and users, the general public and so on (Chan et al. 2009). In
this study, the success of success is seen from the perspective
of the developer. From a developer perspective, construction
projects are considered successful when the 5 dimensions of
success can be integrated by the success of the company;
profitability success; main product success; secondary
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product success and branding success (Wai et al, 2012). The
success of the project is a multidimensional concept consisting
of the success of project management (PMS), product success
(PrS), and Market Success (MRS) (Al-Tmeemy et al, 2011).
Thus the ideal development concept begins to shift towards
development that is responsive to environmental problems, a
development that can protect nature from pollution and
deterioration in quality.
Green buildings can overcome environmental problems
that not only offer opportunities to use existing resources more
effectively but at the same time help create healthier buildings,
can reduce negative impacts on the environment, while
achieving significant cost savings over the life cycle of
buildings ( life cycle). Green design or known as 'Green
Design' is a building that is related to energy, especially those
that affect the environment (Kubba. 2017).
From the results above, he tends to still examine the
relationship of green design to the success of the project. But
no one has examined the relationship between green design
and aspects of project success from the developer's
perspective. Therefore research needs to be done to describe
the concept of the influence of green design on the success of
the project in the developer's perspective.
II.

METHODOLOGY

Research methods are part of research design that includes
data collection, analysis and interpretation used in research
(Cresswell. 2014). The design of this study explains the
purpose of the study, the main analysis techniques chosen,
measurement, and data collection and the type of data
collected and the method of data collection. The method to be
used is confirmatory about the green design criteria from
previous studies. Based on the literature carried out, the
success variables and success variables of the project were
obtained, the theoretical relationship between constructs.
In this study the population taken are employee developer
in the city of Surabaya. Non-probability sampling technique
because this sampling technique is more attached to the
inherent material tested, namely the concept of green design
and project success. From probability sampling technique,
purposive sampling technique was chosen, this technique was
deliberately chosen according to the researchers'
consideration and not randomly because respondents who will
be used as research samples were only the parties involved,
namely Developers involved in building Apartment buildings
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who understood the existing green design concept. in the city
of Surabaya.
The research method will be conducted by distributing
questionnaires conducted by giving a set of written questions
to the respondent. The measurement scale used is the Likert
scale, which is a scale for measuring one's attitudes, opinions
and perceptions. Perception assessment is divided into 5,
starting from strongly disagree given weight 1 to strongly
agree with weight 5.
This section will explain the conceptual aspects of Green
Design and aspects of project success. This is explained
because it is used to overcome research problems regarding
theoretical frameworks. the five research constructs applied in
this study are Green Design, product success (PrS) and market
success (MS) aspects. These five constructs need to be defined
to identify the principle and then determine the attributes to
allow testing of the construct.

Variable

Indicator

Operational Definition

Source

Indoor
Environme
nt Quality

Natural
Ventilation

Buildings that are located in
tropical climates must
consider as much as
possible the ventilation
Installation of electric lights
only in low-intensity parts
and using LED (Light
Emitting Diode) lights.
Bright LED lighting not
only can save energy up to
85% compared to traditional
light bulbs but also
environmentally
friendly
with bright white natural
light that is comfortable for
the eyes. The LED light has
a bright light that can last up
to 15 years of use.
The efficiency of water use
in the landscape aims to
minimize the use of clean
water from the land and the
PDAM for the needs of
landscape irrigation and
replace it with other sources.
By means of all water used
for building irrigation does
not come from groundwater
sources or PDAMs, other
than that by applying
innovative technology for
irrigation that can control
the water requirements for
the landscape that is
appropriate to the needs of
the plants.
Rainwater by utilizing
rainwater in innovative
ways to accommodate and
treat rainwater for domestic
purposes, efforts to recycle
water can be used to water
the garden or as a rinse for
the toilet.
Building materials are the
main basis for maximizing
the use of renewable
resources
and
reusing
materials that are still used
as a way to reduce waste.
Utilizing waste material to
be used also in construction
so as not to dispose of old
component materials that
are still being used, utilizing
used materials for buildings,
old components that can still
be used

[8]
[16]

Lightning

Water
Efficiency

Irrigation

TABLE I. OPERATIONAL DEFINITION OF GREEN DESIGN
Variable

Indicator

Operational Definition

Source

Site
Location

Location

New land clearing is
measured by doing
revitalization and
development which are
negative and unused
because of the former
construction.
Temperature and high
humidity throughout the
year results in higher
temperatures than comfort
in the summer
The existence of a landscape
area in the form of
vegetation that is free from
the structure of buildings
and simple structures of
buildings above ground
level or underground for
new construction buildings,
with a minimum area of
40% of the total land area as
well as green open space.
Global warming is a
condition of increasing
extreme temperatures that
hit the world due to
increased carbon gas
emissions pollution which
causes high levels of
unnatural greenhouse gases
in the Earth's atmosphere.
Renewable energy on the
site also aims to encourage
the use of new and
renewable energy sources
sourced from the location
of building sites. Every
0.5% of the electricity
needed by the building can
be met by renewable energy
sources
Renewable energy where
energy that is abundant in
nature and says that it
consumes energy that does
not cause a large effect on
the environment or nature.

[14]
[8]
[16]

Atmospheric
Condition

Vertical
Landscape

Efficiency
Energy

Gas Emission

Lower Use of
Energy

Renewable
Energy

[8]
[16]

[13]
[8]

Grey Water

Material
Selection

Recycled
Material

[13]
[8]
Salvaged
Material

[8]
[16]

[8]
[16]

[14]
[8]
[16]

[14]
[8]
[16]

[14]
[8]
[16]

[14]
[8]

TABLES II. SUCCESS PROJECT VARIABLES AND OPERATIONAL
DEFINITIONS
Indicator
Operational Definition
Source
Variable
Product
Customer
Customer Satisfaction is the
[7]
Success
Satisfaction
'happiness' level of people
[17]
affected by a project. If the
customer at the end of the
project is satisfied, then the
project can be considered
successful in the long run.
Specific
technic
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Technical
Requirements
where in designing / building

[7]
[18]
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Indicator

Operational Definition

Source

Variable
a
project,
technical
requirements are important in
the success of the project.
As in the project scope /
technical specifications that
should be clearly explained
before the project is carried
out during the construction
phase
and
during
construction.
Functionality

Market
Success

Competitive
Advantage

Market Share

Profitability

The function definition is this
criterion correlates with the
expectations of the project
participants and is best
measured by the level of
compliance
with
all
specifications of technical
performance. The financial
and technical aspects applied
to technical specifications
must be considered, to
achieve
the
goal
of
'conformity for purpose'.
Company positional
advantages expressed by
performance results. By
treating marketing
competencies, innovation and
production as important
resources and expertise for
the company or a source of
competitive advantage for the
company
The general market share is
the company's total sales
which are expressed as a
percentage of sales.
The company's ability to earn
profits in relation to sales,
total assets and own capital.

[7]
[18]
Fig. 1 Conceptual Model green design on project success

H1: The Green Design relationship has a direct effect on
Product Success
H2: The relationship of Product Success has a direct effect on
Market Success
H3: Green Design relationships have a direct effect on Market
Success
[7]
[18]

IV.

DISCUSSION

Relationship between Green Design and Market Success

[7]
[18]

[7]
[18]

III. RESULTS
From the literature analysis of several researchers who
examined the relationship between the green aspects of design
and the success aspects of the project, a conceptual framework
will be used in this study.
Based on the conceptual model, it can be explained the
hypothesis of this study is that green design has an effect on
project success. Based on the conceptual model, three
hypotheses in this study can be explained :

In his study, it was explained that the increasing market
demand for green buildings can be seen based on the BOMA
Survey (Building Owners and Managers Association), for
example, found that 61% of real estate leaders believe that
green buildings can enhance their corporate image and 67% of
these leaders believe that they will make the property of green
features an important consideration. when choosing space
(Kubba. 2017).
To achieve good green buildings, an integrated design team
is needed. Kubba (2017) added that the design team, including
designers, BIM managers, structural, mechanical, electrical,
civil project events, to find the most effective way to meet the
owner's goals and objectives. This is aided by a variety of
different systems as units that integrate and recognize
cumulative systems and components in the form of disciplines
involved in their design.
Foster's research (1999) explains the business reasons for
making this attractive green building market. Where operating
costs and life cycles are lower and are generally recommended
for green buildings. Many steps in green buildings can be
treated as investments. Green building investment not only
benefits buyers but also provides business opportunities for
architects, developers, and almost all stakeholders in the
building industry. The increase in the marketing of new green
products can strengthen their market competitiveness. In the
end, it changed the market as a pioneer.
Relationship between Green Design and Product Success
Other researchers stated in their research on the role of the
community in the provision of public services, explaining that
basically the role of the community here is expected to be able
to contribute to the implementation of public services so that
public services are appropriate and provide convenience for
the community (Daryanto, 2014). With the participation of the
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public in organizing a public service, it is expected to have an
effect on the success of a project, namely the desired customer
needs accordingly.
Another study of Daryanto (2014) which examined
customer satisfaction in the accessibility of shopping
buildings explained that by fulfilling the satisfaction of
accessibility, visitors to shopping centers could improve
quality in an effort to provide satisfaction to visitors. Giving
visitors satisfaction is expected to increase the value of the
building, especially the value of accessibility which has an
impact on increasing visitors and income in a shopping center.
So that it can be concluded in his research that accessibility
design criteria have been fulfilled, but from customer
satisfaction surveys to accessibility, there are still things things that they think need more attention from the
management of shopping centers, so that in improving quality
services must also pay attention to user needs.
Relationship between Product Success and Market
Success
Other researchers stated in their research on the role of the
community in the provision of public services, explaining that
basically the role of the community here is expected to be able
to contribute to the implementation of public services so that
public services are appropriate and provide convenience for
the community (Daryanto. 2014). With public participation in
organizing public services, it is expected to have an impact on
the success of a project, which is following customer needs.
Another study of Daryanto (2014) which examined
customer satisfaction in the accessibility of shopping
buildings explained that by fulfilling the satisfaction of
accessibility, visitors to shopping centers could improve
quality in an effort to provide satisfaction to visitors. Giving
visitors satisfaction is expected to increase the value of the
building, especially the value of accessibility which has an
impact on increasing visitors and income in a shopping center.
So that it can be concluded in his research that accessibility
design criteria have been fulfilled, but from customer
satisfaction surveys to accessibility, there are still things things that they think need more attention from the
management of shopping centers, so that in improving quality
services must also pay attention to user needs.
Based on data analysis with literature studies in previous
studies, the present study has developed a conceptual
framework 'Green Design and Success Project Conceptual
Model', established relationship. From the results of the
literature review analysis, it will be concluded from the
perspective of the developer that Green Apartment design can
directly affect long-term success or green apartment design
can affect the long-term success indirectly through product
success first.

Further research can be done by specifying indicators
specifically in high rise buildings, especially apartment
buildings so that they can provide very influential indicators
of the green design concept and the success of medium and
long term projects. Besides, that it can also be seen from a
different perspective because the success of the project in the
apartment has different perceptions on all stakeholders. And
can continue the analysis with methods to obtain the expected
hypothesis model.
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Abstract— Transport sector was becoming an important role
for general nation development, including Indonesia. One of the
increasing transport activity was due to technology used by
people, like smartphone, online shop, etc., In this paper, we
present an overview of transport development by time based on
a comprehensive literature and practical report in the real world.
This paper also discussed how the chance for Indonesia to
overcome transport demand to reach sustainability. Based on
this review, transport development from past, current and future
was built by smart mobility concept through technology. Many
alternative concept related with technology has been
implemented as the solution for transport problem in the present
and also predicting the future, like organizing about transport
plan by GPS, monitoring transport activity by CCTV, using
Artificial Intelligent (AI) system to improve comfortability, and
safety in the public service and reach more regarding alternative
energy source for future transport based from environmental
friendly sources. Indonesia has a big chance to adopt them but
also considering the existing condition in Indonesia, like
heterogeneous cultural and economic reason. Implementation
about future transport system supported by transport policies
was becoming primary key to reach sustainability in Indonesia.
Keywords— Sustainability; Future Transport; Technology;
Indonesia; Adaptation

I.

INTRODUCTION

This Transportation was one of the oldest activity in the
world. It started since humans began entering the nomadic
period when human lives in traditional way, like farming and
hunting activity. A place with higher resource would be a
transport hub as invasion destination when existing place has
no resource again (Floerl & Inglis, 2005). Transport
development was very slow in progress at the early time.
Transportation was focused on providing routes based on the
society needs especially to reach their lives by transport
activity (FM Collins, Adams., Grant, & Humphreys, 2017).
Next transport development happened especially during the
first industrial revolution in 19th century. Transportation
makes more significantly developed by machine to make better
lives. Innovations, like developments in wagon and carriage
design in the transport modes, changes in the technique of road
building makes change in the society. Economic evaluation
showed the effects of transport innovations in this era, reduced
more than 40% in price for freight activity, 7.5% reduction in
passenger fares, and a 60% reduction in passenger travel times
then before (Bogart, 2005). Transport has been in growth and
addressed some problem in transportation with scenario
improvement. Issues as the result of transport development in
this era was concerned with environmental friendly and
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sustainability (Timms, Tight, & Watling, 2014). Thus,
transport development would be continued along with
innovation to solve transport problem especially because of
transport demand and make better lives in the future.
In this paper we present a historical overview of the
evolution of different transport development based on time.
Time means development that happened from the past, current,
and prediction in the future. The discussion is carried out how
transportation develop for human society in the world and what
primary key for transport development in the future. In detail,
transport development has been carried out by many countries
as a new transformation using technology-based innovations,
including in Indonesia. Our main concern in this paper was
exploring about transport development in the current days and
its objective to solve transport problem and future prediction.
In particular, the absence of machinery and technology, also
Information system that happened today in the world, was
highly affected by modification and innovation. In addition,
this development would make a chance for becoming a
benchmark for Indonesia which focused in the infrastructure
which connect a place to another place in the society. Indonesia
could adopt some strategy from other innovation and
implement it in the society. Therefore, the main objective of
the paper is to identify and do more exploration about
transportation in the past, current, and what prediction for the
future and also the chance for Indonesia adopting the system.
The methodological approach used to accomplish this
objective rests on: (i) the presentation of a set of different
transport development; in the world providing, whenever
possible, information about GPS and Information technology;
(ii) the ۗondition aۖout Indonesia’s transport in the ۗurrent
days and prediction for the future from transport development
in the world evolution of the structure of public transport
markets relating to each urban transport mode and ; (iii) what
supporting and hindering that implementation transport
system in Indonesia, including involvement of public
authorities in the provision of transport services.follow.
II.

THEORY AND LITERATURE

A. Transport History in Industrial Revolution
Finding transport modes, road and other supporting tools
of transportation made for human transport transformation.
Transport infrastructure in London that connects regions
started from 19th century triggered growth significantly in
human mobility (Barker & Robbins, 2007). Industrial
revolution made transport vehicle based from machine started
to grow. Traveling by animal has been changed with car, bus,
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truck or tram that based from machinery. Thus, modal split of
transport has been created by distance, like horse-drawn
wagons, electric train on the street, streetcars (trams), or bus,
for short-distance travel, then cars and trains for long distance
travel (Meyer, 2014). Cars system in industrial revolution
claimed to make revolutionary for mobility assessment. Over
the last century, the mechanization of transport makes people
had more choice for their modes. People would assess more
about which modes that has highest reduction in mobility costs
before they choose them. Cities would be helped to make better
lives in the city, in specific, related with connectivity and
accessibility (Laconte, 2005). This impact still exist with
following modes of streetcars, metro and regional rail systems,
but has reached an entire difference with the spreading of
privately owned cars (Gayda et al., 2005). In particular,
Munawar (Munawar, 2007) stated private vehicle make some
transport problem in the city, like congestion because
disproportion between transport demand and infrastructure
which means capacity is less than volume for today. Transit
system that was first built accidentally in industrial revolution
actually allowed for horizontal expansion, facilitated and
required compact city, dense urban development and continued
to produce human-scale urban environments although it is still
not enough with the development of cars (Balcombe et al.,
2004). Private vehicle is not only facilitated suburban
developments at far lower density levels, but for the first time
introduced a transport mode that also required significantly
more space (per person) to operate than any previous one.
(Muttaqin, 2017).
B. Role of Technology and Information System
Technology was starting to begin with the next era after
industrial revolution and make some keys to develop
transportation system after some problem and issue developed
too. As Scranton (1995) stated in Costa and Fernandes (2012)
stated too, technology devolved by periods to multiply its
concepts, methods, and theories, to make new knowledge to
receive wisdom. Technology would be a primary key in the
limited thing because it made a new knowledge based on
improvement from the past. In fact, much of the literature on
history of technology confronts us with competing narratives
regarding the nature of technological change.
Technology changed as an evolutionary with changes
driven ۖy ‘Darwin-like’ proۗesses, suۗh as ‘‘mutation,
selection, adaptation, life-ۗyۗle, or survival”. In this ۗase,
technology took a change through periods and develop its
continuity or discontinuity, for instance recorder from CDdrive and now people shifted into an USB, so that CD-drive
would be discontinued in the future. This thing was named as
technology revolutions (Devezas, 2005). Besides, technology
also has diffusion process as implementation of creative
technology and named as innovation. Diffusion process in
technology could be viewed as a process of cumulative result
from individual or group calculations that weigh the
incremental benefits from adopting new technology against the
costs of change, often in an environment characterized by
uncertainty and limited information (Hall, 2009). Diffusion of
technology considers some factors to value rate of adoption for
technology, including market structure, general regulatory and
institutional environment. In particular with regulatory
environment, technology diffusion was important for
traditionally regulated industries such as those of transport and
public utilities which gave that government action and
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regulation. Both of them usually advance the diffusion of
innovations which is under normal situations would not occur
(Koellinger, 2006).
C. Future Theory Development
Technology Transport activity was always improved in
quantities by time. It was not possible to predict what
happened in future transport. Technology made prediction for
the future easier with more scientific calculation than fortunetelling (Anderson, 2010). Future with scientific approach was
dependent on what physical knowledge that could be tested and
confirmed than prediction method by fortune telling. Future
prediction in transportation could be built by specific approach
based on time exploration, it is named as forecasting
approaches.
Forecasting approach is well established and many
researchers use this method as their prediction (Timms et al.,
2014). This was like conventional forecasting, but took more
investigation for both probable futures and possible futures.
This method was excellent, especially for some reason to
enable current trends that will continue into the future time.
This method was enough for short period, like 10 years
prediction. Most studies which used this method, did more
input from public current trend to evaluate it for the prediction
(Banister & Hickman, 2013). Thus, this method were fairly
considered with a focus on the short term and small scale. In
transport sector, forecasting assumed a process by which a
prediction is made as to how the present transport system
evolves into a future transport system. This scheme would be
highly effective if there is clearly a certainty in the changing
system (if there will be change) or current trends could be
granted for some next year. Besides, transportation was also
affected by human behavior (Ma, Liu, Wen, Wang, & Wu,
2017). Human behavior became specific barrier for this
method. Generally, there were some factors that are identified
to explain predictive inaccuracies by forecasting, among
others,
• There were time limit to use forecasting method for
precision between future and the current time. For
instance, transport mobility related with behavior might
occurred differently because behavior changed.
Forecasting was limited when predicting new mobility
behavior that occur in the future (Curtis, Scheurer, &
Burke, 2010). Such a defect would be a chaotic effect if
people enjoy its changing future which is different from
the current time (Anable, Brand, Tran, & Eyre, 2012).
• Forecasting only represented future characteristic only for
organization, like government authorities or transport
suppliers as stakeholder who will response this condition
in the future (Mula, Peidro, Díaz-Madroñero, & Vicens,
2010).
• Exogenous factor that affects the transport, for instance
economic growth or population growth, typically treated
before as base data, would change from some other
forecasting source (Timms et al., 2014).
Implementation for future concept has recorded adoption
by UK Government through UK Foresight Project in 2006.
Transport future developed with exploring infrastructure in the
current days and combined with technology to make effective
process and enhance its use for the future. Technological
opportunities were combined with social factors to make
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strategies to respond future condition until 2055. The theory
concept for the transport planning among others (Curry et al
(2006) in Banister (2013)),
•

Key policy areas and contextual drivers developed by
the research;

•

Uncertainty become level of exploration for possible
futures;

•

Environmental impact of transport systems and
acceptability of intelligent infrastructure become
main focus for transport plan;

•

Climate change was seen as central issue to consider
the program;

•

Intelligent System implemented for infrastructure,
and delivery of information;

•

Each of strategies built in three horizons, firstly
between 2005–2025 periods which based on existing
technologies to invest in, develop and deploy the
program; secondly from 2025–2040, based on known
potential technologies for research, demonstration
and possible market disruption; and from 2040–2055,
which started to envision, explore and embody the
program.

•

Such scenario built by forecasting were presented to
and commented on by a series of different groups to
know what feedback the process from society is for
the program. As

III. METHODOLOGY
This research used secondary data especially from resource
data about transportation history that happened in the world
and implementation for some country that can be a benchmark
for transportation development for the current and future time.
Context of the article for transport planning and a key concept
is that of the transport scenario, which is defined in the present
paper as a ‘snapshot of a future state of transport’ and response
from transport development.
The research used forecasting as its method. These are most
similar to conventional forecasting, but take a longer term
perspective of the future that investigates both probable futures
and possible futures. They are most useful for situations where
substantial external change is not expected and where there is
some expectation that current trends will continue into the
future. The central actors have limited powers, the actions of
many players need to be considered and there are many
competing and vocal interest groups (Hayashi & Nakamura,
2013).
This research has objective of giving chance or option in
Indonesia on how to develop transportation system in the
future. Indonesia is a big country in the world and had
problems in transportation like other countries, like congestion,
pollutant, and others (Munawar, 2011). Besides, such
phenomenon would develop if there are no response and
transportation development. This research tried to review and
explore by forecasting with literature and world facts for
transportation improvement to give chance for Indonesian
stakeholder to solve transportation problem in the current and
future.
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IV.

RESULT AND ANALYSIS

A. Transportation Development Concept in the Past,
Current, and Future
Global urban transportation trends further seem to suggest
a development cycle whereby cities are affected by the same
transformation, related more than anything else to their levels
of wealth: initially rising living standards lead to the
mechanization of transportation, first facilitated by public
transport and then by private vehicles, while higher-income
cities are rediscovering walking, cycling and public transport.
For cities in emerging economies, the current phase is one of
shifting from non-motorized to motorized transport modes, in
a manner not unlike the transition of Western cities which was
triggered by industrialization. Other related factors also hint at
this analogous development: as travel speeds increase, so do
travel distances; and the rate of territorial expansion of cities
outstrips population growth, as discussed above. Global
passenger transport has risen steeply over the 20th century; in
the year 2000, total vehicular travel worldwide was estimated
to be about 32 trillion passenger-km (tkm), up from only 2.8
tkm in 1950. Presently, most global passenger travel is by car,
although air travel is increasing its share. Schafer and Victor in
Moriarty and Honnery (2008) have projected global vehicular
travel out to the year 2050. They consider travel to be
constrained only by individual time expenditure and household
budgetary outlays. They claim that, worldwide, travel time
(including that for non-motorized travel) is roughly constant at
about 1.1 h per person per day, and that at least for countries
with levels of car ownership at 0.2 cars/capita and higher,
households limit transport expenditures to around 10–15% of
household income. With additional assumptions chiefly on
future global income growth future travel levels and their split
between high-speed (air and rapid rail) and other modes can be
calculated. By 2050 they project a total of 103 km travel, with
high speed modes and car travel accounting for close up to
80%. Although they see some bridging of the gap between high
and low-travel countries, travel is also projected to grow
strongly even in the already high-mobility OECD countries
(Moriarty & Honnery, 2008).
The foreۗasted inۗrease in the world’s population and its
industrialization are the main drivers for the prediction. Rise in
transportation demand, posing environmental concerns but
also possiۖle energy supply risks for the future. Traffiۗ’s share
in total demand for primary energy in the year 2004 amounted
to 30.7% in Europe and to 38.9% in 2003 in North America
(USA and Canada). Road transportation consumes the highest
portion: 82.5% in Europe, and 82.3% in North America.
(Ahrens et al., 2009). Thus, sustainability transportation with
technology would be helping future transport system.
B. Technology impact
Headings, Information system and technology has been
built and significantly improved. This improvement makes
transportation changed too. In particular, Larasati (2018) stated
that Indonesian people almost had a phone or more and some
of them are smartphones in 2006. This development gave more
impact to develop transport demand. The changing technology
could hopefully be improved. However, another approach is to
develop and combine other measures including traffic
regulation, parking policy and public transport subsidy, which
would be only second-best in a hypothetical situation where
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road pricing is without costs. Some technologies that gave
more impact in transportation among others,
•

principles that made easier for it to develop, among others
(Junaidi, 2016),

GPS ( Global Positioning System)

GPS is a satellite navigation system used to determine the
ground position of an object. GPS technology was first used by
the United States military in the 1960s and expanded into
civilian use over the next few decades. Today, GPS receivers
are included in many commercial products, such as
automobiles, smartphones, exercise watches, and GIS devices.
There are three segments for GPS system in the world, among
others,
a)

The space segment: the GPS satellites

b)

The control system, operated by the U.S. military,

c)

The user segment, which includes both military and
civilian users and their GPS equipment.

This technology has changed mobility for transportation
especially to know about route, distances, time that could be
calculated easily with length of line in GPS between locations
for people in real time. On transportation sector, this
technology could be used for travel time calculation knowing
place, and prediction about condition for the traffic based on
using GPS system combined by information system (de Jong
& Bliemer, 2015). GPS worked by sensor that installed in
device and gave response from satellite and distance for both
of them used to know accurate positioning in a part of world.
All position could be detected by GPS if user was in the region
that not in barrier of the sensor, like wall, high building, and
others.

Fig. 6. Using GPS in real time (Argawal, 2017)

• Autonomous Vehicle System
Autonomous Vehicle System (AVs) is defined as system of
vehicles where at least some aspects of a safety critical control
function (e.g., steering, throttle, or braking) occur
automatically without driver existing in the vehicle. AVs used
sensors, cameras, light detection and ranging (LIDAR), global
positioning systems (GPS), and other on-board technology to
operate with reduced, limited and/or no human interaction
(Berrada & Leurent, 2017). AVs can be passenger or public
transport, and freight vehicles. AVs are not necessarily
autonomous. Autonomous vehicles are responsible for driving,
solely and independently, of other systems (Zmud & Sener,
2017).
•

E-Commerce

E-Commerce was advance development from conventional
market that happened before since human do interaction with
others. E-Commerce arises due to the limited time and place
which is still an obstacle to conventional trader. In particularly
in Indonesia, development of e-commerce applies five basic
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a)

All of the Indonesian citizens should be given an
opportunity to access and conduct e-commerce
transactions;

b)

All of the Indonesian citizens should be equipped
with the skills and capabilities to take advantages
from the economic formation;

c)

The Termination of Employment (PHK) should be
minimized during the process of transition to the
Internet-based economy, and the additional job
opportunities have to be clean and positive after
deducting the impact of creative destruction;

d)

A clear legal framework should be applied to ensure
the E-Commerce industry is safe and open, including
technology neutrality, transparency, and international
consistency;

e)

The national players (industries), especially startups
and SMEs (Small and Medium Enterprises) should be
protected.

Hence, development of e-commerce has led to change in
the movement for transportation, current and future time.
C. Future Transport Development by Technology
Transportation had many development actually because of
technology. This article would be to explain more about part
of transportation that is affected by technology, although it
was not all developed sector built just only with them. Some
parts of transportation that is affected among others,
• Transport technology for modes
Technology of transportation could be driven through
future concept. Many technologies that has been discussed
above is affected more in transportation. Table 1 below
explained more about history condition without and with
technology development in transportation sector,
TABLE I.
No
1

PAST, CURRENT, AND FUTURE IN TRANSPORT BY
TECHNOLOGY

Transport
Technology
GPS

Past

Current

People just
used GPS
for the
location
and did not
analyze for
something
like route
informatio
n.

GPS began to
emerge and
develop for
people’s life,
like GPS for car
tracking,
weather
information, but
it is still in
optional, such
as in
smartphones,
and weather
features.
(Tambunan,
2009)

Future
GPS is developed
one of the
benchmarks when
driving and
planning trips.
Weather
conditions will be
necessary
especially for
mobility
monitoring
processes, such as
travel guide. In
public transport
in future, GPS
would be used as
primary
information to
plan, act, and
evaluation. (Tu et
al., 2018)
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2

Autonomous
Vehicle
(AVs)

There is no
technology
to develop
this
technology
. Transport
Developme
nt still
focused on
machinery
as product
of
industrial
revolution.
(Eucar,
2016)

3

Sensory
Vehicle

There is no
sensor in
vehicle to
help
especially
for security
and
control. All
of them
were still
full by the
driver
itself.
(Cacciabue
, 2007)

4

5

Smart
Information
System

Source of
Energy for
Transportatio
n

There is no
technology
or tools to
do smart
informatio
n, like
ticketing
system by
manual in
public
transport.(
Snellen &
De
Hollander,
2017)
Fossil
energy
fuels
became
primary
key for all
transport
tools, in
details for
vehicle.
Alternative
energy still
less to
reach for
sustainabili
ty system,
especially
for vehicle
(Fridstrøm,
2017).

AVs has started
to go on public
as upgrading
system to
conventional
personal
vehicles with
the essential
characteristics
of demand
responsiveness,
fleet
repositioning,
and shareability. (Shen,
Zhang, & Zhao,
2018).
Implementation
for sensor
vehicle has
started. In
current time,
sensor become a
tools to increase
security, and
comfortability,
like for parking
system and
prevention
before
accident.(Jeong,
Oh, & Lee,
2015)

AVs would
significantly
developed,
through private or
public transport.
Higher mobility
and easy to use
become some
consideration to
develop AVs, like
Autonomous
pods that still in
trial process in
Dubai. (Fahmy,
2019).

implementation of technology. It will open up great
opportunities for Indonesia, which until now is still struggling
with classic transportation problems, such as congestion, the
number of transportation requests that are not balanced with
transportation offers, to environmental issues which often
become issues global occurrence in all countries. Technology
sector became a primary key because industrial revolution 4.0
made technology improvement very high and Indonesia do not
want to be outdated with them. A chance for Indonesia to be
seen with public transport development and changing policy
that suit with predicted mobility in the future. Changing
mobility could be seen in table 2 below,
TABLE II.

Sensory vehicle is
used to
supporting
autonomous
vehicle as
primary parts or
baseline for
autonomous
vehicle system.
All transport
would be
automatic in the
future. (Puig-Pey,
Bolea, Grau, &
Casanovas, 2017)

CHANGING MOBILITY IN THE FUTURE (Brad
Templeton, 2012)

Current Time
Human driven
Scheduled
Route-based
Large vehicles
Stop to stop
People move to be near transit
Mostly public monopoly
Poor energy efficiency (in
USA)
Needs expensive private rightof way to compete
Takes people out of their way
Involves line transfers with
long waits
Often no seat
Moderate unsubsidized cost
Mostly "3rd class"

Future time
Computer driven
On-demand
Ad-hoc
Small and medium vehicles
Door to door
Transit moves to be near people
Mix of public and private
More sustainable
Use existing ROW and metered
roads
Travel shortest or fastest route
30 second transfers
Reserved seating
Low cost (low to no subsidy
needed.)
For all income levels, from economy
to luxury

Human mobility as an object of the mobility must be
regulated and given many alternatives so that people can rechanging about their plan about traveling activity. Some of the
implementation that can be built in Indonesia among others,
• Policy and Regulation
Many
alternative
energy that
found to do
conversion from
fossil fuel to
more
sustainable
energy, like
natural gas,
biofuels, also
electrical.

More sustainable
energy and renew
energy that could
be alternative
energy and
implemented to
transport vehicle,
like hydrogen
(Oman, 2002)
and solar fuel
(Oldenbroek,
Verhoef, & van
Wijk, 2017).

D. Chance of Future Transport System in Indonesia
Indonesia, as a big country in the world has chance to adopt
future transportation in the world with local condition in
Indonesia. Innovation in Indonesia was mainly related to the
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Policy about transportation in Indonesia could be seen from
regulation development that happened in past and current to
predict what the important policy for the future. In past time,
Indonesia has policy to build some infrastructures, like road,
and railway as advanced program from Netherland when
colonized before independence happened. In that time,
Indonesia has centralized system, which all of policy and
regulation was based from central government. Local
Government had no power to intervene in the policy.
In the current time, there are local autonomy through UU
No.23 Year 2004 which stated local region could make special
policy only for the region. The role of regional autonomy is
very influential on decisions related to transportation planning
though government intervention is still dominant. For public
transportation regulated through the regional government,
there is no authority related to this matter. For instance, the
development of BRT in Indonesia that is not uniform due to
the autonomy process carried out by each region, such as
Jakarta (TransJakarta), Bogor (TransPakuan), Yogyakarta
(TransJogja), Bandung (Trans Metro Bandung), Palembang
(Trans Musi), Semarang (TransSemarang), Pekanbaru (Trans
Metro Pekanbaru), Solo (Trans Solo Batik), Trans Sarbagita
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(Denpasar), Padang (Trans Padang), and Makassar (Trans
Mamminasata Busway).
Future time for policy in Indonesia could be with public
transport authority. The role of the authority will be a
determinant of controlling the transportation system. Besides,
coordination between institutions is still a major point in the
development of future transport in Indonesia. Besides,
ineffective legal and administrative structures from
government especially for public transport must be solved for
better public transport system in Indonesia (Munawar, 2008).
In particular, government has future duties especially for
transportation among others,
a)

Defining future transportation planning.

b) Determination of roles is needed for the achievement of
planning of the transportation system.
c)

Evaluating capabilities and identify weak points.

d) Implementing with a consumer approach and data
centric.
•

Smart Card or Digital Wallet

Smart Card was a smart system implementation which is
filled with controlling the payment use in public transport. In
the past, this system was not yet used. People must pay the
service according to the selection of services that can be used
(usually through a counter located in a certain location). In the
current time, there were many variant of Smart Card that can
be used for payment. And so, it still requires more completion,
especially for the function of the card itself. For the future,
Smart Cards could become a key role in backend services that
exist and even the increase on wireless tickets, such as
smartphone applications and digital wallets that would be a
determinant of transport services.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
The Based on texts above, we can conclude some
conclusions, among others,
•

Transportation is always developing in accordance with
the dynamics of human development itself.

•

Technology is very influential on the development of
the world of transportation.

•

In the past, transportation was still managed manually
and completely controlled by humans.

•

Technology is very influential in the development of
transportation for the future.

•

In the future, autonomous technology, and
simplification of mobility needs will be a major
requirement in future transportation developments.

•

Indonesia as a developing country will be predicted to
be able to adapt to the development of transportation in
the future. Future transportation predictions that are
now global in nature must be able to be responded by
stakeholders so that transportation problems do not
grow.

This research discussed more about transport future system
that would happen in the future and what Indonesia would take
as benchmark and implement for its country. Based from
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results, authors just explored about new technologies and its
impact for transport development and also research just took
samples from developed country as front pioneer for this
development. Future research could be done with exploring the
condition in Indonesia, through regulation policy, society
condition and socio economic with direct survey to know first
about characteristic of transportation in Indonesia. Analysis
SWOT (Strength, Weakness, Opportunity, and Threat) could
be used to analyze it. Later, forecasting system in the future
can be reached by visioning method and exploratory method
as comparison thing for further research.
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Abstract— As an urban area, Yogyakarta is one of the cities
in Indonesia that has an agglomeration area by connecting 3
districts (Yogyakarta city, Bantul and Sleman district) in the one
ring-road. One of the biggest problems in urban area is about
traffic congestion and more specific occurred in the signalized
intersection. The purpose of this study tries to approach the cost
congestion based on the database, identification and creating
map the road network at each intersection that can be used as a
transport policy for the government. The research method is
using ArcGis program by collecting various data on the
Yogyakarta urban intersections that have been studied using the
1997 Indonesian Highway Capacity Manual and some theories
about cost congestion and the regulations as well. To produce a
GIS map, map of Yogyakarta Administration and Google Earth
Image maps are used as the main source. From the 20
intersections studied, the results showed that urban
intersections, the road network tended to experience a poor level
of service intersection (LOS F) with the percentage in 97%. The
percentage of queue lengths tends to be as high as 62%, and
percentage degree of saturation with a scope limit (LOS F) of
57% and the most expensive intersection costs congestion is the
Gejayan intersection.

information in mapping road networks can help structuring a
good transportation system. Congestion that occurs on the
Yogyakarta urban road network is a serious problem that must
be overcome. Disturbances that cause congestion often occur
due to increased traffic demands such as long queues, large
delay times, and traffic violations and so on.

Keywords— ArcGis; intersection; mapping; road network;
level of service

A. Congestion Cost Approach
Urban transportation has a variety of very complex
problems, namely the problem of traffic congestion, parking,
public transportation problems, and pollution. Traffic
congestion is one of the most serious problems affecting urban
transportation. Identifying the location of traffic jams and
patterns that occur is a requirement for urban transport
managers to take appropriate precautions to reduce traffic
congestion. Congestion that occurs on the road is also a serious
problem besides having an impact on discomfort as well as
congestion at the intersection (Wibisana and Utomo 2016).
Traffic congestion will be detrimental to the driver itself and in
terms of economy and environment. For drivers of vehicles,
traffic congestion will cause stress problems, in terms of
economy, in the form of increasing long waiting times due to
long congestion, in addition to increasing vehicle operating
costs such as (gasoline, engine maintenance) due to vehicles
that stop frequently.

I.
BACKGROUND
As one of the tourist destination cities in Indonesia,
Yogyakarta has experienced an increase in traffic congestion
from year to year. A lot of problems in agglomeration area, one
of the important problems is about traffic or congestion. One
of the biggest traffic problems in that agglomeration is located
in the intersection, particularly signalized intersections.
One of the factors the highest congestion in urban area is
depending on the number population. According to (BPS,
2016) in 2015 the population of Yogyakarta reached 3,679,176
people with a population density of 1,555 people per km. The
impact that occurs with the population density in the city of
Yogyakarta is the potential for increased congestion that
occurs in the urban road network of Yogyakarta. The
arrangement of the transportation system on the Yogyakarta
road network should be well organized such as creating the
road network performance database. Jihan and Widyastuti
(2016) stated that mapping the road network is very influential
to increase economic activity and services, accurate
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One of the effects of congestion is the addition of costs.
This additional cost is influenced by the addition of delay time,
queue length, vehicle operating costs, speed and traffic
volume. This study will estimate how much the cost in
signalized intersection based on the database, particularly in
study area. The numbers of the intersection will be deployed in
this study is 20 intersection locations.
This research is intended to produce a road network map of
Yogyakarta as a reference in knowing several congestion
points in the study area. The studies conducted are expected to
provide accurate information to road users in driving to avoid
the intersections identified as having congestion.
II.

CONGESTION COST IN URBAN AREA

Congestion is the condition of the traffic flow on the road
being reviewed exceeding the capacity of the road plan and
causing the free speed of the road to be 0 km / hour which then
causes a long queue. When congestion occurs, the degree of
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saturation in the road section is reviewed where congestion will
occur if the value of degree of saturation has reached more than
0.5 (Bina Marga, 1997). According to Small & Verhoef (in
Dillon, 2015) transportation congestion can be measured by the
importance of service quality and travel time expected by road
users, so traffic congestion occurs when the quality of
transportation services decreases in intensity of use.
The high level of congestion, causing the addition of time
or called the time delay. This can affect the high cost of
congestion. Based on to Stubs (1980, in Sugiyanto, 2008), he
mentions that the cost of congestion is a relation between speed
and flow also the relation between speed and vehicle cost. In
urban areas, traffic costs are felt to be quite high when
compared to rural areas. The high number of vehicle volumes
and the number of travel generating areas causes a large
number of trips that can burden the road network.
B. Level of Service
It’s important to measure the parameters of level of service
on the road which needs to be done to prevent congestion at
various intersections (Putro, 2009). The level of service at the
intersection according to Ministerial Regulation No. 96 of
2015 is explained in Table 1 which regulates the level of
service at the intersection according to the delay parameters.
TABLE I.

LEVEL OF SERVICE IN INTERSECTION BASED ON DELAY

Level of Service

Delay (Second)

Notes

A

<5

Excellent

B

> 5 - 15

Good

C

> 15 - 25

Average

D

> 25 - 40

Less Average

Fig 1.

E

> 40 - 60

Poor

F

> 60

Very Poor

Source: Ministry Regulation Number 96 in 2015 about The guidelines for
Implementing Traffic Management and Engineering Activities

C. Mapping in Transport and Geography Studies
According to Ball and Petsimeris (2010) maps are objects
that are familiar to everyone, as a form of getting information,
maps are needed, the quality of maps must be assessed
primarily in terms of geometric accuracy. Maps are useful in
everything, especially in geography and transportation, which
are often used to provide accurate information about the
mapping that is done. In the field of transportation, maps are
used to find the shortest route in the application by utilizing the
Geographic Information System (GIS) (Buana, 2010). Maps
are also used in the delivery of specific cities through ArcGis
Online utilizing information that is on the system (Hamdani
and Jamil 2017). The benefit of maps in geography is as a
digital map location marker application. Digital maps are
images of the earth's surface that are digitally collected and
scaled down to a certain scale through a projection system
(Hati et al, 2013).

III.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A. Location of Study
Research on road network mapping is carried out at
intersections with Ring-road boundaries as the research area.
The map used is Google Earth imagery, 2018. The location of
this study is at 20 intersection where the study area in the
agglomeration of Yogyakarta.

THE ROAD NETWORK OF STUDY LOCATION
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TABLE II. LIST OF THE INTERSECTION LOCATION
NO.

d.

Capacity
Specific capacity parameters at the intersection are not
carried out, but only the input capacity of the intersection
data in the ArcGis program.

e.

Traffic flow
Specific traffic flow parameters at the intersection were
also not identified but only input data in the ArcGis
program and mapping traffic flows. Map results can be
seen in the next discussion to display a map of traffic
flow.

f.

Congestion Cost Analysis
Based on (Nash, 1997, in Basuki and Siswandi, 2008),
Congestion cost is a travel expense due to traffic delay
or additional vehicle volume approaching or exceeding
road service capacity. This following equation describes
the variables that affected congestion cost.

LOCATION

1

Intersection of Imogiri Barat, South Ringroad, Bantul Regency

2

Intersection of Parangtritis, Bantul Regency

3

Intersection of Giwangan, South Ringroad, Yogyakarta City

4

Intersection of Bantul Street, South Ringroad, Bantul Regency

5

Intersection of East Ringroad and Laksda Adi Sucipto, Sleman
Regency

6

Intersection of Ketandan, East Ringroad, Bantul Regency

7

Intersection of Monjali, Yogyakarta City

8

Intersection of Tamansiswa, Yogyakarta City

9

Intersection of Demangan, Yogyakarta City

10

Intersection of Abu Bakar Ali, Yogyakarta City

11

Intersection of Pelemgurih, Yogyakarta City

12

Intersection of Panembahan Senopati, Yogyakarta City

13

Intersection of Selokan Mataram-Magelang Street, Sleman
Regency

14

Intersection of Jlagran, Sleman Regency

15

Intersection of Demak Ijo, West Ringroad, Sleman Regency

16

Intersection of Madukismo, South Ringroad, Bantul Regency

17

Intersection of Gamping Market, West Ringroad, Sleman
Regency

18

Intersection of Gejayan, North Ringroad, Sleman Regency

19

Intersection of UPN, North Ringroad, Sleman Regency

20

Intersection of Kentungan, North Ringroad, Sleman Regency

′]
= �∗[
+
−
where:
C = Congestion Cost (Rupiah),
N = Vehicle Volume (Vehicle),
G = Vehicle Operating Cost (Rp/Veh.Km),
A = Existing Speed (Km/Hour),
B = Ideal Speed (Km/Hour),
V’ = Vehiۗle Time Value Fast (Rp/Veh.Hour),
T = Delay Time (Hour).

IV.
B. Analysis Method
In this study, a method is used to determine the level of
intersection service by conducting scoring and classification
methods. The parameters used refer to regulations but there are
modifications to the ArcGis program. The parameters at the
intersection carried out are as follows:
a. Delay
To identify and score on the parameters of intersection
delays is to refer to Ministerial Regulation No. 96 of 2015
in Table I.
b. Queue Length
To identify the queue length that occurs at the intersection,
a division of 3 classes is done in ArcGis, namely low,
medium, and high.
c. Degree of Saturation
To identify intersections with degree of saturation
(Volume (V) / Capacity (C)) parameters based on those
listed in Table III.
TABLE III. LEVEL OF SERVICE IN INTERSECTION BASED ON V/C
RATIO (ABUBAKAR 1996)
Level of Service

The Range of V/C

Notes

A

0.00-0.19

Excellent

B

0.20-0.44

Good

C

0.45-0.74

Average

D

0.75-0.85

Less Average

E

0.85-1.00

Poor

F

>1.00

Very Poor
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. Geometric Correction
In this study the map used as a reference in the mapping is a
Google Earth Image map, 2018 scale 1: 55,000. following
Table IV Calculation of linear shift according to ArcGis 2018
analysis.
TABLE IV.

CALCULATION OF LINEAR SHIFT

No

X

Y

X Google
Earth

1

502.9

-450.3

425.5

Y
Google
Earth
913.7

2

1188.4

-333.1

437.1

913.9

6.3

3

632.4

-75.7

427.7

914.3

6.9

4

939.5

-686.3

432.9

913.3

7.8

RMS
8.4

Total RMS Error = 7.4

According to Nicholas and Chrisman (in Jihan and
Widyastuti 2016), for tolerance of linear shift errors is equal to
0.5 mm then multiplied by the scale number on the reference
map. Tolerance in linear shift is 0.5 mm x 55 mm number on
the reference map scale (55,000) the result is 27.5 m. The
results obtained show that the average linear shift on Google
Earth maps is 7.4 m, so that value is still in tolerance.
B. Intersection Database
The intersection database is data that has been collected
and arranged based on the parameters needed and makes it
easy for users to obtain information. The database that has
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And this is the map of performance level based on
delay.

been created will be displayed in spatial form in the form of
the results of identification of intersections. The database that
has been dispensed makes it easier to identify and analyze
secondary data that has been obtained.
C. Identifying Service Levels in Yogyakarta Agglomeration
Area
Analysis of service levels on the parameters contained in the
intersection is based on the scoring method.
•

Delay
Based on the results of the intersection service level
classification, it shows that many levels of service with
F score mean bad. Thus, from that various intersections,
Yogyakarta has a lot of congestion due to delays in
various intersections.

•

Queue Length
Based on the results of the queue length classification of
various intersections, welding tends to be medium and
high at each intersection, only a few have very high
queue lengths.

•

Fig 3. The Map of Road Network Performance Based on
Delay Parameter
• Percentage and map results based on queue length
parameters

Degree of Saturation
Scoring is done on the value of degree of saturation, each
intersection tends to be at the boundary of C, D, E and F.
For scoring B at the Giwangan intersection to the
northeast, namely the Giwangan terminal road, and at the
Abu Bakar Ali intersection in Mataram.

The percentage results that obtained from the scoring in
ArcGis and range classification can be seen in this
following description.
TABLE V. CLASSIFICATION BASED ON QUEUE LENGTH

No
1
2
3

Scoring on intersection capacity and traffic flow is not
done because only the input data of the value of the
capacity and traffic flow are then displayed in the
mapping results.
D. Percentage and Results of Service Level Map at
Intersections of Various Parameters
• Percentage and map results based on delay parameters
Percentage results obtained from maps based on
scoring results, the level of intersection is marked in
blue with service level F, the level of service with E
score is marked in red and the level of service at
intersections with scores C and D tends to be low. The
service level F is more dominant, the percentage
reaches 97% of the scoring result of the intersection
service level of the delay parameter. The following are
the results of the percentage delay at the intersection
described in Fig 2.

Class
Low
Medium
High

Based on the results of class classification in the ArcGis
program, the results tend to be in the high class with a
percentage of 62% and are marked in red on the diagram. Thus,
the results of the queue length with the medium class are
marked in yellow. For the queue length with high class occurs
at the North Ring-road intersection, Kaliurang Street from west
direction 648 meters, Laksda Adisucipto Street, East Ringroad with a queue length of 700 meters to the east, and the
intersection of Parangtritis, South Ring-road with a queue
length of 974 meters to the west.
low
7%
medium
31%

C
0%D
0%

E
3%

Range
0 – 100
101 – 200
>200

high
62%

F
97%
Fig 4.

Fig 2. Percentage Diagram of Intersection Delay
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The Percentage of Queue Length Classification

And this is the map of performance level based on queue
length.
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Fig 5. The Map of Road Network Performance Based on
Queue Length Parameter
• Percentage and map results based on degree of
saturation parameters
Percentage results obtained from analysis and levelling
for Degree of Saturation (DS) values. Based on the high
DS value that with F level (very poor) is marked in blue
with percentage 57%. The degree of saturation E is
indicated by the red color of 20%. Almost every
intersection tends to be at the level of C, D, E and F.
For DS values with level B occur at the Giwangan
intersection to the northeast, that is the Giwangan
terminal road, and at the Abu Bakar Ali intersection in
Mataram road. The following explanation in the form
of a diagram can be seen in Fig 6.

Fig 7. The Map of Road Network Performance Based on
Degree of Saturation Parameter
E. Estimating Congestion Cost in the Intersections
Regarding to Muchlisin et al (2017) who tried to make
approach of estimating congestion cost in the intersection,
these are the result of the cost based on Nash, (1997), in Basuki
and Siswandi, (2008). For the calculating BOK (Vehicle
Operation Cost) is taken from Sugiyanto (2012) who did
research about the correlation operational cost from vehicle
and speed. And in this is the result.

CONGESTION COST (Rupiah/hour)
IDR. 70.000.000,IDR. 60.000.000,-

C
D 13%
9%
E
20%

B
1%

IDR. 50.000.000,IDR. 40.000.000,IDR. 30.000.000,IDR. 20.000.000,-

F
57%

Fig 6. The Percentage of Degree of Saturation Level
And this is the map of performance level based on
degree of saturation.

IDR. 10.000.000,-

IDR. 0,-

Fig 8. The Result of Cos Congestion Estimation in the
Intersections
Based on the result, the most expensive intersection is in
the Gejayan intersection with the cost is IDR. 59.252.053,-.
Therefore, this intersection should be evaluated to elevated
intersection due to the highest delay time.

V.

SUMMARY

Based on the results of data processing analysis that has
been done with ArcGis software, it can be concluded that:
1. The scope of study location, 20 intersections, a lot of
intersections is in the poor and very poor level (E and F)
of services based on delay which is increasing more than
60 seconds.
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2.

3.

4.

Class level according to queue length on the road at each
intersection, namely:
a. Low class range 0 - 100 meters as much as 7%.
b. Medium class with a range of 101¬ 200 meters which
is as much as 31%.
c. High class range> 200 meters 62%.
Degree of Saturation
At the intersection point which is the research area for the
boundary scope in the degree of saturation tends to be at
the service level C, D, E and F at each intersection. For
score B, it occurs at the Giwangan intersection, precisely
in the northeast direction, namely the Giwangan terminal
road, and at the intersection of Abu Bakar Ali Mataram
Street. Percentage for degree of saturation with score F is
as much as 57%, and E as much as 20%.
Cost Congestion
Due to the analysis result, the most expensive cost for the
congestion is in the Gejayan Intersection. Therefore, the
evaluation should ۖe done to optimize the interseۗtion’s
performance.
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Abstract— The reservoir is one of the storage areas that
serves as a water reservoir when there is too much water and
can be used during the dry season. The collected water is
typically used for downstream requirements such as irrigation
water and clean water and can even be used to store energy for
power generation. Geunang Uyat Reservoir is located in the
Panton Reu District, west of Aceh. Built to overcome the lack
of clean water is one of the most urgent for the need for
irrigation water. It is expected that the construction of the
reservoir will meet the irrigation requirements that can
irrigate around 500 hectares in the village of Meutulang. The
method used is the curvature curve to calculate the
appropriate storage capacity for a given water demand. The
need for irrigation water on agricultural land, planned by the
construction of reservoirs, is expected to maximize
agricultural production in the region, which is only rice paddy
fields. The data used in this study are secondary data from
relevant agencies, e.g. Precipitation data obtained from
BMKG Cut Nyak dhien, Nagan Raya Regency. From the
results of the data analysis, there are several results, namely
the analysis of the maximum precipitation amount in
November 2006 of 538 mm and the lowest in 2010 in July was
41 mm, from the analysis of the main discharge sampling were
obtained 0.032 ml. Based on the analysis, the cumulative value
of the inflow was 2,682,868 m 3 and the cumulative outflow of
1,575,443 m3 was achieved with a storage volume in the
Geunang-Uyat Reservoir of 70.70845 m3.

it is necessary to develop an effective and efficient reservoir
to solve the problem. As an alternative, the construction of
this reservoir is expected to maximize the existing water
potential and provide benefits to the surrounding
community.

Keywords—reservoir, storage capacity, irrigation, rippl
curve.

A. Reservoir
Designing a reservoir on plantation land requires
evapotranspiration data. Evapotranspiration is the condition
for the loss of water from agricultural land due to
evaporation and transpiration. The need for plant water is
also the basis for knowing how much water there is in the
proposed reservoir and what land area can be used for the
agriculture and raw water needs of the surrounding
community (Yulianur, 2005).
Reservoir serves as a water reservoir in the upstream
river basin. The location of the embedding can be based on
the natural topographical conditions so that it can absorb as
much water as possible so that the closest flow distance
must be found.

I.

BACKGROUND

Water is a resource and a factor of agricultural needs as
there are no agricultural crops and cattle that do not need
water. Although its role is very strategic, water management
is still far from expected, causing water to disaster for
farmers. The indicator in the dry season is that rice fields
are often drought and on the contrary in the rainy season
many fields are in the water.
Quantitatively the problem of water for agriculture,
especially during the dry season for the distribution of water
between needs and replenishment by time and place. An
example in Paton Reu Sub-district is often the lack of rice
harvest due to lack of water during the dry season. In order
to regulate the availability of water to meet the water needs,
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In the dry season drought often prevails in most areas of
Panton Reu. In order to solve the problems that exist in the
village of Meutulang and its surroundings, the West Aceh
District Government in the Public Works Department is
planning to locate in the Meutulang Village in West Aceh
County. Planning for Geunang Uyat reservoir can cover ±
515 hectare rice water needs in Meutulang and the
surrounding area.
The above state is a picture of the village of Meutulang
in the Panton Reu district of West Aceh district, one of the
villages where there is still no water supply available during
the dry season, which is often unharvested. Geunang Uyat
reservoir is one of the water springs in the village of
Meutulang. The construction of this embankment from the
city is about 28 kilometers long and has an embarkation of ±
70 hectares. The purpose of this study was to analyze the
storage capacity of the reservoir using the ripple-curve
method.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW
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B. Avarrage rainfall
The average precipitation is the amount of rainwater that
falls within an area calculated at each time point (monthly
or yearly). The rain data recorded on the rain gauge is the
high rainfall around the station. There are three methods to
calculate the average rainfall, the arithmetic method.
Usually this method is used in flat areas and many
measuring stations. The calculation in this way is more
objective than the Isohyet method. The observation points
in the study area are not evenly distributed (Yulianur, 2005).
=�
(1)

+

+ ⋯+

with :
R= Rainfall areas (mm)
R1 +R2+…+Rn= Rainfall in eaۗh oۖservation point (mm)
N= Number of observation point

Qtotal = Q.base+Qdirect + Qstorm
(11)
River Discharge (Qs)
Qs = Qtotal x A

(12)

D. Reservoir Capacity
The reservoir capacity of a reservoir is the total capacity
that can be accommodated. The storage capacity consists of
the active capacity, ie the storage volume that can be used
for the water requirement and the dead storage, namely the
storage volume for sediments. (Soedibyo, 2003).
The storage capacity of the reservoir can be divided into
two categories, namely the life storage, namely the amount
of water that can be used to irrigate the water, raw water,
water or other water needs and disposal, namely the storage
volume used to contain sediment becomes (Mudjiatko,
2015).

C. River Discharge
Dependable flow is a discharge that is always available
throughout the year that can be used for community needs.
In this study the mainstay discharge is a discharge that has
a probability of 80%. discharge with a probability of 80% is
a discharge that has a probability of dam occurring by 80%
of the 100% occurrence. The number of events referred to
as the minimum amount of data required for analysis is five
years and in general to obtain a good value the data used
should be 10 years. Determine the possibility of being
fulfilled or not fulfilled, the observed discharge is arranged
in the order from the biggest to the smallest, (Melisa, 2010).
Actual Evapontranspiration
∆E = ETo x (m/20) x (18 – n)
E = ETo - ∆E

(2)
(3)

Soil moisture storage (SMS)
SMS = ISM + R – E

(4)

Water in excess (WS)
WS = ISM + Re – SMC

(5)

Infiltration (inf)
Inf = WS x IF

(6)

Groundwater storage at the end of the month (G. STORt)
G.STORt = (G.STORt-1 x Rc) + (0,5 x (1 – RC) x inf) (7)
Basic Runoff (Qbase)
Qbase = inf – G.STORt +G.STOR(t-1)

(8)

Surface Runoff (Qdirect)
Qdirect = Ws X (1 – IF)

(9)

Current outflow (Qstorm)
Qstorm=RXPF

Fig. 1. Reservoir Capacity (Mudjiatko, 2015)

E. RIPPLE CURVE METHOD
This method was first proposed by Rippel (1883) to
calculate the amount of sufficient reservoir capacity for a
given water demand. The curvature curve period is a line
representing the flow rate at a given time, provided that the
cumulative train is greater than the cumulative inflow, the
reservoir can not meet the demand (Linsley, 1989). The
ripple method assumes, among other things, that the
reservoir is considered full at the beginning of the critical
period and that the reserve capacity is calculated to meet
harvesting needs during the dry season. While the limits
used are normally kept constant, it is not possible to
calculate reliability based on the size of the reservoir.
However, the storage volume is not calculated with the
probability of default (Mudjiatko, 2015).
1. Inflow
The flow that enters the reservoir includes surface flow,
subsurface flow, and water entering the reservoir
2. Outflow
The flow out of the reservoir includes subsurface flow,
surface flow and water coming out of the reservoir
3. Availability of water
The availability of water is the amount of water (discharge)
which is estimated to continue to exist in a location (weir or
other water building) in a river with a certain amount and
within a certain period (Triatmodjo, 2008).

(10)
Kt = Rt – Qt + Kt – 1

Total Runoff (Qtotal)
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(13)

with:
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Kt
= Need for storage capacity at the end of the time
period t
Kt-1
= Capacity requirements tamping before the end of
the time period
Rt
= Release / water requirements for a period of time
t
Qt
= Inflow during the time period t
T
= time period

IV.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Based on rainfall data, the maximum monthly data
used each year is taken from BMKG Cut Nyak Dhien
Meulaboh. Data collected for 10 years, from 20052014. Based on the maximum rainfall in 2006 the
maximum rainfall obtained for more details can be
seen in Table I.
TABLE I. MAXIMUM MONTHLY RAINFALL

Fig. 2. Reservoir capacity curvature (Mudjiatko, 2015)

III.

RESEARCH LOCATION

The location of this research was conducted in
Meutulang Village, Panton Reu District, West Aceh
Regency, as shown in Fig. 3 below.

The maximum precipitation calculation is used to obtain
the maximum amount of rain that increases the intensity of
the precipitation. Table I. shows that the highest monthly
precipitation in 2006 reached 538 mm/s. The maximum
monthly rainfall is shown in Figure 4 of the upper and lower
monthly precipitation over a period of 10 years.
Maximum Monthly Rainfall
600
400
200
0
2004

2006

2008

2010

2012

2014

2016

Fig. 4. Maximum Monthly Rainfall

A. Potential Evapotranspiration
To calculate the evapotranspiration, one must know the
humidity that occurs in an area. Before you calculate
possible evapotranspiration, you first need to gather some
supporting data such as temperature, humidity, wind speed,
and sunshine.
Data on temperature, wind speed, humidity and solar
radiation are needed in ET0 calculations as these data have
a major impact on evaporative inspiration. Based on the
levels of evapotranspiration calculation, more details can be
displayed in the Table II.
TABLE II. POTENTIAL EVAPOTRANSPIRATION

Fig. 3. Research Location
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Month
Jan
Feb
March
Apr
May

Eto (mm/day)
3,937
4,119
4,804
4,111
3,667

Eto (mm/month)
115,338
115,332
148,927
123,321
113,671
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June
July
Aug
Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec

3,638
3,718
4,158
4,289
4,450
3,716
3,466

109,136
115,265
128,892
128,660
137,962
111,470
107,453

One can see the magnitude of the potential
evapotranspiration (ET0) that occurred in the district of
Panton Reu, West Aceh. The maximum possible
evapotranspiration (ET0) occurs in March, reaching 4,804
mm/day or 148,927 mm/month.
Evapotranspiration occurs when sufficient water is
present (through involvement or irrigation) to achieve
optimal growth. The more agricultural land is drained from
water, the greater the water requirement for
evapotranspiration.
B. River Discharge
The estimated amount of river drainage using the mock
method is the use of the rainfall runoff simulation method
for each catchment, the soil moisture climate and the
vegetation of the local land use. The mock method takes
into account the precipitation data, evapotranspiration and
hydrological properties of the drainage areas. The results of
this modeling can be considered reliable if there is an
observation discharge as a comparison. Due to the limited
data in the study area, the comparison can not be carried out.
This calculation requires a more accurate approach to
hydrological parameters so that simulation results can be
received with moderate accuracy but still be used for further
analysis.

Fig. 5. River Discharge Graph

It can be noted that the main delivery rate is in Geunang
Uyat reservoir in Panton Reu, West Aceh. The difference
between high and low discharge can be seen in the graph,
the highest discharge occurred in November at 0.032 m3.
C. Existing Capacity of Reservoir
The existing capacity of the reservoir is the capacity of
the water under the initial conditions. In this study, we can
see the existing capacity of the reservoir at Geunang Uyat
reservoir, Panton Reu District, West Aceh Regency. Further
details can be found in Table IV.
TABLE IV. EXISTING CAPACITY OF RESERVOIR

TABLE III. RIVER DISCHARGE
Month
Jan
Feb
March
Apr
May
June
July
Aug
Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec

River Discharge (80%) m3
0,013
0,008
0,004
0,003
0,003
0,003
0,002
0,002
0,002
0,001
0,032
0,012

Every month the level of exposure in the dam of
Geunang Uyat, Panton Reu district, West Aceh. The
maximum load of the Geunang-Uyat Reservoir is 0.032 m3.
This is in November. This outflow will later meet the need
for irrigation water and raw water supplies in the Panton
Reu district, West Aceh Regency.
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of the relationship between the height and volume of a
reservoir, as shown in Fig. 6.
The capacity of reservoir curve of the optimum storage
capacity is determined by the threshold between the flood
volume and the pond flooding area at ± 75.10 meters above
sea level. based on the area and volume calculations given
in Table IV, where the reserve capacity at ± 75,10 m with
embedded reservoir is ± 338,321 .97 m3 and puddle area ±
749,430.00 m2.
The calculation of the reservoir capacity based on the
topographical conditions is performed by analyzing the
topographical conditions of the measurements taken.
Subsequently, a certain height is determined, which can be
optimized as an extension of the reservoir pool. Similarly,
when calculating the available storage capacity, the amount
of water that can be taken is based on topographical
conditions.
V.

The calculation data in Table IV are then plotted into a
curved graph of reservoir capacity

CONCLUSION

1. From the Geunang-Uyat altitude analysis, a inundation
area of ± 75.10 m and a depth of elevation of ± 75.10
cm were obtained, giving a reservoir of ± 338.321.97
m3 .
2. The area of Geunang Uyat reservoir is ± 700,000 m2 and
the total mainstay discharge in the Geunang Uyat
Reservoir is 70,708,245 m3 with an overflow crest
elevation of
30.58 m3 and a containment height of
0.08 m3. Based on the cumulative cumulative value of
2.682.868 m3 and the cumulative outflow of 1,575,443
m, this discharge is used to flow rice fields in Panton
Reu District with a rice field area of 515 hectare.
3. The reservoir size in the Geunang Uyat Reservoir is
calculated using the ripple curve method. This method
determines the size of the reservoir, which is sufficient
for specific water requirements. Total runoff in the
Geunang-Uyat Reservoir with three simulations is
70,408,245 m3.
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Fig. 6. Curvature of Reservoir Capacity

The calculation of the reservoir curve is made by
accumulating the volume of the reservoir bounded by the
contour lines of each counter. The analysis of the reservoir
capacity is obtained from secondary topographical data.
The results of this analysis show a graphical representation
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Abstract—Construction activities are very complex and risky.
Therefore, the number of accidents in the construction industry is
higher compared to other industries. On the other hand, the
construction industry 4.0, forced construction technology to
develop into the world of digitalization, especially Building
Information Modeling (BIM). However, the relationship between
safety management and technology-based information models has
not been widely developed. This study aims to propose a model that
integrates construction risks and BIM. This research was carried
out by identifying risky temporary structure, such as: the stability
of scaffolding and formwork. In this model, data or information
will be obtained through sensors and visual observations.
Bayesian Belief Network (BBN) will be used to combine risk and
to calculate the probability of a hazard. To validate the proposed
model, a building construction project in Surabaya was used as a
case study. Beside integrating project risks and BIM, this model
can also be used as an early warning system in construction
projects.
Keywords— construction industry, building, safety management,
BIM.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The construction industry is statistically one of the most
dangerous industries [4][7][11][19]. The Health Safety
Environment (HSE) report has shown that the construction
industry has a greater hazard than other industries [18][27].
One of the jobs that many experience work accidents is work
at height, many problems arise when workers work at height,
for example workers do not use personal protective equipment
(Full Body Harness), lanyards are not perfectly linked to the
handrail, work does not comply with existing procedures,
scaffolding (scaffolding) and formwork (formwork) that are
not safe to use.
Even in a study conducted by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, 72 percent of workers were injured in accidents that
occurred in scaffolding caused by the boards on which they
had fallen from falling from above scaffolding [31]. Besides
[20] and [1] concluded that preparation of formwork for
concrete structures is a stage that is also dangerous in relation
to workplace accidents. According to [2] the highest risk of all
formwork activities is at the stage of preparation of floor plate
formwork. Because construction project work continues to
increase in terms of complexity, construction methods and
design improvements, it will certainly increase risk
throughout the construction phase [10].
Technology in the construction industry is currently in
development called construction 4.0 [16]. Implementing 4.0
Construction adopted from Industry 4.0 is a new concept
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using Internet of Thing (IoT), so that it can integrate
information between different platforms and adopt new
gadgets such as laser scanners, drones, 3D printing in the hope
of increasing the ability to monitor construction projects at
design, construction and operations operasional [30]. This is a
process of applying modern technology to encourage
digitalization of the construction industry and its supply chain.
So to overcome this, the use of BIM is very much needed by
planners, construction management and contractors to be
more efficient in completing tasks [37]. BIM is often used in
construction projects because of its ability to provide
simulations of building technical information regarding
estimated costs, materials and completion time. This shows
that BIM is one of the first innovations behind construction
4.0 [30]. In relation to risk, BIM can reduce risk, one of which
is to reduce the risk of errors and omissions.
In achieving the direction of technology, data processing
techniques with more effective approaches are developed,
with a note of danger usually the result of several uncertain
factors [6]. The Bayesian Belief Network model in
construction has focused primarily on output [26]. The use of
Bayesian in the construction field is because it can describe
between variables qualitatively and quantitatively [17]. In
addition Bayesian Belief Network (BBN) can also be used in
the face of information uncertainty, and can be used for
analysis of complex environmental reliability and failure
[23][24]. Therefore, the approach can be done using Bayesian
Belief Network to describe potentially dangerous situations /
situations (and relationships between circumstances).
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Fatalities in Construction Project
Previous research shows a background that influences the
making of a safety integration model with BIM, because 65%
of workers in the United States in the construction industry
work on scaffolding. Of the involved workers 4,500 were
injured and 50 died each year [29]. According to [34], there
were 14,760 claims regarding compensation in the Australian
construction industry in 2007-2008. Claims related to
scaffolding and formwork account for 3% of all claims (410
claims). This is due to the nature of complex and dynamic
construction,
temporary work teams, physical structures and changing
spaces, and weather changes in the work environment [12]. In
addition, the scaffolding system contains many elements, so
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how to build it also affects the strength and safety of its
construction [29].
WHSQ has developed an audit system to assess the impact
of 73 workshops and 246 scaffolding locations in Queensland.
The audit results show that the percentage of low compliance
with formwork related regulations is 59% while for noncompliance is 18% for work safety plans. In the previous
research, semi-automatic scaffolding selection modeling
using algorithm was developed by [21] in order to find out the
right type of scaffolding associated with the specific
conditions of a project.

Programming (MP) (DEA, LP, NLP, etc.) , and Artificial
Intelligence (AI) (GA, NN, BN, DT, etc.) [8]. In making
decisions on uncertain conditions, BBN (Bayesian Belief
Network) is used in construction, in this case focused on
improving construction operations [26]. In addition BBN
(Bayesian Belief Network) is also used to estimate job
productivity that is not right [39], diagnosing disorders in the
anaerobic system [35], making conclusions on the cost of road
construction [3], estimating pessimistic and optimistic values
of time period activities based on project characteristics [28]
and risk analysis in construction contracts [2].
III.

B. BIM for Safety
To prevent injury and save the lives of construction
workers, there is a high interest in improving safety in the
workplace through safer designs and work methods using
Building Information Modeling (BIM). Research investigates
the potential of BIM applications for safer construction design
and safety planning [13][22][25][32][40].
The development of the 5D safety model (integrated 3D
design with safety schedules and information) that links 3D
safety features with construction plans has been carried out
[5][9][38], for example incorporating the fence installation
process into a schedule construction of precast units using
BIM for fall protection [38]. However, there are still
restrictions that prohibit achieving the full benefits of BIM in
developing development plans that reduce the potential for
safety risks without compromising other objectives, such as
costs and duration.
One critical limitation is the systematic lack of temporary
structural integration at BIM. In the real world, in construction
projects, temporary structures (such as scaffolding and
formwork) are often used and have an impact on overall
project safety and productivity [29][33]. [38] discussed the
request for temporary structure safety processes included in
the BIM for a better understanding of project progress, future
work plans, and related security processes. [9] emphasize the
importance of real-time monitoring and discuss comparisons
between planned BIM designs and 3D information
constructed captured by laser scanning technology that
supports safety conditions, where detecting missing security
components such as guardrails or safety nets around work
area.
[36] prepared a BIM model that is integrated with safety,
for example a 3D building model with hazardous area
information and then advised to track the movement of
construction workers in real-time using RFID and wireless
tags for safety monitoring purposes. [14] developed a realtime security monitoring system by implementing tape-based
technology, where the system activates real-time position
tracking of workers and prevents unauthorized access to
dangerous zones. Whereas [32] applied the BIM application
to improve worker safety by designing a safer site layout. [15]
introduced an interactive training model for scaffolding safety
training.
In the use of BIM, decision making in uncertain conditions
is also needed as a form of integration. In previous studies
decision making in uncertain conditions has been carried out
by sharing methods including Multiattribute Decision Making
(MCDM) (AHP, ANP, TOPSIS, SMART, etc.), Mathematical
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METHODOLOGY

In this study, to obtain information about risks in
temporary structure work (scaffolding and formwork),
interviews were conducted with experts in the field of risk
management.
A. Bayesian Belief Network (BBN)
Risk modeling with Bayesian Belief Network (BBN) is
done with the following basic formulas (Equations 1 and 2):
|

=
|

=

∩

(1)

�

|

+

�

�

|

|

+ ...+

�

|

(2)

Bayesian Belief Network has two inputs, namely the
previous probability and conditional probability. The first
term refers to the probability value for the no parent node
(independent variable). Meanwhile, the second term refers to
the probability value for a node that has a parent node (nonindependent variable). Conditional probability means that
every time a statement about the probability of P (A) of an
event A is given, then implicitly given conditions regarding
other factors. The input value of this probability is obtained
from the database or expert opinion.
IV.

RESULT & ANALYSIS

A. Model Implementation
The model used in this study is a 5-story building under
construction located in Surabaya [Fig. 1]. This study focuses
on the process of scaffolding and formwork work for plates
and floor beams. Modeling is done using BIM software, Revit,
which will be used as a database.

Fig. 1. Modeling of the 5-storey building with Revit
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B. Model Simulation
Model decision making simulation is done by Bayesian
Belief Network method using Hugin Lite. Decision making is
carried out per structural slab casting zone, so the results are
in [Fig. 2] and [Fig. 3].

Fig. 2. Zone A Decision Making Results Dangerous Conditions

Fig. 3. Zone B Decision Making Results in Safe Conditions

C. 3D Visualization
From the building modeling that has been done using
Revit, the data from the modeling results will be entered using
the Bayesian Belief Network. So that the location that is
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reviewed is dangerous or safe. This research is still in the
development stage, therefore simulation is needed to validate
the model with data sourced from expert interviews [Fig. 4].
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Sensors and Field
Data
1. Location Sensors
2. Temperature Sensor
(Thermocouple)
3. Transfer Sensors
4. Pressure Sensors
5. Optical Fiber Sensors

Both of these
data for
future
development
as input
automatically

For this study,
interviews were
conducted with
experts to
represent
possible events
in the field.

INTERVIEW

DANGER
SAFE

H
7
6

I
5

Part of the building ex: AS 5-7/H-I

Inform the location of work that is dangerous due
to the work of scaffolding and formwork.
Dangerous locations are shown in red.
Fig. 4. Visual 3D Model Simulation Results
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V.

CONCLUSION

From this simulation, it is expected to be an early
warning system on the work of scaffolding and formwork
on construction projects. The expected early warning
system in this study is a visual warning about the area being
carried out by scaffolding and formwork work that is in
danger and will have an impact on poor quality. So that
work safety and the quality of concrete work can be better.
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Abstract— This research presents resulf of changes
material of Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) embankments by
decomposition process on engineering properties and shear
strength parameters. It can be grouped by three cluster which
has determined by ages of MSW. This research located on
Piyungan MSW Embankment Yogyakarta. In situ test by
standard penetration tests (SPT) and material sampling by test
pit. The objective is to analyses the characterizations of
engineering properties and shear strength parameter due to
decomposition process. Engineering properties was
determined by unit weight, water content, organic content and
specific gravity. Also Shear strength parameter was
determined by Triaxial test. Unit weight increased from the
fresh embankment to the oldest embankment about 20.4%,
also the results of shear strength parameter showed that
cohesion value increased about 26.8% and the results of
friction angles value increased about 9.8%. The due to
decomposition process on MSW embankment which has the
oldest embankment can be decomposed to improve
engineering properties and shear strength parameter more
than the fresh MSW embankment. Decomposition effects was
indicated by organic content has been decreased about 35.6%
from the fresh of MSW embankment to the oldest
embankment. In accordance with the result of the laboratory
analyses could be influence the slope stability analysis of waste
embankment.
Keywords—Ages, Municipal Solid Waste, Decomposition,
Shear strength parameter, engineering properties

I.
INTRODUCTION
Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) embankment should be
relevant in decomposition process of Engineering properties,
it should be determined by total unit weight, water and
organic matter content. Also decomposition process of shear
strength parameter, it should be determined by cohesion and
friction angle. However, there is a lot of difficulties to
handling this research properly from the representative
samples, and the lack of standardised procedures for insitu
test and laboratories. This research presents the results of
decomposition process of engineering properties and shear
strength parameter to improve the MSW embankment at
Piyungan MSW Embankment, Yogyakarta.
Yogyakarta is one of the big cities in Indonesia, and the
waste collecting from various regions to Piyungan MSW
Embankment. The composition of waste material in
Piyungan are plastic waste mixed with organic materials
from homes, market, grocery and hospital. Piyungan MSW
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Embankment was conducted by sanitary landfill. Piyungan
MSW Embankment is the most widely-used method for
disposing of municipal solid waste in Yogyakarta Province
since 1996 to recent. A data from 1996 to 1998, a reported
the precentage of MSW increased from 63,938 ton to
143,204 ton. Also in 1999 to 2009 a data more fluctuating, it
can described the data from difficulties of management
system and limited resources. From 2010 to 2017 the data
are shown in Fig. 1, it have to demonstrates the increased of
total weight to recent.

Fig. 1. Total Weight of MSW in Piyungan (1996-2017)

Piyungan MSW Embankment can be grouped by three
cluster. The frist cluster is the fresh MSW at top top
embankment with elevation + 30 m from ground surface as
referrence (±0.0 m). Second cluster is the middle ages of
MSW which has 5 – 10 years old, located around at + 20 –
30 m of the height from the ground surface. The third cluster
is the oldest MSW embankment which has more than 10
years old, located around at +10 – 20 m of the height from
the ground surface.
From a many years data of waste management system in
Piyungan MSW Embankment. The characterization of
MSW is necessary to describe the constituents of the
engineering response (e.i., compaction, compressibility,
hydraulic conductivity and shear strength) at MSW
Embankment (Cox, 2013). The objective of this paper is to
analyses the characterizations of engineering properties and
shear strength parameter due to decomposition process.
Study composition of MSW it can described a material
MSW decomposition is a microbial mediated process that
occurs in a series of sequential phases. Settlement in MSW
Embankment was determined by mechanical processes
whereas in the second phase there is a higher rate of
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settlement attributed to decomposition (McDougall, 2008).
It can related between rate of settlement and time of
decomposition.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Interpreting the fundamental behaviour of landfilled
waste is a unique engineering challenge. It requires the
application of hydraulics, biochemistry and geomechanics to
known a changed engineering properties by time period
(McDougall, 2008).
A. Waste Components
Common categories of waste components consist of
paper, plastics, food waste, metals, rubber and glass
(McCauley-Bell, Reinhart, Sfeir, & Ryan, 1997). In the
Yogyakarta, the Piyungan MSW Embankment employs a
classification system for the annual waste stream based on a
weight basis. The detailed of weight based percentage by any
disposed material in waste embankment in 2009 are
presented in Error! Reference source not found.. In
Piyungan, domination of waste material from degradable is
garden and bushes and non degradable material is plastic.
TABLE I.

WASTE COMPONENTS MATERIAL IN PIYUNGAN MSW
EMBANKMENT IN 2009 (SHIMIZU & BPPT, 2009)

Waste Component

Composition (%)

Degradable materials:

·

Food Waste

9.88

·

Vegetables

7.22

·

Fruits

12.2

·

Garden and bushes

23.33

·

Animal Food

3.36

·

Etc

21.37

Sub Total

C. Shear Strength Parameter
The analyses of shear strength parameter in MSW
materials able to analyses of slope stability in MSW
embankments, shear strength parameter in waste material is
best described by the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion. These
criterion be related to some value of axial strain, because the
rage of displacement can be applied in shear devices varies,
it is recommended that laboratories include a subcript to their
strength parameters that indicates the displacement or axial
strain can be determined MSW strength parameter (Stark, et.
al., 2000).
The data of engineering properties and shear strength
parameter due to the decomposition process there is large
variability from many literature (Landva and Clark, 1986).
The issues related to MSW such as the variation in its content
in different regions, its heterogeneity, variable size of its
components and its time-variant nature have added to the
complexity of MSW (Shariatmadari et. al., 2013).
D. Organic Content
The organic content or loss on ignition of MSW material
was deteremined in laboratory analyses by ASTM D2974
standard test methods for moisture, ash, and organic matter
of peat and other organic soils. The organic content of MSW
was determined by residue on ignition of waste materials at
525°C.
The specimens of waste material hae to subdivided into
smaller portions. Next, the sub-specimens were then placed
into porcelain bowls and weighed. After that the waste will
on ignition and then transferred to dessicator to cool room
temprature. Finally, the organic content of each subdivided
waste material were determined by the averaging of the
organic content.

77.36

III.

Non degradable materials:

·

Paper

5.65

·

Plastic

9.96

·

Wood

0.72

·

Fabric

2.2

·

Pamper

2.37

·

Rubber

0.32

·

Metal

0.19

·

Glass

0.34

·

Bone and Feather

0.72

·

Etc

0.16

Sub Total

22.63

GRAND TOTAL

100

B. Unit Weight
Analyses of unit weight of MSW materials was
determined by compaction effort and moiisture content
analyses. Lowest effort from compaction had a unit weight
is about 3 kN/m3 and highest effort is about 17 kN/m3
(Zekkos, et al., 2006). The average result of compacted layer
on 5 – 7.8 kN/m3, may proposed with good compacted
process at 8,8 – 10,5 kN/m3 (Krase, 2008). Laboratory
analyses from moisture content had a range value from 10%
- 50%, it would be noticed from a composition in dry waste
material and saturated waste material, which is consist of
50% in moisture content.
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RESEARCH METHOD

A. Research Location
The location of this research in Piyungan MSW
Embankment, Ngablak, Sitimulyo, Piyungan Subdistrict,
Bantul Regency of Yogyakarta Province can be seen in Fig.
2.

Fig. 2. Piyungan MSW embankment
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B. Sampling
Samples were taken in disturbed condition considering
the difficulties of undisturbed sampling on waste. Sampling
was taken 3 points by test pit with depth of 1 – 1.5 m. Also
1 point by boring machine with depth 15 m from ground
surface. Organic content would be analyses with grading
into size range <20mm, it could ne relevance of the selected
material groups for a range of waste types with minimum
component size it can be develop generic method for
assesing degradation potential of component.

B. Unit Weight
The Weighted-average based on water content of tested
specimens of MSW materials was 101.7%. The degradable
components represented approximately 79.78, 67.17 and
44.04% (by mass), of the entire incoming waste from
residential, commercial and self delivered. In boring
machine investigation, the material have been distrubed by
sliding inside borehole, in which the cement suffered from
loss in the injection process. The result of unit weight
analyses can be seen in Fig. 4.

C. Triaxial Test for Shear Strength Parameter
Samples were tested by triaxial UU, triaxial testing on
MSW material with and without fibrous waste (i.e., with and
without material larger than 20 mm in dimension) (Bray et.
al., 2008). Also Triaxial shearing may be representative of
the field shearing mode of waste in case of the back
calculation of failed waste slopes (Bray et. al., 2008). In this
research the dimension of the sample is 70 mm with diameter
38 mm. On the other hand, many researcher has performed
large scale test to provide compatibility about
characterization of large size samples, recompacted and
undisturbed sample analyses.
The shearing resistance of waste was determined by
Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria used in soil mechanics, there
is remain issues of the waste material, which is the strain
cutoff to define failure criteria in 20%, required sample size,
effect of anisotropy, the potential for different results
between intact and recompacted samples (Fleming, 2008).

In the Fig. 4, the result of GS analyses slightly
increased,according with increasing depth was attributed to
degradable material. The measures of the aging components
of waste material are presented and, the decomposition
process influenced the value of GS from time to time.

IV.

In the Fig. 5, the result of unit weight analyses slightly
increased, according with increasing depth was attributed to
degradable material. The measures of the aging components
of waste material are presented and, the decomposition
process influenced the value of unit weight from time to
time. The compacted layer by the fresh cluster with the result
of analyses on unit weight, it would be described on average
criterion by lower than good criterion at 0.8 gr/cm3 or 8.8
kN/m3. The compacted process need more concern properly
on the field work.

RESULT ANALYSES

A. Organic Content
For each component of organic content samples to
characterize the composition of fresh and old MSW
materials. The varying layer of MSW embankment has been
decreased organic contents from an initial value of 79.78%,
67.17% and 44.04% per test pit. It shown the biodegradable
and highly deformable of component with different waste
material has been decomposed by time. Differentiates
between organic and inorganic compenents is degradable
material and non-degradable material, the system of
degradation does not consider about shape or material
properties. The waste mechanics properties would be
considered by selecting compenent such as shear strength,
tensile strength, comprehensive strength, elongation at break
(at given strain), and modulus of elasticity (Dixon, et al.,
2008).

Fig. 4. The of result GS analyses according to organic content with
multiple years

Fig. 5. The of result unit weight analyses according to organic content
with multiple years

Fig. 3. The result of organic content with multiple years
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Determined the water contents of MSW materials
obtained by drilling at varying distances from a bore hole.
The varying depth of MSW material had increased water
contents from an initial value of 63.46%, 108.04% and
133.6% per test pit. The water content of a typical MSW may
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include both water held in macro or freely draining pores and
water “aۖsorۖed” into miۗro-pores within individual waste
components such as paper, cardboard, textiles, food etc.
Water content will cary between its initial on collection an
representing fully saturated conditions (Beaven et. al.,
2008).
C. Shear Strength Parameter
The shear strength parameter mobilized at 17% was
estimated as shown in Fig. 6 as axial strain. The difference
in the shear strength envelopes is observed to be small, a
unique shear strength can be represent the strength of both
partially waste material specimens condition, in this
condition shown the parameter of water content condition at
133.6% and the total unit weight 0.5 gr/cm3. In the Fig. 7 it
was estimated axial strain at 16% with peak of deviatoric
stress at >400 kN/m2, in this condition the water content
condition at 108.04% and the total unit weight 0.61 gr/cm3.
Furthermore, the Fig. 8 was estimated axial strain at 17%
with peak of deviatoric stress at >500 kN/m2, in this
condition the water content condition at 63.46% and the
total unit weight 0.91 gr/cm3.
The increase of shear strength in the smaller samples can
be in part credited to heterogeneity of the samples but the
reinforcement effect of the fibrous materials may play an
important role in this behavior since the same dimensions of
fibrous material was used in both specimens (Bray et. al.,
2008).

Fig. 8. Representative results from Triaxial UU on MSW material in > 10
years

The interpreted of cohesion and friction angle varied the
layer of MSW embankment as shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10.
Cohesion value has been increased because of the fibrous
cohesion is generated by tensile stress in the fibrous
materials and was found to depend on the normal stress
(Bray et. al., 2008). With the fibrous material on nondegradebles samples may given a friction on waste particles
along with given an axial strain and deviatoric stress,
because of The specimens with more fibrous are stronger
than specimens with lower amounts of fibrous waste
material when the shearing of the test specimen cuts across
the long-axis of the larger fibrous waste particles.
The result of Triaxial UU test developed shear strength
estimates of cohesion between 12.79 to 20.54 kPa along the
decomposition process, the cohesion has been increased.
Also the friction angle have a value from 21.35° to 25.66°
due to decomposition process and the friction angle has been
increased. Once researcher and practiitioners agree on one or
more consistent approaches for stress-deformation of MSW
material should be directed toward the effect on the stressdeformation properties of degradation, aging, increased
compaction etc (Fleming, 2008).

Fig. 6. Representative results from Triaxial UU on MSW material in < 5
years

Fig. 9. The result of cohesion with varied years and organic contents

Fig. 7. Representative results from Triaxial UU on MSW material in 5 –
10 years
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Fig. 10. The result of friction angle with varied years and organic contents

V.

CONCLUSION

Based on the analyses that has been done, it can be
concluded as follows. The result of the engineering
properties of MSW embankment consisted of organic
content that decreased from 79.78%, 67.17% and 44.04%
due to decomposition process by time to time. The specific
gravity has been increased from 1.25 to 1.81, Also the dry
density increased slightly from 0.5 to 0.91 gr/cm3. With the
fibrous and shape material from the non-degradables on
samples may given a friction and cohesion on waste particles
along with given an axial strain and deviatoric stress, it
would be developed by Triaxial test. During the aging
process of waste material the friction angle and cohesion
parameter has been increased. By decomposition process of
waste material, the oldest waste material more compacted
from shear strength data rather than fresh waste material
along with increasing of dry density by time to time.
Compacted process of waste material from embankment
layers can be determined by dry density analyses due to
decomposition process. From the fresh cluster it would be
average results on compacted layer, it could be a
recommendation to increased of proposed compacted layer
in MSW embankment to protect the slope failures. In
accordance with the result of the laboratory analyses could
be influence the slope stability analysis of waste
embankment.
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Abstract—This The work of square column is considered
easier than the work of circular column in terms of its
implementation. The work is both on reinforcement assembly
and during the framework making. However, the comparison of
the strength of the two cross sections of the column still has to be
proven. The analysis of the strength characteristic of reinforced
concrete column using Pu Mu interaction diagram has been
performed by Shet et al and Rabbany et al. The analysis of the
strength characteristic column using Pu-Mu interaction diagram
was carried out in order to compare the strengths of square and
circular short column, as referred to SNI 2847: 2013. Based on
the results of the analysis, it was found that the circular column
produced greater nominal moment resistance than the square
column with the same compressive force. The analysis of the
effect of the slenderness on circular and square columns is also
presented. The moment magnification factor as the effect of the
slenderness in the square column consistently showed a smaller
value compared to the circular column.
Keywords—square column, circular column, axial load
moment interaction curve, slenderness column

I.
INTRODUCTION
Reinforced concrete column is a vertical compression
element from the frame that resists the load of beam. The
column is classified as a short column. If the column collapses,
then it is due to the yielding of steel material or the failure of
the concrete. The long column can collapse if there is loss of
lateral stability due to buckling (Nawy 2009).
Circular section columns carry eccentric loads, ie loads that
work on a particular eccentricity without distinguishing the x
direction or the y direction. Square section columns divide
loads into biaxial and uniaxial according to the location of the
load on the x and y axes.
Columns are carried loads with a certain eccentricity which
is equivalent to a structure carried in the combination of axial
loads and bending moments. In a column section, the number
of forces combination in receiving axial loads and bending
moments is infinite. This strength of combination can be
illustrated in the M-N interaction diagram.
In general, many building structures use square columns
compared to circular columns. The difference in square
columns and circular columns is, among others, the form of
stirrups. The circular column has spiral stirrup and an adjacent
stirrup distance, while the square column has a single cross
stirrup and a relatively large distance between them.
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bending moment of circular and square short columns with the
same cross-sectional area and number of reinforcement. The
second objective was to compare the ratio of buckling effects
on the circular and square length columns.
Interaction curve for C-shaped equal legged reinforced
concrete column and rectangular column using ETABs
software and analytical method by keeping constant area of
steel and constant area of concrete in column has been
discussed by Shet et al (2018). Ultimate Load-Moment
capacities for C-shaped reinforced concrete column
corresponding to orientation 1 and 2 depicts that C-shaped
reinforced concrete column attains higher moment in carrying
capacities than rectangular reinforced concrete column.
Orientation 1 and 2 are the position of rectangular and C
shaped equal legged reinforced concrete column with 0 and
90 degree (Shet et al. 2018).
Rabbany et al studied the changing pattern/behaviour of
column load/moment/location which might help designer to
predict the column performances in different conditions. The
change of column load/column position also changes the
column orientation neutral axis with a significant amount
affecting the other values such as load, moment carrying
capacity, etc. Different approaches give different values and
column section which has different neutral axis distance
(Rabbany et al. 2018).
Mohammed et al verified an experiment of 3D FEM called
COM3D which was used to investigate the seismic
performance of the circular shape and its equivalent square. RC
columns with both cross-sectional shapes under varied axial
load and web reinforcement are laterally pushed-over to fail in
different modes. The analytical results showed a good
agreement in seismic performance of both. As per the
analytical results, the proposed approach was found
satisfactory (Mohamed et al. 2013).
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A. The Effect of Axial Load on Column Cross Section
The state of the axial load acting on the cross section of the
column was divided into 2 types that are centric and eccentric
loads. Column cross section with eccentric load can be divided
into 4 types, those are compressive concrete conditions
determination, balanced conditions, tension reinforcement
conditions determination and eccentricity conditions which are
very large, so that the axial loads are ignored.

The first objective of this research was to determine the
comparison of the combination of axial load strength and
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The Column Section in Centric Load Conditions
Column cross section with centric load is a condition where
the load works right on the longitudinal axis of the column.
Therefore, both concrete and reinforcing steel carry out
compressive loads. Column cross section strength with a
centric load was determined by assuming that all reinforcing
steel has reached yielding and the concrete compressive strain
has reached the maximum limit, fs=fs’=fy dan c’= cu’=0,003.
Column cross section strength with centric load was calculated
using the following equation [5,6]:

(

)

P0 = 0,85 f ' c Ag − Ast + Ast f y

(1)

in which:
P0 = column cross section strength with centric load (N)
f’c = concrete compressive strength (MPa)
Ag = cross section gross area (mm2)
Ast = total reinforcement area (mm2)
fy = steel yield stress (MPa)
The cross section of the column in compressive concrete
conditions determination
The conditions at the cross section of the tensile area starts
to hold the tensile load that relatively small, while the cross
section of the compressive area holds a considerable
compressive load. Therefore, the tensile reinforcement was not
yield and compressed the concrete cracks. This is caused by a
change in axial load from the condition of the centric load to
the compressed area.
The distance between the neutral line and the compressive
concrete edge (c) on the column cross section with the
compressed concrete condition is relatively large, that is
greater than the distance in balanced conditions (cb). In
compressive concrete conditions determination, the following
requirements was applied (Asroni 2010, Sudarmoko 1996):

c  cb

(2)

Column section in balanced condition
The tensile reinforcement strain reached yielding (s = y)
at the compressive concrete strain which reached the cracking
limit (c’= cu’= 0.003) at the balanced condition of the column
cross section. The distance between the neutral line and the
edge of the compressive concrete in this condition was
determined as follows (Asroni 2010, Sudarmoko 1996):

cb

 cu 

=

d

 cu +  s

(3)

cb = the distance between the neutral line and the edge of the
compressed concrete fibre at balanced cross-sectional
condition (mm)
d = effective height of cross section of compressed concrete
fibre to the centre of gravity of tensile reinforcement
(mm)
cu’ = ultimate concrete compressive strain
s = tensile strength of steel reinforcement
fy = steel yield stress (MPa)
Es = modulus of steel elasticity (MPa)
Column Cross Section in Tensile Reinforcement
Conditions Determination
When the compressive concrete section condition is
smaller, the concrete compressive strain is also smaller (c’<
0,003) and the value of c is also smaller, which is equal to:

c  cb

The cross-sectional area of the tensile concrete will
change larger, therefore the tensile reinforcement strain
exceeds the yielding limit. Column cross section strength in
this condition was determined by the tensile stresses of tensile
reinforcement or fracture conditions (Asroni 2010,
Sudarmoko 1996).
Column Cross Section Under Axial Load Conditions Pn = 0
Column cross section with axial load Pn = 0 only carry out
the bending moment, therefore the column was analyzed like a
normal beam (Asroni 2010, Sudarmoko 1996).
B. Column interaction diagram
The procedure to develop an interaction diagram was carried
out by taking into account of the 5 types of load conditions in
the column cross section as described above. The steps for
creating a column interaction diagram are (Wijaya 2015):
1.

Determining the material properties and column
dimensions
2. Determining the distance between the neutral line
and the compressed concrete edge (c)
3. Calculating the strain (si), stress (fsi), internal force
(Fsi) and moment due to internal force (Msi) of each
column longitudinal reinforcement according to the
value of c taken using the following equation:
(c − d i )
(6)
 si = 0,003
c
fy
for  si 
, then f si =  si E s
(7)
Es
for  si 

in which s = y = fy/Es or s = fy/200000, and cu’= 0.003 it
will be obtained:

cb =

600d
600 + f y

fy
Es

Fsi = Asi f si

(4)

in which:

(5)

4.

, then f si = f y

(8)
(9)


h
(10)
M si = Fsi  − d i 
2


Calculating the internal force result of the
longitudinal reinforcement column (Cs) and the total
moment result of internal force (Ms)
(11)
Cs =
Fsi
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Ms =
5.
6.

M

8.

9.

(12)

s =

Calculating the equivalent of compression zone (a)
a =  1c
(13)
Calculating the internal force (Cc) and moment due
to internal force (Mc) in the concrete compression
zone
C c = 0,85 f c ba
(14)
M c = Cc

7.

si

(h − a )

2.3 Slenderness effect
SNI 2847: 2013 requires the slenderness effect to be ignored
if (BSN 2013):
klu
M
1.
 34 − 12 1b , for compressed structural
r
M 2b
components that hold against the swing side
klu
 22 , for compressed structural components
2.
r
that do not hold against the swing side
with the effective length factor which is a function of the end
support A and  for each upper and lower endpoints defined
as::
 EI 
 
l 
 u column− column
=
(20)
 Ec I cr 


 l 
 n beam− beam
Ec I g
EI =
(21)
2,5(1 +  d )





I cr =

I gb

2
If the rate of slenderness exceeds the requirements,
methods of stability analysis are used:
1. Moment magnification method
This method of analysis is based
magnification moment stated as:
M c =  b M 2b +  s M 2 s
with:
Cm
b =
1
P
1− u
Pc

(22)

P
1−
 P

1

(25)

u

c

C m = 0,6 + 0,4
Pc =

(15)

2
Calculating the nominal axial force (Pn) and the
nominal moment (Mn)
Pn = C s + C c
(16)
Mn = Mc +Ms
(17)
Calculating the axial force of the design (Pu) and the
strength moment design (Mu)
Pu = Pn
(18)
M u = M n
(19)
Figuring the diagram of the interaction of axial force
design and strength moments design

1

2.

M 1b
 0,4
M 2b

(26)

 2 EI

(27)

(klu )2

The analysis of the second order
The second order mathematical approach is needed
if the slenderness number exceeds 100. In this
analysis, the effect of deflection must be taken into
account.

III. RESEARCH METHODE
This paper presents a comparison of the interaction
diagram of axial loads and moments between circular and
square short columns in theory investigation. In addition,
analytical comparison of the effect of column length on
circular and square columns is also presented. The short
column and long column data used are as follows:
A. Material Properties
Material concrete properties and reinforcement are taken
as follows:
f’ç = 30 MPa
Ec = 23358.57 MPa
 = 24 kN/m3
 = 0.2
fy = 240 MPa
fu = 370 MPa
Es = 200000 MPa
B. Short Column Section Dimensions
The dimensions of the cross section of the short square
and circular columns without calculating the slenderness
effect are as follows (Tanamas 2010):
hsc

drc
12

cv

12

cv

bsc

then two
Fig. 1. The dimensions of the cross section of square and circular columns

on the
(23)

Variations in the dimensions of circular and square
columns are shown in Table I.

(24)
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TABLE I. VARIATIONS IN THE DIMENSIONS OF CIRCULAR AND
SQUARE COLUMN SECTIONS

 of
square
column
S1.05%

 of circular

Variation

Description

1

Ag=90000 mm2
As=942 mm2
Ag=90000 mm2
As=2413 mm2

S2.68%

C2.68%

2

Ag=90000 mm2
As=3402 mm2

S3.78%

C3.78%

3

Ag=160000 mm2
As=942 mm2

S0.59%

C0.59%

4

Ag=160000 mm2
As=2413 mm2

S1.51%

C1.51%

5

S2.13%

C2.13%

6

Ag=160000 mm2
As=3402 mm2
Ag=250000 mm2
As=942 mm2

S0.38%

C0.38%

7

S0.97%

C0.97%

8

Ag=250000 mm2
As=2413 mm2
Ag=250000 mm2
As=3402 mm2

S1.36%

C1.36%

9

E

F

G

H

A

B

C

D

column
C1.05%

MIDDLE FRAME SEC A-A

Fig. 2. Planning of the building for long column analysis

C. Building the Prototype for Long Column Analysis

The results of 3D structure analysis is based on the gravity and
earthquake loads based on SNI 1726: 2012 in Yogyakarta. The
analysis results of the structure on the central portal in the
direction of XZ are shown in Table II-V.
TABLE II. THE ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURES DUE TO GRAVITY
AND EARTHQUAKE LOADS IN COLUMNS E AND H
Internal Force

Axial force (kN)
Moment (kNm):
-Top of column
Moment (kNm):
Bottom
of
column

Gravity Load
Dead Load
(D)
82.11
3.1

Live Load
(L)
15.75
1.1882

1.51

0.58

Earthquake
Load (E)
26.45
22.3485
29.4258

TABLE III. THE ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURES DUE TO GRAVITY
AND EARTHQUAKE LOADS IN COLUMNS F AND G
Internal Force

Axial force (kN)
Moment (kNm):
- Top of column
Moment (kNm):
- Bottom of
column

Gravity Load
Dead Load
(D)
104.98
0.46

Live Load
(L)
32.75
0.07

0.224

0.0341

Earthquake
Load (E)
5.15
29.8862
33.0994

TABLE IV. THE ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURES DUE TO GRAVITY
AND EARTHQUAKE LOADS IN COLUMNS A AND D
Internal Force

Axial force (kN)
Moment (kNm):
- Top of column
Moment (kNm):
- Bottom of
column
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Gravity Load
Dead Load
(D)
23.76
4.9491

Live Load
(L)
4.5
1.3

5.0341

1.59

Earthquake
Load (E)
7.87
12.5534
7.8385
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TABLE V. THE ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURES DUE TO GRAVITY
AND EARTHQUAKE LOADS IN COLUMNS B AND C
Internal Force

Axial force (kN)
Moment (kNm):
- Top of column
Moment (kNm):
- Bottom of column

IV.

Gravity Load
Dead
Live Load
Load (D)
(L)
41.92
9.07
0.5
0.0267

Earthquake
Load (E)

0.6155

17.7926

0.0358

1.24
20.9375

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. Analysis of Column Cross Section Capacity Based on
Interaction Diagram of Bending Moment and Axial Load
The results of the calculation of 9 circular and square
column variations based on cross-sectional capacity on
bending moment and axial load are shown in Fig. 3. The
moment and axial load capacity is calculated based on the
stress acting on the cross section of the reinforcement and the
stressed cross section of the concrete. The area of the crosssection of the compressed concrete is square in a square
column, while the circular column is shaped a circle segment
as high as a.
The interaction diagram of the entire column shows that
the circular section column almost entirely produced a

bending moment capacity and a greater axial load compared
to the square section column. This is because in the same area,
circular section column has a higher cross section so that it
produced a wider compressed area. The arrangement of
reinforcement in the circular column produced different
moment arms so as to produce greater stress based on the
elastic stress diagram. The form factor in circular cross section
results in a larger area of compressive pressure. The larger
area of the circle segment, the greater compressive stress will
be produced which affects the cross-sectional capacity. These
things cause greater bending moment capacity and circular
column axial load than the square column.
The increase in the greatest moment capacity in the
circular column against the square column occurs in the area
of compressed concrete conditions from the interaction
diagram. The increase of the capacity of the smallest moment
on the circular column against the square column was the
opposite in the tensile concrete condition area of the
interaction diagram.
This is in accordance with the research conducted by
Mohammed et al. who performed COM3D Lateral push over
analysis which showed that at low value of the web
reinforcement ratio, load capacity of circular column was less
than the square column. In the same amount of main
reinforcement, the increase of the web reinforcement ratio
results higher load capacity of the circular column than the
square column (Mohammed et al. 2013).

3600

C1.36%

3400

S1.36%

3200

C0.97%

3000

S0.97%

2800

C0.38%

2600

S0.38%

.Pn (kN)

2400

2200

C2.13%

2000

S2.13%

1800

C1.51%

1600

S1.51%

1400

C0.59%

1200

S0.59%

1000
800

C3.78%

600

S3.78%

400

C2.68%

200

S2.68%

0
0 20 40 60 80100120140160180200220240260280300320340360380400

C1.05%

.Mn (kNm)

S1.05%

Fig. 3. Axial load-moment interaction curve circular and square column
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B. The Analysis of the Effect of the Slenderness Effect on
Circular and Square Columns
The calculation of the long square columns with taking
into account the slenderness effect are as follows:

buckling resistance (Pc) in the 1st floor column did not have
much effect because of the large axial load.

TABLE VI. THE CALCULATION OF THE LONG COLUMN
SLENDERNESS EFFECT (S) OF 300X300 DIMENSION SQUARE
COLUMN WITH 3M LENGTH
Column
A2=D2

Column
B2=C2
3m

Column
A1=A3=
D1=D3
3m

Column
B1=B3=
C1=C3
3m

lu =

3m

A

0.57

0.39

0.78

0.51

B

0

0

0

0

k

1.097

1.07

1.13

1.08

Pc

345941
kN

3298731
kN

2994999
kN

3191788
kN

Pu

140732
kN

163876
kN

98186 kN

104280
kN

s

1.055946

The slenderness factors in circular columns and square
columns affect the magnitude of the magnification factor on
the moment. The results of the calculation of moment
magnification factors due to the slenderness of columns in
circular and square columns did not show a significant
difference. The moment magnification factor in a square
column consistently showed a smaller value compared to a
circular column. This value occurred both on the 1st and 2nd
floors of building prototypes which are shown in Figs. 4 and
5.
The moment magnification factor in the square
column consistently showed a smaller value compared to
the circular column. This is because the euler buckling
resistance at the moment of the square column cross section
inertia was greater than the circular column. These factors
showed that long rectangular columns were quite stable
compared to circular length columns.

Fig. 5. Moment magnification factor on the 2nd

.
.
The moment magnification factor as a result of the
column slenderness further was applied to axial loadmoment interaction curve as shown in Fig. 6. The axial
load-moment interaction curve showed that the higher of
the slenderness value according to the lower of the moment
capacity. This is because the higher the value of the
slenderness ratio according to the lower of the bending
resistance of the euler and causes the higher moment
magnification factor.

1200
1000

Pn(kN)

Parameter
Calculation

short column
kl/r=36,475

800

kl/r=41,9

600

kl/r=50,7
400

kl/r=55,875

200
0
0

20

40

60

Mn(kNm)
Fig. 6. Axial load-moment interaction curve circular and square
column with slenderness effect

CONCLUSION

Fig. 4. Moment magnification factor on the 1st floor.

The moment magnification factor in the 1st floor
column showed a greater value than in the 2nd floor column.
This is because the amount of axial load acting on the 1st
floor column was much greater than in the floor column 2.
The effective long factor (k) was small and the large Euler
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1. The interaction diagram of the entire column showed
that the circular section column almost entirely
produced a bending moment capacity and a greater axial
load compared to the square section column.
2. Circular section column had higher cross section thus it
produced a wider compressed area in the same area.
3. The arrangement of reinforcement in the circular
column produced different moment arms thus it
produced greater stress based on the elastic stress
diagram.
4. The moment magnification factor in the square column
consistently showed a smaller value compared to the
circular column. This is because the euler buckling
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resistance at the moment of the square column cross
section inertia which greater than the circular column.
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Abstract—Corrosion of steel in Reinforced Concrete (RC)
can compromise the structural integrity and cost billions of
dollars every year. To reduce these impacts, finding the new,
sustainable, eco-friendly, and cost-efficient construction
materials has a significant impact in improving the sustainability
of buildings and economic increase. To meet the above
mentioned requirements, this literature review aims to examine
the feasibility and sustainability of Glass Fiber Reinforcement
Polymer (GFRP) bars as an alternative to steel in reinforced
concrete. The method used is a Systematic Literature Review
(SLR) of 29 relevant international journals from 2009 to 2019.
The results show that GFRP-RC can be used as cost-effective
solution to steel corrosion and sustainable alternative to steel due
to the least amount of CO2 production rather than other types of
Fiber Reinforcement Polymer. But the strength and durability as
a feasible option for RC structures still remain controversial.
Recently, significant improvement found in the prediction of
deflection and stiffness of the beams. GFRP bars used as
longitudinal reinforcement can resist compressive stresses in
excess of 700 MPa and GFRP lateral reinforcement can confine
concrete core more effectively than steel. Recommendations for
future implementation include establishing building codes,
improving recyclability and lowering initial costs
Keywords—glass fiber reinforcement polymer;
corrosion; sustainability; reinforced concrete.

I.

steel;

INTRODUCTION

Conventional steel bar is usually used as structural
concrete reinforcement. However, the corrosion of internal
reinforcing steel is the main cause of infrastructure
deterioration among reinforced concrete structures worldwide (Sheikh SA, 2018) and cost billions of dollars every
year (Barker C, 2016). The steel corrosion is reducing the
lifespan of these structures and causes cracking and spalling
of concrete with consequent need of expensive retrofitting
(D’ɑntino T, 2018).
During the last decade, FRP reinforcing bars as one of
the most effective alternative solutions have been
increasingly used to overcome durability problems of
traditional steel reinforcement and used as the main
reinforcement for concrete structures in harsh environments
(Alves J, 2011). The three most FRPs’ fiۖres widely used
are carbon, glass, and aramid fiber reinforced polymers
(CFRP, GFRP, and AFRP) (Barker C, 2016). Each type of
fibre provides a solution to the problems associated with
steel, but it is important to find which type of FRP as an
alternative to steel in reinforced concrete which is most
feasible, eco-friendly, cost-efficient, and particularly
sustainable to improve the sustainability of buildings and
economic increase.
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In recent years, Glass Fibre Reinforced Polymer (GFRP)
sheets application in the repair and rehabilitation of
concrete structures has grown significantly. Among all
types of FRPs, GFR) bars present a feasible and costefficient solution to the problem of steel corrosion and can
be used as a viable reinforcement alternative for traditional
steel reinforcing bars. However, GFRP has properties that
are very different than steel that make it presents its own
challenges and the application of GFRP to replace steel is
still not be accepted by most designers. The primary reason
is because comparing with conventional steel-reinforced
structures, GFRP still has a lack of data and analytical
procedures (Sheikh SA, et al., 2018). To figure out the
problem of GFRP application, it is important to create a
better understanding of the overall behavior of GFRP as
internal reinforcement, especially about the feasibility in
strength and durability, and also in the field of its
sustainability. This literature review aims to examine the
feasibility and sustainability of Glass Fiber Reinforcement
Polymer (GFRP) bars as an alternative to steel in reinforced
concrete.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Glass Fiber-Reinforced Polymer (GFRP)
Fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) materials have been
increasingly considered as an alternative replacement to
traditional materials for applications in civil engineering
structural due to their high strength, low self-weight, ease
of installation, electromagnetic transparency and good
chemical and corrosion resistance (Carbal, 2012). These
materials can be used as an alternative for the development
of more durable and sustainable structures with the low
maintenance requirements. GFRP bars were selected
because it provides electrical insolation in the rail bed (ACI,
2015). It has significant benefit of providing long-term
service due to its corrosion resistance, particularly in highly
corrosive environments, such as seawalls and other marine
structures, bridge decks and superstructures exposed to
deicing salts, and pavements treated with deicing salts that
are especially vulnerable (Mara, 2014).
B. Sustainability
The construction industry is one of the most energyintensive production sectors which is responsible for a great
share of total carbon emissions, and waste generation
(D’ɑmiۗo, 2018). In many different engineering fields,
sustainable development has become an increasingly
important issue and construction industry is being pressured
to contribute in sustainable development (Zhang, 2011).
Sustainable design and construction focus on minimization
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of the environmental impact, not only on the the initial cost
but the cost over the entire life of structures (Mara, 2014).
In order to examine whether the use of GFRP RC
contributes to sustainable development, the discussion of the
GFRP RC use focuses on these three aspects of
sustainability; the social development, environmental
protection, and economic feasibility and development
(Hernández-Moreno, 2015). Today, innovative technologies
should be developed in an attempt to balance these aspects,
i.e. to support human well-being by reducing risks and
enhancing cost effectiveness and environmental benefits.
III.

METHODOLOGY

The scope of this research is to investigate the use of
Glass Fiber Reinforcement Polymer (GFRP) as alternative
sustainable materials to confront the challenges and issues
of steel corrosiveness that can compromises the structural
integrity of reinforced concrete (RC) structures in
construction. A wide variety of sources are available on
Glass Fiber Reinforcement Polymer (GFRP) topics,
including journal articles, conference proceedings papers,
reports, and thesis. Only peer-reviewed articles are included
to ensure the academic standard of the literature analyzed in
this study. In the literature review, 20 publications, from
2009 to present, have been studied.
A. Research Question
Research Questions are made based on the needs of
the chosen topic. The following are the research
questions in this study:
•

Is Glass Fiber Reinforced Plastic (GFRP) used in
the world of the construction industry?

•

Does Glass Fiber Reinforced Plastic (GFRP)
have advantages over conventional construction
materials such as steel?

•

Does Glass Fiber Reinforced Plastic (GFRP)
have the capability as a sustainable material?

B. Search Process
The search process is used to obtain relevant sources to
answer the Research Question (RQ) and other related
references. The search process is done by using a search
engine (Google Chrome) with the site address
https://ascelibrary.org/,
https://www.sciencedirect.com/,
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/,and
https://www.tandfonline.com/ for primary data.
TABLE I. JOURNAL QUALITY LEVEL OF SELECTED STUDIES
No
Journal Publications
SJR
Q Category
1.
Journal of Composites for
1.84 Q1 in Building and
Construction (ASCE)
Construction
2.
Journal of Materials in
1.03 Q1 in Building and
Civil Engineering (ASCE)
Construction
3.
Composite Structures
1.91 Q1 in Ceramics and
(Elsevier)
Composites
4.
Composites Part B:
2.04 Q1 in Ceramics and
Engineering (Elsevier)
Composites
5.
Construction and Building
1.61 Q1 in Building and
Materials (Elsevier)
Construction
6.
Engineering Structures
1.69 Q1 in Civil and
(Elsevier)
Structural
Engineering
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7.

8.
9.

Plastics, Rubber and
Composites (Money and
Publishing)
Advanced Composite
Materials (Taylor and Francis)
Journal of Earthquake
Engineering (Taylor and
Francis)

C. Studies Selection Strategy
• Publication Year

0.25

Q3 in Ceramics and
Composites

0.5

Q2 in Ceramics and
Composites
Q1 in Building and
Construction

0.93

: 2009-2019

• Publication Type
:
Journal
Conference Proceedings, Reports, and Thesis

and

• Search String
: GFRP, Sustainable
Materials, Industry Construction, Reinforced
• Concrete, Fiber Reinforcement Polymer (FRP)
• Selected Studies

: 20

D. Quality Assessment
In SLR research, data found will be evaluated based on
question of quality assessment criteria as follow :
• QA1. Is the journal paper used in the 2009-2018
period?
• QA2. Did the journal write about using GFRP?
• QA3. Does the journal paper write GFRP as an
alternative to steel or sustainable material?
• QA4. Does the journal write down the benefits of
using GFRP?
The questions were scored as follows:
• QA1 : Y (yes), the inclusion criteria are explicitly
defined in the study, N (no), the inclusion criteria
are not defined and cannot be readily inferred
• QA2 : Y, if the journal writes about the use of
GFRP directly, N if the journal is not mentioned
using GFRP
• QA3 : Y, if the journal writes about the use of
GFRP directly as a steel substitute material or
sustainable material, N if the journal uses GFRP is
not mentioned as an alternative to steel or as a
sustainable material
• QA4: Y, if the journal explains the benefits of
using GFRP, N if the journal does not mention the
benefits
The scoring procedure was Y = 1, N = 0, or
Unknown (i.e. the information is not speۗiﬁed) if the
score is 3 or more than 3 then accepted.
IV.

RESULT AND ANALYSIS

In any constructed asset, the aspects that integrate to
sustainability are the social, environmental, and economic
aspects (Hernández-Moreno, 2015). This paper reviewed all
aspects that fully integrated with sustainability in
construction project in term of GFRP use.
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A. Sustainability from Social Aspects
Based on the framework of PANTURA project
(Thodesen C, 2012), the indicators for social impact are
work-zone safety on site, user’s ۗonvenienۗe, and noise and
dust emissions (Mara, 2014). In term of worker safety based
on research conducted by Knippers et. al. (2010), the use of
GFRP has several advantages, such as ease of handling and
a reduced need for heavy equipment which can enhance
safety for workers on site (ɜnippers, 2010). User’s
convenience also the important part to determined the social
aspect.
User convenience can be disturbed due to traffic
restriction which is caused by the replacement of existing
bridges due to the maintenance of concrete decks
deterioration. The replacement process are also the
pronounced problems to lengthy traffic delays and
considered as one of the most common problems in existing
composite (steel concrete) bridges. The application of
GFRP composite bridge decks offer the benefit in
improving the user’s ۗonvenienۗe. Due to light weight of
GFRP compared to conventional concrete, it has potential
weight-saving benefits that leads to faster transportation,
rapid on-site assembly, and less traffic disturbance and
restrictions. Less delay in traffic during construction
increases the comfort of users and their value of time. By
using GFRP, the construction time can be accelerated and it
generates to the minimization of traffic disturbance and
restrictions. The number of pedestrian and traffic accidents
also can be minimized by reducing the traffic restrictions
around the project site such as detours and the total
construction time (Mara, 2014). Besides that, its decking
system enables swift installation due to light and
prefabricated nature that makes the possession time and
minimized the disruption to traffic. The bridge substructure
will also be capable of taking more live loads because the
reduced weight of the superstructure (Zhang, 2011).
Soۗiety’s welfare is also the one of soۗial impaۗt
indicator, and it is closely related noise and dust emissions.
Reducing the intensity of noise and vibrations can increase
the soۗiety’s welfare. It ۗan ۖe aۗhieved through GFRP
bridge deck installations due to the use of light lifting
equipment on site and rapid erection. The prefabrication of
GFRP decks and the nature of the GFRP material also
minimize dust emissions. The dust emitted from concrete
decks during the on-site assembly somewhat higher in
comparison with GFRP decks (Mara, 2014).
B. Sustainability from Environmental Aspects
1)
Energy Consumption
Glass Fibre Reinforced Polymer (GFRP) decks require
substantially lower energy consumption compared with
carbon fibres (Fig. 1). Indeed, concrete has less embodied
energy consumption compared to GFRP materials, but it
should be noted that while evaluating the environmental
impact of a material, the quantity and the functions of the
materials need to be available. Therefore, the quantity of
GFRP material used for a bridge deck is less than that for a
concrete deck and make it has less environmental impact
compared to concrete material (Mara, 2014).
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Fig. 1. Energy consumption for production of differentt materials and
manufacturing process (Hammond, 2008)

ɒased on Daniel’s researۗh, GFRP requires less
than half of the energy input that is required for an
equivalent project constructed using steel, stainless steel,
aluminium or concrete (Daniel, 2010). Another study
(Resins, 2009) confirm that GFRP materials used in bridge
superstructure can saving energy consumption compared
with traditional materials, such as steel and concrete (see
Fig 2).

Fig. 2. Comparison of energy consumption of a road bridge composed of
various material options (Resins, 2009)

2)

Carbon Emissions
Research from Zhang et al. (2011) showed that during
the deck replacement stage, traffic diversions contributed
significantly to carbon emissions. The shorter construction
period leading to less traffic diversion related carbon
emissions, causing FRP as a superior option due to its faster
installation and thereby fewer traffic diversions than the
concrete deck option (Zhang, 2011). The light weight of
FRP material caused the reduction in material needed for
the substructure of footbridge and also to the transportation
method used for FRP elements, both of them contribute to
the carbon emission savings. Compared with a pre-stressed
concrete (PC) footbridge, carbon emissions of an FRP
footbridge can be reduced by 26% (Mara, 2014). Study
from Resins (2009) showed that the carbon emissions were
reduced by 48% for a 12 m long road bridge composed of a
GFRP composite superstructure compared with a concrete
bridge (see Fig. 3).
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TABLE III. TYPE STYLES EMISSIONS TO AIR STRUCTURAL STEEL, COMPOSITE,
ALUMUNIUM AND REINFORCED CONCRETE

Fig. 3. Comparison of carbon emissions for four bridges composed of
different materials (Resins, 2009; Mara, 2014).

3) Water and Air Pollution
Environmental pollution is not only measured by
the carbon emissions but also measured by the water and air
pollution. Daniel (2010) compared water and air pollution
generated during the production of GFRP components to
that obtained with other materials, such as structural steel,
aluminium and reinforced concrete. In terms of water, the
loads to air in the ۗomposite ۖridge is the seۗond “ۗleanest”
option after the steel bridge (see Table 4), while in terms of
loads to water, the composite bridge is the undisputable
winner (see Table 5). The results show that the composite
bridge is the best in terms of the resulting water and air
pollution levels (see Fig. 6). The structural steel bridge is
the second, concrete bridge is the third and aluminium
bridge is the fourth (Daniel, 2010). The pie charts (right) in
Fig. 4. showed the comparison of the total critical volumes
of polluted air and water. The composite bridge appears to
be more favorable than the other considered options.

Fig. 4. Polluted air and water as a result of bridge construction with four
material options (Daniel, 2010)

4) Waste Management
Environmental sustainability also determined by the
management of waste. The potential sustainable method for
FRP waste management is by incineration of composites
with energy recovery. Composite materials are useful as
energy carriers for heating or electricity because they
release a large amount of energy in controlled incineration.
The remains after incineration are glass fibres which can be
used for manufacturing glass wool. Even though dealing
with FRP waste has many different sustainable ways, but
they are still not in regular use, this led to the landfill
method as a common general solution for managing FRP
waste (Mara, 2014).
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TABLE IV. TYPE STYLES EMISSIONS TO AIR STRUCTURAL STEEL, COMPOSITE,
ALUMUNIUM AND REINFORCED CONCRETE

Source: Daniel, 2010.

C. Sustainability from Economic Aspects
Even though composites have many benefits in term of
energy consumptions, less carbon emissions, water and air
pollution that make composites an advantageous material
for bridges, but construction costs are slightly higher. The
choice of what type of material used is depend on these
considerations; if the primary concern was on construction
cost, the best choice is a structural steel bridge. But if the
concern is mainly on environment to reach the sustainability
with a little extra cost was acceptable, the best choice is to
use the composite bridge of pultruded profiles (Daniel,
2010).
GFRP bars are more attractive to the construction
industry because of their lower cost compared with other
types of FRP bars, especially for implementation in bridge
deck slabs (Alves, 2011). Fiber-reinforced polymer bars
have one-sixth to one-fourth that of steel density ranging
from 77.8 to 131.0 lb/ft3 (1.25 to 2.1 g/cm3), (Table II).
This reduced weight beneficial for lowers transportation
costs and eases handling of the bars on the project site (ACI,
2015).
TABLE II. TYPICAL DENSITIES OF REINFORCING BARS, LB/FT3 (G/CM3)

Source: ACI, 2015

Another research showed the cost saving potentials of
the FRP decking system are currently increasing (Zhang and
Canning 2011). Despite the FRP decking system has higher
initial material cost, but its high durability makes the
maintenance costs over its service life will be minimized, so
their use may provide more cost-effective solutions over the
life cycle of the structure due to reduced maintenance costs
(Canning and Luke, 2010).
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D. Strength and Durability
The strength and durability as a feasible option for
RC structures still remain controversial. Recently,
significant improvement found in the prediction of
deflection and stiffness of the beams. A systematic
investigation was carried out by Sheikh et. al. (2018) to
determine the influence of concrete strength, GFRP
transverse reinforcement and longitudinal reinforcement
stiffness on the behavior of beams in flexure and shear.
GFRP bars in monotonic compression used as longitudinal
reinforcement can resist compressive stresses in excess of
700 MPa, about 60% of the tensile strength of the bar. It is
found that columns reinforced with steel longitudinal bars
and confined with GFRP spirals have similar to or better
than columns confined with steel spirals in term of its
overall strength and ductility. GFRP spirals have capability
in providing effective confinement until a strain of about
2% that leading to the delaying crushing of the column core.
Meanwhile, confinement with steel in columns deteriorates
rapidly after yielding of steel. In seismic and non-seismic
regions, as the primary lateral reinforcement is suggested to
use GFRP spirals. the use of longitudinal steel bars and
GFRP transverse reinforcement is an optimum solution
against corrosion of reinforcement in columns (Sheikh,
2018).
V.

CONCLUSION

The use of GFRP has some advantages in term of
sustainability to be used as an alternative to steel for
sustainable reinforced concrete. In social aspect, the use of
GFRP enhance safety for workers on site, reduce the traffic
restrictions, minimization the lengthy traffic delays that
lead to interfere the user’s ۗonvenienۗe and aۗۗelerating the
construction process, and also reduce the intensity of noise
and viۖrations to inۗrease the soۗiety’s welfare. In
environment aspects, analysis of the energy consumption
makes the GFRP elements as the most interesting material
option due to its least energy consuming compared to
concrete material and contributed in carbon emission
savings. The composite bridge is also the best in terms of
the resulting water and air pollution levels.
GFRP bars are still more attractive to the construction
industry because of their lower cost compared with other
types of FRP bars. Their better potential durability provides
more cost-effective solutions due to reduced maintenance
costs and longer service life. In term of its strength and
durability, GFRP bars used as longitudinal reinforcement
can resist compressive stresses in excess of 700 MPa. It can
be used as an optimum solution against corrosion of
reinforcement in columns.
VI.

RECOMMENDATION

Recommendations for future implementation include
establishing building codes, improving recyclability and
lowering initial costs
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Abstract—The availability of proper water is one indicator of
the welfare of the Indonesian people, as stated in the settlement
infrastructure development in the 2020-2024 target of 88% water
service in 2024. The Government, through the PSPAM Working
Unit, assists a stimulant program for Local Governments, in
achieving water service targets. The limitation of the budget
leads to the prioritization of WSS projects. This study is aimed
to develop a method for selecting WSS development programs
with program priorities and budget optimization. The selection
method begins with the identification of existing WSS conditions
and evaluates the function of assets in each district. Priority
sequence of the program was carried out by using Multi-Criteria
Analysis (MCA) approach. Determination of priority criteria is
based on the Strategic Policy for WSS Development, literature
study, and expert judgment. The priority sequence is the result
of a calculation between the weighting of district criteria and the
WSS project that carried out by experts by using Borda analysis
method. The budget optimization process uses the breadth-first
search algorithm to accommodate aspects of equitable
development. The developed method will be recommended for
PSPAM Working Unit to be used in the selection of WSS
Infrastructure Development Programs.
Keywords—water supply system, infrastructure management,
priority, selection, multi-criteria analysis

I.
INTRODUCTION
The availability of proper water is one indicator of the
welfare of the Indonesian people, as stated in the settlement
infrastructure development in the 2020-2024 target of 88%
water service in 2024. Based on data from the Central Statistics
Agency (BPS) in 2017 the achievement of access to national
drinking water is 72.04%, so to achieve the target of 88% in
2024 there is still GAP of 15.96%. For East Java Province,
access to decent drinking water is 76.44% and has GAP against
the target of 88% of 11.56% or around 4.5 million if multiplied
by the population projection of East Java in 2019.
One effort to improve drinking water services is the
development of adequate drinking water infrastructure. The
Central Government, through the Provincial Water Supply
Working Unit (PSPAM Working Unit), assists WSS
Infrastructure Development Programs as a stimulant program
for Local Governments in achieving drinking water service
targets. The Local Government submits a proposal for SPAM
development projects to PSPAM Working Unit according to
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the procedure. However, the limitation of the APBN budget
leads to the prioritization of SPAM projects. PSPAM Working
Unit has to be able to allocate funds on target and get maximum
benefits. The existing method cannot assess the potential and
water needs of the district and set programs priorities to
optimize the available budget. The main consideration in
determining the priority of the SPAM development program
are the Ministry of PUPR Policy, availability of funds,
condition of PDAM, and commitments of local governments
(Suprayitno, et al. 2018).
Therefore a method for selecting SPAM infrastructure
development programs is needed, in accordance with the local
needs and the availability of budget allocations. The method
for selection of this SPAM infrastructure development
program can be used as a reference in decision making for the
PSPAM Working Unit in East Java to prioritize programs and
budget maximization.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Water Supply System (SPAM)
Based on the Public Work Minister Regulation 122 of 2015
concerning Water Supply Systems (SPAM), SPAM is a single
unit of water supply facilities and infrastructure. Types of
water supply systems include SPAM pipeline network and
SPAM instead of piping networks. Pipeline network SPAM
components include raw water units, production units,
distribution units, and service units. Whereas SPAM is not a
piping network consisting of shallow wells, pumping wells,
rainwater reservoirs, water terminals, and spring catching
structures.
SPAM development is an activity carried out related to the
availability of SPAM facilities and infrastructure to meet the
quantity, quality, and continuity of drinking water which
includes new development, improvement, and expansion
(PERMEN PU 122/PRT/M/2015). Based on the regulation,
program assistance was provided by the Central Government
through the PSPAM Satker to the Regional Government to
support the increase in coverage of drinking water services.
The SPAM development program has the readiness of the
program criteria as a prerequisite for the proposed activities
proposed by the Regional Government as follows: (1) New
Development, this program is intended for regions in districts
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/cities that have less than 50 liters per second, there are
potential customers, raw water sources are available, the ability
to pay rates and there are management institutions. (2)
Increased SPAM Capacity, this program is to increase the
capacity of raw water units and production units, intended for
areas that already have SPAM, are still functioning and have
insufficient capacity. (3) Pipeline Network Development, a
program to utilize the remaining capacity in the production unit
with the construction of piping networks and have an idle
capacity of more than 30%.
Planning for SPAM infrastructure development refers to
existing conditions, including the status of the assets built. For
this reason, it is necessary to manage infrastructure assets
based on the principles of Infrastructure Asset Management.
Infrastructure Asset Management is knowledge, science or
program to manage the infrastructure to be able to execute its
function sustainably, effectively, efficiently and always
conform to the sustainability principle (Suprayitno and
Soemitro 2018).
Some previous studies on determining priorities in project
selection became a reference in this study. Priority setting of
provincial road maintenance project proposals with parameters
that are in accordance with regional conditions. The criteria
used in determining priorities are superior commodity, travel
time, travel costs, population, public facilities, worship,
community participation, public transport routes, land use,
distance traveled, accessibility, road damage, vehicle
characteristics, traffic volume , road capacity (Fataruba and
Soemitro 2006). Priority in determining the rehabilitation of
school buildings based on two stages of criteria. First, the
district criteria included area, population density, population
growth and school criteria including damage level, number of
students, age of the building, building location and net
enrollment rate (Sudharmono et al. 2010)
B. Determination of Priority for SPAM Development
Program
To set priorities for the SPAM development program,
priority criteria based on regulations related to Strategic Policy
for SPAM Development, literature studies, and interviews with
stakeholders or experts are needed. Whereas to determine the
level of importance of criteria, it is necessary to use a multicriteria analysis approach. In this study, the method used was
Borda. The principle of the Borda method is to rank existing
alternatives (Bouyssou, 2006). Alternatives that have the
highest rank are given the highest score, and so on the decrease
in rank then given a lower score for ranking below, the lowest
ranking is given a score of 0 or 1. The idea of Borda's method
is to require voters to rank each candidate, and assign values to
each rank, for example, the first rank is given a value of 2, the
second rank is given a value of 1, and the third rank is given a
value of 0 (Silva, 2009).
C. Usage of Budget Maximization
In this study, there are obstacles, namely the limitations of
the APBN budget allocation to the PSPAM Work Unit, so it is
necessary to maximizing the available budget to get the
maximum result of the selected programs. Related to the even
distribution aspect of SPAM development, the Breadth First
Search (BFS) algorithm is used so that the first level priority
program will be taken from each city. On a search with the BFS
algorithm, the search starts from the first level (level 0) until
the node on that level runs out, then proceed to the leftmost
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child at the next level (level 1) and so on until the node at that
level runs out. If the node at that level has run out, the search
moves to the next level. And so on, until the goal is found
(Kandaga 2008).
III.

RESEARCH METHOD

A. Analysis Unit, Population, and Sample
Analysis unit on this research based on district SPAM
proposals means the output expected was a proposed order of
prioritized SPAM programs and related to budget allocation.
Analysis unit restricted to proposed SPAM programs from 4
districts in East Java province. The research location was
chosen by the performance condition of PDAM along with its
services in urban and rural areas expected to represent the
district condition in East Java province.
B. Method for Collecting Data
The analysis is based on primary data and secondary data.
Primary data is obtained from questionnaires and interviews
with relevant parties in determining SPAM development
priorities. Data collection is used to obtain information
measuring the level of importance of criteria for priority
setting. The selected respondents were Stakeholders who
determined SPAM development policies, including the
Kasatker and PPK in the Satker PSPAM and experts from
academics and PDAMs. The selection of these respondents
with the consideration of having the right information on the
aims and objectives of the research, knowing and
understanding the problems of SPAM development. The first
stage of the questionnaire to stakeholders and experts related
to determining the criteria in SPAM development priorities and
the stages in determining the priority level of SPAM
development criteria. The calculation in the second stage
questionnaire will use the Borda method to determine the
importance of the criteria used in the study.
While secondary data is collected from the literature related
to the SPAM development as well as the policy includes the
Strategic Policy for SPAM Development, Government
Regulations related to the implementation of SPAM, RISPAM,
RPIJM, and BPS. Secondary data analysis is used in the
process of identifying district water needs, collection of project
proposals for district SPAM activities, district SPAM
performance appraisal, determination of the appropriate State
Budget SPAM program, and assessment of the readiness
criteria for district SPAM activities.
IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study is to develop a method for
selecting the SPAM development program. The conceptual
framework in the preparation of methods is based on two
components, including the State Budget SPAM Program and
the District Government. In the APBN SPAM Program, the
Policy and Strategy for SPAM Development is the basis for the
implementation of SPAM, and the recording of the budget
ceiling becomes a constraint in the preparation of the annual
SPAM program for the PSPAM Satker. While the District
Government proposed SPAM activities through the SIPPa
website in accordance with the plans for the development of
SPAM in each district. The number of SPAM activity
proposals from the District / City and the limitations of the
APBN budget so that it is necessary to do a selection process
on proposals submitted by the District Government. In this
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selection process, SPAM activity proposals that are in
accordance with drinking water requirements will be selected
as a result of the analysis of existing SPAM conditions. Next
will be the process of prioritizing the proposed SPAM
activities that have been selected, as shown in Fig. 1.

START

RISPAM
RPIJM
BPS

Identification of Water Needs and
SPAM Project

Readiness Criteria

List of project, cost
estimation and supporting
datas

Verification and Determination of the
SPAM Project

List of projects and cost
estimation

Policy, Literature Review, Questionary
level of interest

Determination of criteria and
weighting criteria

Weighted criterias
according to level of
interest

Priority Sequence of
SPAM Projects

Determining The Priority Of The
SPAM Program

APBN bugdet allocation

Maximization of budget allocations

END

Fig. 11. Conceptual Framework Method

In the prioritization process, SPAM program priority
criteria are obtained from regulations, literature studies, and
experts to produce a sequence of proposed activities according
to their priorities. Furthermore, related to the budgetary
limitations of APBN, it is necessary to optimize the available
budget so that the annual SPAM program is produced in
accordance with the priorities and accordance with budget
estimates. The method for selecting SPAM infrastructure
programs includes the proposal selection process, prioritizing
project proposals SPAM and optimizing the APBN budget
available. With the method of selecting the SPAM
infrastructure program, it will produce an annual SPAM
program that can be used as a reference in decision making for
the Satker PSPAM Jawa Timur. The stages in the making of
the method for selecting the SPAM development program are
carried out sequentially according to the research objectives, as
shown in the following Fig. 2 below.
A. Stages of Research
The stages in this study are as follows: (1) identification of
existing SPAM conditions, district water real needs, proposed
project SPAM development, (2) verification of district project
proposals based on readiness criteria, (3) determining priority
criteria and the weight of the criteria for the SPAM
infrastructure development program, (4) formulating the
priority of the SPAM development program, (5) optimizing
costs in accordance with the APBN budget allocation.

List of SPAM projects

Fig. 12. Method For The Selection Of Water Supply System (WSS) Project

B. Implementation of method
• Identification of Water Needs and Proposed SPAM
Projects
The forming of the SPAM development program
carried out by the PSPAM Working Unit based on the
proposed SPAM projects from all district by the SPAM
plans of the district listed in the RISPAM and district
RPIJM documents. In the framework of implementing
proper planning and budgeting, the Directorate General of
Human Settlements applies the Planning and Budgeting
Information System (SIPPa) electronically. SIPPa
functions as an application that accommodates planning
and budgeting processes, updating basis planning data,
evaluating proposed activities (based on compliance with
Readiness Criteria), monitoring proposed activities, and
assisting in the decision-making process. With the
existence of SIPPa, the PSPAM Working Unit is tasked
with verifying the district proposal along with supporting
data.
At this stage data collection on existing SPAM conditions
and the real needs of drinking water is carried out as a
reference for the PSPAM Working Unit to verify proposals
submitted by the district. Data needed is shown in Table I:
TABLE II.

RESEARCH LOCATION

• Verification and Determination of the SPAM Projects
The proposal verification phase aims to ensure that the
proposed projects meet the prescribed readiness criteria and
determine the SPAM Development program that is by the
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existing SPAM conditions. The Readiness Criteria of the
ABPN SPAM program include RISPAM, JUSTEK, DED,
RAB, DDUB, Readiness of asset handover, Raw Water Permit,
Existence of Management Institution, Proof of Land
Availability and letter of statement from the Regional Head.
There are two verification processes, (1) Technical
verification is carried out based on SPAM planning technical
guidelines. (2) Cost verification is carried out to ensure the
estimated cost of the proposed activity is reasonable and by the
system requirements. The verification reference is based on
cost standards for similar work carried out by the PSPAM
Work Unit. From the results of the verification proposal, some
proposals do not meet the requirements so that they must be
eliminated. The proposed SPAM projects from the district will
be adjusted to the existing State Budget SPAM Program. The
types of APBN programs broadly include (1) New SPAM
Development Program. (2) SPAM Capacity Enhancement
Program and (3) Piping Network Development Program. The
results of the proposal verification, for example, in Sidoarjo
district are shown in Table II. The explanation of project codes
is shown in Table III.
TABLE III.

RESULTS OF VERIFICATION

Location

Project
Codes

Program

House
Connection
Target

Water
Lack
Area

Cost
Estimation
(millions
rupiah)

Readiness
Criteria
Score

Verification

Sidoarjo

Candi

U001

3

3.000

NO

10.000

0,80

1

Sidoarjo

Tulangan

U002

3

5.200

NO

18.797

0,60

1

Sidoarjo

Buduran

U003

3

5.000

YES

18.000

0,50

0

Sidoarjo

Sukodono

U004

3

3.150

YES

10.087

0,60

0

District

• Priority Determination Criteria
The analysis of determining the priority criteria in the
making of the method for selecting the SPAM
development program based on the strategic policy of
national SPAM development, stakeholders and experts
related to the implementation of SPAM development in
regencies/cities. From the results of questionnaires from
stakeholders and experts, there are important criteria in
determining the priority of SPAM program selection as
follows:
Stage 1, District assessment, the criteria include Coverage
of Drinking Water Services, Locations of National
Priorities, Local Government Support, PDAM
Performance, Regencies/Cities Fiscal Capacity.
Stage 2, assessment of Proposed SPAM Activities, the
criteria include Served Population Targets, Water-Prone
Areas, Readiness of Readiness Criteria, Ease of
Implementation of Work.
Stakeholders and experts also give weighting criteria to
measure the importance of each criterion that will be an
assessment of proposed programs that have been
previously verified. Determining the weight of this
criterion will be calculated using the Borda method so that
the weight of each criterion is obtained. Calculation of
criteria for District criteria and Proposed questionnaire
results are as shown in Table IV and V:
TABLE V.
Criteria

TABLE IV.
District

Sidoarjo

Sidoarjo

Sidoarjo

Sidoarjo

Location

Candi

Tulangan

Buduran

Sukodono

RESULTS OF VERIFICATION

Project
Codes

U001

U002

U003

U004

Project Names
Procurement and
Installation of
Main Distribution
Networks of
Umbulan II
SPAM with a
diameter of 500300 mm
Procurement and
Installation of
Secondary
Distribution
Networks of
Umbulan II
SPAM 200-100
mm in diameter
Procurement and
Installation of
Umbulan II
SPAM Tertiary
Distribution
Networks he is
100-75 mm
Procurement and
Installation of
Umbulan II
SPAM Tertiary
Distribution
Networks he is
100-75 mm

Weight

DISTRICT CRITERIA WEIGHTING

Drinking
Water
Coverage

National
Priority
Location

Local
Government
Support

Fiscal
Capacity

PDAM’s
Performance
Index

0,324

0,068

0,243

0,149

0,216

Program
TABLE VI.
Piping
Network
Development
Program

Piping
Network
Development
Program

Piping
Network
Development
Program

Piping
Network
Development
Program
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Criteria

Weight

SPAM PROJECT CRITERIA WEIGHTING

Water
Lack Area

Served
Population
Target

Readiness
Criteria

The
Convenience
Of Project
Work

0,300

0,260

0,280

0,160

From the calculation results for the Districts criteria, the
highest weight is the criteria for Drinking Water
Coverage, and for the criteria for SPAM Project, the
highest weight is the criteria for Water Lack Areas.
Priority ranking of proposed programs is carried out by
combining Regencies/Cities assessments with the
assessment of each proposal. So that we get the priority
sequence of the SPAM program in the Province and the
order of each District.
• The Calculation Process in Determining Priorities
Priority analysis is based on District assessments and
assessment of proposed projects. In accordance with the
weight of the criteria calculated in the previous stage, then
the assessment is carried out by multiplying the values for
each criterion by the weighting of the criteria. The
calculation of District assessment is shown in Table VI
and Table VII. The unit value of each criterion is different
so that in order to be calculated in number, the value is
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made on a scale with the same range of values, namely
scale 1-5.
TABLE VII.

District

The
National
Priorities
Location
s
(weight =
0,07)

Support
from The
Local
Governmen
t
(weight =
0,24)

PDAM
Performanc
e Index
(weight =
0,15)

Local
Fiscal
Capacit
y
(weight
= 0,22)

1

2,33

2,60

5

1

5

1

1

2,29

3,90

3,56

5

1,8

1

5

2,63

3,67

5

3,62

4,85

Probolingg
o
Mojokerto
City
Kediri City

TABLE VIII.

THE RESULT OF DISTRICT PRIORITIES

The calculation of SPAM Projects in an example Sidoarjo
District are shown in Table VIII and Table IX.
TABLE IX.

SCORE CALCULATION OF SPAM PROJECTS

Project
Codes

Water
Lack
Area
(weight
= 0,30)

Served
Population
Target
(weight =
0,26)

Readiness
Criteria
(weight =
0,28)

The
Convenience
Of Project
Work
(weight =
0,16)

Sidoarjo

U001

1

1,8

5

4,33

Sidoarjo

U002

5

1

3,29

1

Sidoarjo

U003

5

2

1

5

Sidoarjo

U004

1

5

2,6

1,67

District

TABLE X.

Cost
Estimatio
n (millions
rupiah)

Projec
t
Weigh
t

Distric
t
Weight

Total
Score
for
Provinc
e Level

Rank
of
Priorit
y

Sidoarjo

U001

10.000

2,861

0,17

0,484

14

Sidoarjo

U002

18.797

2,840

0,17

0,481

15

Sidoarjo

U003

18.000

3,100

0,17

0,525

13

Sidoarjo

U004

10.087

2,595

0,17

0,439

16

U005

22.980

3,128

0,25

0,796

7

U006

5.470

3,911

0,25

0,994

5

U007

13.230

3,676

0,25

0,935

6

U008

6.809

2,302

0,25

0,585

12

U009

9.000

2,873

0,25

0,731

10

Kediri City

U010

7.680

4,207

0,26

1,085

3

Kediri City

U011

3.500

2,864

0,26

0,738

8

Kediri City

U012

6.755

2,523

0,26

0,650

11

Kediri City

U013

3.600

2,840

0,26

0,732

9

U014

8.900

3,413

0,32

1,087

2

U015

12.450

3,284

0,32

1,046

4

U016

4.580

3,960

0,32

1,261

1

SCORE CALCULATION OF DISTRICT

Coverag
e of
Drinking
Water
Services
(weight =
0,32)

Sidoarjo

District

Projec
t
Codes

THE RESULT OF SPAM PROJECTS PRIORITIES IN SIDOARJO
DISTRICTS

Probolingg
o
Probolingg
o
Probolingg
o
Probolingg
o
Probolingg
o

Mojokerto
City
Mojokerto
City
Mojokerto
City

According to Table 10, the first rank priority of the SPAM
project is U016 from the City of Mojokerto because it has
the highest value at the provincial level, and the last rank
is U004 from Sidoarjo. Calculation of project priority
ranks is based on project value multiplied by district
weight.
• Maximization of Budget Allocations
In this study, there are obstacles, namely the limitations of
the APBN budget allocation in the PSPAM Working Unit,
so it is necessary to maximize the available budget to get
the optimal benefit of the selected program. Related to the
even distribution aspect of SPAM development, the
Breadth First Search (BFS) algorithm is used so that the
first level priority program will be taken from each
District. So that the analysis of budget optimization is
done using the algorithm, as shown in Fig. 3 below.

The result of the assessment of each project proposal for
all districts by provincial priority ratings as in Table X.
TABLE XI.

THE RESULT OF PROVINCE PROJECTS PRIORITIES
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TABLE XII.

START

PRIORITIZED
PROJECT LIST

Districts

Mojokerto
City
Mojokerto
City

TAKE PROJECT BASED ON
PRIORITY SEQUENCE

YES

YES

THE RESULT OF PROVINCE PROJECTS PRIORITIES
Selected Project
Cost
Estimation
Priority
(millons
rupiah)

Project
Codes

Rank
of
Priority

Sequence of
maximization

U016

1

1

1

4.580

1

U014

2

5

2

8.900

2

2

3

7.680

1

Iteration

PROJECT > 0

Kota Kediri

U010

3

YA

Mojokerto
City

U015

4

CITY.NAME IS INI
CITY.LIST?

Probolinggo

U006

5

3

5

5.470

1

Probolinggo

U007

6

6

6

13.230

2

Probolinggo

U007

7

TIDAK

NO
INSERT CITY.NAME TO CITY.LIST

CITY.LIST

Kota Kediri

U011

8

7

8

3.500

2

COUNT CITY.LIST >
TOTAL.CITY

Kota Kediri

U013

9

9

9

3.600

3

NO

Probolinggo

U009

10

COUNT TOTAL.COST

Kota Kediri

U012

11

Probolinggo

U008

12

Sidoarjo

U003

13

4

13

18.000

1

Sidoarjo

U001

14

8

14

10.000

2

Sidoarjo

U002

15

Sidoarjo

U004

16

TOTAL.COST <= BUDGET

NO

YES
INSERT PROJECT TO
OUTPUT.LIST

DELETE PROJECT FROM
DATA.LIST

OUTPUT.LIST

END

Fig. 13. Maximization Flow Chart

Determination of the provisional budget for calculations
based on budget estimates, calculated from the average
budget of the East Java PSPAM Working Unit from 20102018. So that the estimated budget used is Rp.
75,000,000,000. This budget estimate is used to limit the
amount and value of proposals with optimal benefit
values. In this stage, the provincial priority SPAM projects
are processed to maximize budget allocations according to
the algorithm. The Result of budget usage maximization
is shown in Table XI.
According to Table XI, the results of the calculation of
budget maximization in accordance with the priority
sequence and aspects of equity in development are 9
SPAM projects from 4 districts. The total number of all
selected projects according to the available budget is
75,000,000,000.
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TOTAL

75.000

V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The method for selection of SPAM Project has been
developed. The making of the method was carried out by
identifying the existing conditions and the real needs of District
for drinking water, verifying the SPAM project proposals,
determining criteria and weighting SPAM development
priority criteria, determining the priority of proposed projects
and maximization budget allocations. The criteria used to
determine the priority of SPAM development are coverage of
drinking water services, the national priorities locations,
support from the local government, local fiscal capacity,
PDAM performance index and the existence of water lack
areas, easiness of project construction, served population
target, and project readiness level. Maximization of budget
allocations is done by considering equitable development and
using the BFS algorithm. Simulations are carried out in 4
Districts in East Java Province.
The results of this study are expected to get SPAM
development program proposals according to priorities and
budget allocations. So that the developed method can be used
as a reference in making decisions for the PSPAM Working
Unit. The results of the research can be developed into an
applicative model to support the planning of the SPAM
development program by perfecting several assumptions with
the use of more accurate data references through further
analysis. Simulations need to be carried out in another district
with more varied SPAM conditions.
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Abstract—Construction Service Office Unit IV Surabaya is
one of the work units of Ministry of Public Works and
Housing. This work unit have the assets of a workshop and
dormitory building which functions to support its duties in
carrying out construction training. However, the level of
utilization of the building is still low, so it is rarely used and
has not been used optimally to support the duties and functions
of the work unit especially for construction training. The
purpose of this study was to analyze the strategies for the
utilization of workshops and dormitories to support training
in construction. This research is a case study with data
collection techniques that use observation, semi-structured
interviews and closed questionnaires to respondents from the
workshop and dormitory building management at
Construction Service Office Unit IV Surabaya. The sampling
technique with purposive sampling is a sampling technique
used by researchers if researchers have certain considerations
in sampling or determining samples for specific purposes. To
obtain the right strategy and in accordance with the internal
and external environmental conditions of the work units, the
strategy formulation include input stages with Internal and
External Evaluation Matrix, matching stages with StrenghtWeakness-Opportunity-Threat Matrix, Internal External
Matrix, Strategic Position and Action Evaluation Matrix,
Grand Strategy Matrix and decision stages with Quantitative
Strategic Planning Matrix. From the results of the study, the
position of works units was in Quadrant 2, so the appropriate
strategy was to improve cooperation with external parties,
such as Local Government, Construction Services
Associations, Construction Professional Certification Agency,
Contractors and Vocational Schools to organize construction
training that utilizes workshop buildings and dormitories.
Keywords— Building Utilization, Strategy Formulation,
Market Penetration, Construction Service Office Unit IV
Surabaya

VI.

INTRODUCTION

One of the National Medium Term Development Plans
called Rencana Pembangunan Jangka Menengah Nasional
(RPJMN) for 2014 - 2019 is an infrastructure development
to support economic growth and national welfare equality.
The existence of infrastructure will encourage other sectors
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to develop, because it can increase productivity, reduce
production costs, and create jobs. Massive infrastructure
development has opened opportunities for business in the
construction sector, especially as the government's
commitment to provide infrastructure budgets is also
consistent, the infrastructure budget in 2017 to 2018
reached 400 trillion or 17% of the total The Indonesian
Budget (APBN) expenditure. The rise in infrastructure
development has led to an increase in the need for
construction workers. To give shape to quality
infrastructure development in Indonesia, it requires the
support and readiness of a competent national construction
workers, so that the demand for competence and quality of
labor in the field of construction is absolutely necessary in
the next few years. The Central Government in this case is
the Ministry of Public Works and Public Housing, has the
authority to foster the construction workers, especially in
improving workers’ competence through training and
certification.
Construction Service Office Unit IV Surabaya (Balai
Jasa Konstruksi Wilayah IV Surabaya) is one of the
Technical Units under the Ministry of Public Works and
Public Housing. In accordance with Minister of Public
Works and Housing Regulation No. 20/PRT/M/2016
concerning Organizations and Work Procedures of
Technical Units at the Ministry of Public Works and Public
Housing, the duties and functions of Construction Service
Office Unit IV Surabaya is to perform empowerment and
supervision of field construction services. One form in the
function of empowering construction services is to perform
a expert and skilled construction training. To conduct this
function, the works unit has assets in the form of buildings
consisting of workshop buildings, dormitories, halls and
classrooms that were built in 2002, and in 2015 to 2016
there has been done improvements to the workshop building
and dormitories, so that the building can be used according
to its function during its economic life.
Workshop and dormitory building in Construction
Service Office Unit IV Surabaya is located in one center.
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The workshop building consists of welding, wood and
plumbing workshops that can accommodate 30 person. The
dormitory building which consists of a sapta taruna
guesthouse that can fit as many as 62 persons and a family
dormitory which able to hold up to 80 person which serves
as a temporary residence for participants who take part in
training in construction.
As of today, the utilization rates of workshops and
dormitories are still low to support construction training.
The building is rarely used, for this reason the building is
idle and has not been used optimally to assist the tasks and
functions of the organization, especially in training the
construction industry which causes the emergence of funds
efficiency that is incomparable to the financial and nonfinancial benefits generated. Thus, there are potential
resources and capacities that have not been fully utilized
due to various limitations. This situation can result in a loss
of opportunity to maximize the use of assets that conducted
by Construction Service Office Unit IV Surabaya to
facilitate the tasks and functions in the construction training
and opportunity loss to obtain state revenues from
optimizing the use of these assets through cooperation with
external parties.
The assets of the workshop building and dormitories
owned by work units have an important role to support the
achievement of organizational goals in carrying out their
duties and functions. Therefore, these assets must be
managed optimally, because assets are one of the main
factors that affect organizational performance (Siregar,
2004). Every physical asset needs to be maintained
effectively, efficiently and useful so that it will become
valuable, to ensure that, it requires a conceptual design for
an asset management strategy (Sugiama, 2013). Carn and
Rabianski (1999) mention that asset management has
attracted serious attention from the head of an organization,
because as the organization's main support system, asset
management’s function is to be involved with in the
determination of strategic decision making and establishing
a path of new in activities that is more efficient and with the
organization's goals and objectives. Good asset
management requires the assistance of physical, human,
financial and technological resources and information that
is appropriate, hence there is a need to form the strategies
that can adjust the organization’s resourۗes, in order to fit
with the aim of the service delivery. Organizations need to
identify and implement the best asset management practices
through systematic strategic asset management of the entire
decision-making process for each stage of the life cycle
assets (Department of Treasury and Finance Tasmania
Government, 2004).
Based on the description above, the purpose of this study
is to conduct an appropriate strategy in the utilization of
workshops and dormitories to provide construction training
at Construction Service Office Unit IV Surabaya.
VII. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Asset Management
Asset management consists of two vocabulary,
management and assets. As explained by Robbins (2007),
management is the process of coordinating work activities
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so that the work is resolved efficiently and effectively with
and through other people. As claimed by Griffin (2004)
management as a process of planning, organizing,
coordinating, and controlling resources to accomplish goals
effectively and efficiently. So it can be concluded that
management is the process of planning, organizing,
directing, and controlling to get effective and efficient
goals.
The definition of assets based on the Indonesian
Dictionary is something that has an exchange rate.
According to Siregar (2004), the definition of assets is
generally a thing or something (anything) or an exchange
value that is owned by a business entity, agency, or
individual. Asset management is a defiant step of the
management of assets which aims to be able to optimize the
utilization of assets, identify risks, anticipate potential risks
that arise, and seek how an asset provides benefits to
individuals / organizations until the technical age of the asset
is wasted in accordance with management principles for the
purpose of procurement of assets can be resolved effectively
and efficiently.
B. Strategy
As specified by David (2016) strategies are a shared
means with the long-term goals to be achieved. Includes
geographical expansion, diversification, acquisition, product
development,
penetration,
tightening,
divestment,
liquidation, and joint ventures. Formisano (2004) defines
strategy as a detailed plan for achieving success, a collection
of decisions and activities that we select to complete longterm goals. Strategy is the path we choose. Every
organization needs to find out what things to be achieved and
then what will it take to make it into reality, with its products,
customers and operations. Shimizu (2012) describes
strategies as plans for the future to fulfil certain goals. The
strategy consists of identifying target customers, providing
services / products that are better or cheaper than
competitors, and capitalize on the uniqueness of the
company. Then it can be concluded that the strategy is
choices about the acts performed by an organization in order
to achieve its goal and to settle competitive advantage.
Strategy covers all aspects of the company. The strategy
integrates all parts of the plan, harmonizes with each other
and in accordance.
C. Strategy Management
As reported by David (2016) the meaning of strategic
management is the arts and knowledge in formulating,
implementing, and evaluating cross-functional decisions
that enable an organization to accomplish its objectives.
Strategic management focuses on efforts to integrate
management, marketing, finance/ accounting, production/
operations, research and development, and computer
information systems to achieve organizational success.
According to Robbins (2007) strategic management is a
group of managerial decisions and actions that determine
the organization's long-term performance. So it can be
concluded that the meaning of strategic management is a
process or tactic of how a company can complete its
objectives by synergizing organizational functions within it.
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D. Asset Management Strategy
An asset management strategy is a continuous process
to determine the range and level of assets needed to achieve
strategic goals (Clarence Valley Council, 2007). The asset
management strategy framework aims to ensure informed
decision-making by managers who invest and managing
assets in accomplish the purpose of service delivery of an
institution. In principle, the asset management strategy is to
maintain the asset function in accordance with the plan and
meet the gap between the needs of future assets and the
current condition of the asset. The analysis results in the
form of infrastructure asset management strategies that
include maintenance of existing assets, rehabilitation of
assets that require repairs, construction of new assets,
solutions to the utilization of excess assets and non-asset
solutions (Anwar & Supriyatna, 2003).
E. Workshop and Dormitory Building of Construction
Service Office Unit IV Surabaya
Construction Service Office Unit IV Surabaya has duties
and functions in executing training and competency test of
construction especially to human resources. Some
construction trainings held include Expert Level, consisting
of Young Experts, Chief Supervisors, Field Managers,
Assessors, Instructors and Training Officers Course (TOC)
; and Skilled Level, consisting of Practitioner, Overseers,
Interpreters and Builders.
TABLE I. WORKSHOPS AND DORMITORY BUILDING OF
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES UNIT IV SURABAYA
No

Building

1

Dormitories

The Name
of The
Building
Wisma Sapta
Taruna

Family
Dormitory

2

Workshops

Welding

Size

Information

17.5 x 30 m

Consists of 2
floors
1 st floor = 12
rooms
2 nd floor = 19
rooms
Capacity
per
room
for
2
person
Consists of 2
floors
1 st floor = 20
rooms
2 nd floor = 20
rooms
Capacity
per
room
for
2
person
Capacity for 30
person
Capacity for 30
person
Capacity for 30
person

18 x 49 m

Wood

19.8 x 21.6
m
12 x 28.8 m

Plumbing

14 x 36 m

VIII. METHOD
A. Type of Research
As stated by Riduwan (2010) the research method
explains what is used in research. This research is a case
study method, in where case studies are well-supplied in
empirical descriptions of certain phenomena that are usually
based on various data sources (Yin, 2014). Case study
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research is the proper research strategy if the subject of a
research question is related to how or why, and when a
researcher has very few opportunities in controlling the
events that will be researched (Yin, 2014). This study aims
to examine the strategy of utilizing building assets by
analyzing the internal and external environment of the
organization, so that the type of case study research is very
appropriate to use.
B. Data Source
Sources of data in this study are primary data which
gathered directly from the source, and collected by
researchers with observation, field surveys, distributing
questionnaires and interviews to respondents. This study
also uses secondary data, by studying various writings
through related literature books, regulations / NSPM,
reports on activities relating to asset management, as well
as literature studies on similar research conducted by
previous researchers.
C. Data Collection
Data collection used in this study were interviews, field
observations, and questionnaires to respondents. Interviews
in this study were conducted by using a semi-structured
form, adopting from the help of interview guidelines in need
to facilitate and focus the questions submitted to
respondents, while the questionnaire applied was a closed
questionnaire, where respondents chose the answers
provided. The respondents in this study were selected based
on purposive sampling. The sampling technique with
purposive sampling is a sampling technique that used by
researchers if they have certain considerations in sampling
or determining samples for specific purposes (Riduwan,
2010). The research sample was limited to 4 respondents,
who have considerations linkages with the focus of research
and involvement in the management of workshop and
dormitory buildings to support construction training at
Construction Service Office Unit IV Surabaya, such as
Head of Construction Services Office Unit IV Surabaya,
Head of Administration Sub Division, Head of Planning and
Information Section, Head of Implementation and Quality
Assurance Section. Each respondent is competent and
experienced in managing the assets of the workshop and
dormitory building for similar construction training.
D. Data Analysis
The analysis technique in this study includes the first
stage, namely identifying indicators that include strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats in reliance on the
results of interviews with respondents and giving weight
and rating to each of these indicators. The second stage is
formulating strategies using External Factors Evaluation
(EFE) Matrix, Internal Factors Evaluation (IFE) Matrix,
Internal External (IE) Matrix, Strategic Position and Action
Evaluation (SPACE) Matrix, Grand Strategy Matrix,
Streghts Weaknesses Opportunities Threats (SWOT)
Matrix and Quantitative Strategic Planning Matrix (QSPM).
E. Strategy Formulation
1) Input Stage
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a) Internal Factor Evaluation (IFE): The EFE matrix
is used to evaluate the external factors of the organization
which consist of opportunities and threats originating from
outside the organization. The steps in creating an EFE
Matrix are as follows:
• Give weights for external factors as identified in
the external audit process, with a range of 0.01 (not
important) to 1.00 (very important). The sum of all weights
against the factor must be equal to 1.00.
• Provide a rating between 1 and 4, for key external
factors to indicate how effective the company's strategy is
currently responding to these factors. Where 4 = the
response is very good, 3 = the response is good, 2 = the
response is bad and 1 = the response is very bad.
• Multiplying each factor weight by its ranking to
figure a weighted score and add the weighted score for each
variable to determine the total weighted score for the
organization.
b) External Factor Evaluation (EFE): The IFE matrix
is used to evaluate internal organization factors which
consist of strengths and weaknesses owned by the
organization. The steps in creating an IFE Matrix are as
follows:
• Give weights for internal factors as identified in
the internal audit process, ranging from 0.0 (not important)
to 1.0 (all important) for each factor. The factors that are
considered to have the greatest effect on organizational
performance are given the highest weight. The sum of all
weights must be equal to 1.0.
• Ranks 1-4 on each factor to indicate whether the
factor presents major weaknesses (rank = 1), small
weaknesses (rank = 2), small strengths (rank = 3), and main
strengths (rank = 4).
• Multiplying each factor weight by its ranking to
determine a weighted score and add the weighted score for
each variable to determine the total weighted score for the
organization.
2) Matching Stage
a) Internal External (IE): This matrix positions
various divisions in the organization in a nine-cell view. The
Internal External Matrix (IE) is based upon two key
dimensions, the weighted total score of Internal Factor
Evaluation (IFE) on the X axis and the weighted total score
of External Factor Evaluation (EFE) on the Y axis.
b) Strategic Position and Action Evaluation (SPACE):
In SPACE matrix consists of internal dimensions (Financial
Position, Stability Position) and external (Competitive
Position, Industry Position) of an organization. There are
four quadrant frameworks that can determine whether an
aggressive, conservative, defensive, or competitive strategy
is the one that best fits the organization. This rating on the
SPACE matrix is founded on the results of the questionnaire
to respondents with a score from 1 (poor) to 4 (excellent) to
point the indicator of Financial Position and Industry
Position moreover the score from -1 (excellent) to -4 (poor)
to mark an indicator which is Stability Position and
Competitive Position.
c) Grand Strategy Matrix: This matrix is sud to
formulate alternative strategies. The grand strategy matrix
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is on the basis of 2 (two) evaluative dimensions,
competitive position and market growth. Organizations are
positioned into 4 quadrants in the matrix grand strategy.
d) Strenghts Weaknesses Opportunities Threats
(SWOT) Matrix: An important matching instrument that
helps decision makers to develop 4 (four) types of
strategies, Strength-opportunity strategy (SO): uses internal
power to take advantage of external opportunities.
Weakness-Opportunity (WO): aims to increase internal
weakness by taking advantage of external opportunities.
Strength-threat strategies (ST): apply organizational
strength to avoid or reduce the impact of external threats.
Weakness-Threats (WT) Strategy: is a defensive tactic
carried out to reduce internal weaknesses and avoid external
threats.
3) Decision Making Stage
a) Quantitative Strategic Planning Method (QSPM):
QSPM is an analytical tool used for decision making
strategies that will be used with reference to alternative
strategies arranged in the previous stage. QSPM
calculations are based on the weights in the EFE and IFE
matrices and alternative strategies at the matching stage.
IX.

RESULT AND ANALYSIS

A. Research Variable
The variables in this study are internal and external
factors that influence the utilization of workshops and
dormitories at Construction Service Office Unit IV
Surabaya. These variables were obtained from literature
studies and previous studies, as in Table II and Table III:
TABLE II. INTERNAL FACTORS
No
1

Factors
Physical
resources

Indicators
Physical building
conditions

Availability of
training equipment

2

Human
resources

3

Organizational
resources

Opportunity of
supporting facilities
and building utilities
Number of building
management officers
Building staff
competency
Organizational
structure support
Commitment support
from leaders
Support of the
organization's
primary tasks and
functions
Possibility of funds

4

Finance

5

Promotions

Media and promotion
frequency

6

Job Training
Processes

Provided curriculum,
methods and job
training modules

Reference
Barney & Hesterly
(2008), Wandrial
(2012), Kurniawan
(2016)
Barney & Hesterly
(2008), Wandrial
(2012),
Barney & Hesterly
(2008), Juarti (2015),
Kurniawan (2016)
Alkhafaji (2004),
Barney & Hesterly
(2008), Mandala
(2012)
Barney & Hesterly
(2008), Mandala
(2012)
Barney & Hesterly
(2008), Kadarusman
(2013)
Barney & Hesterly
(2008), Kurniawan
(2016)
Alkhafaji (2004),
Hamalik (2011)
Fadjarwati & Pratami
(2014), Fadjarwati &
Koswara (2014)
Sulchan (2007),
Noordi (2017)
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Presence of
instructors

Sulchan (2007),
Hamalik (2011)

TABLE III. EXTERNAL FACTORS
No
1

Factors
Political

2

Economical

3

Social

4

Technological

5

Legal

6

Environmental

7

Stakeholders

Indicators
Support from central
government
External parties
financing capabilities
Price / rental rate
The price of building
materials
Awareness in the job
training
Communication and
information
technology
Support of regulations
Ease of access to the
building and
conditions around the
location
The existence of a
similar building
Collaboration and
synergy support with
stakeholders

Reference
William (2009),
Mandala (2012)

William (2009),
Kurniawan (2016)
Supriyadi (2005),
Sulchan (2007)
Wahyudi (2014),
Febriyanti (2016)
William (2009),
Kurniawan (2016)
William (2009),
Kurniawan (2016)
William (2009),
Hamalik (2011)

William (2009),
Susanthi (2017)
Jauch & Glueck
(2000), Rahmawati &
Noor (2014), Mandala
(2012)

After preparing the research variables, then the next
phase is to conduct semi-structured interviews with
respondents based on the research variables. From the
results of the interviews, obtained which variables that are
relevant to be used in this study.
The subsequent step is identifying the relevant research
variables, followed by a conduct follow-up interviews with
respondents to identify internal factor indicators including
strengths and weaknesses, as well as external factor
indicators that include opportunities and threats, as shown in
Table IV.
TABLE IV. STRENGHTS, WEAKNESSES, OPPORTUNITIES,
THREATS
Internal Factors
External Factors
Strenghts
Opportunities
1. Physical building structure in
1. Central government support in
good condition (S1)
training construction workers
2. Availability of equipment and
(O1)
adequate training equipment (S2)
2. Progress of information and
3. Support the structure of a
communication
technology
systematic building management
(O2)
organization (S3)
3. Support
for
applicable
4. Commitment
support
from
regulations
regarding
leaders to conduct training (S4)
construction and management
5. Support the primary tasks and
of
State-Owned
Property
functions of the organization in
(BMN) (O3)
construction training (S5)
4. Ease of access to locations and
6. Provided curriculum, training
conducive conditions around
methods and modules that are in
the building (O4)
accordance with SKKNI (S6)
5. Collaboration and synergy
support with stakeholders (O5)
Weaknesses
Threats
1. Lack of supporting facilities and 1. External parties limited funding
building utilities (W1)
for construction training (T1)
2. Limited number of building
2. Unspecified rental tariff for
management officers (W2)
workshop
building
and
3. Building staff competency level
construction training rates (T2)
that is not in accordance with the
3. Changes in the level of material
position (W3)
price for construction training
4. Limitations on the allocation of
practice (T3)
funds for the implementation of
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training in buildings, which
averages around 10% of the
budget (W4)
5. Lack of promotional activities
(W5)
6. Limitations of teaching staff /
instructors under the authority of
the works unit (W6)

4. Low level of awareness of users
and service providers to carry
out construction training (T4)
5. The existence of other buildings
that are used for similar
construction training. (T5)

From the results of the identification of indicators on
internal and external factors in Table 4, the next step is
giving weight and rating to each indicator in the internal and
external factors based on the results of a closed questionnaire
to the respondents. The weighting and rating results are then
used for the next stage (input stage), which includes the EFE
and IFE Matrix.
B. Input Stage
1) External Factor Evaluation Matrix (EFE): The EFE
matrix is a strategy formulation tool to summarize and
evaluate opportunities and threats. The value of weighting
and rating on the EFE matrix come from the results of the
questionnaire to respondents. Whereas, The weighted
average value of the EFE matrix is the product of the
multiplication of weights and ratings on each indicator.
TABLE V. EFE MATRIX
No
1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

External Factors
Opportunities
Central government support in
training construction workers
(O1)
Progress of information and
communication technology
(O2)
Support for applicable
regulations regarding
construction and management
of State-Owned Property
(BMN) (O3)
Ease of access to locations and
conductive conditions around
the building (O4)
Collaboration and synergy
support with stakeholders
(O5)
Threats
External parties limited
funding for construction
training (T1)
Unspecified rental tariff for
workshop building and
construction training rates
(T2)
Changes in the level of
material price for construction
training practice (T3)
Low level of awareness of
users and service provider to
implement construction
training (T4)
The existence of other
buildings that are used for
similar construction training
(T5)
Total

Weight

Rating

Weighted
Score

0.101

3.50

0.355

0.087

3.00

0.261

0.087

3.00

0.261

0.109

4.00

0.435

0.109

4.00

0.435

0.116

2.00

0.232

0.101

3.00

0.304

0.101

2.00

0.203

0.101

3.00

0.304

0.087

3.00

0.261

1

3.051

The results of the EFE Matrix are 3.051, this shows that
Construction Service Office Unit IV Surabaya has
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responded with good enough chances and the threat that is
by making use of the headway that may overcome a threat
that exist.
2) Internal Factor Evaluation Matrix (IFE): The IFE
matrix is an instrument that used to sum up and evaluate the
strength of the functional areas and a key weakness in
business. As in the EFE matrix, the result of weights and
ratings on the IFE matrix come from the results of the
questionnaire to respondents. And the value of weighted
score is the multiplication of the weight and rating.
Fig. 1. IE Matrix

TABLE VI. IFE MATRIX
No
1
2

3

4
5

6

1
2
3

4

5
6

Internal Factors
Strengths
Physical building structure in
good condition (S1)
Availability of equipment and
adequate training equipment
(S2)
Support the structure of a
systematic building
management organization (S3)
Commitment support from
leaders to conduct training (S4)
Support the primary tasks and
functions of the organization in
construction training (S5)
Availability of curriculum,
training methods and modules
that are in accordance with
SKKNI (S6)
Weaknesses
Lack of supporting facilities
and building utilities (W1)
Limited number of building
management officers, (W2)
Building staff competency
level that is not in accordance
with the position (W3)
Limitations on the allocation of
funds for the implementation
of training in buildings, which
averages around 10% of the
budget (W4)
Lack of promotional activities
(W5)
Limitations of teaching staff /
instructors under the authority
of the works unit (W6)
Total

Weight

Rating

Weighted
Score

0.096

4.00

0.386

0.096

4.00

0.386

0.084

3.25

0.274

0.084

3.25

0.274

0.090

3.75

0.339

0.078

3.00

0.235

0.072

2.00

0.145

0.078

1.75

0.137

0.078

1.75

0.137

0.090

1.00

0.090

0.078

1.75

0.137

0.072

2.00

0.145

1

The IE matrix is relying on two key dimensions, the total
IFE weighted average on the X axis and the total EFE
weighted average on the Y axis. In the external internal
matrix, the position of Construction Service Office Unit IV
Surabaya is in Quadrant II, which is obtained from the IFE
value of 2,684 and EFE value of 3,051. In this Quadrant,
Construction Service Office Unit IV Surabaya is in a grow
and build position, which means that the work units need a
strategy to grow and develop for the better result. Intensive
strategies such as market development, market penetration,
product development and vertical or horizontal integration
can be applied to this Quadrant.
2) SPACE Matrix: In government organizations, the
dimensions used in the SPACE matrix consist of internal
dimensions and external dimensions, so indicators in
internal and external factors that were previously included
in the EFE and IFE matrices are used as considerations in
developing this SPACE matrix. From the results of
questionnaires to respondents who deal directly with the
management of workshop and dormitory building for
construction training, the coordinates of the X-axis on
SPACE Matrix is 0.10 which is the result of competitive
position and industry position addition and Y-axis is -0.30
which is the result of financial position and stability position
addition. Thereby, the position of the Construction Service
Office Unit IV Surabaya is in the Conservative Quadrant.
Therefore, market penetration, product development, or
market development can be chosen according to the
situation and conditions faced by the work unit.

2.684

The IFE matrix result is 2.684, which means
Construction Service Office Unit IV Surabaya has an
average internal position.
C. Matching Stage
1) IE Matrix: From the results of the IFE and EFE
matrix, the External Internal matrix is arranged, as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2. SPACE Matrix

3) Grand Strategy Matrix: The Grand Strategy Matrix
is a tool for formulating alternative strategies based on two
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dimensions, competitive position and market growth. In
terms of market growth, work units have several customers
who are their market share and have various operational
cooperation contracts with numerous agencies both from
the government and the private sector in terms of
implementing construction training by utilizing the
workshop and dormitory building. In reference to the data
obtained, the average growth rate of the workshop and
dormitory building utilization for construction training from
2016 to 2018 was 5.39%. Whereas in terms of competitive
position, based on the analysis of the SPACE matrix,
showing work units have a weak competitive advantage.
Thus, on the grand strategy matrix, Construction Service
Office Unit IV Surabaya are included in quadrant II, thus
the work units need to evaluate the approach to the market,
because they are unable to compete effectively, also have
low competitiveness. Because organizations in Quadrant II
are in industries with rapid market growth, intensive
strategies can be considered. However, if the organization
lacks specific competence or competitive advantage,
horizontal integration can be a good alternative.

TABLE VII. ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES
Strategies
1
Establishing affordable tariff rates for
workshop building and construction training
so that they can be used as Non-Tax State
Revenue objects and it can be used optimally
by the external parties.
2
Improving awareness of stakeholders in
construction training through coordination
forums as a medium of socialization and
promotion
3
Developing cost sharing system with external
parties, so that the cost of construction training
will be covered together therefore it will
become more affordable
4
Improving promotion activities by using
information and communication technology
such as website or social media and developed
routine coordination forums with external
parties
5
Improving the cooperation with external
parties, such as Local Government,
Construction Services Associations, Certified
construction institution services, Contractors
and Vocational Schools to organize
construction training that utilizes workshop
buildings and dormitories.

Category
Product
Development

Market
Penetration

Market
Penetration

Market
Penetration

Market
Penetration

R APID MARKET GROWTH
QUADRANT II

QUADRANT I

1. Market Development
2. Market Penetration
3. Product Development
4. Horizontal Integration
5. Divestiture
6. Liquidation

1. Market Development
2. Market Penetration
3. Product Development
4. Backward Integration
5. Forward Integration
6. Horizontal Integration
7. Related Diversivication

WEAK COMPETITIVE
POSITION

D. Decision Making Stage
From the various alternative strategies, the further step is
to evaluate each of the alternative strategies using the QSPM
matrix. The preparation of the QSPM matrix is form on the
results of a closed questionnaire to the respondents.

STRONG COMPETITIVE
POSITION

1. Retrenchment
2. Related Diversification
3. Unrelated Diversification
4. Divestiture
5. Liquidation

1. Related Diversification
2. Unrelated Diversification
3. Joint Ventures

TABLE VIII. QSPM
Key Factors

Weight

Strategy 1
AS
TAS

Strategy 2
AS
TAS

Strategy 3
AS
TAS

Opportunities

QUADRANT III

QUADRANT IV

SLOW MARKET GROWTH

Fig. 3. Grand Strategy Matrix

O1
O2
O3
O4
O5

0.101
0.087
0.087
0.109
0.109

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.116
0.101
0.101
0.101
0.087
1.00

3.0
3.0
-

0.30
0.30
-

4.0
4.0
-

0.46
0.41
-

4.0
3.0
3.0
-

0.46
0.30
0.30
-

0.096
0.096
0.084
0.084
0.090
0.078

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
-

0.29
0.29
0.25
0.27
-

3.0
3.0
-

0.25
0.27
-

-

-

0.072
0.078
0.078
0.090
0.078
0.072
1.00

-

1.71

-

1.39

4.0
-

0.36
1.43

Threats

4) SWOT Matrix: After compiling the EFE Matrix, IFE,
IE Matrix, SPACE Matrix and Grand Strategy, the
following step is to compile the SWOT matrix. In
accordance with the results obtained in the previous stage:
• Internal External Matrix (IE), the work unit is in
quadrant II which point out that the position of the work unit
grows and built, therefore the appropriate strategy will be
an intensive strategy such as market development, market
penetration, product development and horizontal
integration.
• SPACE matrix that refer to the work units which
are in a conservative position, with weak competitive
advantages, with rapid market growth. The appropriate
strategy is an intensive strategy (market penetration,
product development, or market development).
• Grand strategy which indicates that the work unit
is in quadrant II, so that alternative strategies that can be
applied by work units include market development, market
penetration, product development or horizontal integration.
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T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
Total
Strengths
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
Weaknesses
W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
W6
Total
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TABLE IX. QSPM
Key Factors
Opportunities
O1
O2
O3
O4
O5
Threats
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
Total
Strengths
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
Weaknesses
W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
W6
Total

REFERENCE

Strategy 4
AS TAS

Strategy 5
AS
TAS

0.101
0.087
0.087
0.109
0.109

3.0
4.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

0.30
0.35
0.26
0.33
0.33

3.0
2.0
3.0
3.0

0.30
0.17
0.33
0.33

0.116
0.101
0.101
0.101
0.087
1.00

-

-

-

-

0.096
0.096
0.084
0.084
0.090
0.078

-

-

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
2.0

0.29
0.29
0.25
0.25
0.27
0.16

0.072
0.078
0.078
0.090
0.078
0.072
1.00

4.0
-

0.36
1.88

-

-

-

2.64

Weight

From the results of the QSPM calculation, it can be seen
that the appropriate strategy for the utilization of the
workshop and dormitory building at Construction Services
Office Unit IV Surabaya is by improving a cooperation with
external parties, such as Local Government, Construction
Services Associations, Certified construction institution
services, Contractors and Vocational Schools to regulate a
construction training that utilizes workshop buildings and
dormitories with a score of 2.64.
V.

CLOSURE AND RECOMMENDATION

Based on the results of the research conducted, the
strategy for utilizing a workshop and dormitory building to
support construction training at Construction Services
Office Unit IV Surabaya is to improve cooperation with
external parties, such as Local Government, Construction
Services Associations, Certified construction institution
services, Contractors and Vocational Schools to implement
a construction training that utilizes workshop buildings and
dormitories and improving promotion activities by using
information and communication technology such as website
or social media and developed routine coordination forums
with external parties.
The suggestions that can be given regarding to these
matters in the future are the Construction Service Office Unit
IV Surabaya can carry out further evaluation studies after the
implementation of the strategy of utilizing the workshop and
dormitory building to support construction training and
conduct periodic research and studies to determine the
development of strategies that should be used.
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Abstract—Malioboro Street is very well-known as a tourism
area connects with 0 KM Yogyakarta. Unfortunately, the traffic
jam often happened at the intersection of 0 KM. Since it is closed
with the museum and the National Palace of Yogyakarta, there is
a lot of pedestrian along the sidewalks. Hence, redesign of
intersection and upgrade facilities of pedestrian were needed to
improve the performance of the intersection. Using a traffic and
pedestrian volume, vehicle speed, and driving behavior as primary
data and VISSIM as the modeling tools, the comparative
performance of before and after the redesign was found. As a
result, roundabout gave better performance than an intersection
with the signal at 0 KM area. Additionally, the compatible crossing
facility for the intersection was pelican crossing
Keywords—VISSIM, Roundabout, Sidewalk, Crossing.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Yogyakarta is one of the tourist areas in Indonesia. There
are many tourist destinations in Yogyakarta, such as Malioboro
Street. The high traffic on Malioboro Street often caused traffic
jammed to Margamulya Street at 0 Km Yogyakarta
Intersection. Furthermore, there was a pedestrian area in public
open spaces at 0 km Yogyakarta. Previous research to plan a
roundabout at 0 KM Yogyakarta Intersection showed better
capacity and delay than the existing condition. However, this
research analyzed without using modeling tools but Indonesia
Highway Manual (Falahuddin 2018). Therefore, a previous
study was to analyze 3 major roundabouts in Sunyani, Ghana
and the results was the 3 roundabouts should be signalized to
improve the performance (Agyeman et al. 2015). Additionally,
the previous research about an existing roundabout in front of
PAU building showed that existing geometry not eligible so
this roundabout must be redesigned by enlarging the diameter
of the roundabout (Nugraha and Malkamah 2013). Also, Radin
Intan roundabout in Bandar Lampung showed that the delay of
the three approaches was not good based on previous research
(Darmawan et al. 2016). Moreover, the research about
roundabouts safety benefits in Abu Dhabi found that vehicle
speeds at Abu Dhabi roundabouts exceed as recommended by
design guides in general and found that only 4.1% of the
drivers understanding of the rules to driving at roundabouts
(Dabbour et al. 2018). Also, a study that observe the
inconsistencies of Australasian, EU, and US standards of
roundabout. The results, in design standards are identified and
recommendations for improvement (Montella et al. 2013). In
addition, a previous study about roundabouts safety for the
cyclist said that the size of central islands and type of bicycle
facilities at single-lane roundabouts had considerable impacts
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on ۗyۗlists’ safety. Central island with diameters of 20–40 m
was safer for cyclists than smaller or larger central island. A
central island, which elevated 2 m in the middle or more above
the circulating lane, was safer for cyclists than single-lane
roundabouts with lower central islands. Single-lane
roundabouts with separate cycle paths, where cyclists must
yield to motorists entering or exiting the roundabout, were
safer than roundabouts with cycle lanes. Single-lane
roundabouts were safer for cyclists than intersections
regardless of speed limits when these roundabouts have high
central islands and/or separate cycle paths (Jensen 2017).
However, it was a research to check the compatibility of HCM
equations for determining the entry capacity of a four-legged
roundabout under mixed traffic condition and the results may
use for planning of roundabout under mixed traffic flow
condition (Mathew et al. 2017). In the other hand, it was a
research about primary school students as pedestrians on their
journeys to school and the results were pedestrian space
capacity with consideration to the number of children in a
walking group and straight and zig-zag movement pattern.
There was a need to have a special child pedestrian standard
for the urban and rural area (Makalew et al. 2018). Also,
previous research to analyze the public perception of using
pedestrian and public space area in Jakarta shows that the city
life activities require space for pedestrian adapted to the
aspirations of its people, as an effort to humanize pedestrians
into the pedestrian area planning as a spatial dimension in
urban area physical development (Uniaty 2017). Additionally,
Ngarsopuro night market area was one of the shopping centers
crowded by the pedestrian. Therefore, the research showed that
the level of service of the pedestrian was D which does not
meet the standards (Prasetyaningsih 2010). However, there
was previous research was about pedestrian behavior using the
crossing facilities in the Malioboro area and the results of this
research explained that various pedestrian behaviors in using
crossing facilities in aspects of security, safety, and comfort
were the same as the conditions of existing pedestrian facilities
(Trianingsih and Hidayah 2014). Therefore, the aim of this
research was to find the right solution to solve high traffic
problem on 0 KM Yogyakarta Intersection.
II.

PTV VISSIM

Vissim (Verkehr In Stadten – SIMulationsmodell) is the
multimodal transport microscopic simulation software
developed by PTV Planung Transport Verkehr AG in
Karlsruhe, Germany. This program can analyze personal
operations and public transportation such as regulating lanes,
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vehicle compositions, traffic signal, vehicle composition, etc.
So that it can become a tool used for alternative transportation
and improve effective transportation planning.
The template is used to format your paper and style the text.
All margins, column widths, line spaces, and text fonts are
prescribed; please do not alter them. You may note
peculiarities. For example, the head margin in this template
measures proportionately more than is customary. This
measurement and others are deliberate, using specifications
that anticipate your paper as one part of the entire proceedings,
and not as an independent document. Please do not revise any
of the current designations.
III.

TABLE III. THE PEDESTRIAN SIDEWALK’S WIDTH TO USAGE OF AREA
(MINISTER OF PUBLIC WORKS REGULATION 2018)
Area Application

Minimum
Width (m)

Recommended
Width (m)

Housing

1,6

2,75

Office Complex

2

3

Industry

2

3

School

2

3

Terminal/Bus stop

2

3

Shopping
Complex/Entertainment

2

4

Bridge/Tunnel

1

1

DELAY

Delay is additional time needed to go through an
intersection. Based on the delay, the level of service is divided
into 6 (Minister of Transportation 2015) as follows:
• Level of Service A, the delay is less than 5 seconds
• Level of Service B, the delay is 5 to 15 seconds
• Level of Service C, the delay is 15 to 25 seconds
• Level of Service D, the delay is 25 to 40 seconds
• Level of Service E, the delay is 40 to 60 seconds
• Level of Service F, the delay more than 60 seconds
IV.

people/minute/meter. The pedestrian sidewalk’s width
according to the usage of the area can be seen in Table III.

If the need of pedestrian sidewalk is above minimum width
provision (W) then the measurement can be done by using the
volume of planned pedestrian (P) which is average volume per
minutes in the peak hour. The width of the pedestrian sidewalk
can be measured using a formula as follows.

TYPE OF ROUNDABOUTS

TABLE I. TYPE OF ROUNDABOUT (DIRECTORATE GENERAL OF HIGHWAYS
1997)
Type of
Round
about

Radius of
Roundabouts
(m)

Number
of Entry
Lanes

Width
of
Entry
Lane
(m)

Distance
Between
Lane
(m)

Width
Between
Lanes
(m)

R10-11

10

1

3,5

23

7

R10-22

10

2

7,0

27

9

R14-22

14

2

7,0

31

9

R20-22

20

2

7,0

43

9

V.

�

=

The type of roundabouts can be seen in Table I.
P
W

()

+

Explanation:
= Pedestrian Volume (person/minute/meter)
= Width of Pedestrian Sidewalk (meter)
n
= Additional Width (meter)

Following formulas can be used to find the crossing
facility used by a pedestrian.
()

.

P
V

PEDESTRIAN

Average Flow Level of Service for Sidewalks can be seen
in Table II.
TABLE II. LEVEL OF SERVICE FOR SIDEWALKS (MINISTER OF PUBLIC WORKS
REGULATION 2014)

Explanation:
= The flow of pedestrians who cross the street by 100m
per hour (person/h)
= The traffic flow of the two directions per hour
(vehicle/h)

Value of V and P are the average flow of pedestrian and
vehicles in the 4 hours busy times. According to the value of
PV2, below are the recommendation of the type of crossing
facilities.

Level of
Service

Space
(m2/p)

Speed
(m/min)

Flow
Rate
(p/m/min)

v/c
Ratio

A

≥12

≥78

≤6,7

≤0,08

B

≥3,6

≥75

≤23

≤0,28

PV2

P

V

Recommendations

C

≥2,2

≥72

≤33

≤0,40

> 108

50 – 100

300 – 500

Zebra Cross (Zc)

D

≥1,4

≥68

≤50

≤0,60

>2 X 108

50 – 1100

400 - 750

Zc With Central Island

E

≥0,5

≥45

≤83

≤1

>108

50 – 1100

>500

Pelican Crossing (p)

F

<0,5

<45

Variable

1

>108

> 1100

>500

Pelican Crossing (p)

>2 X 108

50 – 1100

>700

Pelican with Central Island

>2 X 108

> 1100

>400

Pelican with Central Island

Volume/Capacity Ratio can be measured by making the
assumption that the capacity of the pedestrian line is 75
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TABLE IV. RECOMMENDATION OF TYPE OF CROSSING FACILITIES (MINISTER
OF PUBLIC WORKS REGULATION 2018)
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VI.
The type of road crossing can be as follows.
A. Zebra Cross
1) Installed on the street with or without traffic sign.
2) If an intersection is set with traffic light the time given
for pedestrian crossing the street is also set by the
traffic light.
3) If an intersection is not set with traffic light then the
vehiۗle’s speed limit is ۖelow 40 km/h.
B. Pelican Crossing
1) Pelican Crossing is installed on the street with a
minimum of 300 meters from intersection or
2) On the street with average operational traffic speed
above 40 km/h.

RESEARCH METHODS

Systematically, this research was done in several steps.
First, identified the problem that will be explored. Then,
looking for literature studies and references related to
research. After that, determined the data needed, both primary
data such as vehicle volume, pedestrian volume, road
geometry, pedestrian path geometry and secondary data such
as peak hour from previous research. Then, this research was
used the Indonesia Road Capacity Manual (Minister Of Public
Works Regulation 2018) to determine the size of the
roundabout. After that, analyzed both data with PTV VISSIM
software to make a model of existing condition, the alternative
proposals, and to analyze pedestrian facility (Minister of
Transportation 2015, Minister of Public Works Regulation
2014 and Minister Of Public Works Regulation 2018). Lastly,
the discussion of the data analysis is required to find out the
results of the research and conclusion. The existing layout of
traffic facilities and pedestrian facilities can be seen in Fig. 1.

Fig. 14. The Existing Layout of Traffic Facilities and Pedestrian Facilities at 0 KM Yogyakarta

VII. ANALYSIS
The survey showed that vehicle volume in peak hours on
Monday, September 10th, 2018 at 17.00-18.00 with a volume
of 9056 vehicle/hour which can be seen in Table V as follows.
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TABLE V. VEHICLE DISTRIBUTION AT PEAK HOURS
Straight
Appro
ach

M
C

Right Turn

L
V

H
V

M
C

L
V

From Table VIII, the best volume/capacity ratio was South
approach and the worst was North approach.

Left Turn

H
V

M
C

L
V

HV

Total

(vehicle/h)

North

84
5

13
3

0

71
3

16
7

9

68
9

East

15
28

33
9

16

0

0

0

46
5

12
9

2

97
0

27

0

0

2
8
9
8
8
2
2
8

South

0

0

0

49
5

West

14
40

25
4

11

21
3

0

6

2851

0

2436

0

1824

0

1945

Total

9056

The pedestrian survey shows that pedestrian volumes were
obtained at peak hours per segment and pedestrian who cross
the street per approach can be seen in Table VI and Table VII
as follows.

TABLE IX. ANALYSIS OF PEDESTRIAN CROSSING FACILITIES
Approach

P

V

PV2

North

196

2150

9,06 X 108

East

952

5739

3,14 X 1010

South

134

3451

1,6 X 109

West

535

5127

1,41 X 1010

VIII.

DISCUSSION

A. Delay Result
The results of the delay results comparison can be seen as
in Fig. 2.

TABLE VI. PEDESTRIAN VOLUME DATA AT PEAK HOURS
Segment

Number of Pedestrians

North-East

2610

East-South

1375

South-West

479

West-North

1061

From Table 6, the highest pedestrian volume was NorthEast segment and the lowest pedestrian volume was SouthWest segment.
TABLE VII. THE VOLUME OF PEDESTRIAN WHO CROSS THE STREET

Margamulya Street

Number of
Pedestrians Who
Cross the Street
196

Senopati Street

952

Pangarukan Street
K.H Ahmad Dahlan
Street

134

Segment

Fig. 15. Comparison of Delay Results of Existing Intersection and
Roundabout

From Fig. 2, most of the approach using roundabout had a
better delay than the intersection with the existing condition.
There was only the north approach that had worse delay than
the existing condition.
B. Queue Counter
The results of the queue counter comparison described in
Fig. 3.

535

From Table 7, the highest pedestrian who cross the street
was in Senopati street and the lowest pedestrian was in
Pangarukan street.
The results of an analysis of pedestrian facilities are
reported in Table VIII and Table IX.
TABLE VIII. ANALYSIS OF PEDESTRIAN SIDEWALK WIDTH

Approach

v (p/min/m)

c
(p/min/m)

North

43,5

75

2,24

0,58

East

22,9

75

1,65

0,3

South

7,98

75

1,22

0,1

West

17,68

75

0,23

0,23

W (m)

v/c

Universitas Muhammadiyah Yogyakarta, Yogyakarta, Indonesia

Fig. 16. Comparison of Queue Counter of Existing Intersection and
Roundabout

From Fig. 3, the queue length for the north approach
existing condition was shorter around 3,69 m than with a
roundabout. For the east approach, the existing condition was
shorter around 1,29 m than with a roundabout. For the south
approach, existing condition was shorter around 67,9 m than
with a roundabout. For the west approach, roundabout was
shorter around 206,86 m than existing condition.
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Also, the level of service of each approach was obtained
based on the delay that can be seen in Table X and the
comparison of the queue length which can be seen in Table XI
as follows.
TABLE X. LEVEL OF SERVICE OF EACH APPROACH BASED ON DELAY

C. Pedestrian Facilities
The comparison of the width of the existing sidewalk and
the results of the analysis that can be seen in Fig. 4. The level
of service of the pedestrian facility can be seen in Table 12
and the results of analysis of crossing facilities with existing
crossing facilities which can be seen in Table XIII.
Fig. 17. Comparison of Sidewalk Width of Analysis and Existing Sidewalks

From Fig. 4, all the existing sidewalk widths at 0 Km
Yogyakarta Intersection were greater than the results of the
analysis.
TABLE XII. LEVEL OF SERVICE OF PEDESTRIAN FACILITY

Delay
Approach

Existing
(sec)

North

Sidewalk

Flow Rate (p/m/min)

v/c Ratio

Level of Service

North-East

43,5

0,58

D

-41%

East-South

22,9

0,3

C

LOS

Roundabout
(Second)

LOS

Difference

45,61

E

64,53

F

East

39,85

D

22,34

D

+43%

South-West

7,98

0,1

B

South

62,22

F

46,98

E

+24%

West-North

17,68

0,23

B

West

20,35

C

4,13

A

+79%

Based on Table X, the level of service at existing condition
in the north approach was E and then decreases by 41% to F
with the roundabout. Level of service at existing condition and
using roundabout in the east approach was D but then
increased 43% with a roundabout. Level of service existing
condition in the south approach was F and then increased 24%
to E with a roundabout. Level of service existing condition
was C and then increased 79% to A with a roundabout.

TABLE XII. PEDESTRIAN CROSSING FACILITIES
Approach
North
East
South

TABLE XI. QUEUE LENGTH OF EACH APPROACH
Approach

From Table XII, the best performance was the South-West
segment and the worst performance was the North-East
segment.

West

Queue Length (m)
Existing

Roundabout

Difference

North

508,66

512,35

-0,7%

East

510,99

512,29

-0,25%

South

441,38

509,35

-15,39%

Based on Table XI, the highest improvement was the West
approach and the worst performance was the North approach.
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P
196
952
134
535

V
2150
5739
3451
5127

PV2

Recommendations
8

pelican crossing

10

pelican crossing

9

pelican crossing

10

pelican crossing

9,06 X 10
3,14 X 10
1,6 X 10

1,41 X 10

From Table XIII, all crossing facilities at 0 Km
Yogyakarta Intersection were recommended to change from
zebra crossing to pelican crossing based on [Minister of Public
Works 2018]. Unfortunately for KH. Ahmad Dahlan street
and Pangarukan street could not be installed pelican crossing
since on both streets there was another intersection before 300
meters. The layout of traffic facilities and pedestrian facilities
plan can be seen in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 18. The Design Layout of Roundabout and Pedestrian Facilities at 0 Km Yogyakarta

IX.

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

A. Conclusions
1) Using roundabout in 0 KM Yogyakarta Intersection
gave a better value of delay than the existing condition on
most approach. However, there was only north approach that
has a worse delay with roundabout than before.
2) The sidewalk facilities at 0 Km Yogyakarta
Intersection has the best performance in South-West segment
and the worst performance in North-East segment. Crossing
facilities that suitable to be installed on Margamulya street and
Senopati street was Pelican crossing. However, KH Ahmad
Dahlan street and Pangarukan street cannot be installed
pelican crossing because on both streets there was another
intersection before 300 meters.
B. Suggestions
1) Future research can be developed for pedestrian safety
and comfort such as make an overpass for the pedestrian.
2) Research can be developed to look for alternative types
of intersections or traffic engineering such as from 2
directions traffic to 1 direction in order to make 0 Km
Yogyakarta Intersection less dense.
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Abstract— The use of natural resources is widely used in
construction operations, as well as in the operation of a building
resulting from a construction project there is still a lot of energy
that cannot be maximally utilized to reduce energy use so that
sustainable concepts can be implemented properly. In
implementing sustainable construction there are still many risks
faced by contractors, clients, and regulations. Therefore, a risk
analysis of sustainable construction projects is needed to reduce
negative impacts and improve the implementation of sustainable
construction in reducing energy use, so that sustainable
construction can be implemented smoothly in Indonesia. In
assessing the risks to a sustainable construction project there is
still few research done, it requires risk modeling that takes into
account sustainable factors. The Identification of risk for
sustainable construction projects is obtained from the literature
review. While the assessment model is determined by considering
3 sustainable aspects (economic, social, environmental) approach
to probability and impact. With regard to probability and impact,
the ambiguity of human judgment is assessed, using fuzzy. The
results of the concept found in the formula for assessing the risk
of sustainable construction projects are Rsp = (Rec + Rso + Ren)
/ 3.
Keywords— Sustainable Construction Projects, Fuzzy Logic,
Sustainable construction project formulas

I.

INTRODUCTION

Activities related to construction projects are inseparable
from the use of surrounding natural resources. Natural
resources that are used continuously will need needs in the
future, the unused needs of natural resource needs will be
depleted. Project life cycle about the use of natural resources
from planning, then designing, construction, operation,
maintenance until deconstruction will consume natural
resources and produce large amounts of waste (Abduh and
Fauzy, 2012). This encourages current construction practices
in the development of maximum savings and the use of natural
resources, thus giving rise to various sustainable concepts
with sustainable construction, green buildings and high
buildings (Apine, 2016).
The concept of sustainability in this project raises different
understandings so that some writers in the literature use terms
that do not discriminate between the terms that occur. The
concept of sustainability discussed is about ecological, social
and economic. In defining it, sustainable construction is
designed to be created and developed in this environment that
is provided with resources and ecological design (Apine,
2016).
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Green building, which is part of the ongoing project stages
in Indonesia, is a form of good sustainable construction
implementation. The green building concept is the application
of sustainable construction by carrying out maximum
efficiency in the use of water, energy, design, by developing
environmentally friendly discoveries (Apine, 2016).
In construction projects, there are activities that have a lot
of influence on the environment. These activities can have
negative impacts such as reduced free land, use of materials
obtained from natural resources, use of heavy equipment and
transportation equipment during the construction that impacts
pollution. So the project team is needed to carry out the
concept of sustainable construction in the project, the term
used in the project is known as green construction (Koe et al.,
2014).
Projects carried out in Surabaya, in general, have
implemented the concept of sustainable construction well, but
there are still some things that need to be considered so that
the implementation of work can run well (Koe et al., 2014).
There are some challenges in realizing a green building that
has resulted in slow implementation in Indonesia. Two biggest
challenges have been defined in the previous literature,
namely the lack of demand and interest from clients, and the
lack of knowledge of green buildings. (Abduh and Fauzy.,
2012)
There are several other challenges that make it difficult for
company owners to take a project that implements sustainable
construction, including (1) Increasing costs compared to
conventional/ conventional projects; (2) Lack of
communication and desire between project team members; (3)
Lack of research capable of convincing project owners; (4)
Lack of client interest. So that the challenge requires solutions
in terms of greater communication in the project team,
integrated environmental management to reduce negative
impacts on the surrounding environment, use of more efficient
new construction materials, periodic increase in work training
for workers (Hwang and Tan, 2012).
Besides, in its implementation, it can also have negative
effects on safety related to technology, implementation, and
products. Examples in Occupation are the height for the
installation of photovoltaic panels using skylights / special
tools in the mountains. Such work can have major risks such
as falling, burning skin, electrocution, which can cause death
(Kleiner, 2013)
Due to the challenges above, every new ingredient and
application used in the field, the risk will also grow. Risk
management is needed in managing risk on sustainable
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projects that can cause negative impacts on the environment
in its development. so as not to have a wider impact (Apine,
2016). Some research on the challenges and barriers to
sustainable construction have been done but still a bit of
research analyzing the risks and impacts and mitigation should
be done so that sustainable construction can be applied, while
risk in sustainable construction also varies (Hwang et.al 2017)
Several studies on risk analysis projects that have been
done previously that use a variety of different methodologies.
Some of these studies use analysis of reliability and validity
(Darda et al., 2014), one way anova (Ismael et al., 2014), mean
(Hwang et al., 2017), methods of probing and impact. The
above method has limitations because it is certain and invalid
for other purposes or even for the same purpose in other
groups, for the mean weaknesses are very sensitive to large
amounts of data. If a lot of extreme data, on average being less
representative (representative) cannot be used for qualitative
data, it is not suitable for diverse data, while the multiplication
of possibilities and impacts for ranking risk in general.
Study, the technical research methodology used to
determine the level of risk is the Fuzzy Logic technique. This
technique began to be applied in the sustainability assessment.
This technique is able to represent data that is uncertain, able
to represent human thinking and handle situations that are not
clear (Andriantiatsaholiniaina, 2004). Fuzzy techniques use
many indicators to analyze risk factors that have been
prepared, subjects are treated with fuzzy logic in handling
ambiguity, subjectivity, and inaccuracy in human reasoning
when processing large and complex volumes of data.
Sustainable has linguistic variables (rare, high, etc.) for
probability and impact will have meaning that always depends
on the context. Example, high impact will have different
meanings for each company condition and construction
project environment. Then the fuzzy logic method is very
appropriate to use in risk analysis methods on sustainable
construction projects
Based on the problems and previous research, this study is
conducted to identify risks according to the literature review
and model conceptually, analyze risks for sustainable
construction projects.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Project Risk Management
Risk management is one of the most important in
activities/activities reducing the risk that will / ever occur
before. Then an understanding of risk management is needed
to estimate any action before the activity will be carried out
(PMI, 2013)..
Project risk is a condition or event that is expected to
occur on a project, either a positive or negative impact on
quality, cost, scope (PMI, 2013)..
Project risk management is the process of identifying
risk, analysis, response, up to the control process throughout
the project phase that aims to determine the actions to be taken
in reducing the level of risk at high levels to lower risk levels
(PMI, 2013).

arise in sustainability starting from the concept, facilities, and
environmentally friendly buildings. (Apine, 2016). The term
is known as sustainable construction, namely the concept of
maximizing the use of natural resources by taking into account
social, economic and ecological designs. This makes a
difference in the way in which few stakeholders apply
sustainable construction to reduce something that is not useful
(Ismael et al 2018) and contracts that can be detrimental
((Darda et al., 2014)
One of the terms in carrying out sustainable construction
that is aimed at its facilities is called a green building. This
facility is known when the construction process takes place,
while the tall building is the terminal building that has been
completed after passing the phase of the project. (Apine,
2016)
According to Hwang et al., 2017 and Apine 2016 the
construction industry in developed countries is one of the
largest sources of consumption in the world, this allows an
opportunity to implement sustainable construction. By doing
so, it is expected that the use of world energy consumption can
be used optimally and things that are not useful can be
reduced, so that it will have a positive impact sustainably in
the future (Apine, 2016).
The application of sustainable construction pays
attention to 3 basic aspects, namely environmental, social and
economic impacts. These three impacts are combined in
quality and architectural design.
Another term in sustainability is green construction.
Green construction is a construction process by emphasizing
saving and maximizing effective use starting from the design,
construction and operation phases in the project (Abduh and
Fauzy, 2012, apine 2016). In connection with this definition,
green construction is also called sustainable construction.
Some things to consider in implementing Green
Construction (Koe et.al., 2014):
Safe supply for workers and prioritizing competent local staff,
The project cycle is not too far away and Material Storage is
maintained, Site layout project while maintaining the
environment in the project area, Construction Waste
Management, Providing a Healthy Work Environment, f.
Selection and Operation of Construction Equipment.
III.

METHODOLOGY

Regarding the definition of sustainable construction to pay
attention to environmental impacts, social and economic
conditions, the concepts in the methodology used in this
research concept are probability x economic impact,
probability x social impact, environmental impact. The
concept can be seen in the research flow chart below, as
follows using the fuzzy logic method;

B. Sustainable Construction Project
With the development of environmentally friendly
technologies that are increasingly developing, some issues
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namely: a, b, and R with a <b <c, explained by S (x, a, b, c)
using the rule :

3.1. Research Flow Chart

Risk Identification based on Literatur review

μ X

0, x≤ a or x ≥ۗ

No

(X) =

1

Confirmation
Risk Identification

(x-a)/(b-a), a≤x≤ۖ
(b-x)/(c-b), b≤x≤ۗ

Yes
Eonomy Impact x
Probability
Statement

Social Impact x
Probability
Statement

Environmental
Impact x Probability
Statement

x
a

b
c

Fig. 2. Triangle Functions (Setiawan et al, 2008)
Economy Risk
Level (Rx)

Social Risk
Level (Rs)

Environmental Risk
Level (Rm)

Sustainable Construction Project Risk

In this study, the membership function of linguistic terms
is characterized by triangular fuzzy numbers. This below will
be explained the probability categories, impact categories
and forms of member functions, as follows;

Fig. 1. Concept of Research Flow Chart

The first step in deciding the concept of this research is
identification according to the literature review. The second is
confirmation to determine the appropriate risk by the expert.
Third, using fuzzy logic methodology. In the fuzzification
process to get fuzzy input to determine the impact, probability
in economic, social and environmental aspects. Then the
inferen process to determine fuzzy rules. The last step in the
defuzzification process to determine the level of risk in each
aspect. After assessing the level of risk, the average merging
of all three aspects to obtain the level of risk in sustainable
construction project.
IV.

RESULT & ANALYSIS

In this section will be discussed determining risk
identification how sustainable construction project will be
analyzed. The determination of those concepts also consider
sustainable aspects (economic, social and environmental).
A. Analysis
A.1 Risk Identification
Risk identification on sustainable construction project are
summarized as follows table 3. Table Risks in Sustainable
Construction Projects.
B. Data Analysis
In this study, risk analysis uses fuzzy techniques to analyze
risk variables that have been prepared, subjects are treated
with fuzzy logic in handling ambiguity, subjectivity, and
inaccuracy in human reasoning when processing large and
complex volumes of data. Fuzzy stages include:
B.1.Fuzzification
Fuzzification input data is done to change input
which has definite truth values (crisp input) into the fuzzy
input form. Fuzzification is the process of converting a crisp
number into a membership value in a fuzzy set
The intention above is the fuzzification process to
determine the membership function by using a third type to
provide more precise description and get more accurate
results. In the fuzzy triangle set if it has 3 parameters,
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B.1.1 Risk Probability Levels on Member Functions
The scale of assessment of the frequency of occurrence
and the impact is adopted from the literature are used. On the
explanation of probability used in the aspects of economic,
social and environmental impact is the same statement, while
at the same time impact is different statement.
TABLE I. PROBABILITY OF A RISK THAT OCCURS (Pavloff et al.,
2009)
Numerically
1-2

Rating
Rare

3-4
5-6

Unlikely
Moderate

7-8

Most
likely
Almost
Certain

9-10

Explanation
Rare, very unlikely to occur over a
period of three years.
May occur in a three year period.
May occur at least once every three
years.
To occur at least once every three
years.
Almost certainly will happen
several times over a three-year
period.

This bellow description membership function on the
probability of risk.
Rare

1

Moderate

Unlikely

2

3

4

5

6

Likely

7

8

Almos certain

9

10
Probability

Fig. 3. Member Function at Risk Probability

The talk of the risk probability variable model above is 110, with fuzzy set domains: Rare (1-3) with the highest
membership degree (= 1) in number 1, Unlikely (2-5) with the
highest membership degree (= 1) in number 3.5, Moderate (47) with the highest degree of membership (= 1) in 5.5, Likely
(6-9) with the highest degree of membership (= 1) in numbers
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7.5 and almost certain (8-10) with membership degrees (= 1)
highest at number 10.
This below description the probability range 1-10;
TABLE II. RANGE OF PROBABILITY 1-10
Range Likehood 1-10
Likehood
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Range

Rare

1-3

Unlikely

3-5

Moderate

4-7

Likely
Almost
Certain

6-9
8-10

Code

Based on literature review, risk identification on sustainable construction project are summarized as follows;

A
A1
A2
A3
B
B1
B2
B3
B4
C
C1
C2
C3
C4
D
D1
E
E1

E2
F
F1
F2
G
G1
G2

TABLE III. TABLE RISKS IN SUSTAINABLE CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS.
Source
Source
Source
(Hwang
(Ismael et
(Pavloff,
et.al,
al, 2018)
et al
risk
2017)
2009)

Finance
High cost of sustainable materials and equipment
Investor does estimate high sustainability funds
sustainable building shipments that have an impact on project costs
and schedules
Maintenance / Legal Standards
Many green standards are currently voluntary; not required by law
Changes in Green Building Policy
Pollution Restriction
Import / eksport restrictions
Performance
Product performance and reliability
Use of untested materials, unknown quality of green ingredients.
Impact of post-construction or sustainability operations and
Performance
Concerns Green certification will be seen as a proper building code
and good development practice.
Consultants, Subconsulters & Subcontractors
Contractors and subcontractors agree to standards that are not in
their control.
Regulatory
The risk of regulatory demands becomes a punishment; if
regulations become an integral part of the meaning of being green,
there is a potential direct economic impact on business.
Risk that green regulations increase as the number of providers of
green products and services increases
Technology
lack potential technological sophistication and experience of certain
team members
Not familiar with new technology
Labor and Material Equipment
Lack of availability of green materials and equipment
Materials and equipment are easily damaged / temporary
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Source
(Darda et
al., 2014)

√
√

Source
(Apine,
2016)

√
√

√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√

√
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This figure bellow about specified impact membership
function;
Rare

Moderate

Likely

Almos certain

TABLE IV. FREQUENCY AND IMPACT RISK LEVEL (Pavloff et.al,
2009)

3

4

6

5

7

8

9

10
Probability

Low

Fig. 4. Member Function at Impact Risk

The talk of the risk impact variable model above is 1-10,
with fuzzy set domains: Rare (1-3) with the highest
membership degree (= 1) in number 1, Unlikely (2-5) with
the highest membership degree (= 1) in number 3.5,
Moderate (4-7) with the highest degree of membership (=
1) in 5.5, Likely (6-9) with the highest degree of
membership (= 1) in numbers 7.5 and almost certain (8-10)
with membership degrees (= 1) highest at number 10.
Due to the level of Membership function of modelling
the impact and probabiltas about the economic, social,
environment is the same, then the formation of a
membership function in describe as follows in the formula;
s≤ 1

0
very low =

s≤ 2 atau s≥3,5

0
low=

(s-2)/2,

2≤ s≥3,5

(5-s)/2,

3,5≤ s≥5

0
μ moderate =

atau s
5,5≤ s≥7

(s-4)/2,

4≤ s≥5,5

(s-6)/2,

μ Disaster =

s

(7-s)/2,

0
μ Major =

1≤ 1s≥ 3

(3-s)/2

(s-8)/2,

10

M

M

M

M

H

H

H

H

H

H

9

M

M

M

M

H

H

H

H

H

H

8

M

M

M

M

M

M

H

H

H

H

7

M

M

M

M

M

M

H

H

H

H

6

L

L

M

M

M

M

H

H

H

H

5

L

L

M

M

M

M

H

H

H

H

4

L

L

L

L

M

M

M

M

H

H

3

L

L

L

L

M

M

M

M

H

H

2

L

L

L

L

L

L

M

M

H

H

1

L

L

L

L

L

L

M

M

H

H

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Rare

Unlikely

Moderate

Likely

Almost Certain

Likelihood

Note: H - Height; M - Height; L - Low.

This bellow explanation of definition the risk level
TABLE V. RISK FACTORS (Asmarantaka, 2014)
Categories
Handling Steps
High Risk Risk
reduction should be made at a lower level
Medium Risk
Steps for Handling in a certain period
Low Risk
Improvement step if possible

examples
Based on the above matrix values, the following 2 of
logical rules are used as follows;
Rules (A): IF LIKELIHOOD ALMOST CERTAIN AND
IMPACT CATASTROPHIC THEN RISK
IS HIGH;
Rule (B): IF LIKELIHOOD LIKELY AND IMPACT
MAJOR THEN RISK IS MEDIUM;
B.3 Defuzzification

,

s≤ 6 atau s≥7,5
6≤ s≥7,5

(7,5-s)/2, 7,5≤ s≥λ
0

Moderate

2

Very Low

1

Potential Impact

Major

Disaster

Unlikely

flow using fuzzy techniques can be seen the risk flow
scheme to get a risk rating.

s≤ 8
8≤ s≥10

B.2 Inferent
In determining fuzzy rules to get risk level output can
use the frequency and impact table below, while the risk
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This study uses the Defuzzy Weighted Average method
commonly used. This method gives an average, weighted
by the level of truth, from the support values in which all
membership functions. Defuzzification converts the fuzzy
output to crisp value. This method takes the weighted
average value in the form of membership degrees so that z*
can be defined as follows:
.
z* = ∑ . � (kusumadewi, 2010)
where z is the crisp / rule value and � is the fire strength
for each rule
C. Results.
The research concept uses the fuzzy logic methodology.
The first step in this fuzzification process is to do fuzzy
input to determine the same probability information on
economic, social and environmental aspects. While the
determination of the impact of the three aspects has
different information. The second step in the inferior
process is determined by fuzzy rules. The third step
determines the risk rating of each aspect. After finding the
risk level, the concept of combining the three aspects with
the formula below is determined.
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This figure bellow plotting risk analysis to get a risk
rating with the fuzzy logic technique above
Identification Risk in Sustainable Construction
Project
Social Aspect

Economy Aspect

Fuzzification

Environmental Aspect

Probability Statement
Social Impact
Statement

Economy Impact
Statement
Economy Risk (Rx)

Environmental
Impact Statement

Social Risk (Rs)

Fuzzy
Inference

Environmental Risk (Rm)

Sustainable Construction Project Risk Level (Rsp) =
(Rec + Rso + Ren) / 3
Defuzzy Weight
Average

Level Risk

Fig. 5. Flowchart of Analyze Risk for Sustainable Construction Project

results of the research concept can be seen from the research
scheme above. Job risks on sustainable construction
projects have an influence on sustainable risk ratings
(economy, social risk, and environmental risk). In each of
these risks, there are calculations using fuzzy logic with
different impacts on the three aspects, but the probability
used is the same. So that the concept can be derived from
the formula;
Rsp

= (Rec + Rso + Ren)/3; Rec =

(p x Iec)

Rso = (p x Iso); Ren = (p x Ien)
Note:
Rsp = Risk of sustainable construction project
Rec = Economic risk; Rso = Social Risk
Ren = Environmental risk
p
= Probability (Economy, Social, Environmental)
Isp = Economy Impact; Iso = Social Impact
Ien = Environmental Impact

V.

RESULT & ANALYSIS

A. Conclusion
The risk level for a sustainable construction project can be
done by combining the level of economic risk, with a
formula found Rsp = (Rec+Rso+Ren)/3. With note Rsp is
Risk of sustainable construction Project, Rec is Economy
risk, Rso is Social Risk, Ren is Environmental risk. We
recognize that the problems underlying the proposed merger
process are in particular social risks and environmental risks
are complex. However, the risk information on a sustainable
construction project that integrates these three risks must be
accessible and understood by stakeholders. The merger
process is carried out simply based on the previous literature
on measuring financial, social and environmental
performance.
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B. Recommendation
a. Risk analysis for sustainable construction projects needs
to be tested for validity and reliability to find out the
reality in the field.
b. Because the concept of success is the incorporation of the
three economic, social and environmental aspects, the
theme needs to be reviewed on one of the major aspects,
for example, natural disasters, economic crises, and
others. Automatically because it is major, other aspects
will have no effect when the formula is used.
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Abstract— In designing the dimensions of open channel in
open pit mining, rainfall intensity, downstream runoff coefficient,
and catchment area are three amongst many factors that will
determine the amount of runoff water entering the pit and will
affect the dimensions of the open channels that are expected to
handle the runoff water discharge. This research was conducted
over two months at PT. ANTAM UBPN Sultra aimed to analyze
the effect of the selection method for calculating time of
concentration and rainfall plans for the dimensions of the drainage
that were needed to handle the runoff water. This research made
use of primary data from direct observation on the field and
secondary data based on rainfall data from BMKG station. Izzard,
William, and field observation method were employed to determine
the time of concentration, while maximum, average, and minimum
alternatives were used to determine the rainfall plans. Both factors
greatly influenced the value of rainfall intensity. The results of this
research were open channel (drainage) dimensions which were
calculated based on the analysis of several methods for rainfall
intensity. It is expected that the were appropriate and in accordance
with the needs of the mine openings so that mining operations
could run smoothly. (Abstract)
Keywords— Rainfall, Open Channel, Selection Method, Time
of Concentration, Drainage (key words)

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the process of mining using open pit method, a
pit is made by excavating the ground. Once the pit
is formed, runoff and groundwater will naturally
cause a flow down to the pit. Water in mining
environment gives many advantages, for instance
(a) to be used as a way to minimize dust, (b) to be a
water source in a mineral processing plant, and (c)
to operate drills (heavy machinery). In addition to
being a helpful component, water in the mining
environment can also cause flooding, leading to
both material and health loss. (Silwamba. 2015).
Geographically, Indonesia is located near the equator line,
causing it to have two seasons: rainy and dry season, which
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may increase the number of rainfall intensity, as it is one of the
hampering factors in the act of mining (Cahyadi et al. 2016).
The source of water flowing into the pit comes from
groundwater and rainwater. Water from rains that flows on the
land surface is known as runoff water, whereas groundwater is
rainwater that infiltrates land surface, found in a layer below
the ground (Sahoo et al. 2014). An increase in rainfall intensity
will affect the runoff volume, and If it is not handled correctly,
runoff water will cause flooding on the work floor, submerging
the ore that is to be mined, due to the excessive runoff water
volume. The occurrence of these problems will affect work
efficiencies of heavy equipment and will slow down mining
activities (Warsito et al. 2018).
Mine drainage system is carried out to overcome surface
water problem as supporting work in mining activities, but if
any issue relating surface water in mining area happens, mine
drainage system becomes a work priority (Cahyadi et al. 2018)
; (Widodo et al. 2018). The mine drainage system has many
components, including an open channel or a ditch that serves
as drainage to drain off excess water. Ditches are made to
prevent flooding in mining areas, especially in working areas
(Uli et al. 2017).
Some supporting case studies used in this research are the
results of previous similar studies, (Rantello. 2017), and
(Oryzoan. 2017). Rantello’s study was ۗonduۗted at PT.
ANTAM UBPN Southeast Sulawesi and focused on
determining what methods were needed to drain a flooded pit
due to the absence of mine drainage system. The study later
concluded that open channel is one of the most effective ways
to drain the pit, along with in pit pumping (Rantello. 2017).
Another study was done in PT. Jhonlin Baratama as the
increasing water level interferes with mining activities despite
having a well-designed drainage system as side support. After
the research has been conducted in the field, the study
concluded that the water level keeps increasing because the
open channel and sump had eroded so the dimensions get
smaller, causing rainwater flows freely on the working floor or
areas (Oryzoan. 2017).
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Studies have shown that in the act of mining, a drainage
system is needed to support and optimize mining activities.
The main factor in determining open channel dimensions is
rainfall intensity. Flooding that happens in a pit which already
has a drainage system indicates that analyzing how the rainfall
intensity calculated is necessary.
This study aims to analyze the effect caused by a different
method in calculating the time of concentration (using Izzard,
William, and field observation) and different alternatives in
calculating rainfall plan (using maximum, average, and
minimum alternatives) towards the dimensions of the open
channel. The purpose of designing an open channel is to result
in dimensions that can help control runoff water without
neglecting technical regulation.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The source of literature study done during this research
comes from books, journals, and thesis reports. Dewatering
concept in surface mines is very simple, since excavation with
a depth deeper than an aquifer will cause water to flow into the
pit, coming from fractures and surface runoff. The water flow
will interfere with mining activities, from lowering work
efficiencies to cause flooding and slope instability. Thus,
dewatering is needed to keep mining activities run safely
(Preene. 2015).
A. Rainfall Plan
First, The rainfall plan is ۗalۗulated using Gumۖel’s
distribution. This distribution is an extreme distribution that is
considered more applicable if compared with other methods
(Mujda and Pande. 1978). The equation of Gumۖel’s
distribution is formulated as follows:
XT = X + K. S (1)
Xt

= Rainfall Plan

X

= Rainfall alternatives
= Reduced Variate factor
= Standart Deviation (Sd)

K
S

B. Rainfall Intensity
Rainfall intensity is the height of rainfall water contained
in an area unit (1 m x 1 m) during a period of time. The greater
the intensity, the shorter the time period and the smaller the
area of the rainfall becomes, and vice versa. High-intensity
rainfall with a long time period rarely happens (Suroso. 2006).
There are a lot of methods to depict rainfall intensity in which
Mononobe method is one of them. Mononobe method is used
when rainfall data are daily data. The Mononobe method is
formulated as follows:

I=
R24
t

R24  24 
 
24  t 

2/3

(2)

= Rainfall intensity plans
= Time of concentration

C. Time of Concentration
In figuring rainfall intensity, time of concentration plays a
great role in the calculation process which is as a divider in the
Mononoۖe’s method. This study uses three methods to
determine the value of time concentration. Different results in
the time of concentration are then used as a comparison in
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designing open ۗhannel’s dimension. ɑll three methods have
different parameters, so it can be seen which methods are the
most optimal.
These methods are Izzard’s (1λ46), William’s (1λ22), and
value obtained on oۖservation. Izzard’s method uses a
coefficient based on surface smoothness as one of its
parameters. The equation for Izzard’s method is as follows:
tc =41,025(0,0007i + c) L0,33S-0,333i-0,667 (3)
i
c
L
S

= Rainfall Intensity, in./h
= Rettardance coefficient
= Length of the flow path, ft
= Slope of flow path, ft/ft

On the other hand, formula (3) has the value of (c) stands
between 0,07 for very smooth pavement to 0,012 for concrete
pavement and 0,06 for dense turf (Li and Chibber, 2008).
Meanwhile, William’s method (1λ22) is used only if the
catchment area is smaller than 129,5 km2 (Li and Chibber,
2008). William’s equation is presented as follows:
tc = 60 LA0,4D-1S-0,2 (4)
L
A
D
S

= Basin Length, mi
=Basin Area, mi2
=Diameter (mi) of a circular basin of area
=Basin Slope, %

The ۗatۗhment area’s diameter is one of the
parameters in William’s method. This parameter is a
differenۗe ۖetween William’s and Izzard’s method, where in
Izzard’s method the length used as a parameter is only the
length of upstream to downstream.
The last method used in this study is value obtained
from observation. This method only uses a total of rain
duration and days of rains happening during a period of time
(13 months). Because of the compatibility rate of this method
is higher than the other two methods, this method is
considered as the most representative one. The equation for
this method is formulated as follows:
tc

=�

(5)

�

D. Runoff (Discharge Water)
Rainwater from the precipitation process will flow on the
surface if it does not infiltrate below the soil. This flow is called
runoff water, as it flows from upstream to downstream, flowing
anywhere to the lowest surface. In the mining area, the lowest
level of the catchment area is the bottom of the pit. It is a
natural law that water will flow from higher to a lower area in
the form of river, small stream, or underground flow. In
designing the dimension of the open channel, a maximum
discharge is needed to be estimated so that the dimension could
handle the desired discharge accordingly. To estimate the value
of runoff (discharge) water, rational method (Kuchling. 1889)
can be used as an estimating method, as seen as follows:
Q = 0,278. C . I .A
Q
C
I
A

(6)

3

= Maximum discharge (m /s)
= Runoff Coefficient for the rational method
= Rainfall Intensity (mm/h)
= Catchment area (km2)
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E. Dimension of Open Channel
The open channel should be made inside or outside the pit
as a perimeter to control discharge water flowing into the pit.
In most mining sites across Indonesia, the open channel is
proven to be the most effective way to control the discharge
water as a drainage method, to keep the work condition to its
most effective (Preene. 2015). The most common shapes of
open ۗhannels are square, triangle “v”, and trapezoid (Rosadi.
2011). Among those three shapes, a trapezoidal shape is often
chosen to be the shape of an open channel used in Indonesian
mining sites. The trapezoidal shape is easy to maintain and has
the lowest construction budget, making it the top choice in
sites. Open channel with trapezoidal shape will work at its
optimum condition using a 60º angle inclination.
When determining the grade of the bottom hydraulic line,
sedimentation process of carried particles in water flow should
be considered as a factor, so the sediments will not interrupt
the water flow. To prevent sedimentation, the grade should be
between 0,25-0,5% (Pfleider. 1968). This study uses 0,25% for
the grade, while the value of (n) uses Manning’s roughness
ۗoeffiۗient. Manning’s formula for estimating open ۗhannel
dimension is formulated as follows:
Q = 1/n . A . S1/2 . R2/3
Q
A
S
R
n

Fig. 1. Runoff Water Flow

(7)

3

= Peak Discharge (m /s)
= Area (m2)
= Grade of the hydraulic line (%)
= Hydraulic radius (meter)
= Manning’s roughness ۗoeffiۗient

III. METHODOLOGY
This study is based on primary and secondary data
including catchment area topographic map, ten-year- rainfall
data (2008-2017), time-based rainfall data in 13 months, and
topographic map of the final pit. A step-by-step methodology
used in this study is seen in Fig. 1.
IV.

RESULT AND ANALYSIS

A. Catchment area
Downstream water flows from the hill on the south of the
pit is determined by the analysis based on the catchment area.
Water flow analysis using catchment area distribution is
depicted in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. 10 Year Period Rainfall Data.

B. Rainfall Data
Rainfall plans were calculated based on rainfall data
collected from Pomalaa’s ɒMɜG station. Fig. 3 shows rainfall
values on research area for 10 years.
C. Rainfall Plans Using Maximum Value Alternative
Calculation of rainfall plans using the maximum value
alternative was done by substituting X on Xt = X+ k . Sd on
gumۖell’s distriۖution method with the maximum value of
rainfall in ten years period (163 mm). The result of this
alternative is seen in Table I.
D. Rainfall Plans Using Average Value Alternative
Calculation of rainfall plans using the average value
alternative was done by substituting X on Xt = X+ k . Sd on
gumۖell’s distriۖution method with the average value of
rainfall in ten years period (113,3 mm). The result of this
alternative is seen in Table I.

Fig. 19. Research Steps.
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TABLE I.

TABLE COMPARISON OF RAINFALL PLANS USING SEVERAL
ALTERNATIVES
Open
Channels

Rainfall Plans Using Maximum Value Alternative
Sn a

1

RP b

Sx

29.34

Yt

c

K

d

Xt

e

TL

f

%

1

Sx

29,34

d (m)
Depth

g

0.37

1.24

199.38

75

3

0.90

-1.45

120.56

4

1.25

1.78

215.16

5

1.50

1.26

200

36

6

1.70

0.10

165.81

30.56

Maximum

%

Average

55.56
2

43.75

RP

Yt

K

Xt

TL

2

0.37

1.24

149.65

75

3

0.90

-1.45

70.83

55.56

4

1.25

1.78

165.43

5

1.50

1.26

150.27

36

6

1.70

0.10

116.08

30.56

2

Open
Channels

Minimum

d (m)
Depth

Sx

1

29,34

Yt

K

Xt

TL

%

2

0.37

1.24

107.38

2

75

3

0.90

-1.45

28.56

2

55.56

4

1.25

1.78

123.16

2

43.75

5

1.50

1.26

108

2

36

6

1.70

0.10

73.81
c.

2

Rainfall Return Period (RP)
e.

f.

Reduced Variate (Yt)

Factor Reduced Variate (K)
g.

Rainfall Plans (Xt)
h.

i.

Mine Period (TL)

Hydrology Risk (%)

TABLE RESULT OF THE TIME OF CONCENTRATION
SIMULATION USING THREE METHODS

Field Observation
Based

Izzard’s Method

T
(Hour)

Intensity

T
(Hour)

Intensity

T
(Hour)

Maximum

2.9

34

1.26

59.3

1.82

46.4

Average

2.9

18.3

1.26

31.9

1.82

25

Minimum

2.9

25.5

1.26

44.5

1.82

34.8

Alternative

TABLE III.

d (m)
Depth

b (m)
Base
width

b (m)
Base
width

B (m)
Top
Width

a (m)
Diagonal
Line

d (m)
Depth

b (m)
Base
width

0.49

0.99

0.49

0.43

0.49

II

0.67

0.77

0.77

0.77

0.67

0.77

I

0.38

0.44

0.89

0.44

0.38

0.44

II

0.60

0.69

0.69

0.69

0.60

0.69

I

0.34

0.39

0.78

0.39

0.34

0.39

II

0.53

0.61

0.61

0.61

0.53

0.61

Dimensions of Open Channels Based on
William’s Method Derived Rainfall Intensity
d (m)

b (m)
Base
width

B (m)
Top
Width

a (m)
Diagonal
Line

I

0.39

0.45

0.90

0.45

0.39

0.45

II

0.61

0.70

0.70

0.70

0.61

0.70

I

0.35

0.40

0.81

0.40

0.35

0.40

II

0.55

0.63

0.63

0.63

0.55

0.63

I

0.31

0.36

0.71

0.36

0.31

0.36

II

0.48

0.55

0.55

0.56

0.48

0.55

Open
Channels

Depth

Maximum
Average
Minimum

d (m)
Depth

b (m)
Base
width

Reduced Standard Deviation(Sn)
d.

TABLE II.

30.56

a (m)
Diagonal
Line

0.43

43.75

RP

B (m)
Top
Width

I

Rainfall Plans Using Minimum Value Alternative
Sn

b (m)
Base
width

Dimensions of Open Channels Based on
Izzard’s Method Derived Rainfall Intensity

2

Rainfall Plans Using Average Value Alternative
Sn

Dimensions of Open Channels Based on
Field Observation Derived Rainfall Intensity

William’s Method
Intensity

E. Rainfall Plans Using Minimum Value Alternative
The calculation of rainfall plans using the minimum value
alternative was done by substituting X on Xt = X+ k . Sd on
gumۖell’s distriۖution method with the minimum value of
rainfall in ten years period (71 mm). The result of this
alternative is seen in Table I.
F. Time of Concentration
The calculation of Time of concentration used in figuring
rainfall intensity was ۗalۗulated using 3 methodsμ Izzard’s,
William’s, and value from direۗt field observation. All three
methods resulted in a very different value for each method. The
Results of all methods are seen in Table II.

DESIGN COMPARISON USING SEVERAL ALTERNATIVES
Dimensions of Open Channels Based on
Field Observation Derived Rainfall Intensity

Open
Channels

d (m)
Depth

Maximum
Average
Minimum

b (m)
Base
width

B (m)
Top
Width

a (m)
Diagonal
Line

d (m)
Depth

b (m)
Base
width

I

0.35

0.40

0.80

0.40

0.35

0.40

II

0.54

0.62

0.62

0.63

0.54

0.62

I

0.31

0.36

0.72

0.36

0.31

0.36

II

0.49

0.56

0.56

0.56

0.49

0.56

I

0.27

0.32

0.64

0.32

0.27

0.32

II

0.43

0.49

0.49

0.50

0.43

0.49
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Fig. 3. Concept Dimension of Open Channel

G. Design Comparison
Based on the value of rainfall intensity seen above, figuring
the dimension of the open channel according to peak discharge
value was done by simulating all alternatives to conclude
which alternative is the best option. The results of simulation
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using each intensity values are depicted on Table III, while the
conceptual dimension of the open channel is presented in Fig.
4.

Fig. 4. Dimensions of the open channel for catchment area I

H. Analysis
The results above indicated that using the maximum value
alternative produced the biggest Xt value (199,38 mm), if it
was compared with the other two alternatives; the minimum
value alternative (Xt = 107, 38 mm) and average value
alternative (Xt = 149,65 mm). For the time of concentration,
the longest time was obtained from the value based on field
observation with 2,9 hour, while the izzard (1,26 hour) and
William (1,82 hour).
After the value of Xt has been estimated using 3
alternatives, that Xt is then gone through another trial to
calculate rainfall intensity with 3 different time of
concentration from three different methods with 2,9 hour for
field oۖservation’s value, 1,26 for Izzard’s method, and 1,82
hours for William’s method. Taۖle 4 shows that Izzard’s time
of concentration produced the biggest rainfall intensity in all
alternatives (maximum, average, and minimum) followed by
William’s method, and the lowest value was from field
observation value.
Scrutinizing the result of the simulation that has been done,
it can be concluded that the bigger the value of time
concentration will lead to lower rainfall intensity. This is the
opposite of the proposition that a high rainfall intensity affects
the dimensions of the open channel. A rise in rainfall intensity
value will generate in the higher number of the dimensions.
This conclusion is poured simply in the result of rainfall
intensity using Izzard’s method for its time of ۗonۗentration,
with a time of concentration of 1,26 hour resulting in rainfall
intensity of 59,3 mm (using a maximum alternative) and
produces a total dimension of 0,33 m2 and 0,77 m2 for open
channel 1 and 2.
In deciding which alternatives to be used in calculating
rainfall plans, there are factors to consider. One of them is the
compatibility rate between rainfall value and field situation.
During this study, for a two months long observation, the rain
frequencies on the research area were quite high, with low to
middle intensity. With this information to ponder, it was then
decided to use the maximum value alternative in the
calculating process. The decision to use the maximum
alternative was based on the purpose of this research itself
which was to design dimensions that are compatible and
optimum, even in a bad weather condition and high-intensity
rains.

Fig. 5. Dimensions of the open channel for catchment area II

To estimate rainfall intensity, concentration of time is
needed as one of its factors. From the three methods, there is a
value based on field observation which is the closest and
becomes the most appropriate in accordance with field
situation as it is collected by recording how long each rain lasts
on the research area.
After the maximum alternative and value of field
observation was decided as the concentration time, the
dimensions of the two open channels for each catchment area
could be seen in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. These channels were
designed for the purpose of supporting mining operations to
run smoothly.
V.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Conclusions
1) The best selected method was maximum valued rainfall
plans and field observation-derived time concentration to give
the maximum value to calculate rainfall intensity for the open
channel dimensions that should meet the pit’s needs.
2) Rainfall intensity was calculated based on the rainfall
plans using maximum value alternative (199,38 milimeter/
day) and field observation-derived time concentration (2,9
hour and therefore the rainfall intensity was 34 milimeter/
hour.
3) Rainfall intensity was used to find peak discharge (Q)
to determine the dimensions of the open channel. Based on the
peak discharge, there was one open channel for each
catchment area.The geometry of each open channel could be
seen in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.
B. Recommendation
1) It is better to calculate rainfall intensity based on the
maximum value of rainfall plans and time of concentration to
minimize or prevent flood in a pit mine.
2) When comparing several methods to determine rainfall
intensity, it is best to consider pit conditions so that the results
are in agreement with both theoretical and practical paradigm.
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Abstract— The operational phase of the road project is
considered successful when this type of facilities can improve the
community’s life. One of the criteria for the project that is defined
to be successful is by applying the concept of sustainable
development, consisting of three aspects namely economic,
environmental, and social aspect. This paper discusses social
aspect regarding the role of the community participation in road
construction projects. But in the existing practice, the application
of the process of community participation only exists in
environmental impact assessments and is considered as a form of
formality in obtaining a development permit. Previous researches
on community participation have been carried out in several
regions, such as public buildings and urban planning. However,
still limited researches have been conducted in the area of road
construction process. This paper investigates community
participation criteria using mean analysis. According to the
analysis, it was found 20 criteria of an appropriate community
participation in this type of project to achieve a more sustainable
highway project in Surabaya.
Keywords— road, community participation, sustainable
development, highway

I.
INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of technology responsive to
transportation infrastructure. Based on Indonesian Republic
Regulation No. 38 of 2004, roads are transport infrastructure
that covers all parts of the road, including buildings and
complementary equipment intended for traffic. The existence
of roads is very useful to facilitate the community in carrying
out daily activities. To support this, good management is
needed to carry out a successful road project. The operational
phase of the road project is expected to improve the
community's life in supporting their daily activities. One of
the success criteria for the project is by applying concept of
sustainable development as a solution to improve community
living standards by adapting natural resources and human
needs.
Elkington (1998) proposed that the concept of
development is based on integration of three fields, that is
environmental, financial, and social aspect, called the triple
bottom line (TBL). Sustainable development referred by
UNESCO definition refers to improving people's living
standards and implementing efficient development. In
addition, the utilization of our natural resources found in the
human environment must also be guaranteed for long-term
needs and considering the existence of future generations.
Community participation is one of the main points of
sustainable road development in the social field (Lawalata,
2013). Community participation is an activity that aims to
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realize the equality of rights for the people inhabit around the
road development. Community participation encourages the
community to becomes more critical in assess and criticize
policies that will and are being carried out by the government.
In the existing practices, in the context of infrastructure
project development activities the process of community
participation is usually carried out as part of the
Environmental Impact Analysis (Li et al., 2013) where is part
of the formal procedure to get the government approval in the
development process (Handayani, 2008). Several studies on
the concept of participation have also been carried out in
several fields, for example for toll road projects, public
buildings, urban planning, and other projects. But, currently
the criteria for measuring the performance of the public
construction process are still not clear enough.
As the second largest city in Indonesia, Surabaya has a
rapid road development project. The highly dynamic
mobilization of the population of Surabaya requires provision
of adequate roads both in terms of quality and quantity. In
connection with that, the road construction process can be in
line with the concept of sustainability. One effort to realize
sustainable development in infrastructure projects, including
in road development is through the implementation of
community participation principles.
This paper discusses social aspects regarding the role of
community participation in road construction projects. In
practice, formality to obtain building permits is applied to
environmental impact assessments (EIA). Previous researches
on community participation have been carried out in fields
such as public buildings and urban planning. However,
researches in community participation at road development
are still limited. Therefore, this study seeks to bridge the
definitions in the literature by finding criteria for community
participation that are in accordance with the context of
sustainable road infrastructure in the city of Surabaya. The
concept of participation that is appropriate for the
development of road projects can be formulated with the
criteria for measuring performance.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The existence of roads is the main thing in supporting
human movement activities, especially on land side. In
another sense, road construction coincides with the
development of human activities, both the development of the
area and the mobility of people and goods. The better quality
and availability of road infrastructure promotes the better ease
of activities for human being.
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A. Road Project
Road is a land transportation that is useful to facilitate the
community in carrying out daily activities. In Indonesia, the
existence of roads is regulated in Government Law Number 38
of 2004 concerning Roads. Road classification is an important
aspect that must be identified at first before delivering the road
design, because the road classification plan determines design
standard criteria.
B. Sustainable Development
It is necessary to apply the concept of sustainable
development to achieve a successful road project. The solution
to improving human living standards by adjusting the
limitations of natural resources with basic human needs is the
concept of sustainable development. Elkington (1998) argued
that the concept of sustainable development is based on the
integration of three dimensions namely environmental,
economic and social, called the triple bottom line (TBL).
Wheeler (2004) argued there are three pillars that support
sustainable concepts which interact with each other.
According to Budimanta (2005), how to view activities
carried out systematically and planned in order to improve the
welfare, quality of life, and human environment without
reducing access and opportunities for future generations to
optimize it is the meaning of sustainable development.
Moreover, sustainable development not only concentrates on
environmental issues (Marlina,2009). More broadly than that,
sustainable development encompasses three policy spheres:
financial development, social development, and environmental
protection.
In general, the concept of sustainable development is
dominantly seen in terms of the environment and the economy,
while on the social side it is slightly overlooked. Sustainable
roads must meet the functional requirements of community
development and economic growth, by reducing negative
impacts on the environment and utilizing natural resources,
during the project life cycle from conceptual phase to
operational phase have to consider the sustainability of the
road.
C. Concept of Sustainable Road
According to Greenroads (2011) road assessment
institutions, sustainable road is a road management activity that
applies environmental principles starting from the stages of
financing, process of planning or design, construction, road
maintenance, and handling the effects of climate change.
Whereas environmental principles are principles that focus and
prioritize to environmental preservation elements such as the
efficient use of water resource and energy resources, reduction
of waste and pollution, and a synergy of natural and artificial
environments. Community participation is an activity that aims
to realize equality of rights for the people domiciled in the area
around the road.
D. Concept of Stakeholder
In infrastructure projects, the role of stakeholders is very
important and influential in achieving a sustainable highway
project. The success of the project is influenced by many
conditions including the management of stakeholders or
stakeholders associated with the project. According to
Freeman (1984), stakeholders are a community group or
individual who influence and influence each other in
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achieving certain goals of the organization. Wibisono (2007)
posited that the notion of stakeholders is a person or group that
has a direct / indirect interest, and can influence or be
influenced by the activities and existence of the company.
To achieve sustainability in road projects, it is very
important to identify the parties involved, what needs to be
done, and what resources are involved or needed. Koppenjan
et al (2004) argued the way to find out the interests of
stakeholders can be approached by forming networks that can
involve stakeholders by learning perceptions, goals, and
resources to get mutual benefits. According to Ghozali &
Chariri (2007), the concept of stakeholders is that a company
is not an entity that only operates for its own sake, but is useful
for stakeholders. Thus, the existence of a project is strongly
influenced by the support provided by stakeholders to the
project, so that the needs of each party can be fulfilled.
E. Project Stakeholder
In order for the desires and needs of each party in a project
to be realized in a joint project to achieve goals and objectives,
it is necessary to identify the organization or individual, both
internally and externally, which will influence the project and
must be anticipated during the project. Individuals, groups,
and communities can be said as stakeholders if they have
characteristics that is power, legitimacy, interests in the
program, as expressed by Budimanta et al (2008).
Soemanto (2007) categorized it into four groups,
including government, private sector, non-governmental
organizations (NGOs), and communities. Sukada (2007)
revealed that the degree of stakeholder relevance to company
activities was weighed with three things, namely power,
legitimacy, and urgency. Stakeholder involvement is
determined based on the degree of relevance or conformity
with the existence and program to be held.
According to Li et al. (2013), failure to respond and fulfill
community expectations can lead to opposition from
stakeholders and can lead to project failure. Thus,
infrastructure must provide community satisfaction to achieve
success. Chan et al. (2002) defined satisfaction as the level of
happiness of people affected by a project. Because
infrastructure projects affect the community not only in the
short or medium term, the success of infrastructure projects
must ensure that they can have a positive impact on the
community over a long period of time during the project life
cycle.
F. Concept of Community Participation
One effort to realize sustainable development in
infrastructure projects is by implementing the principle of
community participation. In general, Arnstein (1969) proposed
a model called "Citizen Participation Ladder". In this concept,
a participation define based on the power of society to
determine the end product. Each rung on a ladder of Citizen
Participation Ladder is described based on "corresponding to
the extent of citizen's power in determining the plan and/or
program". Cohen (1977) defined participation into four types
based on participation systems and participation mechanisms.
Hobley (1996) argued participation classified into seven
types of participation. From several meanings of community
participation by some experts mentioned above, it can be
concluded that community participation is an activity that
involves the community not only in the implementation phase,
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but also involving the community in planning and development
phase. Furthermore, simply community participation is
voluntarily involvement of a person (individual) or a group of
people in a set of activities starting from the planning process,
executing process, and developing process of a program.
Participation intend to give opportunities to the community in
expressing their opinions to assess ongoing programs.
G. Concept of Community Participation at Sustainable
Development
The relationship between sustainable development and
community participation have discussed in several previous
studies. Silvius (2016) argued the process of participation
shows a positive influence on the success of the project. Bal
(2013) argued involvement of participation in construction
projects promote the integration of design concepts to achieve
sustainable targets.
Lim (2008) proposed the process of participation among
key decision makers and the community tends to improve the
consistency of project results that support the sustainable
concept. Aaltonen (2010) believed to reduce the risk of
stakeholders who are at odds with the project, by involving
stakeholders in project development and implementation as
well. Basically, several studies on stakeholder participation
and involvement show the positive impact on the project
success to achieve a sustainable project.
H. Concept of Community Participation in Contruction
Projects
According to Creighton (2005), community participation is
purpose to get involvement from a lot of people, although it is
possible to reach each individual. Then, Meshack (2004)
emphasized that participation is a process of communication,
in terms of sharing information, power, attitudes, and interests.
According to Sanoff (2007), actual participation not only aims
to reach agreement, but also involving people to change and
adjust their daily environment purposively and meaningfully.
In this study, the concept of community participation is
defined as the process of involving people whom positively
and negatively affected by road development projects and
becoming road users in the decision-making process.
According to Shan (2011), community participation can be a
challenge to implement, because some organizations have a
unique attitude about the value of participation, and are
concerned that citizen’s active involvement can cause chaos
and social conflict. However, Chan (2007) in general, the
community is not entitled to participate in formulating a
development plan, but can express their opinions and concerns
about a particular project milestone, as well as find out
information about the conditions on several projects.
I. Concept of Community Participation in Indonesia
In Indonesia, the legal basis for implementing community
participation is the 1945 Constitution, which states that
participation is a basic right of citizens, and political
participation as a basic principle of democracy. The process
of community participation is more possible in the era of
reform. As a result, the community becomes more critical and
open to assessing and criticizing the procedures that will be
implemented by the government.
Ideally, the process of good community participation is
when it can be done by fulfilling the rules of participation. The
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city of Surabaya as the second largest city in Indonesia has a
rapid level of road development. The existing conditions with
the highly dynamic mobilization of the population of
Surabaya require the provision of adequate roads and
improvements. The research variables obtained by the
literature study in the previous chapter, were the criteria of
community participation that were suitable for the
construction project. Table I describes the criteria for
community participation obtained from previous research in
accordance with the sustainable concept.
TABLE I. RESEARCH VARIABLES
No.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14
15

16

17

18

19

Criteria for Community
Participation
Participation process involving all
the community affected.
The participation process involves
affected communities from the
initial stages of the project.
The implementation process gets
high participation from affected
communities.
The participation process provides
information that fits the needs of
affected communities.
The participation process is carried
out transparently, so that affected
communities can easily search for
general information relating to the
project.
There is specific rule in
implementing the participation
process.
The participation process is carried
out in two way communication
(interactive).
The participation process is carried
out at all times throughout the
project life cycle (not only at
several project stages).
The participation process involves
all groups (without being restricted
by gender or social status)
There are appropriate facilitators or
moderators in the participation
process.
The participation process can
increase knowledge or build the
capacity of affected communities
to understand the problems being
discussed.
The participation process can build
understanding between all
stakeholders involved.
There is sufficient time to carry out
the participation process (enough
time for affected communities to
receive, understand, and respond to
the information provided).
All parties involved respect the
process carried out.
The results of the participation
process decisions are delivered
equally to all affected
communities.
The results of the participation
process decisions can be accepted
by the affected communities.
There is cost effectiveness in
implementing the community
participation process.
The results of decisions can be
agreed upon by the broadly
affected communities, so the
decisions have strong legitimacy.
The results of the participation
process are comprehensive plans
(considering many aspects and
interests as a whole).

Source
(Blackstock,2012),
(CANARI,2004),
(Bickerstaff,2002), (Luyet,2012)
(Blackstock,2012),
(CANARI,2004), (Luyet,2012),
(Reed,2008)
(CPPE,2000)
(Blackstock,2012),
(CANARI,2004), (Luyet,2012),
(Carr,2012)
(Blackstock,2012),
(Bickerstaff,2002), (Luyet,2012)

(Luyet,2012), (Carr,2012)
(Blackstock,2012),
(CANARI,2004), (Luyet,2012),
(Carr,2012)
(CANARI,2004),
(Bickerstaff,2002)
(Blackstock,2012),
(CANARI,2004), (Luyet,2012),
(Carr,2012)
(Blackstock,2012), (Luyet,2012),
(Carr,2012), (Reed,2008)

(Blackstock,2012), (Luyet,2012),
(Flannery,2011)

(Blackstock,2012), (IAIA,2006)

(Luyet,2012)

(CANARI,2004), (Luyet,2012),
(Woltjer,2002)
(Blackstock,2012)

(Blackstock,2012), (Carr,2012)

(Blackstock,2012), (Carr,2012)

(Blackstock,2012), (Carr,2012)

(Blackstock,2012)
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No.
20

21

Criteria for Community
Participation
The results of the participation
process are adaptive to the context
(can be adapted to the conditions
around it)
The results of participation
decisions can be applied in the
field.

Source

(IAIA,2006), (Ng,2012)

(Blackstock,2012)

The focus of this research is on determining the criteria for
community participation in sustainable road projects in the city
of Surabaya. This study is intended to bridge the gap exists in
the literature by finding criteria for community participation
that are appropriate for the context of road development to
achieve sustainable infrastructure in Surabaya. The concept of
participation that is appropriate for the construction of road
projects can be formulated by identifying criteria for
measuring road performance. Based on these criteria, an
assessment or evaluation of the implementation of the existing
concepts can be carried out.
III. METHODOLOGY
Research methodology is a set of analysis used to answer
the problems described in the introductory chapter.
Sedarmayanti (2002) defined research methodology as a
discussion of theoretical concepts, advantages and
disadvantages in research. Methodology testing is study of the
steps in using a method. Quantitative methods were chosen
because so far there has not been much research in the field of
community participation using this approach.
Based on data from the Public Works Agency of the roads
and the Government of Surabaya, the length of roads in the city
of Surabaya up to 2010 was 1,421.51 km and the total length
of roads was 3,334 m. The object of this research is 3 types of
road networks that were built during the reform period, which
began in 1998, because during the reformation period the
opportunity for the community to participate was open. The
purpose of this study is to provide a description of the criteria
for community projects in the city of Surabaya.
A. Questionnare Preparation Method
The measurement scale used in this study is a Likert Scale,
that is a scale that converts questions into statements and asks
respondents to express their level of agreement with the
statement by marking boxes or circling their answers. The use
of the Likert Scale is considered appropriate for measuring
social opinion, attitudes and symptoms. Research variables are
social symptoms that have been specifically determined by
researchers.
Sekaran (2003) claimed advantage of this method is that
many statements can be included without consuming many
places, quite simple to answer by the respondent, and simple
enough to be marked and analyzed by the researcher. Before
the main survey was conducted, this study conducted a pilot
test first. Ng et al (2010) argued that the existence of a pilot test
aims to understand the current situation and verify the
suitability of variables. These pilot test aims to ensure that the
questionnaire and cases to be given do not cause bias or
misunderstanding.
B. Data Collection
This study aims to define the relationship or correlation
between risk factors and their impact. Risk factors and their
effects are observed at the same time, meaning that each
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subject of the study is only observed once. According to
Notoatmodjo (2002), a research conducted to study the
dynamics of correlation between risk factors and their effects,
with approaches, observation or data collection at one time
(point time approach) commonly called as a cross-sectional
survey.
It means that each research subject was only observed once
and the measurements were made on the status of the character
or subject variable at the time of examination. This does not
mean that all research subjects were observed at the same time.
This study uses a cross-sectional data collection method
because it focuses on the analysis of a large group of
respondents' perceptions and is not related to the investigation
of changes in object processes.
Questionnaires are the instruments most often used to
obtain qualitative data. The questionnaire aims to find more
complete information about a problem. Respondents do not
need to feeling worried if they give an answer that is not in
accordance with the reality. Respondents were asked to give an
assessment of each variable. The questionnaire was distributed
to the community in the area of the road project in Surabaya.
One week after distribution, each respondent will be contacted
to remind them that the questionnaire will be taken back in two
weeks.
The questionnaire was taken two weeks after being given
to the respondent. It is expected that the return rate of the
questionnaire can reach 70-80% to convince the representative
of the sample (Hadi,2004). The questionnaire is both closed
and open. In closed questionnaire, respondents answer the
questionnaire questions by choose several answer choices with
different weight. In open questionnaire, respondents write their
answer at the blank sheet in accordance with their wishes and
circumstances.
IV. RESULT & ANALYSIS
The first stage is a preliminary survey to measure the level
of relevance of the criteria completed in the previous chapter
using a Likert Scale. Preliminary survey is useful to reduce the
variables obtained from the literature review by means of
expert judgment. The second stage is main survey which
contains methods of data collection using questionnaires. The
source of the questionnaire data was taken from the processed
data from the preliminary survey that had been developed.
A. Criteria for Community Participation
Preliminary survey aims to measure the level of relevance
of the variables described in the previous chapter. This study
focuses on construct validity to see the validation of the criteria
to be used. The researcher conducted a preliminary survey by
submitting a questionnaire testing to the experts and
practitioners in the form of assessment and opinion. Judgment
was carried out on seven lecturers and practitioners as experts
in sustainable development, community participation, and
highway construction, related to the experience possessed by
theoretical experts.
The researcher gets directions on the suitability in the
language used in each question so that there is no bias towards
the perception or opinion given. Based on the expert judgement
and suitability of the theory in question in this study, the
questionnaire is feasible to be distributed to respondents. From
these results, if the average value of the variable is in the range
of 2.5 to 5, it can be concluded that the results of expert
judgment are relevant.
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Preliminary survey produced an average value between 2.5
– 5, whereas the value indicates the level of relevance of the
variable. From the results of the preliminary survey analysis,
20 variables were said to be relevant to be tested as Criteria for
Community Participation to Achieve Sustainable Road
Projects in the City of Surabaya. At this stage, the researcher
conducted a survey using a questionnaire. The source of the
questionnaire data was taken from the processed data from the
preliminary survey which had been developed with seven pilot
tests on prospective respondents. Questionnaires function as a
means to collect data needed by researchers who can later be
analyzed to get results in accordance with the objectives.
The survey at this stage used a sample with a population of
several communities, government employees, and contractors
who have participated in the process of participation in road
construction in Surabaya. The respondents obtained for this
study were 300. All data was collected in a period of 19 days.
The collection of questionnaire data was processed using
statistical methods. The results of the data were then further
analyzed and interpreted in order to get results in accordance
with the objectives.
From the results of the preliminary survey analysis, 20
variables were said to be relevant to be tested as criteria for
community participation in achieving a sustainable highway
project in Surabaya. Furthermore, all the variables that are said
to be relevant in this preliminary survey were used as a
reference for the implementation of the main survey. Main
survey was delivered to find out the criteria that are considered
the most influential for achieving a sustainable highway
project in the city of Surabaya. Tests conducted to obtain these
criteria are the mean test.
TABLE II. MEAN TEST
Criteria for
Community
Participation
Involve all
representatives
of affected
communities.
The results of
the
participation
process
decisions are
delivered
equally to all
affected
communities.
The results of
participation
decisions can
be applied in
the field.
The results of
the
participation
process
decisions can
be accepted by
the affected
communities.
Providing
information
that fits the
needs of
affected
communities.

Totality
Mean
Rank

Category
Government
Contractor
Mean
Rank
Mean
Rank

Community
Mean
Rank

4.41

1

4.3

1

4.48

1

4.42

1

4.27

2

4.12

6

4.13

9

4.36

2

from the results of the analysis of the Mean Test it can be
concluded that the five criteria with the highest ranking in the
process of community participation to achieve a sustainable
highway project in the city of Surabaya are:
1. Involving all representatives of affected communities,
with a mean value of 4.41. The criterion was also
reinforced by the perception of the government, the
private sectors, and the community which also concluded
that this criterion were ranked first.
2. The results of the decision on the participation process are
delivered equally to all affected communities, with a
mean value of 4.27. These criteria are supported by
perceptions of the community category, but are not
supported by the private and government categories. The
government category considered that this criterion is
ranked sixth, while the private category considered this
criterion to be ranked ninth.
3. The results of the participation decision can be applied in
the field, with a mean value of 4.27. These criteria are
supported by perceptions of the community category, but
not in the private and government categories. Both
categories provide the fourth level for this criterion.
4. The results of the participation process decision can be
accepted by the affected community, with a mean value
of 4.24. This criterion is supported as the fourth highest
ranking according to the community category. However,
it differs from the government category which positions
that this criterion ranks second highest. It is also different
from the private category which considered this criterion
to be not very important, with the position ranked tenth.
5. Providing information that is in accordance with the
needs of affected communities, with an mean value of
4.23. According to the private category, this criterion is
ranked the second highest, while according to the
community category is in seventh position. Whereas
according to the government category, this criterion is
ranked tenth.
Based on the mean test that has been done, there were
differences in perceptions of these criteria.
CONCLUSION

4.27

3

4.15

4

4.25

4

4.32

3

4.24

4

4.23

2

4.12

10

4.28

4

4.23

5

4.03

10

4.33

2

4.26

7

The researcher looked at the respondents' perceptions as
a whole, based on the perceptions of the community,
government, and the private sector. As described in Table II,
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Based on the results of research conducted on the research
"Criteria for Community Participation to Achieve Sustainable
Highway Projects in the City of Surabaya" the following
conclusions were obtained:
1. There are 20 criteria for measuring the criteria for
community participation that can achieve a sustainable
highway project in the city of Surabaya. Three highest
ranking criteria to achieve a sustainable road project in
the city of Surabaya are involve all representatives of
affected communities, the results of the participation
process decisions are evenly distributed to all affected
communities, and the results of participation decisions
are acceptable to affected communities.
2. There are different perceptions between categories
(community, government and private sector) regarding
the criteria for community participation in achieving a
sustainable highway project in Surabaya. Significant
differences are seen in the government and community
categories. Perceptual differences that occur in certain
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criteria, such as: providing information that is in
accordance with the affected community, the
participation process is carried out in two directions
(there is a dialogue process), there are appropriate
facilitators or moderators in the participation process, etc.
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Abstract - Indonesia is ranked in 7th (2.81%) while leading
producers of peanuts; China, India, and Nigeria own 64% of the
world's total peanut production. Peanuts not yet considered as
superior commodity although its potential to increase farmers'
income as cash crops quite enormous compared to other crops.
To increase its added value a peanut processing agro-industry is
proposed to be UKM (Small and Medium Enterprises) that will
synergize with cooperative institutions (KUD) in peanut
producer centers. From the mapping results showed that
supporting factors of peanut for agroindustry in Indonesia are
Land Size; Productivity; Planting/Harvesting Period; Interest of
Farmers;Price; Marketing; Venture Capital; and Consumer
Interest. The study problem is to which extent peanuts
potentiality to be produced into peanut butter by identifying
important factors that support peanuts.The data used are
secondary data from BPS 2018 in time series data from 2014 to
2018.Forecast data for 2019–2021 obtained from BPS, Balitkabi,
Pusdatin, and Ministry of Agriculture.The analysis methods are
descriptive analysis followed by Analytical Hierarchy Process.
The research conclusion is peanut potentiality can be improved
by expanding plantation areas and increasing its productivity so
will be adequate for peanut butter agroindustry if the production
is high and consumer demand in peanut butter also high.

Keywords: Peanut potentiality, Agroindustry, Peanut
Butter
JEL Classification: L
I. INTRODUCTION
Peanuts (Arachis Hypogaea) or known as peanut,
groundnut, earthnut, pinder are plants that were first
discovered in South America around 950 S. M, then
developed into Africa and North America. Initially peanuts
for animal feed then began to be consumed by humans
around the end of the 19th century (Woodroof, 1983).
Peanuts are cheap foods but are widely used as a source of
nutrition by residents throughout the world. (Reese &
Lehrer, 1999). On a diet program, consuming peanuts is
very good because it contains a lot of nutrients and can
reduce Body Mass Index (BMI) (Griel, et al. 2014). Peanuts
contain phytosterol which can reduce cholesterol and
triglyceride levels, by holding back the absorption of
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cholesterol from food circulated in the blood and reducing
the reabsorption of cholesterol from the liver, while
maintaining HDL cholesterol. As we know that cholesterol
is one of the causes of heart disease. The fact is, the
agricultural peanut commodities are very easily damaged
and require further processing, one of the processing
businesses that is easy and widely consumed by the people
in their daily lives, namely by processing it into peanut
butter for bread spread other types of bargains or fillers
(Astawan and Wahyudi, 1991). So that it takes a company
that processes agricultural
commodities,
called
Agroindustry (Machfoedz, 2015).
Opportunities for peanut agroindustry are very
bright because there are many potential resources can be
optimized efficiently and effectively. Peanuts are one type
of legumes that have the potential to be strategically
sufficient to be developed into processed products that are
oriented to agro-industry. The development of peanut
agroindustry will be beneficial because of the availability of
fertile land, suitable climate, and abundant labor
availability. The level of demand for peanuts, which
continues to increase from home and abroad, provides an
important opportunity for Indonesia to fulfill this demand
by developing peanuts as a superior product. In America,
more than 500,000 kg/year of peanuts are produced, mostly
consumed in the form of fried peanuts, peanut butter, peanut
oil and various other food preparations. Today everyone in
America consumes around 2,903 kg/capita/year of peanuts
where half is consumed in the form of peanut butter for
bread spread (USDA 2010). According to FAOSTAT 2009
data, 85% of the peanuts available in Indonesia are food
items with a consumption rate of 2.4 kg/capita/year. Peanuts
are consumed in the form of peanut sauce, distilled food
(boiled, fried, roasted/oven); bakery products, wet and dry
cakes; peanut flour; oil; and peanut butter. Thus, the
availability of raw materials for peas and peanut seeds is
very important related to the fulfillment of community
nutrition and food security (Ginting, et al. 2015).
Based on the ranking of the world's major peanut
producer countries, Indonesia ranked 7th with a market
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share of 2.81% of world peanuts. The three leading
producers of peanuts in the world are China, India, and
Nigeria, with a share of production of almost 64% of the
world's total peanut production (FAOSTAT, 2014).
In Indonesia, peanuts nationally are not yet considered a
superior commodity. Whereas the potential of this plant in
increasing farmers' income, as cash crops is quite enormous
compared to other crops. (Sumarno,2015).
The harvested area for peanut plants in Indonesia in
2018, around 373,000 ha which produces peanuts
amounting to 512,000 tons/year with average productivity
of 13.73 ku/ha. Of the ten central provinces, the cumulative
production contribution of 72.55% is spread in 4 provinces,
where East Java province contributes the largest or 30.39%
of national peanut production. Furthermore, Central Java,
West Java, and D.I Yogyakarta, contributed 18.71%,
12.18% and 11.28% respectively to national peanut
production. The other six provinces, namely, West Nusa
Tenggara, South Sulawesi, East Nusa Tenggara, Banten,
South Kalimantan, and North Sumatra, contributed under
6% to national peanut production. (BPS, 2018).
Considering that rice fields and peanut fields in Indonesia
belong to the people, then the regions that produce the
biggest peanuts should think of increasing the added value
of peanuts which can have an impact on increasing people's
incomes, especially peanut farmers. In other words, not only
think of on-farm but also off-farm. One of the biggest
peanut producing regions in Indonesia is Tuban Regency,
East Java with five biggest producing sub-districts, namely
Tuban, Merakurak, Palang, Semanding, and Kerek
Districts. According to 2018 statistics, Tuban has a harvest
area of around 21,000 - 28,000 ha. The average yield of
crops is 3.0 - 4.5 tons/ha. The peanuts planted are Spanish
type with an average planting period of 90 - 95 days, with a
spacing of 40 cm x 10 cm (1 seed/hole). In the 2018 harvest
of superior varieties Hypoma 1 was launched to be planted,
where Hypoma 1 is a crossing of local varieties of Tuban
and local varieties of Lamongan. Hypoma 1 is in great
demand by Agroindustry because of its high production, can
increase production of 1-2 tons/ha and good quality.
Because of the geographical location of Tuban Regency
near the sea, the land contains salt, thus making the taste of
peanuts to be naturally savory. (kabartuban.com)
Marketing peanut crops in Tuban area currently
deposited to two crunchy bean factories in Pati, Central Java
which are the Dua Kelinci and the Garuda (Garuda Food)
bean factories. When demand from these two companies
become less or decreases then peanut price at the farmer
level will also goes down. The marketing from peanut crop
depends on these two companies. The price of wet skin
beans from farmer is purchased at average price of IDR
8,0000/kg. When there is a price decline, peanuts are only
purchased at IDR 5,500/kg, although with this price they
don’t lose, IDR 5,500 /kg as selling price is enough to cover
production cost although can bring only very little profit.
Moreover, at the moment of grand harvest usually make the
price also falls due to abundant stock of peanuts, but without
or not much demand from these two crunchy bean factories.
As a result, instead of rotting many farmers sell these
peanuts at low price in the market (Kabtuban.go.id)
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From existing fact above, it should be became a
thought to establish a stable groundnut price because
agriculture commodity of wet peanut are not resistant to
storage, easily get rotten or spoiled and prone to mold. Then
the best solution for these problems is to make the peanut
commodity being processed so it will stay longer or has
durability during storage time. One of the best solutions is
to establish a peanut processing agroindustry which aims to
inۗrease the added value of peanuts so that the farmers’
incomes increase and able to open new jobs to make
unemployed workers are absorbed.
The reason for choosing peanut butter processing
agro-industry in this study refer to the fact that peanut butter
is consumed by Indonesians every day as a spread of fresh
bread or for mixed ingredients to make other food
preparations. So peanut butter has almost become daily
staple food for Indonesian. This is a good prospect for
establishing a peanut butter agroindustry because demand
will constantly exist. Another reason is that the process of
making peanut butter is including simple because it does not
require complicated and expensive machinery and
equipment.
Considering the institutional aspect of agro-industry
that will be established is very important then to do a study
on this matter is necessary, with a proposal idea to make one
cooperative organization in the form of Village Unit
Cooperatives (KUD) that will be synergized with peanut
processing agro-industries into SME scale peanut butter
(Small and Medium Enteprises) in peanut producer centers.
The cooperative institutions are chosen because
cooperatives are institutions that align with the personality
of the Indonesian nation based on family principles.
Cooperatives also have the potential to encourage economic
development and reduce poverty (Bybby, 2005 and
Birchall, 2013). The primary reason for choosing a
cooperative is because cooperatives are business models
that offer solution in terms of capital or financing solution
to support those who pioneering a new business that does
not have large financial strength, then it can be anticipated
by the form of cooperation in starting a business in the form
of cooperatives (Bhuyan and Olson, 1997). In addition to
these advantages cooperatives as a form of business can
enable Small and Medium Enteprises (SMEs) to strengthen
their position in the market (Masurel and Jansen, 1998), and
when using cooperatives allow members to survive
independently and be able to compete in the relevant
market.
As aforementioned for the background of this
research plan, an overview of the largest peanut producing
areas in Indonesia has been given, namely Tuban Regency.
However, this area has not shown a significant impact on
increasing farmers' income. This impact was experienced
because of several factors, including institutional,
technological, capital, and synergy between agro-industry
actors and farmers.
Based on this fact, the purpose of this study was to
determine the extent of the feasibility of peanuts to be made
into peanut butter agroindustry. It is hoped that the benefits
of this research will be a source of information for
businesses in several peanut production centers in Indonesia
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to implement peanut butter agroindustry development to
increase the value of peanuts and improve community
welfare through increased income.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
At present, peanut productivity in Indonesia in
average is 1.35% tons/hectare. China and the United States
have productivity of 3.61% tons/hectare and 4.73
tons/hectare. This still opens opportunities for Indonesia to
increase its productivity.
There were fourteen varieties (Table 1) with
productivity above 3 tons/hectare released by Puslitbangtan
until 2009 (Puslitbangtan, 2009). In 2010-2012 five new
varieties were released with the productivity of more than 3
tons/ha (Kasno, 2014). Until today, nineteen varieties have
been released with potential yield above 3 tons/ha, these
varities numbers show that Indonesia has great a potential
in increasing the productivity of peanuts to increase
domestic production. Until 2014, thirty-seven peanut
varieties had been released in Indonesia but only fewer
varieties found in the field. The increase of production or
sustainable productivity depend on the success of
developing superior varieties (Purnomo, J. and Harnowo, D.
2015).
Table 1. Superior Peanut Varieties
No

1.
2
3
4
5
6

Name

7

Kelinci (87)
Jerapah (98)
Kancil (01)
Tuban (03)
Talam 1 (10)
Hypoma 1
(12)
Hypoma 2
(12)
Takar 1 (12)
Takar2 (12)
Garuda 5
(13)
Talam 2 (14)
Talam 3 (14)
Tala 1 (16)
Tala 2 (16)

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Pod
(seed)

Averag
e yield
(ton/h)

4
2
2
2
2
2

2,3
1,92
1,7
2
2,3
2,3

Potenti
al
harvest
(ton/h)
4,3
4
3,5
3,2
3,2
3,7

Harves
t age
(days)
95
90-95
90-95
90-95
90-95
91

(gr/100
seeds)
45
45-50
35-40
35-38
50,3
36,4

2

2,4

3,5

90

31,2

2
2
2

3
3
2,84

4,25
3,8
3,5

90-95
85-90
85-96

65,5
47,6
36,4

2
2
2
2

2,5
2,6
2,62
2,61

4
3,7
3,23
3,11

90-95
90-95
85
90-95

43,4
38,0
35,0
42,7

The contribution of peanut commodities from
several provinces in the country for last five years is seen in
terms of area dispersal within ten provinces with a
contribution of 88.41% of the total harvested area of peanuts
in Indonesia. Of the ten central provinces, the four largest
provinces are in the Java region with a contribution of
70.91% or an average area of 87.10 thousand hectares. East
Java is the province with the largest peanut harvest area,
where the average harvested area reaches 144.59 thousand
hectares, contributing 29.43% to the average national
harvest area. Central Java ranked second with an average
harvest area of 88.74 thousand hectares, contributing
18.06% to the average national harvest area. The 3rd and
4th rank are D.I. Yogyakarta, and West Java with
contributions of 13.56 % and 9.86% respectively to the
national harvest area. Six other central provinces with
contributions each below 6% of the national harvest area
(Figure 1).

Seeds

Source: Leaflets-Varieties, Balitkabi 2016
The fat content of peanuts is quite high, around
47.7%. The peanut fat content is highest among all types of
beans, even with several other food crop commodities
(Table 2).

Fig. 1. Province of Central Peanut Harvest Area in
Indonesia from 2011-2016
Source: Pusdatin Pertanian-Ministry of Agriculture 2016
From its productivity aspect, over the past five years
the highest productivity average was in West Java 16.30
ku/ha, 2nd ranked Gorontalo 16.07 ku/ha, and 3rd and 4th
ranked West Sumatra and West Nusa Tenggara,
respectively 14.40 ku/ha. The highest productivity growth
per hectare is in West Java, which is 3.54% per year, and
the regions with the lowest productivity growth are
Gorontalo and West Sumatra with an average growth of
minus 2.26% per year and minus 0.69% per year (Figure 2).

Table 2. Nutrient Content of Peanuts and Various Food
Ingredients (per 100 grams)
Commodity
Rice
Corn
Taro (Bulbs)
Cassava (tuber)
Tubers(bulbs)
Soybean
Peanut
Green Beans

Water(g)
12
10
70
62
70
10
5,4
10

Protein
(g)
7,5
10
1
1,8
5,0
35,0
30,4
22,0

Carbohydrate
(g)
77,4
70,0
26,0
92,5
85,8
32,0
11,7
60,0

Fat
(g)
1,9
4,5
0,3
1,0
18,0
47,7
1,0

Fiber
(g)
0,9
2,0
1,5
2,5
3,3
4,0
2,5
4,0

Source: Purnomo and Purnamawati (2007)
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4). In 2011-2015 the average price growth rate at the
producer and consumer level was 6.61% per year and
11.87% per year, with a margin difference of IDR 5,015.00
to IDR 9,793.00. In 2008 the price of peanut producers fell
to IDR 8,084.00 per kg, this price reduction rate of 5.05%
from 2007 was the lowest growth. The highest growth in
2000-2015 at the producer level was occurred in 2007,
increased by 14.15% from the previous year, while in 2015
it increased by 10.46% compared to the previous year. In
2015 the costumer price was increased by 25.83 % when
compared to the price in the previous year from IDR
18,495.00 to IDR 23.272.00. The high price of peanuts was
caused by an increase in demand, which unfortunately had
not been matched by domestic production.
Fig 2. Highest Peanut Productivity in the Indonesian
Province from 2011-2016
Source: Pusdatin Pertanian, Ministry of Agriculture 2016
Of the ten central provinces, the cumulative
production contribution of 72.55% is spreaded within four
provinces, where East Java contributes the largest 30.39%
of national peanut production following by, Central Java,
West Java, and D.I Yogyakarta, contributed 18.71%,
12.18% and 11.28% respectively to national peanut
production. The other six provinces, namely West Nusa
Tenggara, South Sulawesi, East Nusa Tenggara, Banten,
South Kalimantan, and North Sumatra contributed under
6% to national peanut production. During the last five years,
only two central provinces experienced an increase in
peanut production, namely D.I. Yogyakarta and South
Sulawesi each with an increase of 3.88% and 6.01% per
year. Eight other central provinces experienced a decline in
their peanut production. The highest decline in production
occurred in North Sumatra at 15.25% per year, then East
Nusa Tenggara with a decrease of 12.79% per year, other
provinces experienced a decrease below 7% per year
(Figure 3).

Fig 4. Developments in producer prices and consumers of
peanuts in Indonesia from 1983-2014
Source: Pusdatin Pertanian, Ministry of Agriculture 2016
The development of the volume of peanut import exports
from 1980-2015 is presented in Figure 5. In the 1980-2015
period, the volume of peanut imports fluctuated sharply at
several points with a tendency to continue to rise until 2013.
During 2011-2015 developments showed that it has an
average tendency of higher import volume than export
volume. The development of peanut export in 2011-2015
experienced volume of peanut exports reached an average
of 3.39 thousand tons while the volume of imports reached
235.81 thousand tons.

Fig 3. Center for Peanut Production in Indonesia
from 2011-2016
Source: Pusdatin Pertanian, Ministry of Agriculture 2016
The development of peanut prices in the form of
pods in both producer and consumer prices in the past 30
years and the last ten years has tended to increase (Figure
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Fig 5. Development of the Volume of Export of Peanut
Imports in Indonesia from 1980 - 2015
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Source: Pusdatin Pertanian, Ministry of Agriculture 2016
According to the Susenas results, the national consumption
of peanuts can be obtained from the multiplication of
consumption per capita per year multiplied by the number
of residents in the middle of the year. In 2006-2015, national
consumption of peanuts fluctuated with a downward trend,
where the average national consumption of peanuts was
74.03 thousand tons, while in the 2011-2015 period
averaged 57.38 thousand tons. The growth of national
peanut consumption in 2006-2010 has increased by 0.19%
per year while 2011-2015 has decreased by 5.35% per year.
Fig 7. Development of Availability of Per Capita Peanuts
in Indonesia from 1993 - 2014
Source: SUSENAS

Fig. 6. Development of National Consumption of Peel
Peanuts in Indonesia from 2006 - 2015
Source: SUSENAS
Data about consumption of peanuts can be obtained from
Susenas or from the Food Balance Sheet (Neraca Bahan
Makanan or NBM) from the Food Security Agency (Bahan
Ketahanan Pangan or BKP). According to NBM, direct
consumption of peanuts can be calculated by multiplying
the availability of peanuts per capita and the population.
Definition of availability according to NBM is the
difference in production plus imports, minus exports,
scattered, seeds and for the industry.
The development of peanut availability per capita in
Indonesia from 1993-2014 based on NBM fluctuated
sharply with a tendency to continue to decline (Figure 7). In
1993-2014, the highest availability of per capita occurred in
1995, which was 3.98 kg/cap/year. However, per capita
availability tends to continue to decline. During 2010-2014,
the average per capita availability of peanuts was around
2.87 kg/cap/year. This availability figure tends to decrease
with a growth rate of minus 4.11% annually.

According to data of the use and supply of peanuts
in Indonesia taken from the Food Balance (NBM) data,
domestic supply is the production of peanuts in the form of
loose skin peanut plus import value, plus stock changes and
minus exports. Domestic use includes the use of peanut as
seeds (loose skin), processed for food (with skin + loose
skin) and non-food (loose skin), eaten directly (off the skin)
and scattered peanut in the form of skin or loose skin. The
biggest use of peanuts in 1993-2014 is as food ingredients
or consumed directly in the form of loose skin which
reaches an average of 83.99% of domestic supply, while the
use of industrial sectors, namely peanuts processed further
into other products both food and non-food only reached
7.40%. The use of seeds and lost due to scattered
respectively by 3.63% or 31 thousand tons and 4.98% or 42
thousand tons. In 2001-2013, the use of peanuts consumed
directly (off the skin) was lower than the products produced.
Different conditions occurred between 1993-1997 and
1999-2000, where domestic peanut shell consumption was
higher than domestic peanut production, and so in 20132014 the consumption of off-skin peanuts was higher than
domestic production.

Fig 8. Development of the Use of Indonesian Peanuts from
1993-2014
Source: SUSENAS
National consumption of peanuts in 2014 fell by
7.15% from the previous year, amounting to 719.08
thousand tons. The average consumption of peanut in the
last five years amounted to 703.70 thousand tons; this is far
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greater than the average national consumption of peanuts in
the previous two decades, which was only 552.81 thousand
tons. The average growth in national consumption of
peanuts in the period 2011-2015 decreased by minus 2.38%
per year.
The development of domestic peanut consumption
in 2000-2014 tends to fluctuate. The lowest domestic
consumption in 2002 was 644.85 thousand tons, while the
highest domestic consumption in 2009 was 758.78 thousand
tons. Consumption in 2011 fell sharply compared to 2010,
with a decrease of minus 10.07%, where the domestic
consumption of peanuts amounted to 679.99 thousand tons
(Figure 9).

Fig 9. Development of National Consumption of Peanuts in
Indonesia Based on NBM from 2000 - 2014
Source: NBM
When we compare the national consumption of
peanuts based on Susenas and NBM, the most appropriate
is NBM because in the NBM consumption is based on the
availability of peanuts per capita per year, taking into
account the use of peanuts for export, seeds, scattered for
food and non-food industry.
Table 3. Production, Harvest Area, and Productivity of
Peanuts in Indonesia 2014-2018
Year

2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

Production
(thousands of
tons)
639
605
570
495
512

Harvest Area
(thousands of
ha)
499
454
436
374
373

Productivity
(ku/ha)
12,79
13,33
13,07
13,23
13,73

Source: BPS, processed by the Agriculture Education
Center, Ministry of Agriculture
Table 4.
Projections of Production, Harvest Area, and Peanut
Productivity Indonesia 2019-2021
Year

2019
2020
2021

Production
(thousands of
tons)
415
358
298

Harvest Area
(thousands of
ha)
297
252
204

Productivity
(ku/ha)
13,66
13,74
13,83

Source: BPS, processed by the Agriculture Education
Center, Ministry of Agriculture
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Table 5. Projection of Peanut Consumption in Indonesia
2019-2021
Yea
Availability
Total
Projected
r
per capita
Population consumptio
(kg/capita/year (thousands
n (tons)
)
)
201
2,36
267.974
633.322
9
202
2,29
271.066
621.227
0
202
2,22
273.984
608.114
1
Source: BPS, processed by the Agriculture Education
Center, Ministry of Agriculture
III. METHODOLOGY
1. The methods in this research is the descriptive method
that is to analyze the state of the object in the study that
exists at present based on the facts that exist. The data used
are secondary data from BPS 2018 in the form of time series
of data for 2014 - 2018. Forecast data for 2019 -2021. These
data were obtained from the Central Bureau of Statistics
(BPS), Research Institute for Peanut and Bulb Plants
(Balitkabi), Center for Agriculture Data and Information
(Pusdatin), Ministry of Agriculture.
2. The analytical method used in this study is descriptive
analysis that is to analyze the state of the object in the
research that exists at present based on existing facts. Which
includes the variables of land area, productivity, production,
consumption, export-import, and prices at the producer
level and the consumer level, a descriptive analysis is
prepared. Then the next analysis uses the Analytical
Hierarchy Process (AHP) method, where this method is
used to analyze the priority scale determination of essential
factors that will be used in determining the availability of
peanuts to be used as peanut butter agroindustry. The series
of AHP analysis stages and their formulations can be used
in analyzing priority weighting. To get more accurate
results, in this study, AHP analysis was carried out with the
help of Expert Choice program 11.
IV. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
Result
The availability of peanuts to be made into peanut
butter agroindustry is certainly influenced by a lot of
factors. The variables: Land Area, Productivity,
Harvest/Planting Period, Farmer Interest, Price, Farming
Capital, Marketing, Consumer Interest for the consumption
of peanut butter are factors that influence the production and
availability of peanuts to be made into peanut butter
agroindustry. It is necessary to analyze the variables and
indicators that influence the availability of peanuts for
peanut butter agroindustry, as well as the relationship
between one variable to another variables, also the
relationship of variables with indicators. The operational
explanations of each variable and indicator are obtained
from Monograf Balitkabi, 2015; Department of Foresty and
Estate Crops, 2010a, Department of Foresty and Estate
Crops,
2010b,
Puslitbangtan,
2009
and

A.
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(https://www.cnnindonesia.com. Those variables are as
follow:
a. Variable Area of Land (X1)
Peanut seeds are currently relatively expensive (IDR.
15,000/kg) and the needs are large (95-100) kg/ha, many are
grown singly (monoculture) rather than intercropping. To
change the cropping patterns is difficult hence the possible
way is to expand land area.
1. New Land Indicator (X1.1)
Providing and allocating new farmland designations for
5,000 to 1 million hectares for peanut farming.
2. Indicator of Former HGU Land (X1.2)
The former land of HGU (Cultivation Right) abandoned
plantations can be distributed to small farmers.
3. Indicators of the Plantation Area (X1.3)
According to Statistics, there are 2.48 million hectares of
young oil palm and 0.75 million hectares of young rubber
commonly called Non-Producing Plants (TBM) spread
throughout Indonesia. This young plantation area can be
utilized before the canopy covers the surface.
4. Rice Field Indicator (X1.4)
Irrigated rice fields and rainfed rice fields with good
management of water resources can maximize the
productivity of peanuts.
5. Dryland Indicator (X1.5)
Dry land wet climate rainfall of 2,000 mm/year with
planting season greater than 180 days and dry climate dry
land 2,000 mm/year rainfall with smaller planting seasons
180 days can be used for peanut farming.
6. Tidal Land Indicator (X1.6)
Lowlands with poor drainage during cropping season can
be used for peanut farming.
7. Highland Land Indicator (X1.6)
Highlands with a height of more than 700 meters above sea
level can be used for peanut farming.
b. Variable Productivity (X2)
From the research, the productivity of 2.5 tons/ha to 3
tons/ha can be theoretically achieved in Indonesia, but in
reality, the scale of business productivity has not been
achieved. So there must be an effort to increase productivity
so that production also rises.
1. Indicator of Superior Varieties (X2.1)
The government has released 19 superior varieties with a
potential yield of 3 tons/ha effort to increase the
productivity of peanuts.
2. Indicators of Control of Plant Disturbing Organisms
(OPT) (X2.2)
Eradicating pests and diseases, controlling weeds, avoiding
aflatoxin (poison of peanuts caused by fungi) is an attempt
to increase productivity.
3. Indicators of Appropriate Technology (X2.3)
The IAARD has established the Institute for Agricultural
Technology Studies (BPTP) to provide location-specific
appropriate technological innovations in their respective
regions.
4.Integrated Crop Management Technology (PTT)
Indicators (X2.4)
Location-specific PTT technology innovation is a great
potential to increase productivity with a target of 2 tons / ha
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in 2014 and 2.5 tons / ha in 2010. PTT components are two,
namely Basic Technology and Choice Technology.
5.Indicators of Guidance and Counseling (X2.5)
Guidance and counseling about quality standards and
business management to farmers are needed to increase
productivity.
6. Production Technology Indicators (X2.6)
Mastery of selected production and mechanization
technology is needed by farmers in conducting peanut
farming, this is expected to increase productivity so that
production will increase as well.
c. Harvest Variable (Planting Period) (X3)
Peanuts can grow throughout the year in a variety of
different soil conditions. One important factor in planting
peanuts is determining the time. Harvesting will be good if
you know the right planting time.
1. Planting Season Indicator (X3.1)
The planting season on dry land is good at the beginning of
the rainy season (October-December) and the end of the
rainy season (January-March). And on rice fields (dry
season I, II, III).
2. Indicator of Planted Varieties (X3.2)
The varieties that have been released can be harvested
between 85-110 days. But to get the expected results, the
age of peanut harvest is adjusted to consumption needs.
3. Plant Rotation Indicator (X3.3)
A location is not appropriate if three consecutive years are
planted with peanuts, there must be arotation with other
plants, to prevent explosions of pests and diseases, fertilizer
efficiency, reduce weeds. Every year a crop rotation should
be held.
4. Intercropping Indicator (X3.4)
Utilizing land per unit area and time for efficient use of
water in the soil and rainfall, planting two plants
simultaneously (intercropping) is mostly done by farmers in
the fields. Intercropping usually with corn and cassava.
5. Monoculture Indicator (X3.5)
Dryland with wet months of less than three months per year,
corn plants can be replaced by planting monocultures with
the production of 100% peanuts.
d. Variable Interest of Farmers (X4)
Peanut is a cash crop for small farmers, like peanuts
that been developed in Indonesia are planted on land where
farmers are poor. This will increase the interest of farmers
to grow peanuts.
1. Price indicators are higher than corn and soybeans (X4.1)
The fact that the income of planting peanuts is higher than
planting soybeans and corn, as evidenced in 1999-2002
income per hectare for corn was IDR 132,159.00, soybean
IDR 326,000.00, peanuts IDR 3,060,000.00.
2. Partnership Indicators (X4.2)
Farmers will be highly interested in planting peanuts if there
are company partners who will buy the results.
e. Price Variable (X5)
The price of peanuts surged along with the
commemoration of religious holidays and the new year. In
this period, the shortage of peanuts was closed with imports,
but this import was also limited to 20% so as not to damage
the price of domestic peanuts, so that price spikes could be
reduced.
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1. Harvest Pattern Indicators (X5.1)
At harvest time (February-June) prices are rather cheap and
during harvest time the stock decreases, and the shortfall is
closed with imports so prices are stable, because the needs
are still sufficient, not until the shortage / rare peanuts.
2. Pod Quality Indicator (X5.2)
Prices of pods that are old (old enough) will be good. Too
young or too old the price is not good, because the quality
of the pods is not good.
f.
Business Capital Variable (X6)
With the assumption that peanut agroindustry will be
realized, the support of capital requirements or investments
in peanut development and the application of technology is
absolutely necessary. Capital and credit subsidies from the
government will raise capital for peanut farming.
1. Government Subsidy Indicators (X6.1)
Government subsidies in the form of seeds, fertilizers,
pesticides, and alsintan (tools and agricultural machinery)
will increase capital.
2. Business Credit Indicator (X6.2)
Giving soft business credit with a simple administration
from the government will increase capital.
g. Marketing Variables (X7)
The distribution of costs and benefits between peanut
agribusiness market participants is relatively evenly
distributed, this indicates that the market mechanism for the
peanut market works efficiently.
1. Marketing System Indicators (X7.1)
The general peanut marketing system at the farm level is
twofold, namely, the Free System is that farmers are free to
sell directly anytime and to anyone who gives a high price
and the Contract of Sale System (partnership) is a farmer
and the buyer has made a sale and purchase agreement
peanuts planted.
2. Chain Marketing Indicator (X7.2)
The marketing chain of peanuts depends on the form
consumed and the market participants involved (farmers,
traders (village, sub-district, district), wholesalers
(wholesalers), craftsmen, processing industries, and
retailers). This will affect good and smooth marketing.
h. Variable Consumer Interest for Consumption of Peanut
Butter (X8)
Public awareness of healthy lifestyles, leads them to
choose healthy foods too, including by choosing low
cholesterol foods, because they know that cholesterol
causes heart disease and degenerative diseases.
1. Benefit Indicators (X8.1)
Many benefits of peanuts for the health and beauty of the
human body.
2. Nutrition (X8.2)
Peanuts contain omega 3 polyunsaturated fats and proteins
and omega 9 monounsaturated fats which are good for the
human body. Peanuts contain phytosterol which lowers
cholesterol and triglyceride levels in the blood.
i. High Production Variable (Y1)
Peanut production in Indonesia can increase by
increasing land area and increasing its productivity by 2.53 tons/ha of dried pods.
1. Indicator of land area (Y1.1)
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Changing cropping patterns is a difficult thing, so it is
possible to increase peanut production by increasing the
area of land/planting area
2. Productivity Indicator (Y1.2)
Increasing productivity of 2.5-3 tons/ha is a way to increase
peanut production in Indonesia.
j. Feasibility variable peanut for agroindustry peanut
butter (Y2)
The feasibility of peanuts for peanut butter agroindustry
if the production is high and consumer interest in
consuming high peanut butter.
1. High Production Indicator (Y2.1)
Peanut production in Indonesia can increase by increasing
land area and increasing its productivity by 2.5-3 tons / ha
of dried pods.
2. Consumer Interest Indicator (Y2.2)
Public awareness of healthy lifestyles, leads them to choose
healthy foods too, including by choosing low cholesterol
foods, because they know that cholesterol causes heart
disease and other degenerative diseases.
B. Analysis
To find out the priority factors, researchers employed
statistical analysis with the Analysis Hierarchy Process
(AHP) method using these factors. The results of the
analysis can be described as follows:
1. Main Priority Factors for the Availability of Peanuts
The main factors that can influence the availability of
peanuts include Land Area (X1), Productivity (X2), Harvest
(Planting Period) (X3), Farmer Interest (X4), Price (X5),
Business Capital (X6), Marketing ( X7), and Consumer
Interest (X8). The results of the analysis using AHP are
obtained as follows:
Table 6. Main Priority Factors for the Availability of
Peanuts
No.

Alternative

Priority values

1

Land Area (X1)

0.332

2

Productivity (X2)

0.227

3

Harvest (Planting Period) (X3)

0.131

4

Farmer Interest (X4)

0.056

5

Price (X5)

0.077

6

Business Capital (X6)

0.082

7

Marketing(X7)

0.050

8

Consumer Interest (X8)

0.045

Fig 10. Main Priority Factors for the Availability of
Peanuts
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From the tables and figures, it can be seen that the Land
Factors of Former HGU (X1.2) and Factors of Plantation
Area (X1.3) are the main priority factors that can affect the
availability of peanuts on the land area factor.
a. Priority Factors on Land Area
Indicators that can affect land area include New Land
(X1.1), Former HGU Land (X1.2), Young Plantation Area
(X1.3), Paddy Field (X1.4), Dry Land (X1.5), Tidal Land
(X1.6), and Highland Land (X1.7). The results of the
analysis using AHP are obtained as follows:
Table 7. Priority Factors on Land Area
No.
Alternative
Priority Value
1
New Land (X1.1)
0.070
2
Former HGU Land
0.244
(X1.2)
3
Plantation Area (X1.3)
0.186
4
Rice Field (X1.4)
0.149
5
6
7

Dry Land (X1.5)
0.110
Tidal Land (X1.6)
0.131
Highland Land (X1.7)
0.110
Source: Tabulation Data

Fig 11. Priority Factors on Land Area
Source: Tabulation Data
From the tables and figures, it can be seen that the Land
Factors of Former HGU (X1.2) and Factors of Plantation
Area (X1.3) are the main priority factors that can affect the
availability of peanuts on the land area factor.
b. Priority Factors Against Productivity
Indicators that can affect productivity include Superior
Varieties (X2.1), Control of Plant Disturbing Organisms
(OPT) (X2.2), Appropriate Technology (X2.3), Integrated
Crop Management Technology (PTT) (X2.4) , Guidance
and Counseling (X2.5), and Production Technology (X2.6).
The results of the analysis using AHP are obtained as
follows:
Table 7. Priority Factors Against Productivity
No
Alternative
Priorit
.
y
Values
1
Superior Varieties (X2.1)
0.452
2
Control of Plant Pest Organism (OPT)
0.040
(X2.2)
3
Appropriate Technology (X2.3)
0.209
4
Integrated Crop Management
0.119
Technology (PTT) (X2.4)
5
Guidance and Counseling (X2.5)
0.073
6
Production Technology (X2.6)
0.106
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Fig 12. Priority Factors Against Productivity
Source: Tabulation Data
From the tables and figures, it can be seen that the Superior
Variety factor (X2.1) and Appropriate Technology factor
(X2.3) are the main priority factors that can affect the
availability of peanuts on productivity factors.
c. Priority Factors Against Harvest (Planting Period)
Indicators that can affect harvest (planting period) include
Planting Season (X3.1), Planted Varieties (X3.2), Crop
Rotation (X3.3), Intercropping (X3.4), and Monoculture
(X3.5). ) The results of the analysis using AHP are obtained
as follow:
Table 8. Priority Factors Against Harvest (Planting Period)
No.
Alternative
Priority Values
1
Planting Season
0.172
(X3.1)
2
Planted Varieties
0.602
(X3.2)
3
Crop Rotation
0.110
(X3.3)
4
Intercropping
0.054
(X3.4)
5
Monoculture
0.061
(X3.5)
Source: Tabulation Data

Fig 13. Priority Factors Against Harvest (Planting Period)
Source: Tabulation Data
From the tables and figures, it can be seen that the Planted
Varieties (X3.2) and Planting Season factors (X3.1) are the
main priority factors that can affect the availability of
peanuts on the harvest /planting period.
d. Priority Factors Against Farmers Interest.
Indicators that can affect farmers' interest include prices
higher than corn and soybeans (X4.1) and partnerships
(X4.2). The results of the analysis using AHP are obtained
as follows:
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Table 9. Priority Factors Against Farmers Interest
No.
Alternative
Priority
Values
1
Prices higher than corn and
0.833
soybeans (X4.1)
2
Partnerships (X4.2)
0.167
Source: Tabulation Data

Fig 14. Priority Factors Against Farmers Interest
Source: Tabulation Data

From the tables and figures, it can be seen that the
Government Subsidy factor (X6.1) is the main priority
factor that can affect the availability of peanuts on venture
capital.
g. Priority Factors Against Marketing
Indicators that can influence marketing include the
Marketing System (X7.1) and the Marketing Chain (X7.2).
The results of the analysis using AHP are obtained as
follows:

No.
1
2

From the tables and figures, it can be seen that the price
factor is higher than corn and soybeans (X4.1) is the main
priority factor that can affect the availability of peanuts in
the interest of farmers.
e. Priority Factors Against Prices
Indicators that can affect prices include Harvest Pattern
(X5.1) and Pod Quality (X5.2). The results of the analysis
using AHP are obtained as follows:
Table 10. Priority Factors Against Prices
No.
Alternative
Priority
Values
1
Harvest Pattern (X5.1)
0.750
2
Pod Quality (X5.2)
0.250
Source: Tabulation Data

Fig 15. Priority Factors Against Prices
Source: Tabulation Data
From the tables and figures, it can be seen that the Harvest
Pattern factor (X5.1) is the main priority factor that can
affect the availability of peanuts at the price.
f. Priority Factors Against Business Capital
Indicators that can influence business capital include
Government Subsidies (X6.1) and Business Loans (X6.2).
The results of the analysis using AHP are obtained as
follows:
Table 11. Priority Factors Against Business Capital
No.
Alternative
Priority
Values
1
Government Subsidies (X6.1)
0.875
2
Business Loans (X6.2)
0.125
Source: Tabulation Data

Fig 16. Priority Factors Against Business Capital
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Table 12. Priority Factors Against Marketing
Alternative
Priority Values
Marketing System (X7.1)
0.875
Marketing Chain (X7.2)
0.125
Source: Tabulation Data

Fig 17. Priority Factors Against Marketing
Source: Tabulation Data
From the tables and figures, it can be seen that the
Marketing System factor (X7.1) is the main priority factor
that can affect the availability of peanuts in marketing.
h. Priority Factors Against Consumer Interest
Indicators that can influence consumer interest include
Benefits (X8.1) and Nutrition (X8.2). The results of the
analysis using AHP are obtained as follows:
Table 13. Priority Factors Against Consumer Interest
No.
Alternative
Priority
Values
1
Benefits (X8.1)
0.250
2
Nutrition (X8.2)
0.750
Source: Tabulation Data

Fig 18. Priority Factors Against Consumer Interest
Source: Tabulation Data
From the tables and figures, it can be seen that the Nutrition
Factor (X8.2) is the main priority factor that can influence
the availability of peanuts on consumer interest.

V.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

A. Conclusion
Based on the findings in this study it can be concluded that
peanut potentiality as primary material for peanut butter
agroindustry is having great opportunity to be developed in
Indonesia as starter for peanut butter agroindustry because
of several factors explained above. Also there are two
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important reasons for developing peanut plantation in
Indonesia which are:
1. Demand for the consumption of peanuts in Indonesia is
greater than the supply (deficit). The high price of peanuts
is caused by an increase in demand that has not been offset
by domestic production. But at the time of the harvest,
prices at the farmer's level are low. This is because the
agricultural commodities of peanuts are easily damaged,
and farmers have difficulty marketing their crops. So it is
necessary to create an SME-based processing company that
involves farmers in peanut producing areas, which aims to
add value to peanuts so that the prices are stable and
increase farmers' income.
2. Peanut production in Indonesia can be increased by
increasing land area and increasing its productivity 2.5-3
tons/ha of dried pods, and decent peanuts being made into
peanut butter agroindustry if the production is high and
consumer interest in consuming peanut butter is also high.
B.

Recommendation
The researcher is suggesting advices about the need
for efforts to increase the production and productivity of
peanuts to make their availability adequate in meeting with
the demand for peanut butter agroindustry. These advices
are:
1. Peanut farmers should be incorporated in cooperatives
so that they can obtain business capital loans from either
banks or cooperatives by means of venture capital.
2. Extension of peanut cultivation technology by using
high-production varieties to increase peanut production.
3. Expand the harvest area in the peanut production centers
and other potential areas.
4. Make a strategy of ownership so that farmers can
participate in owning peanut butter processing plants so as
to increase farmers' income.
5. Implementing a system of mutually beneficial results
between peanut peanuts and agro-industry actors.
6. And there is a need for support from the regional
government and the central government to issue policies
that regulate the development and development of
industries, especially processing agricultural agroindustries, especially peanut agricultural commodities.
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Abstract—In previous research, we design control systems
that can control a servo motor on a spot welding machine.
As controller, the PLC can control the rotary movement
on the jig table. In this case, we design the control system,
input and output cabling systems to and from the PLC.
There is a request for changing in the condenser model,
accordingly the spot welding machines are designed and
made specifically which used to perform three times
welding process on new type condenser parts. From the
testing and result, we find that the rotary table jig on the
spot welding machine can devolve according to the
required welding angle i.e. 17 °. It can do the welding
process to reach the new condenser specifications.
Keywords—design control systems; jig rotary table; servo
motor; spot welding machine; Programmable Logic Control.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Recently development of technology that is increasingly
influencing the car manufacturer to continue innovate to make
cars with new models, both city cars, pickup, sedan, and etc.
One of the car makers in Indonesia issued a new pickup truck.
The pickup will use a new condenser from before. The
demand for new models for condenser products is called the
AB model. Condenser AB has a different design with other
condenser products that have been produced before. The
difference lies in the position of the al-bracket which is in the
position of the modulator and the tank header which is
installed with the welding process, while the other condenser
models that have been produced have a side plate al-bracket
position performed by the caulking process. The existence of
these differences, it requires a new process, namely welding.
To meet the specifications of the AB condenser model it
requires programming and manufacturing of welding machine
mechanisms. The jig for existing caulking is not possible to
assemble the al-bracket with the modulator and tank header.
To meet the specifications of the new model condenser, a
welding machine is needed that can perform three times the
welding process to combine, namely:
• Modulator with tank header.
• Al - Bracket with modulator.
• Al - Bracket with tank header.
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Based on these problems, and then carried out observations,
analysis and design to deal with this. So based on analysis and
observation a new spot welding machine is designed with a
design and mechanism that matches the specifications of the
new condenser.
II.

METHODOLOGY

A. Product Introduction
Condenser is one of the ۗomponents of a ۗar’s air ۗonditioner
that serves to dispose of high-temperature heat which results
from compression of refrigerant gases from the compressor,
so that the refrigerant changes from gas to liquid. Function of
condenser is to dispose high-pressure hot temperatures
resulted from compressing refrigerant gases from the
compressor also it can convert the refrigerant from the gas to
liquid. The function of the condenser product can be run with
the completeness of the main constituent components, which
include fin cooling, main tube, header plate, side plate, tank
header, modulator, separator, and tube connector in-out.
Figure 1 show of the physical form of the AB model
condenser.

Figure 1. AB model condenser
Source: PT XY manufacturing
B. Line Part Assembling
Line part assembling is one part of the condenser
manufacturing process. Line part assembling is a place for
assembling between tank headers and connector in / out,
separator, and tank header with modulator. There are several
processes that take place in line part assembling. One of them
is Assembling Bracket. This process is a process for
assembling between brackets and side plates that have been
merged into cores. The bracket assembling work process
starts from taking part bracket and save it on the jig, after that
take the core and save it to the assembling bracket jig, then
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slide the jig lever to the al-bracket position into the side plate.
If the bracket is already on the side plate, the caulking side
plate is ready. Then press the double push button then the
caulking process takes place, after the process checks again
whether the bracket has been installed on the side plate
properly or not, if not then do the same process until the
bracket is installed on the side plate. After the bracket is
installed then take the core from the jig and move it in the next
process. The implication of introduction section is an option
only.

The welding process movement control system has input
devices in the form of push buttons, photoelectric sensors,
reed switches, and encoders.
• Photoelectric sensors are used as an anti-jig system when
going through the welding process.
• The encoder used is an encoder that has been integrated
in the motor so it reduces the wiring carried out on electric
machines.
Design mechanical parts are design jigs to store tank header
parts, clamping modulator, and al-bracket.

C. Problems with the Al-Bracket Assembling Process for
Model AB
The difference in bracket position for the condenser AB model
it is in the modulator and tank header different from the other
condenser models; it makes were impossible for assembling
al-bracket process to be done with caulking bracket jigs.
Figure 2 show the difference in al-bracket position.

B. Mechanical Design for Spot Welding Machines
It used servo motors in the jig rotary table aims to move the
jig rotary so that the angle needed during the welding process
can be adjusted so that the specifications needed for the XY
condenser model can be fulfilled. Figure 3 show the design of
a spot welding machine.

Figure 2. The Difference model condenser AA and
condenser AB
Source: PT XY Manufacturing
D. Solution
Based on these problems, a solution was found, namely by
making a spot welding machine that can do the welding
process automatically and can do rotary movement using a
Mitsubishi servo motor HG-KR43B which has integrated
encoder and which will be controlled by using PLC to meet
the welding angle adjusted to the design of the condenser.
Based on the design of the AB model it was found, that it
requires 4 welding points for the al-bracket assembling
process to the modulator and 2 welding points for the albracket assembling process to the tank header.
III. MACHINE DESIGN CONCEPT
A. Required Specifications
To be able to do the welding process automatically and in
accordance with the specifications of the condenser model
AB, the specifications of spot welding machines are needed
which can perform rotary movement on the jig table along
with the clamping system for the al-bracket in the jig. The
specifications are as follows:
• The welding process must be automatic.
• The servo motor used is the Mitsubishi HG-KR43B servo
motor.
• The PLC used as a control device in the system is a
Mitsubishi FX3G-60M type PLC.
• The engine mechanism can make rotary movements.
• You can easily switch jigs for 3 welding process steps
between al-bracket and tank header and modulator.
• The movement of the welding process can be done
manually and automatically using a PLC.
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Figure 3. Design spot welding machine
Source: PT XY manufacturing
The mechanism of the movement is, when the servo motor
rotates, the rotation of the servo motor will rotate the coupling
that is connected to the jig table which then the jig table will
rotate following the movement of the servo motor.
C. Control System Design
It has been determined that the rotary table system uses a servo
motor that has been integrated with the encoder. Figure 4
show the rotary table control system for spot welding
machine.
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Figure 5. The input wiring PLC for spot welding machine
Source: PT XY manufacturing
F. Output Wiring
After wire input is done, then wire output of the PLC, the
output will be connected to the servo motor driver. Figure 6
show the wiring between PLC, driver, and servo motor.

Figure 4. Control system design for spot welding machine
Source: PT XY Manufacturing
In the scheme spot welding machine control system above, it
has seen the devices needed by the engine, ranging from
input, process, and output devices.
D. Design of Control System
Making control of the rotary table jig includes electrical
system assembly, servo motor control, and write program.
Electrical system assembly contains the actual components
used in input, process, and output devices. The servo motor
control explains wiring in the servo motor driver, PLC, and
the servo motor.
E. Input Wiring
Photoelectric sensors are used to detect parts and types of jigs
that are being used; these sensors are installed on the addresses
of the extension input module, Mitsubishi FX2N-32ER.
Addressing sensors to PLC uses addresses X054, X056 and
X057. Automatic or manual mode setting on the spot welding
machine use the selector switch installed at address X034.
There are two push buttons that are used to initiate the process
that is installed at addresses X036 and X037. The two push
buttons are used as a safety system so that the two hands of
the operator focus on the two push buttons when carrying out
the welding process. Then one button is used to reset the alarm
if an undesirable condition occurs and is installed at address
X035. Figure 5 show the input wiring on the PLC.
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Figure 6. Output wiring PLC to servo motor driver
Source: PT XY manufacturing
G. Communication between PLC, driver and servo motor
The servo amplifier is activated with a voltage of 220 VAC 3
phase and the servo motor gets a source of 220 VAC 3 phase
from the output voltage of the driver. The 24 VDC voltage
will be routed to the PLC I / O device as common. The voltage
source is taken from the main control panel of the spot
welding machine. The encoder read using an encoder cable
MR-J3ENCBL5M-A1-H.
H. Pulse Servo Motor Calculation
For program settings the servo motor position is set based on
the number of pulses given from the FX2N-10PG position
module through programming on the FX3G-60M PLC. The
number of pulses be regulated so the rotation position, speed
and motor movement are corresponding with the parameters.
After that, the pulse calculation to move the servo motor to
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meet the welding angle of the spot welding machine. The
encoder read process is done using an encoder cable MRJ3ENCBL5M-A1-H.
So if pulse number move is 170, it’s equal to 1λ8,064,346
pulses. This calculation result use as reference for
programming. The data stored in PLC’s memory data to
determine the movement position of servo motor. After that,
write program to regulate the number of pulses issued which
the target position needed can be achieved.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
After the design, manufacture, and testing, the next step is to
analyze the results obtained. Figure 7 show the design of
rotary table system on the spot welding machines.
Figure 9. Schematic wiring servo driver and servo motors
Source: PT XY manufacturing

Figure 7. Spot welding machine & rotary table
Source: PT XY manufacturing
Pictures above are the realization of making a spot welding
machine using the rotary table system. Specifications of the
welding angle needed to make the AB condenser model can
be fulfilled and prove that by using a control system with the
theoretical foundation used in making this tool can produce
tools according to expectations. The results of the pulse
calculation required by the servo motor to form a 170 angle
can be applied to the servo motor. Figure 8 show the position
of the FX3G PLC, FX2N-10PG, and servo motor driver on the
spot welding machine panel.

Driver Motor

CONNECTOR CN1
CN1
PLC FX3G-60M

PLC FX2N-32ER

PLC FX2N-10PG

After doing the wiring between PLCs, motor drivers and
servo motors then the next step of programming the PLC so
that the desired movement of the motor can be arranged. The
stages are done on making this includes addressing I / O,
pulse counting servo motors required to achieve the desired
coordinates and programming the PLC.
Next step is to testing of the machine. There are several parts
of testing on the rotary table system in spot welding
machines. It aims to ensure that the work function of the
system can run as a system engine work is expected.
Comprising test of conducted testing input devices to the
PLC, the PLC to the output device testing as well as testing
the working system of the welding process.
Results of Testing PLC Input and Output Components
Tests performed on the PLC input and output components in
the rotary table system are carried out by means of monitor
modes in GX-Developer software. Monitor mode is a
condition where the PC (personal computer) is connected
directly to the machine so that it can be used to monitor the
condition of the input, output and contact components inside
the PLC.
While testing the output component is by activating the GXDeveloper contact ladder diagram in a state of monitor mode,
then looking at the indicator changes found in the PLC output
module, and seeing the actual occurrence of the actuator.
Below are one example of the testing table i / o devices.

ENCODER CABLE

Figure 8. The position of PLC and servo motor driver
Source: PT XY manufacturing
After wiring from the PLC to the motor driver is complete,
then wiring from the driver to the servo motor, where the servo
motor power has obtained from the output U, V, W contained
in the servo motor driver. The reading of the encoder in the
servo motor is connected with an encoder cable that is
mounted on the CN2 servo motor driver where the pulse
reading reaches 4,194,304 pulses / rev. The schematic wiring
from the driver to the servo motor can be seen in Figure 9
below.
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Table 1. Results of testing the output of the rotary table
system
Source: PT XY manufacturing
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function check oxygen sensor machine using
programmable logic controller in manufacturing
industry, IEEE Xplore, 192 – 196, Semarang,
Indonesia.
Ardi, S, Al-Rasyid, A. (2016). Design of Pokayoke
Sensor Systems in Drill Oil Hole Machine to Detect
the Presensce of Drill using Programmable Logic
Controller. Advanced Science Letters, Volume 22,
Number 7, pp. 1813-1816(4).
Alphonsus, E.R., Abdullah, M.O. (2016). A review
on the applications of programmable logic
controllers (PLCs). Renewable and Sustainable
Energy Reviews 60, 1185-1205.
Gökhan Gelena, Murat Uzamb. (2014). The
synthesis and PLC implementation of hybrid
modular supervisors for real time control of an
experimental manufacturing system. Journal of
Manufacturing Systems 33, 535–550.
Ardi, S., Cascarine, L.T. (2018). Design control
system of auto air remaining machine based on
programmable logic controller in the automotive
manufacturing industry, MATEC Web of
Conferences, Bandung, Indonesia.
Ardi, S., Nurdin, M.A.R., Ponco, A. (2018). Design
of pokayoke system on the process of mounting
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controller in automotive manufacturing industry,
MATEC Web of Conferences, Bandung, Indonesia.
Ardi, S., Defi, W.Y. (2018). Control systems
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based on the table of the test results above, proving that by
using a programmable logic controller (PLC) control system
in making this machine can produce engine performance in
accordance with expectations.
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Abstract— Soybean is one of the important commodities
in Indonesia, but its production is still low. One factor
decreases soybean production due to the attack of the
fungus Athelia rolfsii Curzi. Mutagenesis is one breeding
technique for creating gene variability for resistant of
disease in soybean. The study aims to examine the
quantity and quality DNA of soybean mutant lines
resistant Athelia rolfsii Curzi. The study was conducted
at Plant Biotechnology Laboratory, Faculty of
Agriculture, University of Sumatera Utara, Medan.
DNA of 7 soybean mutant lines and a variety of
Anjasmoro was isolated using CTAB extraction method,
quantity test using a spectrophotometer and quality test
using UVITEC Cambridge Fire Reader. The results
showed lines that had bright and thick band pattern
found in Anjasmoro, M100-25(2/7), M100-A25(3/4),
M200-A11(39/7), M300-A8(35/7), while thin and less
bright band found in M200-A11(32/3), M200-A12(6/5),
M300-A6(33/3). The purity of DNA produced range
from 1.84 – 2.00 and the concentration of DNA produced
range from 72.9 –847.3 µg/ml. It is necessary to develop
a simpler DNA isolation method to obtain plant DNA
with good quantity and quality.
Keywords— soybean, mutant lines, quantity test,
quality test, DNA

INTRODUCTION
Soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merr) is the third food
commodity after rice and corn. As one of the most important
legumes species, soybean contains about 40% highly
nutritious protein with all essential amino acids compared to
others [1]. It is also rich in oligo-elements such as
magnesium, phospholipids, vitamins, and minerals [2].
Domestic soybean needs continue to increase in line with
the increase in population and the development of the food
industry made from soybean raw materials, such as the
tempe, tofu industry, soy milk, tempe's chip industry [3]. The
average soybean demand in Indonesia per year is around 2.2
million tons. However, to meet these needs soybeans must
be imported because domestic production is not able to meet
the people's demand [4].
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A problem is that productivity is still low due to the
attack of stem rot by Athelia rolfsii. Athelia rolfsii (Curzi) is
a potential disease in soybean plants because attacked plants
will die and pathogens can last long in the soil in the form of
sclerotia. The attack rate of> 5% in the field can be
economically detrimental, where the soybean plants that are
attacked will be low or even crop failure. The yield loss by
A. rolfsii (Curzi) can reach 30%, this loss often occurs in
lands which are always planted with soybean and other
legumes [5]. This disease is often found in dry land, rain fed
and tidal land with disease intensity reaching 55%, if
environmental conditions are suitable for disease
progression, the loss due to pathogen attacks can reach 100%
[6].
The use of resistant varieties is a solution that can be
taken to overcome these negative impacts. Besides, the use
of resistant varieties is considered economical because it has
several advantages, namely cheap, easy, safe, and is one of
the effective ways to control plant diseases [7].
The success of plant breeding is determined by the
presence of extensive genetic diversity in soybean
germplasm populations. Especially varieties are very
important in soybean production because to achieve high
yields is largely determined by their genetic potential [8].
Mutation induction is an alternative for plant breeders to
increase genetic diversity. Mutations are changes that occur
randomly in genetic material so that genetic diversity occurs
for desirable traits without changing the good nature of
existing plants to be assembled into a superior variety.
Further mutation studies have been carried out on
Anjasmoro varieties of soybean seeds which were irradiated
by gamma rays at a dose of 100 Gy, 200 Gy, and 300 Gy to
obtain soybean plants with the desired characters. Sibarani
et al [9] showed that the treatment of 300 Gy irradiation
tended to decrease the growth and productivity of M1
generation plants. Furthermore, Mustaqim [10] in the M2
generation with a dose of 100 Gy gamma irradiation can
increase seed weight per plant. The same results were
obtained in the [11] study where doses of 100 Gy gamma
irradiation can also increase seed weight per plant in the M3
generation. Further research conducted by [12] shows that in
the M4 generation it was found that the effect of gamma-ray
irradiation at doses of 100 Gy and 300 Gy based on early
maturity and high production characters can increase seed
weight per plant. For generation M5, the results of [13] study
show that the dose of 200 Gy and 300 Gy gamma-ray
irradiation without mushroom inoculation A. rolfsii (Curzi)
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can increase seed weight per plant while 100 Gy gamma
irradiation dose with A. rolfsii (Curzi) fungus inoculation
can increase plant height and accelerate flowering, and at a
dose of 300 Gy can increase the number of productive
branches and accelerate the age of harvest.
In obtaining superior varieties, the evaluation and
characterization process has only been carried out
morphologically. However, morphological characterization
strongly influenced by the environment and requires a longer
time in the field so a molecular marking approach is needed.
Molecular markers are a method of indicating the existence
of a nucleotide sequence or more commonly known as a base
pair (DNA) that can provide information on a particular
sequence of sequences in encoding a trait. DNA molecules
in a cell can be extracted or isolated for various purposes
such as amplification and analysis of DNA through
electrophoresis. Therefore, DNA isolation methods are
needed that can produce plant DNA with good quantity and
quality.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
This research was carried out at the Molecular Genetics
Laboratory of the Faculty of Agriculture, University of
Sumatera Utara, Medan in February 2019. The materials
used were young leaves of 2 MST aged from 7 seeds of
putative mutant soybeans, M100-25 (2/7), M100-A25 ( 3/4),
M200-A11 (32/3), M300-A8 (35/7), M200-A12 (6/5),
M200-A11 (39/7), M300-A6 (33/3) and Anjasmoro varieties
as elders. Other materials used include liquid nitrogen,
tissue, CTAB buffer, TAE buffer, TE buffer, Chloroform
Isoamilalkohol (KIAA) with a ratio of 24: 1, NaCl, NaOH,
Na-EDTA, HCl, 70% and 100% alcohol, cold isopropanol,
β-mercaptoethanol, agarose (Promega V3121).
The tools used in this study include rubber gloves,
masks, scissors, digital scales, mortars, pestles, centrifuges
(Eppendorf 5415), vortex, freezers, tube racks, PCR tube 0.2
ml and 1.5 ml, micro pipets measuring 1-50 µl , 100-500 µl,
tweezers, pipette tips, autoclave, waterbath, electric pH
meter, hot plate (Biosan) electrophoresis (power supply,
well) chamber, magnetic stirrer, glass tools, electrophoresis
(Power PAC 3000, Biorad), Gel Doc (UV Cambridge),
camera and stationery.
Seed Planting
The young leaves of soybean plants (3-5 weeks old) viz.
trifoliate leaves, taken from plants grown in a greenhouse
and put into a plastic sample. The DNA isolation procedure
was carried out based on the CTAB Method of OrozcoCastillo et al (1994) which was modified by the addition of
Polyvinilpolypirolidone (PVPP) and β-mercaptoethanol
[14].
Quantity Test of Resistant Soybean Mutant DNA Athelia
rolfsii Curzi
DNA quantity testing was carried out using the
spectrophotometer
method
using
a
Nanodrop
Spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, USA) at a
wavelength ( ) 260 and 280 nm using 1 µl of isolated and
purified DNA stock. DNA has high purity if the ratio of
absorbance values at wavelengths of 260 nm and 280 nm
range from 1.8 - 2.0 [15].
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Quality Test of Resistant Soybean Mutant DNA Athelia
rolfsii Curzi
DNA quality testing was done by electrophoresis to see
the presence of DNA. The 2% agarose gel was weighed 1.6
g and put into erlenmeyer containing 80 ml of 1x TAE
solution, then heated to dissolve using a hot plate and stirred
using a magnetic stirrer, after which it was cooled to room
temperature. Next, 0.5 µl EtBr was added and poured into
gel electrophoresis molds that had been installed with a
comb (well) until the gel solidified + 40 minutes. The dense
gel is transferred into the electrophoresis bath and given a
1x+670 ml TAE solution (until submerged). Each sample
that will be electrophoresed was mixed with loading dye
with a ratio of 5: 1 (DNA: loading dye). After being mixed,
it is injected into the agarose gel well using a micropipette.
After all the samples have been injected, the electrophoresis
device is connected to a power supply with a 75 volt power
supply for 60 minutes. Electrophoresis results were observed
with the help of UV lamps in transilluminators and
documented using gel documentation.
RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS
DNA isolation is a series of processes to separate DNA
from other components. The result of isolation is an
important step in ensuring the success of a study because it
was used for the next step and must be done well and free of
contamination.
DNA isolation is carried out to separate DNA from other
materials such as protein, fat, and carbohydrates or in other
words the process of obtaining pure nucleic acid. There are
three main principles in DNA isolation, destruction (lysis),
extraction or separation of DNA from solid materials such
as cellulose and protein, and DNA purification [16, 17].
According to [18] the stage of DNA isolation, among others,
is by breaking the cell wall to release cell contents, lysis the
cell membrane so that DNA dissolves in the buffer, protects
DNA from endogenous nucleates, minimizes DNA cutting,
and minimizes DNA degradation. To remove DNA from
cells, cell membranes must be destroyed.
In this study, the process of DNA isolation of soy mutant
strains was carried out by the CTAB method of [19] which
was modified from general standard techniques, with the
addition of antioxidants Polyvinilpolypirolidone (PVPP) and
β-mercaptoethanol, and the use of liquid nitrogen to help
destroying tissue and overnight storage of leaf extract that
has been crushed before purification.
DNA isolation using the CTAB method can produce
100-500µg of DNA per gram of fresh and young plant tissue.
The DNA length was at least 50 kb if the DNA did not cut
off and there is no nuclease activity. Young and fresh plant
tissue will produce large amounts of DNA and
contamination from small polysaccharides. Polysaccharides
were difficulted to separate from DNA and inhibit the
activity of enzymes used and DNA was difficulted to
dissolve in the extracting buffer [20].
The high-quality DNA will be obtained in extraction is a
basic rule that must be fulfilled in molecular studies
especially in DNA analysis. Cetyl Trimethyl Ammonium
Bromide (CTAB) is a common method used in extracting
plant DNA which contains many polysaccharides and
polyphenol compounds [21]. To isolate plant DNA, the cell
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wall is destroyed by mortal and pestle then followed by an
enzyme that will cut the cell wall polymer into a monomer.
Cutting the polymer can be done by centrifugation or
chemical extraction. Centrifugation will separate
components by size while chemical extraction is done by
using phenol to separate proteins from DNA [22].
The addition of reduۗing ۗompounds suۗh as βmercaptoethanol in the process of DNA isolation can prevent
the oxidation of phenolic compounds so that it inhibits free
radical activity produced by oxidation of phenol to nucleic
acids [23]. The use of CTAB in the extraction buffer is useful
for eliminating polysaccharides. Furthermore, Fang et al
[24] and Tel-zur et al [25] stated that the addition of NaCl
with concentrations above 1 M can increase the solubility of
the polysaccharide so that it is easier to remove. Thus, CTAB
buffer was sufficient to meet the requirements for use in
extracting DNA from plants that contain high carbohydrates
and phenols because they did not damage DNA. CTAB
buffers with high salt content can separate polysaccharides
from cell walls, while PVPP can reduce browning due to
phenol content in young leaves [26, 27]
DNA has been extracted from within the cell needs to be
separated from the contaminants of other cell constituent
components such as polysaccharides and proteins so that the
DNA obtained has high purity. Phenol is often used as
denaturing proteins, extraction using phenol causes proteins
to lose their solubility and experience precipitation which
can then be separated from DNA by centrifugation [28]. The
DNA extract obtained is often also contaminated by RNA so
that RNA can be separated from the DNA extract using
RNAse [22]. After the extraction process, the DNA obtained
can be concentrated through precipitation. In general,
ethanol or isopropanol is used in the precipitation stage. Both
of these compounds will precipitate DNA in the aqueous
phase so that the clumping DNA forms a fiber structure and
forms pellets after centrifugation [29].
Quantity Test
Test the quantity of DNA isolated from the young leaves
of the resistant mutant Athelia rolfsii Curzi using the
spectrophotometer method. DNA purity was measured by
calculating the absorbance value of 260 nm divided by the
absorbance value of 280 nm. The 260 nm wavelength is the
maximum absorption for nucleic acids or the maximum
value of DNA can absorb light, while the wavelength of 280
nm is the maximum absorption for protein or the maximum
residual value of proteins that can absorb light.
The quantity test was carried out to test the purity level
of the isolated DNA. The purity of DNA was determined by
the level of protein contamination in the solution. The results
of the DNA sample quantity test showed the success of DNA
isolation, as evidenced by the purity values ranging from
1.8-2.0 and included in the pure DNA category. According
to [30] DNA molecules were said to be pure if the ratio of
these two values ranges from 1.8-2.0. Whereas if the ratio
A260 / 280 is smaller than 1.8 indicates the presence of
contamination caused by protein or phenol in the isolation
results [31]. Besides, DNA was said to be contaminated if
the A260 / 280 ratio is more than 2.0 and this may be
contaminated by RNA [32].
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The quantity of DNA extracted was analyzed using the
spectrophotometer method. The results of DNA extraction
can be seen in table 1.
THE DNA CONCENTRATION AND PURITY OF RESISTANT
SOYBEAN MUTANT LINES ATHELIA ROLFSII CURZI
Sample
Anjasmoro
M100-25(2/7)
M100-A25(3/4)
M200-A11(32/3)
M200-A11(39/7)
M200-A12(6/5)
M300-A6(33/3)
M300-A8(35/7)

Purity
(A260/280)
1.84
1.82
1.86
1.94
1.87
2.00
1.97
2.00

Concentration
(µg/mL)
300.1
94.2
72.9
313.7
253.3
97.9
259.2
847.3

Based on table 1 the results of the calculation of DNA
concentration ranged from 72.9-847.3 µg / mL. The small
amount of DNA produced was influenced by several factors
during extraction and sample conditions. Komalasari [33]
states that the concentration of DNA extraction results were
influenced by two factors, the extraction speed, and
composition of the addition of lysis buffer. The extraction
speed factor is the most influential factor because the cell
lysis and supernatant precipitation must be sampled, so a few
samples experiencing deposition DNA.
Based on the extraction results, the purity level of the
sample DNA ranged from 1.84-2.00, where the extraction
with a ratio of 1.8-2.00 was high purity DNA and was not
contaminated with protein residues. The samples with DNA
purity were Anjasmoro (1.84), M100-25 (2/7) (1.82), M100A25 (3/4) (1.86), M200-A11 (32/3) (1.94), M200-A11
(39/7) (1.87), M200-A12 (6/5) (2.00), M300-A6 (33/3)
(1.97), M300-A8 (35/7) (2.00). Another factor that causes
impure DNA is the residual content of secondary metabolites
in extracted plant organs [34].
Quality Test
The qualitative DNA testing was carried out by
electrophoresis technique from DNA isolation results. This
is done to determine the purity of a strain or cultivar and to
test the entry of certain genetic material (for example in
detecting transgenic material) into the population. The
electrophoresis method is a technique that can be used to
describe the movement of charged molecules in an electric
field towards an electrode with an opposite charge or a
technique based on the movement of charged molecules in a
buffer medium under the influence of an electric field.
Electrophoresis is a technique of separating and
purifying fragments of DNA, RNA, or protein. The basic
principle of electrophoresis is to separate molecules based
on electric charges. DNA electrophoresis is usually used to
separate DNA based on differences in size. DNA separation,
in this case, is using agarose gel. Agarose is a polysaccharide
extracted from seaweed. Agarose pore size is suitable for the
separation of nucleic acid polymers composed of hundreds
of nucleotides [35].
DNA quality testing was carried out using agarose at a
concentration of 2%. The quality test results will show
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whether or not the DNA band was amplified. The thickness
and thinness of the band produced to show the volume and
concentration of DNA. Thick bands show high DNA volume
and concentration and vice versa. In addition to this, it is also
found a shaded ribbon (smear). This can be caused by DNA
mixed with other chemicals such as the presence of proteins,
lipids, carbohydrates, RNA and other chemical compounds
that are carried accidentally during DNA isolation.
The quality of DNA extracted was analyzed using 2%
agarose gel and visualized with UV transluminator. The
results of DNA extraction can be seen in Figure 1.
Based on the results of the quality test from Figure 1, it
shows that out of the 8 samples tested all showed the
presence of DNA bands. However, some samples show
smears, namely M300-A8 (35/7). This causes DNA bands to
appear thick due to contamination during isolation and these
contaminants can be polysaccharides, proteins, secondary
metabolites, and lipids. This is following [36] which states
that DNA molds containing compounds such as
polysaccharides and phenolic compounds, and too small
concentrations of printed DNA often produce dim or unclear
amplification DNA bands. Besides, in the study of [37], a
less than optimal purification caused some supernatants
containing genomic DNA to be wasted so that the resulting
DNA concentration was reduced. The difference in results
for each sample depends on the amount of DNA
concentration extracted. The fewer or no smears on DNA
bands show a better quality of DNA.
Electrophoresis test for the quality of resistant soybean

mutant Athelia rolfsii Curzi
Prayitno and Nuryandani [38] state that the smear band
at the bottom of the genomic DNA band is a molecule with
varying weights derived from DNA degradation. Smear
indicates that the isolated genomic DNA is no longer intact,
possibly fragmented during extraction [39]. The smear DNA
was degraded in the isolation process, because of the enzyme
endonuclease. The presence of DNA samples left in the gel
well at the time of electrophoresis shows the high
contamination of polysaccharides which were also extracted
[40].
The quality test results are different from the quantity
test results, where high DNA concentrations show less bright
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bands and vice versa. The difference in the results of the
quantity can be caused by the techniques at the time of
measurement,
among
others,
when
performing
homogenization before spectrophotometry, some DNA was
attached to Eppendorf and the pipetting process is less
precise which causes DNA to break into fragments. This
technical error caused the concentration of DNA in the
spectrophotometer results to be less than the results of DNA
quality testing. The difference in DNA purity was caused by
the remaining material, such as the presence of loading dye
or ethidium bromide found in the pores of the Agarose gel,
so that there is a thin smear between the DNA bands.
CONCLUSION
Soybean mutant lines showing bright and thick DNA
banding patterns were found in Anjasmoro, M100-25(2/7),
M100-A25(3/4), M200-A11(39/7), M300-A8(35/7), while
thin and less bright band found in M200-A11(32/3), M200A12(6/5), M300-A6(33/3). The purity of DNA obtained
ranged from 1.84 - 2.00 and the concentration of DNA
produced range from 72.9 –847.3 µg/ml. It is necessary to
develop a simpler DNA isolation method to obtain plant
DNA with good quantity and quality.
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Abstract
The quality or quality of seeds is the beginning of the
success of planting shallots from seeds (TSS). The study
aimed to determine the growth of shallot seed from the
seeds of the direct seed sowing system (Tabela) in sand soil.
The study uses of on farm research approach with farmers
as cooperators. The research was conducted in two different
locations of beach sand, namely the Manunggal Farmer
Group, Srigading, Sanden, Bantul and Sidodadi Farmer
Group of Trisik, Banaran, Galur, Kulon Progo during April
to July 2018. The study was arranged in a Randomized
Complete Block Design (RCBD) with the treatment of three
shallot varieties namely Bima, Trisula and Lokananta. The
study was repeated 4 times, on a land of 0.5 ha per variety.
The results of the study showed that growth power, root
length, seedling population were not significantly different,
whereas plant height, leaf number and adaptability were
significantly different for each variety. Lokananta variety
were performance better than Trisula and Bima indicated by
some characters such as oplant height, total number of leaf,
seedling weight and adaptation ability. Plant height of
Lokananta was higher of 4.5-5.4 cm than Trisula and Bima
in two locations. Leaf total number of Lokananta was also
higher about 0.4 than Trisula and Bima. Seedling weight of
Lokananta showed higher 0.29 g than that of trisula and
Bima, meanwhile adaptation ability of Lokananta was
6.43% higher tan Trisula and Bima. Seedling of TSS
actually was adapted to sand soil area.
Keywords : TSS, direct seeding, sand soil area
Introduction
Indonesian shallots are unable to form seeds
because these plants come from four seasons or have to pass
two seasons or bianual. But shallots varieties have
undergone adaptations so they are able to form seeds such
as Bima VUB and Trisula. The use of seeds will produces
healthy plants (virus free) (Dirjen Hortikultura, 2005),
furthermorewill produces tubers with better quality (large
and round) (Permadi, 1993; Putrasamedja, 1995).
Indonesian farmer, in fact, has became the technical aspects,
social, economic, and cultural cultivation of shallot seeds
derived from tubers, so that in future required the
introduction of shallot from seeds (TSS).
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The disadvantage of using seeds from tubers
comes from the harvest (consumption bulbs) of past plants
as planting material it has proven economically expensive
and other risks are quite high. Seed costs are around 40% of
total production costs (Suherman and Basuki 1990) and
even up to 50% of the total cost of the farming. Moreover,
seeds from tuber that planted for a long time and
continuously, there was a declining in the yields of shallots
both quantitative and qualitative. Walkey et al., (1987)
concludes that the cultivation of shallot from tuber have
impact on shallot production decline between 25-50% and
the amount of cloves, resulting in a weight reduction of the
tuber up to 45%. Santoso (2008) report that the quality of
seed from tubers have significant impact on the declining in
yields. So the solution according to Basuki (2009) is the use
of TSS as a planting material capable of increasing yields
by up to two times compared to the use of tuber
consumption and better tuberquality ( Ridwan et al. 1998,
Permadi 1993, Sumanaratne et al. 2005). Break the link
between seeds from tuber with consumption very necessary
because the price of shallots is expensive, thus seed from
tuber also expensive. In contrary,there is no price
connection if we use seed. Economically, the use of TSS
can reduce costs up to 50 - 77% (Satmoko Budi Santoso,
2018; Anonimus 2018).
Botanical seeds of shallots or true shallots seed
(TSS) are an alternative technology for shallot cultivation
that is potentially used in order to provide quality shallot
seeds continuous every year. TSS is obtained from red
shallot flower tubers which has been matured, while
pollination can be helped by hand or insect pollinator.The
production of shallot bulbs using TSS has advantages
compared to the use of tuber seeds, that is the required
volume of TSS is lower which is around 3-4 kg ha-1 so the
cost of seed supply is more efficient, TSS transport and
storage is easier and cheaper, produces plants that are
healthier because they are pathogenic free and produces
tubers with better quality because the tubers produced will
be larger in size and more round compared to shallotfrom
tuber (Sumarni et al. , 2005). Production of shallot bulbs
using TSS seeds can be reached in three ways, that is
planting TSS directly in the field, seeding TSS seeds first so
that seeds ( seedling ) areproduced, and planting mini
tuber(mini tuber/shallots set) which is a small tuber (2-3 g /
tuber) originating from TSS seeds (Sumarni et al. , 2012).
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The shallot variety from seeds starting in 2004 has
been introduced to shallot varieties TUK TUK ,
nowdeveloping VUB and Bima Brebes, Sanren, Lokananta,
TSS Agrihorti 1, TSS Agrihorti 2 (Anonymous, 2018) to be
an alternative varieties rotation in a year. Each variety has
its own weaknesses and strengths so it is suggested that
rotation of varieties can be used to break the cycle of major
pests and diseases. The involvement of producers for the
supply of shallots seed is needed. The denser plant density
is 400 plants per m2 which can produce the largest number
of tubers (2.5-5 g / tuber) at most (Rosliani et al. 2002) . The
success of the shallot production use TSS must be
germinated first so that the seeds that produces tuber will be
stronger and more robust and the number of seeds is more
efficient (Sumarni, et al., 2010). Basuki (2009)
recommendsthat the use of TSS is feasible economically
and more efficient up to double compared to the use of tuber
seeds, healthier, and the volume of seeds that neededare
lower.
Seeding on the beginning of the shallot cultivation
is needed like rice cultivation. Dry rice seedling system
(dapog) is very good, so that the shallots from seeds can also
be done with models such as dapog. Some nursery models
in supporting shallots from the seeds of the box system,
tabela, polybags and others that related to the level of
difficulty and success even the planting area.
Based on the above To improve the quality and
quantity as material , system research is needed seedlingin
in situ. This is related to several constraints of germination
caused by seed structures such as ku lit, endosperm, and
seed embryos on 3 shallot varieties , namely the Lokananta
, Bima and Trisula varieties. The research aims to run to the
ri system red shallot seedlings from which seeds can
improve sprouted seeds (power and speed of germination),
vigor and adaptability after the transplanting and more
economical can be applied by a wide-scale farmers by
farmers.

Seedling Pre-Treatment And Germination
TSS seeds onion before sowing are soaked in
warm water (50 oC) and / or Previcur N fungicide solution
(2 cc / l) for 3 hours, then drained overnight and then sown
in sand fields.
Seedling Pre-Treatment And Media Preparation
The seedling media is sterilized by burning with
rice husk, with a thickness of 5 cm. After finishing the fire,
then the planting media is stirred stirring the burning husk
with the top soil. Then the land is moistened 3-4 times until
the valley for 3 days, then fertilized with NPK (16: 16: 6)
dose of 50 kg / ha. The land is made of seedling grooves
with a distance of 25 cm as deep as 5 cm, the seeds are
sprinkled on top with a dose of 5 g / m2. The seeds in the
planting groove are covered with charcoal husk, then
doused with water to the valley. Then covered with straw
mulch with a thickness of 2-3 cm, after 5 days of opening,
the seeds have begun to grow.
Determination Of Growth Media Physical And
Chemical Properties
Growth media pH was measured from a soilwater suspension (1:1, v/v) by a pH meter (model: Hannah
HI 110). Cation exchange capacity (CEC) was determined
by the ammonium acetate saturation method.Total nitrogen
(N) content was determined by Kjeldahl method and
measured on a distillation unit (model: BuchiK-350).
Available phosphorus (P) was determined by the Bray II
method and measured on an inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrophotometer. Exchangeable
potassium (K+) was measured by flame photometer after
extraction with 1 N ammonium acetate pH 7.0.
Experimental Design

Materials and Methods
Location And Time
Manunggal Farmers Group, Srigading Village,
Sanden District, Bantul Regency and Farmers Group Sido
Dadi, Sidorejo, Banaran Galur District, Kulon Progo
Regency . Regency. The locayion is situated in South of the
Indonesian Ocean or the South Sea of Yogyakarta.
Srigading Village lies in Longitude Coordinate 110.2824
and Latitude Coordinate: -7.984688, height ± 10-20 m
above sea level. Banaran Village in latitude 7 ° 57 '45 "S
and longitude 110 ° 12' 53" E. at an elevation of 10-20 m
above sea level, 20 km from Kulon Progo city. Analysis of
growth media physical and chemical properties was
conducted at the IAAT Yogyakarta of Crop Science and
Production, Soil Science Laboratory, IAAT of Agriculture.
Seedling seeds in May - June 2018 for 35 days after seeding
(hss).Experimental site the study was conducted at the TSS
in the coastal sand field of the
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The experiment was arranged in a complete
randomized block design (RCBD) with three treatments
(TSS Varieties) each replicating d four times. The three
treatments are as follows; Bima varieties, Trisula and
Lokananta varieties are each treated at two locations. The
plot area is 1 x 2 m2, each treatment with seedlings per
replicate randomly located in sand fields (Fig. 1). This gives
a total of 250 m2 of each location. Experiments were carried
out in open sand land without shade to minimize water loss.
Seeds are watered twice a day, in the morning and evening
with sprinklers. Weed is removed manually by hand every
time it occurs. There is no fertilizer supplied to the seeds.

Growth Parameters
The experiment was monitored for forty days (8)
weeks after planting (WAT) and growth parameters
measured are: growth power, plant height, number of
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leaves, weight of total seedlings (roots + shoots) fresh
weight and seedling population and adaptability.
Measurements were taken once at the age of 40 when
planting moved at the end of the study. Growth / vigor is
measured after 7 days, observed the percentage of the
number of live seeds from 100 seeds. Plant height (cm) is
measured using a ruler meter from the ground to the
terminal end. The number of leaves was measured
quantitatively at 40 days after seedling. The destructive
method was used to determine the fresh weight (g)
measured at 40 days after the seedlings of 5 seeds were used
per replica. The average is then taken to represent the test.
Adaptability was observed after transplanting in 25 clusters,
calculated that the living plants were recorded, then
qualitatively the percentage of life.
Data analysis
The data collected was subjected to analysis of
variance (ANOVA) using the STATISTIX SAS -1
program. Where a significant F-test was observed and
means comparison test were carried out using Least
Significant Difference (BNJ) at p≤0.05 to separate
treatment means
Results And Discussion
Location condition
This study conduct in two different locations and
farmers as cooperators: First in the coastal sand area of
Trisik Farmers Group Sido Dadi, Tegal Rejo Hamlet,
Banaran Village, Galur District Kulon Progo Regency.
Second,sand area of Samas beach farmer group Manunggal,
Srigading, Sanden, Bantul. Sand area used for seeding TSS
is a former Red Chili field that have gone through the bera
process. The diseases that often attack during the process of
seedling growth are Altenanteria porri and Colletotrichum
sp as well as weeds (Teki and wide leaves) but can be
controlled. In general, the intensity of the disease is low
because the nursery is carried out in the dry season, but
based on insect catches with light traps, caught insects,
especially lice and catching are quite a lot. Irrigation is
carried out by irrigation of fog and sprinklers so that
leaching of the leaves (spores) and adjusting the moisture
can be controlled or pressed. The development of shallots
according to Udiarto et al. (2005) that conditions supports
the growth and development of A. porri fungi and
Colletotrichum fungus is aroused by microclimate
conditions such as high air humidity. Fungi A.porri can
grow at a temperature of ± 25 o C. Indrasari (2002) states
that The fungus Colletotrichumsp can develop and attack
plants on humidity ± 78.5-82.95%. The air temperature and
humidity that quite good during nursery does not support
the development of the fungus. The characteristic attack of
A. porri is the presence of ring-like patches with the middle
part purple and the reddish edge. The tips of the leaves dry
out so that the leaves are broken and the surface of the spot
is finally blackish brown. The attack of the
Colletotrichumfungus is marked by the appearance of
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colored patches white on the leaves, then formed into an
indentation, hollow and broken. If the attack continues, the
curve turns brown, dark brown, and finally blackish
(Udiarto et al., 2005). Both of these diseases can be
controlled by washing the leaves in the morning and
spraying them regularly.
Agronomy Performance
The results of seedling recapitulation in two
locations (Table 2) growth power, root length, seedling
population were not significantly different, whereas plant
height, leaf number and adaptability were significantly
different influenced by TSS varieties. Seed weight produced
for plant material was significantly different between
varieties (Table 2).
Table 2. Scope Recapitulation of Agronomic Variety in
Samas Market District, Bantul Regency and
Trisik Sand Land, Kulon Progo Regency, DS
2018
Sido Dadi farmer group,
Banaran, Galur, Kulon
Progo
Character

Manunggal
Farmer Group,
Srigading,
Sanden, Bantul

Agronomic
data

kk
(%)

Agronomic
data

kk (%)

Growing
Power (%)

tn

3.76

tn

3.78

Plant Height
(cm)

**

7.58

**

7.08

Number of
leaves

**

6.62

**

6.58

Seedling
weight (g /
seed)

*

11.82

*

10.82

Root length
(cm)

tn

11.17

tn

10.07

Seedling
population
(25 cm2)

tn

20.64

tn

12.04

Adaptability
(%)

**

2.18

**

2.28

Remarks: * = real at P <0.05, ** = significantly P <0.01,
ns = not significantly different
The TSS seeding system is applied by farmers in
both locations with a system of sowing seeds directly into
the field in-situ in a specific location . The results of seeding
in both locations were quite good, it was evident that the age
of 30 hss seedlings were ready for transplanting with the
characteristics of healthy seeds, strong, high and optimal
number of leaves. The direct seedling system of agronomic
performance in both locations and the three varieties Bima,
Trisula and Lokananta is quite healthy. It is proven that the
root system and root length are quite good.
Seed Quality
TSS germination power in the laboratory showed
a value below the standard, which was 80% and the vigor
index was 80 %. This shows that the seeds used meet the
standards of the National Seed Development Directorate
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(2007) which states that the minimum germination power of
shallot seeds is 75%. The growth power of TSS in the field
is very low, quite good for TSS direct planting for TSS
seeded is 70,58%. This data gives an indication of the
optimum growing environment so that the power to grow in
the field is better than the vigor index in the laboratorium.
The optimum growing environments is due to the optimum
planting media. Cut chicken waste husk media burned for 2
days at a thickness of 5 cm, then mixed with sand or rice
husk burned mixed with organic fertilizer (1: 4) is optimal
for TSS shallot seedlings. Rosliani et al. (2014) reported
that the optimum planting medium for the growth of shallots
from TSS is compost + husk charcoal.
Table 3. Sprout Power 3 red shallot varieties from seeds in
both location
Variety

Bima
Trisula
Lokananta
CV

Sprout Power (%)
Sido Dadi farmer
Manunggal Farmer Group,
group, Banaran,
Srigading, Sanden, Bantul
Galur, Kulon Progo
84.00 a
85.00 a
83.73 a
85.73 a
a
87.43
88.43 a
3.76
3.78

Description: Superscript numbers followed by different
letters in the same column show results that are = 5%. (*)
is significantly different at the level of
5%; (tn)  significantly different based on BNJ on not
significantly different
Seed Growth
Plant Height
The results of the observations indicate that the
two locations of high yielding plants the highest were
Lokananta varieties (23.14 cm and 21.14 cm) compared to
Bima and Trisula varieties not significantly different.The
difference in plant height> 4 cm is enough to deny higher
and interest that the Lokananta variety is more striking than
the Bima and Trisula varieties. The growth of location 1
plant height in the "Sido Dadi" farmer group was higher
than the second location in the "Manunggal" farmer group.
Differences in plant growth due to differences in seedling
planting media. The seedling media of broiler chicken husk
waste is better than rice fuel husk, even though it is mixed
with organic fertilizer. Weed growth in fuel husk media and
organic fertilizer is more than that of broiler waste husk
media so that it greatly influences competition in nutrition,
affecting plant height. High variance analysis results are
shown in Table 4.
Table 4 . Plant height (cm) 3 red shallot varieties from
seeds in both locations
Variety

Bima
Trisula
Lokananta
CV

Plant Height (cm)
Sido Dadi farmer
Manunggal Farmer
group, Banaran,
Group, Srigading, Sanden,
Galur, Kulon
Bantul
Progo
18.69 b
17.69 b
17.71 b
16.71 b
23.14 a

21.14 a

7.08

7.58
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Description: Superscript numbers followed by different
letters in the same column show results that are = 5%.(*) is
significantly different at the level of
5%; (tn)  significantly different based on BNJ on not
significantly different
Sumarni et al. (2010) stated that plants from TSS
seedlings were stronger and more robust than TSS direct
planting to produce better plants. Reserve the stored food
seeds and the difference in time needed to achieve
maximum height is related to differences in tuber and seed
structure. Brewster (2008) states that red shallot tubers have
formed pseudo stems and apical shoots containing leaf
primordia. While in plants from primordial TSS leaves
formed along with plant growth.
Number Of Leaves
The results of observations of the number of leaves
showed that TSS produced the highest number of leaves
of3-4 strands in the Lokananta variety, while the Bima and
Trisula 2-3 varieties were significantly different. Plant
material in the form of seedlings of TSS yields leaves > 3 to
4 strands per seed (Table 5). The difference in the number
of leaves is due to the size and size of the seeds of the
Lokananta variety and the weight of 1000 grains higher than
the Bima and Trisula varieties. In general, TSS requires a
longer time in leaf formation becauseunformed leaf
primordia. Leaf formation on TSS requires prior initiation
that occurs in the apical meristem.
Table 5. Number of leaves of 3 shallots varieties
originating from seeds in both locations
Variety

Bima
Trisula
Lokananta
CV (%)

Number of leaves
Sido Dadi farmer
Manunggal Farmer
group, Banaran,
Group, Srigading, Sanden,
Galur, Kulon
Bantul
Progo
3.04 b
3.04 b
2.96 b
2.96 b
3.36 a
3.36 a
6.58
6.62

Description: Superscript numbers followed by different
letters in the same column show results that are = 5%. (*)
is significantly different at the level of
5%; (tn)  significantly different based on BNJ on not
significantly different

Seedling Production
Seed And Plant Weight
Planting materials from seeds produce
significantly different weight per clump of varieties.
Seedling weight per plant of the Lokananta and Bima
varieties is higher than the Trisula variety . The weight of
wet seeds per plant that produced by the Lokananta and
Bima varieties are not significantly different. Seed weight
as planting material the Lokananta variety of 1.5 g /
seedlings in both locations is the same as the seed, while the
Bima and Trisula varieties are equal 1.21 and 1.4 g / seeds
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of the same guard location. T SS seedlings produce wet seed
weight not affected by differences in location (Table 6).
Table 6. Seed weight per plant 3 seed varieties originating
from seeds in both locations
Variety

Bima
Trisula
Lokananta
CV

Seed weight (g)
Sido Dadi farmer
Manunggal Farmer
group, Banaran,
Group, Srigading, Sanden,
Galur, Kulon
Bantul
Progo
1.41 ab
1.41 ab
1.21 b
1.21 b
1.50 a
1.50 a
10.82
11.82

Description: Superscript numbers followed by different
letters in the same column show results that are = 5%. (*)
is significantly different at the level of
5%; (tn)  significantly different based on BNJ on not
significantly different
The plant origin of TSS when sown with a spacing of
10 cm between kerf with a density of 1.6 g / m2 (± 480
grains / m2) with germination power of 75% will produce
3,600,000 plants per hectare. Based on this, TSS seedlings
have the potential to produce shallot bulbs of 17.56 tons ha1 and 16.02 tons ha -1 respectively. Thus, the production of
TSS is higher than tuber (Shavira Ayu Adinda, 2016).

is not significantly different between varieties, but
Lokananta tends to be higher than Bima and Trisula, both
population locations are the same. If in one hakter 800,000
seedlings are needed, the area of the nursery is wide enough
so that it is related to the power to grow and the seed vigor
is increased. If the nursery area is 500-538 m 2 / ha, a
population of 800. 00 isneeded 0 seedlings of plant material
to plant an area of 1 ha . Both locations based on population
can still be maximized so that they are more efficient (Table
8).
Table 8 . Population of 3 shallot varieties originating from
seeds in both locations
Variety

Bima
Trisula
Lokananta
CV

Broad expansion 1 m 2 per plant
Sido Dadi
Manunggal Farmer
farmer group,
Group, Srigading, Sanden,
Banaran, Galur,
Bantul
Kulon Progo
1.312
1. 2 12
1,348
1. 2 48
1,485
1. 3 85
12.04
20.64

Description: Superscript numbers followed by different
letters in the same column show results that are = 5%. (*)
is significantly different at the level of
5%; (tn)  significantly different based on BNJ on not
significantly different

Root Length
Adaptability
The root length reflects that the seedling media
will be optimal if the penetration power of the root entry is
not inhibited, so that nutrient absorption is better because
root stamps are wider and longer. Based on the results of the
observation, the root lengths of the three varieties were not
significantly different, although the Lokananta variety
tended to be longer ± 1 cm longer than Bima and Trisula
(Table 7).
Table 7. Root length of 3 shallot varieties originating from
seeds in both locations
Variety

Bima
Trisula
Lokananta
CV (%)

Root length (cm)
Sido Dadi farmer
Manunggal Farmer
group, Banaran,
Group, Srigading, Sanden,
Galur, Kulon
Bantul
Progo
9.29
9.29
10.51
10.51
10.31
10.31
10.07
11.17

Description: Superscript numbers followed by different
letters in the same column show results that are = 5%. (*)
is significantly different at the level of
5%; (tn)  significantly different based on BNJ on not
significantly different
Density (Population)
Based on the results of previous studies that the age
of seedling is ready to be transplanted ( tranplanting) age 68 weeks after seedling. The success of the seedlings is
determined by bib it surviving until the age of 30-35 hst , so
that the seedling population becomes the main nursery. The
more densely populated the population, the better the
quality of seeds compared to rather rare . Population density
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Adaptation power indicates that after being
removed, then being transferred to the planting area can be
of good adaptation, and not stressful resulting in death. The
results of the adaptation analysis at the age of 14 days
showed that the Lokananta varieties were significantly
better than the Bima and Trisula varieties (Table 9)
Table 9. Adaptation power of 3 shallot varieties from
seeds in both locations
Variety

Bima
Trisula
Lokananta
CV

Adaptation Power (%) age 15 days
Sido Dadi
Manunggal Farmer
farmer group,
Group, Srigading,
Banaran,
Sanden, Bantul
Galur, Kulon
Progo
93.00 b
93.00 b
93.00 b
93.00 b
99.43 a
99.43 a
2.28
2.18

Description: Superscript numbers followed by different
letters in the same column show results that are = 5%. (*)
is significantly different at the level of
5%; (tn)  significantly different based on BNJ on not
significantly different
Harvesting of the seeds is done by extracting the
system by suppressing root damage and if it is too large or
too thin can reduce the leaves to approximately 1/3 part.
Based on observations in the TSS field with rice husk husk
media and chopped growth chicken husks at the age of 3035, it is quite good and maximum. The health of the
seedlings in the nursery is quite good with the application
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of traps of pests such as Pheromone E-xi, bottle system
insect traps and light trap solar power sell very effectively .
According to Basuki (2009) stated that TSS bibit planted in
the field is single seed extracted one by one from the
nursery. When it is revoked, the roots of the seeds are
damaged (broken) and experience stress at the beginning of
growth in the field. Thus increasing themortality of
seedlings after planting in la food, harvesting age
backwards, it can even bring down the results.Various ways
to minimize damage to seed roots during transfer to the
field, can be done by seeding some TSS seeds in 1 polybag
or 1 hole in the nursery media. When transferring to the
field, several seeds (cluster seeds) that grow in polybags or
nursery media are planted at once along with the soil around
the roots. The performance of seedling in two locations can
be seen in the picture as below (Picture 1 and 2).
Conclusions And Recommendations
System nursery (seedlings) red shallotfromTSS
seed sow seeds directly (seeding) with media rice husk
fuel + organic fertilizer (1: 4) and husk fuel waste chicken
cage burned directly to the nursery land power grows, the
growth results seedlings are healthy and good. Lokananta
variety were performance better than Trisula and Bima
indicated by some characters such as oplant height, total
number of leaf, seedling weight and adaptation ability.
Plant height of Lokananta was higher of 4.5-5.4 cm than
Trisula and Bima in two locations. Leaf total number of
Lokananta was also higher about 0.4 than Trisula and
Bima. Seedling weight of Lokananta showed higher 0.29 g
than that of trisula and Bima, meanwhile adaptation ability
of Lokananta was 6.43% higher tan Trisula and Bima.
Seedling of TSS actually was adapted to sand soil area.
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Abstract
Minapadi is fish farming in the fields along with
rice cultivation. The study aims to determine the responses
of several rice varieties in Minapadi cultivation. The study
was conducted in Samberembe, Candibinangun, Pakem,
Sleman, Yogyakarta in March until August 2018. The
research was arranged factorial, the first factor was the
cultivation system: minapadi and ugadi (shrimp with rice),
the second factor was 4 rice varieties: Sembada merah,
Inpari 30, Inpari 43, and Inpari 42. The results showed that
the evaluated rice varieties differ from each other according
to their genetic potential which was influenced by their
growing environment. There were significant differences in
all parameters, both in the treatment of varieties and
cultivation systems and their interactions. The average
productivity in minapadi cultivation was higher (7.79 tons /
ha) than ugadi cultivation (7.24 tons / ha). The highest
average productivity was achieved by Inpari 43 (8.07 tons /
ha) followed by Inpari 42 (7.49 tons / ha) and Sembada
variety (7.49 tons / ha), the lowest achieved by Inpari 30 (7,
00 tons / ha). The interaction of varieties and cultivation
systems, the highest productivity was achieved by Inpari 43
on Minapadi cultivation = 9.58 tons / ha.
Keywords: evaluation, minapadi, Yogyakarta

Narrow land ownership in Yogyakarta encourages
to innovate by utilizing existing land. The way that can be
done was to change the monoculture system to an
agricultural diversification system so that the land was
optimally utilized . One way that can be done was with the
Integrated Fish Farming System, which was a combination
of agriculture and fisheries, such as the Minapadi business
system, it was a change in the monoculture farming system
towards agricultural diversification (Sudiarta et al., 2016).
The Minapadi farming system was one of the new
transitional strategies from monoculture systems to
agricultural diversification (Hadi and Umi, 2014).
According to Surtida (2000), Minapadi has a long history in
Indonesia, starting in the 9th century in West Java.
Minapadi was cultivating fish in rice fields along
with rice cultivation. The presence of fish in the Minapadi
system was thought to affect rice growth and production
(Kurniasih et al., 2003). Abuasir et al., 2004, integrates
agricultural aspects and aspects of fisheries with the
application of Minapadi cultivation. The same as FAO,
2016 that the cultivation method that integrates rice and fish
is very important because rice was a staple food of the
Indonesian people and it was one of the commodities that
support food security. According to Nurhayati et al., 2016,
in the ministry there was a symbiotic relationship between
mutual rice, fish, water and land to achieve an ecological
balance condition.
There are many advantages to using this Minapadi
cultivation technique : rice fields become fertile; reduce
fertilizer use; weed growth can be reduced, farmers' income
increases, increasing rice production, increases land
efficiency and productivity, fulfills animal protein needs,
stimulates young people to enter the world of agriculture,
increases income by 20%; and as a tourist place (Setiawan,
2015). The habit of fish stirring up land and preying on
certain types of pests and weeds will help reduce production
costs for weeding and pest control activities, and fish
manure was a source of nutrients for rice plants thus saving
inorganic fertilizer use (Suriapermana et al., 1994;

Introduction
Increasing rice production was one of the targets
of agricultural development, along with the increase in the
population reaching 1.5% each year. Besides population
growth, another challenge in agriculture is increasing land
use change, the impact of climate change, decreasing land
fertility, and the scarcity of agricultural labor. The area of
rice harvest continues to decline due to the conversion of
agricultural land which causes production to decline, while
the population of Indonesia continues to increase. If this
continues to occur it can cause food scarcity (Irawan, 2005).
These challenges encourage to implement and explore
technological innovations.
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Departemen of Marine and Fisheries, 2003 ). Another
benefit in the use of the Minapadi system was that it can
eliminate weeds, and can make efficient use of water and
environmental sustainability because by using the rice mina
system the balance of ecosystems was more stable and can
also reduce soil and water poisoning (Halwart and Gupta,
2004). Widodo, (2017) said that the cultivation of Minapadi
increased rice production from 17.05 to 25.62% compared
to the pattern of monoculture, soil fertility increased
because there was an addition of nutrients from food and
fish feces containing elements N, P, Ca and Mg.
Minapadi cultivation besides using fish
commodities, can also use freshwater shrimp as one of the
technological innovations promoted by the Ministry of
Maritime Affairs and Fisheries through the Directorate
General of Aquaculture as an alternative effort that can
increase productivity and welfare of farmers. Ugadi is the
cultivation of freshwater shrimp along with rice plants, in
principle it is no different from the business of Minapadi
with commodities of carp and tilapia. With the Ugadi
method, not only freshwater shrimp are healthier but also
can increase rice crop yields. Freshwater shrimp
(Macrobrachium rosenbergiide Mann) are one of the
potential freshwater commodities and are increasingly the
concern of the government and aquaculture business in
Indonesia (Sukadi, 2001 and Budiman, 2004).
Rice plants were planted with jajar legowo ajar
planting system. Jajar legowo rice technology was an
integrated rice cultivation technology based on jajar legowo
cultivation methods. The jajar legowo planting system was
a rice planting pattern that alternates between two or more
(usually two or four) rows and one blank line. (IAARD,
2016).
Technique of rice planting techniques by planting
jajar legowo 2: 1 or 4: l, based on the results of the study
proved to increase rice production by 12-22%. The Legowo
system which provides a large space (aisle) was very
suitable to be combined with fish maintenance (Minapadi
legowo). Mahmudiyah and Soedradjad (2016), the selection
of the Jajar Legowo planting system in Minapadi was
because the cultivated fish still get enough space for their
survival, while also facilitating the maintenance of rice and
fish and in harvesting fish.
Fish products obtained are able to cover a portion
of farming costs, so as to increase farmers' income. Based
on farmers 'income obtained through the cultivation of
minapadi, farmers' income can be maximized by combining
the cultivation techniques used, namely through the Jajar
Legowo cultivation technique (Sukri and Suwardi, 2016).
One component of jajar legowo technology was
the use of new high-potential superior varieties. The
selection of rice varieties was adapted to the technology that
will be applied. According to Setiawan (2015) and Sarlan
(2016), rice varieties suitable for the Minapadi system were
those that have characteristics: deep roots; quickly breed /
germinate; strong stems and not easy to fall down; resistant
to inundation at the beginning of growth; erect leaves; and
resistant to pests and diseases. Anonim (2016), Indonesia
planted: https://indonesiabertanam.com/2016, said that
inundated rice varieties such as Inpara 3, Inpara 4, Inpara 5,
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Inpari 29, Inpari 30 (Ciherang Sub 1), Kapuas, Batanghari,
and Banyuasin.
The study aimed to determine the responses of
several rice varieties in Minapadi cultivation, in the hope of
increasing farmers' income both from rice production and
from fish production.
Materials and Methods
The study was conducted in Samberembe,
Candibinangun, Pakem, Sleman, Yogyakarta in March until
August 2018. The research was arranged factorial, the first
factor was the cultivation system: minapadi and ugadi
(shrimp with rice), the second factor was 4 rice varieties:
Sembada merah, Inpari 30, Inpari 43, and Inpari 42. Inpari
30, Inpari 43 GSR (Green Super Rice) and Inpari 42 GSR
were new superior varieties of INPARI crosses produced by
the IAARD, while Sembada merah was superior local rice
from Sleman, Yogyakarta which has been released as a local
superior variety by the Ministry of Agriculture in March
2019.
Minapadi treatment, the type of fish used was
tilapia measuring 15-20 tails per kg with an enlargement
system with a density of 70 kg / 1000 m2. The ugadi
treatment using galah shrimp measures 5-6 g per tail (2 cm)
with a density of 10 tails per square meter (2000 tails / 1000
m) for enlargement purposes. The fertilizer used was 2 tons
/ ha of organic fertilizer, 200 kg / ha of NPK and 180 kg /
ha of Urea.
The "Minapadi" cultivation system used in this
study was " Deep Pool of Minapadi ". The Minapadi deep
pool cultivation system was unique in comparison with the
Minapadi in general, namely the presence of a holding pool
and a portion of the pond (on the edge of the land) was made
deeper to facilitate the care and harvest of fish (Lantarsih,
2016).
Parameters of observation included plant height,
number of productive tillers, panicle length, number of
filled grains per panicle, number of empty grains per
panicle, weight of 1000 grains, and productivity. Plant
height was measured from the base of the stem to the tip of
the highest panicle (not including fur). The number of
productive tillers was done by calculating the number of
tillers that produce panicles, panicle length measured from
the bottom of the panicle to the tip of the highest panicle,
the number of filled grains per panicle by calculating the
number of filled grains per panicle, the number of empty
grains per panicle by counting the number of empty grains
per panicle , weighs 1000 grains by weighing 1000 grain
contents. Data hasil pengamatan dianalisis menggunakan
software SAS ver 9.1.
Results and Discussion
The results of variance analysis showed that the
treatment of Minapadi and Ugadi cultivation techniques had
no significant effect on plant height, number of productive
tillers, and panicle length, but significantly affected the
number of empty grain per panicle, grain weight per clump,
and productivity. The treatments of rice varieties tested and
the interaction between varieties with cultivation techniques
were significantly different for all parameters observed
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(Table 1). Sembada merah variety has the highest plant
height, number of productive tillers, and highest of panicle
length in Minapadi cultivation. Sembada merah variety was
a local Sleman variety that has been registered at the Center
for Plant Variety Registration and Agricultural Licensing
and released as a national superior variety in 2019 (Republic
Indonesia of Minister Agriculture Decree No. 126 / HK.540
/ C / 03/2019). As a variety from Sleman, it was more
adaptive in Sleman, so that the height of the plant, the
number of productive tillers, and the length of the panicles
were the highest. The morphological performance was a
genetic expression that was influenced by the growth
environment.
The number of productive tillers was moderate,
only one had a low number of productive tillers, namely
Inpari 43 which was cultivated with the Minapadi system
(V3M = 12.33). According to Zen et al. (2002), productive
tillers can be grouped into three types, namely less tillers
(less than 12 stems per clump), medium tillers (13-20 stems
per clump) and many tillers (more than 20 stems per clump).
From the results of observations (Table 1), in general all
varieties tested in the cultivation of Minapadi and Ugadi
included groups that had moderate productive tillers.
According to Soemartono et al. (1980), unproductive tillers
will die because of competition to get nutrients, light and
water that were tight, the number of tillers will remain after
the entry of pregnant stages.
Panicle length is grouped into three groups: short
(≤ 20 ۗm), medium (20-30 cm), and long (> 30 cm) (Sajak
(2012). Based on these groupings, 4 varieties tested in both
cultivation systems (minapadi and ugadi) belong to the
medium long panicle group. The results of the further test
in Table 1 show the panicle length between one variety and
the other varieties were significantly different according to
the genetic potential of each variety which was influenced
by the growing environment.
Table 1. Effect of varieties and cultivation techniques and
their interactions on plant height, number of
productive tillers, number of filled grains per
panicle, number of empty grains per panicle,
weight of 1000 grains, weight of grain per clump
and productivity
Treatmen
t

Pla
nt
hei
ght
(c
m)

Pa
nic
le
len
gth
(c
m)

Num
ber
of
prod
uctiv
e
tiller
s

To
tal
gra
in
co
nte
nt /
pa
nic
le

Am
oun
t of
em
pty
gra
in /
pan
icle

W
eig
ht
of
10
00
gra
ins
(g)

W
eig
ht
of
gra
in
per
clu
mp
(g)

Prod
uctivi
ty
(ton/
ha)

11
0,7
5a
98,
58
b
86,
33
c

24.
72
a
22.
84
b
21.
80
c

16.6
7a

12
9,6
5a
11
7,8
6a
12
7,6
4a

12,
27
bc
5,7
5d

22.
9
bc
26.
4a

7,49
b

10,
13
b

21.
0c

41,
08
ab
41,
60
a
35,
79
b

Variety (V)
Sembada
Merah
(V1)
Inpari 30
(V2)
Inpari 43
(V3)

14.5
8b
13.8
3b

7,00
c
8,07
a
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Inpari 42
(V4)

83,
20.
83
50
c
d
Cultivation techniques

14.5
8b

13
6,7
2a

27,
67
a

23.
5b

42,
97
a

7,49
b

94,
22.
15,2
12
41
30
0a
1,5
a
a
6a
Ugadi
95,
22.
14,6
13
(U)
33
63
2a
4,8
a
a
7a
Interaction variety and cultivation
techniques

11,
8b

24.
0a

7,79
a

20,
77
a

22.
89
a

42,
92
a
37,
80
b

V1M

10
9,8
3a

24.
52
a

16,8
3a

12,
32
cd

23.
0b

41,
48
a-c

7,61
b

V2M

97,
16
b
81,
00
d
89,
66
c
11
6,6
6a
10
0,0
0b
91,
66
c

21.
84
b
22.
03
b
20.
84
bc
24.
93
a
23.
84
a
21.
58
bc

15,0
0 ab

5,0
5d

46,
78
ab
33,
98
c
49,
43
a
41,
68
bc
36,
41
c
37,
59
c

6,52
c

15,
72
bc

26.
50
a
23.
17
b
23.
33
b
22.
75
b
26.
33
a
18.
b8
c

78,
00
d
4,8
9

20.
16
c
5.4
8

14,8
3 ab

12,
33
cd
39,
33

23.
67
ab
9.9
9

36,
50
c
16.
25

7,55
b

Minapadi
(M)

V3M

V4M

V1U

V2U

V3U

V4U

CV (%)

12,3
3b
14,3
3 ab
16,5
0a
14,1
6 ab
15,3
3 ab

15,5
5

11
5,4
8
ab
10
0,1
7b
12
9, a
14
0,6
7a
14
3,a
13
7,5
6a
12
5,3
3
ab
13
2,7
8a
18,
15

22,
25
b
43,
00
a
12,
21
cd
6,4
4d

7,24
b

9,58
a
7,42
b
7,37
b
7,48
b
6,65
c

Description: Numbers followed by the same letters in the
same row and column were not significantly
different according to Duncan's Multiple
Distance Test at the level of 5%
The yield potential was determined by the yield
component consisting of the number of productive tillers,
number of filled grains per panicle, weight of grain per clump
and weight of 1000 grains. Purohit and Majumder (2009)
stated that yield potential was influenced by the character of
the number of productive tillers, the number of filled grains
per panicle, and the weight of 1000 grains of grain. Table 1
shows that each of the varieties tested was significantly
different from one another which was influenced by the
growing environment, which was cultivated with the
Minapadi and ugadi systems.
The ability of rice varieties to be able to adapt to
their growing environment was shown by productivity
achievements. The productivity of 4 varieties tested in the
cultivation of Minapadi and also different between varieties.
The highest average productivity was shown by Inpari 43 rice
which was 8.07 tons / ha, productivity in Minapadi
cultivation appeared to be higher (7.79 tons / ha) than the
ugadi system (7.24 tons / ha). The interaction of varieties and
cultivation systems had a significant effect and the highest
productivity was indicated by Inpari 43 varieties cultivated
in the Minapadi system (V3M = 9.58 tons / ha). The increase
in grain yield in many types of panicles resulted from the
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increasing number of panicles, while the increase in grain
yield from the type of heavy panicles resulted from the
addition of weight of each panicle (Vergara, 1995).
The high productivity in Minapadi cultivation was
both a single factor of the cultivation system and the
interaction of varieties with the cultivation system due to the
fact that the ugadi cultivation was the first cultivation
system in the field compared to the cultivation of Minapadi
so that adaptation was still needed. However, cultivated
giant prawns can still develop well. The high productivity
of Inpari 43 rice varieties in Minapadi cultivation caused of
genetically the Inpari 43 variety was a rice variety called
Inpari 3 Green Super Rice (GSR). Inpari 43 GSR was high
yielding rice both at optimum conditions and in limited
environmental conditions. Green emphasizes its ability to
produce high yield even at relatively low input conditions;
while Super emphasizes its ability to provide high yields
(IAARD in Unsurtani, 2017).
Conclusion
The evaluated rice varieties differ from each other
according to their genetic potential which was influenced by
their growing environment. The average productivity in
Minapadi cultivation was higher (7.79 tons / ha) than ugadi
cultivation (7.24 tons / ha). The highest productivity was
achieved by Inpari 43 (8.07 tons / ha) followed by Inpari 42
(7.49 tons / ha) and red Sembada (7.49 tons / ha), the lowest
achieved by Inpari 30 (7.00 tons / Ha). The interaction of
varieties and cultivation systems had a significant effect and
the highest productivity was indicated by Inpari 43 varieties
cultivated in the Minapadi system (V3M = 9.58 tons / ha).
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Abstract— Support for sustainable agriculture is to utilize
organic fertilizer. Organic fertilizers which are currently
widely used are organic fertilizers from organism faeces
and plant materials as well as in this study. The aim of this
research was to determine the response of the
vermicompost organic fertilizer and Liquid Organic
Fertilizer leaves of Lamtoro to the growth and production
of Shallot. This research used a Randomized Block Design
(RBD) consisting of two factors. The application of
Vermicompost (K) consisted of four levels, 100, 200 and
300 g/polybag. The second factor is the Application of
Lamtoro leaf liquid organic fertilizer (P) consists of four
dosage levels: 0, 100, 200 and 300 ml/polybag. The results
showed that the application of vermicompost organic
fertilizer showed a significant effect on all parameters
studied except for the parameters of the number of tillers.
Whereas, the application of Liquid Organic Fertilizer of
Lamtoro leaf showed no significant effect on all
parameters observed. Furthermore, there was no
interaction of the application of Vermicompost organic
fertilizer and Liquid Organic Fertilizer of Lamtoro leaf on
the growth and production of shallots.
Keywords— Lamtoro, Liquid Organic Fertilizer,
Shallots, Vermicompost
INTRODUCTION
Shallots (Allium ascolanicum L.) is one of the world's
main cooking spices originating from Iran, Pakistan and the
mountains in the north and Central Asia, which are around
India, Pakistan, and Palestine [1], but then spread to various
directions world, both subtropics and tropical. Shallots
plants are horticultural plants that are increasingly gaining
attention both from the community and the government.
Over the past few years, shallots include six major
commodities of vegetables exported together with cabbage,
cabbage flowers, chilli, tomatoes, and potatoes. Even
Shallots are not only exported in the form of fresh vegetables
but also after they are processed into fried onion products
[2]. Generally, shallots are propagated using tubers[3]. The
quality and quantity of shallot production are very much
determined by the cultivation techniques in the field,
especially on the condition of the land. The current condition
of agricultural land is quite alarming where not a few
agricultural lands have been damaged due to continuous land
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use and chemical fertilizers which have caused the
productivity of shallots to [4]. Therefore the Shallots
cultivation technique is highly recommended organically,
namely by utilizing organic ingredients as a source of
nutrients so that the land used is maintained in a sustainable
manner. Several types of organic fertilizers have been used.
Organic fertilizers are fertilizers which are mostly composed
of material living things such as weathering the remains of
plants, animals and humans. Based on the shape, organic
fertilizer can be divided into two parts, solid organic
fertilizer and liquid organic fertilizer. Liquid organic
fertilizer is a type of organic fertilizer in the form of liquid
The advantages of liquid fertilizer are being able to provide
nutrients for plants without damaging nutrients in the soil
and more easily absorbed by plants [5]. The use of organic
fertilizers is very safe for health and environmentally
friendly. Fertilizing materials that can be used, one of which
is vermicompost or which is often called worm maintenance
impurities. Vermicompost is one of the organic fertilizers
that has advantages from other organic fertilizers, so it is
often called "organic fertilizer plus". Vermicompost is an
earthworm drop which is a very good organic fertilizer
because the nutrients contained directly can be available to
plants so that the quality of vermicompost is much better
than other organic fertilizers [6].
The use of vermicompost has several advantages,
namely helping to overcome environmental waste,
improving soil nutrients both macro and micronutrients,
increasing crop production and crop protection
(www.atmago.com.). The use of organic fertilizer to be more
optimal can be applied with liquid organic fertilizer. One of
the plant material that can be used as a liquid organic
fertilizer is the leaves of Lamtoro. Lamtoro is a plant that has
a high nutrient content that is needed by plants. Lamtoro
leaves contain 3.84% N; 0.20% P; 0.20% K; 1.31% Ca and
0.33% Mg (Racham, 2002). Lamtoro plants can be used to
increase soil fertility because Lamtoro plants are able to bind
nitrogen and produce many leaves as a source of organic
matter. In addition, it can also be used as a protective plant
and terrace reinforcement because these plants have a strong
root system (Purwanto, 2007).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study was conducted at the experimental field of the
Faculty of Agriculture, Muhammadiyah University of North
Sumatra Jl. Tuar no. 65 sub-districts of Medan Amplas with
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an altitude of ± 27 m asl, in February-April 2018. This study
used a randomized block design (RBD) consisting of two
factors. The first factor is vermicompost application with a
symbol (K) consisting of four levels, namely K0: Control,
K1: 100 g/polybag, K2: 200 g/polybag and K3: 300
g/polybag. The second factor is the application of liquid
organic fertilizer of Lamtoro leaves with a symbol (P)
consisting of four levels, namely P0: Control, P1: 100
ml/polybag, P2: 200 ml/polybag and P3: 300 ml/polybag.
RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS
Test the quality of oil palm varieties D x P 540 NG
The application of Lamtoro leaf liquid organic fertilizer
has no significant effect on all observed observation
variables, but instead Vermicompost application
significantly affected plant height, leaf number, plant wet
weight per sample, plant wet weight per plot, plant dry
weight per sample, plant dry weight per plot, tuber weight
per sample, dry weight of tubers per plot. However, it does
not significantly affect the number of tillers. The
vermicompost organic fertilizer has a significant effect on
the height of shallot plants, where the results showed
increase along with the increase in the dosage/level of
vermicompost given organic fertilizer. The relationship
between the height of the Shallots plant and the

administration of vermicompost organic fertilizer can be
seen in Fig. 1.
Plant Height of Shallots by The Application of
Vermicompost
Based on Figure 1, the height of the shallot plants tends
to increase along with the increase in the vermicompost
organic fertilizer given. Fahrudin [9] which states that
vermicompost contains various nutrients needed by plants
such as N, P, K, Ca, Mg, S, Fe, Mn, Al, Na, Cu, Zn, Co, and
Mo. In addition, the quality of seeds and environmental
factors greatly affect plant growth. Organic vermicompost is
a fertilizer derived from the results of worm metabolism in
the form of dirt. According to Zubachtirodin (2008) which
says that plant height is influenced by the provision of
nitrogen which can increase plant height to 35 cm higher
than plants that are not given nitrogen. Each treatment gave
a different influence on plant height. The difference in plant
height is caused by the ability to absorb different nutrients in
each plant. The higher the concentration of fertilizer given,
the faster the development of organs such as roots, so that
plants can absorb more nutrients and water that is on the
ground which in turn will affect plant height. But plants also
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have a certain limit in absorbing nutrients. According to [11]
differences in the rate of growth and activity of merismatic
tissues that are not the same cause differences in the rate of
formation of organs that are not the same as in leaf organs,
stems, and other organs. The number of red onion leaves
with the treatment of vermicompost organic fertilizer can be
seen in Figure 2. Based on Figure 1, the height of the shallot
plants tends to increase along with the increase in the
vermicompost organic fertilizer given. Fahrudin [9] which
states that vermicompost contains various nutrients needed
by plants such as N, P, K, Ca, Mg, S, Fe, Mn, Al, Na, Cu,
Zn, Co, and Mo. In addition, the quality of seeds and
environmental factors greatly affect plant growth. Organic
vermicompost is a fertilizer derived from the results of worm
metabolism in the form of dirt. According to Zubachtirodin
(2008) which says that plant height is influenced by the
provision of nitrogen which can increase plant height to 35
cm higher than plants that are not given nitrogen. Each
treatment gave a different influence on plant height. The
difference in plant height is caused by the ability to absorb
different nutrients in each plant. The higher the
concentration of fertilizer given, the faster the development
of organs such as roots, so that plants can absorb more
nutrients and water that is on the ground which in turn will
affect plant height. But plants also have a certain limit in

absorbing nutrients. According to [11] differences in the rate
of growth and activity of meristematic tissues that are not the
same cause differences in the rate of formation of organs that
are not the same as in leaf organs, stems, and other organs.
The number of red onion leaves with the treatment of
vermicompost organic fertilizer can be seen in Figure 2.
Leaves Number of Shallots by Vermicompost Application
The application of vermicompost to a dose of 300
g/polybag tends to increase the number of shallots in a
quadratic manner. Vermicompost organic fertilizers are
fertilizers derived from worm feces that are rich in nutrients,
especially nutrients N which can accelerate the process of
photosynthesis so that the formation of plant organs,
especially in leaves, becomes faster. The absorption of
nutrients by plants from the soil that is absorbed to the
maximum can produce optimal growth of shallots.
According to [12] who stated that vermicompost is an
organic material that can improve soil productivity
physically, chemically and biologically. Physically, compost
can loosen the soil, improve aerase and drainage, increase
binding between particles and the binding capacity of water
so that it can erode erosion and landslides, reduce the
washing of nitrogen and improve soil tillage. The wet weight
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of shallots per plant by vermicompost fertilizer application
can be seen in Figure 3.
In Figure 3, the wet weight of Shallots plants by giving
organic fertilizer vermicompost forms a civil relationship. It
can be explained here that vermicompost causes an increase
in the percentage of carbohydrates and some macronutrients.
Carbohydrates in plants are used as food reserves for growth
and their effects directly affect plant physiology. This is in
accordance with the nature of the literature of Hameeda et
al. (2007), which states that compost doses are also very
influential for plant growth and yield because, in addition to
being a source of nutrients for plants, compost is also a place
for millions of soil microorganisms to develop plants.
Furthermore, the dry weight of shallots with the treatment of
vermicompost organic fertilizer can be seen in Figure 4.

be deposited after the water content is dried. Dry weight
shows the ability of plants to take nutrients from the growing
media to support their growth. Increased plant dry weight
related to plant metabolism or the existence of plant growth

conditions that are better for the ongoing metabolic activities
of plants such as photosynthesis. Thus, the greater the dry
weight shows the photosynthesis process takes place more
efficiently. The greater the dry weight, the more efficient the
photosynthesis process occurs, and the productivity and
development of tissue cells is higher and faster, so that plant
growth gets better. Furthermore, the weight of shallot bulbs
per plant with organic fertilizer vermicompost treatment can
be seen in Figure 5.

Plant Wet Weight

of Shallots by Vermicompost

In Figure 5, the weight of onion bulbs per plant by giving
organic fertilizer vermicompost forms quadratic, where the
results obtained increase along with the filling of doses of
vermicompost organic fertilizer on shallots. The bulb weight
of the onion plant per plot with the treatment of organic
vermicompost can be seen in Figure 6.
Tuber
Weight per Plant of Shallots Plants by
Vermicompost Application

Application
Dry Weight of Shallots Plants By Vermicompost
Application
In Figure 4, it can be seen that the dry weight of shallot
plants by giving Vermicompost organic fertilizer forms a
kinetic relationship, where the treatment of vermicompost
organic fertilizer has a very significant effect on dry weight
per shallot plant, this is in accordance with the plant wet
weight parameters which have a very significant effect and
influence by the number of leaves because the leaves are a
place for the accumulation of photosynthate plants. Each
plant has a different tolerance to sunlight. The increase in
photosynthesis process will increase the results of
photosynthesis in the form of organic compounds that will
be translocated to all plant organs and affect the dry weight
of plants. According to [14] dry weight is an indication of
the success of plant growth, because dry weight is an
indication of the presence of clean photosynthesis that can
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In Figure 6, it can be seen that the shallot tuber weight
per plot by giving vermicompost organic fertilizer forms a
kinetic relationship, wherein K2: 200 g / polybag treatment
it gives optimal results. It is presumed that the population of
shallot plants with the treatment of vermicompost organic
fertilizer in the treatment of K2 has a higher quality of
growth and production. Because it is known that each plant
absorbs different nutrients. Apart from the plant factors
themselves, external factors are also very influential on plant
growth such as climate and environmental factors and the
most important is the disease that attacks the plant.

Tuber Weight per Plot of Shallots Plants by Vermicompost
Application
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CONCLUSION
Vermicompost Organic Fertilizer has a significant effect
on all parameters of observations, namely: plant height, leaf
number, wet weight per plant, dry weight per plant, wet
weight per plot, dry weight per plot, tuber weight per plant
and tuber weight per plot. But it does not have a real effect
on the number of tillers. However, liquid organic fertilizer of
Lamtoro leaf did not have a significant effect on all observed
parameters.
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Abstract— Genetically, each individual in one variety of oil
palm is varied, both from the level of relationship and the level of
diversity. Genetic diversity could be determined used one of the
moleculer markers, such as RAPD. The study was aimed to
determine genetic diversity of oil palm (Elaeis guineensis Jacq.)
DxP 540 NG variety a Ganoderma moderately resistant using 3
RAPD markers. The study was conducted at the Biotechnology
Laboratory, Faculty of Agriculture, University of Sumatera Utara,
Medan. The genetic materials analyzed came from 20 of oil palm
DxP 540 NG variety using OPM-01, OPD-20, OPD-13 marker.
Genetic bands size measured using UVITEC Cambridge
FireReader, genetic distances calculations obtained Principal
Coordinates Analysis (PcoA) and Neighbor-Joining Tree (NJTree)
analysis using software. The results showed that the 20 plants had
genetic distances ranging 0 – 0,60 and were divided into 3 main
groups with unqualified molecular diversity of 54,31%.

High genetic diversity is one of the important factors for
the development of genetic resources needed in plant breeding
[7]. Genetic resources at the genotypic level, can use DNA to
determine certain character diversity in oil palm because DNA
in a plant did not change and is not influenced by
environmental factors [8].

Keywords— oil palm, genetic diversity, DxP 540 NG, RAPD

MATERIALS AND METHODS

INTRODUCTION
Palm oil (Elaeis guineensis Jacq.) it is one of the
commodities of plantation products which plays an important
role in the economy in Indonesia [1]. The area of oil palm
smallholder plantations in the province of North Sumatra in
2017 reached an estimated number of 429,951 hectares and a
production rate of 1.3 million tons. The volume and export
value of palm oil (CPO) in 2016 was 12 million tons [2].
One of the obstacles in oil palm plantations is stem rot
disease caused by Ganoderma boninense [3]. Genetic material
with Ganoderma moderately resistant characteristic is a key
element in the use of molecular diagnostics to improve seed
quality and oil palm productivity [4]. Observation to find the
best genetic character is needed. The identification at the
molecular level is the activity to evaluate genetic diversity in
DNA level at the genom of plant [5].
D x P 540 NG variety is a genetic material of IOPRI
(Indonesian Oil Palm Research Institute) descended from
SP540T that has resistance to Ganoderma and has selected 43
crosses which have an index of disease incidence of less than
70 disease and less than resistant control crossing index, so that
its considered as a cross that has Ganoderma moderately
resistant variety named D x P 540 NG. NG means New
Generation for Ganoderma [6].
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Therefore this study aimed to analyze genetic diversity
which refers to the development and production of a
molecular-based Ganoderma moderately resistant of oil palm
genotype using RAPD markers which is one of the DNA
markers that use working principle of a chain polymerization
reaction using a PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction) machine
and can provide a large number of polymorphisms [9]. The
RAPD marker is obtained by amplifying a DNA random
(random) segment from a single primary arbitrage [10]

Plant Material and DNA Isolation
The planting material used in this study was 20 the young
leaves oil palm of D x P 540 NG variety which were released
by IOPRI. The extraction and isolation of genomic DNA was
performed by genomic DNA isolation procedures adapted
from the CTAB method by [11] with some modifications to the
concentrations of polyvinylpolypirillidone (PVPP) and 2mercaptoethanol [12]. The quantity of each isolated DNA was
measured with a nanodrop spectrophotometer while its quality
was electrophoresed on 0.8% electrophoresis gel. The material
genetics (genomic DNA) were stored at -45 ºC.
DNA Amplification
DNA amplification based on the method [13] was carried
out total volume 15 l, 2 l of DNɑ extraۗt added to 7.5 l
reaۗtion mix (Go Green Taq Promega) 4.5 l nuۗlease free
water, 1 l random primer. ɑmplifiation using 3 primers is
OPM-01, OPD-20, OPD-13. The amplification reaction Gene
Amp PCR Applied Biosystem was designed for 45 times the
time, temperature and thermal cycle used in oil palm plants,
shown in Table 1.
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Factor analysis of PCoA (Principal Coordinates Analysis)
axis 1 (horizontal) and axis 2 (vertical) based on dissimilarity
simple matching matrix using 3 RAPD primers.

The amplified produۗts added 1.5 l loading dye and
resolved 1.3% agarose gel containing ethidium bromide in
horizontal electrophoresis tank containing TAE buffer at 46
volts for 2 hours.The amplified RAPD patterns were analysed
with the Gel Doc UVITEC Cambridge FireReader identified
according to base pair size. Molecular sizes of amplified
products were estimated using a 1kb DNA ladder marker
(Promega).
CYCLE, PROCESS, TEMPERATURE AND TIME OF LEAF OIL PALM
DNA AMPLIFICATION
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Stages

Temperature

Time
(Minute)

Number
of
Cycles

Early
Denaturation
Denaturation
Annealing
Extention
Final
Extention

94o C

1

1

94o

C
36o C
72o C

1
1
2

45
45
45

72o C

4

1

Each RAPD band is considered a single locus, only locus
showing clearly defined used for scoring: there are (1) and
empty (0). The distance matrix or genetic inequality for all
combinations of individual pairs can be performed with two
types of descriptive analysis of diversity: (i) Principal
Coordinates Analysis (PCoA), a factorial analysis type in the
inequality table for the main group origin and (ii) NeighborJoining Tree (NJtree) to obtain a picture of kinship among
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individuals. This calculation and descriptive analysis uses
DARwin 6.0 software [14].
RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS
Analysis of genetic relations using PCoA (Principal
Coordinates Analysis) in the DARwin 6.0 software produced
32.73% inertia at axis 1 and 21.58% inertia at axis 2 (Fig. 1).
So, the total molecular diversity that can be explained is equal
to 54.31% showed the highest individuals dissimilarity in a
population. Kularatne et al [15] also reported the presence of
high overall genetic diversity among Nigerian oil palms and
the genetic diversity gradually decreased in Senegal and
Gambia, and also in Angola and Tanzania. Ghana oil palms
were less diverse, while oil palms from Guinea showed a
comparatively higher diversity.
Genetic distance between samples can be seen based on
PCoA data with the highest dissimilarity value of 0.60 (Fig. 1)
between D13 with D9, D16 with D13, D9 with D13. And the
lowest value is 0 in most of the dissimilarity values between
samples tested. The lowest value indicates that the sample has
minimal heterozygosity. That was consistent with the study of
[16] which states that the level of genetic diversity detected for
each population is 0.28, 0.22 and 0.21 for further Yagambi,
Lame and Lame cross, respectively, indicating that the
population has little genetic variation. Maximum
heterozygosity for RAPD is 0.5.
Clusters are generated through the Radial Neighbor Joining
Tree (NJTree) analysis which is three clusters. Each cluster
(Fig. 2) has an identical percentage of 100%. There are 7
samples in cluster I, namely D11, D17, D18, D21, D24, D25,
D27. In cluster II there are 4 samples, namely D2, D4, D29,
D30. And in cluster III there are 8 samples, namely D1, D3,
D7, D12, D14, D16, D23, D26. In one variety it can be divided
into 3 groups because it is based on the genetic distance each
individual has. To form and divide into one cluster can be seen
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through close genetic distance and interrelated material. The
close genetic distance between individuals indicates the
similarity of genetic material in one cluster even though it
comes from the same variety. This is consistent with the
statement of [17] which states that close genetic distance can
be caused by the same genetic source but spread in various
places. In each cluster the level of genetic similarity between
samples is quite high. According to [18] the higher the genetic
similarity coefficient value, the more individual grouping
occurs.

CONCLUSION
Palm oil DNA varieties D x P 54 NG that amplified with 3
RAPD primers (OPM-01, OPD-20, OPD-13) produce
inequality distance from 20 samples ranged from 0 - 0.60 with
molecular diversity of 54.31% and divided into 3 clusters.
Required a testing by using more primers to increase
polymorphism so that higher and more accurate genetic
diversity can be identified.
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Abstract— Rice is a food crop that generally planted in rainfed
land that utilizes rainwater as its primary supplier so that testing of
several drought-tolerant rice varieties is needed. The research
examined the morphological response of brown rice to drought in
the vegetative phase by treating the addition of Polyethylene Glycol
(PEG) 6000 with a level of 20 g / l water. The research conducted
at the Faculty of Agriculture's Greenhouse, University of Sumatera
Utara, held in October 2018 until January 2019 using a
randomized block design consisting of two factors with three
replications. The results showed that the treatment of watering
intervals of 14 days and 21 days on average plant height (75.14 67.71 cm), number of leaves (20.33 - 19.42 strands), number of
tillers (4.11 - 3.67 tillers) and root volume (5.44 - 3.67 ml) were not
significantly different compared to the control treatment, the
highest average root length found in the watering interval of 21
days (29.13 cm). Of the several tested varieties obtained genotypes
that were most resistant to drought stress based on their
morphological responses were Inpago 7 varieties compared to
Inpara 7 and Inpari 24 Gabusan varieties.
Keywords— rice, varieties, peg 6000, morphological response,
drought stress

INTRODUCTION
Rice (Oryza sativa L.) is a very important food crop and is
considered a key product for financial and political stability
that is planted in rainfed land that uses rainwater as a supplier
of yields that are suitable for crop needs and drought tolerant.
To overcome rice resistance to drought, the use of droughtresistant rice varieties is the easiest and cheapest way [1].
Research to obtain rice varieties that are relatively resistant
to drought has been carried out by international institutions
such as the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI) in the
Philippines. Research in laboratories, greenhouses, and fields
can improve drought stress strains or rice varieties.
Identification of root characteristics with the use of root box,
aeroponic systems, and root pulling power has been carried out
at IRRI [2].
From the results of the collection and evaluation [3]
identified that: asking for drought, early maturity, and high
yield is an important character in brown rice which must be
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repaired. Character improvement begins with a selection to
determine the donor's parents and repeated elders. To fulfill the
release requirements as new superior varieties, the genotype
must be adapted and questioned in the environment [4].
A stable and highly yielding genotype is needed by farmers
who have limited land to reduce income problems resulting
from unpredictable changes in environmental factors [5].
The use of PEG for rice seed drought resistance tests was
carried out at 2 and 12 bar water pressure levels, carried out at
IRRI. PEG is an inner compound with widely used polymer
chains for research. The regression model takes the form of a
quadratic curve which is the relationship between air tension
(bar) and the concentration level of the solution of PEG 1000,
4000, 6000, and 20,000 [5]. PEG 6000 was used in the study
of the effect of air stress on rice growth. While [6] used PEG
6000 for seed priming research.
PEG 6000 is a polymeric compound from ethylene oxide
that can be used to mimic the potential of groundwater or
drought stress levels. The decrease in water potential depends
on the concentration and weight of PEG molecules dissolved
in water [6].
PEG is a compound that can reduce the osmotic potential
of a solution through the activity of the ethylene oxide sub-unit
matrix which can bind water molecules with hydrogen bonds.
Because the osmotic potential of the solution decreases, the
water present in the medium cannot be absorbed by plants so
that the plant experiences osmosis which is characterized by
the production of proline [7].
PEG 6000 solution cannot enter into plant tissue, so it is not
toxic to plants. The advantages of these properties allow PEG
6000 to be used as an alternative method of plant tolerance
selection for drought stress in the germination phase by
providing PEG solutions on germination media such as in
water, paper or on sand media [8].
This study aims to evaluate the morphological
characteristics that can be used as indicators of tolerance to
drought stress in the vegetative phase of brown rice (Oryza
sativa L.).
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There is an influence of the frequency of watering on the
vegetative growth period of brown rice (Oryza sativa L.) Inpari
24 Gabusan (irrigated paddy) varieties, Inpara 7 (swamp rice)
and Inpago7 (upland rice) varieties in drought stress.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
This research was carried out in the Biotechnology
laboratory and the Greenhouse of the Faculty of Agriculture,
University of North Sumatra, with altitude + 25 meters above
sea level. This research was conducted from November 2018
to January 2019.
Materials and Tools
The materials used in this study include chemical
compounds PEG (Polyethylene glycol) 6000, filter paper,
Clorox, sterile aquades, 3 types of certified brown rice varieties
namely Inpara 7, Inpari 24 Gabusan and Inpago 7, topsoil,
polybag 5 kg, 10kg sugar plastic, label paper, and NPK.
The tools used in this study include digital scales, 10 cm
diameter petri dish, measuring cups, Erlenmeyer, hot plates,
magnetic stirrers, hoes, hoops, hoses, meters, measuring cups
and analytic scales.
Research Methods
The materials used in this study include chemical
compounds PEG (Polyethylene glycol) 6000, filter paper,
Clorox, sterile aquades, 3 types of certified brown rice varieties
namely Inpara 7, Inpari 24 Gabusan and Inpago 7, topsoil,
polybag 5 kg, 10kg sugar plastic, label paper, and NPK.
The tools used in this study include digital scales, 10 cm
diameter petri dish, measuring cups, Erlenmeyer, hot plates,
magnetic stirrers, hoes, hoops, hoses, meters, measuring cups
and analytic scales.
Research methods
The research was compiled using a 2 factor randomized
block design with 3 replications.
The first factor is the type of rice varieties, namely (P1)
Inpara 7, (P2) Inpari24 Gabusan, (P3) Inpago 7. While the
second factor is the watering frequency, which consists of 4
watering intervals, namely (K1) Control, (K2) 7 days interval,
(K3) 14 days interval, (K4) 21 day interval. From the two
experiments above, there were 12 combinations of treatments,
namely:

soil pH 6.03 and fertilization is given 3 times, namely when
planting with NPK 5 g / polybag with a ratio (15:15:15) given
when the plant is 21 days old with the addition of urea as much
as 1 g /polybag and finally at the primordial flower phase with
the addition of urea 1 g/polybag.
RESULT
On observation of 1 MSPT and 2 MSPT, the treatment of
varieties was significantly different from plant height. In
observation 4 MST the treatment of varieties showed a
significant difference as well as the frequency of watering
which showed a significant effect on plant height. In
observations 5, 6 and 7 the MSPT watering frequency
treatment showed a significant effect on plant height. In the
observation of 8 MSPT, the treatment of varieties showed
significant differences and the frequency of watering had a
significant effect on plant height. In observations 3, 4, 5 and 7
MSPT the treatment of watering frequency significantly
affected the number of leaves. In observations 6 and 8 MSPT
treatment of varieties showed significant differences, as well
as the frequency of watering, which showed a significant effect
on the number of leaves. In observations 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8
MSPT the watering frequency treatment had a significant
effect on the number of tillers. At the root length observation,
not that treatment that showed a difference or a real influence.
In observing the root volume of varieties treatment showed
significant differences and the frequency of watering the real
effect and the interaction between varieties with watering
frequency showed significant differences. To be more clear
about the results of each parameter can be seen in the following
paragraph
Plant Height
Observation data on plant height and variance can be seen
in Appendix 11-26. The results of variance analysis showed
that the treatment of varieties was significantly different and
the frequency of watering had a significant effect on plant
height, while the interaction between varieties and frequency
of plant watering was not significantly different. The average
plant height of 1-8 MSPT can be seen in Table 1 and a graph
of the growth of brown rice height can be seen in Fig. 1-2.

The parameters observed from this treatment are: Plant
height, The number of leaves, The number of tillers, Root
length, and Root volume.
Conducting Research
In this study, each rice variety was germinated on
germination media in a petri dish which had been given a
solution of PEG 6000 with a dose of 20 g /l. Germination test
using a closed petri dish substratum method. Petri dishes used
with a size of 10 cm in diameter, the inside is given a layer with
filter paper as many as 1 layer. The treated rice seeds are placed
on top of 20 pieces, then the petri dish is covered with a lid and
the same treatment is added in each petri dish according to
treatment every 2 days to compensate for water lost through
evaporation. Rice plants that have been added to petri dish for
7 days using PEG 6000 with a dose of 20 g /l planted in a
medium-capacity planting medium with a planting media
weight of 3.08 kg/polybag with watering 0.93 liters/polybag,
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Graph of the average height of red rice rice 1-8 MSPT in the
variety treatment
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DWIKASTA AVERAGE HEIGHT OF RED RICE RICE 1-8 MSPT
MSPT

Watering frequency

Rice
Varieties
K1

K2

K3

cm).

Average
K4

...................cm.................
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Inpari 7

30,57

26,03

30,37

29,43

Inpari 24

31,47

29,70

29,23

31,67

29.10 b
30.52
ab

Inpago 7

29,90

32,20

34,17

31,10

31.84 a

Rataan

30,64

29,31

31,26

30,73

Inpari 7

34,57

32,43

32,87

32,33

33.05 b

Inpari 24

35,37

32,83

33,57

33,90

33.92 b

Inpago 7

39,73

38,93

39,17

36,17

38.50 a

Rataan

36,56

34,73

35,20

34,13

Inpari 7

44,83

39,05

35,00

35,75

38,66

Inpari 24

42,03

35,40

36,20

36,37

37,50

Inpago 7

46,80

43,80

41,30

39,40

42,83

Rataan

44,56

39,42

37,50

37,17

Inpari 7

57,37

49,37

43,20

41,17

Inpari 24
Inpago 7

54,73
61.67
a

43,97
57.73
b

41,87
51.20
bc

38,90
45.70
c

Rataan

57,92

49,02

45,42

41,92

Inpari 7

64,93

57,47

43,97

52,63

54,75

Inpari 24

61,73

53,90

41,00

54,57

52,80

Inpago 7

59,20
56.86
b

50,77
45.24
d

57,57
54.92
bc

58,61

Rataan

66,90
64.52
a

Inpari 7

71,33

58,83

45,67

54,67

57,63

Inpari 24

66,00

56,83

43,00

58,67

56,13

Inpago 7

60,33
58.67
b

37,00
41.89
d

59,50
57.61
bc

56,88

Rataan

70,67
69.33
a

Inpari 7

72,27

65,97

60,37

63,33

65,48

Inpari 24

66,60

60,87

49,37

58,90

58,93

Inpago 7

64,50
63.78
ab

55,77
55.17
c

64,10
62.11
bc

63,92

Rataan

71,30
70.06
a

Inpari 7

78,17

72,50

66,50

69,57

71.68
ab

Inpari 24

74,93

67,97

60,80

66,73

67.71 b

Inpago 7

81,03
78.04
a

80,57
73.68
b

62,33
63.21
d

76,63
70.98
bc

75.14 a

Rataan

47.78
ab
44.87 b
53.08 a

In Figure 1 the plant height at 1 MSPT shows that the treatment
of varieties of P3 (31.84cm) was significantly different from
P2 (30.52cm) and P3 (29,10 cm). Plant height at 2 MSPT
showed that the treatment of P3 varieties (38.50 cm) plant
height was significantly different from P2 (33.92 cm) and P3
(29.10 cm). Plant height in 3 MSPT varieties was not
significantly different. Plant height at 4 MSPT showed that the
treatment of varieties P3 (53.08 cm) was significantly different
from P2 (47.78 cm) and P3 (44.87 cm). Plant height at 5, 6 and
7 MSPT varieties were not significantly different. Plant height
at 8 MSPT showed that the treatment of varieties P1 (71.68 cm)
was significantly different from P2 (67.71 cm) and P3 (75.14
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Figure 3. Appearance of brown rice rice height at 8 MSPT(a)
Inpari 24 Gabusan (b) Inpara 7 (c) Inpago 7

In Figure 3 plant height at 1, 2 and 3 MSPT shows that the
watering frequency treatment has no significant effect. At 4
MSPT it was seen that the treatment of K1 (57.92cm) watering
frequency was significantly different from K2 (49.02cm), K3
(45.42cm) and K4 (41.92cm). At 5 MSPT it was seen that the
treatment of the frequency of watering K1 (64.52 cm) was
significantly different from K2 (56.86cm), K3 (45.24cm) and
K4 (54.92cm). At 6 MSPT showed that the treatment of K1
(69.33cm) watering frequency was significantly different from
K2 (58.67cm), K3 (41.89cm) and K4 (57.61cm). At 7 MSPT
showed that the treatment of K1 (70.06cm) watering frequency
was significantly different from K2 (63.78cm), K3 (55.17cm)
and K4 (62.11cm). At 8 MSPT showed that the treatment of
K1 (78.04cm) watering frequency was significantly different
from K2 (73.68cm), K3 (63.21cm) and K4 (70.98cm). The
appearance of brown rice can be seen in Fig. 2.

Graph of the average height of red rice rice 1-8 MSPT in the
watering frequency treatment
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DWIKASTA AVERAGE NUMBER OF BROWN RICE TILLERS 3-8
MSPT
MSP
T

Varieta
s
Padi

3

Inpara 7
Inpari
24
Inpago
7

4

5

6

7

8

Frekuensi penyiraman
K1
K2
K3
K4
(Kontro
(7
(14
(21
l)
Hari)
Hari)
Hari)
...................anakan.................
1,00
0,67
0,00
0,33

Rataa
n

0,50

0,67

0,33

0,67

0,00

0,42

1,00

0,00

0,00

0,33

0.22 b
1,33

0.11 b
1,33

2,33

Rataan
Inpara 7
Inpari
24
Inpago
7
Rataan
Inpara 7
Inpari
24
Inpago
7
Rataan
Inpara 7
Inpari
24
Inpago
7

0.89 a
3,67

0,33
0.44
ab
3,00

3,00

1,33

2,00

1,33

1,92

3,67
3.44 a
4,67

1,33
1.89 b
3,00

0,33
1.22 b
1,33

1,00
1.22 b
1,67

1,58

3,00

3,33

1,67

2,33

2,58

4,00
3.89 a
7,67

1,00
2.44 b
5,00

0,33
1.11 c
3,00

1,33
1.78 bc
2,67

1,67

6,00

3,00

1,67

2,33

3,25

5,67

1,67

3,33

3,33

Rataan
Inpara 7
Inpari
24
Inpago
7
Rataan
Inpara 7
Inpari
24
Inpago
7
Rataan

6.44 a
8,00

2,67
3.56
ab
6,33

2.11 b
3,67

2.78 b
3,33

5,33

6,33

4,67

3,33

3,00

4,33

7,00
7.11 a
8,33

3,67
4.89 b
7,67

2,67
3.22 b
5,00

4,67
3.67 b
4,33

4,50

10,00

5,00

3,33

3,33

5,42

9,00
9.11 a

5,00
5.89 b

2,67
3.67 c

4,67
4.11 bc

5,33

2,67

4,58

6,33

Number of Leaves
Observation data on the number of leaves and variance can
be seen in Annex 27-48. The results of variance analysis
showed that at 3, 4 and 5 MSPT the treatment of watering
frequency had a significant effect on the number of leaves. In
the observation of 6 MSPT, the treatment of varieties showed
significantly different as well as the frequency of watering
which showed a significant effect on the number of leaves. In
the observation of 7 MSPT, the treatment of watering
frequency significantly affected the number of leaves. In the
observation of 8 MSPT, the treatment of varieties showed
significantly different as well as the frequency of watering
which showed a significant effect on the number of leaves. The
average number of leaves 1-8 MSPT can be seen in Table 2.
Table 2 shows that in the 3 MSPT treatments, the frequency
of watering K1 (7.11cm) was significantly different from K2
(6.22cm), K3 (5.33cm) and K4 (4.67cm). In 4 MSPT
treatments the frequency of watering K1 (12.89) was not
significantly different from the treatment of K2 (9.78) but was
significantly different from the treatment of K3 (7.89) and K4
(8.44). At 5 MSPT it was seen that the treatment of K1 (16.89)
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watering frequency was significantly different from K2
(12.56), K3 (7.22) and K4 (12.00). At 6 MSPT, it was seen that
the treatment of the Inpara 7 variety (18.42) was significantly
different from the Inpari 24 Gabusan (13.42) and Inpago 7
(11.67) and the watering frequency K1 (22.89) treatment was
significantly different from K2 (13, 67), K3 (9,22) and K4
(12,22). At 7 MSPT it was seen that the treatment frequency of
watering K1 (25.67) was significantly different from K2
(16.78), K3 (12.33) and K4 (15.33). In 8 MSPT, it was seen
that the treatment of the Inpara 7 variety (27.58) was
significantly different from GabusanInpari 24 (20.33) and 7
Inpari (19.42) and the K1 (32.22) watering frequency treatment
was significantly different from K2 (23, 78), K3 (15.78) and
K4 (18.00).
Number of Tiller
Observation data on the number of tillers and variance can be
seen in Annex 49-72. The results of variance analysis showed
that the watering frequency treatment had a significant effect
on the number of tillers, while the variety treatment and
interaction between varieties and watering frequency were not
significantly different from the number of tillers. The average
number of tillers 3-8 MSPT can be seen in Table 3.
Table 3 shows that in the 3 MSPT treatments the frequency
of watering the control treatment K1 (0.89) was significantly
different from K3 (0.22) and K4 (0.11) but not significantly
different from K2 (0.44). At 4 MSPT it was seen that the
treatment of K1 (3.44) watering frequency was significantly
different from K2 (1.89), K3 (1.22) and K4 (1.22). At 5 MSPT
it was seen that the treatment of K1 (3.89) watering frequency
was significantly different from K2 (2.44), K3 (1.11) and K4
(1.78). At 6 MSPT it was seen that the treatment of the
frequency of watering K1 (6.44) was not significantly different
from K2 (3.56), but was significantly different from K3 (2.11)
and K4 (2.78). At 7 MSPT it was seen that the treatment
frequency of watering K1 (7.11) was significantly different
from K2 (4.89), K3 (3.22) and K4 (3.67). At 8 MSPT it was
seen that the treatment of watering frequency K1 (9,11) was
significantly different from K2 (5,89), K3 (3,67) and K4
(4,11).
Root Length
Root length and variance observation data can be seen in
Annex 73-74. The results of variance were obtained that the
treatment of varieties, frequency of watering and the
interaction of both did not significantly affect root length
which can be seen in Table 4.
Table 4 shows that the variety treatment, the frequency of
watering and the interaction of the two did not significantly
influence the length of the roots of the brown rice at 8 MSPT.
The highest treatment of root length varieties was found in
Inpara 7 treatment with an average of 28.14 cm and the lowest
Inpago 7 with an average of 26.07 cm. In the frequency
treatment, the highest watering of root length was found in K4
treatment with an average of 29.13 cm and the lowest was in
K3 treatment which was 23.86 cm.
DWIKASTA AVERAGE ROOT LENGTH (K1=CONTROL, K2=7
DAYS, K3=14 DAYS, AND K4=21 DAYS)
Varietas
Padi

Frekuensi penyiraman
K1

K2

K3

Rataan
K4
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...................cm.................
Inpara 7

25,60

32,00

24,17

30,80

28,14

Inpari 24

29,97

26,10

20,40

30,30

26,69

Inpago 7

26,97

24,00

27,00

26,30

26,07

Rataan

27,51

27,37

23,86

29,13

The appearance of the roots of each variety in the watering
frequency treatment is shown in Fig. 4.
Root Volume
Observation data on root volume and variance can be seen
in Annex 75-76. The results of an analysis of variance obtained
that the treatment of varieties was significantly different and
the frequency of watering treatment had a significant effect, as
well as the interaction between varieties and frequency of
watering significantly different from root volume, can be seen
in Table 5. The appearance of the root volume of each variety
can be seen in Fig 4.
Table 5 shows that the treatment of varieties of Inpara 7
(14.50 ml) was significantly different from Inpari 24 Gabusan
(7.83 ml) and Inpago 7 (7.75 ml). The control treatment (21.44
ml) was significantly different from the frequency of 7 days.
DWIKASTA AVERAGE NUMBER OF BROWN RICE TILLERS 38 MSPT
MSPT

3

4

5

6

7

8

Varietas
Padi

Inpara 7
Inpari 24
Inpago 7
Rataan
Inpara 7
Inpari 24
Inpago 7
Rataan
Inpara 7
Inpari 24
Inpago 7
Rataan
Inpara 7
Inpari 24
Inpago 7
Rataan
Inpara 7
Inpari 24
Inpago 7
Rataan
Inpara 7
Inpari 24
Inpago 7
Rataan

Frekuensipenyiraman
K3
K1
K2
(14
K4
(Kontrol)
(7 Hari)
Hari)
(21 Hari)
...................anakan.................
1,00
0,67
0,00
0,33
0,67
0,33
0,67
0,00
1,00
0,33
0,00
0,00
0.89 a
0.44 ab
0.22 b
0.11 b
3,67
3,00
1,33
1,33
3,00
1,33
2,00
1,33
3,67
1,33
0,33
1,00
3.44 a
1.89 b
1.22 b
1.22 b
4,67
3,00
1,33
1,67
3,00
3,33
1,67
2,33
4,00
1,00
0,33
1,33
3.89 a
2.44 b
1.11 c
1.78 bc
7,67
5,00
3,00
2,67
6,00
3,00
1,67
2,33
5,67
2,67
1,67
3,33
6.44 a
3.56 ab
2.11 b
2.78 b
8,00
6,33
3,67
3,33
6,33
4,67
3,33
3,00
7,00
3,67
2,67
4,67
7.11 a
4.89 b
3.22 b
3.67 b
8,33
7,67
5,00
4,33
10,00
5,00
3,33
3,33
9,00
5,00
2,67
4,67
9.11 a
5.89 b
3.67 c
4.11 bc

Rataan

0,50
0,42
0,33
2,33
1,92
1,58
2,67
2,58
1,67
4,58
3,25
3,33
5,33
4,33
4,50
6,33
5,42
5,33

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

Brown rice paddy root in the treatment (a) Control treatmen
of Inpara 24 Gabusan (b) Control treatment of Inpara 7 (c)
Control treatment of Inpago 7 (d) Inpara 24 Gabusan with 7
days of watering intervals (e) Inpara 7 with 7 days of watering
intervals (f) Inpari 7 Gabusan with 7 days of watering intervals
(g) Inpago 7 with 14 days of watering intervals (h) Inpari 24
Gabusan with 14 days of watering intervals (i) Inpara 7 with
14 days of watering intervals (j) Inpago 7 with 21 days of
watering intervals (k) Inpara 7 with 21 days of watering
intervals (l) Inpari 24 Gabusan with 21 days of watering
intervals watering (9.56 ml), 14 days (3.67 ml) and 21 days
(5.44 ml). The treatment of the watering frequency of 14 days
(3.67 ml) was not significantly different from the frequency of
watering 21 days (5.44 ml). In the interaction between varieties
and the frequency of watering the treatment Inpara 7 in the
control had the highest average root volume (38.00 ml) which
was significantly different from the other treatments. Inpari 24
treatment at 14 days watering had the lowest root volume
average which was significantly different from Inpara 7, Inpari
24 and Inpago 7 varieties in control, Inpara 7, Inpari 24 and
Inpago 7 at 7 days watering frequency, and Inpara 7, Inpago 7
at frequency watering 21 days.
DWIKASTA ROOT VOLUME AVERAGE (K1=CONTROL, K2=7
DAYS, K3=14 DAYS, AND K4=21 DAYS)
Varietas
Padi

Frekuensipenyiraman
K1

K2

Rataan

K3

K4

...................ml.................
Inpara 7

38,00a

10,67b

3,67e

5,67d

14,50a

Inpari 24

13,67b

9,67b

3,33e

4,67de

7,83b

Inpago 7

12,67b

8,33bcd

4,00e

6,00d

7,75b

Rataan
21,44a
9,56b
3,67c
5,44c
The appearance of the roots of each variety in the watering
frequency treatment is presented in fig. 5.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

DISCUSSION
The results of the research on the morphology of brown rice
in greenhouses on observations of plant height showed a
difference in response of plant height from each variety based
on the treatment of varieties and the frequency of water given.
Inpago 7 varieties have the highest average plant height
compared to other varieties. While the Inpari 24 Gabusan
variety has the lowest average plant height compared to other
varieties. This shows that drought stress causes a high growth
of red rice genotypes. This is following the opinion of [9]
which states that plant height growth begins with the process
of cell division and enlargement where both processes are
influenced by water availability. The process of cell division
and enlargement will occur if the cell experiences turgidity, the
main element being water.
In observing the number of leaves, it was seen that the
average number of leaves of the 3 MSPTs showed a greater
number of leaf trends in the control treatment compared to
other watering treatments. It is suspected that drought stress
causes a decrease in the number of leaves of each genotype of
brown rice. Drought stress inhibits shoot growth as indicated
by a decreased shoot height increase, the number of main roots,
and the number of leaves.
In observing the number of tillers, it was seen that the
Inpara 7 variety had the highest number of tillers compared to
other varieties. Whereas Inpago 7 and Inpari 24 Gabusan have
the least number of tillers. This is thought to be one of the ways
to adapt Inpago 7 and Inpari 24 varieties of Gabusan to drought
stress conditions because plants that live in drought areas will
try to make efficient use of water by reducing the number of
tillers so that it will reduce transpiration. This is following the
opinion of [10] which states that rice plants that have a low
number of tillers with a low rate of decline are also the
adaptability of plants to drought stress conditions.
At the root length observations, it was seen that the growth
of the length of the Inpari 24 Gabusan variety of brown rice in
the drought conditions had the longest root average, while the
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Inpara 7 variety had the shortest root average compared to the
other varieties. This is presumably due to the characteristics of
the Inpara 7 variety which is usually planted in the swamp and
tidal land which provides optimal water needs so that the
Brown rice paddy root in the treatment (a) Control treatmen
of Inpara 7 (b) Control treatment of Inpago 7 (c) Control
treatment of Inpari 24 Gabusan (d) Inpago 7 with 7 days of
watering intervals (e) Inpari 24 Gabusan with 7 days of
watering intervals (f) Inpara 7 with 7 days of watering
intervals (g) Inpago 7 with 14 days of watering intervals (h)
Inpari 24 Gabusan with 14 days of watering intervals (i)
Inpara 7 with 14 days of watering intervals (j) Inpago 7 with
21 days of watering intervals (k) Inpari 24 Gabusan with 21
days of watering intervals (l) Inpara 7 with 21 days of
watering intervals. Inpara 7 variety is not able to adapt to
drought conditions. This is following the opinion of [11] which
states that varieties that have a mechanism for the resistance of
plant genotypes to drought will have an increasing root length.
In this study, it was known that the treatment of varieties
and the frequency of watering did not affect the length of the
roots, even though the roots of a plant served to provide
nutrients and water for plant metabolism. It is suspected that
this happened because this research was carried out on
polybags with limited media and non-homogeneous
environmental conditions, so that even though plants could
develop resistance to drought stress by root extension but did
not occur significantly due to limited planting media. This is
following the opinion of [9] which states that limited media
will cause growth and root extension that are not significant.
Whereas [12] state that plants that grow in drought stress
conditions will form a greater number of roots with lower
yields.
In the observation of root volume, it was seen that the
Inpara 7 variety in the control treatment had the highest root
volume compared to other varieties, but the Inpara 7 variety
after being given the watering frequency treatment drastically
decreased the root volume. This shows that the watering
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frequency treatment has a significant effect on the volume of
roots of brown rice. But the longer the plants experience
drought stress causing a decrease in root volume average,
plants with a frequency of watering 14 days have the lowest
average root volume compared to other treatments, average
root volume and the highest on control or watering treatment
every day. So it is suspected that drought stress causes a
decrease in the root volume of each genotype of brown rice.
This is following the opinion of [13] which states that the
criteria for the resistance of several rice varieties to drought can
be seen from the root characteristics possessed, including the
root volume.
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CONCLUSION
1. The frequency of watering has a significant effect on plant
height, number of leaves, number of tillers and root volume
in the vegetative phase of brown rice in Inpara 7 varieties,
Inpari 24 Gabusan and Inpago 7.
2. The brown rice varieties tested by the watering frequency
treatment have different growths in the vegetative phase.
Inpago 7 varieties had the highest average in plant height
(75.14 cm) and root length (42.29 cm). Inpara 7 varieties
produced the highest average number of leaves (27.58
strands), number of tillers (6.33 tillers), root length (28.14
cm) and root volume (14.50 ml).
Further research is needed with a level of PEG 6000 that is
different from the tested level and the thickness of the wax
layer which is lower than 3 mm and the frequency of watering
that is different from the frequency tested.
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Abstract— RAPD marker is an informative molecular
marker, could enhance the efficiency of early selection stage
and reduce selection time in oil palm breeding. The aim of
this study was to look at the percentage of polymorphic
bands of genetic diversity in the DxP 540 NG Variety based
on three random amplified polimorphism DNA marker. This
study was conducted in Laboratory Plant Biotechnology
Faculty of Agriculture, Universitas Sumatera Utara, Medan.
A total of 20 oil palm leaf samples of the DxP 540 NG variety
were isolated. The absorbance values of DNA stocks at A260
/ 280 ranged from 1.37-2.50. The size of the bands ranged
from 446-1574 bp measured using UVITEC Cambridge
FireReader software. The DNA concentration (μg / ml)
ranged from 95.1-1036. The total banding pattern produced
14 bands with 100% polymorphic bands.
Keywords— oil palm, polymorphism, RAPD
I.

INTRODUCTION

Oil palm plants are one type of plantation that occupies an
important position in the agricultural sector in general, and in
particular the plantation sector. This is because of the many
plants that produce oil or fat, oil palm produces the largest
economic value per hectare in the world [1].
The main products of palm oil consist of crude palm oil
(CPO) and kernel palm oil (KPO) which have high economic
value. Palm oil also produces various derivative products that
are rich in benefits so that they can be used in various
industries, from the food industry, pharmaceuticals to
cosmetics. Thus oil palm is one of the biggest contributors to
foreign exchange compared to other plantation commodities.
Since 2009 the Palm Oil Research Center (PPKS) has
conducted a series of studies. Based on the results of field
observations on germplasm collection and progenic testing,
genetic material belonging to the PPKS has been identified that
have resistance to Ganoderma. which is a descendant of the
SP540T. The crossing which showed resistance properties was
then determined as a moderate variety resistant to Ganoderma
and named DxP 540 NG. NG means New Generation for
Ganoderma.
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Genetic diversity is an important factor in maintaining the
existence of a species. A population with high genetic
diversity, has the ability to defend itself from attacks by disease
and extreme climate change, so that it is able to live in
sustainable conditions for several generations [2].
Genetic diversity can occur due to changes in the
nucleutides that make up DNA. This change can affect the
phenotype of an organism that can be seen directly or affect the
individual's reaction to a particular environment [3].
The level of polymorphism obtained from the analysis of
molecular markers is very important information for plant
breeders to be a reference to see the richness of gene diversity
[4].
Molecular markers are an excellent tool for breeders and
geneticists to analyze plant genomes. This system has
revolutionized the field of genetic mapping and can be used to
answer questions relating to genetic diversity, classification
and phylogeny in germplasm management, and as a tool in
breeding and selection through gene marking [5].
Molecular markers help a lot in various fields, such as
evaluating plant biodiversity, microbes and animals,
identifying species (taxonomy) of plants and microbes and
exploring molecular markers that play a role in plant resistance
to markers or marker aided selection and in mapping genomes
. Various molecular techniques that have been developed
include RFLP (Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism),
AP-PCR (Arbitrary Primed PCR), DAF (DNA Amplified
Fingerprinting), RAPD (Random Amplified Polymorphic
DNA),
AFLP
(Amplification
Fragment
Length
Polymorphism)
and
STMS
(Sequence
Tagged
Microsatellites), each of which has advantages and
disadvantages. Therefore, a combination of several techniques
will provide more comprehensive and accurate data [6].
RAPD (Random Amplification Polymorphic DNA) is one
of the molecular marking techniques. This technique is also
used to identify genotypes in plant taxonomy studies and can
see the genetic differences of each individual. RAPD markers
are widely used because of the low cost, and the process is easy
and fast when compared to other markers [7].
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RAPD markers are informative molecular markers, can be
used to detect polymorphisms among commercial MTG palm
oil germplasm access and are able to classify the genetic
background of MTG oil palm varieties and are an important
tool for genetic analysis of these major oil palm germplasm [8].
The RAPD method itself involves the use of DNA
polymerization (PCR) techniques. PCR is an in vitro method
for producing a large number of specific DNA fragments of
length and predetermined sequences from a small number of
complex templates. PCR is a very powerful and sensitive
technique that can be applied in various fields such as
molecular biology, diagnostics, population genetics and
forensic analysis [9].
In this study to improve efficiency at the initial stage of
selection and shorten the time needed for oil palm plant
breeding program DxP 540 NG variety was carried out by
molecular marker-based selection, namely Random Amplified
Polymorphic DNA (RAPD) markers [10].
VI. MATERIALS AND METHODS
This research was carried out at the Agriculture
Biotechnology Laboratory, Faculty of Agriculture, Universitas
Sumatra Utara, Medan, which began from May to December
2018. The materials used were 20 samples of DxP 540 NG oil
palm leaves issued by the Palm Oil Research Center, Medan.
The chemicals used are Polyvinylpolypyrolidone (PVPP),
liquid nitrogen, extraction buffer, cetyl trimethylammonium
bromide (CTAB), CTAB extraction buffer (2 gr Nacl, 5 g
CTAB, 100 ml aquades), TAE buffer, buffer TE, KIAA (24 ml
chlorophome: 1ml isoamil-alcohol) Hcl pa, NaOH, Na-EDTA,
ۗold isopropanol, ethylenediamine tetraaۗetiۗ (EDTɑ), βmercaptoethanol 2%, ethanol 70%, absolute ethanol, 100 bp
Ladder DNA marker, Go taq Green Master Mix, loading dye,
aquades, aquabidest, agarose, tissue paper, rubber gloves,
aluminum foil, and primer OPA-13, OPN-03, OPB-07.
The tools used in this research are mortar, pestle,
micropipette size 1-10 l, 20-100 l, 100-1000 l, pipette tip
(white, yellow and blue) tube rack, autoclave, waterbath,
magnetic stirrer, centrifuge, freezeer , computers, electric
scales, vortex, agarose molds, 2ml and 1.5ml eppendorf tubes,
chambell well (like electrophoresis), power supply, PCR
(Therma Cycler) UV Transilluminator, Gel-Doc (Cambridge
UV), pH meter, tool - glassware (beaker glass, erlenmeyer,
etc.) power supply, stationery, stirrer, camera, oven, scissors,
tweezers, spatulas, digital scales.
A. Research Methods
The research method used is the molecular marking method
using 3 RAPD primers based on PCR (Polymerase Chain
Reaction) which amplifies specific DNA sequences, and is
processed with DARwin 6.0 software.
B. Isolation and DNA Purification
DNA isolation using [11] using ß-mercaptoethanol dan
Polyvinyl-Polypyrolidone (PVPP) during extraction. The
quality test was carried ot by 0,8 % agarose gel electrophoresis,
and the quantity test was measured using uv
spectrophotometry. Absorbance was measured at wavelengths
of 260 nm and 280 nm. DNA purity was determined from a
comparison value of A260/A280, where a pure DNA sample
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would produce a ratio of A260/A280 ranging from 1,8 to 2,0.
In this study 20 stocks of DNA were obtained
C. Amplification and Selection of RAPD markers
Amplification was carried using 3 RAPD primers (OPA13, OPB-07, OPN-03). Before running PCR, DNA dilution
was carried out with ddH2O. PCR amplification process can
be seen in table 1.
CYCLE, PROCESS, TEMPERATURE AND TIME OF LEAF PALM
DNA AMPLIFICATION.
No.

Stages

Temperature

1
2
3
4
5

Early Denaturation
Denaturation
Annealing
Extention
Final Extention

94o C
94o C
36o C
72o C
72o C

Time
(Minute)
2
1
1
1
10

Number
of Cycles
1
45
45
45
1

Source : Setyo, 2001.
After the PCR reaction was finished, the amplified DNA
was stored at a temperature of -20ºC when not in use.
D. Electrophoresis
A 1,3% agarose gel was prepared and then dissolved by
adding 80 ml of 1x TAE buffer. The solution was put into
erlenmeyer, then heated and stirred with a magnetic stirrer until
the solution ۖeۗame ۗlear. ɑfter that added 1 l etidium
bromide, after the solution cooled (temperature ± 60º C) then
the solution was printed into molds that had been installed in
the hole making comb and left to solidify for ± 45 minutes or
until the gel hardened. The amplification was interested into
the well, and connected to an electric current, then
electrophoresis process was ready to run. Running
electrophoresis was carried out at 46 volt for 120 minutes.
After electrophoresis running was finished, the electric current
was turned off. DNA visualization that has been
electrophoresed is carried out with UV transmitters and if the
band of DNA molecule looks bright then documentation is
done.
E. Determination of RAPD marking Scoring
The ribbon pattern that appeared on the gel was translated
into binary data with manual scoring. Each ribbon represents
one character and is given a value based on the presence or
absence of a ribbon. The number one "1" for the band formed
and the number zero "0" for the ribbon that is not formed.
Each ribbon in a gel representing a DNA fragment
from each plant genotype is assigned a value when the ribbon
appears and is given a zero value when the ribbon does not
appear. To determine genetic diversity, PCR - RAPD products
are scaled based on the appearance of DNA bands. The tape
that appears on the gel is assumed to be the RAPD allele. The
diversity of the RAPD allele was determined by differences in
the migration of alleles in the gel of each individual sample.
Based on the presence or absence of the ribbon, the ribbon
profile is translated into binary data. Emerging ribbons are
coded 1 (existing) and 0 (none). .
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Electrophorogram of DNA Quality Test of DxP 540
NG Varieties of Palm Oil (D = DNA Isolation
Originating from the Leaf Section)

F. Determination of Base Pair Size
The base fragment size (base pair = bp) of the PCR product
was determined using the UVITEC Cambridge FireReader
software. The DNA fragment used is 1 kb DNA ladder
Promega. By using Cambridge FireReader UVITEC software,
the amplified DNA band size can be measured. The size of the
DNA band (base pairs) will be aligned from the ladder we use.
This program will measure the tape that appears based on the
ladder size where the data size must be inputted first, see the
ladder size guide used. The measurement of the formed band
pattern with the DNA glow formed during the electrophoresis
process with UV light.
VII. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Test the quality of oil palm varieties D x P 540 NG
Based on DNA quality testing (Fig. 1), it showed that the
banding patterns were firm and bright. This shows that the
DNA produced is quite solid, intact and has a high
concentration. Widiastuti, [12] states that thick and collected
DNA bands show high concentration and the total DNA
extracted is intact.
B. Test quantity of palm oil D x P 540 NG
TEST RESULTS FOR THE QUANTITY OF 20 DNA SAMPLES OF
OIL PALM VARIETIES D X P 540 NG.
No Sample name
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

D1
D2
D3
D4
D7
D11
D12
D14
D16
D17
D18
D21
D22
D23
D24
D25
D26
D27
D29
D30

A260/280
5,03
1,74
2,10
1,37
1,88
1,98
1,77
1,99
2,02
2,26
2,02
2,24
2,50
2,13
1,85
2,02
1,52
2,13
1,45
1,79

DNA Concentration
(µg/ml)
95,1
796,3
313,2
1036,0
636,9
952,3
936,2
246,4
122,5
899,4
336,2
131,7
408,5
598,6
406,8
987,6
338,6
765,9
584,6
355,3
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The oil palm quantity of the DxP 540 NG variety was
known that the purity of DNA from the samples tested has a
ratio ranging from 1.37-2.50, except in the D1 sample which is
5.03. High DNA purity values occur because of human error at
the time of the study. According [13] the purity level of DNA
above 2.0 indicates that impure DNA is also caused by the
presence of ethanol remnants during imperfect drying, another
factor that causes impure DNA is the presence of secondary
metabolite content. on extracted plant organs.
From the sample isolated only 4 samples whose purity
ranged from 1.8 to 2.0, namely in samples number 7, 11, 14,
and 24. This shows that the DNA sample was pure. Samples
with purity values below 1.8 contained 6 samples, namely
samples 2, 4, 12, 26, 29 and 30. This means that the sample
contained protein contaminants. Samples with more than 2
purity were 10 samples, namely samples number 1, 3, 16, 17,
18, 21, 22, 23, 25, 27. This shows that DNA stocks still contain
a lot of RNA contaminants. This is in accordance with the
literature of [14] which states that the purity level of DNA is
determined by the value of Comparison A260 / A280, pure
DNA samples will produce an A260 / A280 ratio ranging from
1.8-2.0. purity values of more than 2.0 indicate that the sample
contains RNA contaminants, while purity values less than 1.8
indicate that the sample contains protein contaminants.
From all tested samples, it is known that the sample has a
non-uniform concentration. the lowest DNA concentration was
found in the NG1 sample which was equal to 95.1 µg / ml while
the highest concentration of DNA was found in the NG4
sample which was equal to 1030 µg / ml. The small amount of
DNA produced is influenced by several factors during DNA
extraction and sample conditions. According to [15] states that
the concentration of extraction results is influenced by the time
of extraction and the composition of the increase in lysis
buffer.
The basic principle in spectrophotometry is that the sample
must be clear and dissolve completely. There are no colloidal
particles especially suspension. DNA containing purine and
pyrimidine bases can absorb UV light. Double DNA bands can
absorb UV light at 260 nm, while protein or phenol
contaminants can absorb light at 280 nm. With this difference
in UV light absorption, the purity of DNA can be measured by
calculating the absorbance value of 260 nm divided by the
absorbance value of 280, and the purity value of DNA ranging
from 1.8 to 2.0 [16].
C. Visualization of Amplification Results
A total of 20 samples were analyzed using PCR machines.
The PCR amplification results showed that there was 1 sample
that was not amplified at OPB 07 primer and OPN 03 which
was 23 samples.
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Electrophorogram results of PCR with Primary OPA-13 in DxP 540 NG Oil, (M = Ladder Markers 1 kb (Promega), D = DNA
Isolation Originating from the Leaf Section)

Electrophorogram results of PCR with Primary OPA-07 in DxP 540 NG Oil, (M = Ladder Markers 1 kb (Promega), D = DNA
Isolation Originating from the Leaf Section)

Electrophorogram results of PCR with Primary OPA-03 in DxP 540 NG Oil, (M = Ladder Markers 1 kb (Promega), D = DNA
Isolation Originating from the Leaf Section)
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RESULTS OF AMPLIFICATION OF THREE RAPD PRIMERS
No

Primer Name

1
2
3

OPA- 13
OPB- 07
OPN- 03

Base Sequence
(5’-3’)
CAGCACCCAC
GGTGACGCAG
GGTACTCCCC

Total of Amplified
DNA
5
5
4

D. Polymorphic percentage
PERCENTAGE OF POLYMORPHISM
Primer
Name
OPA – 13
OPA – 07
OPA - 03

Band Size
(bp)

626-1574
446-1331
486-1321

Σ
Pattern
Band

Σ
Polymorphic
Band

5
5
4
14
4.6

5
5
4
14
4.6

Σ
Monom
orphic
Band
0
0
0
0
0

%
Polym
orphic
100%
100%
100%
300%
100%

In Table 4, it can be seen that from the three primers with
ribbon size, OPA-13 with a length of 626-1574 bp, OPB-07
with a length of 446-1331 bp, OPN-03 with a length of 4861321 bp, and the number of banding patterns that appear
namely, OPA-13 as many as 5 bands, OPB-07 as many as 5
bands, OPN-03 as many as 4 ribbons, Total ribbon patterns
from the three primers that appear as many as 14 bands with
an average of 4 bands per primer with 14 polymorphic
ribbons and ribbons monomorphic 0 ribbon. The percentage
of polymorphic bands is 100% for all primers.
In Table 4, it shows that the highest number of banding
patterns is in the OPB-07 and OPA-13 primers with the
number of 5 ribbon patterns, while the lowest band pattern
is in the OPN-03 primer which amounts to 4 ribbon patterns.
The OPA-13 primer shows a ribbon pattern of 5 bands
with a band size ranging from 626-1574 bp. Polymorphic
ribbon presentation is 100% and monomorphic ribbon
presentation is 0%. Electroperogram from PCR-RAPD
amplification in fig.2.
The OPB-07 primer shows a ribbon pattern that consists
of 5 bands with ribbon sizes ranging from 446-1331 bp.
Polymorphic ribbon presentation is 100% and monomorphic
ribbon presentation is 0%. The visualization of the PCRRAPD amplification results in fig. 3.
The OPN-03 primer shows a ribbon pattern of 4 bands
with a ribbon size of 486-1321 bp. Polymorphic band
percentage of 100% and monomorphic ribbon presentation
of 0%. The visualization of the PCR-RAPD amplification
results is in fig. 4.
Detection of genetic diversity in this study using RAPD
markers, because RAPD markers are informative markers,
can be used to detect polymorphism. [8] states that RAPD
markers are informative molecular markers, can be used to
detect polymorphisms between commercial MTG palm oil
germplasm access and are able to classify the genetic
background of MTG oil palm varieties and are an important
tool for genetic analysis of germplasm this main palm oil.
In this study it is known that the number of DNA bands
produced by the OPA-13 primary number of bands is closely

related to the primary work process in recognizing the
existence of attachment sites in the DNA template. Poerba
and Yuzammi [17] state that the more attachment sites of
primers used in printed DNA, the more the number of DNA
bands produced.
Polymorphic bands are bands that are not found in all
samples. In this study it was known that polymorphic ribbon
presentations were 100% and presentations of 0%
monomorphic. High polymorphic ribbon presentations show
high variation in each palm oil sample studied. According to
[18] states that the more polymorphic bands produced it will
be easier to observe variations.
The level of polymorphism is needed to choose markers
that can distinguish between the lines used. Putri [4] states
that the level of polymorphism obtained from the analysis of
molecular markers is very important information for plant
breeders to be a reference to see the richness of gene
diversity.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The polymorphisms of the three primers used were OPA13, OPB-07 and OPN-03 at 100% with bases of OPA-13
with lengths 626-1574 bp, OPB-07 with lengths 446-1331
bp, OPN-03 with length 486 -1321 bp, and the number of
ribbon patterns that appeared, namely, OPA-13 as many as
5 bands, OPB-07 as many as 5 bands, OPN-03 as many as 4
bands.
Further research is needed for the genetic performance of
the DxP 540 NG variety of oil palm plants using different
primers in order to increase the higher kinship accuracy
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Abstract— In a construction project development will
always have some problems that can cause delays and waste
time. From the planning process, procurement until the
installation process will be faced with various technical and
nontechnical problems that must be able to minimized as
well as possible by all sides of the construction project.
Workers in construction projects such as main contractors
and subcontractors are workers who often face problems
directly at the construction project. Similar with the other
construction project, at Turbine Hall PLTU Semarang was
found some problem that became some factors of delay and
waste time. This research was conducted to determine the
factors that can cause delays and waste time according to
some elements of the workers, it was main contractors and
sub-contractors that working on the project. The results of
questionairre obtained from that two elements of workers
are then analyzed by using descriptive analysis with SPSS
for the cause of delays and borda analysis for the cause of
waste time. From the result of both analysis then will be
following with ranking analysis to know what are the major
factors from delays and waste time.
Keywords— Delay factor, Waste time factor, Construction
Management Construction project.

INTRODUCTION
Construction project development is a development
that often faced various of problems, both from the planning
process until the process of execution will always face some
constraints and problems. Problems that occur in the project
are often need time for the completion. Not only delays that
happen at the construction project, waste time also happen
generally caused by waste of material and resources, causing
the project not optimize the process.
Same with other construction projects, our research
subject construction of the Turbine Hall PLTU Semarang is
also had various problem of delays and waste time because of
the high complexity of the project and the size of field that big
and extensive then mobilization is required to be able
complete the project properly.
The fact in the field is the cause of delays and waste
time on a project varies. Factors that cause delays and waste
time may be technical and non-technical factors, it is based on
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the problems that occur throughout the development of the
project.
Same with the delay implementation of construction
project in Kupang City that researched by Messah, et al
(2013). On the implementation of the project encountered
several barriers that caused delays, as presented by the
contractor on the project that the unavailability of Labor
became one of the factors causing the delay. In addition,
according to the project parties there is a delay in the delivery
of material to the location is a considerable factor, so it can be
ensured that in every construction project will surely found
some problems that causes the delays and waste time.
LITERATURE REVIEW
e. Construction Management
According to Hassan, et al (2016) Construction
management is a project that has a wide scope, here are the
stages of a construction management:
a. Planning (planning)
Planning is a process that tries to lay the foundation of goals
and objectives including preparing all the resources to
achieve it.
b. Organizing (organizing)
Organization is a vital tool for the control and
implementation on the project. Project organization is
called successful if the project able to control three main
things, it was quality, time and cost. An organization is
characterized by a group of people that working together
on the basis of the rights, obligations and responsibilities
of each jobdesk.
c. Execution
Implementation activities include the implementation of
working at the field in order to realizing the building to be
built.
d. Supervision (controlling)
Supervision activities are carried out with the aim of the
implementation building progress accordance with the
requirements set.
f. Project Delays
In a journal examined by Messah, et al (2013)
mentions that said the delay can be categorized into three main
types:
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h.

a. Unpardonable delays
The delay is a delay caused by the negligence of the action
and error of the contractor in its workmanship.
b. Pardonable delays
Pardonable delays is a delay caused by matters beyond the
control of the contractor or the project owner. In this case
the contractor is given a compensation of time to process
the project.
c. Delays are eligible for compensation
Such delays are a delay caused by the owner's fault. In
these cases, contractors will be given extra time and
additional operational costs in the process.
g. Causes of Delays
According to Wirabakti, et al (2014) There are several
factors that affect the delay of the project implementation:
a. Labor
b. Materials
c. Place characteristics
d. Managerial
e. Equipment
f. etc
Further research on the cause of delays in a construction
project has also been examined by Bakhtiyar, et al. (2012)
conducted on the construction project of the building in
Lamongan City. From the study can be concluded as follows:
a. Analysis of the factors that are the cause of delays in
building construction projects in the city of Lamongan
collected based on the respondents from the contractor and
owner of the project.
b. For level analysis of the factors that have been obtained
using path analysis method is by determining the scale of
delay.
In research conducted by Pratasis, et Al (2017) indicates
there are several inhibitory factors that can cause delays due
to lack of readiness of safety equipment on a project. One of
the factors that became the most influential inhibitory factor
is the lack of training on K3 because the company considered
with the implementation of K3 process will increase the value
of the project.

Waste Time

Construction projects are generally still problematic with
resource of inefficiencies and wasting time in the
process, non-value-added work will produce highly
inefficient resources and cause waste activities
Ristyowati, et Al (2017). Waste time also researched by
Untu, et Al (2014) mentions that there are various kinds
of waste that can happen to a construction project such
as defects in products, excessive production, waiting and
unapropriate processing. The research on the causes of
waste is also done by Artika (2014) At the construction
project of the DPRD-district legislator, Ogan Ilir. It can
be taken some conclusions from the study:
a. The most dominant variable waste occurs in the
project is awaiting the arrival of materials caused by
several factors such as bad weather and equipment
malfunction.
b. In terms of cost if the project buffer is not used at all
then the savings will be obtained from the reduction of
labor costs.
c. There are other indicators that cause waste such as
problems in the provision of resources and the financial
condition of the project is not good.
Research of Lean Project management in order to
minimize the occurrence of waste on a construction
project is examined by Prisilia, et Al (2018) on the
construction of the SMAN 1 Giri building Banyuwangi
Regency. Here are some conclusions from the research:
a. The result of identification of waste resulting in waste
waiting and waste defect are happened there.
b. Waste waiting that occurs due to the delay in the
material reserve, the delay of the funds and equipment
that often damaged.
Research of the causes of waste is also done by Artika
(2014) At the construction project of the DPRD-district
legislator Ogan Ilir. It can be taken some conclusions from
the study:
a. The most dominant variable waste occurs in the project is
awaiting the arrival of materials caused by several factors
such as bad weather and equipment malfunction.
b. In terms of cost if the project buffer is not used at all then
the savings will be obtained from the reduction of labor
costs.
c. There are other indicators that cause waste such as
problems in the provision of resources and the financial
condition of the project is not good.
i. Questionnaire Plan
For the questionnaire factor on this study refers to the
journal Messah, et al (2013) for the cause of delays and
research factors of Mudzakir, et al (2017) for the cause of
waste time. There are 20 variables of question in each
questionnaire. The respondent of this research are 9 workers
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from main contractor and 11 workers from subcontractor of
Turbine Hall PLTU Semarang.
RESEARCH METHODS
a.

determining the descriptive analysis for the delay factor and
borda analysis for waste time factor. The following figure are
an example of schedule comparison planning results with
actual schedule:

Stages of Research

Comparison Schedule
Foundation

Actual Finish

Actual Start

Plan Finish

Plan Start

Fig. 2. Schedule Foundation Comparison Chart.

Comparison Schedule Structural Steel

Fig. 1. Flowchart
b. Data Processing Methods
There are the following stages explanation of data processing
on the construction of Turbine Hall PLTU Semarang:
1. Compared the schedule of the project between plan
schedule with the actual schedule to get some late
activities.
2. Conduct a validity and reliability test of the questionnaire
to determine whether the questionnaire can be used for
this research and subsequent research.
3. Performs a descriptive analysis with SPSS to know the
strength of each question variable in the questionnaire of
delay factors with the output of "mean "
4. Conducting borda analysis to find out the strength of each
variable questionnaire causes waste time factor with the
output of "weights "5. Analysis of late ranking and Waste
Time.
5. Conducting the rangking analysis from the sۗore of “mean”
for delays faۗtor and “weights” for waste time faۗtors
c. Results and Discussion
Methods of Analysis
After got the results from schedule comparison
analysis of some late work by comparing the planning
schedule and the actual schedule, then proceed with
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Actual Finish

Actual Start

Plan Finish

Plan Start

Fig. 3. Schedule Foundation Comparison Chart .

Comparison Schedule Roofing and
Cladding

Actual Finish

Actual Start

Plan Finish

Plan Start
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Rank

Delay Factors

Mean

Lorok Block 3 Semarang. The following are the results of the
ranking analysis that has been analyzed:
TABEL 4.MAIN CONTRACTOR DELAY FACTORS

1

Design Change

4.44

2

Identification and sequence of work that
is not in accordance with the plan

3.67

3

Main Contractor Delay Factor

Changes to the date of commencement of
3.56
the project are not appropriate
Fig. 4. Schedule Foundation Comparison Chart.
1 Design Change

d. Validity and Reliability
Before starting the research with several predefined
methods, it is recommended that the validity and reusability
test (trust, consistency, reliability) of the research instrument
to be used is a questionnaire. If the scale is grouped into five
classes with the same range then the size of the alpha stability
can be presented as follows:

3.56

4.44

3.67

2 Identification and
sequence of work that is
not in accordance with the
plan
3 Changes to the date of
commencement of the
project are not appropriate

TABEL 1. TERMS OF THE CRONBACH ALPHA VALUE
Reliable

Fig. 5. Main Contractor Delay Factors.

0.00-0.20

Less Reliable

0.21-0.40

Rather Reliable

Alpha Cronbach

0.41-0.60

quite Reliable

4

Alpha Cronbach

0.61-0.80

Reliable

5

Alpha Cronbach

0.81-1

Very Realiable

In the figure above shows a pie chart of the ranking
analysis that has been done. Here's the explanation:
1. Chart Orange: The result of interview from the
respondents explained that design changes occurred
because on the project with the EPC level there is
complexity in the acceptance of image results from
among the relevant parties. So that design changes will
be quite common
2. Chart Gray: Identification and the wrong order of work is
one of the main factors due to each change in design will
be followed by changes in working methods and stages of
work. Then it will cause delays and extravagance.
3. Yellow Chart: Change of the project start date changed
because it was required to follow the date of completion
of the planning process and switch to construction
process of Turbine Hall Semarang.

No

Information

Alpha

1

Alpha Cronbach

2

Alpha Cronbach

3

TABEL 2. DELAY QUESTIONNAIRES TEST
Delay Questionnaires
Cronbach's Alpha

Item

0,984

20

TABEL 3. WASTE TIME QUESTIONNAIRES TEST
Waste Time Questionnaires

e.

Cronbach's Alpha

Item

0,902

20

TABEL 5. SUBTRACTOR DELAY FACTORS

Rank

Delay Factors

Mean

1

Design Change

4.36

2

Identification and sequence of work
that is not in accordance with the plan

3.73

2

Changes to the date of commencement
of the project are not appropriate

3.73

Descriptive Analysis (Delay factor)

Based on the questionnaires data that has been obtained,
will be obtained results from the cause of delay in the
subject of research. Furthermore, the descriptive analysis
using SPSS based on two elements of workers are the
main contractors and sub-contractors on the construction
project Turbine Hall tambak Lorok Block 3 Semarang.
f. Rangking Analysis (Delay factor)
In the analysis of the following delay factor ranking is
determined based on the order of the largest mean value
towards the smallest mean value of descriptive analysis from
both elements of the worker's main contractor and subcontractor on the Turbine development project Hall Tambak
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3

Rework / Repair

0.084

Sub Contractor Delay Factor
1 Design Change

3.73

4.36

3.73

2 Identification and
sequence of work that
is not in accordance
with the plan

Main Contractor Waste Time Factors

0.084

0.089

1 Image
specifications are
not clear

2 Design changes
0.088

2 Changes to the date
of commencement of
the project are not
appropriate

3 Rework / Repair

Fig. 7. Main Contractor Waste Time Factors.
Fig. 6. Subcontractor Delay Factors

In the picture above shows a pie chart against the ranking
analysis that has been done. Here's the recutability:

From the results are obtained several factors that caused
waste time in the subjects studied. Here it is the explanation
to clarify the waste time chart:

1. Chart Orange: The result of interview from the
respondents explained that design changes occurred
because on the project with the EPC level there is
complexity in the acceptance of image results from
among the relevant parties. So that design changes will
be quite common
2. Chart Gray: Identification and the wrong order of work is
one of the main factors due to each change in design will
be followed by changes in working methods and stages of
work. So it will cause delays and extravagance
2. Yellow Chart: Change of the project start date changed
because it was required to follow the date of completion
of the planning process and switch to construction
process of Turbine Hall Semarang.

1. Orange Chart: Image that is not clearly become one factor
in the occurrence of waste time because of the
improvement of DED will cause waste to the time and
workers who are ready to work on the construction
process of Turbine Hall PLTU Semarang
2. Chart Gray: The result of interview from the respondents
explained that design changes occurred because on the
project with the EPC level there is complexity in the
acceptance of image results from among the relevant
parties. So that design changes will be quite common
3. Yellow Chart: Rework or repairs to the project in question
is a rework of the design that is formulated. It will be a
waste of time due to repeated images will take time and
cause workers idle construction process.
TABEL 7. SUBCONTRACTOR WASTE TIME FACTOR

g. Borda Method (Waste time factor)
In the analysis that causes waste time in the construction
project of Turbine Hall PLTU Tambak Lorok Block 3
Semarang is used borda analysis to determine the weight from
each variable factor of waste time. The methods that we use
based on the research conducted by Ahmad Chasan, et al
(2017) that using borda analysis also.
h. Ranking Analysis (Waste time factor)
At the rangking analysis of waste time factors are
determined by the order of the largest weight value towards
the smallest weighted value based on the calculation result
with the borda analysis from both worker elements of the main
contractor and sub-contractors on construction project of
Turbine Hall Tambak Lorok Block 3 Semarang. The
following table and figure are the results of ranking analysis
that has been analyzed:

Rank

Waste Factor

Weights

1

Image specifications are not
clear

0.088

2

Design changes

0.079

2

Rework / Repair

0.079

3

Error on Job instruction

0.076

Sub Contractor Waste Time Factors

0.076

0.088

TABEL 6. MAIN CONTRACTOR WASTE TIME FACTORS

0.079
Rank
1
2

Waste Factor
Image specifications are not clear
Design changes

Weights

0.079

1 Image
specifications are
not clear
2 Design changes

2 Rework / Repair

3 Error on Job
instruction

0.089
0.088
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Fig. 8. Sub Contractor Waste Time Factors

From the above results are obtained several factors that
are the cause of waste time in the subjects studied. Here is a
description to clarify the waste time chart in Fig. 5. I.e:
1. Chart Orange: Image that is not clearly become one factor
in the occurrence of waste time because of the
improvement of DED will cause waste to the time and
workers who are ready to work on the construction
process of Turbine Hall PLTU Semarang
2. Chart Gray: The result of interview from the respondents
explained that design changes occurred because on the
project with the EPC level there is complexity in the
acceptance of image results from among the relevant
parties. So that design changes will be quite common
3. Yellow Chart: Rework or repairs to the project in question
is a rework of the design that is formulated. It will be a
waste of time due to repeated images will take time and
cause workers idle construction process.
4. Blue Chart: Work order fault can occur because it must
adjust to the latest plan changes that will apply to the
construction project Turbine Hall PLTU Semarang

causing delay and waste with more detail on an aspect
accompanied by other methods that support this kind of
research.
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CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
Conclusions
Based on the results of some analysis and the
discussion has been obtained several conclusions as follows:
➢

a. Delay main factor:
According to Main contractor

Based on the results of research that have been done
can be concluded that the main factors for delay from
main contractor is design change factor.
➢ According to Sub contractors
Based on the results of research that have been done can
be concluded that the main factors for delay from sub
contractor is design change factor.

Prisilia, H., and Purnomo, D. A., 2018. Application of Lean Project
Management method in construction project planning at the construction of
State high School building 1 Giri Banyuwangi regency. Journal of Time
Engineering, 16 (01), 1412-1867
Ristyowati, T., Muhsin, A., and conscience, P. P., 2017. Lack of Waste on
the activities of production process with the concept of Lean Manufacturing
(case study at PT. Sport Glove Indonesia). Journal OPTIONS, 10 (1), 1693
– 2102.
Untu, S. H. S., Dundu, A. K. T., and Mandagi, R. J. M., 2014. Application
of Lean Project Management methods in construction project planning (case
study: Construction of building Mantos phase III). Static civil Journals, 2
(06), 320-329.
Wirabakti, D. M., Abdullah, R., and Maddeppunggeng, A., 2014. Study of
causes of delays in building construction project. Journal of Constructia, 6
(1).

b. Waste time factor:
➢ According to Main contractor
Based on the results of research that have been done
can be concluded that the main factors for waste time
from main contractor is Image specifications are not
clear.
➢ According to Sub contractors
Based on the results of research that have been done
can be concluded that the main factors for waste time
from main contractor is Image specifications are not
clear.
Suggestions
Based on the results of the study can be given advice
for subsequent studies that the results of this research can be
used as a result of comparison with subsequent research. In
addition, it is expected to the next study to review the factors
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Abstract—Banyuwangi Regency is a developing city with the
majority of people's livelihoods coming from the
agricultural sector.With population growth, the need for
raw water and irrigation will increase.Some problems that
often occur in Banyuwangi are the occurrence of drought in
the dry season and during the rainy season always
experiencing a surplus of water which causes flooding and
the current condition of the reservoir has not fully provided
optimal benefits. So in this study trying to do "Analysis of
the Bajulmati Reservoir Operation Pattern" so that the
reservoir is expected to provide optimal performance both
in the utilization for irrigation, raw water and Micro Hydro
Power Plants (PLTMH).This research begins with a
literature study, data collection, data analysis for the
availability and utilization of reservoir water by
hydrological modeling in the form of calculation of
Bajulmati River flowrate as reservoir inflow using the FJ
Method. Mock Followed by stretching the reservoir flow
forward for 50 years with the Markov Method.
Furthermore, the formation of models and simulations.
Simulation results show the operation of reservoirs
(alternative two) produces electricity (PLTMH) higher than
alternative one, the second alternative is able to increase
electricity production on average per year to 2,823 GWH
(122.74% of current conditions) if the turbine must be fully
operational (alternative 2A) and 2,852 GWH (124.00% of
current conditions) if a turbine with 20% maximum power
is already operating (alternative 2B), with irrigation water
fulfillment (kT factor) 2.26. From the income analysis
(without calculating costs and assuming irrigation water is
carried out simultaneously) it is known that the highest
income obtained alternative 1B of Rp. 338.69 billion, the
next highest is alternative 1A of Rp. 338.41 billion, the third
highest alternative 2B of Rp. 313.03 billion and the lowest
alternative income 2A was Rp. 313.00 billion.
Keywords-pattern of reservoir operation, simulation, water
balance

I. INTRODUCTION
Water needs cannot always be fulfilled by existing
water resources, therefore water resources engineering is
needed, including the construction of reservoirs.
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Reservoirs are a means of utilizing water resources that
have the function of storing, supplying water and
controlling floods in the rainy season. Reservoirs in a
general sense are places on the surface of the land that are
used to collect water when there is excess water in the
rainy season so that the water can be utilized in the dry /
dry season (Suharyanto, 1997).
Excess water in the rainy season can be accommodated
and stored and used appropriately, on time and on target
throughout the year.
Current conditions, as time goes on, many reservoirs in
Indonesia experience a decline in function and
performance. This is caused by, among other things, the
incompatibility of reservoir planning with the current
operating conditions of the reservoir, the decrease in
inflow due to changes in ecosystems and land use in the
upper reaches of the river, the low reliability of reservoirs
due to not optimal electricity production and reservoir
operation patterns it is no longer compatible with the
current conditions.
One of the new reservoirs that is still possible to be
optimized is the Bajulmati Reservoir, which is located in
2 (two) districts, namely Banyuwangi and Situbondo
District, East Java Province, precisely in Watukebo
Village, Wongsorejo District, Banyuwangi Regency. This
is due to the incompatibility of the reservoir planning with
the current conditions of the reservoir operation.
The main objectives of the construction of the Bajulmati
Dam are for irrigation water, raw water, the potential of
micro hydro power plants, tourism, water conservation
and stocking fish fisheries. This reservoir irrigates the
Bajulmati Irrigation Area (DI) with a total area of + 1,800
ha which includes the Bajulmati Main Canal,
Banyuwangi Regency covering an area of 1,322 Ha and
the Wonorejo Main Canal, Situbondo Regency covering
an area of 478 ha. This DI is limited by Bajulmati River,
Sumber Mailang River and Curah Tangkup River in the
west which is upstream of Bajulmati Reservoir, to the
north which is bounded by Wonorejo Main Canal and
Bali Strait which are boundaries to the east and Bajulmati
Main Channels and Bulk Bandulan Rivers which limits
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the southern part which is also downstream of the
Bajulmati Reservoir that goes to Bajulmati Dam. This DI
gets water from the Bajulmati Reservoir via Bajulmati
Dam. The location of the Bajulmati Reservoir can be seen
as shown in Fig. 1.

related to maximization but with a constraint. Optimizing
is identical to maximizing with limited resources.
Optimization in the management of water resources is
divided into categories, namely before the finished water
building, and after the building is finished. Optimization
of finished water buildings is the operation of the water
Location of
and generally by maximizing net benefits (net benefits).
Bajulmati
Reservoir
The operation of water is said to be optimum if water
resources or other resources are limited. The use of
reservoir water is said to be optimum if irrigation needs
can be met and if the rainy season never spills the
spillway.
There are several ways to determine the pattern or policy
of operating reservoirs, these methods include :
1. Distribution of allotment zones and by way of a pattern
(rule curve),,
2. Standard Operating Procedure,
3. Stochastic or Implicit Deterministic Program,
4. Linear Program dan,
5. Stochastic Program (Suharyanto, 1997).
Fig. 1. Location of Bajulmati Reservoir
Taking into account the variables that must be taken into
Aside from being a water provider for irrigation, the
account in the model, as well as the field conditions, the
Bajulmati Reservoir also functions as a raw water
determination of operating patterns using optimization and
provider of 0,18 m3/second. However, currently there is
simulation techniques is an option, and is expected to
no raw water pipeline network related to land acquisition
overcome various problems and obstacles that arise in the
issues. The location of the reservoir that has a bumpy hill
operation of reservoirs (Nailil Afifah, 2013).
topography with a height ranging from + 90-115 m
The operation of the reservoir is essentially an activity in
elevation to the base of the Bajulmati River makes the raw
terms of regulating/determining the amount of outflow, O
water pipeline difficult to implement, causing some areas
to get the maximum benefit, taking into account the
to experience a clean water crisis. Some surrounding
availability of water (inflow, I), and the capacity of the
communities also choose to utilize existing surface water
reservoir concerned (storage , S), on an ongoing basis. This
sources. Another function of the Bajulmati Reservoir is
definition is usually expressed in the form of a balance
for microhydro power with an electric power plan
formula that has been applied, i.e. inflow-outflow = storage.
capacity of 2x175 kW, while its annual energy production
Reservoir operations include collection and processing of
reaches 33,60 GWH. However, currently the electricity
hydrological data, preparation of reservoir operation
production has never been fulfilled (the average
patterns and annual plans for reservoir operations, carrying
electricity production is 2,300 GWH per year based on
out reservoir operations in various conditions (normal, wet
data from the Indonesia Power statistics, 2018), this is
and dry). The reservoir operation pattern includes
because electricity production depends on water
procedures for removing water from the reservoir in
requirements for irrigation. So that every year the micro
accordance with the conditions of the volume and / or
hydro power plant does not function during the dry season
elevation of the reservoir water and water requirements
because the availability of irrigation water does not meet
and the capacity of the river in the downstream of the
the minimum flow to drive the turbine. One of the efforts
reservoir. The reservoir operation pattern is made based
to improve reservoir operations and is expected to provide
on the characteristics of each reservoir both a single
high benefits is by analyzing the Bajulmati Reservoir
reservoir and a reservoir with a multi-purpose reservoir
Operating Pattern with the simulation preparation method
function. The reservoir operation pattern is manifested in
with the aim of knowing the current reservoir operational
the form of an operating zone rule curve which is limited
pattern and obtaining a reservoir operation pattern so that
by the curvature of the upper normal operating limit and
the reservoir can function optimally and know the
the lower normal operating boundary curve and the
suitability based on the simulation in the future according
planned intake of water and expenditure. In one year 2
to the age of the reservoir plan and obtain conclusions
(two) types of reservoir operation patterns are made,
from the simulation results.
namely:
a. The operation pattern of the rainy season reservoir, applies
II.
PATTERN OF RESERVOIR
when filling reservoirs (November to April).
b. The pattern of dry season reservoir operations, applies
Optimization techniques can be defined as the
when emptying reservoirs (May to October).
preparation of a system model that is in accordance with
The purpose of composing a reservoir operation pattern
real conditions and can be formed into a mathematical
is to use water optimally to achieve maximum capacity of
model with the separation of product elements, in order to
the reservoir by proportionally allocating it so that there is
obtain a solution that is suitable for the purpose of
no conflict between interests. Efficient and optimal
decision making. The definition of optimization is closely
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

III.

METHODOLOGY

The availability of water in the reservoir is expressed as
reservoir capacity which is a limiting factor for the
reservoir operating system. Reservoirs have physical
characteristics which are the main part of the reservoir.
Reservoir capacity can be divided into three (Linsey, et.
al. 1996), namely dead capacity/volume, is a minimum
capacity that must be fulfilled by a reservoir, effective
capacity / volume, is an ideal capacity for conservation of
water resources (providing irrigation, raw water,
recreation and others, maximum capacity, namely the
maximum capacity that can be accommodated by the
reservoir, maximum water level, minimum water level,
height of the spillway building based on planned
discharge. In addition to capacity, another factor that
influences reservoir operations is the volume of water
requirements The volume of water released must be
within the minimum limit and maximum limit of reservoir
operation of the reservoir characteristics, the relationship
between elevation and volume of reservoirs is also known
as the capacity of the reservoir. in the reservoir at each
water level, increase in storage between d the two
elevations are usually calculated by multiplying the
average area at both elevations with the difference in
elevation. The sum of all increments below an elevation
is the volume of the pool below that height. The
relationship between reservoir volume and inundation
area with elevation above sea level can be seen in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.Bajulmati Watershed and Rain Station Station Location

From the Rain Station Station data, it is known that
there are 6 Station Stations located in and around the
Bajulmati watershed. The Rain Station Station includes
Bajulmati Station Station, Mailang Rain Station Station,
Pasewaran Rain Station Station, Sidomulyo Rain Station
Station, Wongsorejo Rain Station Station and Alas Buluh
Rain Station Station. For more details, data for each Rain
Station Post can be seen in Table I.
TABLEI. DATA OF POS RAIN STATION NEAR THE
BAJULMATI WATERSHED

Curvature of the Bajulmati Reservoir (m2)
LUAS TAMPUNGAN (M2)
1,000,000
95

900,000

800,000

700,000

600,000

500,000

400,000

300,000

200,000

100,000

0

90

Station Name
Station Code
South Latitude
East Longitude
Elevation
Type of tool
Manager
River Area
Village
Districts
Districts
Station Name
Station Code
South Latitude
East Longitude
Elevation
Type of tool
Manager
River Area
Village
Districts
Districts

Alas Buluh
186
-7,5755
114,3628
25
mdpl
Ordinary (MRG)
PSDA Bondowoso
Baru Bajulmati
Alas Buluh
Wongsorejo
Banyuwangi
Alas Buluh
180
-7,5811
114,2952
550
mdpl
Ordinary (MRG)
PSDA Bondowoso
Baru Bajulmati
Sukorejo
Wongsorejo
Banyuwangi

Bajulmati
179
-7,5557
114,3885
32
mdpl
Ordinary (MRG)
PSDA Bondowoso
Baru Bajulmati
Bajulmati
Wongsorejo
Banyuwangi
Bajulmati
182
-7,5632
114,3743
70
mdpl
Ordinary (MRG)
PSDA Bondowoso
Baru Bajulmati
Alas Buluh
Wongsorejo
Banyuwangi

Mailang
179.A
-7,5633
114,3541
150
mdpl
Ordinary (MRG)
PSDA Bondowoso
Baru Bajulmati
Sukorejo
Wongsorejo
Banyuwangi
Mailang
182.A
-7,4739
114,3956
65
mdpl
Ordinary (MRG)
PSDA Bondowoso
Baru Bajulmati
Wongsorejo
Wongsorejo
Banyuwangi

85
80

ELEVASI

3.

Elevation

1.
2.

operation of the reservoir is a complex problem because it
involves several factors such as:
Pattern of reservoir operation policy.
The inflow discharge that will enter the reservoir depends
on the accuracy of the discharge planning that will enter the
reservoir.
Water requirements for utilization such as irrigation, raw
water and micro hydro power plants.
Accuracy in planning the flood discharge that will occur.
Reliability of reservoir water level monitoring equipment,
flow discharge and rainfall.
Coordination between relevant agencies.
Operational capabilities.
Short-term, mid-term and long-term operations
coordination and real time operations.
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Fig. 2. Curved graph of Bajulmati Reservoir capacity

Hydrological Analysis
Through a search of the topographic map, we will get the
Bajulmati River Basin. This Bajulmati watershed has an
area of 98,430 km2 and is presented in Fig. 3.
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Then plotting the location of the rain station to the
Bajulmati watershed map so that it can be seen which
rainpoints affect the Bajulmati watershed. Calculation of
effective rainfall is influenced by the extent of rain fall in
the Bajulmati watershed recorded at the nearest rain
station. Rain data obtained from each rain station uses
daily rainfall data. The 10 daily rain data (3 periods) in
one year (12 months) will be used to determine the 10
daily reliable discharge.
To calculate the average rainfall in the Bajulmati
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watershed, the Polygon Thiessen Method is used. This
method calculates the weight of each station that
represents the area around it. In an area within a
watershed it is assumed that rain is the same as that which
occurred at the nearest station, so that the rain recorded at
a station represents that area.With the uneven distribution
of rain stations in the study area, this method is used.The
following is the result of mapping the area of influence
from the nearest station to the Bajulmati watershed, so
that later stations will have an influence on the average
rainfall in the Bajulmati watershed. The trick is to enter
coordinate data from the 6 nearest rain station posts using
the Autocad Assistance Program (Fig. 4) (Dinas PU SDA,
2017).

�

W=

��

� 100% =

24,96
98,43

� 100% = 25,00%

Factors for other stations can be seen in Table II.
TABLE II. DATA OF POS RAIN STATION NEAR THE
BAJULMATI WATERSHED
No.
Station Post Name
1 Bajulmati Rain Station
2 Mailang Rain Station
3 Pasewaran Rain Station
Total

1.

Area (km2)
24,93
29,50
44,00
98,43

Weighting Factor (%)
25
30
45
100

Calculate the average rainfall of the Polygon Thiessen
Method. Calculation of average rainfall is to multiply the
amount of rain each station with the weighting factor
value of the station
Example of calculating average rainfall in January 2017
1st period:
The amount of rain in January for period 1 :

a. Bajulmati Rain Station Station (Ra) = 29 mm
b. Mailang Rain Station (Rb) = 157 mm
c. Pasewaran Rain Station (Rc) Station = 167 mm
Then, multiplied by the weighting factors in Table III,
obtained:
� .
+� .
+� .
R =
=

.

+

.

+

=12λ,05 ≈ 12λ mm

.

Recapitulation of the average rainfall calculation results
are shown in Table III.
TABLE III. RECAPITULATION OF CALCULATION RESULTS
OF AVERAGE RAINFALL FOR 2008-2017
Years
2008

2009

2010

Fig. 4.Mapping Rain Station Posts to Bajulmati watershed map.
2011

The step to find the area of influence is to connect the
rain station with the polygon line. From there, obtained
the area of the sub-area of each rain station which
becomes an influence in the watershed that is limited by
the heavy line on polygons.Based on the polygon thiessen
images from the 6 rain stations that have been plotted,
only 3 rain stations affect the Bajulmati watershed,
namely the Bajulmati Rain Station Post, Mailang and
Pasewaran.Rainfall data available at the three posts is
daily rainfall data from 2008-2017. The data is then
recapitulated into 10 daily rainfall data.Next, weighting
factors are calculated from each rain station which
represents the surrounding area. Examples of calculations
using the Polygon Thiessen Method are as follows:
1. Find the area of each rain station post (A).From the results
of plotting on Autocad, the area area of Aa (Pos Bajulmati
Rain Station) = 24.93 km2. The area of the Bajulmati
watershed = 98.43 km2.
2. Calculate the percentage weighting factor (W).
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2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Qaverage
date 1-10
Qaverage
date 11-20
Qaverage
date 21-31

Bulan
Jan
68
42
74
209
25
32
170
64
325
155
87
109
110
152
94
248
153
125
177
139
389
320
390
170
40
3
137
129
143
102

Feb
185
43
288
27
15
14
175
57
72
122
36
88
168
107
97
104
179
97
114
202
184
58
41
71
73
145
120
117
178
19

Mar
149
69
167
9
0
0
190
69
15
136
122
176
153
113
101
130
192
45
97
177
181
111
121
27
158
78
62
17
36
11

Apr
63
1
76
0
0
0
178
190
95
268
40
18
26
0
28
72
63
6
193
187
119
87
92
171
11
58
9
65
11
0

Mei
16
0
0
3
28
11
64
110
18
91
20
0
1
67
37
130
192
45
35
116
115
0
0
0
10
8
5
15
1
36

Jun
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
141
107
145
0
158
0
0
0
0
28
19
97
8
43
73

Jul
0
0
0
0
0
0
11
0
31
18
17
12
0
0
0
29
28
45
74
36
0
0
0
0
93
142
6
16
7
0

Agust
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
8
0
2
11
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
23
17
8
0
0

Sep
0
0
0
0
0
0
11
17
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
5
0
0
3

Okt
0
0
0
0
0
0
18
33
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
129
50
19
9
10
12

Nop
0
2
50
0
0
0
114
0
13
26
10
53
0
0
0
0
50
120
0
0
0
0
0
0
29
5
40
17
86
138

Des
70
216
194
0
26
16
49
137
109
176
175
142
31
112
86
209
257
325
86
200
236
2
48
47
187
117
229
43
145
106

162,60

114,30

115,00

96,30

36,50

18,00

24,10

1,20

1,20

15,60

18,60

85,30

119,80

100,30

97,70

64,20

54,20

32,70

23,00

4,20

1,70

9,30

15,30

143,30

155,70

105,00

78,50

52,20

26,70

31,90

9,40

2,00

1,00

4,00

41,40

149,00

Debit Availability Analysis
Low flow discharge calculation using the F.J. Method.
Mock The principle of this method has two approaches to
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calculating surface runoff that occur in rivers, namely
above ground water balance and underground water
balance which are all based on rain, climate and soil
conditions. Based on rain data and climatology data for
2008-2017, obtained the results of the calculation of
available debits in the Bajulmati watershed for the years
2008-2017 shown in Table IV.
TABLE IV. RECAPITULATION OF CALCULATION OF DEBIT
AVAILABILITY IN 2008-2017
No

Years

1

2008

1
12,751

Januari
2
6,248

3
4,973

1
8,352

Februari
2
3,808

3
11,903

1
8,469

Maret
2
5,015

3
7,744

1
4,414

April
2
1,408

3
3,377

2

2009

10,276

3,728

2,518

1,793

1,105

0,874

0,608

0,186

0,074

0,030

0,012

0,005

3

2010

6,518

3,910

13,185

9,718

4,900

4,282

8,283

4,679

2,019

7,295

8,848

5,875

4

2011

7,199

4,530

5,139

5,797

3,509

4,042

5,756

6,067

7,787

11,270

5,975

2,981

5

2012

7,205

7,801

5,644

7,900

6,056

5,355

7,186

6,100

5,457

2,511

0,847

1,356

6

2013

10,334

8,266

6,965

5,841

8,320

5,816

6,541

8,914

4,040

4,011

3,488

1,228

7

2014

10,596

8,272

16,800

8,522

10,163

9,622

6,290

8,463

8,985

9,608

9,549

7,066

2015

14,645

18,268

11,196

8

5,565

3,370

3,707

5,142

5,845

2,592

4,077

4,493

7,528

9

2016

2,041

0,683

5,293

3,964

6,508

6,150

7,540

4,915

3,794

1,541

2,685

1,059

10

2017

7,427

7,440

5,860

6,051

8,273

2,920

1,685

1,888

0,947

2,710

1,095

0,379

No

Years

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2008

1,479

0,492

0,197

0,079

0,031

0,013

0,005

0,002

0,001

0,000

0,000

0,000

2

2009

0,114

1,055

0,653

0,288

0,099

0,040

0,016

0,006

0,003

0,001

0,000

0,000

3

2010

4,115

5,308

2,096

0,730

0,292

0,117

0,459

0,115

1,188

0,351

0,410

0,117

4

2011

3,920

2,257

0,923

0,369

0,148

0,180

0,624

0,786

0,701

0,346

0,473

0,280

5

2012

0,406

2,644

2,015

0,577

0,231

0,092

0,037

0,015

0,006

0,002

0,001

0,000

6

2013

5,268

8,404

3,836

6,456

5,683

6,972

2,950

2,023

2,287

0,640

0,256

0,102

7

2014

3,404

5,434

5,711

1,576

6,472

1,615

3,384

2,236

0,671

0,269

0,107

0,043

8

2015

1,962

0,785

0,314

0,126

0,050

0,020

0,008

0,003

0,001

0,001

0,000

0,000

9

2016

0,725

0,514

0,355

1,127

0,965

3,864

4,385

6,438

1,923

0,732

1,153

0,946

10

2017

0,720

0,221

1,418

0,653

1,780

3,147

1,408

0,716

0,254

0,390

0,108

0,052

No

Years

1
2
3

Mei

Juni

September

Juli

Oktober

Agustus

November

Desember

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

2008

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,075

1,866

3,032

8,749

9,350

2009

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,972

0,835

2010

0,445

0,746

0,277

0,776

1,430

0,715

4,435

1,073

0,911

2,077

5,588

5,402

4

2011

0,115

0,046

0,018

0,007

0,003

0,001

0,777

0,622

1,830

6,034

7,785

5

2012

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,017

0,004

0,002

1,137

4,398

4,229

6

2013

0,041

0,016

0,007

0,003

0,001

0,000

0,000

1,840

4,841

8,912

11,756

15,105

7

2014

0,017

0,007

0,003

0,001

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

3,168

8,124

10,722

8

2015

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,065

1,783

2,144

9

2016

0,311

0,118

0,234

4,818

2,964

1,582

1,580

0,651

1,703

7,355

6,105

10,186

10

2017

0,019

0,017

0,108

0,353

0,451

0,578

0,771

3,382

5,928

3,104

6,327

5,552

7,507

Reservoir Inflow Expansion
To obtain an estimate of the future reservoir inflow debit,
the existing reservoir inflow discharge data series must be
stretched forward. Random numbers are numbers that
occur randomly.In this study random numbers are used in
normal distribution with an average value = 0 and
Standard Deviation = 1 resulting from Random Number
Generation in the Excel program. The random number
used is 36 numbers per year for 50 years for stretching
reservoir inflow discharge. The random numbers that will
be used in the calculations are shown in Table V and
Table VI.
TABLE V. RANDOM NUMBERS FOR YEARS 1 TO 25

The inflow discharge to the Bajulmati Reservoir comes
from the Bajulmati River (upstream). 10 daily inflow
discharge data is available from 2008-2017. The
correlation coefficient is a measure of the relationship
between two variables, which have values between -1 and
1. The closer to 1, the closer the perfect correlation. Signs
of negative and positive values indicate an upward trend
in the current trend compared to past inflows, or vice
versa (negative correlation). The correlation coefficient in
this study was calculated to determine the level of
correlation of the reservoir inflow discharge for a period
of 10 days against the previous period inflow.
This correlation coefficient is calculated based on
historical data inflow for 10 years (2008-2017) using Eq.
R

=

( ∑(

∑ =1 − ( − )
0,5
0,5
− )2 ) (∑( − )2 )

(1)
......................................................... (2.22)

R = correlation coefficient number
Xi = data that existed before i (m3 / s)
X ̅ = average value of data before i (m3 / sec)
Yi = data available at i (m3 / sec)
Y ̅ = average value of data at time i (m3 / sec)
In carrying out future reservoir operational simulation
patterns, one of the data required is the estimated
reservoir inflow discharge. The method used in stretching
the artificial periodic series in this study is to use the
Markov model. The use of the Markov model because the
series of periodic series data with added time (monthly)
cannot be considered an independent variable, for
example this month's discharge is very dependent on the
debit of the previous month and maybe even the previous
months.After all parameters needed for stretching
forward inflow discharge are known, then an inflow
discharge stretch calculation is calculated using the
(2)
Markov model using Equation formula
Xi,j = Xj + Rj

−1

(Xi,j-1 – Xj-1) + ti,j(Sj)(1- Rj2)1/2........................................... (2.19)

Xi, j = monthly discharge in year i to month j (m3 / sec)
Xj = average month discharge to j (m3 / sec)
Rj = serial correlation coefficient between Xj and Xj-1
Sj = standard deviation of observed discharge for month j
Sj-1 = standard deviation for month j-1
ti, j = random number from normal distribution with mean
= 0 and standard deviation = 1 in year to i month to j

Periode
Tahun
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

I
0,400
-1,198
0,095
0,794
0,005
0,622
0,372
1,873
-0,410
-0,886
-0,458
1,297
1,241
0,584
-0,683
0,624
1,570
-1,736
-0,081
-0,272
1,773
1,718
-1,779
-0,777
0,649

Januari
II
-2,091
1,063
-0,754
-1,462
-0,540
-1,739
-0,033
-1,165
-0,370
-0,057
0,002
1,447
1,618
-1,089
-1,037
-0,131
0,310
1,531
-0,887
-0,518
1,096
1,575
0,357
1,170
-0,796

I
-0,695
0,386
2,432
0,824
1,625
-0,144
0,836
-0,744
0,879
-0,676
-0,206
-0,924
-0,295
-0,002
0,515
1,162
0,004
0,357
-1,035
-0,272
-0,315
0,705
0,244
-0,694
-0,428

Januari
II
0,472
0,340
0,530
0,380
-1,063
0,681
-1,042
-0,327
-0,317
0,449
-0,387
0,768
-0,168
-0,629
-0,182
0,378
0,810
-0,407
-0,030
0,283
-0,094
0,816
0,630
0,550
-1,137

III
0,112
-0,264
0,336
-1,166
1,487
-0,692
2,348
-0,801
-0,923
0,924
-0,722
0,067
-0,446
1,050
1,549
1,712
2,640
-0,534
-1,059
-0,156
-1,797
1,960
1,241
0,210
-1,388

I
-0,813
0,635
-2,228
-1,839
-0,237
-0,828
0,382
1,440
1,204
1,593
1,471
-0,915
0,445
-0,141
-1,181
0,800
-1,645
-0,054
-0,512
0,233
0,496
-0,707
0,050
-0,218
0,745

Februari
II
0,626
0,238
0,118
-0,602
-1,764
-0,648
0,142
-0,088
-0,202
-0,786
0,174
1,629
-0,434
-1,711
-0,463
0,793
-0,122
-0,139
1,375
-0,051
-0,526
1,150
-0,563
0,240
1,116

III
-0,324
-0,363
2,002
0,403
0,966
1,128
0,039
-0,186
0,850
0,399
0,635
0,452
-0,460
1,221
0,982
-1,166
0,750
-0,339
-0,229
-0,952
2,685
0,333
0,191
-1,890
-0,198

I
2,891
0,314
1,236
0,286
-0,564
-0,034
0,290
-0,152
-0,441
0,186
0,555
-0,636
0,788
0,350
-0,309
-0,838
-0,537
0,175
0,291
-0,438
-1,189
-1,824
0,988
-0,508
0,647

Maret
II
-0,200
2,010
-1,159
0,448
-0,898
-0,137
0,945
-0,544
-0,431
0,297
0,349
-1,131
0,127
-0,273
0,290
1,999
0,157
-0,684
-0,182
0,736
-0,645
-0,383
-0,067
0,515
0,930

III
2,567
0,015
-0,758
-0,048
1,395
-1,010
1,033
0,819
-0,704
-1,476
2,031
-0,388
1,560
-1,447
-0,118
-0,559
1,145
-0,587
-0,525
-0,394
-0,258
0,530
-0,350
-0,045
2,988

I
-1,767
0,057
1,145
-0,627
-0,473
0,618
0,619
-0,314
-0,699
0,076
-1,181
0,232
0,773
1,010
-0,196
1,254
-0,610
0,665
-0,093
-0,039
0,119
0,231
0,298
1,252
-1,547

April
II
-0,734
-1,839
0,122
-0,642
-1,014
1,809
1,562
-1,489
1,153
-0,026
-1,189
0,170
0,029
0,288
-0,864
0,217
0,208
1,233
2,399
-0,492
-1,176
-1,629
0,417
1,400
-1,658

III
-0,489
-0,750
0,546
0,871
0,031
0,352
-1,085
1,332
-1,087
0,479
0,276
0,816
-0,740
2,647
1,439
-1,362
-1,055
0,226
0,776
1,529
0,508
1,341
1,179
1,053
-0,657

I
0,508
0,690
2,077
-0,436
-0,231
-0,660
-0,311
1,791
0,398
-1,257
1,637
-0,350
1,032
-0,199
0,987
1,764
-0,146
-0,640
-0,010
0,677
0,105
-0,691
-0,400
-1,097
0,100

Mei
II
-0,337
-0,015
0,811
-0,093
0,259
0,651
0,651
-0,478
-0,498
0,443
-0,998
-0,523
0,369
0,976
0,123
0,830
0,418
1,949
1,806
-0,174
-0,136
1,117
0,118
-0,848
-0,751

III
-0,479
1,036
0,512
1,118
0,045
1,932
-0,992
-0,066
0,260
-0,072
-0,501
1,201
1,196
0,827
-0,650
-0,709
1,979
-1,496
0,337
1,550
-0,213
0,169
0,804
-0,574
0,557

I
0,780
1,478
0,222
1,726
-0,408
-1,082
0,264
-0,037
1,063
1,156
0,258
-0,210
-1,773
-0,830
0,074
0,213
0,535
0,431
-0,930
1,486
1,265
0,745
-1,160
0,598
2,138

Juni
II
-0,530
-1,064
0,725
-0,041
-0,068
0,750
2,054
-1,266
-0,060
1,004
0,728
1,798
0,835
1,415
-0,658
0,186
-0,727
0,457
1,240
-0,218
-0,077
-0,017
0,288
-0,560
0,662

III
1,868
1,562
1,007
-0,344
0,962
1,033
0,987
-0,042
0,325
0,375
0,962
0,912
0,202
1,919
0,671
1,332
1,017
-0,249
0,020
-1,521
0,350
2,179
1,050
-0,006
-0,391

I
1,327
-0,422
0,702
-0,496
-0,460
0,023
-0,027
0,177
-0,898
1,246
-0,360
-0,858
1,273
-0,901
1,155
-0,364
1,207
1,520
0,162
1,301
-0,906
-0,872
0,233
1,986
-1,354

Juli
II
1,383
2,367
-0,293
0,206
-0,963
1,349
0,853
-0,408
1,014
-1,513
1,269
-0,120
-0,585
1,959
-0,517
-1,610
-0,884
0,772
0,250
-0,630
0,836
1,078
-0,152
-0,505
1,900

III
1,162
-0,266
-1,380
-0,449
1,220
1,395
0,600
-0,595
-0,614
0,355
0,141
-0,423
1,216
1,122
-0,828
-1,185
-0,394
0,451
-0,106
-0,534
-0,007
-0,012
1,219
-0,716
-0,562

I
-1,060
1,306
0,427
-0,579
-1,629
0,453
1,123
-0,873
-1,406
0,423
-0,366
0,774
-1,880
0,988
0,375
1,160
-0,969
1,346
0,767
-1,284
-0,411
-0,096
-0,135
0,057
-1,190

Agustus
II
-1,582
-0,700
-1,004
0,631
0,838
-0,465
0,507
0,257
2,449
0,907
-0,430
-0,034
2,128
-1,222
-0,504
1,567
1,080
-0,395
-0,614
0,689
0,669
-1,527
1,433
-0,206
0,734

III
-0,862
-1,686
0,403
-0,666
0,556
-0,268
2,208
1,300
1,453
0,743
0,356
0,756
-0,346
-0,852
0,198
-0,623
0,559
-0,280
-0,004
0,874
1,624
1,221
1,591
1,948
-0,082

September
I
II
III
0,288 2,795 -2,212
-0,146 0,132 0,411
0,443 -0,588 -0,114
1,600 -1,218 -0,013
-0,157 0,251 -0,257
-0,342 0,494 -1,588
0,577 -0,072 0,090
2,711 1,245 -1,592
-0,006 2,349 -0,188
1,082 0,394 1,103
-0,260 -0,081 0,273
0,304 0,417 -0,875
-0,648 0,473 1,008
-0,269 -0,148 1,152
1,023 0,705 -0,061
-0,004 1,801 0,927
0,488 0,463 1,404
-0,401 -0,450 1,641
2,074 -0,265 -0,597
-0,108 1,931 1,090
1,168 0,261 -1,518
0,312 2,090 -1,029
-0,507 -1,251 1,301
-1,008 1,248 0,947
0,462 0,932 -0,113

I
0,488
0,052
0,200
-0,371
0,577
0,548
-0,352
1,220
-0,544
0,376
-0,074
2,565
-0,467
1,145
0,368
1,086
-1,022
0,646
0,338
1,466
0,581
0,300
-0,466
-0,057
0,366

Oktober
II
-0,461
-0,277
0,834
-0,746
-0,258
-1,672
-0,394
1,239
1,496
2,319
0,072
0,962
0,630
-0,295
0,396
-0,213
-0,598
1,743
-2,685
1,229
-0,521
0,347
-0,113
-2,623
-0,067

III
-0,041
1,376
-0,854
-0,551
0,182
-0,042
1,450
1,366
0,018
0,200
-0,167
0,852
-0,625
0,291
-0,865
0,691
1,048
-0,510
0,733
1,538
-0,201
0,839
1,505
2,266
-0,259

Nopember
I
II
III
0,859 0,791 -0,246
1,629 -0,026 -1,507
1,011 1,058 -2,319
-0,166 -0,283 0,601
0,053 -0,213 0,099
0,524 -0,583 1,105
0,486 1,269 -0,242
0,327 1,152 -0,562
1,087 -0,915 0,671
-0,244 -0,524 0,150
1,416 2,071 -1,884
0,664 1,177 -0,375
1,254 -0,873 0,594
0,496 0,131 1,109
1,954 -0,869 -0,999
0,846 1,256 2,128
0,158 0,809 -0,071
1,031 0,832 -0,523
0,575 3,147 0,496
0,691 0,624 -0,623
-0,097 0,449 1,549
0,718 0,474 -0,116
-0,120 0,622 0,753
0,495 0,402 1,668
1,367 2,253 0,352

Desember
I
II
III
-0,864 1,846 -0,047
1,178 1,148 1,150
-0,424 -0,201 -0,924
0,132 0,626 -0,944
1,044 0,458 0,370
-0,189 0,767 -0,897
-0,147 -1,023 -1,368
1,147 -0,572 0,255
1,737 -1,320 -0,369
-0,630 -0,820 0,852
0,333 0,853 -0,696
-0,001 2,066 -0,154
-0,118 -2,152 0,306
-0,742 -0,131 0,517
2,475 -0,307 0,765
1,326 1,309 -1,266
0,040 -1,467 2,300
2,234 -0,582 -2,239
0,642 0,086 1,228
-0,040 -0,162 -1,216
-0,794 -0,406 -1,325
-0,954 0,230 -1,103
-0,458 -0,889 2,012
-0,283 1,153 -0,794
1,396 2,406 -0,364

TABLE VI. RANDOM NUMBERS FOR YEARS 25 TO 50
Periode
Tahun
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

III
0,066
2,317
1,293
-0,208
-1,431
1,225
0,907
1,036
1,819
-0,440
-0,291
2,279
1,610
-0,650
-0,636
-1,222
1,673
0,700
0,950
-0,974
0,389
0,520
0,056
1,255
-1,082

I
0,226
0,155
-0,156
0,203
-0,458
-1,826
-0,344
0,648
0,250
-0,197
-1,282
0,348
0,651
-0,380
0,189
-1,093
0,937
1,966
0,076
0,543
0,800
-1,315
0,353
0,044
0,163

Februari
II
1,212
-0,307
0,146
0,874
1,614
-0,959
-0,217
-1,784
-0,824
1,385
1,539
-0,223
1,780
0,066
2,121
-1,319
-0,562
-0,458
-0,711
-0,049
0,358
0,477
-1,312
0,959
-0,004

III
-0,855
-0,131
-1,297
-1,400
2,332
1,003
0,315
1,241
-0,774
0,654
0,340
0,606
-1,085
-1,280
0,992
0,701
0,528
0,228
-0,790
-0,131
0,468
0,656
-1,192
0,456
0,834

I
-0,957
-0,346
-1,950
0,166
0,247
0,663
-1,069
0,645
-1,155
1,717
0,611
1,766
0,040
-0,909
-0,920
0,651
-0,132
-0,202
-1,261
0,599
-1,141
-1,222
1,788
-0,517
1,406

Maret
II
0,055
0,469
-0,324
-0,885
0,329
-0,559
2,580
0,072
0,600
1,073
1,827
1,189
1,398
0,650
-0,037
0,292
0,229
1,025
1,134
0,547
0,059
0,719
1,447
1,220
-1,950

III
-0,732
0,628
1,139
0,382
-0,592
-0,472
-1,471
1,638
2,615
-0,971
-0,494
-0,674
1,033
0,011
1,575
0,644
-0,069
1,234
1,677
0,680
-0,526
0,991
-0,478
-0,296
-0,887

I
0,123
-0,092
-0,261
1,259
0,522
0,003
0,468
-0,012
-0,256
0,822
0,589
-0,642
1,412
0,907
1,251
2,295
2,121
-1,593
0,280
1,003
1,730
-1,140
-0,132
0,462
-1,411

April
II
0,017
-0,230
0,594
-0,626
-1,617
1,328
0,349
-0,144
0,638
3,002
0,937
1,128
0,757
0,801
-0,815
-0,487
1,563
-0,372
0,191
0,911
-0,837
-0,325
-0,752
-0,403
-0,421

III
0,392
-0,632
0,326
0,198
-0,078
3,016
-0,525
-0,477
-2,602
-0,292
2,119
0,475
0,072
0,017
0,969
0,802
0,298
0,091
-0,310
1,271
-0,591
1,072
0,351
0,124
-1,448

I
-0,201
1,171
1,206
0,284
-0,610
0,728
0,134
0,326
1,619
1,418
-0,964
-1,163
-0,710
1,141
0,097
0,099
-0,298
1,201
-0,332
1,133
0,654
0,212
1,181
-0,571
1,331

Mei
II
-0,798
-0,748
0,969
2,756
0,732
1,399
-1,786
-1,055
0,722
0,371
1,785
-0,623
1,551
-0,063
-0,422
0,500
0,800
-0,609
-0,819
-1,287
0,500
0,886
-1,498
0,379
-1,750

III
1,391
1,263
-0,190
0,355
1,316
1,078
-0,188
2,325
-0,344
0,558
-1,474
0,421
0,300
-0,606
0,563
0,561
0,545
2,216
0,650
-1,118
2,031
0,133
-0,832
-0,053
1,401

I
1,662
-0,378
1,720
1,691
1,319
-1,690
0,068
0,019
1,517
0,247
1,050
0,936
1,385
-0,103
-0,690
0,390
-0,480
-0,847
1,513
1,355
-0,325
0,331
1,155
0,991
-0,214

Juni
II
0,576
-0,594
-0,142
1,183
0,716
-0,333
0,171
0,169
1,112
0,848
0,216
-0,626
-0,021
0,009
-0,681
-1,932
0,217
1,649
0,271
-0,372
-0,811
-0,581
0,349
0,973
-1,008

III
-0,352
1,437
0,503
-0,402
-0,133
0,097
-0,075
0,710
-0,306
0,631
0,953
0,578
-0,176
1,874
0,865
0,764
-0,229
1,064
-1,720
1,384
0,822
1,018
-0,125
-0,830
1,051

I
-0,095
-1,102
-0,160
-1,139
0,376
0,652
2,685
1,473
0,571
-0,265
-0,009
1,163
1,239
0,093
0,661
-0,053
0,748
-0,265
0,605
-0,421
1,726
0,269
1,357
0,759
0,452

Juli
II
2,067
0,222
0,518
1,501
0,857
-1,312
-0,700
-1,504
-0,888
-0,768
-0,180
0,980
-0,325
-1,737
0,440
0,643
-0,069
-0,588
0,498
1,502
0,235
-0,172
0,664
-0,553
1,744

III
0,578
0,931
-1,732
-0,055
-1,858
-0,379
0,973
0,123
0,051
-0,648
1,595
-0,893
0,636
-1,267
-0,209
0,052
0,326
-0,013
0,007
0,118
-1,022
0,577
-0,577
0,656
1,405

I
1,183
-0,350
-0,511
0,702
1,031
0,035
-1,010
-0,078
-0,751
-0,465
0,928
-0,388
0,035
0,703
-0,453
0,410
-1,845
0,401
-1,502
-1,433
-1,636
0,903
1,763
0,902
1,340

Agustus
II
2,333
-0,230
1,313
-0,626
0,245
1,268
-0,458
1,834
0,405
1,717
-0,502
1,600
-0,822
1,394
0,052
0,775
0,874
1,965
0,583
-1,050
0,867
-0,256
-0,319
0,081
1,109

III
-0,892
0,145
-1,273
0,053
-0,978
2,280
0,340
-1,181
-0,764
-1,731
0,815
-0,348
0,427
-0,534
0,172
-0,225
-0,851
-2,174
-0,223
0,998
-1,662
-0,629
-0,351
-0,313
-1,294

September
I
II
III
0,217 -0,621 0,131
1,431 1,187 1,085
1,218 2,736 -2,121
-0,116 1,929 0,584
-0,530 1,432 0,360
-0,636 -0,052 0,551
-1,027 1,236 0,311
1,925 -0,719 -0,848
1,579 -1,518 0,703
1,386 -1,398 -0,911
-1,154 -0,064 0,766
0,315 -0,290 0,440
-0,281 -0,580 0,820
-0,177 -0,774 0,793
1,008 -0,492 1,218
-0,766 1,123 0,110
-0,508 0,313 0,917
-0,534 0,152 -0,410
0,631 2,537 1,067
-0,381 1,153 -1,108
0,786 0,623 0,610
0,241 1,885 -0,479
-0,086 -0,878 0,570
2,281 1,029 -0,554
1,811 0,212 1,033

I
-0,525
0,797
1,673
-0,567
-0,164
1,264
0,428
1,138
-0,603
0,577
1,138
2,257
1,534
1,016
1,123
1,221
-0,045
1,372
1,114
1,792
0,732
0,208
1,042
-1,304
0,986

Oktober
II
2,092
0,373
0,965
0,008
0,097
0,365
-1,345
-0,768
-1,249
-0,653
0,941
-0,935
-0,767
-0,032
-0,735
0,230
-1,133
0,509
-2,390
1,125
-0,254
-0,754
-2,559
-0,805
0,159

III
-0,086
2,236
-1,447
0,283
-0,215
-1,030
0,596
-0,248
-0,067
0,545
-0,246
-0,504
-0,901
-0,488
0,535
-0,518
1,950
0,109
0,438
1,004
-0,576
-2,174
1,364
2,179
0,467

Nopember
I
II
III
2,281 -1,173 1,000
0,736 -1,079 0,373
-0,310 -0,213 1,027
2,708 -0,937 0,338
0,777 0,064 0,727
1,139 2,444 -1,394
1,237 -0,524 -0,105
0,378 0,356 0,567
0,522 1,678 -0,483
1,215 -0,627 -0,545
-0,217 -0,302 0,501
2,207 -0,240 -0,735
-0,070 1,266 -0,960
2,625 0,400 -0,422
0,503 0,935 0,477
2,157 1,478 0,442
0,106 0,349 -1,162
1,064 -0,984 0,098
1,120 0,921 0,814
0,602 0,094 0,261
0,615 -0,512 0,545
1,046 1,075 1,181
-0,203 0,560 -0,270
0,391 1,064 -0,521
1,044 -1,477 0,892

Desember
I
II
III
-0,939 -0,614 -0,090
-0,078 -0,343 1,392
-0,736 0,274 0,544
0,861 0,724 0,236
-1,237 1,553 -0,742
0,863 -1,064 -1,749
2,419 -0,259 0,152
-1,086 2,891 -0,694
0,262 -1,093 -0,570
-0,061 -0,120 -0,049
1,718 0,823 0,433
0,396 0,638 0,701
-0,622 -1,483 1,366
-0,100 1,169 1,197
-0,903 -0,179 -1,711
1,745 -0,158 -1,015
-0,322 1,596 -0,263
1,534 -0,208 0,449
-0,145 -0,689 0,708
0,667 -0,575 -0,554
2,254 0,255 -1,136
-0,230 -1,294 -0,959
-0,835 -1,136 1,462
1,229 0,853 2,071
-1,336 -1,150 0,677
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Water Needs for Irrigation Purposes
Water needs for plants (irrigation) is the amount of
water needed to meet the needs of evapotranspiration
(ETc), water loss, water needs for plants by taking into
account the amount of water that is met by rain and the
contribution of ground water.
In this study, two alternative simulations of the
operation of the Bajulmati Reservoir are carried out,
which will beexplained in more detail in the following
explanation.
a. Alternative Simulation 1 According to Current / Existing
Reservoir Operations
In Alternative 1, the simulation is carried out according to
the current operation where the release is based on the
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In this alternative the simulation is carried out to meet the
needs of irrigation (kT factor> 70%), the need for raw
water and excess water that is channeled through the
spillway is used to optimize the production of PLTMH by
taking into account the availability of reservoir water. The
simulation results show that the availability of water
reaches an elevation of + 73.40 (minimum reservoir
operation) or at a volume of 2.50 million m3 so that
irrigation water needs cannot be met (kT factor <70%)
which occurs 176 times for a period of a total of 1,800
simulation periods. From these simulations obtained an
illustration of electrical energy produced over 50 years is
3.046 GWH / year if the turbine must be fully operational
(alternative 2A) and 3,046 GWH / year if the turbinewhen
producing 20% of the maximum power is already
operating (alternative 2B). This production is higher than
alternative electricity production 1, thus showing that the
second alternative is better because it can optimize
electricity production. The highest electricity production
from simulation results is 3.046 GWH / year, while
thelowest is in the 4th year of 3.046 GWH in alternative
2A and 3,046 GWH in alternative 2B. Meeting the
irrigation water needs (kT factor during the simulation
year with an average value of 2.33. The lowest kT factor
value occurred in the 4th year at 1.68 and the highest at
2.93. Furthermore, the results of the two simulation
alternatives are used as comparative data in determining
the best alternative that produces optimal output which is
then used as a basis for making reservoir operation
patterns.

need for water for irrigation and excess water flowed
through the spillway so that the discharge through the
turbine depends on the need for irrigation water and the
excess water flowed through the spillway. The needs of
PLTMH follow the water needs for irrigation and excess
water that is channeled through the spillway. The
simulation results show that the availability of available
water reaches an elevation of + 73.40 (minimum reservoir
operation) or at a volume of 73.40 million m3 and cannot
meet irrigation water requirements (irrigation water
intake at 73.40 elevation) which occurs 110 times a period
of 1,800 periods 10 daily. The average condition occurs
in the period from August to November. From
alternative simulation 1 describe the average annual
electricity produced by PLTMH of 2,565 GWH / year if
the turbine must be fully operational (alternative 1A) and
2,871 GWH / year if the turbine with 20% power
production (P) is already operating (alternative 1B). The
electricity production is higher than the current average
production of 2.30 GWH (Indonesia Power, 2018). The
highest electricity production that can be generated is
2,837 GWH / year in alternative 1A and 2,961 GWH /
year in alternative 1B. The lowest annual electricity
production occurred in the 43rd year of 2,491 GWH in
alternative 1A and 2,832 GWH in alternative 1B. The
simulation results show that the fulfillment of irrigation
water needs (kT factor) is met with an average value of
2.47 with the highest kT factor value of 4.05 and the
lowest average value of 1.55 that occurred in the 4th year.
b. Alternative Simulation 2 Fulfillment of kT Factor> 70%,
Raw Water Needs and Optimizing the Production of
Micro Hydro Power Plants.

Alternative Simulation 1 According to Current / Existing Reservoir Operations.
TABLE VII. EXAMPLE OF SIMULATION IN YEAR 1 (2018) ALTERNATIVE 1
Tampungan Waduk
Periode

i

Jumlah Hari

1.

106 m3

j

1

1

2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

STi,j

10
10
11
10
10
8
10
10
11
10
10
10
10
10
11
10
10
10
10
10
11
10
10
11
10
10
10
10
10
11
10
10
10
10
10
11

3

Inflowi,j

106 m3

4

10,145 9,08195
8,469
1,811
8,145
6,163
9,129
3,822
9,303
5,431
9,064
3,318
9,300
9,432
17,439
7,158
8,951 11,901
17,520
5,482
8,917
3,181
6,776
1,835
5,697
2,407
5,935
2,504
6,581
1,275
5,982
1,875
7,048
1,393
7,286
4,280
8,924
3,903
8,841
5,143
8,687
2,650
8,646
0,667
8,198
0,367
7,590
0,217
6,808
0,133
5,901
0,421
5,225
0,055
4,128
0,965
3,587
0,578
2,692
0,362
2,500
1,618
3,302
1,564
4,318
2,891
4,944
2,334
4,636
7,846
9,270 10,173

Curah Hujani,j

mm

5

162,66
119,71
155,60
114,17
100,28
105,13
115,00
97,65
78,58
96,41
64,23
52,26
36,60
54,21
26,72
17,93
32,68
31,96
24,17
23,05
9,43
1,14
4,21
2,00
1,18
1,74
1,01
15,61
9,28
4,08
18,61
15,28
41,38
85,30
143,23
148,93

6
3
10 m

6=5/100
0x(7749
77/106)
0,126
0,093
0,121
0,088
0,078
0,081
0,089
0,076
0,061
0,075
0,050
0,041
0,028
0,042
0,021
0,014
0,025
0,025
0,019
0,018
0,007
0,001
0,003
0,002
0,001
0,001
0,001
0,012
0,007
0,003
0,014
0,012
0,032
0,066
0,111
0,115

Evaporasi i,j

mm

7

39,113
39,829
42,238
30,549
30,549
25,293
41,168
38,262
46,883
30,987
28,678
30,987
20,929
19,714
21,685
16,942
16,942
16,942
16,579
16,579
18,236
18,314
18,314
20,145
23,983
23,983
23,983
31,272
31,272
34,399
37,504
39,045
41,357
42,306
43,799
47,358

6
3
10 m

PLTMH dan Release

Vol. Real

106 m3

Spillway

106 m3

8=7/100
9=3+4+6- 10=90x(7749
8
(10,145)
77/106)
0,030
0,031
0,033
0,024
0,024
0,020
0,032
0,030
0,036
0,024
0,022
0,024
0,016
0,015
0,017
0,013
0,013
0,013
0,013
0,013
0,014
0,014
0,014
0,016
0,019
0,019
0,019
0,024
0,024
0,027
0,029
0,030
0,032
0,033
0,034
0,037

19,323
10,342
14,395
13,016
14,788
12,444
18,789
24,644
20,877
23,052
12,126
8,627
8,116
8,466
7,860
7,858
8,453
11,578
12,833
13,988
11,330
9,300
8,554
7,793
6,924
6,306
5,262
5,081
4,148
3,030
4,103
4,847
7,209
7,311
12,559
19,522

9,178
0,197
4,250
2,871
4,643
2,299
8,644
14,498
10,732
12,907
1,980
1,432
2,688
3,843
1,184
2,414
9,377

Vol.
Efektif

106 m3

11=9

10,145
10,342
14,395
13,016
14,788
12,444
18,789
24,644
20,877
23,052
12,126
8,627
8,116
8,466
7,860
7,858
8,453
11,578
12,833
13,988
11,330
9,300
8,554
7,793
6,924
6,306
5,262
5,081
4,148
3,030
4,103
4,847
7,209
7,311
12,559
19,522

Keb. Air
Outflow
Irigasi
Supply

106 m3

12

1,676
2,000
1,016
0,842
1,081
0,845
1,350
1,194
3,357
1,228
3,370
2,930
2,181
1,885
1,878
0,810
1,167
1,221
1,304
1,458
1,499
1,101
0,963
0,985
1,022
1,081
1,135
1,494
1,456
0,823
0,802
0,529
2,265
2,675
3,289
3,748

106 m3

m3/dt

14=13/(
13=12+
60x60x2
10
4)x2
1,676
2,197
5,266
3,713
5,724
3,144
1,350
15,693
3,357
14,136
5,350
2,930
2,181
1,885
1,878
0,810
1,167
2,653
3,992
5,302
2,684
1,101
0,963
0,985
1,022
1,081
1,135
1,494
1,456
0,823
0,802
0,529
2,265
2,675
3,289
3,748

Turbin bekerja penuh
Turbin
yang
dapat
bekerja

1,940
2,543
5,541
4,298
6,625
4,549
1,562
18,163
3,532
16,361
6,192
3,392
2,524
2,181
1,976
0,938
1,350
3,071
4,620
6,136
2,824
1,275
1,115
1,036
1,183
1,251
1,314
1,729
1,685
0,865
0,928
0,613
2,621
3,096
3,807
3,943

15

16

2,94
3,85
8,40
6,51
10,04
6,89
2,37
27,52
5,35
24,79
9,38
5,14
3,82
3,31
2,99
1,42
2,05
4,65
7,00
9,30
4,28
1,93
1,69
1,57
1,79
1,89
1,99
2,62
2,55
1,31
1,41
0,93
3,97
4,69
5,77
5,97

2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
1,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
1,00
1,00
1,00
1,00
1,00
1,00
2,00
2,00
1,00
1,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
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17=hx(9
,8)x16x( 18=17*(
24)
0,66)x(3
3,60)x2
3.477
3.477
3.825
3.477
3.477
2.782
3.477
3.477
3.825
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.825
1.739
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.825
1.739
1.739
1.912
1.739
1.739
1.739
3.477
3.477
1.912
1.739
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.825

83.453
83.453
91.798
83.453
83.453
66.762
83.453
83.453
91.798
83.453
83.453
83.453
83.453
83.453
91.798
41.726
83.453
83.453
83.453
83.453
91.798
41.726
41.726
45.899
41.726
41.726
41.726
83.453
83.453
45.899
41.726
83.453
83.453
83.453
91.798

19

2,579

Kondisi Akhir

Turbin dengan 20% daya bekerja

P yang
Energi/tahu Release
E
Turbin dihasilka
n
Turbin
n
yang
bekerja KW/10 KWh/10
3
GWH
m /dt
harian harian

HJV
m3/dt

20=16x0 21=14,66
20
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
0,66
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
0,66
0,66
0,66
0,66
0,66
0,66
1,32
1,32
0,66
0,66
0,00
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32

0,62
1,22
4,22
2,98
5,31
3,23
0,24
16,84
2,21
15,04
4,87
2,07
1,20
0,86
0,66
0,28
0,03
1,75
3,30
4,82
1,50
0,61
0,46
0,38
0,52
0,59
0,65
0,41
0,37
0,21
0,27
0,61
1,30
1,78
2,49
2,62

Turbin
yang
bekerja

22

2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
1,42
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
1,93
1,69
1,57
1,79
1,89
1,99
2,00
2,00
1,31
1,41
0,93
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00

P yang
dihasilkan

E

KW/10
harian

KW/10
harian

23=hx(9,8)
24=23*(24
x22x(0,66)
)
x(33,60)x2
3.477
3.477
3.825
3.477
3.477
2.782
3.477
3.477
3.825
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.825
2.470
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.825
3.358
2.938
3.003
3.117
3.295
3.460
3.477
3.477
2.508
2.444
1.614
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.825

83.453
83.453
91.798
83.453
83.453
66.762
83.453
83.453
91.798
83.453
83.453
83.453
83.453
83.453
91.798
59.283
83.453
83.453
83.453
83.453
91.798
80.589
70.502
72.080
74.809
79.069
83.042
83.453
83.453
60.187
58.651
38.736
83.453
83.453
83.453
91.798

Energi/tah Release
un
Turbin
GWH

25

2,872

3
m /dt

HJV
m3/dt

26=22x0 27=14,66
26
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
0,94
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,27
1,12
1,04
1,18
1,25
1,31
1,32
1,32
0,87
0,93
0,61
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32

0,62
1,22
4,22
2,98
5,31
3,23
0,24
16,84
2,21
15,04
4,87
2,07
1,20
0,86
0,66
0,00
0,03
1,75
3,30
4,82
1,50
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,41
0,37
0,00
0,00
0,00
1,30
1,78
2,49
2,62

Volume Elevasi
106 m3

m

28=1113

29

8,47
8,14
9,13
9,30
9,06
9,30
17,44
8,95
17,52
8,92
6,78
5,70
5,94
6,58
5,98
7,05
7,29
8,92
8,84
8,69
8,65
8,20
7,59
6,81
5,90
5,23
4,13
3,59
2,69
2,50
3,30
4,32
4,94
4,64
9,27
15,77

84,50
83,90
85,72
86,04
85,60
86,04
101,09
85,39
101,24
85,33
81,37
79,37
79,81
81,01
79,90
81,87
82,31
85,34
85,19
84,90
84,83
84,00
82,88
81,43
79,75
78,50
76,47
75,47
73,82
73,46
74,95
76,82
77,98
79,04
85,98
98,01

Faktor kT

30

1,00
1,10
5,18
4,41
5,29
3,72
1,00
13,14
1,00
11,51
1,59
1,00
1,00
1,00
1,00
1,00
1,00
2,17
3,06
3,64
1,79
1,00
1,00
1,00
1,00
1,00
1,00
1,00
1,00
1,00
1,00
1,00
1,00
1,00
1,00
1,00
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Alternative Simulation 2 Fulfillment of kT Factor> 70%, Raw Water Needs and Optimizing the Production of Micro Hydro
Power Plants.
TABLE VIII. EXAMPLE OF SIMULATION IN YEAR 1 (2018) ALTERNATIVE 2
Waduk
Jumlah Hari

2.

Periode

i

106 m3

j

1

1

IV.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

STi,j

2

3

10
10
11
10
10
8
10
10
11
10
10
10
10
10
11
10
10
10
10
10
11
10
10
11
10
10
10
10
10
11
10
10
10
10
10
11

10,1452
8,849
8,849
8,720
8,849
8,849
9,108
8,849
8,849
8,720
8,849
8,849
8,494
8,849
8,849
8,642
8,849
8,849
8,849
8,849
8,849
8,720
8,077
7,137
5,914
4,734
3,842
2,583
2,500
2,500
2,500
2,807
3,057
4,207
4,546
8,849

Inflowi,j

106 m3

4

9,082
1,811
6,163
3,822
5,431
3,318
9,432
7,158
11,901
5,482
3,181
1,835
2,407
2,504
1,275
1,875
1,393
4,280
3,903
5,143
2,650
0,667
0,367
0,217
0,133
0,421
0,055
0,965
0,578
0,362
1,618
1,564
2,891
2,334
7,846
10,173

Curah Hujani,j

mm

5

162,66
119,71
155,60
114,17
100,28
105,13
115,00
97,65
78,58
96,41
64,23
52,26
36,60
54,21
26,72
17,93
32,68
31,96
24,17
23,05
9,43
1,14
4,21
2,00
1,18
1,74
1,01
15,61
9,28
4,08
18,61
15,28
41,38
85,30
143,23
148,93

106 m3
6=5/100
0x(7749
6
77/10 )
0,126
0,093
0,121
0,088
0,078
0,081
0,089
0,076
0,061
0,075
0,050
0,041
0,028
0,042
0,021
0,014
0,025
0,025
0,019
0,018
0,007
0,001
0,003
0,002
0,001
0,001
0,001
0,012
0,007
0,003
0,014
0,012
0,032
0,066
0,111
0,115

Keb. Air Irigasi

Evaporasi i,j

mm

7

39,11
39,83
42,24
30,55
30,55
25,29
41,17
38,26
46,88
30,99
28,68
30,99
20,93
19,71
21,69
16,94
16,94
16,94
16,58
16,58
18,24
18,31
18,31
20,15
23,98
23,98
23,98
31,27
31,27
34,40
37,50
39,04
41,36
42,31
43,80
47,36

106 m3

Vol.
Real

106 m3

Kebutuh
Vol.
Spillway an Air
Efektif
Baku
106 m3

106 m3

106 m3

11=(0,1
8=7/100
9=3+4+ 10=9- 8x2x24x
0x(7749
12=9-11
6-8
(10,145) 60x60)/1
6
77/10 )
06
0,030
0,031
0,033
0,024
0,024
0,020
0,032
0,030
0,036
0,024
0,022
0,024
0,016
0,015
0,017
0,013
0,013
0,013
0,013
0,013
0,014
0,014
0,014
0,016
0,019
0,019
0,019
0,024
0,024
0,027
0,029
0,030
0,032
0,033
0,034
0,037

19,323 9,178
10,722 0,577
15,100 4,954
12,606 2,461
14,334 4,189
12,230 2,084
18,598 8,452
16,054 5,908
20,775 10,630
14,252 4,107
12,058 1,913
10,701 0,555
10,913 0,768
11,380 1,235
10,128
10,518 0,373
10,254 0,109
13,141 2,996
12,758 2,612
13,997 3,852
11,492 1,347
9,373
8,433
7,340
6,030
5,138
3,879
3,537
3,061
2,838
4,103
4,353
5,948
6,574
12,469 2,324
19,101 8,956

0,156
0,156
0,171
0,156
0,156
0,124
0,156
0,156
0,171
0,156
0,156
0,156
0,156
0,156
0,171
0,156
0,156
0,156
0,156
0,156
0,171
0,156
0,156
0,171
0,156
0,156
0,156
0,156
0,156
0,171
0,156
0,156
0,156
0,156
0,156
0,171

19,167
10,566
14,929
12,451
14,179
12,105
18,442
15,898
20,604
14,097
11,903
10,545
10,758
11,225
9,957
10,363
10,099
12,985
12,602
13,841
11,321
9,218
8,277
7,168
5,874
4,982
3,724
3,381
2,906
2,667
3,948
4,197
5,792
6,418
12,313
18,930

100%

106 m3

70%

106 m3

13

14

1,676
2,000
1,016
0,842
1,081
0,845
1,350
1,194
3,357
1,228
3,370
2,930
2,181
1,885
1,878
0,810
1,167
1,221
1,304
1,458
1,499
1,101
0,963
0,985
1,022
1,081
1,135
1,494
1,456
0,823
0,802
0,529
2,265
2,675
3,289
3,748

1,173
1,400
0,711
0,590
0,757
0,592
0,945
0,836
2,350
0,860
2,359
2,051
1,527
1,319
1,314
0,567
0,817
0,855
0,913
1,021
1,050
0,771
0,674
0,690
0,716
0,756
0,794
1,046
1,019
0,576
0,561
0,371
1,585
1,873
2,302
2,623

PLTMH dan Release
Kebutuh
an
Outflow
Supply
PLTA

106 m3

106 m3

10,318
1,717
6,209
3,602
5,329
2,997
9,593
7,049
11,884
5,248
3,053
2,051
1,908
2,375
1,314
1,513
1,250
4,136
3,753
4,992
2,601
1,140
1,140
1,255
1,140
1,140
1,140
1,140
1,140
1,255
1,140
1,140
1,585
1,873
3,464
10,211

11,942
1,987
6,533
4,169
6,168
4,335
11,103
8,159
12,505
6,074
3,534
2,374
2,209
2,749
1,383
1,751
1,446
4,787
4,344
5,778
2,737
1,320
1,320
1,320
1,320
1,320
1,320
1,320
1,320
1,320
1,320
1,320
1,835
2,167
4,009
10,743

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fluctuation of Inflow Discharge (Wet Year, Normal
Year and Dry Year)
In planning the reservoir operation pattern, (yearly)
inflow data are grouped in wet years, dry years, and
normal years.Determination of the type of year is based
on the probability of the inflow event being equaled or
exceeded. Based on Single Reservoir Operation
Guidelines (Pd R-25-2004-A) the division of types of
years is as follows :
1. Distribution of inflow debit classified as dry year is
determined based on the probability of an event equal
or exceeded, amounting to 0-33.3% of all available
data.
2. The distribution of normal year inflow based on the
probability of an event equal to or exceeded 33.3% 66.6% of all available data.
3. Distribution of wet year inflow discharge based on the
probability of an event equal to or exceeded 66.7% 100% of all available data.
All discharges are arranged sequentially starting from the
largest inflow debit value to the smallest value.
Furthermore, the value of inflow discharge for wet,
normal and dry years is set at an 80% chance of
occurrence (according to the main discharge for
irrigation).Determination of the type of inflow year
resulting from stretching forward for 50 years, inflow is
ranked from smallest to largest, then the level of
probability of occurrence is calculated as in Table IX.
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18

19

18,09
3,01
9,90
6,32
9,35
6,57
16,82
12,36
18,95
9,20
5,35
3,60
3,35
4,17
2,10
2,65
2,19
7,25
6,58
8,75
4,15
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,78
3,28
6,07
16,28

2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00

20=hx(9
,8)x18x( 21=20x(
24)
0,66)x(3
3,60)x2
3.477
3.477
3.825
3.477
3.477
2.782
3.477
3.477
3.825
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.825
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.825
3.477
3.477
3.825
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.825
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.825

83.453
83.453
91.798
83.453
83.453
66.762
83.453
83.453
91.798
83.453
83.453
83.453
83.453
83.453
91.798
83.453
83.453
83.453
83.453
83.453
91.798
83.453
83.453
91.798
83.453
83.453
83.453
83.453
83.453
91.798
83.453
83.453
83.453
83.453
83.453
91.798

22

3,046

Kondisi Akhir
Volume Waduk

Turbin dengan 20% daya bekerja

P yang
Energi/t Release
E
Turbin dihasilka
ahun
Turbin
n
yang
bekerja KW/10 KWh/10
GWH
m3/dt
harian harian

m3/dt

15=10+(
17=(16/(
(1,32x2x 16=max( 60x60x2
24x60x6 14,15) 4x2)x10
6
0)/106)
)
10,318
1,717
6,209
3,602
5,329
2,997
9,593
7,049
11,884
5,248
3,053
1,696
1,908
2,375
1,255
1,513
1,250
4,136
3,753
4,992
2,601
1,140
1,140
1,255
1,140
1,140
1,140
1,140
1,140
1,255
1,140
1,140
1,140
1,140
3,464
10,211

Turbin bekerja penuh
Turbin
yang
dapat
bekerja

Turbin P yang
Energi/t Release
E
yang dihasilka
ahun
Turbin
bekerja
n
KW/10 KWh/10
3
GWH
m /dt
m3/dt
harian harian

HJV
m3/dt

23=19x0 24=17,66
23

1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32

10,62
0,67
5,21
2,85
4,85
3,02
9,78
6,84
11,18
4,75
2,21
1,05
0,89
1,43
0,06
0,43
0,13
3,47
3,02
4,46
1,42
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,51
0,85
2,69
9,42

26=hx(9
,8)x25x( 27=26x(
24)
0,66)x(3
3,60)x2

25

2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00
2,00

3.477
3.477
3.825
3.477
3.477
2.782
3.477
3.477
3.825
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.825
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.825
3.477
3.477
3.825
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.825
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.477
3.825

83.453
83.453
91.798
83.453
83.453
66.762
83.453
83.453
91.798
83.453
83.453
83.453
83.453
83.453
91.798
83.453
83.453
83.453
83.453
83.453
91.798
83.453
83.453
91.798
83.453
83.453
83.453
83.453
83.453
91.798
83.453
83.453
83.453
83.453
83.453
91.798

28

29

1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1,32

3,046

HJV

Volume Elevasi

m3/dt

106 m3

m

30=1729

31=1216

32

10,62
0,67
5,21
2,85
4,85
3,02
9,78
6,84
11,18
4,75
2,21
1,05
0,89
1,43
0,06
0,43
0,13
3,47
3,02
4,46
1,42
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,51
0,85
2,69
9,42

8,85
8,85
8,72
8,85
8,85
9,11
8,85
8,85
8,72
8,85
8,85
8,49
8,85
8,85
8,64
8,85
8,85
8,85
8,85
8,85
8,72
8,08
7,14
5,91
4,73
3,84
2,58
2,50
2,50
2,50
2,81
3,06
4,21
4,55
8,85
8,72

Faktor kT

33

85,20
85,20
84,97
85,20
85,20
85,68
85,20
85,20
84,97
85,20
85,20
84,55
85,20
85,20
84,86
85,20
85,20
85,20
85,20
85,20
84,97
83,78
82,67
80,89
79,18
77,88
73,06
75,93
75,93
75,93
76,38
76,74
78,41
78,90
85,20
84,97

6,16
0,86
6,11
4,28
4,93
3,55
7,11
5,90
3,54
4,27
0,91
0,70
0,88
1,26
0,70
1,87
1,07
3,39
2,88
3,42
1,73
1,04
1,18
1,27
1,12
1,06
1,00
0,76
0,78
1,53
1,42
2,15
0,70
0,70
1,05
2,72

TABLE IX. PROBABILITY RATE OF RESERVOIR INFLOW
Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Year to
26
4
9
10
6
24
5
20
50
23
48
44
21
18
39
15
32
47
13
2
30
8
1
27
3

Inflow Volume
(million m3)
83,968
84,701
88,540
95,640
98,123
98,430
98,790
101,428
101,830
102,610
103,097
106,911
107,984
108,686
108,816
113,257
118,478
118,831
119,997
121,637
122,009
122,084
124,236
124,639
124,857

Percentage
1,96
3,92
5,88
7,84
9,80
11,76
13,73
15,69
17,65
19,61
21,57
23,53
25,49
27,45
29,41
31,37
33,33
35,29
37,25
39,22
41,18
43,14
45,10
47,06
49,02

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Ranking
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Year to
40
46
14
33
45
43
11
28
29
19
22
31
34
37
17
42
35
49
12
38
36
25
41
7
16

Inflow Volume
(million m3)

Percentage

126,138
126,942
126,991
128,249
128,326
130,536
130,623
130,718
131,002
131,061
131,661
133,026
133,666
134,023
134,085
135,963
136,288
137,221
138,290
141,577
144,375
147,668
148,279
149,548
162,469

Bajulmati Irrigation Area
Bajulmati Irrigation Area is an irrigation area whose
water supply comes from the water source of Bajulmati
Reservoir where water is distributed from the reservoir
intake to the irrigation area through Bajulmati River and
Tangkup River which is tapped with Bajulmati weir as a
divider building for the Bajulmati Left and Bajulmati
Regions. In Bajulmati existing (819,60 Ha) covers the
following areas :

488

50,98
52,94
54,90
56,86
58,82
60,78
62,75
64,71
66,67
68,63
70,59
72,55
74,51
76,47
78,43
80,39
82,35
84,31
86,27
88,24
90,20
92,16
94,12
96,08
98,04

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
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1. Bajulmati Kiri (303 Ha) covers the Wonorejo Main
Channel (303 Ha) located in Wonorejo Village,
Banyuputih District, Situbondo Regency.

between the discharge needed to meet 70% of irrigation
needs and the discharge needed to drive 2 turbines.

2. Right Bajulmati (516.60 Ha) covers the Bajulmati Main
Channel (332.60 Ha) and Krajan Secondary Channel (184
Ha) located in Bajulmati Village, Sidodadi,
Sumberkencono, Wongsorejo District, Banyuwangi
Regency.

V.

While the development plan DI. Bajulmati is as follows :
1. Bajulmati Left covers the Baluran Secondary Channel
area of 170 Ha. So Bajulmati Left consists of Baluran
Secondary Channels at 269 Ha and Wonorejo Main
Channels at 204 Ha. So that the total area of the Left
Bajulmati area is 473 Ha. Baluran Secondary Channels
are distributed with the Wonorejo Main Channel along
825.65 m.
2. DI. Bajulmati Right covers the Sodung Secondary
Channels (238 Ha), Kramasan Secondary Channels (379
Ha), Jantok Secondary Channels (238 Ha), Bajulmati
Main Channels (44 Ha). So Bajulmati Right consists of
Sodung Secondary Channels at 238 Ha, Kramasan
Secondary Channels at 369 Ha, Jantok Secondary
Channels at 238 Ha, Krajan Secondary Channels at 184
Ha and Bajulmati Main Channels at 288 Ha. So that the
total area of Bajulmati Kanan is 1327 Ha. Krajan
Secondary Channels are distributed with Bajulmati Main
Channels. The water from Sayuti Dam is captured by
Jantok Dam which is distributed by Bajulmati Main
Channel and Jantok Secondary Channel. Water from the
H. Usman Dam was captured by the Lasmin Weir which
was distributed by the Bajulmati Main Channel. Water
from the Lasmin Weir is distributed with Jantok
Secondary Channels.
Reservoir Simulation Modeling
After calculating the availability of water / inflow
obtained, average rainfall, the amount of evaporation, the
plan for raw water requirements and PLTMH has been
calculated, and the need for supletion from reservoirs for
irrigation is known, then modeling of the reservoir
operational simulation is carried out in order to obtain
optimum reservoir operation. The following will explain
in more detail the simulation modeling that will be carried
out for each alternative.
1. Alternative Simulation Modeling 1
In this alternative the objective is to meet the needs of
irrigation, by passing the irrigation water through
PLTMH, PLTMH needs are also calculated from the
excess water flowed through the spillway (PLTMH
production depends on irrigation needs and excess water
on the spillway).Release made by reservoirs on this
alternative to meet 100% of irrigation needs.
2. Alternative Simulation Modeling 2
In alternative 2 the objective is to meet the needs of
irrigation (kT factor> 70%), the need for raw water,
increase the yield of PLTMH by optimizing PLTMH by
flowing excess water on the spillway by considering the
availability of water in the reservoir.Reservoir release
decisions made on this alternative are the greatest value

a.

b.

c.

d.
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CONCLUSIONS
1. The current reservoir operation pattern which
only meets irrigation needs (kT factor = 100%),
by passing irrigation water through a turbine, the
average annual electricity generated is 2,300
GWH.
2. Simulation of reservoir operating patterns with
stretching inflow discharge for the next 50
years is carried out with one condition of the
operating pattern, with the conclusion of the
simulation results as in the following
description:
Alternative reservoir 1 operating patterns with operating
conditions as they are today are priority fulfillment of
irrigation needs (kT factor = 100% with differences in
the way of calculating irrigation water requirements and
excess water flowed through the spillway), the average
annual electricity produced is 2,488 GWH (108.17% of
the current condition) if the turbine must be fully
operational (alternative 1A), and 2,796 GWH (121.57%
of the current condition) if the turbine with 20% power
production is operational (alternative 1B). Meeting the
needs of irrigation water at this alternative (kT factor)
2.45.
Reservoir operation pattern with alternative 2, the
operating conditions are the fulfillment of the lowest
boundary irrigation requirements that can still meet (kT
factor> 70%), raw water requirements, excess water
flowed on the spillway flowed to optimize the MHP
production by considering the availability of reservoir
water, then the need raw water and irrigation water are
met with an average fulfillment coefficient of 2.26 (kT
factor> 70%). The average annual electricity generated is
2,823 GWH (122.74% of current conditions) if the
turbine has to work fully (alternative 2A) and 2,852 GWH
(124.00% of the current condition) if the turbine with
20% power production is already operate (alternative 2B).
From the analysis of simulation revenue results (without
calculating costs) it can be concluded that the alternative
that produces the highest income (farming and PLTMH)
is alternative 1B of Rp. 338.69 billion, the next highest
income is alternative 1A of Rp. 338.41 billion, the third
highest alternative 2B of Rp. 313.03 billion and the
lowest alternative income 2A was Rp. 313.00 billion.
Assumptions in the calculation of irrigation water
farming income are carried out simultaneously so that if
the kT factor <100% there is an area of land that is bero.
If the reservoir operation pattern is only on meeting the
needs of 100% irrigation and excess water is flowed
through the spillway, but does not pay attention to or
optimize electricity production (PLTMH), then
alternative operating patterns 1 can be carried out /
continued. However, if the reservoir operation pattern is
for optimizing PLTMH by fulfilling irrigation needs (kT
factor> 100%), meeting the needs of raw water and excess
water flowed through the spillway, then the alternative
reservoir operating pattern 2 can be used.
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